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EDITORIAL NOTES
In the XVIIth Bulletin of the Boston S.P.R. published in August last
appear the Notes of Professor von Hoffsten Ph D. (Director of the Zoo
logical Institute of the University of Uppsala) on two sittings which he at
tended at Mr. Harry Prices invitation for experiment with Rudi Schneider.
These Reports accompany a Review by Dr. W alter F. Prince of Mr. Price’s
book Rudi Schneider: A Scientific Examination of his M ediumship”.
Our attention has been drawn to this matter, which may have a certain
importance as regards the question of electrical or other methods of
mechanical control.
In the case of these sittings, the electrical control was provided by the
use of metallic gloves and socks connected with insulated wire; the feet of
the sitters and medium resting on metallic plates screwed to rhe floor. Hands
of medium and sitters, as well as feet were thus controlled by the action ot
red electric bulbs, one for each limb Thus, if the right hand of the medium
should lose contact, the corresponding lamp would fail, etc. There were
four such lamps for the medium’s control, and the hands of the sitters were
controlled by a fifth lamp, and their feet by a sixth.
* *
Dr. Hoffsten broke his control during rhe sitting without announcing the
tact, and he applied a control of his own invention, arguing that if the
phenomena were genuine, such means would but strengthen rhe evidence.
At the first sitting (Jan. 14) he had been only a passive spectator, but
at the second (Jan. 16) lie records the following:
First having made sure that by advancing his chair, he could touch the
zither with his toe, he then, during the sitting, managed to liberate his right
foot from the metallic sock, placing his freed foot upon the sock and press1
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lag the sock against that of his neighbour on the right. The foot control
lamp continued to burn uninterruptedly in spite, lie says, of frequent liftings
of his foot: but of course his sock must be inferred to be still carrying
the circuit, and as long as the metallic socks of the sitters are in contact, the
lamp would be sustained by a current.
$ Up £ 4;
Several tunes were played upon the zither. During the time Dr. Hoffsten
raised his free foot to a level with the instrument and perhaps a little above
it, on the theory that he would thus contact a reaching rod, hypothetically
used by Rudi and worked by his teeth. He felt nothing, and no rod fell.
Bur he affirms that Rudi felt the contact and withdrew the instrument. He
verified (as a possibility) that Ruth would have seen his leg extended
against the luminous edge of the basket.
Later in the same sitting, he again liberated his right foot, but owing
to some imperfection in his adjustment of the discarded sock, the light went
out or flickered each time he raised his leg; bur he says that no one of the
other five sitters noticed anything.
He concludes that the electrical control is not efficacious for the pre
vention of possible fraud. He, as a sitter, could have produced phenomena’
He considers that this method of control would be effective only if employed
alternately with other methods (e.g. with the medium only controlled, or
with one critical sitter left free). The system used in these sittings, he
thinks, protects the medium from other measures of control on the part of
the sitters, and gives him the advantage of a uniformity of conditions—sub
ject, of course, to the more or less critical judgment of sitters.—under which
he might develop a scheme for deceiving them. And he thinks that the
very nature of rhis electrical control is such as to create in the minds
of sitters a false sense of security and to give rhe impression that the experi
ments have a highly scientific character. For this reason he would prefer to
revert to a 'primitive* type of control. Dr. Hoffsten traces an unmistakeable
parallelism her ween the kind of control used and rhe type of phenomena
appearing. These, he remarks are always only those which, under the
existing conditions of control could possibly be produced through skillful
conjuring tricks ’. The value of this observation depends of course upon
the extent of his special experience as a researcher in the held of physical
mediumship; and we assume rhat Dr. Hoffsten is speaking from long
and intimate acquaintance. And there is nothing to show that he takes
into account the factor—increasingly recognized as important—of the mental
attitude of the observer. He admits that he went to these sittings in an un
prejudiced frame of mind and developed during the period a decided bias
ro the hypothesis of fraud.
But when all is said, we merely seem to come to this, that a large propor
tion of the ordinary telekinetic phenomena of the dark seance room, (pace Dr.
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Osty's invisible radiation and its detective powers) are in rhe last resort
open to challenge of one form or another and can not offer a final proof of
super-normality. Dr. Prince puts this very strikingly in his review (p. 46
of the Bulletin under discussion) when he says: (speaking of the possibility
of evading the electrical method of control)
The history of attempts to make trickery impossible, whether by
mechanical control or otherwise, reads something like that for many
years of the contest between great guns and armour plate; the one in
creasing in power and the other in resistance. . . .”
The fact that there are certain types of seance-room phenomena which
can be, and have frequently been, observed in a sufficiently good light,
would suggest that if more attention were paid to the production of these,
rather than to the phenomena produced in the dark, it would advance the
cause of science and eliminate a good deal of controversy, to the benefit of all
concerned.
$

$

*

$

*

W e have been somewhat chary of recording the many alleged communica
tions from rhe late Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, since they did not appear to ap
proach the standards of intrinsic value plus evidential authority which would
claim our attention. But we cannot dismiss the account given by rhe Revd
Charles Tweedale in the Yorkshire Observer (England) for Dec. 17, 1932
in any summary manner.
Mr. Tweedale has obtained under what appear unexceptionable cir
cumstances a letter in Conan Doyle’s characteristic handwriting and signed
by him in his usual style, upon a photographic plate in the presence of the
medium William Hope of Crewe. Neither as to the history of the plates
employed or the details of their manipulation by Mr. Tweedale can we dis
cover any obvious loophole for fraud or self-deception. The sitting was not
premeditated. Plates, camera and slides, together with the process of de
velopment were strictly under the witness’s control, and but for a brief mo
ment when Mr. Hope was allowed, in full view, to place the slides successive
ly in the camera, he may be said nor to have handled them at all. Each plate
was marked when in its slides, by Mr. Tweedale. They w-erc taken by him
from a new and unopened parcel. On rhe first pair there appeared, over his
head, a line portrait of Doyle. On the second pair was seen the letter and.
strange to say. behind it a mere shadowy outline of the head and shoulders
of the sitter instead of a normally-exposed negative. The newspaper repro
duces the plate with letter and signature, and to anyone familiar with Doyle’s
handwriting, the identity is at once apparent. Mr. Tweedale’s wife and
daughter were present and sat with him in the experiment. To the critic, the
only possible line of escape would be to attack directly the credibility of Mr
Tweedale, and in view of his record that wrould not be at all an easy thing to
do.
$ *
* *

LE LIVRE DES REYEN ANTS
PARI' XIII.
\v e come now to the fourth sitting for the year 1929. lr was convened
jii the Park Avenue apartment of the member of the group who organized
these meetings. The date ts February 6th. The time (p m .) is not recorded,
bur would be about as usual, namely the mid-afternoon. Generally each
session was in two parts with a short intermediate break for tea. On this
occasion there were four of the group assembled; namely Mrs. X., Miss
Mead, Mrs. Van Antwerp, and Mrs. Ernest Bigelow, in whose rooms the
sitting took place. The three sittings in January, recorded in the Journal for
July 1932 (pp. 284-288) are numbered consecutively XXXI ro XXXIll.
The February 6th sitting therefore is Sitting XXXIV The following is the
record, compiled from the notes taken at the time by Mrs. Bigelow.
First Control (C .l.) "Joseph . . . I lived in M illbrook”.
Sitter. "W hat is your family name?”
C 1. "T horn . . . 1 must have known you, Mrs. Bigelow
Did you ever hear my wife sing?”
Mrs. B. "No. but we have heard of her”.
C.l. "Have you ever been in our music-room?”
Mrs. B. "No. Can you tell us about it?”
C.l. "A long window faces setting sun”.
Mrs. B "W hat color is the room?”
C.l. "Wood color. . . W e used ro have two pianos going at the
same time.
1 am very sorry I was so shabby to my wife”.
Sitter. "W eie you nor wise in your treatment of her?”
C.l. "N o” .
Sitter.
Is she over on your side now?” C.l. Yes”.
Sitter. "Can’t you make it up to her now?”
C.l. ‘Yes, bur it leaves regrets”.
*

*

*

*

*

Second Control. (C.2.) "Name Preston . . from Farmington , Maine ”
Sitter. "Can you give us your first name?”
C.2. "Bellcher. . . I had a son. . . a doctor”.
Sitter "W hat is Ins lirsr name?” C.2. "Albert”.
Sitter.
Is he at Farmington?”. C.2. "No".
* * * * *
Third Control. (C.3.). "D octor M addox from Louisville, Kentucky... Oh!
oh! oh! oh!”.
Sitter. "W hat is the trouble?”
C.3. I feel I am compelled ro tell my life-story” .
Sitter
Please do so: we are interested”.
4
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C.3. 'Have you strength, patience, and honor to keep it secret?”
Sitter. '"We promise”.
( N o te . In pursuance of the pledge of secrecy given, the name of the com
municator is withheld, and a pseudonym given instead. The story
of Dr. M addox’s life follows as given at the sitting.)
C.3. I was financially and socially a leader among men. My family
had. . . self had. . . everything that large means could gratify.
The gambling demon obsessed me I used to steal out in dark
of night, join gaming crowd who met in vacant building down
town.
W e had three beautiful girls.
From diamonds to family plate, l purloined everything.
One night, at dinner, my dainty little wife asked where my cuff
links were. About two o’clock same morning, my wife drove
alone to this deserted building, tied her horses: by crack in
door she came to gaming room and confronted me, now play
ing three thousand dollars.
She left me and became a Catholic. The children married.
''Am l dead, or is my mind wandering into space?”
Sitter.
How long ago did this happen?”
C.3. "About thirty years ago”.
Sitter. ' Can you remember your wife’s name?”
C.3. "Barbara (Pseudonym).”
Sitter. "W hat were the girls’ names?
C.3. "Minnie and Bessie”.
Sitter. "And the third one?" C.3. ” 1 can’t recall”.
Sitter. ‘ Do you know how you passed?" C 3 "N o”.
Sitter. "Arc you not sure of being dead?”
('..3. "No. How did it happen that 1 am talking to you? Do you
know me?”
Sitter. "No. Do you know us?” C.3- "N o”.
Sitter. "W e are in New York, and you are talking through the table
Can you see us?”
C.3. "Yes” .
Sitter. "W hat else do you see?”
C.3. "Blackness. W here is Barbara?”
Sitter "Is she still living on earth?” C.3. "Yes”.
Sitter. "Had you any illness?”
C.3. "No. I saw my little wife in gray trained dinner dress, in her
righteous wrath open the door; and in her halo of accusing
dignity confront them. . . M innie: married. . .”
(End of Sitting XXXIV.)
$ * * $ *
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SITTING XXXV. Feb. 13th, 1929.
First Control. (C .l.) My daughter (V iolet—pseudonym.) married T homas
K ilman (pseudonym).
Sitter.
Is this Dr. M addox speaking?”
C.l. Yes. . . And ( she) lives in Huston, Texas, (spelt Hewston).
Sitter. "W hat is your first name?” C.l. I can remember”.
Sitter. ''Can we write to your daughter?” C.l. "Yes”
Sitter. "Do you know now whether you are alive or dead?”
C.l. ''N o. . . My daughter V iolet spent some rime in Raton ”.
Sifter. "W here is that?” C.l. "Rocky Mountains”.
C.l. "Can give name of someone in New Orleans who knows
my wife; but knows no family history about me. Ask them
where my wife is”.
Sitter. "W hat is the name of this person?”
C.l. "H elen D ick". . . "Is Booth T arkington living?”
Sitter. "Yes”.
C.l. "He knew me. . . Is Clara Laughlin living?”
Sitter. "W e don't know. Was she a writer?”
C.l. "Yes. . . Visited same place together in Mississippi”.
Sitter.
Is the Doctor Maddox now living in Louisville any relation to you?”
C. 1 "How old is he?” Sitter. We don't know” .
C.l. ' My wife nearly died in sanatarium”.
Sifter. "Can you remember your wife’s name before her marriage?”
C.L. "N o” .
Sitter. "Do you know what she called you?” C.l. "N o”.
Sitter. "Can you see us now?" C.l. Yes”.
Sitter
How did you happen to come here?”
C.L. "The allied compelling forces of attraction. . . I want to help
you”.
Sitter. ' How can you help us?”
C.l. I want to come to the little lady who wore pink flowers”.
Sitter.
Do you mean one who has been here?” C.l. "Yes”.
Sitter ' You mean Mrs. Talbot, do you not?” C.l. "Yes. W ill she let me?”
Sitter. "She will be here tonight".
C.l. I am being uplifted bv spirit of my dead grandson who never
breathed on this earth”.
Sitter. ' Is the spirit assigned to a body?” C.l. "Yes”.
Sitter. "W hat child was it?” C.l. "Madeleine ’s child.”
Sitter. "Don’t you know where you must be if you are able to speak to the
spit it of a dead child?”
C.l. "In my laboratory. . . M innie married a C arter”.
Sitter.
From the South?"
C.l. "NTs H elion ’s wife’s name is L ucy”.
Sitter. "W ill you try to remember your first name?—and your wife’s
maiden name, for our meeting next week?” C.l. "Yes".
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Ask the baby spirit to help you".
C l . He tells me that they immersed him in bath of mustard water
to bring him to life”.
Sitter. "Can you see any of our mediums or friends over there?” C.l. ’Yes"
Sitter. "Whom do you sec?” C.l. "Whiskers”.
Sitter. "By 'Whiskers’ do you mean F. Nitchwitz?”
C.l. "Yes. I want to tell you that my two elder daughters are not
pleased with financial arrangements”.
Sitter. "W hat were those arrangements?”
C.l. "Doretta’s mother gave everything to her and nothing to them"
Sitter. "How about your will?" C.l. "To my wife” .
Sitter. "Can you help us if we sir in the dark for the direct voice?”
C.l. ”1 will try”.
N ote . In view of the request made by Dr. M. at the sitting of February 6rh
for secrecy as to his identity, and the pledge given by the sitters
that this should be observed, no attempt was made to follow up
the matter by enquiries for purpose of verification. It had been
noted by one of the group that the name was that of a physicianstill in practice in the Kentucky town mentioned, lc is an English
name, and not a very common one.
* * * * *
Sitting XX X V I. March 1st, 1929.
Present: Mrs. W ., Mrs. van A., Mrs. X., Miss Mead and Mrs. Bigelow.
First Control. (C .l.). "N itchwitz. . . . Who wants N itchwitz ?”
Mrs. X. "I should like to ask you some questions about rhe family. Do you
know me”
C.l. "Yes” .
Mrs. X. ’ Is your daughter Mrs. Kelly related to me?” C.l. "Yes” .
Mrs. X. "In what way is she related?”— "I know nothing about it”.
C.l. "1 must go back many years”.
Mrs. X. "My father had no brothers or sisters”.
C.l. There was a family quarrel nearly a hundred years ago be
tween the A lfred Bakers and the Elijah and G eorge Bakers.
Your branch of the family lost heavily by A lfred B aker’s
branch and the family never was alluded to after your great
grandfather burned the notes”.
Mrs. X. Was your wife a Baker?” C.l. "Yes” .
Mrs. X. "O f w'hom was she the daughter?” C.l. "Constance ”.
Mrs. X. "Can you communicate with my father in spirit and see if he
knows?”
C.l. "It is of great interest to us to find out what draws us here.
Rhoda goes to Meriden and returns with current of contact. . .
Blanche drewr me through the silence of a hundred years ago
Peculiar incident. . . Your husband, Blanche, is a great busi
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ness friend of Percy Stonemason ’s (pseudonym) man, and lie
knew me well. He rold rliat you were a granddaughter of
G eorge Baker, and the Kelleys know who you arc ’,
Mrs. X. "Can you give the name of the man you speak of?”
C.l. "Simon Fontain ”.
Mrs. X. "Why does Estelle draw you?”
C.l. Her husband is ever around trying to convey his abiding affection
Katherine is my wife's mother’s name I may talk a bit more.
You have a cousin Sophie in East 69th Street”.
Mrs. X. "W h at is her last nam e?” C .l. "B aker ”.
C.l. ’ Mudge draws a literary and humorous group. . . Oh, how
angry a B a k er can get. There is an incident of great import. . .
Will you, Blanche, go to Summit and meet my daughter?”
Mrs. X. ’’Why do you wish it?”
C.l. "Wish to bring something through that will prove materia l iza
non. Will you promise to go? 1 want to materialize my wife.
I want Talbot to sec her My family abhor spiritualism, but
just get in the house”.
Mrs. X. "How can you get contact?”
C.l. "W ith some thing of my wife's”.
Mrs. X. "Can you materialize with Talbot without having anything belonging
to your wife?”
C.l. "N ot so soon” .
Mrs. X. How does Donna draw you?”
C.l. ' All the credit in this everlasting world is due to Helen for her
bravery, unselfishness, and dauntless courage. I am going to
remain for ever with you dear people”.
(The remainder of the sitting is given to the discussion by the control
of the relative qualities of the sitters for purpose of materialization
seances and the Talbot mcdiuinship.).
N ote . The XXXVlth Sitting is the last of the series undertaken by the
group as hitherto constituted. Mr. Bligh Bond was invited to join
the circle as it was thought that he might by his presence strengthen
or enlarge the contacts’ and perhaps contribute power. Mr. Bond
agreed to take part in the further sitti igs to be arranged weekly at
Mrs. Bigelow’s apartment.

DEVELOPMENT OF OCCULTISM INTO
PARAPSYCHOLOGY
B y B a r o n V o n Sc h r e n c k -N o tzing
P art IV. P h e n o m e n a o f A ppa r it io n s ( G h o st s )

Translated by Ik ate Friedberger
The noun
SPUR:
Ghostly apparition orphantasm
Spook or Spectre (Gespenst)
Poltergeist

The verb
SPUKEN:
To haunt
To appear
To walk

These phenomena present a difficult, unexplained chapter in the his
tory of occultism. They are still frequently confused with superstitions and
fraud, although there are numerous reports concerning this class of phen
omena, from earliest antiquity up to the present.
Modern research is attempting to subject this mystery to critical examina
tions in order to discover the kernel of truth ( Tatsachenkern) —from among
the conglomeration of legends, superstitions and fantastic elaborations on
conscious and unconscious illusions, and to light on that basis all existing
prejudice against apparitional phenomena.
On behalf of this problem, the English Society for Psychical Research
made collections of incontestable material, while the German bibliography
of the last decades shows little gain in this field.
The following works are of chief importance in scientific study: fj
Aksakow, Vorlaufer des Spiritismus” ( Predecessors of Spiritism” )
(Leipzig, Mutze 1898). Aside from forty-eight sketchily reproduced
statements of such phenomena there are two detailed presentations. One
of them deals with the ghost in Schtschapoffs house in Kjek (Russia) and is
described on 60 pages in form of communications by numerous witnesses.
By far the most interesting part is occupied by the second presentation. Ir
deals with the ghost-phenomena observed in the years 1853-1856 in rhlt apart
ment of Captain (Hauptmann) Sandat Tchenkow in the Russian Grand Village
(Grossdorf) Lipzy; these phenomena were confirmed as true by official
sanction before the court-martial in Charkow after interrogation of more
than 150 witnesses. The report of the witnesses’ evidences occupies 243
pages (!) in Aksakow's book, and is translated in all details from the
Russian original. Mysterious throwing of stones, moving of all sorts of
objects, and repeated starting of fire in the captain’s apartment are involved,
without the entry of any human originators.
The phenomena of ghosts are hardly distinct from mediumistic pheno
menology in the form of their manifestations and their expressions; and al9
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though Bozzano distinguishes the two chief classes, namely the subjective ex
periences (of hallucinatory, clairvoyant, and telepathic nature) from the ob
jective events (physical phenomena), all apparitional phenomena, without ex
ception, repeat themselves in some form in the observations of the media,
with the only limitation, that in a great number of these phenomena the
mediation of a living person cannot be proven. Wherever such is the case,
however, it is often possible to rob the ghost of its spontaneous character
and to call it up with the help of the mediating person in question. From
such spontaneous phenomena, for example, originated the entire spiritistic
movement, as was learned from the course of phenomena in Hydesville
(1848). Artificially produced mediumistic phenomena, too, can appear
spontaneously and assume the character of an apparition.
Attention was hrst focused on the special talents in a series of media
through the appearance of ghosts, i.e., through observation of physical phe
nomena. It must become a task of future experimental investigations, to
change, if possible, the involuntary manifestations into such as can be
voluntarily produced, to find our the agent in the corresponding case, and tc
examine his medial talent, provided that it is not a question of such effects
as are essentially connected with a definite place, i.e., seem to have no rela
tionship to any living persons. In spontaneously appearing phenomena, direct
observation may occasionally be possible by actual residence with the per
sons affected.
Often, the ghost assumes a spiteful, strange character, shows a mis
chievous nature, and alarms the inhabitants of the house. The teasing and
torturing of animals and human beings not infrequently takes place; the
liberation of cattle in the stables; the throwing of all sorts of objects; soundand light-production, knocking and stamping in the house; the shifting of
heavy pieces of furniture etc. down to complete destruction of all sorts of
objects.
Professor Heinrich Passaro enumerates no less than 190 cases of ghosts,
reported in literature, (with exact indication of their sources), and explains
them on the basis of the spiritistic hypothesis. [See Passaro’s work
"Unumstossliche Beweise fur den Spiritismus" (Incontrovertible Proofs of
Spiritism) Leipzig: Mutze 1906].
The apparition in Gross-Erlach (W iirttemberg), described in detail by
Johannes Illig in his treatise ‘Dor Spuk von Gross Erlach. Juni 1916”
(Goppinger Tagblate, also Psychische Studien, Leipzig), began with untying
of cattle-chains in a locked stable; although the animals were tied again,
ropes and chains were already untied, even before the participants had left
the stable. Neckchains were twisted, until the cattle suffocated. On the 2nd
of May the abuse began in the house in form of crashing and stamping in
the kitchen. A wooden log started to remove itself from the house entrance
to the pantry. For several days in May there was perfect peace. Then the
row started all over again. Milk bowls turned over, table spoons fell oft the
table, a water pail trailed itself to the door, a baby carriage left its place
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over and over again. Finally the spook-manifestation reached its climax,
when one day all doors were unhinged, all breakable objects upset and de
molished. such as wine jugs, plates, bowls, pans, fat containers, waterpails,
etc. On the 15th of May the house had to be closed and deserted. In this
case, also, a 14 year old boy, living in the house, was suspected. But it w'as
ascertained that the phenomenon had showed itself also in rooms, in which
the boy was nor present.
The famous Italian authropologist Professor Cesare Lombroso also
dealt with the problem of apparitions, in which he sees the activity of de
ceased persons:—i.e., of ghosts; see his work " Hypnotische und spiritistische
Forschungen” (Verlag Julius Hoffmann, Stuttgart, 1909) ( 'Hypnotic and
Spiritistic Research ).
Wherever the phenomena appeared in connection with definite persons,
it is attributable according to Lombroso, to women, children, and young
people. Twenty-eight of such subjects were between the age of 9 and 11 or
14 and 16 years. Lombroso justly remarks on the enormous energy used in
some of these events, which is a definite contradiction to the small muscular
strength of young anti female persons.
Wherever the apparition is connected with definite places, the influence
of invisible media, not present in the house, must be taken into considera
tion. Conspicuous also is the intelligence expressed nowr and then in such
mysterious happenings, where autonomous expressions of the will of the
deceased were frequently ascertained as soon as it was possible to get into
contact with the invisible working power.
Dr. Otto Piper wrote a monograph specially devoted to phenomena of
apparitions under the title "Der Spuk: 250 Geschehnisse tiller Arien mid
Zeiten anj der W elt des Uebersinnlichen” (Kdln 1917, Verlag Bachem),
( Spooks: 250 Happenings of all Kinds and Times from the W orld of the
Supersensory” ). This author also sees no other possible explanation except
on the basis of ghosts.
The same is true of Bruno Grabinske in his work "Spuk, Geistererscheidungen, oder was sonst?” (Hildesheim 1920) ("Ghosts, Apparitions, or what
Else?").
A special chapter of the article deals with the apparition in Oels, which
was proven by Dr. Erich Bohn to be the result of fraudulent manipulations
and self-deceptions. (Erich Bohn, "Der Spak in Oels". (Zeitschrift in "Nord
mid S/ld'’. for October, November, and December 1917).
The end of the book deals with the phenomenon of the burned-in hand.
(eingebranntc-Hand p.174) on which Major-General A.D, Peter also pub
lished a longer treatise (Nebersinnliche W elt No. 1, January 1912).
Grabinski, furthermore, reported on the apparition of the W hite Woman
on the Barenburg (Burgenland), who had been photographed by the in
habitants of the castle and added a reproduction of the picture to his reports.
("Der lokale Spuk'', Heroldverlag, Miinchen 1925, "The Local Spook").
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Despite thorough examination of the facts in question the names of the
participants are only indicated with initials. For this reason and because of
the rarity of the case, 1 desired, after ascertaining the addresses of the
participants, to enter into correspondence with them. They confirmed the fact
that the picture of the apparition was taken in regular fashion and success
fully developed.
Like Piper and Grabinski, Dr. Max Kemmerich knows no other explana
tion but that of spirits’, in his book "Gespenster und Spitk'' (Lhotzky,
Ludwigshafen, 1921, 500 pages) ("Ghosts and Apparitions"). In the 5th
chapter, dealing with the idea and purpose of apparitions, the author refers
to the Case-Record by Bozzano as it appeared in the Italian language, in
which no less than 532 cases are compiled, 491 of which concern haunted
houses and 41 haunted localities. Among these no less than 46 were de
termined as stone rain, 39 as sudden ringing of the bell, and 7 as fire.
Very interesting is the statement quoted by Kemmerich from Bozzano,
that 180 times the apparition was traceably connected with a tragic event
in the same place. 27 times human bones which had been buried and walled
in, were found at the place of the apparition. A group of 71 cases com
prised normal causes of death, however, at places of future apparitions. On
the whole 304 out of 374 ghost experiences were supposed to have been
preceded by a case of death. This looks a bit arbitrary, considering the
frequency of deaths in all sorts of rooms. It is noteworthy that Bozzano, as
reported by Kemmerich, excludes death as cause of an apparition in only
12 cases.
•
Jn a considerable number of such occurrences the purpose conceived by
the ghost is perfectly obvious. If this purpose is fulfilled by the living, the
manifestation ceases.
Kemmerich assumes telepathy between the living and the dead. His
wish that scholars would make investigation in a spirit of truthfulness into
this difficult field, which still offers so great a number of problems for solu
tion, can only be welcomed.
A general survey of "Spuk, Gespenster und Apportphanomene” ("A p
paritions, Ghosts, and Phenomena of Apports’’) ("W erdende Wissenschaft”
Berlin 1923, Pyramidenverlag) is presented by Rudolf Lambert. He dis
tinguishes immaterial apparitional phenomena (sensory perceptions of sub
jective nature, acoustical and optical impressions etc.) from the material ap
paritional phenomena, whereby actual changes of ob|ects controllable by all
those present, rake place (i.e.: movements of untouched objects, light- and
fire-apparitions, materialised human forms and apports, stone-rain and so
forth). In many cases the experience partakes both of material and im
material factors.
Lambert arrives at the same result as d’Assier, that in certain (though
rare) cases the activity of a human personality may continue for some time
after the cessation of all signs of life. In some cases it might not be un-
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the theory of apparitions Lambert concedes that comparatively few cases
happen which can be said to prove the spiritistic hypothesis bur he cannot
advance any plausible argument in clarifying the naive character of most
ghostly occurrences.
The author (Schr.-N.) had occasion to discuss several cases of haunting,
the first of which bears the title: ' Der Spuk im Hopfgarten” ( The Ghost
in the Hopgarden”—"A judicial ascertainment of telekinetic phenomena ')* .
According to the witnesses, it was a question of knocking phenomena and
movements of untouched objects,—manifestations which lasted only 14 days
and were even confirmed in part by police officials on the basis of their own
observations. Remarkable is the fact that the phenomena started after the
beginning of a state of trance created through an abusive hypnosis in the
wife of a watchmaker, who was forced to stay in bed in the haunted room;
that they lasted during the 17 days of her hypnotised state and disappeared
as soon as the patient awoke from her delirium with the help of a doctor
Everything in the case of this very sick woman indicated an intimate physical
relationship with the telekinetic effects and the episode forms a confirmation
of their animistic origin. Only in darkness and at night, mainly when at
tention was distracted, and exceptionally by day at 9 o’clock in the morning,
these mysterious manifestations expressed themselves. It seems, therefore,
that these spook-occurrences are to be considered exclusively as arising
physical-mediumistic phenomena, spontaneously connected with definite modi
fications of the consciousness.
Another case, judicially examined and published by the author (Schr.-N.)
(in Psychische Studien, Leipzig 1922) concerned "Der Spuk in Ylojiirvi”
(Finland) ("The Apparition in Ylojarvi” ). Objects in the room were set
in motion and thrown around (for example wooden logs, shoes, bricks,
chairs or tobacco-pipes). The knocking against each other of table boards,
and the bringing into horizontal position of a yard stick (Elle) hanging on
the wall are mentioned.
The following occurrences belong to a more complicated class of such
manifestations: the opening of repeatedly closed doors, the withdrawal of
objects from dosed containers (scripts from a writing desk drawer), the apporting of large quantities of clay, of birch bark, and of bricks. The pouring
into another vessel of the contents of medicine bottles, the pouring of beer
mto a rub. the swaying movement of a lamp in vertical position, the taking
out of a key from a door, etc. The mischievous character, and the design
to produce harm were concluded from the cutting and rearing of a book,
moreover, the burning of utensils, the tying together of a sheep’s lees in its
stable, the fettering of the 13 year old servant girl lying in her bed, who
* D’Assier seems to have regarded the soul as an etheric or subliminated part of the physical
outliving the physical only for a limited period. This would appear true enough so far as
these dynamic manifestations are concerned; hut they have little to do with the survival of
the teal Personality. Ed.
* Published 1921 in pamphlet form (Leipzig, Mutze) (Lecture given the 29th of August 1921
at the International Congress for Psychic Research in Kopenhagen).
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seemed to have mediumistic connection with the phenomena. The child fell
seriously ill, was brought to the hospital a week later and died there
Simultaneously with her illness the manifestations stopped and never re
turned.
The inhabitants of the house and rhe servants could not have produced
the phenomena, as was judicially ascertained, because, now and then, they
occurred in the living room when nobody was there. Certain mysterious
phenomena of movement also took place under optical control of the
witnesses. Remarkable, too, is the subsequent change of direction taken by
the objects thrown, during their flight. As a rule the occurrences took place
by lamp and candle-light, but also nor infrequently in bright daylight. They
belong to the known mediumistic phenomenology (telekinesis, apports, pene
tration of matter, etc.). The spireful, harmful puipose of certain of the
manifestations in the form of intentional destructiveness indicates sub
conscious drives in the hysterical psyche of the servant maid. In their effect
the actions do not differ from the activity of cunning hysterics, who from
pathological motives pretend some matter of fact which corresponds perhaps
merely to their desire for destruction and for attracting attention. Also in the
case described, the judicially ascertained facts are outside the province of
capacity on the part of the persons concerned.
O f still greater scientific value than die above reported occurrences seem
the spook-phenomena of Johanna P. . ., also published by the author
(Schr.-N.) (sec "Psychische Studied’, for May 1923). Here the telekinetic
spontaneous phenomena are connected with the presence of a 13 year old
servant-maid from Carinthia; they consist of telekinetic activities in ‘T'ernbewegungen” (Far-moving), the disappearance and destruction of objects,
and audible manifestations. This complex of phenomena accompanied
Johanna P. everywhere, to Liesereck, Villach, Braunau, and London. The
English investigator McKenzie took rhe girl ro London in order to ex
perience these phenomena himself in his own house* under strict control
of the servants who had been prepared for this occasion. In London the
phenomena started as a rule with the newr moon and increased with its
growth to the full moon. As soon as attention was paid to the phenomena
they stopped. The stare of being observed worked as an inhibition. Manual
help by " Hannie” did nor enter because rhe girl was either in another place
at the time, or was in some way busy with both hands.
After half a year the phenomena began to decrease and gradually dis
appeared entirely. Mr. McKenzie traced this stop ro better nourishment in
England, to Hannie s intellectual development (or to the advent of puberty?
The author). The girl learned English quickly and returned as an elegant
lady.
* Tho Editor was a member of the Council of the B.C.P.S. at the time. Mr. Hewat McKenzie
and his wife save “Hannie” a home for several months during which time her phenomena
continued, but with a gradual diminuation of force as the child’s health improved. The Editor
remembers well the bill for breakages by the spook which had to be met by the Council. It
amounted to £6( ir English money i.e., about .$30(1 al the old rate of exchange.
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The case "Der Spuk von Neuried in Oberbayern” ( The Spook in
Neuried in Upper Bavaria” ) treated by the author (in the January copy of
the Zeitschrift fur Para psychologic 1926) concerns analogous phenomena
which took place on a peasant farm in the vicinity of the Oster lakes (Osterseen). The Spook-phenomena consisted in an inexplicable knocking and
scratching and in the disappearance and changes of place of objects. The
phenomena were obviously connected with the daughter of a miner. The
supposed ghost disquited the inhabitants and gave occasion to the author
to undertake a personal examination of the place with two of his friends
Thereby it turned out that Anna G. had the faculty of producing paraphysical
phenomena. At least she succeeded in our presence in producing incon
testable knocking sounds in an untouched table. Several months later the
spook occurrences absented themselves with the belated entrance of the
menses. Here too we meet typical mediumistic performances, acoustical im
pressions, telekineses and apports, which are in some way connected with the
organism of the girl and accompany her in her change of place. Moreover
they took place in dull light (evenings, at night), but also sporadically dur
ing the day.
In my observations of the metapsychic facts, completely independent of
each other in regard to space and time, the almost lawful uniformity of the
occurrences strikes the eye. In three cases it is a question of adolescent girls;
in the fourth, of a hypnotized patient in a trance. The type of phenomena
it the same with all agents. They are, furthermore, dependent on the or
ganism of the media and expressed themselves mainly in dull light. Intelli
gent paranormal causes were not proven in any case, but this fact is not
assumed to preclude the possibility of their presence. W ith severe illness
with the starting of the menses, and with process of physical development as
also with the awakening from a trance, the phenomena stopped completely.
Certainly the casnistics is still too small to allow further conclusions, but
the path to scientific discovery is herewith opened.
The uniformity of the unusual facts in all countries and at all times is evi
dence against deception and hallucination in such statements. The underlying
laws for these facts are still hidden in obscurity. The banal, foolish, and
sometimes tricky character of such demonstrations, which almost always
happen with objects present in the environment of the agent, must not lead
to an ambiguous conception of the problem. For this problem lies exclusively
in the physical efficacy of forces unknown to us, and expressing themselves
on objects which happen to be at the locus of the manifestations. (1)
Much more important seems the question: what is the significance (or
meaning) of Spook phenomena altogether? W hat is their sense?
Illig attempted to penetrate this puzzle in his work, "Ewiges Schweigen"
( 'Eternal Silence” ) (Stuttgart 1925) where he reports very valuable ob(l) Tlie author’s essays on ghostly phenomena, published after the writing of this article,
are printed in his “Gesammelten Aufsatzen zur Para psychologic” (Collected Essays on
Parapsychology) (Union, Huttgart 1929)—Editor’s note.
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servations of his own in a very interesting case-record. First of all, he points
to the extraordinarily frequent announcements of death through physical
change of ODjects: the stopping of a clock; the dropping of a picture;—
they may be taken as magical signals, by which the dying person teiepathically communicates Ins departure.
Here as everywhere else the subconscious effect of wishes of the medium
plays an important part; but whether these wishes originate from the soul
of a living or a deceased person is not a question to be examined at
present. Dr. A. von Winterstein has tried to discuss the motivation of placebound spooks, which, according to his conception could approach the explana
tion of the problem of the after-life of a human personality ("Psychoanalytische Bemerkungen zum Thema Spnk" in Zeitschrift fur Parapsychologie,
September 1926; "Znr Psychoanalyse ties Spuks”, in "Imago" 1926) ( Psy
choanalytic Comments on the Spook Theme”, and On the Psychoanalysis of
Spooks” ). In a great number of spook cases he finds surprising coincidences
with psychoneuroses. Thus it often happens that thoughts, worries, and
wishes prompted by feelings which drive the 'spooking’ entity (den Spukenden) to apprise the living” of his continued existence. One gets the im
pression that a kind of intelligence effects these phenomena with insufficient
means at its disposal so that it is not a question of mere automatisms. These
expressions sometimes resemble products of the subconscious, as in a dream,
and in the neurotic diathesis, because of their symbolic character and because
of other peculiarities, which make one think of the mechanism of densification and shifting.” To this must be added the automatic repetition of oc
currences, the neurotic force of repetition. Thus, analogies with neurotic re
productions and with the dreamlife of the neurotic can be drawn. It looks
as if the force of repetition contained in the manifestations originated from
instinctive drives, which aspire to the reestablishment of the former state
of balance”.
According to Winterstein, another group of spook cases is caused by
an incompleted content or by an unsolved moral conflict during life time (for in
stance the pressure of guilt which strives for relief, or for forced confession)
"The spook phenomena with their monotonously uniform and automatic
repetition, as it were, give in themselves the impression that it is not a ques
tion of expression of an entire soul, but only of a process of imagination,
which lias become autonomous; of a fixed idea, of an obsession, which verges
toward continuous relief and realisation by the mode of spook phenomena.
Winterstein’s remarks refer only to place-bound spoks and presuppose
the existence of beings in the beyond,—that is, of deceased persons. Con
trariwise, in which the spook was bound to definite persons, the very cases
are eliminated, to which we had access for the purpose of examination.
The deceased can no longer be psychoanalyzed, only the living spookagents. It would be necessary, at first, to apply Winterstein’s well-founded
trains of thought to the examination of spook media and try to discover the
psychic mechanism of these occult events.
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All spook phenomena, whether place-bound or produced by living per
sons, take place "as if" psychic mechanisms were underlying them which
aspire to project themselves in reality. It is the task of research to study not
only the metapsychic facts, but also the subconscious psychic life of the liv
ing agent, through which alone the seeming senselessness of the spook phe
nomena can be understood. Winterstein intelligently terms them as "a
reaction of the deepest biological powers against death".
P art II.

The Development and Completion of this study in Continuation
and Confirmation of the first investigations.
The progress of science in the held of paraphysics during the years
from 1920-1926 is characterized by a number of works, which will be
subsequently discussed in chronological order.
The first book which appeared in 1920 was the author's study "Physikalische Phanomene des IWediumismus'’ ("Physical Phenomena of Mediumism") (Reinhardt, Miinchen, with 1*> plates and 33 drawings in the text and
with an appendix by Gustave Geley on his observations with Eva C. 1918).
W ith the aid of the results of observations with the media Stanislawa
Tomczyk, Eusapia Paladino and Kathleen Goligher,—which are reviewed
briefly on the basis of literature and of his own experiences,—the author
establishes a general parallel of events which were found also in other ex
perimental subjects, namely the fact of paraphysical projection of the or
ganism for the purpose of telekinetic, i.e., teleplasric, performances. With the
help of animistic prolongations (structures, rods, efflorescences, staring, or
ganic lines of force, fluidic threads, stripes, strings, and medianimic limbs)
such agents perceive the physical qualities of matter and influence it ideoplastically.
According to this theory of the author the telekinetic and teleplastic
phenomena are various degrees of the same animistic process and depend in
the last analysis on the psychic events taking place in the subconscious sphere
of the medium. The so-called occult intelligences (Trance-personalities,
split-ego’s, dream types, etc.) which express themselves and materialize at
the seances, show no higher mental progress than that of the medium and of
the participants. They are personified dream types, which correspond to the
memory fragments and directions of belief (faith ), to the imagination—con
tents of media and her compass, thus symbolizing only that which is dormant
in the soul of the participants. The first part of the work gives a brief sur
vey of the results of the investigations of the Warsaw scholar Professor
Ochorowitz with the medium Stanislawa Tomczyk; it adds, moreover, the
author’s own experiments with this medium, which confirm Ochorowicz’s
principle of fluidic emanation, but can only be judged in connection with
this scholar’s investigations. Smaller objects placed on the table are raised by
previously thoroughly controlled and cleaned hands and are then photo
graphed.
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The idea that the tools ideoplastically produced and necessary for this
purpose,—in form of organic, fluid, mostly invisible threadlike structures be
coming visible only in stronger materialization—are in reality no mediumistic .
creation ad hoc, but are merely counterfeits pretended to exist by means of
fraudulent use of line silk or cocoon threads, woman s hair, or fine wire,
is a theory which lias vividly occupied and influenced not only the entire
order of experiments of all scholars experimenting with Stanislawa (namely
Ochorowitz Liebiedjinski, the learned Commission of examiners, the English
and French scholars and the author) but also the opposing press, who re
mained unadvised despite the most striking demonstration.
As is shown by the discovery of a hair by Professor Ochorowitz for the
purpose of fraud with the medium Eusapia Paladino, nothing is easier than
ro disclose this very trick. Never, however, was a thread of earthly origin or
a hair found with Stanislawa, in spite of the strictest observation directed
toward this point, partly with perfectly sufficient light, the most subtle preand post-examinations and the most variegated measures of control; despite
the fact that the examinations were combined constantly for years in different
places (Warsaw, Wirblas, Paris, London, Munich), despite the changing
scholars and witnesses, despite most exact ascertainment of facts through
the Polish Commission of scholars (Polnische Gelehrtenkommission), despite
post-examinations and microscopic investigations of the negatives in photo
graphic institutes and by photochemical specialists (in Warsaw and in
Munich). In the face of such unassailable matters of fact, attacks and
objections lose all significance, especially when they come from the barrister's
desk in form of a plea without any practical experience and even when they
are construed by estimable scholars. Opponents of this kind can present
only logically puzzled-out arguments, calculated upon possibilities and
deficiencies in the order of experiments, against the empirical proof. The
value of such demonstrations diminishes all the more, because opponents
have never even tried to imitate in fraudulous manner the extremely easy
and clear "levitation-experiments” (Levitationsexperimente) with the medium
Tomczyk, under the exact original conditions of experiment. Because
for this the only essential thing seems to be several women’s hairs,
silk or cocoon threads, and any other objects. Only after successful accomplish
ment of such fraudulent imitations, photographically reproduced,—but na
turally always only under the identical conditions of the real experiment—a
discussion about these hypothesis as explanations could be continued. Even
though one must not deny the fact that some opponents (especially Dr.
Rosenbusch) succeeded in proving a few small errors and contradictions in
the description of the author’s Tomczyk experiments, that is, finding a few
splinters in his eye, the antagonistic attack remains empty talk, as long as
it is not established on the same empirical basis as Professor Ochorowitz’s
investigation. Dr. Recknagel (medical practitioner) remarks very justly in a
judgment handed to the Munich Medical commission on the topic of so-called
occult occurrences:
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If two scientists, independently of each other, arrive at the same
results, there is strong indication of proof according to traditional
scientific conception; for it is extremely improbable that two such ex
perienced experimentators (as Professor Ochorowitz and Dr. von
Schrenck-Notzing) could be victims to the same deceptions, especially
since they experimented under different conditions and regulations.”
The objection that sewing threads had been fraudulently used in the
levitation-experiment of a ball pictured in the author's work, however, over
looks entirely the fact that nothing of the sort can be noticed on the ex
tremely sharp negatives, that on the contrary the organic lines of force ap
peared as very fine, hardly visible strokes only with manifold microscopic
magnification. It was even necessary to trace the strokes in order to make
them visible. If sewing threads were employed in imitations of this experi
ment, these lines would probably be visible on the original plate with the
naked eye, but certainly with medium magnification. But 1 don't believe in
the existence of threads of technical origin, as they are supposedly used in
such experiments, remaining invisible up to their 150th magnification, and
the appearing only as fine, hardly visible lines. In view of the very easily
imitable conditions of such experiments 1 have to stand by my opinion until
1 have proof of the opposite.
As a principle ir stands that every fraudulent use of hair, threads, etc.
can be proven by means of technical devices on the negatives of the same
sharpness as in the author's copies. If such a proof is unsuccessful with the
microscope and manifold magnification, ir can safely be asserted that the
levitation of the object in question has not been achieved by means of this
sort of deception.
This is true first of all of the spoon-experiment (Loffelversuch) pub
lished and photographed by the author and of the majority of Ochorowitz's
plates, which, by the way, have also been reexamined in the Warsaw Photo
graphic Experimental Station.
It is necessary to reverse the question and ask: what would the optical
picture of a fraudulently used thread look like under 150 magnifications? It
would be visible about as thick as a pencil, but certainly not as a fine and
hardly visible line.
The assumption of fraud, furthermore, does not consider the deep, active
somnambulic state of consciousness during the time of the phenomena, the
genuineness of which (somnambulic state of consciousness) is indicated by
psychic as well as by a number of somatic symptoms which can hardly be
simulated.
Unconscious frauds and simple manual additional helps have been
proven also in the deep trance of many media. Bur Stanislawa Tomczyk
presents a different case. For, the preparation for a deception, the prepara
tion of the different kinds of threads and hair necessary for the experiment
at a seance, the mutual agreement which the opponents suppose to have
taken place with Fraulein P. present at the experiments would have had to
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have taken place before the seances; that is, trains of ideas present in the
state of consciousness A (waking) must have been put to action in the state
of consciousness B (somnambulism) with the help of juggling dexterity
acquired in the state A. Here again the logical possibility—which counts
on the unproven hypotheses and on the phenomenon of a psychic transfer
from one state of consciousness to another, not yet sufficiently known in this
sense in modern psychopathology—stands face to face with the empirical
probability that the case is really as the various experimentators and witnesses
coincidentally confirm; from various places, independently of each other over
shadowing completely the armchair-imaginations of a scholar who has never
once attended a single experiment!
The lighting conditions at the author’s experiments, as confirmed by the
medical witness Dr. Diing, who participated in seven seances, were quite
sufficient for the observation of details as reported by the author in his work,
to which belongs also the estimated distance of the fingertips from the ob
ject moved. Moreover, the lighting was examined right then and there by
Dr. Rccknagel, a member of the medical Commission. The following state
ment presents this man’s verdict on his findings:
"l have convinced myself personally that the indicated lighting
was sufficient also for greater distances while the author used a 100
watt lamp, I hung a 50 watt lamp behind my back in such a way that
my body cast a big shadow on the table before me. In this shadow l
could immediately read the newspaper at a distance of 30 cm even
without needing any longer adjustment for my eyes. The circulating
movements of a wire spiral in my hand were quickly and correctly
recognized by a person sitting at one meter’s distance. The possibility of
observation even of subtle objects, bur certainly of every finger move
ment, to the smallest extent, was absolutely sufficient.
According to Dr. Rosenbusch’s "Komplizentheorie” ( "Theory of Ac
com plices'), (established in his work "Okkultism in Urkunden” p. 26o ff.)
("Occultism in Documents” ) Stanislawa P., present in quite a number of
seances, is supposed to have handed the threads to the medium (probably
with attachments to the objects?)—without any of the very skeptical
scholars and witnesses, blindfolded at every new experiment, noticing any
thing of the sort; this theory fails completely for the simple reason that
in the first seance of the author the same phenomena took place without
Stanislawa P's presence and that she was not present in anv of the investiga
tions by Professor Ochorowitz in Paris, London, etc.
Besides: how could one have imagined the heavy board of the Alrutz
Scale of almost one meter’s length to be pressed down in the improvised
experiment coming as it did as a surprise to the medium whose hands were
kept above the board?
Dr. Rosenbusch's objections which were raised in his Dreimannerbuch”
(' Three-Men-Book ) were already exhaustively refuted by the author in his
answer "Ueber die Versuche mit Hem Medium Stanislawa Tomczyk” in
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"Psychische Studten”, 48th year, 1921. (''Concerning the Experiments W ith
the Medium Stanislawa Tomczyk” ) Dr. Rosenbusch pretends not to know of
the existence of this answer, for otherwise he would not reiterate long
settled arguments.
1 should like to draw attention to one instructive example not yet
mentioned in this discussion of Professor Ochorowicz's investigations. The
follow ing is quoted from Peter’s translation of the essay, "Em neues mediumstisches Phanomen von Dr. Julian Ochorowicz” in (Uebersinnliche W elt"
1909, p. 461) ("A New Mediumistic Phenomenon by Dr. Julian Ocho
rowicz” ) 'During the levitation of a pointer I directed the medium to
gently remove her right hand downwards with the intention that the pointer
remain in the air. The experiment w'as successful. The pointer sank a little,
because it was only slightly supported by the rays of the right hand: but it
remained in the air and the photography shows that the straight connecting
line of both hands of the medium lies underneath the pointer—a factor
which excludes the use of a thread. It is superfluous to say that no hair
was ever found although the medium had become accustomed to having
her hands and the table examined before and after che phenomena.”
The very fact that this experiment, which like many others, excludes by
its very nature the use of a thread, wras never taken into consideration by
the opponents in their establishment of a hypothesis of fraud, destroys the
theory of threads.
W e have, therefore, in the phenomena of Stanislawa Tomczyk un
doubtedly genuine telekineses.
* * * * *

“H ARK FROM THE TOMB!”
Some Notes on Psychic Journalism
By D avid G ow
I borrow my title-phrase from the inimitable Huckleberry Finn. In his
vocabulary it stood for a solemn lecture or reprimand: 'Then Susan she
waltzed in and, if you’ll believe me, she did give Hare-lip hark from the
tomb.”
To some of those who were concerned with psychic journalism in its
earlier days, it seemed very much a matter of "hark from the tomb”, so far
as the general public were concerned. To the uninitiated—and especially to
the religious community—our message carried a flavour of graves and
sepulchres. It belonged to the macabre side of things. It was a kind of
vulgar necromancy. W e dealt not with a living world bur with the realm
of defunct humanity. W e specialised in voices from the tomb—the gibbering
of shades and spectres. How w'ell I recall the pious indignation of a devout
Churchwoman at the idea of my dragging dead people out of their coffins
and making them talk. It was a painful situation. I could only assume an
air of injured innocence and solemnly protest that the charge was quite
baseless. To laugh at the accusation—grotesque as it was—would have
simply meant that l was hardened in iniquity. Nor did I try to explain,
knowing from old experience that explanations—in some circumstances—only
land one deeper in the mire.
There was a good deal of that sort of feeling in the earlier days (1 do
not think it has quite died out yet) and it had a strong influence on some of
the writers in the psychic journals. It gave a kind of sepulchral tinge to
their style. Much of the writing was of the sermon order—a kind of "pro
tective colouration” ; for the main charge against us was not so much
credulity and superstition as impiety. So one dear parson of my acquaintance,
who for many years contributed to a leading journal devoted to Spiritualism
and Psychic Research, wrote for the most part in the vein of the religious
pamphleteer. Science in those days—apart from Sir W illiam Crookes and Sir
W illiam Barrett—had very little to say on the matter, so "motley” (by
which l mean a blend of religiosity delicately touched with psychic facts)
was "the only wear". To be sure there was Philosophy, and that came forth
in abundance to disguise the starkness of our New' Revelation. Slow oozings
of philosophic stodge—they went on year after year. At the back of it, 1
think, was the idea of disguise. The naked truth must be dressed out in a
raiment of polysyllables and classicism or of solemn sanctimoniousness, for
the "thing in itself ’—spirit return as a bald literal fact—was something
which human nature itself could not endure.
Now' and again a humorist came on the scene, for example, Mr. Richard
Hartc who in LIGHT of some forty years ago wrote some brilliant articles
22
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in the comic vein. But this was ilut blasphemy against the solemnity of the
subject, and voices were lifted against such unseemly proceedings. It was
trifling with a serious subject— it almost amounted to laughing at death. It
was clear enough that the note to be struck was Hark from the tomb’ .
Psychic journalism was a strangely assorted business in those days. There
were (with one or two exceptions) no professional journalists concerned in
it. The writers were amateurs or novices and some of their lucubrations
might have been added to those "Curiosities of Literature" of which the
elder Disraeli wrote, had lie known of them. Here and there some naive
writer would set out his experiences in Spiritualism without literary devices
or the decent obscurities of religion or philosophy, and die effect was rather
paralysing. Culture lied with a shriek; Religion blenched at the sight, and
Science, usually in the person of a medical man, talked darkly of mud-houses.
There was no Psychic Science then to generalise and differentiate. The
wholesale believer ”, in Sir W illiam Barrett s phrase, swallowed everything—
the subliminal fiction and the metapsychic fact indiscriminately. The unbe
liever, whether he were a sage or merely a man in the street, rejected the
lot with the same indiscriminateness.
Spiritualism in those days was a kind of hole-and-corner affair; even its
journalism was very much like a shady business carried on in a back street.
We gained but scant attention m the general Press. At rare intervals some
thing about the subject would gain the condescending attention of the
leviathans of Fleer Street. The musical inspirations of Jesse Shepard received
some notice in the great newspapers; so also did the earlier trance-discourses
of J. J Morse. But for the most part the only attention we received was
the flamboyant publicity accorded to the exposure of a Medium. Such things
were acceptable tit-bits, and the fact that exposures of fraud were almost
invariably made by Spiritualists themselves was conveniently overlooked.
But even in those days there was a small body of educated people-—some
of them people of distinction—who were deeply interested in the matter:
Tennyson, Ruskin, Mrs. Browning, Gerald Massey, Roden Noel, Samuel
Carter Hall, William and Mary Howitt were amongst them. But little was
publicly known of their association with the subject. And naturally they
did not court publicity. Jr was understood (in some instances at least) that
any mention of them in the Psychic Press was resented, either by the per
sons concerned or by their families.
In connection with my Press work I have sat in seances with people
of high rank—some of the names were "household words"—but with the
understanding, express or implied, that nothing wras to be said in print.
And as a conscientious journalist I observed the injunction, thereby losing
many items of interest to the lovers of newspaper gossip.
Looking back on those days it seems strange to recall the later phases
of Spiritualism, which came a few years after the war when there was a de
vouring appetite for publicity whether in connection with Spiritualism or any
thing else. Some of the famous and fashionable folk wanted their names to
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be mentioned It was no longer dangerous to refer to them—it was rather
more dangerous to leave them out. For by this time, Spiritualism, from being a
dubious and unsavoury matter, had advanced to the dignity of a topic of
the day, and in any case it provided an avenue to public notice for the
social "climber”, or the publicist anxious to keep his name continually before
the world.
The journalism of the subject seemed to advance pari passu with the
increase of public interest. In the early days the journalist who was also a
spiritualist was a rare bird indeed. In the eighties of last century I knew of
but two. One was the veteran Pressman who founded and for some time
edited LIGHT— I mean Edmund Dawson Rogers—the other, a reporter on
a London daily, one Janes, author of a system of shorthand and a buok on
naval battles. That ' prince of journalists” W. T. Stead came later, and with
a considerable amount of eclat. I rather think association with Spiritualism
would have foundered the reputation of any journalist of smaller ability ami
self-confidence. But Stead was Stead, as fearless a pioneer, as zealous a re
former, as he was brilliant as an editor.
I clearly recall his entry into the subject. It set Fleet Street talking; it
amazed the public, and, curious to record, it gave occasion for some head
shaking amongst rhe grave and reverend signers of Spiritualism. That
judicial dubiety, that prudential restraint, with which they administered it*
affairs was now all thrown to the winds The man was incalculable— there
was no holding him in! The elders grown grey in the service listened with
shudders of apprehension for what he would say next! He was a "hot
gospeller indeed. But he was also a man of genius. He made a very valu
able contribution to the journalism of the subject by founding Borderland and
gathering about him some valuable contributors. That Borderland is dead
1 have never ceased to regret. In its own line it was matchless, a worthy
product of rhe talent of the greatest journalist of his time. It might be re
vived, but I fear only a mind like that of Stead would be equal to the task,
Following Stead, but at a considerable distance, came Ellis T. Powell, at
that time a member of the staff of the Financial Neus and afterwards its
editor. He was nor only a journalist of rhe highest capacity but a man of
such versatility that he made his mark as author, orator and historian. He
contributed many line articles to the Spiritualist Press, notably to LIGHT,
and as time went on gave more and more of his attention to psychic science
till at last he became generally known as one of its principal exponents by
voice and pen But his devouring energy ranging over almost the entire
field of human thought proved too much for one mortal frame and he
passed out while still in his early fifties while on a political lecturing tour.
In the meantime rhe new ideas concerning human survival and its
evidences had been leavening the thought of Fleet Street, (and incidentally
of journalism in other parts of the world—New York for example). Quite
a number of Pressmen became interested; indeed, with some it was a matter
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were now represented by scores, and allusions to Spiritualism, in the more
serious journals at least, were now, as 1 often noted, marked by knowledge
and critical judgment, the result of careful study of the evidences. The most
prominent example of the converted journalist was undoubtedly Hannen
Swaffer whom 1 think of as the concentrated essence of all that Fleet Street
means. He was Lord Northcliffe's right hand man, and successively editor
of several leading newspapers. It was brought to his attention that the de
ceased Northdiffe had come through at a seance and Ins instinct for "news”
led him at once on the trail. His old. chief gave him ample evidence that he
had actually returned to tell the tale of Jus survival, and from that time
Swaffer has put himself very conspicuously on rhe Spiritualistic map, a
copious contributor to psychic journals; and a speaker who has traversed
nearly the whole of Great Britain, proclaiming the gospel of spirit return.
He soon showed his impatience of the cautious sober methods of the older
prints, and demanded a journal of a more up-to-date character—a Spiritualist
newspaper run on entirely modern lines. Hence no doubt the entry of a new
weekly journal of which he is chief contributor and which is pervaded by his
spirit, and possibly also by the spirit of some departed journalists who in
their day shared lus ambition to "let the public know”, and to give the news
from the housetops, unrestrained by the old prudences and cautions, the
bated breath, the whispering humbleness.
N ot long before his death, I walked through Fleet Street with George
R Sims—the famous "Dagonet” of rhe Referee and we talked of Spiritualism
and its newspapers. II this thing is true,” said Sims, "then any journal pro
claiming it ought to have the circulation of the Daily Mail.” But while 1
agreed, I indicated my view that it was first necessary that rhe public should
wake up to the importance of the message. Lord Northcliffe (of whom I
save some memories) often insisted that it took many weeks of incessant
advertising to break down the apathy of the public in regard to any new
enterprise or development, and even then you were only at the beginning of
rhe matter. You had to wake them up before you could tell them anything!
Today, 1 imagine, rhe world is still in rhe early stages of awakening.
It is dimly conscious that there are visions about,” and that strange things
are happening m its midst, although with no very clear idea of what they
mean. There are "voices in the air”, voices which, even if they appear to
come from the tomb, invite attention—not of course the same attention that
is paid to "normal" things like battle, murder and sudden death, cricket,
football and the latest divorce case. Human survival is still a "supernormal”
matter. Gradually no doubt it will fall into the region of the natural, every
day course of events. And by that time, perhaps, psychic journalism will
cease to exist as such and the term Spiritualist as a distinguishing description
will have passed away also, as denoting a distinction without a difference.
In the meantime it is comforting to reHett that we have almost passed
out of rhe 'hark-from-the-tomb’ stage. For this we are largely indebted to
Science which is teaching the common man that he is himself much more
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closely related to graves and sepulchres than any kind of ghost can possibly
be. There is no flavour of putrescence about the etheric world.
In short, the old idea of death is becoming depolarised, and the psychic
journalist (who is now numerously represented) may shake himself free of
the old self-regarding tendency to philosophic theorising of pietistic sentiment
in dealing with the t|uestion of survival. The infant truth might have been
smothered by overlaying” : but it was a truth, and so, invulnerable.
* :(c * * *
A CAMBRIDGE GHOST-STORY
A well authenticated record of the haunting of Christ's College,
Cambridge, England by a recently deceased Fellow, much respected in his
day, is published by Heffer of Cambridge under the title "A College
Mystery”. There are numerous witnesses of good standing who give in
dependent testimony. The ghost was both heard and seen. All the witnesses
believed they were describing a living man. The apparition was noted shortly
after the death of the Revd Christopher James Round, who died without
making public the fact that in a fit of jealousy he had killed a fellow
graduate named Collier. The dying man entrusted his confession to a friend
with the injunction that it should be kept secret for a certain time ending
in 1918- It seems that it was during this interval that his unquiet spirit
walked and 'talked Mr. Baker, the author of the book, knew both Round
and Collier personally.
$ $ * 4c *
BOOKS RECEIVED FROM DR. L. R. G. t R A ND O N
January, L933
'Death Deferred” .............................................................Hereward C arringron
'Psychical Phenomena and the War ........................Hereward Carrington
’Metapsychical Phenomena ’ ......................................... J. Maxwell
Death— Its Causes and Phenomena”.........................Hereward Carrington
The Problems of Psychical Research
Hereward Carrington
"Selections from the Gesta Romanorum'
Rev. Charles Small (translator)
"Story o f Odysseus in the Land of the Phaeacians”..Prof. Samuel H Butcher/
"Odes of Anacreon: Anacreontics” .........................Andrew Lang
j translators
"Selections from the Koran of Mohammed
George Sale (translator)
RECEIVED FROM MR W LA N G W O RTH Y TAYLOR
"The FoxTaylor Automatic W riting”...................... Sarah E. L. Taylor

TWO AUTOMATIC SCRIPTS
Recorded in the Bulletin de Conseil des Recherches Metapsychiques
for April, 1952.
1. M. Cl . . . had visited the cinema, and hud witnessed there the in
auguration of the Institut du Cancer in Paris. The idea of Cancer’ impresesd
itself on his mind, and on collecting his thoughts a little, he set himself to
the task of writing, receiving the following:
'Cancer? A process restrictive of organic life:— a monstrous proliferation of
cells unwholesome and anarchical: a death-in-life of health) tissues.
A thousand solutions have been proposed without success. Anarchy reigns in
despotic manner and murders the order established by Nature.
Nevertheless immortal Nature surmounts all blows aimed against her creative
powers of organization and the scourge lias not mingled anarchy with order save
to obviate the worst. The worst would be to ignore the effect whilst having
full knowledge of the cause; the best is to believe that there is a limit to it all.
The whole mistake lies there, for belief has its realizations, and the end is not
yet in sight.
To die when certain processes of mummification show their advance to be in
evitable is both fallacious and logical. The mummifying is moreover a natural
thing, for it is a malady-effect following laws determined by an error-cause, and
its course, however alarming, is still logical.
The simplest normal manifestation of cell-life is guided to a beneficent end by
the Nature-Spirit. Bur are natural laws inflexible? Not so, but the better they
are observed, the more harmoniously will the life develop.
"To come down to facts. This Cancer, of which Intelligence seeks the cause
and the remedy, is but one of the consequences o f disharmony in living. Mental
discord as w ell as physical w ill bring about anarchy in the cells. This liberation
of undisciplined forces, hence destructive, reveals a biological disturbance of
rhythm induced by a pessimistic habit of mind.
' Life, itself a manifestation of viral faith, strives to holt! itself secure in that
faith, as the optimistic m oving force of a constructive rhythm. But as soon as
this force begins to flag, there is an inevitable repercussion which affects the m o
tion o f the cells in a negative way.
"In view of the fact that the Faith-Energy controls the rhythms, they can also
be affected 10 the point of non-coherence and anarchy. W hen anarchy pervades
a State, it is doomed. Observe the analogy. And in the realm of Nature’s laws,
if these be nor respected, but on the contrary, broken, there result biological
shocks to the nutritive system, actual lesions o f the cell-life constantly occurring,
and these end by grouping themselves, or inducing by their repercussion on the
nervous system a negative mental state which has lost its rhythm.
"What then is the remedy? To forestall the mischief is the sole possibility.
What is the use of an appeal to the government when revolution has declared
itself? It would be a fatal demonstration
To deserve life is worthy o f an
effort, and to labour in this sense is to recognize the harmonic or rhythmic lawami to raise oneself into the way of Truth.”

"M. Cl . . . the* author of this very interesting message . . . .
(writes the Editor) 'admits that it would have been impossible for
him to compose such a text consciously, even had he taken the time to rhink
it out. Thus it seems to be a question of supernormal intelligence.”
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Jl. (This case is a communication founded on the general topic of
Health'.)
' Health . . . Thousands of beings under heaven are born, die, anil rule the
status of their posterity without awareness of any psychical laws. This might
well imply that organa life has but to make lor itself a spiritual symbol. Those
martyrs of science who explore the mysteries o f human life have no faith that
they can seize control of a law by which all life is inspired, but prefer to iol
low on the beaten tracks rather than to hope for the power to influence the
march of subtle forces with the ultimate intent of controlling them. There ii>
no greater misconception. The strange destinies o f certain races are sublime, and
their ending is a moral fulfilment. What a crime of high treason to say that
Life is but the way to Death! On this globe everything suffers transmutation,
nothing dies, and our lives, whether long or short, contair in a greater or less
degree their own intent. 'Via Naturae!'—that is the princit le. Seek to recognize
the Way of Nature in the midst o f the thousand follies committed by science
and the spiritualistic dogmas.”

"As far as one can see” remarks the Editor these two messages recently
received ar an interval of a few days only, and by the same person, under
like o Utions, have a very different basic idea. The first is strictly scientific
in its L iring, and in harmony with the latest conclusions of science in its
definition of the cause of cancer, whilst the second is of a philosophic order
and fundamentally materialistic. They are reproduced here not so much for
the significance of their contents as to give examples of good automatic writ
ing obtained by a person who is neither a scientist nor a philosopher. Thencontents tend to suggest the influence of different entities and that in the
spiritual milieu, each one still holds the ideas he held in life.
At times Cl . . . receives—always in automatic writing,—interesting in
tuitions of which the following is offered as an example:
' Where the Spirit is, there words only bring confusion. The Spirit manifest
itself when it can and thus acquires ascendancy.”
"All that is permitted by the Divine Laws, the spirits know.”
"But who w ill believe them? The spiritualists, and the sincere half-believers: the
rest make a pretence. W ho will understand them? No one, nor even you who
often scoff.
"Almost always the Spirits are feared, when those who call upon them should
aid them. In spite of their goodwill, selfish thoughts dismiss them far from
humans. Is it so terrible a thing to love5 Merciful God, let us try afresh to
loose rhesc limitations!
Help Us!

A HOROSCOPE PREDICTION
N ote by Editor. In reference to the Case submitted by Dr. Cecil E. Reynolds, (see p.
419 of our November issue, we have received the follow ing letter, which presents the
astrologer’s point o f view. W e publish this as a matter of fairness, ami at the request
of the contributor.
November 28. 1932.
To the Editor
Dear Sir:
My attention has been called to an article in your current issue, "Case o f a Horo
scope Prediction.” After reading very carefully the whole case 1 find no intimation
in the extracts from the affidavits, published in your paper, that the judgment was
in any way assisted by clairvoyance, therefore 1 am at loss to know why you, or any
other writer on your staff, should state, In the follow ing record we have a remarkable
instance of a premonition of death read with considerable detail by the aid o f astrolog
ical symbol
I would have taken this sentence to mean read astrologically by as
trological symbol, if this sentence had not been preceded by, Given a natural power
of clairvoyance, a familiar system of interpretation by symbol is always helpful".
This attempt to attribute a clear and excellent astrological judgment to clairvoyance,
causes me to write you this letter of protest. My husband, Mr. L. C. Amos is a
member of your society, and I am a practicing astrologist and have been for 25 years,
therefore I feel I am qualified to speak on the subject and justified in feeling in
dignant, that this instance should have been published in such a way, that in many
person’s minds, will lodge the idea, rhar an astrologer in order to be exact and detailed
m judgment must be clairvoyant. If in any of the lour affidavits submitted there is
any testimony that clairvoyance took place, or if Mrs. Smith stated that she was
helped in her judgment by this means, then, and only then, are you fair and right
in citing astrology as an "aid” to clairvoyance.
"Our attitude towards modern astrology as a method of divination is sufficiently
w'cll known.” I am a person who doesn’t happen to know what that attitude is and
1 am afraid I don t think very w ell of it if the first paragraph in the article under
discussion is a sample. Astrology does not have to be explained by combining it with
clairvoyance, though it is of course understandable that some astrologers might be,
also, dairvoyanc.
Dr. Richard Garnett wrote an essay "The Soul and the Stars” which wras pub
lished under the pen name A. G. Trent, by the University Magazine for March, 1880.
In it he says.
"It is the more necessary to insist on the strictly empirical character of astrology,
inasmuch as it is generally regarded as an occult science. The astrologer is considered
as a kind of wizard, and allowed the- alternative of divination or imposture. . . . The
fact, nevertheless, remains that astrology, with the single exception of astronomy, is,
as regards the certainty of its data the most exact o f all the exact sciences. The im
perfection of the geological record may mislead the geologist; an error in analysis
may baffle the chemist; the astrologer takes his data from observations which rhe in
terests o f astronomy ami navigation require to be absolutely faultless. . . . 'Hie princi
ples o f his art have come down to him in essentials from the most remote antiquity;
they have been published in a thousand books, and are open to the examination of all
the world. H is calculations are performed by no more cabalistical process than
iirithmctic. The influences he attributes to the heavenly bodies may be imaginary, but
they arc in no sense occult, unless occult means that which is not generally admitted.
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It is the peculiar boast of his system, in its application to human things, to enthrone
Law where law would be otherwise unrecognized, and to leave no opening for any
thing preternatural.”
This is as true today, as it was fifty years ago, when this learned man wrote his
essay, and showed how in every case of insanity, peculiarity of character, genius akin
to madness, eccentricity etc., there were correlating planetary positions. The two
mediums LX D. Home and Eglinton were included in his examples, so you see, we
use astrology to find clairvoyance, instead of the other way around. On every hand
I hear astrologers up holding the truth and honesty of Psychical Research and not
confusing it with their own science, u would be well if your society had a similar
attitude.
$ $ $ $ $

Edith W . K ink ead .
(Mrs, L. C. Amos)

BOOK REVIEWS
* $ * * *
"PSYCHICAL EXPERIENCES OF A M USICIAN”

In S earch
By F lorizel

of
von

T ruth
R euter .

(Simpkin Marshall)
Among the flood of books published year by year, many of them on psychical
research or kindred themes, the best books are liable to be swamped. This is one
of the best on psychical experience. Hie 320 pages ire packed with interest and the
narrative is cold with much skill; the reader is surprised, not that a musical genius
should also have mediumistic faculties, or that he should be attracted to the subject
of intercourse between the two worlds, but that he should combine the qualities of
an accomplished artist with that of a critical psychical researcher, and that he should
be able to present his case with and acute sense of the value of evidence and ol
what constitutes evidence. In this respect the hook would be not unworthy ol a K. C.
His first introduction to experimental mediumship was in California with a
direct voice medium. 'Hie incident is vividly described, its chief interest being in the
announcement made that Paganini was in close association with him. Before his birth
his mother had earnestly desired that her son might have this influence in his life;
and the desire seems to have brought about this result. It is impossible in a review
to indicate %
the reasons which led to Florizel von Reuter’s ultimate conviction that
this was a fact, but the details supplied throughout the volume enable the reader to
estimate for himself the value of this and other experiences.
In course of time his mother became the medium through whom the com
munications were received. She used to sit blindfolded by a pad of cotton wool,
with an instrument called the Additor; laying her hand on it letters were pointed
out (somew-hat as with a Ouija board). These were spelt out in reversed order so
that the sentences had to be read backwards, her son took them down and only after
wards discovered their sense.
Messages came in fifteen different languages, some only imperfectly known to
cither mother or son, and several, Hungarian and Russian, quite unknown to either
of rhem.
At the close of the first part, labelled Hook i., von Reuter briefly sums up the
results from an evidential standpoint. Among other remarkable evidential points he
states that on one occasion the whereabouts of a person who indicated from whom
they had had no news for fourteen years— anil this was afterwards found to be
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correct. On another occasion a lady— a stranger— who was present received a message
through the additor and an answer to a mental question. The "Guide” wrote "Ella
is here” in inverted German, whereupon the lady exclaimed "lhat is my triend!” and
added that she was asking a question mentally, that if her friend were really present
she would be able to read her thoughts. W hen the inverted sentence which followed
had been deciphered the lady testified that the mental question had been accurately
answered. This is only one among many striking incidents.
The second division of the book relates the development o f Elorizel von Reuter's
own mediumistic faculty.
On pp. 277-278 a remarkable prediction of death was made with a statement that
the man to whom it referred was wanted on the other side. He was healthy and in
the prime of life. He received the prediction without agitation and two and a half
months later it was fulfilled by his sudden death.
The work concludes with an expression of assurance that they had not been
victims o f their own "fantastic imaginations, but rhat those spirit friends who have
grown so dear and life-like to us are real personages sent to us by the Divine Power
to strengthen and to bring us peace joy and contentment.”
As a sample of the quality of the messages he sometimes received, the following,
which claimed to come from Joachim may be quoted here:
'Never be pessimistic. A day when one does not laugh is a lost day, a day when
one loses faith is a lost day. Keep these words alive in your heart. And remember
also that Art is neither material nor worldly. In vain the highest art-principles if
rhe artist be too dependent upon materialism. Greater than all material pleasure is
love of the service of God. Nothing good ever comes o f lamentation. Faith brings
its own reward.” (pp. 166. 167).
The tone and quality throughout the work is in harmony with these aspirations;
but emotion is never allowed to hinder critical examination of the evidence or con
sidered judgment on the facts. The combined affect of the artist’s special quality
of intuition, with absolute and almost scientific devotion to truth makes the wrork
very impressive.
H. A. D allas .
*

*

*

*

*

WORKS BY MISS L, M. BAZETT

After-Death Communications” 2 6 ........................................................... Rider & Co.
(Out of print)
Impressions from the Unseen” 2 6 ................................................................. Blackwell
Some Thoughts on Mediumship ’ 2 / ........................................................
Rider & Co.
(Foreword by Sir Oliver l.odge)
Telepathy and Spirit Communication” 2 '6
. ....................................Rider & Co.
(Foreword by Sir Frank Benson)
The Broken Silence” 2 /6 ..................................................................................Rider & Co.
These little books by L. M. Bazett deserve more than ordinary attention from
students. The authoress has the somewhat rare qualifications of being a remarkable
medium who is at the same time capable of viewing her experiences in a "dry light"
and estimating their evidential value. She is also a cultivated woman who devoted
years to teaching, and who only gave up this work because her psychic gifts seemed
to have a more urgent claim. She consulted Sir William Barrett on that point and
he advised her to devote her time and energy in this direction. Her first book is
out of print; as her experiences have accumulated she has, with the co-operation of a
valuable friend, made a careful selection from them and these are embodied in the
at>ove mentioned volumes. Miss Bazett’s comments and analysis of her own faculties
is not rhe least important parr of these books.
H. A. D.
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THE TEA CH ING OF PLATONIUS

Received by Harriet H

Dallas: with an Introduction by Frederick Bligh Bond*
*

=8= *

*

sji

W e seem now ro have entered well upon a literary era in which the power ol
the subliminal faculties to act as a channel lor the reception ol inspirational teachings
is willingly achnowiedged. There is almost a plethora ol such productions, and it
becomes the task ol the reviewer to single out from the mass those which, from
their intrinsic quality, seem to bespeak an origin beyond the probable capacity of the
living author who acts as sponsor lor their production.
A large proportion of such works we may set aside at once as the nebulous
expressions ol a subliminal consciousness not clearly Lu be distinguished from that
of the living agents who have participated in the work ol transmission, whether this
be by automatism ol the hand, by the use ol the Ouija-board (as in the case under
review, or by some dairaudient mode ol reception ol the verbal expression of the
thought. I he prevalence, among sudi documents, ol a philosophic or religious scheme
of subject-matter is always to be noted, and there is an abundance of mild homilies or
spiritual treatises of this order now appearing which rellect a vague universalism or
some cosmic aspect of truth in vague and grandiose generalizations, having but little
power to influence the practical mind.
The ' Teaching of Platonius is not, however, of this order and it gives us
pleasure to be able to commend this small volume ol 96 pages as one- replete
with practical common-sense and likely to offer to the reader many valuable hints
and helps in the conduct of life and the betterment of the individual estate ol soul
and body. Moreover, the "Teachings” arc interesting and curiously suggestive of
unfamiliar aspects of the science of living. They are pleasing to the reader from the
excellent literary iorm in which they are presented, and can hardly fail to be stimulat
ing to the mind and exhilarating to the imagination.
The inspiring intelligence, who calls himself Platonius, and claims to have
been, in his own day on earth, a pupil of Socrates, certainly succeeds in giving the
reader a sense of personality of a fairly clear-cut nature. His tcadiings largely turn
on the key-note of Balance in the control of the personal life, and point to D is
crimination or spiritual power of judgment as one ol the most priceless possessions ol
the soul. Methods lor the attainment of a harmony and a rhythmic expression of
one s being,— the physical and the psychical powers here being coupled in indis
soluble partnership— are carefully laid down and in simple language w hidi all could
comprehend. There are passages on mediumship and the reception of spiritual 1m
pulse which are of distinct value. The constitution of the mind is analysed on a
sevenfbld basis; and the dual functions of Reason and Intuition are clearly defined
in their mutual relation. At the end of the book there is a chapter devoted to
Questions and Answers which contains interesting material.

*

* * * *

"Something Beyond ”. A Life Story by A. F. W ebling. (Cambridge University
Press. 1 0 /6 . Published 1931.)
The title o f this book is aptly chosen; unlike many book titles it denotes ihe
trend of the contents. With absolute candour the author has traced the path ol his
mental and spiritual pilgrimage, through various phases of experience, and of belief
and doubt, until he reached the position he now holds. What that position is can
be best indicated in his own words, lr was at this period of masterful negation
anil collapse of almost all my religious convictions that I began to take an interest
in Psychical Science. . . . It was my good fortune to possess a mind not bolted and
barred against the assaults of good evidence, even if it witnessed to a range ol
facts startling in their novelty. . . . I desire to bear witness to the fact that through
the gateway of this infant science 1 have entered a new world in which dreams have
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come true. . . . . If I ask myself in what way this knowledge lias affected my al
titude towards the Christian religion, I find that it has given back to me much which
1 hail lost, but in a form which is consistent with, and not opposed to the world of
facts to which modern scientific discovery has given us access” (pp. 269, 270, 2 7 3 ).

This quotation will suffice to show the reason why this book should be brought
to the notice of readers of this Journal; but it only partially indicates the value
of the work as a whole. From a literary point of view as well as for other reasons
this human document is absorbingly interesting; and it is not surprising to learn
that it has been placed among the fifty b e st books published since the war. We hear
that Signor bozzano is reviewing it for one of the French psychic journals, it should
circulate freely in other countries as it has done in England if it could find a
translator equipped to render the fluent English in other tongues.
H. A. D allas .

* * * * *

A Lam p to the F eet ” by Fred H. Haines 6 / —net. Pure Thought Press.
Walford, Herts.
The writer of this volume of trance addresses is the author of the book, "Nothing
but the Truth”. The book is introduced by a foreword from the late Rev. John
Esmond, D.D. A few words from this foreword will suffice to indicate the character
of these writings, which, he says answer the oft repeated assertion that nothing
but drivel comes to us from the other world............ the writer gets behind all forms
and ceremonies and every statement of theological belief to the essence of the
Christ teaching..............the final views of Man’s Destiny are set forth in language
that transcends ordinary writing”.
Mr Haines does not claim to be the author, only the amanuensis through whom
the teaching comes. He asserts that whilst writing he is "very conscious of presences,
1 see nothing, but 1 feel an external and interior activity which holds me captive
to this purpose”.
Of his personal sincerity in making this avowal there can be no doubt: but the
book does not aim to supply evidence in support of this contention. Its object is
to teach, not to prove, and those who find enlightenment in its pages will not care
to question its source.
It is not the sort of book which is suitable for more than a brief notice in
P sych ical R esearch. That it should be introduced by a Doctor of Divinity,* a Minister
of the Church of Scotland, is one of the many tokens that the attention of the
Churches is now being directed upon Psychic experiences.
"Angels and Others” by the Rev. J. H. Stowell, D.D.. M.A. (published by
Stockwell 3 /6 net) is yet another indication of the same fact. This is a small volume
consisting partly of argument bur also recording some experiences which convinced
the author that he was in communication with his deceased father. These ex
periences included visions interlinked with messages received through a writing
medium.
H. A. D allas.
* Macoy Publishing: Company, New York. Price $1.50.

* * * * *
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EDITORIAL NOTES
The translation of Baron von Schrenck-Notzing’s work on the Develop
ment of the science of Parapsychology from the amorphous collection of
traditions, experiences and empirical studies hitherto grouped under the
general name of Occultism is worthy of the careful attention of readers.
The thorough and painstaking work of German students, many of whom
are of high academic standing, has cleared the ground for the establishment
of a new Science of Parapsychics and Parapsychology which is destined to
embrace in its scope the whole range of psychical phenomena and their
interpretation.
The reader of these successive instalments cannot fail to be struck with
the extraordinary open-mindedness apparent on the parr of the true Ger
man savant and Ins willingness to admit, if only ex hypothesi. the presence of
an immense group of facts of a nature quite unfamiliar to the orthodox
scientist, anti to discuss them temperately and in all their bearings, without
rejecting the apparently improbable, or ruling out as insignificant that which
might, in the obvious sense, mean but little to the ordinary observer. In this
respect the German method is worthy of high praise, and it contrasts favor
ably with much that has transpired in the past in the attitude of academic
circles towards the phenomenal side of research in the English-speaking
countries, where, until quite recently, the method of approach has been too
largely through the seeking for evidences of fraud rather than evidences of
reality.
But what the Germans also recognize is the fact of paramount im
portance that Metapsychical or Para psychical Research is not rightly to be
regarded as merely the work of collecting and recording phenomena, but
of ascertaining from authentic records of such, the true nature of the laws
34
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which underlie rheir manifestation. Essentially, psychic research must always
have this as its aim. Its raw material is 'authenticated phenomena’: hut
these constitute only rlie material on which the scientific mind can work, as
the artificer of finished and choice products.
In all scientific work a threefold grouping is to he observed: First the
collection and due authentication of facts and of the conditions under which
those facts are apparent: Second, the right classification of all facts collected:
and Third, the study of the just inferences from the same and the detection of
the general laws which govern their being. The third is hy far the most
important and it is always the task of the few who can claim to be the
masters of their science.
GERMAN STUDIES OF TELEPLASM
The reality of teleplasmic processes as a fact in nature would seem to
be well-established in Germany, and it would seem that in view of this
affirmative conclusion, German parapsychical science will he increasingly
disposed to waste neither time nor temper upon the sterile quest of fraudu
lent methods, though naturally, the choice of the medium will be narrowed
in a practical and wholesome sense. W hat Schrenck-Notzing has ro say in
regard to the nature of teleplasmic emanations (see pp. 408, 409 of our
Journal, Nov. 1932) is instructive and offers much food for thought. He
apparently does not demur to Selig’s view of a 'decentralization' of organic
elements derived from the living body in the form of vital energy: and
that this liberated energy is capable of subsequent condensation in various
forms typical of parts of the human body. Morselli and others have worked
on the theory that these teleplasmic creations may in certain cases be traced
to the medium’s own psychical impressions and this, says Schrenck-Notzing,
is proved by experience. Hut, stranger still, it is also accepted that the
activity of imagination on the part of the sitters (see p. 410) can influence
the content of the phenomena. This imaginative building of form may, we
take it, be either consciously or subconsciously influenced by the sitter or
sitters. It follows that the materialized forms produced at a given seance
may partake not only of the dream-memory of the medium but also may
be modified by the imagination of any sitter present. In fact, it may be a
blending of many such elements.
MODIFICATIONS IN TELEPLASMIC FORM
On tins hypothesis, grounded as it is upon experience of qualified ob
servers, we arrive logically at the view that variations in the form of tele
plasms are normally to be expected as the result of varying influences ruling
at different sittings: for the relative power of the medium and of the per
sonnel of the sitters is bound to vary within somewhat wide limits, each
bringing to the seance-room special physical and psychical conditions never
twice alike in all respects. It would therefore be almost a violation of pro
babilities if the same teleplasmic phenomena were repeated with absolute
exactitude on several successive occasions.
•
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THE APPLICATION OP THIS PRINCIPLE
W ithout wishing to stress this point unduly, it would seem at least
that in the production of characteristic teleplasms, such as the imprints of
hand or foot, the blending of dream-elements derived from the subliminal
memory of the medium and sitters alike, cannot be altogether left out of
the general reckoning when the question of identification arises. According
to the theory offered by German researchers, one might normally look for
elements derived from at least three independent sources as present in blended
form in the teleplasmic mould: namely a part directly imprinted by the con
trolling personality, a second part derived from the memory of the medium
either of that medium’s own hand or of the hand of some one with whom
he has been habitually associated: and thirdly, characteristics derived from
the memory-imagination of one or other of the sitters. Always it is to be
borne in mind that it is not the conscious power of visualization so much
as the instinctive and subconscious recollection which is liable to stimulate the
creation of the ideoplastic mould, and to determine the details of its
structure.
,

LE LIVRE UES REVEIN AINTS
Part XIV.

This Part commences a further chapter in the record of the work of this
group as the list of sitters is now augmented by the inclusion of Mr. Bligh
Bond. The first sitting was convened for the 13th March 1929 at the apart
ment of Mrs. Ernest Bigelow. There were six sitters present, namely:
Mrs, Henry W . Warner. Mrs. X. . . ., Mrs. Van Antwerp, Miss Mead,
Mrs. Bigelow, Mr. Bligh Bond.
The following is the record transcribed from notes taken by Mrs. Bige
low at the time of sitting, by Mr. Bond. The sitting is numbered consecutive
ly with those of the first series, for purpose of convenient reference.
Pseudonyms are used in some cases. W here these occur, they are given in
italics.
Sitting XXXVII. March 13, 1929.
First Control. ( C l .) .
The alphabet was given by Mrs. Van Antwerp and the vibratory move
ments of the table were, as before, read by Mrs. X ...........whose recognition
of each letter intended is instinctively correct. Other sitters found them
selves quite unable to follow the rapid succession of movements with any
degree of precision.
C l . "McRae”.
Sitter. "W hat is your first name?"
C l . "McRae”.
Sitter. "W hat is your last name?"
C l . "McRae Hudson. . . is living".
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Sitter. 'W here does he live?”
CM. "W hite River Junction, Vermont”.
Sitter.
Is there a Postmaster there?”
C.l. "Yes. . . His mother is speaking”.
Sitter. W hat is your name?”
C.l. I cannot remember”.
Sitter, "(.an you remember your husband’s name?”
C.l. ' Lester is either husband or son”.
Sitter. "Do you want to send a message to your son” ?
C.l. "They would only ridicule and not acknowledge it. and claim
all sorts of things”.
Sitter. "How long is it since you passed over?”
C.l. "I know not”.
Sitter. "Can we do anything for you?”
C.l. I can tell truth after truth: bur of what avail?”
Sitter. It avails us, for we believe”.
C.l. Will you verify; but not through family?”
Sitter. "Yes, we will”.
C.l. * You are sadly handicapped by insurmountable prejudice. 1 took
a trip with my husband and son late last summer”.
Sitter. "Can you tell us where you went?”
C.l. "By boat to Nova Scotia. W e visited Quebec also. . . beauti
ful parks in Yarmouth. . . My husband is in business with his
son”.
Sitter. "Can you tell us what their business is?”
C.l. "Lots of bottles”.
Sitter. "A bottling business?” C.l. "N o” .
Sitter. A drug business?” C.l. "Yes”.
Sitter. W hat caused your death?” C.l. "Broken heart”.
Sitter. "Then you were not happy?”
C.l. "No. . . . Left most of money to my boys” .
Sitter. How many boys have you?” C.l. "Two”.
Sitter. Where were you buried?”
C.l Same place. . . . 1 stood and watched my husband foot up last
year’s business”.
Sitter. Can you say how much it amounted to?”
C.l. "Thirty thousand”.
Sitter That seems large for a drug business”. C.l. "Wholesale”.
Sitter. Had you any daughters?” C.l. "No. . . . Daughter-in-law” .
Sitter. "Are both sons married?” C.l. "N o”.
Sitter. "Can you give us your maiden name?” C.l. ''McRae”.
* * * * *
Second Control. (C.2.).
'Margaret is here"
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Sitter. "W e are so glad to have you with us again”.
(Signs o£ great excitement in the table movements.)
C.2. "I want Bligh to be secretary; to write around country”.
Sitter. ' He will, 1 am sure”.
C.2. "I want information about W alter H errick of Potsdam, New
York. I want to hear of M aggie D u v e e n ” .
Sitter. 'What is her place of residence?” C.2. "Potsdam”.
Sitter. "Would the Postmaster know about her?”
(..2. ”1 don t know”.
Sitter. "Can you tell us something of W alter Herrick?”
C.2. (addressing Mrs. Bigelow). ‘You draw them. . . There is a
Woolley contact, but I can’t quite get it”.
Sitter. "Can you explain further?” C.2. “Some Mrs. Woolley”.
Sitter. “W e will try to find out for you. Are these people living?”
C.2. “ I can’t find them. . . Streeter knew them. . . Potsdam is near
Malvin. . . I want to warn you against publishing names, for
people are vindictive about our glorious truth. I see one family
absolutely incensed. I want Frederick to come; and 1 want
another •asked in Blanche’s place Wednesday evening”.
Sitter. "You mean that you don’t want Blanche in the photographic circle?”
C.2. "N o”.
'
Sitter. Have you any one to suggest in her place?”
C.2. Bligh Bond”.
Sitter. But Mr. Bond can only be here occasionally. Why not have Blanche
in the circle?”
C.2. “I have work for them in the afternoon. . . You and Rhoda may
be excused. . . I want Mr. Talbot to select one in place. . .”
(Interval for. tea).
Third Control. (C.3.)
"H enry W atson is here”
(N.B. This Control had been interested chiefly in finance during his life
and the habit still continued. W hat he had to say was about the markets
and is not of general interest. W e pass therefore to the next control).
fourth Control. (C.4.)
C.4. ” 1 wish Bligh Bond could always be here”.
Sitter. Who is speaking now?” C.4. "Frederick” (Nichwitz).
Mr. Bond. “In what way do I help you?”
C.4. "Bring great power and many spirits”.
Mr. Bond. Would you like me to come for the evening sittings?"
C.4. "Yes, but not for materializations. . . you are not a factor in
producing visibility, but spirituality".
Sitter. "Did you hear what was said as to Blanches place being taken by
some other person?”
C.4. "Yes”.
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Sitter.

W ill you explain why this should be?'
C.4. Certain spiritual attributes are necessary. Blanche is evidential,
but entirely lacking spiritually”.
Sitter. W hat about Rhoda?”
C.4. Rhoda brings a shell of commercialism that does not enter the
nucleus of our cosmic mass. . . . I want.* someone to ask my
daughter why she closed that road during the infantile paralysis?”
Sitter. She may have been afraid”.
C 4. But think what it meant to school children. . . Estelle drew that".
Sitter. You mean she drew that message?”
C.4. Yes, bur for God’s sake don’t try to verify through Kelly's, but
through a friendly source”.
Sitter. "Through whom would you suggest that we try to verify?”
C.4. "Shall 1 find out?” Sitter. "Yes, please”.
C.4. "l will say next time. 1 get no entities to verify (now) bur
keep my family out. (To Mrs. X. . .) Did you touch any of my
wife's belongings?”
Sitter. "W ill we have a strong enough circle for you tonight?”
C.4. "Yes. . . I want to know what grandma has to do with
P a n sy ?”
Sitter. "That would be Rhoda’s grandmother”. C.4. "Yes”.
C.4. (to Bligh Bond). Do you see vapor in front of mirror?”
Mr. Bond. "Yes. . . . Ir looks cloudy ’.
C.4. It is Frederick”.
si*.

*

*

*

*

R ecord of Enquiry and V erification
On the 21st March, Mrs. Bigelow wrote as follows to the Postmaster
at Potsdam, N. Y.
"W ill you be kind enough to give me some information in
regard to a Mr. W alter Herrick and a Miss Maggie Duveen of
your city'
The Postmaster’s reply is dated March 22nd and reads as follows:
My dear Madam.
Referring to your inquiry on reverse side, you are informed that
the home of parties you mention is Fort Covington, N. Y.
If you will write the Postmaster at that place, I believe you
can obtain the information you desire” .
Very truly yours,
W . T. H in m a n , P.M.
On the 26th March Mrs. Bigelow addressed this letter to the Postmaster
at Fort Covington, N. Y.
"W ill you be so kind as to tell me if you have a Mr. W alter
Herrick and a Miss Maggie Duveen living in your town? Any in
formation you can give me will be most gratefully received. Please
write on reverse side of this letter”.
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The following is the Postmaster’s reply, endorsed on Mrs. Bigelow’s
letter.
Fort Covington, Mar. 27.
Mrs. E. A. Bigelow.
"W alter Herrick died a few years ago.
"Miss Maggie Duveen still lives in this town".
Yours rruly,
W. D. Creighton, P.M.
P.S 1 was one of the adms. of his estate.
% *

4c *

*

On the 2 1st March Mrs. Bigelow wrote to the Postmaster of W hite
River Junction as follows:
"Will you be kind enough to give me some information in
regard to a Mrs. Hudson of your town. Mrs. Hudson was a Miss
McRae of Boston, 1 believe. I understand Mrs. Hudson has recently
passed away leaving two sons (McRae) and sister. Mr. Hudson’s
business. I think, is wholesale drugs. Any information you can give
will be most gratefully received. . .’’
The Postmaster’s reply is dated March 22nd and it is given below.
Mrs. Hudson passed away some years ago.
"Mr. Leslie Hudson is living here and Leslie Jr. is also.
"AicRae is living in New York City".
C arl W. Cameron , P.M.
* * * * *

A SEANCE WITH PASQUALE ERTO
Communicated B'i M ay C. W alker

0 ) i ranscript by Miss Walker of Notes taken by her at a sitting dated
March L9th, 1933 at the apartment of Professor Sorge in Naples.
The names of the sitrers are recorded in the Protocol of Prof. Sorge
(see Part II of this record).
I ntroductory N ote
The following seance is my fifth with the Italian medium Erto; the
first having been held at the Itistitut Metapsychique in Paris with Dr. Geley
and Mr. Stanley de Brath present as sitters shortly before Erto was exposed
seven or eight years ago, and the other three at Mr. Harry Price s Laboratory
during Erto's visit to London in December 1931. Most of these were nega
tive.
Knowing that Professor Sorge had a high opinion of this medium,
and as I was at that time in southern Italy (during January and February
1932) 1 endeavoured to have some further experience with him. The sitting
was therefore arranged through the kindness of Dr. Miami, a nephew' of
Prof. Sorge, who came over to Capri to see me. Unfortunately, in passing
through Naples in February on the way to Palestine, I found that both Prof.
Sorge and Erto were ill: but on calling to see Mine. Sorge, she kindly
promised to arrange a seance for me on one of the two nights that my
boat would be in Naples on my return journey after the middle of March.
On the afternoon of the 19th March, therefore, l called at Prof. Sorge's
apartment in order to learn the hour of the sitting and the handcuffs to be
used were given me (see Illustration). These, 1 understood, had been loaned
for the occasion by one of the Carabinieri. I was asked to mark them and
take them back with me to my boat, returning with them after dinner for the
seance at 9:30 pin. This 1 accordingly did. The following notes were
written on the day after the sitting. There is a slight discrepancy between
my record and Dr. Sorge's protocol. 1 may be mistaken, but my impression
was that no lights appeared until after Erto's hands were released. I can
find no normal explanation of the substitution of the metal rings for Erto’s
wrists. The key of the padlock was on the table right in front of me; but
in any case, the position of his hands would have made it impossible for
him to unlock the padlock (they were crossed). Moreover, the seal was also
intact. If genuine, it was a very impressive seance.
TRANSCRIPT OF MISS WALKER S NOTES
Erto was not examined, and he was clad in his ordinary attire; but liis
hands were fastened together cross-wise by a pair of special handcuffs lent
for the purpose for one night (see Diagram). These had been given me
that afternoon for the purpose of marking and also to take away with me
for control until brought bv me into the seance-room. I locked these cuffs
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on Erto's wrists, the key being laid on the table in front of me and a piece
of paper tied around the padlock and sealed.
For about an hour, nothing happened. Erto then went into trance, as
also did Mine. Surge, who sat beside him, we being all placed opposite to
their side of the room. Erto moaned and groaned; got up and walked about,
sat down, had a short pause, then continued. Mme. Sorge kept calling out
"Forza”. Later on. Erto brought his hands to the table for the sealing to be
re-done, as it had come off. This, Professor Sorge did with a candle on the
table. This time, 1 did not actually witness the sealing, as the light had to
be shaded from Erto.
After some time, a loud noise of some things clanging together was
heard and then a noise on the floor of the handcuffs falling to the ground.
Then Erto brought them to me and placed them on the table. Instead
of his wrists being in the handcuffs, two heavy rings of metal were threaded
inside them. These, Professor Sorge said, had been behind a chick on the
shelf behind Mme. Sorge who, in trance, had got them down and given them
to Erto who, until then, knew nothing about them.
After this, two flashes of light were seen close by Erto and another onenearer Mme. Sorge. When the lights were turned on, after the control NIER
had shouted with a very loud voice "Peace be with you”, an apport was
seen on the floor in front of us, in the shape of a piece of mineral composed
of clusters of tiny pebbles. Prof. Sorge declared that no such thing was in
the house, and that he had never seen it before.
Just before this happened, Erto went to Prof. Sorge and asked him to
feel his pockets. This last phenomenon, however, was not controlled, as
none of the sitters had been examined.
Professor Sorge wrote a protocol immediately after the seance ended at
12 p.m. This was then translated into French by one of the sirrers and 1
signed ir.
„
M ay C. W alker.
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II. PROTOCOL OF PROFESSOR EMANUEL SORGE
* $ * $ $
The 19rh March at midnight, in the apartment of Professor Emanuel
Surge, with the assistance of the following ladies and gentlemen, namely:
Mine. Elvira Surge Rizzo.
M. Prof. Gr. Uff. Gaetano Surge (of the University and the United
Hospitals of Naples).
Mine. Maria Miani Calabrese.
Mine. Silvia Jappclli.
M. Prof. Cay. Antonio Jappclli (of the Inst, of Psychology: Naples Univ.).
Mile. May C. Walker.
Mile. Anna Miani Calabresi.
M. Dr. Giulio Francesconi (of the Journal Roma ).
M. Dr. Giuseppe Caruso. (United Hospitals of Naples).
M. I'Avocat le Baron Giuseppe Federici (Barrister).
M Prof. Emanuele Surge (of the United Hospitals: Naples.)
M. Arturo di Mauro.
M. Giovanni Pagliani,
M. Erto Pasquale (Principal medium) Mine. Teresa Surge De la Feld
(second medium).
Handcuffs made on the model of those employed by the R. R. Cara
binieri for the transport of prisoners from one gaol to another (sec Dia
gram) were applied to the hands of the principal medium. These hand
cuffs were procured by Dr. Caruso who had borrowed them from a marshal
of the Carabinieri with his consent. The handcuffs had been left at the
apartment of Professor Surge only yesterday, the 18th March and he had
kept them under his direct control until this morning.
Today Professor Surge delivered the said handcuffs to Miss May Walker
together with the padlock belonging to them, with the object of permitting
this lady to control the cuffs at her own discretion, and to mark them with
a sign unknown to any other person. Miss W alker has reported these hand
cuffs only at the commencement of the sitting.
After the fixing of the handcuffs upon the medium Erto, the padlock
was fitted and its orifice sealed. The key of the padlock was taken by Miss
Walker and the lock itself wrapped around with a strong paper band which,
in its turn was fastened with string. Upon the knot was deposited a wax
seal on which was impressed the monogram G. S. Miss Walker controlled
the fitting of the cuffs, the locking of the padlock, and the imprinting of
the letters on the seal and she took charge of the seal.
The two mediums went into trance. W hite light was at first used, and
then red. The mediums were restless for a long while and made loud com
plaints. The medium Erto called for the red light and immediately on
this, demanded its extinction. All present saw clearly three large lights in
front of, and behind the shoulders of the medium Erto; who then again
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called for the red light, and asked that the impression in wax should be
re-sealed because he feared that, owing to shaking, the first seal had been
broken, allowing of a lapse of control. During the application of the fresh
seal, it was possible to make certain that: the handcuffs had not been shifted
from their place. It follows therefore that the luminous phenomena above
described were produced with the medium’s hands perfectly controlled.
W hilst the new seal was being applied, the second medium, Mute.
Sorge, who, like Erto, remains in trance the whole time, arose from her
armchair and took two bronze rings, cast in the rough, which had been pre
pared by the advice of Dr. Servadio and hidden from the medium Erto within
the seance-room. These rings were handed by Mine. Sorge to Erto, who
took one in either hand. N. B. The rings had a diameter of 17 cm.: rheir
thickness is 14 millimetres: the weight of each is 5K0 grammes: they were cast
in sand from one piece of metal and have undergone no abrasion of surface
beyond the removal of rough points: this fact would preclude any change
(in their continuity of structure) without leaving some trace on the sur
face.
The red light was again extinguished and the mediums once more be
came restless and made loud protest. Suddenly was heard the thunderous
voice of the Unknown’ . . * Peace be with you”. At the close of these
words, the handcuffs were heard to fall to the floor together with the two
rings The red light was then turned on: the medium Erto picked up the
handcuffs and the rings and handed rhem directly to Miss Walker, who agrees
with all the rest of the sitters that the padlock is still closed, the wax seals
in place, and that, in spite of this fact, the two rings have been threaded on
to the handcaffs, one to each armlet, (see Diagram).
Forthwith, the medium produced a succession of luminous phenomena,
paced within the circle in a state of great agitation; then came near to
Prof. Sorge and made him admit that there was nothing concealed in his
pockets. He then returned anti seated himself in his place.
After several moments of strong agitation on the parr of the medium,
a heavy blow was heard upon the floor. At the medium’s request, the red
light was again turned on, and all present saw an amorphous lump of lime
conglomerate, which was later ascertained to weigh 525 grammes. All mem
bers of the Sorge family affirm formally that this conglomerate had never
existed in their home.
The medium, srill in continuous trance, asserted that this calcareous
lump was wet, and that a spot on the parquet floor would be found to be
wet also. All agree that this was the case. Miss Walker promptly verified
the marks she had placed secretly upon the handcuffs and affirms that these,
which were given her during the sitting by the medium, are the same as
those provided by herself during the day and introduced by her into the
seance-room.
(Translated by the Editor of the A.S.P.R. Journal from the French text
of a certified Copy of the original, signed E. Sorge.)

PSYCHE THE IMMORTAL
Samuel E. A nderson

Part I.
T he Ether

Across the sky the atom blazed its trail,
And then came Life, the second of the group,
To grope its way from lowly cell to man.
At last, no stranger than the other two,
A soul is born, to wing its flight on high
And weave the marvelous pattern of the whole.
Now Science and Religion, hand in hand,
Shall guide its course to its selected goal.

,

It lias been said that science has robbed mankind of the consolation of
religion without being able to replace it with anything more exact or satisfy
ing. To that great question, "W hat’s ir all about?” there is needed, at the
present moment, an explanation that appeals to man's judgment rather than
to his faith. Indeed, we have a perfect right to demand that science, in reply
to the age-old question, give an answer comparable to the one it has made
as to the whence and whither of matter.
Sir Oliver Lodge, writing in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, says, "Whether
space is a mere geometrical abstraction, or whether it has definite physical
properties which can be investigated, is a question* which in one form or
another has often been debated. As to the parts occupied by matter, that
is, by a substance which appeals to the senses, there has never been any serious
doubt; almost the whole of science may be said to be an investigation of the
properties of matter. But from time to rime attention has been directed to
the intervening portions of space from which sensible matter is absent; and
this also lias physical properties, of which the complete investigation has
hardly begun.
These physical properties do not appeal directly to the senses, and
are therefore comparatively obscure; bur there is now no doubt of their
existence even among those who prefer to use the word space. But a space
endowed with physical properties is more than a geometrical abstraction,
and is more conveniently thought of as a substantial reality to which some
other word is appropriate. The term used is unimportant, but long ago the
term ether was invented; it was adopted by Isaac Newton, and is good
enough for us. The term ether therefore connotes a genuine entity filling all
space, without any break or cavity anywhere, the one omnipresent physical
reality, of which there is a growing tendency to perceive that everything in
the material universe consists; matter itself being in all probability one of
its manifestations.
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That space has physical properties is a part of definite experience, pro
vided experience is extended to include inferences and deductions and is
not limited to direct sensory perception. There exists everywhere a
gravitational potential varying inversely with the distance from its approprivate portion of matter. Light waves travel at a rate depending
on innate properties of space; or rather, as we feel bound to say, on the
physical properties of the substantial reality which fills space. The
energies of the earth, of which we constantly make use, are derived from the
sun, and have travelled across the intervening 92,0()(),<)()() miles of empty
space at a perfectly known and definite rate, with which rate matter has
nothing to do. There may be uncertainty as to what exactly it is that is
travelling; but the fact that it is travelling energy is certain. All rliat matter
does is to generate the radiant energy at one end anti absorb it at the
other. Thus ether is necessary for the purpose of transmitting what is
called gravitational force between one piece of matter and another, however
distanr they may be. * * * * The continuous medium which fills space,
therefore, is not only the vehicle of gravitation and light, but it is also the
instrument for cohesion and chemical affinity and for electric and magnetic
attractions and repulsions. It must also be the vehicle for every kind of
mechanical force, and for the elastic connection between particles of matter,
which are never in real contact with each other. * * * * The intimate
structure of the ether may ultimately be expressible and partially understood
in terms of the phenomena of electricity and magnetism; for electric and
magnetic influences are transmitted perfectly through vacuum, that is, across
space empty of matter. They represent primary properties of the ether,
though they are only made manifest to our senses by means of matter. It
was in terms of electricity and magnetism that Clerk Maxwell was able to
explain the phenomenon of light. A close study of electro-magnetism, that
is, the interaction between electric and magnetic disturbances, showed that
they must combine into a wave equation, the waves being transmitted at a
rate calculable from purely electric and magnetic considerations. This velocity
turned out to be the velocity of light; and so in 186*> the true theory of
light was born.
Not that it is anything like complete. W e know too little of the electric
and magnetic properties of the ether to be able to picture exactly what is
happening; what we do know is that light is an electromagnetic phenomenon,
and that it is entirely dependent on the properties of the ether. The ether in
volves or possesses properties expressible by two fundamental constants; one
of which regulates the force of attraction between two electrified bodies, and
the other the force of attraction between two magnets. Neither constant by
itself is as yet known.
So far we have been dealing with things which have been known for
some time But the subject is so fundamental and important that a re
capitulation in other terms seemed advisable. It now remains to deal with
the later progress which has been made in investigating the properties of this
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extraordinary non-material but physical substance. Perhaps 'substance' is hard
ly the right term, for, though exceedingly substantial in one sense, it makes
no appeal to the senses and is therefore unlike any substance we know.
The properties of the ether are not likely to be expressible in terms of
matter; but as we have no better due, we must proceed by analogy, and we
may apologetically speak of the elasticity and density of the ether as repre
senting things which, if it were matter, would be called by those names. W hat
these terms really express we have not as yet fathomed; but if, as is now
regarded as very probable, atomic matter is a structure in ether, there is
every reason for saying that the ether must in some sense be far denser than
any known material substance. The only alternative contention—and it is an
important one—is that the density which displays itself as inertia may be
due to the organization responsible of the very existence of matter.
If it is right to express it in terms of material properties (which is doubtful)
its inertia comes out as of the order of a thousand tons per cubic millimeter;
while as to its elasticity, that is still more enormous, since it is equal to the
density multiplied by the square of the velocity of light. * * * * These
values are barely conceivable, being so much higher than anything of which
we have sensory experience.
Meanwhile we must assume that the ether has a substantiality and wave
conveying structure beyond our present clear imaginings, with parts of it
modified in an unknown way into electrons and protons.
Whether it be really infinite in extent, or whether, though boundless like
a sphere, it is nevertheless finite, are questions which we cannot at present
answer. There is no doubt that it extends beyond the farthest visible stellai
object, and for all practical purposes is infinite.
Sir Oliver sums up this portion as follows, "Assuming the ether to
be in some sense a substance—that is real and substantial,—a genuine entity
and not the mere emptiness which it superficially appears to be, die things
which are known about it arc these:1. It is absolutely transparent and undispersive.
2. It is absolutely void of viscosity,
3. Ether is the sole vehicle of radiation, that is, of transverse dis
turbances periodic in space and time travelling at a definite and immense
speed without any obvious destination, but it neither emits nor absorbs
them.
4. An electric field is another form of energy existing in the ether
bur irs lines of force appear to be in die nature of a strain. And probably
the ether is the seat of all strain or potential energy.
3. Another electric form of energy is the magnetic field, which is cer
tainly different from an electric field, though somewhat similar. Magnetic
lines of force are closed curves, and seem to be more intimately connected
with the ether than with matter. But they interact with matter and have thus
displayed their existence by consequent attractions and repulsions.
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6. Electric and magnetic fields interact also with each other in free
space.
7. Chemical affinity between atoms of matter is undoubtedly due to
electric or magnetic attraction or to both. And cohesion may be attributed
to a residual chemical affinity between molecules. Thus the ether is indirectly
responsible as a vehicle for all physical and chemical activity and no one
who believes in the ether has any doubt that it is responsible also for what
is represented by the word gravitation’.
W hat other functions this universal medium may be found to possess,
and whether life and mind can be in any way associated with those func
tions, must be left to posterity to find out. Our serious surmise is that they
are so associated, in a primary sense, and are temporarily manifested by
secondary association with matter.
W e can measure the speed of light by aid of matter, because matter
generates, absorbs, reflects and otherwise interferes with it: we observe elec
tricity and magnetism and every other manifestation of the ether by aid of
matter: but unfortunately all the properties of ether itself, apart from matter,
have hitherto proved completely elusive.
Every star is emitting energy at the expense of its own material so
that matter is gradually turning into radiation and passing into an un
localized form in the ether. It may be said that without the restriction of
the quantum, whereby only whole units of energy can be radiated, all the
energy of matter would pass into the ether and become radiation. A good
deal does. The question naturally arises whether this process is reversible
or not; i. e., whether radiation can under any conditions generate, in re
turn, the fundamental ingredients of which matter is composed.
This discovery has not yet been made. W hat we do know it that the
jump of the electron generates radiation of a frequency proportional to the
energy of the jump; and that this same radiation, wherever absorbed, can
cause another electron, elsewhere, to jump with the same energy.
Hence the idea looks hopeful that a reversible process may be involved
generally in the interchange of energy between ether and matter, not only
in this ordinary electronic laboratory case, but in the more violent clashes
in the stars, where matter appears to be destroyed. May ir nor perhaps in
some distant region be reconstituted, with a consequent great gain of gra
vitational potential energy, so as to render the cosmos permanent, and reduce
the useful law of dissipation of energy to comparative insignificance?
In another place he has said, "W e have grown accustomed to certain
aspects of the universe given us by our senses, but we do not fundamentally
understand them. And when we come to probe the meaniig of things deeply
enough, we find ourselves up against difficulties of conception towards the
elucidation of which our senses give hardly any aid. W hat we are used to is
mechanical movement; but the effort to explain things ultimately in that
way is not easy; and may turn out to be not possible.
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It (the ether) fills all space, though we have no real knowledge of
its constitution, for it is too fundamental to have its constitution expressible
in terms of anything else. It seems to be analogous to a perfect incompressi
ble fluid in a violent state of circulatory motion, imperfectly conceivable as
ultra-microscopic vortices circulating, or spinning with the velocity of light.
If the ether is constituted as 1 suggest, it must be the seat of enormous energy,
not necessarily infinite, but far beyond any amount of which we have any
conception.
My speculation is that this boundless ether thus full of energy, is utilized
and is impregnated with something that may be called life and mind in
excelsis, that it is the home of the ideal and the supernal, and that all
the life and mind we are conscious of is but an infinitesimal or residual
fraction of this majestic reality.”
Thus this great physicist, in succinct phrases, has set forth the problem
upon which an attack is to be made.
T he Electrons

and the

Protons

Any number, from one to ninety-two, of negative electrons joins itself
to a pusitive nucleus to form one of the ninety-two elements known to the
physicists and chemists. N ot a single element is missing,' for within the last
few months the newspapers carried a dispatch that the elements in which
there are eighty-five and eighty-seven electrons, respectively, had been
identified by an American. Their discovery had long since been prophesied.
Such a systematic and orderly arrangement tempts us to think that some
where there is a guiding intelligence. Intelligence in an electron!
Strange it is that, with no equipment, there were individuals among
ancient peoples who had an inkling, a sort of intuitive perception, of things
that long held the modem scientists at bay. Ancient poets sang of the atom
and its properties. Ancient philosophers argued that intelligence was the
substance of all things, and while it is probably more accurate to say that
the same substance is the source of matter, life and intelligence alike, never
theless their shafts fell not so very wide the mark. The alchemists dreamed
of the transmutation of the metals and today we see uranium slowly chang
ing into lead.
Of what does matter consist? Permit Dr. Robert A. Millikan to answrer
the question for you. "All electric currents are caused by the slow travel of
a well-nigh infinite number of these electrons along the wfire w'hich carries
the current. All light or other short wave-length radiations are caused by
changes in position of electrons within atoms. All atoms are built up out
of definite numbers of positive and negative electrons. All chemical forces
are due to the attractions of positive for negative electrons. All elastic
forces are due to the attractions and repulsions of electrons. In a word,
matter itself is electrical in origin.”
This scientists have accepted as a fact and the physicists and astronomers
have passed to another question which is expected to tell us whether the
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universe is eternal or of limited duration. At the present moment two great
scientists occupy opposite ends of the teeter. As the one sinks down he
sees only rlut the universe is falling into ruin, with every single electron
bent upon suicide. As the other joyously rises he sees in the cosmic rays
hints that the universe is as constantly being renewed by the birth of new
atoms, if not indeed of electrons. To those of his way of thinking the Ether
thus stands revealed as the Creator; Omnipotent and eternal.
Dr. Millikan thus explains his position. "My task tonight is to attempt
to trace rhe history of scientific evidence bearing on the question of the
origin and destiny of the physical elements. I shall list ten discoveries or
developments, all made within the past hundred years, which touch in one
way or another upon this problem and constitute indications or sign-posts
on the road to an answer. Prior to the middle of the nineteenth century
little experimental evidence of any sort had appeared, so that the problem
was wholly in the hands of the philosopher and the theologian. Then came,
first, the discovery of rhe equivalence of heat and work and the consequent
formulation of the principle of the conservation of energy, probably the most
far reaching principle ever developed.
Following this and directly dependent upon it came, second, the dis
covery, or formulation, of the second law of thermodynamics which was
first interpreted, and is still interpreted by some, as necessitating the
ultimate "hear death" of the universe and the final extinction of activity of
all sorts; for all hot bodies are observed to be radiating away their heat,
and rlns heat, after having been so radiated away into space, apparently
cannot be reclaimed by man. This is classically and simply stated in the
' h umpty-dumpty rhyme.
As a natural if not a necessary corollary to this was put forward by
some, in entire accord with rhe demands of medieval theology, a dens ex
machina to initially wind up or start off this running-down universe.
Then came, third, the discovery, through studies both in geology and
biology, of the facts of evolution— facts which showed that so far as the
biological field is concerned, the process of creation or upbuilding from
lower to higher forms has been continuously going on for millions upon
millions of years and is presumably going on now. This tended to call
attention away from the dens ex machina, to identify the creator with his
universe, to strengthen the theological doctrine of immanence which repre
sents substantially rhe philosophic position of Leonardo da Vinci, Galileo,
Newton, Francis Bacon, and most of the great minds of history down to
Einstein. Neither evolution nor evolutionists have in general been atheistic—
Darwin least of all--but their influence has undoubtedly been to raise doubts
about the legitimacy of the dogma of the dens ex machina and of the cor
relative one of rhe heat-death. This last dogma rests squarely on rhe assump
tion that we infinitesimal mites on a speck of a world know all about how
the universe behaves in all its parts or, more specifically, that the radiation
laws which seem to us to hold here can not possibly have any exceptions
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anywhere, even though that is precisely the sort of sweeping generalization
that has led us physicists into error half a dozen times during the past thirty
years, and also though we know quite well that conditions prevail outside
our planet which we cannot here duplicate or even approach. Therefore
the heat-death dogma has always been treated with reserve by the most
thoughtful of scientists. No more crisp nor more cogent statement of what
seems to me to he the correct position of science in this regard has come
to my attention than is found in the following recent utterance of Gilbert N.
Lewis, namely, Thermodynamics gives no support to the assumption that
the universe is running down. Gain of entropy always means loss of in
formation and nothing more.”
The fourth discovery bearing on our theme was the discovery that the
dogma of the immutable elements was definitely wrong. By the year 1900
the element radium had been isolated and the mean life-time of its atoms
found ro be about two thousand years. This meant definitely that the
radium atoms that are here now have been formed within about that time,
and a year or two later the clement helium was definitely observed to be
here and now growing out of radium. This raised insistently the question
as to whether the creation of at least the formation of all the elements out
of something else may not be a continuous process—stupendous change in
view point the discovery of radioactivity brought about, and a wholesome
lesson of modesty it taught to the physicist. But a couple of years late,
uranium and thorium, die heaviest known elements, were definitely caught
in the act of begetting radium and all the allied chain of disintegration
products. Since, however, the life-time of the parent uranium has been found
to be a billion years or so we have apparently ceased to inquire whence it
comes. W e are disposed to assume, however, that it is not now being
formed on earth. Indeed, we now have good reason to believe that the
whole radioactive process is confined to a very few, very heavy elements
which are now giving up the energy which wras once stored up in them—
wre know not how—so that radioactivity—though it seemed at first to be
pointing away from the heat-death, has not at all, in the end, done so.
Indeed, it seems to be merely one mechanism by which stored-up energy is
being frittered away into apparently unreclaimable heat—another case of
humpty-dumpty.
The fifth significant discovery w'as the enormous life-time of the earth—
partly through radioactivity itself, which assigns at least a billion and a half
years—and the still greater life-time of the sun and stars—thousands of
rimes longer than the periods through which they could possibly exist as
suns if they were simply hot bodies cooling off. This meant that new and
heretofore unknown sources of heat energy had to be found to keep the
stars pouring our such enormous quantities of radiation for such ages
upon ages.
Then came the seventh discovery, which constituted a very clear finger
post pointing to the possibility of the existence of an integrating or building
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up process among the physical elements, as well as in biological forms, in
the discovery that the elements are all definitely built up out of hydrogen;
for they—the ninety-two different atoms—were all found, beginning about
1913 by the new method of so-called ' positive rays” analysis, to be exact
multiples of the weight of hydrogen within very small limits of uncertainty.
This fact alone raises very insistently the query as to whether they are not
being built up somewhere out of hydrogen now. They certainly were once
so put together, and some of them, the radioactive ones, are actually now
caught in the act of splitting up. Isn’t it highly probable, so would say any
observer, that the inverse process is going on somewhere, especially since the
process would involve no violation either of the energy principle, or of the
second law of thermodynamics.
Dr. Millikan goes on to describe his own work, work which is highly
technical and for which he received the Nobel prize, and then draws this
conclusion.
"The foregoing results seem to point with much definiteness to the
following conclusions.
1.
That the cosmic rays have their origin, not in the stars, but rather
in interstellar space.
2. "That they are due to the building in the depths of space of the
commoner heavy elements out of hydrogen, which the spectroscopy of the
heavens shows to be widely distributed through space. That helium and the
common elements oxygen, nitrogen, carbon and even sulphur are also found
between the stars is proved by Bowen’s beautiful recent discovery that the
nebulium lines’ arise from these very elements.
3.
That these atom-building processes can not take place under the
conditions of temperature and pressure existing in the sun and stars, the
heats of these bodies having to be maintained presumably by the atomannihilating process postulated by Jeans and Eddington as taking place there.
4.
All this says nothing at all about the second law of thermodynamics
or the 'Warme-Tod’, but it does contain a bare suggestion that if atom
formation out of hydrogen is taking place all through space, as it seems to
be doing, it may be that the hydrogen is somehow being replenished there
too from the only form of energy that we know to be all the time leaking
our from the stars of interselhr space, namely, radiant energy. This has
been speculatively suggested many times before in order to allow the creator
to be continually on his job. Here perhaps is a little bit of experimental
finger-pointing in that direction. But it is not ar all proved nor even per
haps necessarily suggested. If Sir James Jeans prefers to hold one vie\s
and I another on tins question no one can say us nay. The one thing of
which you all may be quite sure is that neither of us knows anything about it
But for the continuous building up of the common elements out of hydrogen
in the depths of interstellar space the cosmic rays furnish excellent experi
mental evidence. 1 am not unaware of the difficulties of finding an altogether
satisfactory kinetic picture of how these events take place, but acceptable
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and demonstrable facts do not, in this twentieth century, seem to be disposed
to wait on suitable mechanical pictures. Indeed, has not modem physics
thrown the purely mechanistic view of the universe root and branch out of
its house?” W hen writing for the Report of the Smithsonian Institute for 1928
Dr. Millikan says, ‘ The foregoing is as far as the experimental evidence
enables us to go; but the recent discovery of the second element of the
above unfinished cycle, namely, that the supply of positive and negative
electrons is being used up continuously in the creation of atoms, the signals
of whose births constitute the cosmic rays, at once raises imperiously the
question as to why the process is still going on at all after the eons during
which it lias apparently been in process—or better: why the building stones
of the atoms hare not all been used up long ago?
And the only possible answer seems to be to complete the cycle, and
assume that these building stones are continually being replenished through
out the heavens by condensation, with the aid of some as yet wholly unknown
mechanism, of radiant heat into positive and negative electrons. This has
been urged for years by MacMillan. Indeed it it implicit in Einstein’s 1905
equation unless we deny the validity of the most approved form of state
ment of the second law.” We submit that it has been proven that matter is
electrical in orgin and Dr. Millikan makes a very close approach to showing
that the electron building process is a continuing one.
The atom annihilating process postulated by Sir James Jeans and Pro
fessor A. C. Eddington assumes that the electron, like the individual, may
weary of the mad pace of modern life and conclude to end it all by
committing suicide. True to life, it chooses to do this by plunging to its
death in the arms of its inamorata, the positive electron. The pair of them
depart in a spectacular Hash of light. They die that the sun may live.
But Sir James Jeans and Professor Eddington do extend some comfort
since they have shown that with the electrons, when their positive and
negative potentials arc equalized, death results and others will show that
the same holds true of the human body. If as these electrons perish there
are, our in the Ether, other electrons forming, then that Ether has at least
one of the attributes of Deity. It is eternal.
What of omnipotence? There is a very interesting phenomenon known
as magnetism. This was first noticed in the lodestone. By stroking steel
bars with this lodestone an infinite number of new magnets may be created
and this without any loss whatever in the original lodestone!
That original lodestone could lift but a small weight of iron filings but
the possible infinite number of magnets to be made from it could lift a world
of iron filings. "It is just as if magnetism were not really manufactured at
all, but were a thing called out of some infinite reservoir; as if something
were brought into active and prominent existence from a previously dormant
state.”
The old time, classical explanation conceded that in no case did the
lodestone really generate new magnetic forces although it appeared to gen-
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erate them. It went on to show that this new force that seemingly sprang
into existence consisted essentially of closed curves or loops, which cannot be
generated, although they can be expanded or enlarged to cover a wide held
and they can be concentrated or shrunk into almost nothingness. The point
seemed to be that merely by expanding a loop, a machine was built that
picked up more and more iron filings until it had lifted a whole world of
them. The picture drawn so closely resembled that presented by certain
optimistic realtors regarding the possibilities of geometrical progression in
herent in the Belgian hare, that instinctively 1 put my hand upon my pocket
book Or it might have been likened to that other augur of approaching
disaster,
Whose dice, from underneath his cuff,
Like little mice, stole in and out,
As if they feared the light.
•
But Oh! he threw them such a way,
N o gift upon a Christmas day
Was half so fine a sight!
Catalysis is another instance where an agent seemingly does work with
out showing any of the effects of work. There's a patent worth a billion!
Think of the fellows who would speak a good word for it!
As Dr. Eric Keightly Rideal writes in the Britannica, ’ Although the
catalytic influence of small quantities of water on the rate of many chemical
reactions (e. g. certain combinations of sulphur dioxide; or the thermal
combination of hydrogen and chlorine) has long been established, the
mechanism of any one of these reactions is not sufficiently well known to
established beyond doubt their homogeneous nature. * * * * The energy of
activation for the hydrogen-oxygen combination is supplied, as shown by
French and Carie, by collison with mercury atoms which by the absorption
of radiation have been converted into excited mercury atoms.”
Lo and behold! The Ether! Well may the head be bowed in reverence!
Electricity, magnetism, light, gravitation, eternity: all rest within its
womb From it springs matter, life, intelligence. As to the ultimates of
electricity, magnetism, light, gravitation; the physicist stands mute. If these
things elude him, how attempt the solution, in terms of matter,— of the
mother of them all ?
$ $ $ $ $
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The March-issue of the
principal articles:

Zeitschrift fiir Parapsychologie” contains the following

l i . W agner: "Poltergeist-phenomena in a hut m the m ountains'. An extract
troin the report of the Austrian police-inspector R. Eichelburg of a poltergeist case
he witnessed in the hut of the hunter Otti, who lived on a mountain-slope with his
family (among which his daughter Ida, aged eleven, who seems to have been the
m edium ). Objects were thrown down anil moved about, doors were locked. The
phenomena concentrated around Ida, especially when she was lying in bed: she was
bitten, her pillow was drawn away etc. When the policeman put his sword into
the board at the upper end of the bed and held it there tightly an invisible hand
seemed to grasp it and suddenly pulled it out. Then scratches were heard behind
the bed, chairs and tables were levitated, loud bangs and other noises were heard.
When the policeman, before leaving, said good night” to the "invisible friend” a
chair moved up to all present and bowed before them. This happened in summer,
autumn and winter 1917. In spring 1918 a cottager Painsi told the policeman that
he had payed a visit to the hunter Otti with his daughter and his eleven years
old foster-son (who perhaps was psychic too) W hen he left, he said: "W ell, spirit,
if you like you tan go with m e!” In die same night poltergeist-phenomena occurred in
the room of his foster-son, excrements and stones were thrown about, while the pheno
mena ceased in the hut of Otti trom that very day. A certain Dr. Stanzel in
vestigated the phenomena m the cottage of Painsi and saw how the cover and the
garments (serving as a pillow ) of the foster-son Paul were drawn away while he
was lying on the floor clearly visible in good light on a sack of straw. A stool
flew over the heads of the persons against the door, and raps and bangs were heard.
f. 1Hi^: author of the well-known book "Euiges Schweigen. . .” (Eternal
Silence. . .? ): ”A contribution to the investigation of post-mortem poltergeist-pheno
mena.'’ (Concluded from the February-issue.) Post-mortem poltergeist phenomena and
also hauntings, according to the author, occur much oftener than one generally thinks,
only they are so faint and o f a passing character, that they very often are not
recognised and investigated as such. Generally only those cases are investigated, which
cause a rather great disturbance and last for some length ot time. These phenomena
seem to have a dark, earth bound character, but in reality bright, friendly mani
festations seem to happen just as often, only they don t last so long: their nature
is more fugitive and they art perceived only by those concerned immediately so
that they don't get publicly known. Post-mortem phenomena however seem to
come mostly from the subconscious or at least, from the emotional centres and not
from the intellectual consciousness of the manifesting entities. The author then
gives a survey of cases mostly experienced by himself or his friends.
( 0 Acoustical poltergeist symptoms. Faint raps, steps, rustling, creaking of

the furniture, etc. These sometimes occur without any possible medium being present,
so the deceased seem to be the immediate cause. Sometimes but not always they
only are the introduction to later, stronger phenomena. Two cases are described in
detail In one of them such phenomena had followed the death of a woman who
was very eager to live on. Even later on signs similar to those of the Morse-code
and other happenings preceded the death of other persons in the house. These
phenomena permitted no individual identification.
given

(2 )
birth

A mother and her child. A young woman suddenly died after having
to a child in a hospital in Wiirttemberg.
Immediately bt-
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fore she died she called out: "Mother! Mother!" Her mother, lather, sister, husband,
father-in-law and sister-in-law all woke up in different parts o f Germany at 6 o'clock
in the morning that same day with the thought she had died, which indeed had been
the case at 3 in the morning. Her child was taken to her parents 17 days later.
One day afterwards strange sounds were heard in the room of her father. (A cup
board with clothing of the deceased was standing there.) These sounds disturbed
him so much, that he decided to move to another room The night before it was
ready ar 3 o'clock in the morning he saw a grey cloud standing in front of his bed.
it had the form of a human iigurc and the straight neck and shoulders characteristic
o f his late daughter. Instead of the eyes there only seemed to be bright openings
in the midst. He told his child that she should rest, as he would take care o f her in
fant and always love it. Then the cloud disappeared and the strange sounds were
never heard any more.
(3 )
Father and Son. A soldier had visited his father during the war and
returned to his garrison, where he- quite unexpectedly died from influenza just before
his father came to visit him. After the funeral for five weeks once a week three
loud blows were heard above the bed of the father at 3:30 in the morning, die
death-hour of his son. After a younger brother had heard it too and was very
frightened by it it ceased.
(4 ) M anifestations appointed before death. A lady-friend of the author lia«.J
promised her husband to give him a sign if she would exist alter death. About
two weeks after her death and at several later moments a clock (though it had been
wmund up) suddenly stood still and began to go again after L or lT/a hours without
anybody having touched it. A few weeks later the widower twice had a vision of
his w ife in a white, flowing gown with her hair streaming down. The hrst time
the vision came and went with bangs and rustlings, the second time without. The
second tune it said she was well, but it was all quite different to what people
imagined. Geheimrat Prof. Ludwig in a letter to the author described a similar ex
perience of his own in which after rhe death of a friend o f his, who had promised to
manifest, his dock stopped suddenly and then went on by itself the next morning.
(5 ) Striking frequency of hauntings after a suicide. These hauntings seem to be
post-mortem fulfilments of wishes just as the psychoanalysts regard subdued washes
as an explanation for dreams. Suicides arc not ' finished with life” : on the con
trary, they generally expect so much from it, which it can’t give them, that they
leave it in despair.— The author once found the nearly putrefied body of a suicide in
a bush. A quarter of a year later his son was frightened by sighs coming fr«m
that same bush as if somebody was choking, bat could not find anything.
(6 ) The haunting shepherd. A Germar living in Russia who never before or
afterwards showed any signs of clairvoyance, coming home on a visit, saw a man in
a cloak walking in front of him. who suddenly jumped into the water from a
bridge, bur had disappeared when the man hastened nearer to help him. Instead he
now saw a herd o f sheep on the bank which had not been there before, and which
vanished after he seemed to have passed through it. Afterwards he heard that the
village shepherd had committed suicide by jumping into rhe water from that very
bridge some time before.
(7 ) Two cases of permanent haunting. After a suicide the neighbors o f the
deceased for 7 or 8 years saw a luminous disc float around the roof and gable o f the
house where a man had committed suicide in the loft. In the first nights after his
death thumps and loud steps were heard coming down the loft. (They had also
been heard rhe night before the accident. The author thinks that probably the man
at that time was imagining how he would commit suicide.) The lock of a room
in rhe loft was heard to rattle and the door of a stove was opened and shut
several times as the deceased had done in his life time. In another case a man
suffered from depression and often threatened to commit suicide, only his pious w ife
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prevented him from doing so, but finally he did it alter all, leaving his wife witn
tour little children. One day when she came home from her held-work she iound
he had hanged himself. As long as the body was in the house the bed creaked
so loudly that nobody dared to remain in the room and it was supported, because
it was reared it would break down, in the night beiore the funeral die widow
and her unmarried sister were sitting in the drawing room, when an awful blowing
anti spitting commenced which turned into howling and complaining. After the
funeral this ceased for some time in the house of the wife but began in the house
or tne sister, alterwards returning to that ol the wile. C.racks, explosions, bangs,
steps anu spitting were heard lot weeks. In spring (he had died in autumn) the
woman saw ihe phantom of her husband standing beiore her bed with a sad, '
solemn lace. He said it was very good lor him she had forgiven him. Two years
after his death she saw the phantom again writing into the air two years” with his
hand anti then holding up two fingers. This time it lud a flame of about two indies
divided into two parts on its head. Afterwards u appeared again several tunes and
seemed to be a little brighter each time. The man, before he died, often tried to
amuse his children by making an old broken clock strike, which could be done
by pulling out a wire. Among the hauntings there was also the phenomenon of
this clock striking, then the wire seemed to be drawn out by an invisible hand, it
often happened when the woman had to go after her work and leave the children
at home alone. Twice when a cow got a calf the woman and her sister saw the
iron lock of a big flour-chest move up and down as it in joy. Once the phenomena
started again in the house of the sister in another village, it didn’t cease until she
decided to go to her sister in the other village, when she came there she found her
sister very ill with fever and in want of help. The poltergeist seemed to have
intended to fetch the widow's sister. As the phenomena became very disturbing again
(crashes, moans, touches) the woman asked a Catholic priest for help though she was
a Protestant herself. H e gave her some holy water and wrote down a special prayer
ior her. As long as she kept the house sprinkled with holy water the haunting
ceased. Her late husband was very superstitious and firmly believed in magic so
perhaps, the author thinks, the holy water had a suggestive influence upon him.
(8 ) The Family-whistle. After the sudden death of a business-man on die day
of Ins funeral at 12:50 o'clock all present heard his whistle in his office which he
used to blow when coming home for lunch from business every day.
(9 ) Music from beyond. On the evening of the death of a kind, pious girl
some wonderful music was heard in the corner of the stove. The same thing occured Sunday-after noon after she had died. No normal origin could be found.
(10) The little singing birds. On January sOth 1926 the parents and grand
mother distinctly heard two birds singing outside the window a i|uartcr of an hour
before their little girl aged 15 died, it was heard in the store below too. The child
was a great lover of animals. When the mother asked the dying child whether
it heard the birds, it smiled.— These three last cases belong to the bright kind of
phenomena which are not so well known as the dark, earthbound ones.

+ * %

D r. G erda W alther.

The April issue of the "Zeitschrift fur Parapsychologie” contains the following
principal articles:
Prof. C. Blueher: r Tw o incontestable experiments: telekineses and luminous
phenomena.’' Describes some phenomena obtained in sittings with two mediums called
BX and KX. Both mediums had their hands and feet controlled and could be seen
by little luminous plates on their belts, knees and shoes; no light however. Apports
were obtained. In a sitting o f Dec. 4, 1951 Prof. Blather put a glove on a luminous
plate of the size of about 12 to 20 in. It could be seen how this glove moved
:n little jerks although the hands of both mediums were controlled, in another case
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a materialisation looking like a clumsy hand tried to raise up a liquor-glass (made
visible with luminous painc) which ir had thrown over. Once the medium asked
some water to be poured into a glass into which a bell had been put. The medium
held the glass from below, Prof. Blather from above, and suddenly the bell became
luminous within the glass.
Dr. K . Kuchynka: "A

curious telepathic vision from

a gicat distance.”

A

certain Mr. K. of Prague (well-known to the author) had a brother Zdenko K.
employed in a bank in Paris. His parents were somewhat anxious about him when the
war broke out, but were told the employees of the bank were allowed to remain there.
In September 1917 Mr. K.. fell ill with bronchitis and in his fever had strange
visions concentrating around a spot on the wall opposite to his bed. Three times
he saw a desert or a sea with many waves, a little hill and a bridge leading to it
and a man looking like a hunter with a gun walking towards it The third time
the hunter turned round and he recognised his brother, wondering at his having
grown rather stout. After the war Mr. K. heard from a soldier of the French foreign
legion that he had been together with his brother in Algeria and that his vision
exactly suited the landscape there anti the dress of the legionaires. Later on he heard
from the Czecho-Slovenian colony in Prague that his brother had fallen in the war
on the French-German battlefield in April 1918. In September 1917 he was lying in
a lazaretto wounded. Perhaps he thought of his brother in Prague and at the same
time of his life in Algeria so that his brother in Prague got a vision of it.
Dr. P Stinner: '’Supplementary communications concerning the poltergeist-case in
Charlottenburg and reflexions on the psychological explanation of hauntings". To be
continued. I w ill review it when the whole has been published.
Dr. v. Schrenck-Notzing; "The developm ent of occultism into psychical research
in Germany.” To be continued. (This is being published by us in instalments. Ed.)
Prof. D . Walter and Prof F. Haslinger (G r a z): "Positivism. A clarification,
a summoning to unite, a plan for the future.” After their disappointing experiences
of foreign visitors asking them for an introduction to a medium and then accusing
that medium of fraud, and themselves o f credulity if not confederacy, the authors sug
gest that all "positive” psychic researchers should unite against the negativists” and
"dubitivists”, who really are secret enemies o f psychical research. O f course the
positivists must be critical too and insist on fraud-proof conditions of control. I'he
positivists should work together in all countries and perhaps found some kind of
international office. Mr. Carl Vett, secretary of the international congresses o f psychical
research, is said to sympathize with this plan and the authors suggest that it be dis
cussed at the next international psychical congress.
II W ining: "Concerning the exteriorisation of the Human Fgo.” H e thinks
that this phenomenon is of paramount importance as a proof for survival, as the
spiritualistic arguments don t seem to suffice. He is against Schrenck-Notzing’s
opinion re this phenomenon, Schrenck not having grasped its importance, perhaps
because it was too much connected with theosophical ideas in the beginning. Haning
quotes an interesting case of a German soldier (from Surya’s "Das Okknlte und der
W eltkrieg” ) who with the help o f exteriorizing his Ego found out that the French
intended to attack his trench. He also saw an Austrian officer write down a certain
command. Unfortunately his superiors didn’t believe him: hence the attack couldnt
be prevented. Another case (communicated in the former Journal o f the "Revalobund” , Vol. 2, N o. 2) is that of a psychic aeroplane-officer who manifested in
a sirting through a medium as he had promised to do. before he controlled the
medium to write some words corresponding to the contents o f a sealed letter, a
sensitive saw Ins astral-form enter the seance-room.
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The May-issue of the "Zeitschrift fur Parapsychologie” contains the following
principal articles:
Dr. Genla W alther: "Neu experiments of Harry Price u itb Rudi Schneider”. A
preliminary note on Mr. Price having a new series of sittings with Rudi Schneider
in spring 1932 in which Mr. Price succeeded in photographing the levitation of a
pockethandkerchief with a cloud-like mass of teleplasm behind it. (The detailed re
port of Mr. Price had not then been published.) Also a report o f some sittings
held in Braunau by Mr, Price in July/A ugust 1931 with four members of his
laboratory (Mrs. K. M. Goldney, Miss May C. Walker, Miss E. Beenham and my
se lf). In these sittings Mr. Price intended to prove that also in Braunau fraudprool conditions could be obtained and that it was the fault o f former investigators
and not of the Schneider family if they failed in doing so. N o loop-hole was left
m the conditions of the sitting of July 31st, 1931 either for a confederate or for
any fraudulent action on the side of the medium. Beside the four members of the
laboratory there were present at this sitting: mother Schneider, Mitzi Mangl (Rudi's
bride), Lina Schneider (Rudi’s sister-in-law who left after the pause because she
didn’t feel well, so that there were only three members o f the usual circle present
in the principal part of the sitting) and Mrs. Bauer (the drawing-medium from
Simbach). Mr. Price controlled, Mrs. Bauer sat beside him and was super-controller,
Miss Walker sat beside the cabinet opposite to Mr. Price and I beside her after Lina
had left, so that wc mutually controlled each orher during the principal phenomena,
the red light was good enough to make our hands plainly visible. The following
statement was written by Mr. Price in father Schneider’s protocol-book after the
sitting:
J ijlv 31st 1931.
‘Tor the first time at any Braunau sittings an attempt was made to secure an ab
solutely fraud-proof seance as regards the Schneider family. Every door and window
was sealed by means o f brass staples, string, and knots sealed with my signet ring.
Father Schneider was locked, a prisoner, in his bedroom (And the keyhole covered
with adhesive plaster. May C. W alker), which was sealed. The undersigned then
individually controlled the three members of the Schneider family and Frau Bauer
Phenomena of a most brilliant character was obtained under our very noses and as
far away as 10 feet from the medium who was controlled by me and Frau Bauer.
A large "snow man” phantom was observed by several present, water was splashed
out of a basin, handkerchief was knotted and handkerchief was taken out of Miss
Walker's hand by a pseudopod, curtains were knotted, dish several times removed
from the table etc. etc. W e, the undersigned, are convinced that the phenomena
were of supernormal origin. Signed: Harry Price, May C. Walker, K. M. Goldney.
Ethel Beenham, Or Gerda Walther.”
Mrs. Bauer also signed a statement saying that the control of Mr. Price had
been perfect during the whole sitting. (Mrs. Goldney, sitting between Mrs Bauer
and mother Schneider controlled them, mother Schneider being controlled by Miss
Beenham on the other side.)
Dr. /I. Tanagra ( A thents) : "On the nature of telekinetic energy.” A few
months ago a young lady, Miss C.leio. came to the Greek S.P.R.. who possessed the
faculty of obtaining telekineses in full consciousness. This faculty had developed
after a mental psychic shock: the simultaneous death of her father and sister .and
she attributed the phenomena to the influence of the deceased, she was however told
that she herself was the cause (the phenomena w ere: spontaneous movements of
objects in the house, raps, apports) and was asked to permit scientific experiments,
to which she consented. 'Hie experiments were conducted by the Greek S.P.R. with
a group of professors of the University of Athens assisting (the physicists Athassiades,
Aeginitis and Chondros, and Chadjidakis (mathematics), Aeginitis (astronomy) and
Zengelis (chemistry). Movements o f the needle of a magnet were observed, from
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right to left and vice versa and sometimes all round, by full light, red light having
no influence without any cabinet or screen. The results obtained until now are:
1. The emanation of the right hand is much stronger than that of the left.
2. The movements ot the needle are very strong after a mental emotion.
3. The movements of the needle are weaker when the compass is placed under a
glass shade, stronger when the medium’s hands are under the table, especially when
touching the top of the table (usually the medium’s hands were 2-13 tin (0,73-6 in.)
above the com pass).
4. N o development of heat or ionisation is observed during the experiments.
5. The emanation does not influence photographic plates in this state.
6. The emanation has no influence on scales or the demagnetized needle,
or
7. In the electroscope (leaf of silver-alloy), be it charged or not.
8. N o results are obtained when the compass is enclosed in a thick magnetic
diaphragm, however the needle moves if the wall of the diaphragm is thin or
when the needle is influenced by three ordinary magnets.
9. The movements of the needle are the same when the medium is isolated from
the floor Experiments with an electrocardiogram were negative although the needle
was influenced at the same tune, so it seems that energy of an electrical nature must be
excluded.
Prof. IJr. A . Ludw ig: "On the problem of the remedies of the Church against
molestations through hauntings” . In Upper Bavaria a priest was molested by
poltergeist phenomena and hauntings for several years (rumbling, the noise of doors
and drawers being opened etc.) The same was the case with his successor in the
same rectory, who lived there in peace during the first two years of his stay, and
was then molested by a phantom of a burning red colour with dark lines, which
was also seen by others. Finally he was permitted by his superior to try a "benedic
tion against the phenomena, without any result however. This made him think that
perhaps it was the earthbound soul of some former priest and he had some
soul-masses read, after which the phenomena ceased. The Catholic Church knows
several remedies against such phenomena, among which the so-called benediction'
and "exorcism” must be distinguished. According lo Matt. X. 8. the Church is
thought to wield power over demons which can be bestowed upon a priest through
a special consecration, the exorcistate. The exorcism is a command to the demon to
begone. Poltergeist phenomena or hauntings need not however be caused by demons—
some are supposed to be caused by earthbound spirits, the so-called "poor souls”,
and here the "benediction” is applied, i.e. a prayer to God to give rest to the poor
soul and let it participate o f the forgiveness of the sins o f the Savior. In some
cases however the souls seem to be permitted by God to ask for help from those
still on earth or to warn them etc. Many historical cases are known showing the
efficacy of these remedies of the Church.
Ceh. Justizrat Dr'tessen: "Parapsychical and paraphysical occurrences in the life
of Girolamo Cardano” Shows that according to his autobiography the famous philo
sopher and doctor Hieronymus Cardanus of Milan (1301-1576) as well as his father,
Facius Cardano, must have had many psychical experiences. Facius had a "family
ghost” who accompanied him for 33 years and he communicated w'lth spirits
through raps, observed an ice-cold materialised hand etc. Girolamo himself often
heard raps, partically as announcements e.g. o f the death o f his mother In November
1359 a heap o f earth was observed beside his hearth each day (cf a similar phe
nomenon in the case o f the Oppau poltergeist, this Journal, October 1931, p. 4 6 0 ).
He also heard other strange noises (grunrings as o f pigs and cackling like that of
ducks were heard one night without these animals being near, and the next day he
heard that his neighbor had been killed by a flash of lightning). Cardano also
narrates prophetical day-dreams; and once he observed rhe blood-red figure o f a
sword at the bottom of his right ring-finger, it grew for 53 days, then it suddenly
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vanished on the same day on which Cardano’s son was executed. He also ‘sensed"
other people speaking about him and knew what they said (telepathy?). Also he
,>eems to have possessed the faculty of psychical medical diagnosis.
Dr. P. Slimier: "Supplementary communications concerning the poltergeist-case
in Charlottenbnrg am! reflexions on the psychological explanation of hauntings.’'
(Conclusion.) Dr. Siinner here communicates several cases of hauntings and polter
geist-phenomena from letters written to the parents of Lucie Regulski from per
sons, who had experienced similar phenomena as they were observed in the case of
this little girl (raps, movements of objects, one case of direct writing) which aroused
considerable interest in the German press in 1929 tnd was also described in detail
in the ’Zeitschrift” by its editor (October-issue 1*229). In all these cases two en
tirely different forms can be distinguished: cases of hauntings etc. with some persons
which may be regarded as poltergeist-mediums and cases in which no such persons
can be found. The latter seem to demand a spiritualist explanation while the former
can often be explained animistically, i.e. by the subconscious mind of the medium,
though it is also possible at least in some of these cases the discarnate entities
only use the forces of the mediums for their manifestations. (Similar opinions o f other
investigators are quoted, especially R. Lambert, J, Ilhg, Schrenck-Notzing, General
Peter, Prof. Ludwig.) The phenomena were always about the same kind in all
cases: raps and other noises, objects or furniture moving about (lids of baskets ot
chests moving up and down, bed-covers drawn away etc.) Once a girl was pulled
out of her bed by one of her long tresses: in the same case the metal bedstead
broke into two pieces in the middle while her brother was lying in it. In this
case, as in that of Hilda Zwieselbauer, Johanna P. and others the poltergeist always
seemed to do what was suggested might happen by someone present. SchrenckNotzing has compiled a statistic o f poltergeist mediums (see 'Gesammelte Aufsatze
zur Parapsychologie’’ and Richtlinien zur Beurteilung medialer Spukvorgange" in
the September-issue 1928 of the "Zeitschrift” ) which shows that in 11 cases 8
poltergeist-mediums were girls, 3 boys, nearly always they were in the age o f beginning
puberty, mostly 13, 14 and 13, in one case 9 and in one case 17 years old. Dr.
Siinner has compiled another statistic from other cases communicated in the Zeitschrifr (1926-1929) without those mentioned by Schrenck-Notzing and finds that
in 11 cases there were 10 girls and 1 boy. As far as communicated, the age here too
mostly was between 11 and 13. In other cases communicated, 30% were without any
apparent medium.
T ie small-notes bring an obituary of the well-known German psychic author
Dr. Kemmerich and point out that Schrenck-Notzing would have celebrated his
70th birthday this year. Dr. Aigner reviews the process against the well-known
platform clairvoyant Fred Marion (really: Josef Kraus) who was condemned to
pay 1500 marks (or 60 days imprisonment if unable to pay) because of false pretences;
his performances being based upon tricks and not upon clairvoyance. All his ex
periments before the law-court were negative. Dr. Tischner, Prof. Driesch, Dr,
Aigner were witnesses against him though they are convinced of the existence o f
genuine clairvoyance in other cases.

* * * * *
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EDITORIAL NOTES
The commencement of the New Year has brought with it something
more than the usual crop of predictions. No doubt we may find an explana
tion of this circumstance in rite generally disturbed state of the public mind
and the desire to escape from the monotony of depressed conditions. The
French magazine " Psychica”, a monthly devoted to Psychic Sciences, contains
in its issue for January 1^th several pages of prophetic matter announced by
the following clairvoyants: Mint Buffetry: Marion-Claude: Lucile Deliot:
Marcelle-France: Therese Girard: G. Leska: and Morgane. The Editor has
received from Mons. A. C Droppert, a non-professional Belgian medium, a
detailed summary of events prognosticated for various countries during 1933,
and this will he held by rhe A S P.R., and checked for future reference.
From M. Droppert’s record it is perhaps permissible to quote the fol
lowing as regards American affairs. His impressions are derived entirely from
an intuitive or clairvoyant source. In general, he feels that 1933 will be a
good year for the whole world, although there cannot be as yet a return to
rhe prosperity of former years. But there will he appreciable improvements
in business and industry. In the U S.A. he says the revival will begin to mani
fest itself at the end of May, in the form of a great increase of activity in
metal working and in the automobile industries. Other European countries
will follow suit. But his forecast for Great Britain is by no means so happy,
especially as regards her Eastern affairs.
'Flie injury to the public mind which has accrued through the unwise
publication of sensational forecasts of disaster has been sufficiently acute to
engage the attention of the French Press. M. Pascal Forthuny in his monthly
63
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Letter to the International Psychic Gazette (London) for the month of
January, reports an action by representative Parisian mediums with the laud
able object of allaying the fears induced by the prevailing alarmist mass
psychology.
I know” lie says that many persons are going to mediums today
and are asking them Will there be another war, and, if so, when,
where, and between whom?” These interrogators belong to every class
of society. . . Nervousness, instead of diminishing, goes on increasing,
so that this question threatens to eclipse all others in the minds of
people wishing only for peace. . . . In view of this state of affairs a
number of Parisian mediums decided to meet. . . . 1 received an invita
tion. . . . On arriving among them 1 said I would report what they
said and decided upon in the International Psychic Gazette and they re
plied: 'That is well: make known our sincere intentions to all the
English-speaking mediums in the world. W e believe they will be in
accord with us in any steps we may agree upon to prevent the world
being dragged down by fear into the horrors of another war”. These
mediums decided peremptorily that never on any account would they
even discuss such a possibility with their clients, they would declare that
they could not exercise their faculty in that domain and for the reason
that they had determinedly effaced every thought which could relate to a
conflict between nations.
This systematic silence, M. Forthuny thinks, may well be imitated by all
the mediums in the world: for tremendous mischief can be done by such an
idea becoming accepted and familiar in people’s minds. He regrets to note
that there is less restraint on this subject elsewhere. A traveller just returned
from Berlin reports that many charlatans on the streets and public squares
are offering, for a small sum, clairvoyant predictions of a nature likely to
envenom the minds of the people, such as this: I see that you will soon be
taking up arms again and going forth to war for the salvation and revenge
of our Fatherland”. Ir appears that the Berlin police are alive to the mischief
and are taking steps to suppress these false prophets.
"It is” says H Forthuny "because l feel so strongly the necessity for
an ever-abiding peace, and the utter extermination of internecine warfare in
all future time, that I have thought ir well to record here the very wise
gesture of Parisian mediums in place of my customary personal recollections”
* * * * *
AN IDENTICAL PSYCHIC MESSAGE IN TW O COUNTRIES
In the "Psychic News” for February 11th Miss Margery Lawrence, the
well-known English novelist, relates the production of two parallel messages
of a highly evidential nature, at independent sittings which apparently took
place on two successive days, one in London and the other in Roumania.
The only link apparent seems to have been the presence of a Roumanian
friend at Miss Lawrence’s sitting. The information us to the Roumanian
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sitting was received in London before a reply could possibly have been re
ceived to any letter written after the seance.
The London sitting. The control said "There are a lot of people here
tonight, mostly soldiers who want to speak to Miss Lawrence. They say
she knew them in the war". He then proceeded to give a list of names, most
of which she immediately recognized. Among these was that of a gunner
called Codrington, who used to play the drums in an amateur jazz band
which she had run during the w'ar. The soldiers gave descriptions of the
dance-room, and much personal detail relevant to herself. Another soldier
gave the name of Terry. This one she also recognized.
The Roumanian sitting. A few days later, Miss Braseka, her Roumanian
friend, rang up Miss Lawrence in a state of great excitement, saying that
she had by that post received from a great friend of hers in Roumania a
letter in which she related that she just been to a seance at which her de
ceased sister Rutza had purported to speak, and Rutza gave her the following
interesting message: that "she had been following the sittings in London
which Miss Braseka was attending, with great interest, and had been present
at the last one. . . A lot of soldiers had been there, trying to talk to Margery
Lawrence, A line's friend, and she had recognized most of them and they were
tremendously jubilant about it—especially one called Codrington. and another
called Terry".
* * * * *
A SECOND EVIDENTIAL MESSAGE
The London sitting. "After the soldiers had spoken, the control said
that Miss Lawrence’s mother was present, but lacked power to speak, so
someone must speak for her: and a young girl giving the name Wynyate
or Wyngate came through, told how she had died, and gave a message from
the mother.
The Roumanian sitting. Rutza said that when the soldiers went away,
Margery Lawrence’s mother had come; but she could not speak for herself,
so a young girl called Wyngate or Wynyates spoke for her”.
Miss Margery Lawrence has never been to Roumania herself, nor has she
met the Roumanian lady friend of her friend Miss Aline Braseka or her
deceased sister Rutza. The living sister knows her by name only.
The London sitting was *held on a Saturday and the letter from Roumania
arrived on the following Thursday— five days later. It would have taken
eight days at least for a letter to have reached Roumania from England and
to have received a reply. The Roumanian letter must have been written
and posted only a day or so after the date of the London sitting.
s(c sH He $ 3H

A special significance attaches to the article we print in this issue on
the subject of the Egyptian Riru;il of Resurrection. The writer is a mature
student of the spiritual basis of the Egyptian eschatological cult. He has the
double qualification of scholarship and the experience of a practical archaeo-
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legist and he differs widely in his conclusions from the academic school of
Egyptology in that he repudiates the common theory upon which these schools
have consistently worked, that the Ritual refers to the superstitious heliei
in the Resurrection of the dead Body.
He follows the mystical lines laid down by Gerald Massey and develops
on them.
Egypt has been regarded too long as the parent of all the materialistic
conceptions of the hereafter; the fountain of ail the heresies that troubled the
nascent Church of rhe Christian dispensation. This may be true enough of
Egyptian creed and ritual in its decadence, but Mr. Peerman would ask his
readers to look back beyond the period of darkness and retrograde religion
and to view the traces of a far more ancient and sublime interpretation of
a Wisdom-Teaching given to the few who could not only understand its
principles but actually put them into practice. And in the so called Book of
the Dead—which, rightly interpreted is the Book of the Resurrection in
Visible Form of the Survivor—he has found that the whole plan and method
is imperishably enshrined in the symbolic record and can be recalled for the
enlightenment of the student of today.
*

s|e

A CAMBRIDGE GHOST STORY
On p. 26 of our January number will be found a brief note o f a case of
haunting at Christ’s College, Cambridge, England. This was quoted from out con
temporary "Light” which in rhe issue for Dec. 23, 1932 gave publicity to the story
under the rule ’ A College Mystery” speaking of it as a ''Case to which Telepathy
does not apply”. The communication was made to the Editor in a letter from Mr.
Godfrey Burchett, who placed implicit reliance on the book in which the story ap
pears. The fact that it was written by a senior Cambridge Dun would alone entitle
it to serious consideration, even had not Mr. James Baker, the author, prefaced his
work with the follow ing statement My thanks are due to the Master and Fellows
of Christ’s College for permission to make drawings of the College and to use the
College Arms: to the Provost of Eton for reading through the manuscript. . . and
for kindly comment . . etc., etc.” The book is dedicated "to all Christ’s men who
have worked for liberty, in especial remembrance of those who have fought in the
great war” But the work is now declared to be nothing more than an elaborately
realistic hoax. It is difficult to understand how a man of academic standing and cul
ture can stoop to traffic with spurious tom bearing rhe hall-mark o f constituted authority.
But that he has done so emphasizes the danger always present where the fiction
writer steps into the (to him) fascinating arena o f fact. W e could point to more
than one modern writer of psychic narrative who has in this way outstepped tin
bounds of propriety and alas! acknowledged leaders in the field of psychical literature
have not always set a high ethical standard in this respect, as witness than strange
blend o f fact and fiction The Land of the Mists”.

%^ * $ *

CONVERSING ANIMALS
By A rthur G oadby
Part 111 T he T heory

of

Superconscious I ntelligence

Editorial N ote. The phenomenon of quasi-human intelligence in the animals associated
with man, such as the horse or dog. is rapidly assuming importance; but the ques
tion of the origin and nature ol this strange faculty is still in a highly controversial
stage and we would impress upon the readers of the Journal that in admitting rhis
article, the A.S.P R. accepts no responsibility for the endorsement of any of the views
or theories contained which are the writer's own.

$ $ ♦ ♦ sfc
In attempting still further to unravel the mystery surrounding our
talented four-footed friends among whom, as we may remember, are preemin
ently our own little blase humorist Black Bear of Briarcliff, the mathematical
prodigy Muhamed of Elberfeld, the canine philosopher Rolf of Mannheim,
and others perhaps no less famous, we should, I repeat, try to ferret out
the one originating cause of all their phenomena, framing to that end a sin
gle working hypothesis. Accordingly we should first eliminate those theories
most often proposed yet soonest found inadequate; and indeed in pursuance
of this method we have already in previous issues of rhis Journal1 discussed,
and rejected, both the hypothesis of sensorial signaling and that of normal
intelligence. Briefly now we must next consider the theory of telepathy as it
is colloquially defined, namely as connoting the transmission without the
employment of any of the five physical senses of an idea or feeling or im
pulse from the mind of a living agent to the mind of a living percipient, the
latter being in these discussions an animal.
Of course we must admit the probability that some form of telepathy
is always involved in these phenomena; but whatever may eventuate as the
solution of our problem we shall not find it in this orthodox type of
thought-transference (which we shall here call carnate or animistic tele
pathy) since there have been numerous instances where these animals have
correctly answered fortuitous questions when no living human being knew
or could know what those questions were either consciously or subconsciously.
Many such instances have already been related in recent issues of this Journal
as well as in various scientific publications abroad and we need not repeat
them here.
Another hypothesis frequently advanced is that of subconscious genius;
but as the subconsciousness lias, in our estimation, played hitherto a very
1 Sec “The Mind in Animals” by P. Bligh Rond, and “Supplementary Report" by A.
Goadby—Psychic Research, January, 1928.
“Black Bear a Psychic Pony” by Arthur Goadby, Psychic Science, London, Oct. 1928.
“Animal Metapsychics” by Arthur Goadby, Psychic Research, April 1929.
“Conversing Animals—The Signal Code Theory” by Arthur Goadby, Psychic Research,
April 1931.
“Conversing Animals—The Hypothesis of Normal Intelligence” by Arthur Goadby, Journal
A.S.P.R., January 1932.
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ambitious and ambiguous role in supernormal research, having been quite
gratuitously accredited with transcendent powers, we propose to employ the
term to connote what we consider a very subsidiary phase of our total per
sonality as we will now set forth.
A subjective-objective study of human consciousness (as evinced in
personal experience and inferred by observation of behavior) reveals to us
first the familiar normal waking consciousness which is a field of awareness
ever varying in lucidity and bounded by a wavering margin constantly ex
panding and contracting. Quire insulated from this is the Co-consciousness
which, figuratively speaking, extends like an aura around the normal con
sciousness and which consists of two parts; first there is the true subcon
sciousness and this we will define as the whole memory-content of all post
natal experiences, sensorial, mental, kinaesthetic, and physiological, having
curiously reciprocal relations with the waking mind, sometimes partly blend
ing, vet never completely identical with it. But however remarkable may be
lts capacities we hold that it is never endowed with talents higher than
those signalizing the normal mind, being rather quite inferior to the latter
in respect of the regal faculties of reasoning, judgment, initiative and physical
sensibility as hypnotic experimentation reveals.
Almost entirely dissociated from this subconscious area of the mind is
another aspect of the Co-consciousness which in human beings may function
as conscience, genius, intuition, inspiration, etc., and which often displays
those supernormal powers so familiar to us in psychical research, such for
instance as telepathy, clairvoyance and premonition; and this aspect of our
total self we will designate as the “superconsciousness defining it as that
functioning of the mind whereby the ego contacts the ideal world which
transcends the physical plane of sensorial experience wherein chiefly functions
the waking consciousness.
Conversing animals possess of course like all other creatures a subcon
scious mind; but the highly cultural and erudite ideas which they so often
express cannot originate therein, for tins mind is not endowed with any
talents superior to the normal waking mind which, as we believe we have
previously shown, is itself unqualified to create or appreciate such ideas.
Hut these ideas must originate somewhere. Are we then justified in as
suming that certain animals may be endowed with cryptic faculties superior
ro those normal to both their waking and their subconscious minds, and
which are exclusively the fons et origo of their extraordinary phenomena?
Perhaps Nature which is so full of surprises may provide us with at least
one. Let us for instance consider the curious aptitudes of the predatory
hunting” wasps, especially the female of that species known as the Sphex.
This distinguished insect spends her brief waking existence of two
months storing up food for a progeny which she is destined never to know;
and conversely never having known her own parents she has never been
taught how to procure and store up that food. Nevertheless on emerging
from her long sleep in the cocoon she behaves as if endowed with a most
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sophisticated intelligence for she knows exactly what other species of insects
she may advantageously attack, and how merely to paralyze without killing
them; for with infallible precision she locates at once the proper nerve
centres into which she deftly thrusts her poisonous sting, rendering her vie*
tims inert yet assuring their survival1 long enough to afford a living banquet
for her newly hatched grubs until the latter enter their long sleep in the
cocoon. Such seemingly prescient behavior as this is due of course to instinct
which may be defined as a predetermined ritual performed apparently with
out the normal conscious mind having any realization of the end to be at
tained, for even when by some accident or other that end may have become
prematurely achieved, our Sphex will fail to realize that obvious fact and
will stupidly persist in performing every serial step of the ritual even though
she may thereby ruin what already was accomplished, as if indeed she were
blindly recapitulating a complete cycle of mechanical acts. Evidently then
instinct is the fruition of certain psychological processes which function even
before conception occurred and which after birth tend to fulfil themselves
regardless of all contingencies and with all the fatality and similitude of a
powerful post-hypnotic suggestion.
We have now arrived at a crisis in our inquiry concerning conversing
animals. In fact we are entering into the very heart of the mystery and
happily enough we shall learn that we already may possess the key to solu
tion of our problem. It is as if we had stumbled by accident into the very
penetralia of a labyrinth and there found the silken thread that shall lead
us safely out, for our difficulty heretofore has been due not so much to the
problem itself as to our unreflecting acceptance of a certain anomalous idea
of contemporary science to which we will briefly refer.
Orthodox science holds that Instinct is the resultant of the pre-natal
functioning of certain carriers of hereditary characteristics called the genes
which are regarded as material in structure. But since matter is now held
by the physicist to be a manifestation of electricity, which is presumed to be
unconscious and abstract, then science- must hold that consciousness is
derived from the "unconscious'. This fateful conclusion however we
hold to be drawn from the false premise and therefore erroneous. More
over it violates the very first rule of scientific procedure; namely that all
knowledge must be based on experience; and since science can have no
experience of the "unconscious" it cannot predicate anything about it, and
therefore cannot assert that anything whatever is derived from it.
Now in our view Consciousness or Awareness, is of the very primordial
concrete substance possessing inherent form, function, content and degree.
Ir is the Universal Reality, in terms of which all phenomena must
be described, the most immediate fact’ in all experience. Ir can never be
created or annihilated, nor is it a product of other factors, for it is Eternal
1. Probably In a painless state.
2. This statement does not apply of course to such distinguished scientists as Sir Oliver
Lodge. Sir William Crookes, Professors Charles liicliet and Gustave Flammarion, etc., who
have widened the field of their inquiry.
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Principle and all experiences are in it and of it. It is ever present and ines
capable although some states of consciousness are relieved by alternations
of memory. Those who would deny its primacy or who would apotheosize
the "Unconscious must use consciousness to do so, appealing to that whose
very eternal omnipresence they would deny.
Therefore we hold that the genes and their constituent electrons are
conscious concrete nuclei in Universal Mind, functioning toward an intelligible
end and therefore manifesting intelligence; and since this Intelligence dir
ects the nuclei wherein it functions it must transcend these elements.
Accordingly before conception occurs these genes both possess and express a
pre-existent and supersensorial Intelligence, and it is through any by them
that this Intelligence acquires incarnation on the physical plane.
Obviously this transcendent Intelligence must have a substance in which
it functions; and this Substance must be more subtle than matter: for it must
act as an intermediary whereby consciousness, which is unextended, can act
upon that formal aspect of consciousness called matter" which is extended.
This subtle doubly-aspected substance we may call rhe ether’’ out of which is
composed the psychic vehicle wherein presides the superconscious mind. It
is this vehicle which enters the embryo in order that its indwelling mind or
ego may acquire growth, manifestation and experience in physical matter
on the sensorial plane.
Every living animal then possesses, as we contend, both a super-con
sciousness and an etheric body whose existence before conception in form
consciousness and function explains the phenomenon of instinct. That this mind
and its psychical vehicle also survive the separation from the physical body
is indicated by the many instances where animals after their decease have
manifested themselves to others and have displayed supernormal powers
while living thus confirming rhe fact that the superconsciousness is trans
cendent of time and space.
ANIMAL SuPERNORMALITY
Many of these incidents establishing the reality of supernormal phe
nomena exhibited by animals, after being well investigated and confirmed,
have been recorded in various European and American psychical publications as
the Journal of the S.P.R and Light of London, Les Annales de Science
Psychique” and ' Psychica of Paris, rhe Journal of the A.S.P.R. and others,
and Prof. Ernest Bozzano of The University of Savona, Italy, in his welldocumented work, Les Manifestations Metapsychiques er Les Animaux"
(Paris 1926), has published one hundred and thirty of them, assorting them
into eight categories as follows:
I. Those cases in which animals were agents in telepathic experiences
2 Those in which they were percipients alone.
3. Those in which animals were percipients collectively with humans.
4. In which animals had identical visions collectively with humans.
5. Those cases recording experiences of animals in haunted places.
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6. Those in which they gave premonitions of death.
7 Those in which they materialized in seance-rooms, and
8. Those in which die phantoms of animals appeared to others after
death.
In the first category he cites the famous case (well documented and
recorded in the Journal of the S.P.R., London, Oct. 1904) of Rider Haggard’s
dog Bob which was killed by a train probably instantly at 10:30 p.m. on the
9th of July, 1904, while crossing a trestle a mile away from his home and was
hurled into the brook beneath, no person being known to have witnessed
tlie accident. About three hours later Mr. Haggard awoke from a night
mare and declared to his wife that he had dreamed that Bob had met with
an accident, that he himself had experienced a sense of oppression as if
drowning, followed by a vision of his dog floating in water, and it seemed
to him as if lus own personality were blended with that of the victim who
raised his head close to his master's face and sought dumbly to inform him
that he was dying.
Four days later the body of the dog was found floating in the stream
under circumstances that absolutely confirmed all the details of the dream.
The skull having been crushed gave indubitable evidence that unconsciousness
had immediately occurred, rendering it impossible that any message could
have been transmitted by the brain mechanism, conscious or subconscious.
Nevertheless through the affective rapport which naturally existed between
master and dog the latter telepathed” his distress to the former whereupon
there followed a vision or veridical hallucination" in the percipient’s mind,
and since the dream occurred about three hours after the accident, we may
regard the case either as one of delayed telepathy (where the message lay
dormant in the percipient’s subconsciousness until it infiltrated into his nor
mal mind on awakening) or one of clairvoyance where the master contacted
the superconsciousness of the dog at the time of the dream. But in either
case, as the dog’s normal and subconscious minds were both quiescent we
are justified in assuming that some area of his total mentality survived and
must have activated, being able to communicate with distant people; and this
area’ transcending the physical plane we may call the transcendental mind
or super-consciousness” which functions independently of the physical brain.
Next Prof. Bozzano cites a very curious case of a horse which took
fright ar an alleged spectre which immediately afterward revealed itself to
two people. The incident was soon afterwards investigated and verified by
the rector of the local Episcopal church and related to Prof. Hyslop
who published the account of it in the A S.P R. Journal (January 1910 p. 46)
here briefly reviewed.
A Miss F. G. of New York was driving late one dark October evening
without carriage lights on a lonely road near Fishkill on the Hudson. The
night was warm and clear and there were no mists hovering over the ad
jacent fields. The horse was proceeding quietly along when without warning
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ir slued violently, and Miss G. beheld a white spectral figure looming up
ahead which swept swiftly over the affrightened animal, enveloped the
passengers in irs brief chilling embrace and then disappeared behind them.
Miss G. not suspecting the apparently phastasmal nature of the experience
ordered the coachman to descend and observe whether some wayfarer may
not have been run over, but the latter calmly remarked Madame, that
was nothing material. It was a phantom. You and I might be deceived but
not the horse. See, the poor beast is trembling in his shafts '. He descended
nevertheless, but found nothing. Some days later Miss G. recounting her
experience to some old residents of the village learned that adjacent to the
spot where the spectre had appeared, a certain well-known resident of Fishkill many years before in a fit of jealousy had murdered lus rival in a
love alfair. The murderer, whose name was Verplanck, disappeared and was
never seen there again, but is supposed shortly afterwards to have committed
suicide, for rumors began to circulate that his phantom returned to haunt
the fatal place on every anniversary of lus crime. Since on this occasion
the night was dark, it is presumable that tins spectre must have shone by
an interior light, and being self-luminous it must have been etheric or astral
in texture. Moreover it is not reasonable to suppose it could have swiftly
clothed itself in ectoplasm borrowed from the voyagers. Accordingly we
must infer that it appeared tu the latters' superconscious perception before
their subconscious or their normal minds became aware of it. Where there
is a semi-hypnoidal state of mind, due to reverie or to a sudden concentra
tion of attention, dissociation between the sub-consciousness and the con
sciousness often occurs and the sub conscious is then more open to messages
from the super-consciousness.
We will next cite a case which Prof. Hyslop published in the A.S.P R.
Journal for 1907 (page ‘132). A Mrs. H.L.B. while reading in her library
suddenly heard heavy footsteps in an adjoining room which she knew to
be empty, and presently a gust of wind blew the intervening portieres into
her face. Her dog drowsing beside her, suddenly arose and after a terrified
glance at the door, crouched whimpering under her chair. Mrs. B. then
perceived the apparition of a favorite cousin appearing as he had looked
before a wasting illness had emaciated him, his arms extended and a heaven
ly smile , as she described it, lighting up his face. She regarded the ap
parition speechless with astonishment for some moments, whereupon it
faded away. Recovering from her surprise she glanced at the clock and
noticed that it was nine o’clock, and a tittle later a telegram arrived, announc
ing that at eight o’clock her cousin who had been ill of tuberculosis 201)
miles away had just died. A curious circumstance attending this incident is
that just an hour after death, exactly at the time of the apparition, her
cousin’s face, which had shown the marks of suffering, suddenly assumed
what the members of his family described as an angelic smile”.
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Commenting upon this case we should take note that the apparition
had been observed first by the dog. It the phantom had not invested itself
in any psychic energy from Mrs. B. then we must assume that the veridical
collective vision was supersensible and had therefore appeared not to the
physical eye of the dog but to his psychical consciousness, whence it had in
filtrated to his normal consciousness. So far as psychical researches have been
able to determine, u is very unlikely that any investiture of psychoplasm from
witnesses would occur so quickly.
Such incidents as these are quite incredible to those who have never hat!
any experience of them, but they are doubtless of daily occurrence, seldom to
be openly avowed and more rarely still to be recorded. However unless
the pyrrhonic sceptic chooses to take refuge in the mordant reflection that
all men are liars” (in which case he should logically admit that he belongs
with the rest on the mourners’ bench) we cannot see how he could feel se
cure in Ins scepticism m a universe of such infinite variety as the one wherein
we exist.
The next incident which further indicates that animals possess a "soul”
(i.e. psyche composed of astral or etheric body, plus consciousness) is sum
marized from the Proceedings of the S.P.R. (London) (Vol. 8, Page 130)
and forms part of a report by Dr. Hodgson of a seance held with Mrs.
Piper by a Mr. J. R. Reach who, having just received an evidential message
from Mrs. Piper’s control Dr. Phinuit ”, testifies to his conviction that since
Phinuit” had proved himself veridical in respect to one important incident
reasonable credence should be accorded to his other deliverances.
Mr. Reach had handed to the entranced Mrs. Piper a dogcollar, where
upon 'Phinuit correctly stated that it had formerly belonged to Mr. Reach's
favorite dog and actually gave its two names, Rover and Grover, the former
having been changed ro the latter in 1884. Mr. Reach was thereupon assured
by Phinuit that his dog had survived death and was now living in its own
plane, that it had actually entered the seance room and was joyfully recogniz
ing its master. A bizarre statement indeed, but who can disprove it and
why should we doubt it?
Again in the Proceedings of the (London) S.P.R. (Vol. 10 p. 127)
there appears the testimony of a Mrs. Gordon Jones who relates her personal
experience of having once observed the phantom of a cat which at first ap
pearing opaque, gradually became transparent and then faded awav through
a garden wall. A similar occurrence is narrated in the Journal of the same
Society (Vol 15 p. 2-19) where rhe apparition of a cat was observed con
secutively by four people. Bozzano (case 128) secured added confirmation of
this incident and comments upon it as follows: "Since four people observed the
apparition rhe theory of hallucination must be ruled out. Only two hy
potheses remain ro explain it. first the naturalistic theory that a live cat was
mistaken for the one deceased. But this is not maintainable; for rhe phantom
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was recognized by all as that of the only specimen of its breed known to
have lived in the vicinity. It walked as if lame, precisely as it had walked
in life, and it paid no attention to those who were watching it, but came
into view and disappeared in a sudden and inexplicable manner. The only
plausible theory left therefore is that this was a genuine case where a
phantom manifested through telepathy after decease (telepatico spirite),
for such phantoms usually appear to have no realization of the environment
wherein they are observed bv others to be One is obliged to conclude then
that this episode constitutes a veritable instance of the apparition of the
phantom of a deceased animal.”
From these characteristic examples of the experiences so widely reported
we may justly conclude rhar animals possess a superconscious mind which
not only functions as instinct but also displays a mentality at least equal to
the normal waking minds of their respective species, both in feeling, will
and intellect; and moreover that tt is endowed with certain supernormal
powers such as telepathic rapport and possibly clairvoyance; also that this
superconsciousness necessitates a subtance, however attenuated, wherein it
functions; and since this substance appears to have a form or "phantom”
quite symmetrical with the physical body we may regard it as composing an
etheric or astral body whereon the physical body is moulded, and which,
though magnetically linked and correspondent with the physical body, yet is
distinct, and may be partially or wholly disengaged from it.
From the evidence then afforded by the curious phenomena of instinct
and from that afforded by apparitions we are justified in concluding rhar
the super-conscious mind, with its vehicle of the psychic or etheric body,
pre-exists before incarnation and survives the separation from the material
body at death.
A very important matter now arises. Granting that the animal super
consciousness possesses the capacities above enumerated, is it qualified also
to create the recondite ideas to which it so often appears to give expression,
or does it merely transmit those ideas from an originating intelligence ex
terior to itself ? Let us consider the first alternative for a moment. W e must re
member that Black Bear at ten years of age appeared to be cognizant of his
torical events that occurred over half a century before he was born, such as tor
instance that Garfield was assassinated by Guiteau in 1881, Lincoln by
Wilkes Booth in 186% and that Booth afterwards broke his leg; also he ap
peared to possess such erudite bin. of information as that a certain graphic
symbol is the Hebrew letter "A" (A leph), that the ninth letter of the
Greek alphabet is ' lota”, that a lunatic asylum is often called "Bedlam”,
etc., etc.,: also he could instantly calculate the length of the hypothenuse of
given triangles, extract square roots, exhibit brilliant powers of wit and
humor. In short he displayed talents that were distinctly human and were
fully equal, if not superior, to the average normal human mind. But—and
here is a significant point—he could only exhibit them on occasion. If Black
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Bear s mysterious feats were autonomous, originating in his superconscious
mind, they should have been manifested spontaneously and lus general con
duct should have been correspondently human; and since there appears to
be no reason why of all creatures the horse and the dog should be the only
ones to exhibit such alleged talents then we should have to concede that
the superconsciousness of all other animals (and even all insects) should be
able likewise to elaborate ideas as brilliant, impart information as extensive,
comport itself at least on occasion as humanly. But such marvels of course
do not appear to happen.
The genus "horse" was originally a three-toed animal, the size of an
average dog, and while it has evolved greatly in physique yet it has obvious
ly evolved little in intellect. Is it likely -then that a pre-existent supercon
sciousness having the potentialities of human genius, its own peculiar in
stinctive modes and its own appropriate etheric form could or would pre
cipitate itself by any elan vital into the archie brain of a horse and adapt
itself quite comfortably in such an exotic and awkward a milieu as
would necessarily characterize the psychical nature and etheric mould of one
of the least intelligent and most physically circumscribed of all the animals?
The tradition of the were-wolf may still hold for us its weird fascination
in romance and legend but there appears to be no warrant for it in actual
fact and if through the ages it were customary for higher intelligences, with
their own etheric bodily forms to reincarnate in non-anthropoid animals, the
brains of the latter should have been plastically moulded by this time to a
higher complexity. Moreover such highly improbable procedures would con
travene the principles of homogeneity and gradation which are so funda
mental in all adaptations of Nature; for "Like" evolves from, and adapts
itself to, ' Like ’, gradually and not by violent mutations from, or to the
dissimilar. Caterpillars, for instance, may metamorphose into butterflies, but
the difference between these two forms is superficial, a wing being sub
stituted for a foot by histolysis in the cocoon, whereas Instinct does not
evolve either into or out of Reason since these are not homologous faculties.
If therefore, as we conclude the superconsciousness of certain animals
exhibits the evidences of genius which it does not possess, then it must b:
merely the instrument whereby some extraneous intelligence transmits these
evidences into manifestation on the physical plane. Accordingly the origin
of the recondite utterances of conversing animals should be sought for in
some activating intelligence exterior both to their normal and their co-con
scious selves. This intelligence must be either individual or diffused; but any
consideration of these alternatives is beyond the scope of the present article.
*

*

*
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF OCCULTISM INTO
PARAPSYCHOLOGY IN GERMANY
Baron

von

Schrlnck -N otzing

( Continued )
Part V.
The doctrine of effluence is strongly supported hy the phenomena of
the medium Eusapia Paladino. In the second parr of his work the author
presented short outlines from 41 sessions with this medium and a crowded
survey of the results of the French investigating commission. The limb-like
prolongations, stumps, rods, etc., growing out from various parts of the
body of the Neapolitan woman were seen by numerous observers; also partly
touched during the strictest body control of Eusapia. Investigations and dis
robings immediately following never produced any instrument for fraudulent
purposes.
Another chapter on the physical phenomena found with private media
is contained in the reexamination of the Crawford’s telekinetic law in the
laboratory of the late engineer Fritz Grunewald. It runs thus:
"W ith complete raising of the table without bodily contact (either
by the medium or by the participants) the medium, sitting on the scale,
gradually gains the approximate weight of the table. (Comp, also
Schrenck-Notzing "The Problem of Materialisation according to the In
vestigations of W. J. Crawford.")
The last paragraph of the work deals with Crawford’s experimental
studies in the field of mediumistic telekinesis (reported from English
originals).
Thus the total contents of the book under discusion show new ways
to the scientist through the conception of telekinetic phenomena as being caused
hy biological processes as yet not sufficiently studied. The gaseous matter,
emanating from the medium possesses the tendency of materialisation, turns
into structures and forms teleplasmic terminal organs which cause the tele
kineses of objects.
The uniform appearance of these protoplasmic effluences and their de
velopment into medianimic limb-like shapes were coincidentally proven with
Eusapia Paladino, Eva C , Stanislawa Tomczyk, Kathleen Goligher, and W illy
Schneider, about whom the work "Physical Phenomena of Mediumism” pre
sents the first reports on pp, 102-109The scientific significance of the book under discussion consists also in
the proof of regular appearance of certain biological factors with different
media, the same physical condition of the emanated primordial substance,
the same stages of development, the same sensitivity to light, the same phy
*

(Psychisclie Studien, I8lh year 1921, p 337 ff.)
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siological symptoms in rhe medium, the same kind of progression of the
hardly perceptible nebulous matter to a semi-liquid or amorphous mass,
which again possess in every case the same irresistible tendency toward or
ganization Furthermore one finds the same mobility and contractility of
the teleplasm and also the source on the body of the medium, the same de
velopment of rhe terminal organs, also the same morphological and ideoplastic super-development. The parapsychological research of the future will
not be able to disregard the material and the evaluating viewpoints collected
in this work.
In the year 1922 appeared the lirst German edition of Dr. Gustave
Geley’s investigations edited by the author under the title "Materialisation
Experiments with Franek Kinski ' with an appendix The Newer Occultism
in the Light of its Opponents" (Neutze, Leipzig).
The experiments were made in 1921 at the International Institute for
Metapsychic Research in Paris by Dr. Geley in collaboration with Prof
Charles Richet and M. St. de Grammont with all desirable precautions.
Among 14 sessions, 11 were successful, 3 negative or insignificant. The
importance of these observations consists in an independent repetition of the
phenomena found with the Parisian medium Eva C , and now with another
agent, moreover, in the special method here applied.
A special chapter is devoted to the primordial substance and the radia
tion phenomena. In the first stage of development Geley finds nebulous
emanations and densification centers, originating from the medium, which he
considers as human fogs. Frequently whitish, indefinable shining misty clouds
were observed and dull phosphorescing lights. The shining radiant points
often rurned into fingertips,—a phenomenon which the reporter also found
with Guzik and Willy Schneider. From them sometimes developed human
limbs and faces which were made perceptible by means of reflectors in a
way similar to the materialised hands of the media Willy and Rudi Schneider.
Especially well developed with the Polish medium is the process of
paraffin-casting of materialised limbs. Not only Dr. Geley, but almost all
experimentors, having attended the sessions with rhe Polish sensitive during
the past years, report successful experiments in this line The number
of plaster casts resulting from his session could today equip a large museum
hall. The plaster casts made in Dr. Geley s presence, their definite lack of
proportion when compared with the hands of the participants, the chemical
reaction of rhe paraffin, stained with cholesterin with Kinski's knowledge,
in which the forms were impressed (production of paraffin covers) may be
counted (aside from the control conditions) among the most convincing
proofs so far gained for the materialisation of human limbs.
One main objection to the author’s work rested upon the statement that
he was unable to cite sufficiently important witnesses for the actuality of the
paraphysical phenomena in his former investigations, so that one had to
rely on good faith in his reports; only if a number of scientifically educated
observers well versed in juggling would vouch for the acuality of the para-
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physical phenomena on the basis of their own experience the judgment of
such witnesses would be of importance to a scientific demonstration of proof.
On the other hand, Hell wig, for example, denies* on principle the concep
tion that a critical reader could be convinced through reports about occult
phenomena. It is, therefore, all the more necessary to offer opportunity for
personal experience to as many scientifically educated scholars as possible,
because only thorough, prolonged, and practical study of the medium him
self can persuade many a previously sceptical scholar to experimental and
literary cooperation, which happens only very rarely through the mere reading
of occult works.
In consideration of this fact the author was prompted to present the per
formances of the medium Willy Schneider, who was at his disposal for one
year, to numerous university teachers and other scientifically-minded per
sonalities and induced the principal participants to send him their reports
and opinions in writing for the purpose of a scientific utilization.
This is the origin of the work "Experimente der Fernbewegung
(Telekinese) ini Psychologiscben l ustit ut der Miinchner Universitdt und ini
Laboratorium des V erfassets”.* A large part of the book consists, therefore,
of notes and views of the participants. To this an important supplement is
offered in the author’s records of the proceedings of the sessions held in the
Psychological Institute in Munich, and furthermore, his observations in his
laboratory from November 1922 to February 1923.
Besides the 27 academic professional scholars, 29 scientifically-minded
participants were asked to communicate their special observations. On the
whole the reports of all these witnesses coincide from the purely factual
point of view. In so far as one can attribute any conclusive judgment at all
to human testimony for the perception of unusual and improbable facts
(which is denied by several opponents) all reasonable and logical require
ments see to be fulfilled. There was the opportunity to rest the very same
monotonously repeating processes in different places under varying circum
stances.
The president of the Psychological Institute declares in a special article
of July 2, 1923 that the presentation of the sessions with the medium Willy
Schneider having taken place in the Psychological Institute gave an excellent
picture. He himself sees no possibility to explain all the observed phenomena
and facts on any plausible basis of juggling tricks.
The phenomena themselves consisted largely of actions (influences) on
lifeless objects, which were mostly at one meter’s distance from Willy’s right
side (table, tambourin, handkerchief, candle stick, paper basket, accordion,
music box, push bell, single-needle instrument, slate, reflector, typew riter, etc.)
In the sessions of the author s laboratory, telekinetic experiments were
successfully performed through separating the medium from the object of
* (See “Occultism and Science”, p.^VII, Eneke, Stuttgart 192I5).
* (Union. Stuttgart 1921 with «X plates) (“Experiments of Telekinesis at the Psychological
Institute of the Munich University and in the Laboratory of the Author.”)
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means of intermediate walls (transparent shades). Among the university
teachers, whose opinions are presented in the book, the following are mentoinable: the Geheimrate Becher, Graetz, Lindermann, von Calker, W illstaetter, Wiedesiheim; the professors Driesch, Wolff, Messer, Winterstein, S.
Becher, von Aster, Oestereich, Zimmer, Gruber, et al: Among the scientifical
ly interested participants the following expressed themselves: Dr. Tischner,
Dr. Erich Bohn (the discoverer of the medium Anna Rothe), Dr. Ludwig
Kluges, Dr. Thomas Mann, Karl Krall, Karl G raf Klinkostroem, Willy
Seidel, Gustav Meyink et al.
Positive judgments came, furthermore, from the experts in juggling
Professor Albrecht, Harry Price, and E. G. Dingwall (the latter two as
representatives of the British Society for Psychical Research.)
The special article by Dr. A. Hellwig Occultism and Science” (Euche,
Stuttgart, 1926) was directed against this anthological work. In a few points,
especially in his requirements of a strict line of proof, one can quite agree
with rite author. But when he says, for example, that one can speak oi
experiments in a narrower sense only when the testing conditions are entirely
in the hands of the chief experimentor and that this requirement is almost
never fulfilled in the observation of paraphysical phenomena, he is com
muting an error. In consideration of the mostly very sensitive experimental
subjects and of the peculiarity of the phenomena, just as in other branches
of science, in which live organisms are operated with, the experimentoi
is naturally forced to fulfil certain presuppositions and conditions without
which the desired results cannot be achieved. Here belong first of all the
psychical treatment of the medium, the regard for his individual peculiarity,
the adjustment to the corresponding circumstances. Also in other sciences,
such as biology and medicine, idiosyncrasies and individual reactions have
frequently to be taken into account. The object to be investigated, i.e. Nature,
can not be violated according to the recipes of Messrs: the opponents. But
these necessary concessions to the cause do not in the least speak against
the possibility of applying an exact experimental method.
Aside from the above mentioned limitations, all other conditions were
determined by the chief experimentor, at least in the case of Willy Schneider.
Locking in of the medium in a cage, or rather, the setting up of
the objects necessary for telekinesis in a more or less closed room, the setting
up of transparent walls between the object and the medium, the control
and super-control of the agent; the dress; the pre- and post- examination
of W illy; the choice of the objects to be moved; the laboratory equipment;
the installation of the lighting fixtures; the complete lighting control for
dim light and darkness (self-illuminating rings on wrist and ankle of the
m edium ); the preparation of all objects designed for telekinesis by painting
with self-luminous colors; the choice of the separate objects in every in
dividual* case, the arrangement of the circle of participants; the raking
Now (since September 1928) double floor with lighting signal in the cabinet, (ltudi Schneider
worked unobjectinuably under these restricted conditions). Editor’s note.
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of the minutes, etc., etc:— all these important measures were contrived and
carried out in the case of Willy Schneider.
As a rule it was possible to repeat, not only in each session, but even
several times successively in the same session, the same phenomenon (as for
instance the operation with the handkerchief) to this must be added a new
process, regularly used of late, namely that of connecting the medium as
well as his controller with the electric current. Every untying of an ex
tremity (for fraudulent purposes) becomes automatically visible through the
extinguishing of a figure on the signal board. But our method also makes
provision for the theory of accomplices by the closing of the field of action •
by means of screens of various sizes, whose upper runs are finished off with
self-luminous stripes, so that no participant can reach into the experimental
chamber without being immediately discovered.
Lastly, mention must be made of the self-control of the circle of partici
pants through mutual holding of hands.
It must be emphasized in strong contrast to Dr. Helhvig's conception
that Willy Schneider's phenomenal display comes fully up to the mark of the
experimental methodology, especially if one rakes it as a whole and considers
its gradual adjustment to the ever more restricted conditions of experiment.
One phase of experiment is the voluntary, regular production of the very
same symptoms under multiple change of conditions.
This is true in its entirety of the telekinetic performances of the Braunau
medium. It is, therefore, a question of an experiment in the true sense of rhe
word.
Granted the truth of Hellwig’s further remark that even the best seance
reports necessarily contain errors, due to lacks in observation, these defects
were compensated by regular perception of a comparatively simple process;
for example the moving of a handkerchief (for a distance of Z'S cm under
a hanging red-light lamp) on a table, in which observation there were 8-10
participants with 16-20 eyes, furthermore the repetition of the same ex
periment on request several times in succession so that the participants had
occasion to constantly improve their power of attention is recorded lr re
mains to be considered also that, months ago, Willy produced always the
identical telekinesis, (verified a hundred times) with invariable regularity,
so that the above-mentioned handkerchief phenomenon could be observed
by many different participants. In this way every participant was also put
into the position of observing the phenomenon often enough to form his
own judgment.
Under such conditions one may very well assume rhe correctness of the com
mon, repeatedly confirmed sensory perception with a probability bordering on
certainty. W ith the uniformity of the order of experiments carried through
for months, such a judgment is more easily passed since disturbances and disconscientious perception ?
I wonder whether a judge’s indictment is always based on a similarly
tractions from the process of perception arc eliminated wherever possible.
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Hellwig’s conceptions do, therefore, in no way hold true in the experi
ments with Willy Schneider. Perhaps they would somehow be justifiable if
the experimental person would himself prescribe the conditions and produce
surprise effects, and if, furthermore, the field of action were insufficiently lit
for observational purposes. But this does not apply in our case. It is
granted, of course, that since the appearance of the work "Experiments in
Telekinesis" considerable progress has been made in experimental metho
dology.
Doubtless reports written up immediately after the session on the basis
of shorthand notes taken down dining the same could contain minor errors.
But with the order of experiment once fixed and frequently repeated and with
the uncomplicated type of process which can be observed at half a meter's
distance, erors of this kind are very unlikely to happen. To eliminate such
objections, by the way, the author had introduced the dictation method of
taking the minutes (Protokolldiktat) during the session.
The secretary, sitting in a specially enclosed space with red light, copies
in shorthand the entire procedure of the experiment. Particular observations
of individual sitters are noted just as well as the collective observations.
Also, one or two days after the session each participant receives a copy of
the minutes for reading, signature, supplementing and necessary corrections.
W ith this institution .ill reasonable requirements of exactitude and reliability
of reports seem to be fulfilled.
Another question of principle repeatedly raised by Hellwig, is as follows:
Is it altogether possible to form "a reliable conviction of the genuineness of
the phenomena” on the mere basis of minutes and reports?
According to Professor Zimmer’s remarks appearing repeatedly in his
arguments, a report (no matter how conscientiously it is outlined) can never
possibly give a picture of the total complex of the phenomena. Only the
knowledge of the total complex, however, can offer real certainty.
On page 127 of his book, Hellwig expresses his doubts that one will
ever succeed in finding the absolutely reliable proof of the genuineness of
the so-called physical phenomena of what is termed physical mediumship. In
other words: the immediate nature-experience (Naturerlebnis) of the in
dividual can never be even approximately reproduced or replaced by dead
letters and these do not necessarily carry sufficient proof of an existing
actuality for a third person. I am sure that in his conception automatic
registrations of phenomena (by means of thermometer, scale, photography,
galvanometer, etc.) have not been taken into account by him.
Certainly, whoever does not want to be convinced;—whoever, because of
lack of experience, lias more confidence in logical, arm-chair theorising than
in reports on real experiences of reliable third persons, and avoids practical
experience from this point of view, cannot be helped. Like Hellwig he will
because of his one-sided a priori psychical attitude, examine every report only
under the criterion of fraud and cannot free himself from the ban of
negative conceptions.
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This explains also rhc inversion of harmless details into factors of sus
picion in the reports on Willy Schneider. Thus, for example, during a
university session the medium was unable to act telekinetically into a closed
space through a wire net, and yet telekinetic phenomena appeared at the
exterior walls of the cage until the same was moved and thrown down.
This facr looks very suspicious to Hellwig. The mere fact of a non
success of an experiment, which by the way was incorrectly conducted, is
enough to create for him, the suspicion of fraud!
In another case, Willy reacts painfully to the unexpected cutting through
of the force-lines by the hand of Geheimrat von Calker. Hut the expected
effect failed to appear, because a wire which might have been fraudulently
used could not be found. Despite rliis negative result, which should support
the assumption of genuineness, the utterance of pain looks suspicious to the
Potsdam scholar. The real significance of the experiment was completely
overlooked.
Here too, we notice again that Hellwig is not capable of thinking in
any but the terms of the theory of fraud.
Thus, according to his statement, the scholars Forscher, Messer, Alrutz,
Driesch, and Dingwall must have had an occultistic attitude which is sup
posed to make them incapable of judging, although in reality the very
opposite is true and the very juggler Dingwall himself comes very near to the
actual position of Messrs. Moll and Dessoir.
Just as unfounded is the fairytale, invented by Hellwig, of the credulity
of the reporters, of the deficient reliability of the control measures of the
roll attributed to sensory deceptions, etc. Further arguments brought forward
by Hellwig in his work have long been refuted by the author (Sch-N) in
his article f'Der Okkultismus im Lichte gegnerischer Kritik (Psychische
Studien 1925, p. 305 If.) ( Occultism in the Light of Opposing Criticism” ).
In this discussion he is already charged with a one-sidedness, striking in
the case of a lawyer, and with a complete lack of objective weighing of
positive and negative moments. His work "Der Okkultismus unci W issenschaft” ( Occultism and Science” ) nevertheless shows a thorough study
and greater reserve in his judgment (which is, however, still essentially nega
tive), and stricter objectivity. The large number of reservations and doubts
expressed by Hellwig can hardly be settled by way of literature hut only
through personal, repeated, and immediately realized experience.
THE MEDIUMSH1P OF FRAU M. VOLLHARDT
With the 2 years investigations by the physician Dr. F. Schwab,
published in 1925 in his illustrated monograph ffTele plasma unci Telekinese'
(Berlin, Pyramiderwerlag, 6) a Berlin lady, belonging to educated society,
Frau Maria Vollhardt, joins the circle of the great contemporary media. Her
psychical capacities, existing since her youth, manifested themselves only after
lier 50th year of life on the occasion of spiritistic seances; and what is more,
after her meno-pause in 1916, through regular sessions with a circle of
friends they were developed in exceptional force during the latter years.
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The strange phenomena of this woman comprised practically the entire
held of physical mediums!)ip and expressed themselves partly in waking
state, partly in trance states, attended hy phenomena as the throwing of stones
and other objects, and the disappearing and reappearing of all kinds of objects;
through lighting phenomena and materialisation and finally through tactile,
acoustical, olfactory, and thermic impressions.
According to the coinciding confirmations of 50 witnesses among whom
were scholars and physicians and according to the character of the phenomena,
it was a question of genuine performances. Also the physiological con
comitant symptoms (tremor of body muscles, perspiration, pulse rate, in
creased respiration, and evidences of paraesthesia) resembled those of a
woman in childbirth and coincide with those of other media. After the
sessions, there was marked exhaustion. Frau Vollhardt also shows the split
of personality typical of media.
The conformity of medial occurrences observed in the case of very dif
ferent experimental subjects, completely independent of each other, cannot
be well explained on the basis of any fraudulent technique. Schwab reports
on a levitation of 30 cm above the table board of a woman weighing 177 lbs.
(180 kg.) 5 ft 3 in. (1.60m) tall. He himself and other participants passed
their hands beneath her feet. Teleplasmic shapes of thread-like structure,
which in part developed in form of voluminous masses and ribbon-like stripes
to a distance of one to two meters from her mouth, also appeared as a
surprise and were repeatedly photographed (compare illustrations 24-27).
In parts fluidic transparence was noticed over a considerable radius; also
a peculiar knot-formation on individual cords, with parallel arrowlike shapes
of grayish-white color and projecting rays. In the flashlight these vanished
without leaving a trace. In the same way teleplasmic pseudopodia and limb
like forms were found which touched the objects to be moved. The pheno
menology of the media Eva C. and Stanislawa P. as I have described them
in my work ‘Phenomena of Materialisation" is confirmed by Schwab’s re
search.
PHENOMENA OF STIGMATIZATION
Occasionally, symptoms of stigmatization were recorded. These were
now and then in form of wounds, as of claws or of a bird’s beak. In a
mass (of clay?) spread on a plate one found the impression of a chicken’s
claw; furthermore, in dull light one could perceive a shape which resembled
a very rhin but very long hand with three fingers. Occasionally, the spots
of impressions were bleeding. The autosuggestive way of explanation seemed
insufficient. Once the experimentors succeeded in photographing the process
in statu nascendi. On the back of the hand held by a neighbor one noticed
a sort of torture instrument of teleplasmic matter, which seemed to emerge
from the sleeve and was impressed on the skin of the back of the hand
with several foot-like points. The wounds seem to correspond to the feet
of the instrument. Here the creative force of imagination becomes a motive
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of molestation (or annoyance) and is translated into physical states, through
the strong intuitive force of the idea, which means that ideoplastic creations
realize themselves materially.
These observations by Schwab are of fundamental significance for the
evaluation of the phenomena of vampirism. Occurrences quote analogous
in nature were also verified by various reliable scientists with the ghost
medium (spukmedium) Eleanore Zugun.
THE WORK Ol CHARLES RICHET
In the year 1923 appeared the translation of the first textbook for
Scientific Occultism in German (first published in French in 1922) through
the known Stuttgart parapsychologist Rudolf Lambert. It is a question of
the total presentation of paranormal phenomena by the Parisian physiologist
Charles Richet (Receiver of the Nobel prize and a member of the institut de
France) under the title: "Grundriss der Parapsychology und Paraphysik’.
(A Compendium of Parapsychology and Paraphysics) with an introduction
by Dr. A. Freiherr von Schrenck-Notzing. (Stuttgart, Union, 1923. 2nd
edition 1925). In consequence of his fundamental discoveries in the held
of physiology, Richet has become one of the significant scientists of our
time. In 1875 he had already published his first works on artificial somnam
bulism and thereby directed the attention of the medical world toward phe
nomena of hypnosis which seemed to have been forgotten. His work on
telepathy and clairvoyance supported by six-year experimental studies, pub
lished in 1890, were translated by me into German and have already been
discussed in this article.*
But this pathfinder for a new field of knowledge also prescribed the
way which was to be taken by a methodical research into occult problems.
Thus more significance is attached to his methods than to his investigations.
At the age of 7() our author appears once more on the forum of science with
a volume of 800 pages in the French original, which constitutes his meta
psychical life work. On occasion of his resignation from the teaching post,
Richet declared the young metapsychic science to be Ins spiritual testament
the study and fulfilment of which he urged on younger generation of
students and especially on his pupils. What Myers and Crookes did
for England, Richet has achieved for France. In his mother country he
lias become the actual founder of meta” or Parapsychology , and it will
become a task of the future to appreciate the enormous merit of this master
of natural science in its full significance.
The contents of Richet s textbook is divided into 4 large parts. The first
deals with parapsychology in general and distinguishes 4 periods in the hislory of the same: 1. The mythical period of Mesmer (time till 1778);
2. The magnetic period from Mesmer to the Fox Sisters 1817 (origin of
spiritism); 3. The spiritistic period from the Fox Sisters to William Crookes
(1847 to 1872); 4. The scientific period, starting with William Crookes
(1872). In the second decade of the 2()rh century follows the first classical
* (Sec October 1932 of Journal for Psychic Hesearch).
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period of parapsychology, the development of which is going on at the
present time.
The second part concerns "subjective parapsychology”, that is the phe
nomena of clairvoyance, the various forms of telepathy, of premonitions and
presentiments, xenoglossy (speaking in foreign tongues), transfer of
senses (Sinnesverlegung), and a chapter on chance and the calculation
of probability in parapsychological facts. Knowledge of realities gained
from purely mental sources, but which our physical senses, our judgment,
and our reflection could not normally have gathered, is epitomized by Richer
in the general term "Cryptaesthesia”. Clairvoyance, telepathy, psychic transfer
are only special cases of this quality.
Parapsychophysics” constitutes the third part. It divides itself into two
parts: telekinesis and teleplastics (Ectoplastics or materialisation) and deals
with phantasms in a special chapter.
On the other hand the Parisian schools fail to consider the following
factors: temporary changes in the physical states of matter and the dissolu
tion and reconstruction of the forms in certain lifeless objects; penetration
of matter; extraction of objects from tightly closed places; so-called apports’;
and in addition to these, the paraphysiology of media, their change of
weight, levitation of their bodies, their ferromagnetic qualities, thermoradiant
phenomena (as for example measurement of temperature in the locus of acrion). A chapter on automatic registration of the chemico-physically induced
changes of matter is also lacking.
The last parr contains Richet’s summarizing conclusions, According to
him there are only three forms of phenomena of parapsychology:
cryptaesthesia, telekinesis, and teleplastics. Any explanation, especially the
spiritistic one, is refuted. The animistic-scientific one, however, is named as
being the most probable one. Several lacunae, which cannot be denied, are
compensated by the exceptionally copious materials, by the clear treatment
of the difficult subject matter, and by his plastic, easily comprehensible way
of presentation. The life work of this Nestor of parapsychology remains a
source of wealth in the study of occult phenomena.
THE WORK OF GUSTAVE GELEY
Furthermore, Rudolf Lambert translated two works by the physician
Dr. Gustave Geley, the most important French parapsychologist next to
Richet and director of the International Institute for Metapsychic Research
in Paris, who died in an airplane accident the 14th of July, 1924.
The first book "Vom Bewussten zum Unbeivussten”* ("From the Con
scious to the Unconscious” ) leads the reader into the field of viralistic and
parapsychological thinking; it contains a critical study of classical theories of
tne development of physiological and psychological individuality and of the
main philosophical development-theories. His anti-mechanistic and optimistic
Weltanschauung” (conception of life) draws the results of mediumistic re
search into the circle of consideration and is related to the "Weltanschauung'*
*

Stuttgart, Union, 1925).
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of Edward von Hartmann and Schopenhauer. Geley's warm, clear, and strict
ly scientific language facilitates the understanding of the difficult problems
even to the layman.
Geley’s first work was charged with inadequacy of parapsychological
documentation. In his second work also translated into excellent German
by Lambert, ''Teleplastic unci Hellschen"* ("Teleplastics and Clairvoyance"),
this charge is avoided through the abundance of materials chiefly based on
his own observations. Thus both books are perfect supplements to each other.
In the discussion of the general character of parapsychological experiments
Geley sees the realization of "collective experiments", that is the phenomena
are the result of a subconscious psychophysiological cooperation of die medium
and the experimentors. O f particular value to the reader are the principles
set up by the author of good performances of the media, of the behaviour
of the experim ent tors, lighting at the sessions, of the necessary control mea
sures, and of frauds. This introduction to the practical study of mediumism
is followed by a detailed presentation of the known performances of the
Polish clairvoyant Ossowiecki, of a certain Frau b., and a comprehensive
statistic on notable cases of spatial and temporal clairvoyance.
The paraphysical investigations with the medium Eva S., Franck Kluski,
and Guzik, to which are added analogous reports about similar occurrences
with other sensitives, constitute almost the entire second part of the 401
page volume. A chapter worth reading on pseudomaterialisations and pseudo
media forms the conclusion. Apart from the weight and number or the facts
offered there are in Geley’s work also numerous hints and remarks important
for experimental studies.
Among the German university teachers who have taken a practical 01
theoretical stand on the questions of occultism, next to Driesch and
Oesterreich, must be mentioned Dr. Med. Karl Gruber, Professor of Biology
and Zoology at the Polytechniknm in Munich.
Gruber s biological process of development, his material independence,
his incorruptible urge for truth and the clarity of his thoughts qualify him
excellently for experimental parapsychological research and for the literary
elaboration of the knowledge once gained.
Stimulated through rhe books by Flammarion, Maxwell, and especially
through the author’s (Schr.-N.) "Materialisations Phdnomene", published in
1914, he participated in Tischner’s clairvoyance experiments and in the fol
lowing years experimented himself with newly discovered media. His last
publication on this subject appeared in 1926 in the "Zeitschrift fiir Parapsychologic" and concerns the "Cryptaesthetic experiments with the architect
Strohmeyer". Notable are also two scientific contributions by him in the
journal "Erde’’('E arth ). The first (192s!) deals with the theme of "Cosinohiological Connections” , and the second (1926) is a study Telepathy in
Mother and Child’’.
* (Stuttgart, Union, 1926).
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His parapsychological horizon widened, however, still more, after hav
ing been asked by the author (Schr.-N.) to join his investigations of the
physical medium Willy Schneider in 1922. Up to November of the same
year he had already attended 33 sessions, personally controlling the medium
in many cases and declared in a special article (Experiments in Telekinesis,
p. 87) that the conditions of the experiments excluded any possibility of
fraud and that he had never noticed in Willy the slightest attempt of fraud.
The reality of the medial forces he says which are still unknown in their
deeper significance has been ascertained at the investigations undertaken in
my laboratory. The development of the telekinetic phenomena he explains
on the basis of fluidic effluences, which theory 1 have formerly set up in
my own works. W ith his interests in metapsychical phenomena thus in
creasing, Gruber became the most capable co-worker of the author (Schr.-N.)
Also at the second series of sessions with Willy, started in 192Y and
;it the occasional experiments with W illy’s brother Rudi, he functioned
chiefly as controller, which put him in the position of continuing his valu
able observations of the parapsychology of the mediumistic trance-state and
of the genesis of telekinetic phenomena. He had also repeated opportunity
to retest, in my absence, the correctness of my own findings in my laboratory
through observations in his own house.
Finally Gruber collected his personal experiences in a general survey,
under the title f'Parapsyckologiseke Erkenntnisse” * ( 'Parapsychological Dis
coveries” ).
In the introduction to this work Gruber refuses to strive for the favor
of scholastic science, to beg for mercy, but desires solely to follow his urge
for truth and knowledge, remaining indifferent to active attacks and passive
non-resistance. After a historical review the author treats the border-concepts
of the subconscious, the doctrine of suggestions, automatisms, and the
splitting of personality; this is followed by a treatise on the parapsychical and
paraphysical phenomena, chiefly on the basis of his own experiences. The
end contains interpretations and conclusions, connections and forecasts. In
close correspondence with his entire scientific development, Gruber tends
toward the animistic conception of phenomena. His views coincide on the
whole with those of the reporter (Schr.-N.) so that a closer examination of
the same is superfluous.
Characteristic traits of the spirit of his research are the tendency toward
inductive practice, toward experimental observation, a strong vitality and
mental mobility, an imagination refined through a methodical education, an
urge toward deepening and generalizing of self-gained experiences, and final
ly his devotion and enthusiasm for the problems to be solved.
* (Dreimusken—Verlag, Munchun, 19251.

* * * * *

THE RESURRECTION RITUAL:
“COME FORTH BY DAY”
By M aximal "A egyptus” Peerman

I AM he that liveth, and was dead; and, behold, I am alive for ever
morej Amen; and have the keys of hell and of death". —Revelation: 1; 18.
There is a collection of sacred books, or "chapters’, so old, that frag
ments thereof were discovered as far back as 4,000 B.C.—and they were,
even then, regarded as ' mysterious objects of unknown age”. And but for
a chance discovery of the world-famed Rosetta Stone”, the hieroglyphic
papyri of the "book of the Dead'’— a misnomer, born of the fact that these
scrolls were buried with the mummies, to serve as a magical Bible of After
life for everliving spirit-souls—might have escaped the attention of the
world of science.
The fact remains that the mislabeled Book of the Dead"—more cor
rectly, the books, or chapters, of "Coming Forth By ( To) D a y ’; as magical
formula of the ancient Egyptian Ritual of Resurrection—constitutes the most
complete gnostic thesis of life beyond the grave, and the oldest Bible, in
existence. Being the oldest collection of After-life gnosis extant, this my
sterious Resurrection Ritual of "Coming Forth By Day" served as guide-book
and gospel for the spirit-souls of deceased Egyptians; and it became, ages
later, a master Bible for Egyptian and Greek-Christian gnostics of the neo
Platonic era.
To the uninformed, it must be surprising that this mislabeled "Book of
the Dead” served as inspirational source for the mystic ”Pistis Sophia" of
the "Sayings of Jesus”—the oldest canonical gospel of early-Christian gnostics;
reputed to be the work of the hierarch Valentinus and Coptic collaborators,
during the fourth century of the Christian era. And as the Egyptian funerary
papyri inspired the "Pistis Sophia" of the neo-Platonic era; so the mystic
"Sayings of Jesus” inspired, in turn, the mystic "Book of Revelation", ol
St. John the Divine—with the "Book of Revelation”, in turn, as the prophetic
mainstay of the much later New Testament”.
Even as the "Pistis Sophia" of the Sayings of Jesus, translated from
Coptic into Greek, served as mystic link between the ageless Egyptian Ritual
of Resurrection and the "Book of Revelation” ; so the prophetic book of St
John the Divine served as mystical link between the apocryphal Sayings of
Jesus or "Pistis Sophia’’, and the comparatively late "New Testament”. The
"Book of Revelation” resembles the Egyptian parent biblc of the Resurrection
Ritual more closely, than any other part of the present-day Holy Bible—
this by virtue of its mystic affinity with the ,fPistis Sophia’’ of the earliest
Christian gnostics.
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When Sr. Augustine exclaimed: "W hat is the religion of the Egyptians
save astronomy! the great theologian must have known that a similar view
point holds true of the religious mysticism of the early Christian gnostics—
as incorporated in both the "Palis Sophia" of the Sayings of Jesus, and the
Hook of Revelation" of St. John the Divine; and as symbolized by the
Roman-Catholic and the Episcopalian rituals.
There remains a fundamental factor seldom understood by the laity,
and less often discussed by orthodox ecclesiasts, to wit—the mystically
spiritistic significance of After-life; as stressed by the "Pistis Sophia" and the
‘Book of Revelation"; in traditional keeping with the Resurrection Ritual of
‘Coming Forth By Day", of the Messianic mysteries of Ancient Memphis,
Egyptn.
It is highly significant that the "Pistis Sophia" deals with the magical
wonder-workings and teachings of Jesus in the elemental abodes of the
After-World; whereas the 'Book of Revelation” chiefly concerns itself with
the glories of Christ in the spiritual abodes of the blessed hosts—as a two
fold mystical presentation of the life of the messianic man-god, in the ele
mental and spiritual abodes, above-below, of the twofold Egyptian Resurrec
tion Ritual of "Coming Forth By Day". Thus do these three documents com
bine in stressing the miracles, teachings, and glories, of the risen messianic
son, in the After-World beyond the Veil And what is stranger still, none
of these three inspired theses of the mysteries, of life-in-death and double
resurrection, concern themselves with the reputed earth-life of the messiah—
the "Pistis Sophia" and the hieroglyphic books of "Coming Forth B) Day"
leaving the traditional inference that the risen Son of God emerged for a
brief period from his mystical abodes of the After-World, to visit the visible
worlds of mortal mankind. And the "Book of Revelation" deals with the
spirit-soul apotheosis during the millenial Judgement-Day— as identical with
the grande finale of the Egyptian Resurrection Ritual of "Coming Forth
By Day”.
The inferences are obvious; the oldest gnostic Egyptian and Christian
sources of the Holy Bible deal with the magical wisdom and wonder-work
ings of the mystic messiah, in the elemental-astral realms of spirit-souls. In
both, rlie Egyptian original and the "Pistis Sophia", the risen son of his
hidden father (A-men) visits the "spirits in prison” ; and makes an end of
strife and discord—as the "Prince of Peace”— in the elemental After-World
of Amenta. Here, it must be remembered that the Jesus-Christ of the
‘Pistis Sophia" bears the magical title of ”Aber-Amentho"—as possibly
derived from Ab-er-Amenta (heart of the hidden land, of A-men. the god
father); or from Aba-Amenta (passage-way, of souls, in the hidden world).
And to climax this startling exposition of sonship-fatherhood united, in the
"hidden mansions”, or Amenta, of the divine father, A-men—as still echoed
in Christian ritual; with the pronunciation of A-men the same, in both Latin
and ancient Egyptian—the hidden Lord of Life, Amen, is one in name and
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mystic identify with that of A-men, the hidden ego (ens) of man. This
may hint at the ancient origins of the current doctrine of "god within of
modern Christian metaphysics!
As with the Egyptian Resurrection Ritual ( Book of the Dead ,
wrongly), so with the "Pistis Sophia” of the mystic Sayings of Jesus, the
"Aher Amentko”. Botli works deal with the advent of the risen messianic
man-god in the elemental-astral regions beyond the grave; and with the
Lord’s miraculous exploits in the Hades of a ''shadow realm”—strangely
reminiscent of the adventures of 'Christian’ in Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress";
and of the Inferno” of Dante.
Needless to add, both the old-Egyptian anil the gnostic-Christian theses
of spirit-soul life beyond the Veil, are mystic allegory—as is also the "B ook
of Revelation”—of magical wisdom lore constructed by, and for, gnostic
students. As such, it was intended as secret doctrine nor designed for Pagan
or Christian laity—this at a time when the pious masses were illiterate, and
when the religious mysteries were protected against unsolicited familiarity
at the hands of the ignorant and profane. Why these tactics of conditional
secrecy are still being adhered to by ecclesiasm—in an age of science and
standardized literacy— is an inexplicable phenomenon!
Let it suffice that an elementary study of both, the Egyptian Resurrection
Ritual, alias "Book of the Dead” and of the carly-Christian "Pistis Sophia”,
is a virtual necessity— to those who seek the esoteric keys to the Holy Bible;
particularly, of the highly allegoric "Book of Revelation”. Other fragments
of ancient mysticism, such as the 'Book of Enoch” and the "Wisdom of
Esdras”, rend to confirm such postulate. Such study methods fail
ing, the profound significance of Christian ecclesiastic rituals, and of
the immortality of the soul in its spirit-life beyond death, would lack the
most vital element of the Rock of Ages”—that element upon which
the religious faith of mankind placed its spiritual hopes of self-survival after
death.
It is tragic that the fundamental thesis of spirit-soul life— as incorporated
by all religious doctrines of moral-spiritual consequence to humanity—should
have been overshadowed by the comparatively unimportant and highly con
jectural factors of the earth-life of the messiah, or messiahs. Apart from the
sinister fact that such over-stressing of the historic period, and locale, of
the nativity”, proves controversial and discord-provoking—since neither side,
pro or con, can settle the argument, once for all, from the historic view
point—the conflicting theories are beside the point, and hence futile. W hat is
important is rhar the universal message of soul immortality is too vital and
significant to be side-tracked by argumentive debates concerning the actual
date, if not the original locale, of the Nativity—all data concerning which
are largely conjectural and so subject to error.
W hat concerns genuine gnostics, whatever their religious affiliations nviy
be, is that for ages upon ages the doctrine of the immortality of spiritsoul kept the home-fires of faith burning in the tried hearts of humankind
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and even among the earliest Christian gnostics the mystic divinity of a risen
Christ overshadowed the miracle-humanity of the prophet, Jesus. The vio
lence of militant religious intolerance, and the many schisms which rent, time
and again, the delicate fabric of the church of Christ, were largely the re
sult of heated controversy over the actual date and original birth-locale of the
divine infancy—as an antithesis to the cardinal tenets of the Brotherhood
of Man. W hat matters the birth-date, or the original locale, of the Man
of Sorrows”—as long as the divine entity of the mystic Christ is echoed by
the ages, as a mystery of Life-in-Death concerning all mankind?

III.
"Come Forth By Day” (i.e.: "Appear in daylight” ) is the general title
of the collection of hieroglyphic papyri, mislabeled Book of the Dead” ; and
of the 'key-chapter (6 4 )—"found”, six thousand years ago, as a "mys
terious object of unknown age”. It was an apt title for the world’s oldest,
and largest, thesis of After-Life; as “Come Forth By Day” was the magical
formula of Resurrection, since time immemorial— it being also the mystic ut
terance by means of which the messianic "son”, Horus, raises his "father”
(older self), L-Asar (Osiris) from the dead. It is hardly necessary to add
that Jesus raises Lazarus from the tomb with a similar formula of resurrection.
The phrase bv (to) Day” symbolized the dawn of daylight, of the Holy
Spirit of Resurrection—it is significant that this divine Spirit is still called,
as of old, the ”Holy Ghost”— it being a cardinal tenet of gnostics that
evil things cannot manifest their horrors m the light of day; as the dark
side of nature belonged to evil and death.
"I am Yesterday, To-Day, and To-Morrow, and I have the power to
he horn again and again (tw ice)”. Thus begins the self-named key-chapter
of 'Coming Forth By Day”. Further on, there occur the phrases: "my birth
is from the house of Dusk” : "l come as the ambassador of the Lord” ; "l
am the Lord of living truth”; ”1 give Life to every man who walketh upon
earth” ; etc.
In further proof that corpse-resurrect ion was an unknown tenet of die
ancient Egyptians,—who called those unable to resurrect in spirit "the
damned”: and symbolized tile corpse as a dead fish—the spirit manes
exclaims: "grant that I may return to earth, among the living, even tho my
dead body be buried!” And in testimonial of faith: "Altho buried deep
down in the bowels of earth. I am glorified even there”. And so one could
quote from this Resurrection Ritual, ad infinitum.
The mortal mummy served as symbolic body-type of the Ka of perfect
spirit-man; the embalmed corpse remaining in the tomb, there gradually to
decompose—with the twofold resurrection; of the "blood-soul” from the
mummy, in the tomb; and of the "spirit” from the "blood-soul”, in the
elemental After-World. This double resurrection involved a complicated pro
cess of gradual stages of transformation—transubstantiation—of six elemental
souls with a human, seventh soul—terminating in a transfiguration, during the
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second resurrection, of the glorified spirit; as living word-mu de-flesh-made
truth” ; and as the living, incarnate image of the elemental Adam, its pattern
of perfect man.
According to the Egyptian Resurrection formula, the soul rebirth of the
spirit manes depended upon Ins mundane adherence to law and truth; us
well as Ins intelligent knowledge of the exacting requirements of After
Life. Baptized seven times in the faith; embalmed, anointed, and buried
"in pace”, in the sign of the messianic cross; the pious Egyptian believed
that his salvation, via rebirth, depended upon his faithful emulation of the
traditional example set him by his beloved Messiah. Salvation by proxy was
unknown to the ancient Egyptians- -their gospel insisting that man reaps
what he sows, no more, no less. Their Elysian fields of Peace' offered but
temporary respite for the pilgrim souls convalescing from their hardships and
ordeals in the regions of hell and illusion. In their paradise, the gods and
spirit-souls had to serve the cosmic laws of truth and justice, of their divine
lord creator—by intelligent industry, and by active support of the laws of
life. It was with good reason that they symbolized their kings and queens by
the bee—its name identical with that of soul—as idleness and ignorance were
considered the latent causes of evil.
IV.
The Ka-res ritual of "ghost-raising—a profound mystery that should
be of special interest to students of psychic phenomena!—was performed
over the embalmed mummy, in the tomb, by the Ka priest (N.B. The living,
and the dead, had each their own set of priests). The Ka was the mysterious
"Double” of man—his divine, other self, and ancestral guardian genius—
with the embalmed mummy representing, in type only, the perfect spiritman, or immortal Ka. And whilst the Mesiu eucharist was being placed
upon the coffin-1 id-altar, as the Lord’s last supper”— its meaning, as "host",
the same as that of the "eucharist” of the Christian "mass"—the Ka priest
read the magical resurrection formula to the blood-soul resident of the
embalmed mummy. (The funeral swathings, made of seamless linen—
typified the bondage of matter-in-death, and the swaddlings of baby-hood,
of spirit-soul rebirth.) Then, the sealed mouth of the mummy was being
cut open with a haunch-shaped instrument—so that the living word” might
issue forth; and that the effluvia (ectoplasm) of die "ghost spectrum might
escape from the corpse-prison; so to blend itself with the divine Ka of the
perfect spirit-man, or Double”.
This mysterious Ka-res ritual symbolized the twofold resurrection—of
soul from body; and of spirit from soul— as proxy rite of the mystery that
was actually to occur in the hidden After-World. As the dawn cast its
beam of light upon the coffin-—as moment of symbolic transfiguration of the
risen spirit-soul, upon the magical command of the Holy Spirit, or Supreme
"Holy Ghost”— it was ro see the twain of father and son united in the
Holy Spirit The finale, as spirit apotheosis of second resurrection —of the
spirit from the ’blood-soul’ , in the After-World of the Hidden Lord of
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Life—marked the ascent of the twice-risen spirit-soul, as "word made flesh
and truth”, to the circumcelestial mount of glory, as an eternal Adam” in
the living image of his divine father.
Such, in brief, was the awe-inspiring symboiatry of the spirit-soul justi
fied, by law and truth, as the incarnate image of eternal, elemental Adam,
in the personification of the glorious triumph of life over death and darkness.
It was a holy Passion-Play of gnostic spiritism—remaining, even to-day, the
most elaborate Ritual of Resurrection ever to be conceived by the mind of
man—the ageless foundation for a messianic mystery drama of the im
mortality of the spirit-soul, perpetuating the deathless lore of life everlast
ing, long after the glory that was Egypt had vanished like a will-o’-the-wisp.
And even the bush-Africa of to-day still has its mysteries of the ' ka”, "kla”,
or "kra”—labeled "heathen superstitions” by the proud exponents of an age
of stark materialism which dulls the latent psychic faculties of natural man.
After countless centuries of spiritual twilight and "dark ages”, once
more was the universal spiritistic belief to revive— this time in the Western
world. Regardless of the scathing criticisms, and the ridicule, with which cynic
materialists seek to shroud their own ignorance at the expense of believers
in psychic phenomena—the day is fast dawning when a more enlightened
age will, as ever so long ago, rivet its eyes upon the time-punished scrolls
of Egypt’s matchless Resurrection Ritual. Ages ago, it was written: "I am the
Life and the Resurrection": nineteen centuries ago, or so, a similar utterance
electrified a decadent Pagan world—and not so long ago, the "rappings” in
the city of Rochester, N. Y., revived an ageless and once universal belief; as
if to vindicate the inspired gnostics of Ancient Egypt and of early Christen
dom.
Thus do the dead Past and the living Present combine to testify on
behalf of the belief unshaken by materialism in a spiritual life beyond the
grave—a once universal faith which has buoyed up human hopes of self
survival, and which has done more to make human tribulations bearable,
than any other agency of civilization, in old Africa were laid the hoary
foundations of a faith which has inspired the entire civilized world in its
spiritistic beliefs—and again, from old Africa there issued a clear challenge
from the lips of a Zulu chieftain, the famous Cetewayo. For when the
mocking coterie of the late empress-queen Victoria asked the ' black Napoleon”
why his people believed in ghosts—the battle-scarred potentate raised him
self to his full height, and sternly replied:
f'Because we hare seen them!"
M ax i mai "Aegyptus” P ier man
New York City. Feb. 12, 1933.

CONTINENTAL NOTES
By D r . G erda W alther
The Tijdschrift voor Parapsychologie” for April-May 1932 contains the following
principal articles:
.
Dr. //. A . C. Denier v.d. G on: "N ew ways in the domain o f experimental
psychical research’’. A review of Dr. Osty’s experiments with Rudi Schneider.
f. /. Poortman: "The alienation from causality in psychical research and else
where." With a postscription from Drs. Prins. Poortman defending causality and its
alleged universal validity from the logical and gnoseological points o f view and for
reasons taken from the theory o f scientific methods. Drs. Prins on the contrary
thinks that the validity o f causality especially in any particular domain (e.g. psychical
research) is something that has to be investigated in each case before it is adopted.
Drs. W . II c. Tenhaeff: "Magic in Tibet", continues his extract from the book
of Mrs. A D avid-Neel: "With Mystics and Magicians in Tibet.”
Dr. P. A. D ietz: "M etagraphology and psychical transfer". A survey of the
experiments with the famous "psycho-graphologist” Rafael Schermann and with Otto
Reimann. Both were investigated by Oscar Fischer, professor o( neurology and
psychiatry at the German university in Prague; Reimann also by Dr. A d. Schmidt in
Berlin on behalf of the Berlin medical S.P.R 204 experiments were conducted by
Prof. Fischer with Schermann, whose graphology seems to be a kind o f psychometry
in connection with the handwriting: he can describe the owner o f the handwriting, h i>
faculties, his character, his looks, behavior, faults, surroundings, plans, etc., Ins past
and partly his future. But he can also, if he sees a person, or even if somebody else
concentrates upon it during his absence, imitate that persons handwriting, though he
may never have seen it, so that the person himself is hardly able to distinguish it
from his own genuine handwriting. Here 78% of his experiments were right, Some
times no real writing but only some scrawls were the object, in other cases lie
did not look at the handwriting but only touched or felt it. Sometimes the writing
was concealed from him, while Prof F concentrated upon it, yet 73% out of 3s
tests were right. Prof. F. calls this "psychical transfer” and thinks it is a kind of
telepathy, but Dr. Dietz thinks it is more: a special kind o f psychometry, perhaps con
nccted with telepathy, (because Prof. F. in many cases did not himself at the moment
know all Sch. said about the persons in question.) Sometimes Sell, had something
to say about one and the same person first after looking at his handwriting, then
after only feeling it (of course without knowing it was the same and generally not
immediately after the first experim ent). Here sometimes he could feel the handwriting
directly: sometimes however it was in a closed envelope. Finally the same person
had to be described by psychical transfer. The tests were best when Sch, directly saw
the handwriting, but in many cases also amazingly good, based only upon a transfer.
(Prof. Fischer has described these experiments in his book: "Experimente mit Rafael
Schermann". published by Urban it Schwarzenberg, Vienna.) Reimann too possesses
a remarkable faculty o f characterizing persons whose w riting he sees or feels (even
through an envelope.) He even copies the way of walking or other kinds o f behavior
of the person concerned. Some tests looking like a failure were especially interesting.
In one case, e.g., what R. said seemed to be entirely wrong re the person whose
handwriting— wrapped in a piece of paper— he was to investigate. But then it was
found out. that the paper in which the handwriting was wrapped was a typed in
vitation signed by a well-known director of a theatre and the characteristic exactly
suited that director! (Some of these experiments with Reimann have been published
in the "Zeitschrift fur Parapsychologie”, vol. 1930, p.600 ff (by Dr. Schmidt) and
p.709 if by Dr. Siinner).
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The June-july issue of the "Tijdschrijt voor Parapsychologie” contains die fo l
lowing principal articles:
II. N . tie Fremery: '‘Alexander N . Aksakow": A survey of his life anti work pub
lished m connection with the 100th anniversary of his birthday on June 8th (May
27th, Russian tim e).
Drs. IT. II. c. Tenhaeff: "Annual report o j the Dutch S.P.R.” and: ”Magic in
Tibet", the continuation of his extract from Mrs. David-Neels famous book.
D i. W . de Vries: "The dethronement o j the principle of causality?” with a
postsenptum from Drs. D. H. Prins. D e Vries defends the universal validity oi
causality (which was discussed in the last issue of the Tijdschrift), he thinks that
die Quantum Theory only shows that there is an uncertainty in the measurement,
which is something subjective, but not in the objective condition of the smallest
particles themselves. (In this connection he ijuotes two articles published in "Nature ’,
the first by Compton in his introduction to Heisenberg’s work in the issue of Eeb.
7th, 1932, the other by Prof. Planck in the issue o f April 18th.) Against this Drs.
Prins says, that the ‘uncertainty principle applies not only to incompletenesses in
our instruments or our faculties of investigating, etc., but also to die nature o f the
electron itself and that the new theories of modern physics restrict the validity of
causality compared with the conception of its universal application in former physical
theories.
Drs. W . H. C. Tenhaejf (Secretary of the Dutch S.P.R.) continues his ”Annual
Report” which this time partly concerns the investigations and similar work of this
society. The secretary and some members attended two sittings with Mr. Jonker, an
alleged medium for direct voices, in the beginning of 1931. The conditions were very
bad and the medium was invited to sittings under better conditions. He said he
would ask lus controls anil then answer the invitation, until now- however no reply
lias come.
In several other cases lie didn’t have any better luck. Some investigations, which
are still going on, look more promising, he hopes to report them in special articles
soon. In his lectures in the Dutch radio, in people’s universities ("Volks-Universiteit”) , etc. he asked Ins audience to Jet him know any cases of spontaneous
psychical phenomena and he received a few hundred letters recording cases of spon
taneous telepathy and clairvoyance. Drs. Tenhaeff has been asked to lecture on psychics
lor the people’s university in Amsterdam (10 lectures), Amersfoort ( 6 ) , Baarn ( 6 ) ,
Enschede ( l ) , Veendam ( 1 ) , International School for philosophy in Amersfoort a
term of one week, the Radio-Volks-Universiteit, Amsterdam, 9 lectures, altogether 51
lectures. Priests and medical doctors especially show an increasing interest for psychics;
equally the press begins to open its pages to psychics more and more; 5 leading
papers have published scientific articles dealing with psychical research; and Drs.
Tenhaeff has been asked to publish a definition of psych, res. in the "Encyclopaedisch
Hand bock tan het moderne denken” (encyclopaedia of modern thought) and ”De
katholieke Encyclopaedia!’. On the other hand vulgar spiritualism partly seems to
try to render difficult the research work of the Dutch S.P.R.
/. J. Poortman: ”Is psychical research helped by the theory o j psycho-physio
logical parallelism or that o j interaction?” (A lecture delivered at the annual meeting
of the Dutch S.P.R.) McDougall, James, Bergson thought psychic phenomena were
a proof for the theory of interaction. The Dutch psychologist Prof. Heymans in the
contrary thinks it proves lus theory of psychical monism (partly similar to that of
Meyers as described in Mr. Carrington’s article in the November issue 1931, p.493 of
this journal.) According to this theory only mind lias an absolute reality, body is
an epiphenomenon. Mis successor, Prof. Polak (Groningen University) however, al
though an adherent of the same psycho-monism, but in an extreme form, does not
acknowledge most psychical phenomena, because lie believes the soul to be a "monad
without windows'' (like Leibniz). The author himself supposes the gnoseological
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absolute subject not to be a hypothesis but really to exist as a kind o f supra-subject,
which possesses the higher, absolute reality anil compared will) which ihe empirical
selves as w ell as the outer world arc only offsprings. Between these offsprings how 
ever there exists no parallelism, but rather, interaction, their unity and homogeneity
existing in the deeper Self, the supra-subject. This theory, he thinks, gives the best
explanation for psychical phenomena. (W e see similar theories springing up in
modern psychology, especially the theory of a kind of unity though not identity of
body and mind (which can be distinguished but not separated) as e.g. the theories
of Klages, Prinzhorn and other psychoanalysts, and in Jung’s theory of the "collective
subconscious mind ' perhaps we may see something similar to the supra-subject.
Dr. G .W .)
Drs. W . H . C. Tenhaejj: "Magic in Tibet’’ continues his extract from the book
o f Mrs. David-Neel.

* * * * *

BOOK REVIEWS
THF. ROAD TO IMMORTALITY”
Being the description of the After-life purporting to be communicated by
F. W . H. Myers through Geraldine Cummins.
Foreword by Sir Oliver Lodge, KR.S., D. Sc.
(Ivor Nicolson & Watson Ltd.)
This is a very remarkable work, whatever interpretation may be given to ir. It
purports to be inspired by F. W , H. Myers, the author o f Human Personality"; bur
quite apart from the question as to the justice ol this claim ir deserves careful at
tention and study from those who make abnormal psycholog) their special study.
The essays written by the hand of Miss Cummins with extraordinary rapidity deal
with subjects ol which she had made no previous study, anil they contain many pass
ages of penetrating insight. She has written novels and other books in her normal
state, but these are written slowly and with labour and their subjects are on quite
other lines of thought. If it is difficult to accept the view that the source of this
work is from some intelligence in the unseen, it is equally difficult to believe that it
all originates in Miss Cummins’ mind.
The claim that F. W H. Myers controlled Miss Cummins is supported by cross
references through Mrs. Osborne Leonard and other mediums and also by the fact that
Sir Oliver Lodge who knew F. W . 11 M. imtimately recognises that the quality of
thought and to some extent the style arc such as Myers might be expected to exhibit
At the same time the Communicator is careful to state that (lie ideas only are
his, that the medium acts not as amanuensis, but as interpreter clothing the ideas im
parted m the best language her mind can afford. This is done evidently without
conscious etfori on her part, without hesitation or striving to find phrases. This
assertion lays on the reader an extra claim to exercise judgment and discrimination
in the perusal of the work. Although F. W . H Myers claims to be the source, he
also affirms that he is unable to guarantee that the result is free from error, and that
he is unable to alter and correct what has been written.*
In Part I a series of fairly short essays outline the progress of the human ego
after death Seven stages are indicated and we are told that F. W . H. M. speaks
from the 4th which is the stage he has reached. If this claim is correct, we have in
the first half of this Part statements based on experience and they are specially valu
able. But the later half is not based on experience: it must be read as theory or
speculation (these terms are used) ; its quality is unequal. It contains very fine passages
relative to the Great Future; but in other passages the ideas conveyed are somewhat
confusing and give the impression that the imagination o f the "Interpreter" may
have outrun the inspiration.

• See Editorial Note appended to this review.
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Many years ago F. W . H. Myers, when purporting 10 communicate through Mrs.
Thompson, s,aid that at rimes this occurred; that the mind of the medium once
started from Beyond, worked on automatically and that he watched the process with
interest, but without being able to control it: a statement of this kind hardly seems
likely to have originated in the medium’s own mind. Something of the sort probably
occurs often, and should be taken into account in estimating the value of this book
if the attempt to indicate existence on the planes Beyond seems unconvincing. The
script itself says the state "may be imagined but not understood or conceived by a
man's mind”. Therefore it does not seem likely that we can learn much from the
passages which attempt to describe these states.
The essay on "The Universe” is impressive and forceful, and that on "the In
cident of Death” is among the most important; its clarity and absence o f all ex
travagance o f language makes it particularly arresting.
Several reviews might be written on this book for the latter part dealing with the
evidential aspect requires separate treatment, this is very ably and fully presented by
Miss Gibbes and with the Appendices occupies about a quarter of the book.
H . A. D allas .
EDITOR’S NOTE
*In view of the athrmation by the Myers control, that he is unable to alter and
correct what has been written, the follow ing extract from "Light’’ of the 9th Decem
ber 1932 ( p .6 3 l) seems to raise a question of importance to the reader. The Editor
of ' Light” says:

“We have received from Mr. Charles Badcock a long letter in which he
points out differences between the ■
‘.ext oi portions of the F. W. Myers script
as lirst published in “Light” in 1H28 and as it appears in the recently issued
book T h e R o a d t o I m m o r t a l i t y The letter was submitted to Miss llibbes,
who writes as follows:”
Sir:

The reply to the queries raised by Mr. Badcocli is quite simple. The
portions which appeared in Light in 1B2S were written in 1927. At the
request of the alleged Myers, these earlier essays were read aloud to him
in 1931. A few alterations were made by him at *hese sittings which, as
Myers explained were necessary “in the light of my increased knowledge”.
During the three years which elapsed between the advent of these Myers com
munications and the alterations referred to, both Miss Gibbes and Miss Cummins
would naturally have had abundant opportunity to study the scripts and to make them
selves masters of their contents. To the original writings, pure, let us assume, from
a priori impressions in the subliminal mind of the automatist and sitter, and valuable
on that account, as emanating spontaneously from the alleged source, there must, in
the later essay, be added a probably large personal element of subconscious thought,
and memory of many references to literary sources, which would form a new com
plex with a certain verisimilitude to the already known literary productions which
Myers has bequeathed to the world. It would be oi interest to know the actual ex
tent of the alterations, and a scholarly comparison of the originals with the amended
text is much to be desired before any scientific judgment on this work can be authorita
tively given. Whether Sir Oliver Lodge’s endorsement of the book was made in the
faith that it represented the pure and untouched original of the scripts or whether
he had satisfied himself by a comparison of the two documents is a question to
which his own answer is desired, since his promnuiamento carries weight with the
more thinking section of the public.

* * * * *

"LETTERS BY SIR OLIVER LODGE”
Arranged by }. Arthur Hill
Tassels 1 0 / llie s e letters were nor, of course, intended for publication, but readers will be
grateful to Mr. H ill for sharing these extracts from his corcspondcnce with them,

a
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and to Sir Oliver for permitting him to do so. The selection has been made with
discrimination and tact, and Mr. H ill's brief comments add to the interest.
To those familiar with his hooks, they give further insight inco Sir Oliver’s
mind and character. The chief subject dealt with in these letters in Psychical Research
concerning which many interesting things are said, but other matters also are re
ferred to such as Democracy ”, Religious Beliefs, Scientific and mathematical problems.
Music, novels, etc. His versatile mind expresses itself on all these topics and more
besides.
One of the most arresting passages is the charming word portrait, in which both
the appearance and personality are vividly presented.
To those who have experimented with the Zancigs, the reference to that remark
able pair w ill be of interest: his theory as to the Elberfeld horses is also interesting; it
seems to be the most reasonable explanation of the strange phenomenon of apparently
calculating animals. The book is sure to be widely read. He supplements the
biography telling facts about Sir Oliver which he himself could not have told; and
the details mentioned by Mr. Hill will deepen the esteem in which he is already held.
H. A. D allas.

* * * * *
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EDITORIAL NOTES
TRANSMUTATIONS OF ENERGY AND MATTER
Official Science has affirmed Matter to be, in the last analysis a mani
festation of energies brought to a focus at certain points at which the
vibratory wave-motions of a finer universal medium coalesce to form the
physical particles which constitute the chemical elements. Science is now,
apparently, ready also to admit that there is a process at work in the Cosmos
by virtue of which the energies of space—of that invisible and impalpable
continuum which has been termed the ether,----- are building physical mat
ter out of energy.
Dr. Kenneth T. Bainbridge, speaking before the Franklin Institute on
the 30th March, announced his experimental conclusion in regard to the
creation of matter from energy. He cited the work of Mme Curie-Joliot.
as showing how the energy of "alpha” particles projected upon a lithium
isotope would give rise to new products whose mass must be due to the
transformation of the "alpha” energies into matter. One of the best ex
perimental proofs of the equivalence of mass and energy (as theoretically
deduced by Einstein) he thought to he provided by rhe Cavendish Laboratory
at Cambridge when considered in the light of the spectrographic results of
Costa. Allowing for the recognized margin of error, and within this, it was
found that the mass representing a given energy of electron volts in the
'alpha” particles—themselves a product of disintegration—was equal to
the mass annihilated in the disintegration of the lithium isotope and captured
proton.
Dr. Bainbridge warned his hearers that this apparent transformation
of energy into mass must be viewed with caution: hut he declared that from
all available experimental data this suggestion is the most plausible of four
possible explanations.”
To rhe student of psychical research, such findings seem to aid us in
our approach to a clearer understanding of the phenomena of teleplasms
and their transmutation from the status of energy to that of ponderable mat
ter and back again to the immaterial state.
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T he M ediunship of Rum Schneider
The new Bulletin issued by Mr. Harry Price contains a minute-by-min
ute record of twenty-seven seances with Rudi Schneider as medium. The
volume is copiously illustrated.
In a short preface, the Council of the N.L.P.R. state that the experi
ments were a continuation of those conducted under their auspices of 1920
30. They lasted from February until early in May 1932. Rudi brought his
trance, Fraulein Mitzi Mangl, who was present at the sittings, by Rudi’s
wish, as he contended that her presence assisted the phenomena. But the
Committee were of opinion that Rudi’s powers are undoubtedly failing. ()i
the 26 seances held at the Laboratory in 1929-30, only two were negative.
Of the 1932 series, 18 out ot the 27 were regarded by Professor D. FraserHarris as blank, though an analysis of the record would suggest that only
about ten of these blank sittings were absolutely void of phenomenal re
sults, the rest being merely "poor” . A check-up of the tally of the sitters
does not seem to suggest in any definite way that the constitution of the
circle was responsible for the inferior results: though the fact that the com
bination of sitters was changed each time would almost certainly mean new
conditions to be surmounted by the controlling agencies. The opinion may
be centured that if the circle, once effectively constituted, hud been maintained
throughout by the same personnel, a more coherent sequence of constructive
work in the production of phenomena might have resulted and one more
valuable to science on that account Be this as it may, we have, in the 1933
volume a painstaking and in some respects, a valuable chapter added to the
general record of this mediumship.
$ $ $ $ $ $

But the estimation of Rudi Schneider’s work as a medium is now open
to a fundamental revision in view of the disastrous discovery in the 25th
sitting of an evasion of control, evidenced in the photographs taken on this
occasion and subsequently developed. The stereoscopic camera placed by
the side of the counterpoise table revealed the fact that Rudi had managed
to free his left arm and put it behind his back. The photograph shows it
sticking straight out behind him. The handkerchief used so often in pro
ducing telekinetic effects had been snatched off the counterpoise and dropped
behind it. Its white corner can be seen under the table. Before Rudi could
get his arm back again into control, two flashes were ignited, thus giving
the plates a double exposure. The first flash caught Rudi’s arm as he held
it out behind him; the second ignited when he had got it back into the
normal position. The doubling of the image of his pyjama jacket is to be
noted, as the position of his whole body was slightly altered in the interval.
The inevitable conclusion is that the extended arm, pyjama dad, is just as
much Rudi’s own flesh-a ml-blood arm as are all the other parts of the gar
ment. the furniture, the sitters, etc: and no room seems left for the assumpS. Kensington. London. $2.GO net. pn.lOft with index.
bulletin IV of the National Laboratory of Psychical Research. \ 11 Account of (.nine Further
i:\perinicnts nttli It uill Schneidir. By Harry Price. London Nat. Lab. IYR, LTD Roland Gdns.
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tion of any hypothetical ’psychic” extrusion of an arm, unless it be based
on the queer circumstance that the sleeve of the pyjama jacket looks entirely
empty—there is no trace whatever of a hand or wrist projecting from it.
Possibly the original negative may show this, but plate reproduction does not.
Mr. Harry Price is very fair to Rudi in his summary of the facts and
he conclusions to be drawn therefrom. He rakes the blame (p.151) for
Rudi s escape from the vigilance of the controllers of the sitting: but he was
far from well on that evening and in no lit state ro preside. Rudi, when
confronted with the photographic evidence, would make no admission of
fraud.
At first he maintained that the "arm” was a spirit arm: then, that it
was a materialization. But the question really at issue is that asked by
Mr. Price (p.lA 2): W as Rudi's action conscious or subconscious? Did he
know he was evading control, or did he free his arm unconsciously, in
trance. Thar a medium of acknowledged power will sometimes cheat is a
fact well known. It was proved in the case of Eusapia, and has been well
observed in other notable cases. There is certainly latitude for the view’
that the projection of teleplasmic process for the movement of physical
objects may be accompanied by a nervous reaction on the body of the
medium which may cause a simulation of the psychical movement and thus
suggest a normal explanation for the phenomena produced. W e believe
that some such conclusion was come to by the Committee of Investigation
in the case of Eusapia, and what applies to her may in fairness also be ap
plied to the case of Rudi.
In reviewing Dr. Osty's experiments with Rudi (pp.154, seq.) Mr.
Harry Price points out that a study of the illustrations appended to Dr.
Osty’s report will show that it would have been a very easy matter for Rudi
to have leaned back in lus chair and intercepted the beams which were guard
ing the object to be displaced from the table just behind him. (see plates
on pp.34, 33, 36, 39, 40, 45, 46, and 47 of that Report.) O f other accusa
tions of fraud on the part of Rudi, Mr. Price makes small account. He poohpoohs Dr. Eric Dingwall’s theory of confederacy as purely speculative and
unproven. As for Dr. W alter F. Price’s criticisms of the 1928 phenomena,
these, he feels, are discounted by Dr. Prince’s admission that he went to
sleep now and then' during the ninth sitting and that the billowing of the
curtains may have been caused by his yawning (this at rhe fourth sitting).
Professor Hofsten’s criticisms do not impress him, and in what he says on
this head we are quite disposed to agree, as stated in a recent editorial Note.
*

*

*

$

$

*
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By Stewart Edward W hite,
Research Officer, San Vrancisco Section of the A.S.R.R.
* * * * * *
Stewart Edward W hite needs no introduction to any American audience. Few
American writers are better known; for many years he lias been production an output
of books- srories and non-fiction about travel and adventure in the High Sierras, in
British Columbia and Alaska, m little known parts ol Africa. Always the keen and
accurate observer, fearless in penetrating far beyond the beaten paths, he pursues with
the same avidity, courage and scrupulous honesty the exploration o f the terra incognita
o f the human personality and the still more profound question o f its survival beyond
the grace. In this field at least two ot his books. "Credo”, and "W hy bt a M ud
T urtle?” are of striking interest. Lately Mr. W hite has consented to serve as Research
Officer to the San Francisco Section of the A S . P R . In that capacity he recently de
livered an address before that Section. The Journal is fortunate in being able to
present herewith the substance o f that address. The portions omitted under stress of
space limitation are only such as have a more local application.

Editor.

* * * * * *
Tins is not merely a psychic society: it is a society for psychic research.
There are plenty of groups dealing frankly and legitimately with their own
accepted theories of what we call the psychic, and each answers a point of
view, or a need. If in addition we join with this society, it would seem
ro follow that we do so because we anticipate from it something a little
different from what we can find elsewhere; some element lacking in the
others. This element is that of research. As long as we keep our eyes on
that fact we are serving the purposes of the society.
At first the place of the rank and file member in actual research may
not seem very clear. There is a committee for that purpose, presumably
ecjuipped with especial knowledge of the ways and means by which the
various sorts of phenomena are tested for genuineness, for illusion or for
fraud. This committee is supposed to impose these rests; to evaluate their
results; and to make its final report to the membership at large. That is
an important part of our work: and is going forward as effectively as our
very hampered facilities permit. In ideal circumstances we would command
a suitably equipped laboratory; and a fund from which we could com
pensate properly those mediums willing to cooperate in experiment. W ork
ing under the controls absolutely necessary for results of any scientific value
whatever is disagreeable at best. In experiments of genuine research, what
ever the personal opinions of the committee, its members must assume a
completely "hard-boiled” point of view in order ro eliminate every pos
sibility- every loophole. As long as the very smallest, most insignificant
possibility exists that any phenomena might be produced by any ordinary
non-psychic means, the experiment is incomplete. The common-sense of the
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situation might seem to each and every member of the Committee to make
so strong a case that a favorable judgment is unavoidable. Nevertheless
the experiment is scientifically conclusive only when the last possibility, no
matter how fantastic that possibility may be, is eliminated. A medium must
be rather exceptionally broad-minded to understand this; to appreciate that
the irksome, sometimes apparently absurd precautions are not a reflection
on his or her honesty, but are an integral part of the job. Therefore the
medium’s willingness to cooperate—for it is true cooperation—is certainly
a definite contribution. It would be unreasonable and unjust to expect him
further to contribute his time and effort without his customary compensation.
Especially is this true because final results cannot be expected in a few
sittings. Phenomena of this sort require a certain rapport. It is necessary
to study the conditions of their production in order to determine what kind
of control will be tolerated. Some very desirable types of control might
stop things short, inhibit them completely. This we must find some other
kind that will be equally effective but which will still permit the mani
festations to take place. That takes time, plenty of time, in the best of
circumstances; and a fund from which to pay; and certain equipment which
must be bought. Unfortunately our circumstances at present are not of the
best. W e are hampered. W e have no fund; and we have no laboratory.
Nevertheless we are making headway: have succeeded already in reaching
some interesting results. But they are not final, and therefore are not yet
ready for report.
$
1 think it is within the power of each member to make a very personal
contribution: and the first step toward that contribution is an equipment
of knowledge of the fundamentals of the whole subject. There are certain
classics of fact, as distinguished from speculation, with which everyone should
be, and can be familiar. There is nothing very laborious about this. They
are simple, easily to be acquired. Once acquired they not only supply a
sol ill foundation on which each may plant the feet of his own speculation
or belief; but they give each the authority of understanding. They are the
common ground on which all may meet. A man’s speculations and beliefs
are his own unassailable affair, as far as he personally is concerned. W ith
out in the least abandoning or disclaiming such beliefs, lie may consistently
check them at the door, so to speak; reserving their use for the privacy of
Ins own life, for those organizations or schools appropriate to their exercise.
Bur on this all may unite: to know what has been done, so that we may
not only speculate intelligently on other than merely emotional grounds,
but may, likewise intelligently, take part in what is going on.
W ithout such knowledge we cannot rightly understand, let alone
evaluate, the work of our research committee. W e are like the man who
brags that he knows nothing about art but he knows what pictures he likes.
And we would thereby lay ourselves open to the exasperated retort of the
artiNt who replied; "So do the monkeys in the park!’’ We would not expect
intelligent art criticism from a man who knew nothing of art fundamentals.
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Nor can wc expect value from even our informal discussions unless
we possess a common meeting ground other than emotional belief. People
tell us things, curious things, some of them rather incredible-sounding, but
not necessarily to be rejected on that account. It is highly desirable to have
some basis to judge such things other than our own limited experience of
personal bias.
*

*

*

*

ttf.

iff

From time to time members, as individuals, or as separate groups, rake
part in experiments of a psychic nature. They sit in circles for development
of themselves, or sit with mediums. They will see tilings; and they will
hear explanations, which may, or may not, coincide with their own beliefs.
No matter how firmly held those beliefs may be. they are purely speculations
in the last analysis. I myself have certain definite and ardently held beliefs,
based on what l think is good evidence. They are part of my own structure
of thought; and it would take a lor of contrary evidence to make me shifr
ground from them. Yet, however much they may have been proved—for
me—1 realize that, as far as the whole body of human knowledge and
thought is concerned, they must be considered as speculations. And specula
tions are not the business of research; except as what the scientists call
working hypotheses. They are for each person to make for himself. Ex
actly the same facts may be explained in a different way by each. But those
explanations, by each, should not be made except in full knowledge of
what other people have done—and speculated To base them only on one s
own uninformed reactions may be emotionally satisfactory, but is unintel
ligent. The fellow who wants to know only what pleases his own intel
lectual vanity or what supports only his view has a good time with himself
bur he gets nowhere. In building anything, even a belief— especially a
belief—,one should take advantage of what others have done. Facts as
distinguished from speculation, are our common business: though we would
be well advised to consider the speculations as well W hat are the facts?
How were they determined? Under what conditions? W hat correlative
facts came to light .it the same time? Has anything like this ever been seen
before? If so how: and under what conditions? W e ought to know that
if we arc to make up our minds intelligently as to what wc are seeing.
Suppose for the first rime we sir in on a table levitation. Our reaction
is probably instantaneous, and not at all scientific. W e distrust our senses:
"there ain't no sich animile." W e are convinced there is some trick about it.
Or we accept the idea that spirits are lifting the thing. The especial re
action depends on our individual make-up. Whatever it is, it is prejudiced
and emotional. It is based on absolutely nothing but our personal bias. Wc
may be right, whatever view we take; bur how are we to know that?
Unless we are familiar with what has been done, not only in observation
bur m test, wc are not qualified to think about levitation at all. Do we
know about the Crawford experiments? Are we aware of the fact that
lie measured, on instruments, the direction and amount of the pressure
pplied to lift the table; that he made careful determination of the weight
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of the medium during the levitation, and compared it not only with her
normal weight hut with the weight of the table? Do we know what de
ductions he draws from his observations? Do we agree with his theory of
psychic rods” projecting from the medium and acting after the manner of
cantilever? How does that theory fit with what we saw? And if the psychic
rod” idea appeals to us, do we incline to follow ’Crawford in his further
speculation that these rods are not so much possessed of the rigidity neces
sary to produce the pressure, as that they are conductors of force, as a wire
is a conductor of electricity? Is Crawford's psychic rod to be considered
identical with ectoplasm? If so— or if not—what do we know about ecto
plasm? And that question leads us to many others; none of which we
should be privileged to answer,— even to ourselves, until we have made
ourselves familiar with how that answer fits with what has been seen and
done. W e certainly should not feel ourselves privileged to have any sort
of opinion at all as psychic researchers.
1 think it may be fairly said that membership in this society implies in
many cases, perhaps in a majority, a desire for personal development. That
is not the direct object of this society, which is research; but it may be
legitimately and naturally a by-product. In this way; our contacts here
enable us to make acquaintance with others of similar tastes and desires.
We join with them in groups of what might be called personal experiment
directed along the lines of our own desires and belief,— for tests of reality;
for individual development of psychic powers or aptitudes; for purely per
sonal reasons. All these efforts are outside the exact scope of the society,
bur they are legitimate and laudable—provided they are intelligent. One
does not need to belong to the society, needless to say, to undertake them.
But belonging to the society should enable one, should imply an obligation,
to bring to them an intelligence and knowledge one would not expect from
the average sitter. No sane man, desirous of travel, would simply get
aboard a train and go somewhere. He would ask his friends, and read guide
books and travel books, and consult a few time-tables. No one would tackle
a complicated piece of machinery without at least reading what the manu
facturer's booklet of directions had to say. And very decidedly no one,
recently possessed of a medicine chest, would happily set about doctoring
Ins body from it at random; taking, perhaps, a pink tablet because he lias &.
strong emotional urge for pink. W hat would you think of such a one?
Would you not incline to run for a stomach pump? I am sometimes so
inclined when 1 see people blissfully and uninquiringly swallowing what is
offered them in the psychic line.
One may, when he gets through, disagree with every one of these
classics. That is all right: that is his privilege. A man’s judgment is his
own. But no one has a right to disagree with them unless he knows what
they have to say. And do not overlook this: that acting counter ro their
results and findings is an implied disagreement, whether he knows about
those results anil findings or not. If we are going to disagree, let it be with
our eyes open, and on some rational basis. Are we familiar with the work
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of Myers, Crawford, Schrenck-Notzing, Boirac, Hyslop, Flammarion, Richet,
Lombroso, Troward, Crookes, Lodge, Geley— 1 mention a few at random
as they occur to me. Why not? They arc not laborious reading. On the
contrary, each is as fascinating as any novel. Unless we are, I cannot for
the life of me, see how we have the nerve to express any opinions at all;
not even to ourselves; let alone to others.
* * * * * *
In our contacts with our fellow-men, we, as members of a serious
society such as tins, owe it ro ourselves and to the society, to be able to
meet intelligently their inquiries and doubts when in discussion this sub
ject comes to the fore. There certain cliches that come up when psychics
are mentioned so automatically that one becomes sick and tired of them.
It is like pressing a button. They are born of a complete ignorance of the
subject. If we answer back from an almost equal ignorance; an ignorance
that is lightened only by our personal emotional belief, or our small unsup
ported personal experience—small no matter how important that experience
is to us,—about all we accomplish is to place ourselves in the other fellow’s
opinion as queer.’ Nobody likes to be thought "queer.” Or if so, why
not be thought queer in good company? At least let us be able to talk
with the authority of understanding. Especially is ir one of our duties, as
active members, to have at easy command such answers and refutations as
the work already done is able to supply.
"Nothing of importance has ever been said in these psychic communica
tions.” How many times have you heard this stated with an air of com
plete dismissal of the whole subject. W hat answer can be made to that?
Plenty. There are innumerable published examples of psychic communica
tion which, from any point of view, are certainly not open to the criticism
of triviality, whatever the speculation as their actual origin. Standing bv
themselves as statements they are psychologically sound; or beautiful; or
inspiring. They exist in the literature on the subject; and it is worth while
to become familiar with a few of them merely as ammunition. Perhaps
they may have a purely psychological origin through the subliminal; possibly
they represent a "tapping in” on a race wisdom, so to speak; conceivably
they are what they purport to be, communications from discarnate intel
ligences. That is not the question. The point is, they are psychic utterance,
and they arc not nival; which answers completely the cliche.
1 am tempted to quote a few example in illustration, from my own
records, in illustration of this point. All these statements were obtained
through a private medium in trance. I may add that in my judgment that
medium, functioning through ordinary everyday faculties, is incapable of
them, nor is their style even remotely suggestive of the medium’s habitual
mode of expression.
First of all. as an example of a bn of axiomatic advice to one in the
dumps ol discouragement, expressed m strikingly beautiful imagery and
literary form:
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"Stripped of bare essentials for the moment’s discussion and by no means to
be considered as a definition: vibrations are life, and waves are progress in life.
The thing that is made by vibrations moves within the limits of its being, and also
carries forward- -through itself and its contacts— the wave.
' Waves lift and fall, as well as move forward. And the particles that com
prise them also are elevated and depressed, as w ell as carrying through themselves
the forward movement. The rise and fall is in itself rhythmic and harmonious.
Without it no forward movement is possible. This is a universal law— applying to
the mighty and on-sweeping tide of cosmic evolution and alike to the little ripples
in the tiny pools that make up individual affairs. The drop of water that exults
upward on the shoulder of the rising wave, too oiten, instead o f falling in glory
of grandeur into the trough, plunges from its height, darkened with despair; be
cause it has not the vision to see nor the perception to feel the mighty, slow-gather
ing force that w ill lift it again to another moment of high-tossing, sun-glinted
height.
"THIS IS A UNIVERSAL LAW.
"Know that. Understand that. Accept the recession into the quiet hollows,
into the slow sucking trough, as part of the great rhythm- -without which there would
be stagnation. Learn to take it as the repose period, the gathering period, he period
in which the mighty forces that life the wave upward are quietly, powerfully coming
in If you could only once feel this, visualize it, never again could you be uneasy, de
pressed, low spirited, discouraged, merely because o f the natural, inevitable ebb after
the flow. Never again would you worry because, in this or that, your powers of today
are not your powers of yesterday, that your wings arc folded, that a darkness seems
to have closed you about. Accept the quietable, accept the ebb;— enjoy it, as all
harmonious things should be enjoyed. Rest in confidence, with your folded w in g s;
knowing that it is the Law: that soon beneath your breast the stir o f gathering
forces must be felt: sure that in ihe progress that rhc law ordains, you must once
more be swept upward to the glittering crest, whence all horizons are far, and the
whistling winds of eternity tempt again your outspread wings. How silly to bear
and struggle in the trough!
As 1 said, this is a universal law. By it you can measure your smallest moods.
By it you tan measure your greatest griefs and despairs. Carry it always with you.
Lor its fitting is to all occasion.”

Thar might be considered sensible advice beautifully expressed. The
next may be considered in the light of ethical exhortation, a sort of
brief sermon. It might, at choice, be taken either as revelation of actual
condition or imaginative imagery. In any case, it is closely reasoned; and
so compactly and accurately expressed that no word can omitted from its
context, a literary feat which I, as a professional writer, would require much
time and revision to duplicate. This was delivered impromptu, verbatim,
as its stands; and taken down literally as it came:
1 approach with extreme caution a subject which 1 cannot hope to make you
see clearly. You must contend with momentary half-guessed glimpses, as you see
your own mountain peaks through the clouds. Ir is an inspirational picture ! w'ould
draw for you rather than a plan.
"With this thought clearly in mind let us contemplate, not the nature or the
form or the field of activity, but a few o f the functions o f the greater body of con
sciousness of which the individual consciousness is one atom. The governing mind
of the human body,— and by that 1 mean as well the submerged portion that carries
on ihe mechanical processes o f digestion, of circulation, that causes the heart to beat
and the breath to intake with needed regularity, as well as the thinking portion (hat
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moves the hand or places your foot upon an appointed path— ,to that mind the
health of the body is an importance and a care. Given an injury to one member,
a disintegration o f tissue, the intelligence hurries to the point the armies of white
corpuscles which shall beat back the invading armies of infection, and shall finally
restore to wonted health the inhabitant cells of the invaded territory. You hav<
recently become aware of the extent and the great strength of this supervision,—
more fully aware, but far from completely aware. Your various excursions into auto
suggestion, mental healing anil all the other branches o f the subject have given it
least a hint of the reciprocal action toward maintaining health on the part o f the
larger entity in supplement to the contributions toward health made by the individual,
and which we examined the other evening.
"There is not too remote an analogy in the infinitely larger and more complex
body of consciousness of which we are speaking. It is self-aware to an extent of
of which your self-awareness is but a feeble and flicking shadow. It is the source
of what you have been pleased variously to identify as instinct, intuition, inspiration,
cosmic knowledge, whatever label you please. It is the intelligence or consciousness
which answers when your need cries out to it. of whatever kind. It is that which
supplements, which fills out, which is aware o f the deficiency and the desire of its
own atoms
It is that which sends by one means or another ‘he meed of healing
wisdom, of urge co progress, of divine discontent, which complements the reaching
o f these atoms.
"Just as the human mind marshals its forces to repair disease, so chis intelligence
or consciousness floods toward the need of one or many of its creatures the influences
most appropriate to the disharmony which has made itself manifest. In die human
body— to go back to our original example— the reparatory forces are marshalled by
the greater central consciousness only when through nerve the report reaches that
consciousness from the affected cells. On the purely voluntary side your mind instructs
your hand to withdraw from the candle flame because your finger has reported through
pain that its tissue is being destroyed, and begs for the assistance of a command
to the muscles of the arm. Should you numb the nerves, or sever them, your finger
would char unknown
In similar way does the greater consciousness of which we speak exercise its
intelligence in aid when it is apprised of need. Bui when it is not so apprised the
soul may char unknown.
The mechanism of apprisal has been variously defined. Some of the definitions
are outworn, some are even now in the process o f being defined. In times past the
openness of spirit has been called prayer. That is now too tainted with formalism.
You have had it called spiritual contact, permeability, porosity- you may search as
you will for a word. I cannot find it for you in a sentence, but you have been
told of it m many forms for rhe past four years. But know this: with the birth of
free will what has been in automatic process passes within the individual control, h
is as though one had in hand a switch by which one turned the current of his need
into contact with the greater consciousness of which he is a part, or by which lu
can cur himself off.
' Now this is hardly a personal attention, o f the sort the old Jews thought they
obtained from their Jehovah. It is a turning o f health-giving currents toward a need
ing part. By health-giving currents I mean figuratively of all that is required of all
that the greater consciousness contains; just as the blood is sent to a certain member
o f the body. If the member in need of something is receptive, it flows within him
and accomplishes. If he is tight bound in his tension o f impermeability, it washes
by him, and but a trickle enters in.
'The personal side, which we fulfil, has been before described to you. W e
direct; we help you to receive; we place you, as it were, more into the current. W e
try to aid you to receive the impression. Sometimes we specify more or less that
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impression. There may be one or many of us. W hen you ask us, how can we give
you a name? W e might say with the old prophets that it is God who speaks from
the mountains; and we would not be so tar wrong.
But remember what I said at first, and do not attempt to understand who this
larger consciousness can be, or in what form it is embodied. You will merely be
constructing a giant man to till all space.”

* * * * * *

The thud example which I wish to quote for your attention is one
of dose, dear, and cogent reasoning on an hypothesis. It deals with the
constitution of the mind, defining in its own terms the relations of the sub
liminal, the conscious, and the supraliminal in a manner that seems to me
psyche logically sound.
If you would examine any aspect o f the mind, a is only logical that you should
hist examine the nature of that which you would consider.
I have told you that consciousness is the awareness of an entity. Awareness
requires for its functioning a mechanism; as all things that function, in whatever
way, require their appropriate mechanism. Now how does anything become aware?
It becomes aware by physical sensation, or response; by instinctive response; by intel
lectual response; by intuitive response; and by inspirational response;— these divisions
being purely arbitrary for the purposes of discussion.
"Consider what you call white light. Broken tip by a prism into the spectrum
it shows as a series of separate colors, to which you give separate names, from the
red at one end to the violet at the other; separating them arbitrarily into the different
hues. Nevertheless, it is a fact that the spectrum presents the orderly progression of
vibrations, without defined boundaries between any group of constituents, from one
end to the other The whole, taken together, undivided by the prism, you call one
thing,— white light.
"So your consciousness, which is in manifestation your awareness, progresses in
orderly unbroken fashion from the red of physical sensation to the ultra violet of
the highest aspiration. And if you are functioning through the nerves and contacts
of your physical body, your awareness-response is through sensation. If you are func
tioning in a different portion of the spectrum the same response in kind, you receive
through the blue or green of what you call intellect. Anti if your awareness-response
is received through those higher powers of which you are but primitively gaining
control, you are receiving the same response in kind through intuitive faculties, or
through what you call direct inspiration.
' Thus from one end of the scale to the other you are simply traversing one
and rhe same thing,— what we call the white light o f consciousness. This white light
of consciousness is refracted through the physical manifestation of quality
Without
this manifestation you h a\e that Inunderstandable, rhe W hite Light of Cosmic Unity,
which you have variously named as All-Consciousness, All-Spirit, or God. In this
aspect you may call ir the All-Wisdom, the All-Intelligence, The All-Perception of
All-Possibility. Refracted through the physical manifestation of quality, it becomes
a spectrum in which the entity dwells; and at various points which the c-ntity tenters
its individuality according to its state of development,— anti in a very limited wray
according to its choice.
"W e may conceive the simplest creature, or bit of consciousness, starling at the
dullest retl and progressing slow ly, slowly, in the course of its evolution along its
rainbow path through the various phases of awareness-responses. And you must re
member that, like the spectrum, there are no dividing lines. There arc no dividing
lines between the senses and the mind and the intuition and the inspiration. And it
does not matter how you subdivide the mind into what you call the subliminal, the
supraliminal, the superconscious, the subsconscious or whatever else; or the physical
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responses into this, that or the other hair-splitting categories of your physiologists. It
matters not. They hlenil one into the other in orderly progression; and the reason
one appears as red, or sensation; another as blue, or mind; and another as
violet, or inspiration, is not because of a differentiation in the thing itself, but because
of the constitution of the perception-mechanism which happens to be more or less
predominant in the particular manifestation of the entity from whose point oi view
it is examined.”

And now 1 will end these quotations with one that has no proveable
value. It is an ex-cathedra statement, to be taken, I think, in lack of any
possible corroboration, rather as a mind-stretching inspirational picture than
as literal and proveable fact. But 1 think you will agree that, from any
point of view, it is far from triviality.
' You have, stretching out in ail directions from the place you stand, an immense
universe of tremendous space, o f something almost near emptiness. Here and there,
hundred of thousands, millions, billions upon billions o f miles apart, is a single small
pin prick in immensity,— something registering on your sense organism. These minute
points or registration you name the constituents o f your physical universe. A ll between
them is empty space, space so wholly empty that you must make a grasp for under
standing by postulating an ether,— which has no registration on your physical mechan
ism! This registration is comprised within narrow limits of vibrations, vibrations so
attuned to the organs with which your body is provided that they become, through
that attuning, the real objects in your cosmos.
'But now suppose yourself, by some magic of readjustment, to be attuned in
your sense organs to a different scale of vibration. Instantly the worlds and suns
and stars and cloudy stardust skies would be blotted into a black void of nothingness.
From them would be conveyed to you no faint tremor o f impingement to make you
aware of their existence. But there now would flash before your reattunement galaxy
upon galaxy of new worlds, new suns, new' stars and cloudy stardust skies, occupying
in the firmament pin pricks of space at those points where before had been only the
empty void of ether.
And still moving on, in still another attunement, this second universe in its
turn would vanish and Lx- no more; and in the vast and empty void more points
of light would spell to your renewed senses more worlds.
"And so on, and on and on, through the almost infinite reaches, until, in the
nearest approach to omniscience possible in a finite cosmos, you would appreciate that
in all the vastness of space is no empty point; that it is all One Thing, One Primordial
Thing. And its manifestation in the complex is only as a man moves, and so sees new
lights that were before obscrued, and loses in obscurity light that have shone before.'
*

*

*

*

*

*

Many oi the reactions we get from those outside are defense mechanlms. They may not themselves realize the motives back of their refusal
of interest. Bur generally that refusal springs from the human reluctance
to be disturbed from its comfortable satisfactions to new effort. Psychics
seem perilously like tending toward a proof and a realization of continuing
life.
One world at a time!” is the watchword of this type. If that is
true, then we have no business to be fooling with either astronomy or the
microscope; for they reveal two distinct worlds quite other than the one
with which we have what we call ’useful'’ contact. W hat is the ‘'use” of
them? That question has always been asked of any new thing.
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Each summer for the past ten years I have spent from three to five
months along the British Columbia and Alaska coasts. W e come into con
tact with many people living alone in the wilderness. One yeai a certain
well-meaning lady collected books from her friends which we were to dis
tribute. She delivered to us a big box of them. It was noble idea. Bur of
that lot just one could have any possible interest to the people for whom
they were intended. There were old Latin and German grammars, for ex
ample; antiquated physical geographies; a copy of the Book of Mormon;
one or two plush gift books”, a grand dump of everything the donors had
no possible use for. W e threw all but two of them overboard when we
were well at sea. One was a school physics so old that, under the heading
of electricity, it said that, it is interesting but it is a toy; and it is probable
that, except possibly for lighting streets, its practicl application is doubtful.'
Somebody once asked a great scientist, "what use is electricity.'' and was
answered by the counter-question, what use is a baby?
If we waited clear
ly to see the use" of everything before going ahead; we should not go far.
The curious thing is that every truth, no matter how abstract in its beginning
seems to have a way. once it is definitely incorporated in our body of posses
sion, of manifesting itself in use.
W hile we are on rhe subject of contacts with those outside our own
interest in this psychic business, I want to bring up one other point:—that is,
our attitude and procedure in the matter of trying to convince others of our
own beliefs. As far as this society is concerned the common denominator
is an attempt to establish the reality of psychic phenomena. O f course that
simple statement has enormous implications and extensions.
The reality of what is called mediumship, for example; and by that I,
for the moment, desire to confine the term to rhe phenomena of mediumship. and deliberately,to exclude all explanations of the origin or reason for
these phenomena. There seem to be certain people capable of certain things
outside the range of the ordinary of mankind. Some appear to be able to
see things at a distance. They are what we call clairvoyant. Others, or
perhaps the same people, seem to hear things we do not hear. They are
said to he clairaudient. Or they appear to be capable to be capable of mov
ing tilings about by other than the ordinary physical means; of obtaining
knowledge normally inaccessible; of producing phenomena that seem to be
impossible by ordinary faculties. Assuming the genuine character of these
things, and—as 1 say—deliberately ignoring any theory of origin—,what do
they mean? W hat can they mean except the potentiality of an immense
extension of man's ordinary faculties?
For it must not be forgotten that, if these things are real, they must be
natural, subject to natural law. That is one premise on which we can stand
solidly. If a thing is natural its laws can be understand and worked out:
just as rhe laws of so unnatural and occult a thing as electricity have been
worked out:—just as the law of hypnotism are being worked out. Hypnotism
was only yesterday on the wrong side of the fence scientifically; and only
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day before yesterday its reality was vehemently denied. Ir was, in other
words, tridy a Psychic phenomenon" as the average man understands that
terms. Those who acknowledged its genuiness considered it a psychic power,
possessed by a favored few; a power analogous to the clairvoyance, and clairaudience, and the rest, of which 1 have been speaking. Now it is on the
right side of the fence; and that "power" has become a mere technique
within the control of many—who are also on the right side of the fence.
The point is that any of these so-called ' powers are very probably adumbra
tion foreshadowings, of what may, in the course of evolution become the
common property of mankind. At the present time they are in the process
of what I call de-occultization. Their reality is in process of proof; the laws
of their production are being determined. That is the business of psychic
research.
s|t

*

*
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It is our business to be familiar with the evidence already accumulated,
and to keep abreast with new evidence; to have it, so to speak, in sober
command. W e should have, also at our sober command, in all probability
some instances of our own observation. These are at once the most effective
and the most dangerous of all. They are effective if,—and only if,— they
carry to our hearer a conviction that we know what we are talking about.
His doubt of that does not imply a doubt of cur personal intentions, or our
integrity, or our sincere belief. Not at all. He merely doubts our credibility
as a witness.
Nor can we blame him. Ir is quite possible that he is partly right.
He may even be wholly right. It is very difficult to be a reliable witness,
especially when any emotional elements, such as excitement, or partisanship,
or desire to believe are involved. If you would know how difficult it is,
even with the most honest intentions, read Munsterberg’s On the Witness
Stand. I forget whether it is in his pages or not;•bur I call to mind an
experiment, the outlines of which were this: that into a scientific convention
of trained observers, unexpectedly, two men burst. One pursued the other
up one aisle and down the other, and so our again. The men were fantast
ically dressed. One fired at the other with a pistol. The members of the
convention were then asked to write down, at once, exactly what had hap
pened. The reports were widely divergent, as to almost every detail of the
little drama. There was no agreement even as to which of the men, if either,
was a negro. These people were trained observers; and set down their im
pressions immediately after the event.
In two ways must we watch lest we be unreliable witnesses. W e must
watch out lest we become victims of auto-suggestion: and we must watch
out that we remember accurately.
It is almost fatally easy for our eagerness to supply the one or two
small details that make the case perfect, to round it out artistically. Indeed
ir requires a stern check on the ardor of narration to prevent ourselves from
doing so. It i* not that we intend consciously to deceive. The detail is really
of no great importance. It makes the thing well-rounded; complete. The
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mind persuades itself. And we respond to that auto-suggestion, so that we
quite sincerely believe we are telling an absolutely accurate story of our
experience:—until we seriously stop to think”*. Then, somewhat to our
astonishment, we are likely to realize that we did not actually see this or
that small detail. It should have happened; so we even honestly think we
saw it:—especially if, emotionally, we very much wanted to sec ir. Left to
our own unchecked enthusiasm we rarely stop to think. In a few days, and
after a few repetitions, the whole tilings,— including its mere impressions—
has solidified into an indubitable fact. That tendency is baldly illustrated
in the fellow who details to you as having happened to himself something
that you recognize as a very ancient anecdote. He is sincere. He has, as we
say, told it so many times he believes it himself. Ir is this same tendency,
though in a more delicate and subtle form, of course, against which we
must guard if we are to be reliable witnesses:—especially if we are of the
enthusiastic temperament. It is sufficient to recognize it and to be alert
against it. That is why I mention ir here.
As to remembering accurately, the case is very similar. Unconsciously
our tendency is to slip in small embroideries of ornament to our tale. The
additions are so small that we actually do not notice them ourselves. But
their aggregate may in the long run amount to a considerable distortion. The
remedy for that, of course, is accurate, considered, written record, made at
the time.
This accuracy of observation and of reporting that observation, whether
to ourselves or others is a thing that must be developed and cultivated. It
is a faculty, just as much as are any of the other, more mysterious faculties,
which some of us are attempting to evoke in ourselves. It is distinctly a
part of our equipment as members of research society.
This faculty developed into an ease of habit, we become of real use
as psychical researchers, whether we are members of a committee or not.
Some of us have more opportunities, or better luck, in coming upon examples
of the sort of things we are attempting to investigate; but very few fail,
at one time or another, to have some sort of experience of the so-called
occult. It is very amusing to bring up the subject of psychics with the most
unlikely people. Nine times in ten, if the conversation is not laid on com
bative lines, and if its atmosphere is moderately confidential, your man will
veer around at last to the relation of a queer thing that happened
to me once.” Sometimes his queer thing would be of value and interest—
could we be absolutely sure of his reliability as a witness. I do not mean
his honesty; but his reliability in the sense 1 have just outlined. The reports,
by the members of this society, of things they sec or hear or do, could be
made of the utmost importance by a cultivation of this basic reliability. A
tremendous amount of valuable material could thus be made available. Each
and every member could bv that simple means constitute himself a research
committee of one, whose report of his own experience would be thankfully
received. But to be of value these observations should possess the back-
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ground of education and the warranty of personal equipment which flits
address has attempted to describe.
There is a tremendous lot of miscellaneous material that could be made
thus available; provided ardent wish had not been allowed to run away with
the fact. The reporting-in of unverified phenomena should be avoided. A
man should tell only what he knows at first hand. I have tracked many of
these what might be called hearsay reports back to their sources, and have
found their kernel of truth astonishingly small
To earn confidence as
genuine researchers we should not only try painstakingly for absolute ac
curacy, but we should always be willing to acknowledge the possibility of
more than one explanation. Our habitual attitude should be rather one of
understatement, if anything. Probably more harm has been done to progress
in the exploration of this kind of knowledge by super-enthusiasm than by
the most hard-boiled skepticism. Each unreliable witness—no matter how
sincere he may be— renders incredible to the world at large not only his
own testimony, but that of others who should be believed.
One other item the well-equipped psychic researcher should have in
his knapsack for the exploration of this new country. He should possess
more than a nodding acquaintance with modern psychology. He will find
in it much of help in sorting out the strange birds and beasts along the trail.
Ir may even name a few of them to his satisfaction. lr will certainly often
aid him in naming them intelligently for himself. A good sized bottle of
modern psychology in the park will prove very valuable, provided the travel
ler does not come to think of it as a cure-all. It is not that, by any means.
Indeed it is not as yet even a scientifically assembled compound; more of
the order of an empirical assemblage of homely "yarbs”, with the addition
of a few new and fancy names. Very much like psychical research. Indeed
the two sciences are in so similar a situation that they may well take a
swig out of each other’s bottles with profit. As far as we are concerned
I think it essential that we should borrow for our knapsacks from psychology
1 have not the time to go further into this aspect of the subject. But 1
throw out the suggestion. Beginners should read H. Crichton Miller’s ' The
New Psychology and the Teacher* for what 1 mean.
Such an equipment of knowledge as I have outlined, if extended to
completion, would represent a serious course of study; possibly too laborious
and extended for any but those possessed of leisure and desire for specializ
ing. Nevertheless there are, as l have said, certain fundamental works eacii
dealing with a phase of the whole subject. No one book can be considered
complete and final even on the phase with which it deals, but it covers most
of the essentials; and anyone familiar with it has at least the solid ground
work Anyway, there can be, as yet, no really final authorities. The work
has in no department reached the stage of universal acceptability.
W hat are these books? How are we to know which to select? The an
swer, 1 conceive, may well be the work of the society as a whole; one of its
contributions to its members. The selection of the books for review and dis
cussion is the legitimate task for such specialists as the society may contain
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in its membership, or may be able to procure at the moment from outside.
The fundamental and necessary education of its members to become, in greater
or lesser degree of course, truly psychical researchers is as much its function
as is pure research itself. It is a reciprocal duty: of the society to educate
its members; and of the members to be educated; in order that we may as a
whole present a compact, serious, well-considered body of fact and opinion
to counteract the effect of the half-baked psychic maunderings that are flood
ing the world today.
Realizing this, the Directors have determined to hold once a month
members’ meetings, each to be addressed by the most competent person
procurable on some one of these fundamental classics. One will try to sum
up, for example, what Crawford has to say in his various books. He will
tell us what Crawford did; and what bearing that has on the subject. So
with Schrenk-Notzing, perhaps; and such others of the ectoplasmic investiga
tors as the speaker of the evening may consider significant. Another may
take up the resume of Geley’s contribution; or Richet; or whomever else.
Possibly from these resumes we may get all we need in the way of working
knowledge More probably we shall find in them an inspiration, and intel
ligent direction, for our own further reading and study.
I am, 1 must emphasize, talking throughout from the point of view' of
the functions of this society. I wish to end by repeating that I do not mean
to imply that beyond the fundamentals there is not a legitimate field for
private beliefs and specializations. One of our best spiritual privileges is that
of exploring beyond the outposts. Eventually, if we really discover anything,
we will extend the boundaries of race expression. But as a society, with a
specific purpose and name, our job is to make solid the common ground.
* * $ * *

A JEWISH STUDY OF THE AFTER-LIFE
*The Great Beyond. By Rabbi Ur. A. E. Silverstone, M.A. (London: Artluir
H. Stockwell, Liid. 1932.)
In tins little volume of 63 pages a good deal of interesting matter will
be found. The Essays contained deal with various human conceptions of
the After-Life and include discussions on the psychic phenomena of today.
Oi special value are the author s references to the teachings of the
Talmud on the nature and destiny of the soul. Jewish Kabbalists anti
mystics believed in a cycle of rebirth or transmigration—the (Aigul Neshamoth—though this belief was not accepted by all. The belief in the im
mortality or indestructibility of the soul, however, obtained a wider ac
ceptance. W ith the learned Jew, the belief is the logical counterpart of an
ethical law intuitively known to the soul of man. It is not within rite
province of physical science to determine its reality
According to the Talmudic doctrine, the soul, as part of the universal
vital principle, is implanted at the moment of conception, whereas the in
dividual will is implanted at birth. The Rabbinical view of life is that ii
affords a training ground for the development of the individual— it is a
vestibule before the world to come.
Prepare thyself in the vestibule, that
thou mayest enter the Hall is the saying of an ancient Rabbi. The Jewish
view, as enunciated by Maimonides, in the 12th century, is that after the
dissolution of the body, the soul continues to exist by itself until the general
resurrection, when it will be reunited to the body and there will be another
life. After a long life, the body will again die and the soul will then enter
into the immortal state "where there will be no eating and no drinking and
no earthly pleasures, bur an enjoyment of the Divine Presence”.
Morris Joseph claims that the doctrine of the immortality of the soul
is an integral part of the Jewish creed.
According to the Talmud, it is possible to bring back the spirits of the
righteous only within twelve months of their death. After that time they
repose "under the Throne of Glory” and cannot be disturbed.
Many instances of intercourse with the dead, says the author, appear
in the Talmud: e.g. when Onkelos, the pagan translator of the Scriptures
into Aramaic, desired to embrace Judaism, he sought advice from rhe spirits
of the dead. He raised Titus by necromancy, and Titus dissuaded him
Then he asked Balaam the prophet, who also dissuaded him. Finally he
asked Jesus, who encouraged him in this intention. This is good testimony
to the belief in those times that spirit communication was possible and
practicable.
It is interesting to note Dr. Silverstone’s opinion as to the Biblical
prohibitions of this practice of calling the spirits, as found in Leviticus xix.3‘1
xx.6 . 2 7 ; and Dent, xviii.10.il.
Turn ye not unto ghosts nor unto familiar
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spirits”, etc. etc. Do these prohibitions debar a Jew from a study of spirit
ualism.'' he ask, The answer is "By no means". They are prohibitions
of two necromantic cults, botli of which were recognized as idolatrous and
therefore condemned. Practice may be forbidden, where knowledge and
understanding are commended The great Biblical commentator Sphorno
(L475-1550) writes: Seek them not out (i.e. the familiar spirits) to be
defiled by them: but ye may seek them out to know their character
Obviously, there was a science of psychical things in those old days which
took account of obsessions and would guard the faithful against that pos
sibility.
In his short chapter on Spirit Intercourse in the Talmud (pp.2Y30)
Dr. Silverstone gives a few remarkable instances. These are quite on a par
with our modern experiences. They include one case of a conversation be
tween two of the departed, which is overheard by the living—a common
phenomenon of the seance-room. The author concludes that the Rabbis of
the Talmudic period- —which covers the first live centuries of our era—seem
to have taken it for granted that spirit communication is possible. No
Rabbi takes exception to these facts, and it may be assumed that, so far
as the Jewish faith is concerned, it is not opposed to the study and investiga
tion of psychic phenomena.
Judaism, he reminds us, clearly asserts that there will be an after-life.
As Isaiah the prophet says: (Isa.xxvi.19.)
Thy dead shall live' my dead bodies shall arise;
Awake and sing, ye that dwell in the dust:—
For Thy dew is as the dew of Light
And the earth shall bring to life the shades”.
Maimonides definitely affirms the reunion of the soul with a body at
the resurrection; but that this is only the prelude to an immortal state in
the world of souls—Olam Haba—which world co-exists with our own and
contains all the soul-life of past, present, and future. The wise men, he says,
called it 'the world to come’, not because it is not in existence now but be
cause our life in that world will come to man when this life is ended.
THE KADDISH or TIME-BRIDGE
Very remarkable it is to note how this ancient doctrine of a bridge
across the centuries uniting the generations is being paralleled today in the
conclusions of our foremost philosophic minds. In the recital of the Kaddish, the son finds the means of bridging the gulf between himself and
his lost father or mother and his sorrow is allayed. But in modern Jewry
the Kaddish has fallen into disuse, for its underlying significance is no
longer realized. The materialistic mind has no use for it. But those Jews
who still conscientiously recite the Kaddish feel that they are keeping in
touch with their departed.
It is” says the author "the powerful bond that
unites parents and children across the chasm of the tomb”. Can our Christian
orthodoxy show anything quite as practical?
$ $ $ $ $ $

LE LIVRE DES RE VEINANTS
PART XV.
* * * * *
N ote by the Editor.
I was unable to be present at the April and May sittings of the group,
and am not therefore in a position to supplement Mrs. Bigelow’s notes from
which the following record is compiled. The succession of controls is curious
ly kaleidoscopic and their communications very fragmentary, generally speak
ing. Tins fact rather argues against their being dramatizations of persons or
circumstances associated with the subliminal memory of the sitters. It is
curious how often the control seems mystified as to his or her actual identity
and appeals for help in remembering.— F.B.B.
Sitting XXXVIII.
(Second of the New Series) March 20, 1920
At Mrs. Bigelow's apartment Sitters: Mrs. Warner, Mrs. Van Antwerp,
Mrs. X. . . ., Miss Rhoda Mead, Mrs. Bigelow.
First Control. ( C l . ) .
I was in Montreal in the flesh three and one hall years ago
with my husband ’.
Sitter. W ho is speaking?’’ C.l. 1 am (a) Boston woman ".
Sitter. Can you give us your first name?" C .l. "Hudson's wife
Sitter. "McRae Hudson’s wife?”
C.l. ' Yes. My son is Me Rue. You are mistaken. You did not sec
me last week”.
C.l. ' It answered description of other woman. My brother gave Five
Thousand dollars for Smith’s campaign".
Sitter "Did your brother live in Boston?”
C.l. "Yes. If you will, verify this: bur please keep from my family.
1 can do excellent wfork for you”.
Sitter. "W ho will do the verification for us?” C.l. "The Postmaster”.
Sitter "W ill he answer, if your husband and sons arc living there?”
C.l. Just write and ask about me” .
Sitter. "Can you recall your husband’s first name now ?”
C.l. Yes. It sounds like Lester. . . My spirit travelled on the
Shawnee last summer” .
Sitter ' Is Shawnee the name of a boat?”
C.l. Yes. My husband is tall and dried-up looking. He is with mv
son and his wife; bur the house is my husband’s. I heard him
say he was thinking of getting married again” .
Sitter. "How do you feel about that?” C.l. "All right”.
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Second Control. (C.2.). Is ELMER in the Fitchburg Bank?”
Sitter. Who is ELMER?” C.2. My son”.
Sitter. "W ho are you?” C.2. ' O N TH A N K ”.
Sitter. We will try to laid out .
* * * * *
Third Control. (C .3 ). Who is MILLS o£ Newburyport?”
Sitter, Who is speaking?” C.3- "EDITH MILLS”.
Sitter. Are you Miss MILLS?” C.3. "1 wonder”.
Fourth Control. (C .L ). W ell, well, my granddaughter is ill with mastoid
in Washington Hospital”.
Sitter. Who is speaking?” C.4. SHERMAN CASE”.
Sitter. We are glad to speak with you again”, (evidence of great excitement
in table movements.)
Sitter. Is your daughter with her child?” C.4. "Yes. . .At Hospital.”
Sitter Is she going to recover?”
C.4. Yes. I want to know who the old man is, with closely cropped
whiskers, by Blanche?"
Mrs. Bigelow. 1 can t imagine. Can you ask him his name?”
C.4. "OSBORN”.
Sitter. I had a great-uncle of that name; but 1 never saw him. Do
you know .my one who wants to talk to us?”
C.4. "Yes’ (Here the movement of the table indicated Mrs. Van
Antwerp).
Sitter. Can you say who it is?”
C.4. A large man. with sandy complexion when in the flesh”.
Sitter. W ill you ask him his name, please?” C.4. 1 am asking you.”
Sitter. ' Doesn’t he know who he is?” C.4. No” .
Mrs. Van A I can’t place him. Is he some relative of mine?”
C.4. "He doesn’t know. . . W ho is ELIZABETH?”
Sitter. Is she in spirit?” C.4. "Yes”.
Sitter. Are they all in spirit?” C.4. "Yes”.
Sitter. 'Can’t you help them to remember?”
C.4. "1 am not a shore medium. I am of no importance. I am not
allowed to. . . It might unlink an invisible chain.”
Sitter. ' W hat do you mean by a shore medium?1'
C.4. "MARGARET and FREDERICK” .. "I wonder if you understand
atomic attraction in our consecrated expressions of continuity?”
Sitter. No, Will you explain?”
C.4. Take clouds of the sky. . . They separate and glide towards
a conglomerate mass; then assemble again, then float on and
on in indeterminate space. Spirit is the same. W e travel with
lightning rapidity. Perhaps a shore medium summons us. . . W e
swoop down and line up, hoping, ever hoping to send a message
through to earth”.
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Sirter. "Can we ask a shore medium to summon someone we have known?’
C.4. I don’t know. Contact affects us like an electric thrill: but we
must abide by God’s laws".
Sitter. "Would MARGARET try to look for a Colonel CRABB who pased
away a week ago?
* * * He *
Fifth Control (C.5.). (Margaret). "Yes. . . W hat is his first name?”
Sitter. "1 think it is Ned”. (Table remained quiescent.)
Sitter, (a side remark to her neighbour at table) She has gone to page
him”.
C.5. "How little you know about conditions here”.
* * * * *
Sixth Control. (C.6.) "Oh, dear! W asn’t my going out sudden”.
Sirer "W ho is this?” C.6. "A policeman” .
Sitter. "Can you give the name?" C.6. DUGAN".
Sitter How did you go out?” C.6. Was shot by drug fiend' .
Sitter. In what city?”
C.6. 1 can’t tell: but near New York. The townspeople got a purse
over three thousand and live hundred dollars for my wife and
baby”.
♦ ♦ # ♦ ♦
Seventh Control. ( C.7.) (Margaret Gault returns.)
C.7. "MARGARET. . . I can't find him.”
Sitter. He is probably resting, is he not?” C.7. "1 know not”.
Sitter. "W ill you be here with u:: tonight?”
C .7. 'Yes. . . Who was married in full lace front to bridal gown?’
Sitter. "W e don’t know ’. C.7. "Some one of this family .
Sitter. 'Whose family?”
C 7. Donna’s. I am shown a piece of lovely lacework. "Bridal'
is written across this table. Brown wants to talk with Ernest”
Mrs. Bigelow. W hat BROWN is that?”
C.7. "BROWN of BIGELOW & KENNARD. . . He died over thirty
years ago” .
Mrs. Bigelow. "W hat message has he for Ernest?”
C.7. "N o message. He wants to talk with him” (End of Sitting
X X X V III).
Sitting XXXIX

March 27, 1929
Sitters: Mrs. W arner, Mrs. X. . . ., Mrs. Van Antwerp, Mrs. Bigelow
First Control ( C l .)
f Record omitted, as it refers to a cause celehre which had greatly
agitated the public mind at this time. The communicator offered a solution
which must remain sealed in the archives of the A.S.P.R.. since it involves
livimr persons.]
* * * * *
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Second Control. (C.2.), (Margaret Gault.)
Sitter. Are you here, Margaret? C.2. Y e s’.
Sitter. We are glad, for we need help Who let H. . . in? Was it you or
Frederick; or did he come of his own accord?”
C.2. If v\e are not guarding our shore, they get in”.
Sitter. Did you know that he was here?” C.2. Yes”.
Sifter. Why did you let him in?”
C.2. It helps them, but 1 will not let it occur again”.
Sitter, (.an you find out who it was who was here before tea? C.2. 1 will try .
Sitter. ' 1 have found your friends at Fort Covington”.
C.2. Yes. I could not find them in Heaven. Thank you.”
Sitter. Were you able to find CRABBY C.2. No. . . W ho is LOUISA?’
Sitter. "What about her?” C.2. ’She lies dead in a tomb”.
Sitter. "Where is her tomb?’ . C.2. In Mass.' .
Sitter W as she married?” C.2. ’ Yes”.
Sitter. "Is her husband living?” C.2. Yes .
Sitter. ' Did she leave children?’
C.2. Yes. . . a boy. . . she died months ago."
Sitter. Do you know the place where her tomb is?”
C.2. "Where the old home is. . . . near Boston” .
Sitter. "W e are sorry, but we cannot place her. Can B. . . . come back to
the evening sittings?'
C.2. "No. It takes time to materialize. Are the Fox sisters reputable?”
Sitter. "Why, don’t you know?”
C.2. 'They want to surround Mr. T .”
Sitter. "Can they demonstrate?”
C.2. You ask more than honest spirits can do. An evil spirit called
the devil is always ready to help at table”.
Sitter. ' \\ ill you try to keep all earthbound and evil spirits away?”
C.2. 'Yes. Don’t repeat about H. . .” .
$ $ % :Jt $
Sitting XL. (April 3rd. 1929)

Sitters: Mrs. W arner, Mrs. X. . . ., Mrs. Van Antwerp, Miss Mead,
Mrs. Bigelow. Also present as guest: Princess Tourmanoff.
N.B. There was a short preliminary sitting before tea at which nothing
at all happened. The Princess complained of pain in her head.
Virst Control. (C .l.) Dampen her brow.”
Sitter "W ho is speaking?” C.l. "AZA” .
Sitter. "Tell us who you are . C.l. "RASPUTIN”. . . Have A7A ZENIA”.
Second Control. (C.2.) "W ho is LOUISA?”
Sitter. "Louisa who?”
C.2. "1 am in a vault near Boston.”
Sitter. "W hat is your last name?”
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C.2. 'I can’t remember. Please recall me. Had a shop. Lived three
days in hospital”.
Sitter. "Did you know Blanche?” C.2. "Yes”.
Sitter. In New York?” C.2. "Near Boston”.
Third Control. (C.3.) "NEVE EARLE was my daughter-in-law”.
Sitter. "W ho is speaking?”
C.3. I knew you, Donna, and ALBER1 knows you.
Fourth Control. (C.4.) FREDERICK”. . . . W ho is LOUISA?”
Sitter. W e don't know. W c want to ask that you give us protection from
evil as you did last time. Clan you keep it out?”
C.4. "Yes”.
Sitter. ’W ho is AZA?” C.4. "A beautiful Polish lady”.
Sitter. Is she a guide of rhe Princess?” C.4. "N o”.
Sitter, "just attracted by her?” C.4. "Yes”.
Sitter. Does she want to give a message?’ C.4. "She cannot spell".
Sitter. Can she not relay messages through you?”
(..4. "No. I cannot understand her”. . . . Did you see lady last
week?”
Sitter. "W hat lady?” C.L "KATE F O X ”.
Sitter. ‘Mrs. Talbot got her. W hat arc you going to do tonight?”
C.4. All that 1 can. 1 wish Blanche would recognize LOUISA”.
Mrs. X. . . I am sorry. I cannot.”
Fifth Control. (C.5.) "MONICA” .
Sirrer. "W ho is M ONICA?” C.5. A woman.”
♦ * ^ ^ ^
Sixth Control. (C.6.) "HENRY AMOS”.
* * * $ *
Seventh Control. (C.7 ) "My name is JAMES”.
Sitter. "W hat is your full name?”
C .7. ' A leather manufacturer from Boston” .
Sitter. "Yes, bur your last name?” C.7. "JAMES”.
Sitter W hat was your first name?”
C .7. "Don’t know. My daughter was ROSE PIPER. . . lived in Dor
chester, Mass. I had another daughter who is lame. SLATER could
tell all about her. I had much money. . . ”
.
Sitter "Can you give us your lame daughter’s name?”
C.7. No. 1 cannot recall”.
* * * * *
Fighth Control. (C.8.)
Are you through for the afternoon?”
Sitters. "N o”.
C 8. "I lived in Hopedale”.
•
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Sitter. "What is your name?” C.8. DRAPER”.
Sitter. Do you know your first name?”
C.8. "General Draper. I had to go to Framingham for railroad con
nection”.
Sitter. Were you married?” C.8. 'Yes' .
Sitter. Had you any children?” C.8. Daughter”.
(End of Sitting.)
*

4c *

*

SrniNti XEl. April 10th. 1929.
Sitters: Mrs. Warner, Airs. X. . . ., Mrs. Van Antwerp, Mrs. Bigelow.
First Control. (C .l.) "Speaking of Southern Colonels, I am one”.
Sitter. Can you give us your name?”
C.l. "Yes.
GOO D W ILLIE... My daughters are MINA and ELSIE”.
Sitter. "W here do you come from?”
C.l. ' LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY. I was killed in a feud. 1 can’t
recall other family names, but there is a TOA1 in the family.”
* * * * *
Second Control. (C-2.)
(..2. ’ Why does the name RICHARD St'LL come to us: he is living .
Sitter. Can you tell us where he is living?
C.2. "Yes. . . NEW HAVEN.”
Sitter. "W hat is Ins age?” C.2. "Over fifty”.
Sitter. ' And his business?”
C.2. He digs in the Black Hills for specimens. Shall I describe him ?”
Sitter. ' Please do so”.
C.2. "Very tall. . . awkward. . . large teeth. . . whiskers. . . and
deaf as an adder”.
Sitter "Is he connected with Yale?” C.2. 1 am not sure” .
* * * * *
Third Control. (C.3.) "LOUISA” .
Sitter. "Louisa, we. cannot rind out anything about you.”
Mrs. Bigelow. "Did you know me when I was between 30 and 40 years of
age?”
C.3. "I knew you at about 20. . . . in Boston. . . . I am in a tomb” .
Mrs. B. "W ere you a teacher?” C.3. "N o”.
Mrs. B. ’ Did you live near school?"
C.3. "l had a beautiful country home. . . where I am buried.”
Mrs. B. "Describe your personal appearance” .
C.3. "l was dark, stout, and full of fun”.
Mrs. B. "W ere you married?" C.3. "Yes '.
Mrs. B. "W here did you meet me?” C.3. "At a luncheon party”.
Mrs B. "W as it at a private house?”
C.3. "No. Hotel PURITAN. My nephew is WILLI AXIS of O ’BRIEN
& WILLIAMS”.
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Mrs. B. "Your sister married WILLIAMS?” C.Y "Yes”.
Mrs. B. 'W hat is your sister’s name?” C.3. "EMMA. . . not far from
Salem.”
* * * * *
Fourth Control. (C.4.)
C.4. "Speaking of MANCHESTER, my wife married man named
STANTON”.
Sitter. "W ho is speaking now?” C.4. 'DOCTOR DOLE”.
Sitter. Does she live there now?” C.4. "Yes. . . Name is ADELAIDE .
* * * * *
Fifth Control. (C .Y ). "FREDERICK”.
Sitter. Frederick, we are glad you are here
C.Y 1 am the same plain honest man as when my brain was my
only asset in the body. . . looked like Alexander Graham Bell”.
Sitter. "W as it you that Mrs. Talbot saw the other evening?” C.5. "Yes”.
Sitter. "W e are so anxious to have Blanche with us in the evening sittings”
C.Y " N o .. .It injures both ways. Do not desire her to lose value for the
afternoon work. You (indicating Mrs. X. . .) are a detriment,
evenings, 1 wish to say that the visiting gentleman (B .W .) is a
rare balance. Flammarion is back of T. . . . W e are very de
lighted.”
* * * * j|c
Sixth Control. (C.6.) Did Ernest ever talk about me?
Sitter. "W ho is speaking?” C.6. ' MR. BROW N”.
Mrs. Bigelow. Yes, he has spoken of you. Do you want to give a message?”
C.6. "Tell him I was buyer of hollow and flat silver”.
Mrs. Ik Yes. He knows that".
C.6. Tell him I used to go to sample room of Bellevue Hotel on
crest of Beacon Street about forty years ago”.
Mrs. B. "You knew BILLARD, did you not? C.6. "No. . . BARKER” .
Seventh Control. (C.7.). My wife married man same name as she bore in
girlhood”.
Sitter. "W ho is speaking?” C.7. "DOCTOR DOLE”.
Sitter. T hen her name was Stanton before marriage?” C.7. "Yes”.
* * * * *
Eighth Control. (C.8.) "CONRAD MILLER”.
Sitter. "W here do von come from?”
C.8. "NAZARETH, PENN. . . I had a mixing business. 1 put hot
water and sand together—Cement. . . . My son conducts. . . .”
(End of sitting.)
* * * * *

THE CONTINENTAL JOURNALS
The June issue 1932 o f the "Zeitschrift fur Parapsychologie” contains the follow 
ing principal articles:
D r.

C erda

W a lth e r :

'I n te r e s tin g

e x p e rim e n ts

w ith

a H u n g a ria n

m e d iu m '’

(I

hope to be able to report this case in a special illustrated article.)
L D e u tm a n n , AJ.D. (Den Haag, H olland): ''O n th e tru e n atu re o f so -ca lled
an im al m a g n e tis m .”
The author made some very interesting experiments in order
to solve this question. He made magnetical passes over inanimate objects, especially
a stick o f sealing-wax, without however touching them.
After this procedure the
stick attracted two sewing-needles hanging one in a silk-thread; the other in a linen
thread, which it had not done before. Also the other ends of the thread where
there was no needle were attracted. The same was the case with little pith-balls,
which also were always attracted but never repelled, e\en if the stick was turned round.
The same results were obtained with a stick ol ebonite and a glass-rod, though the
latter could not be magnetized by passes but only by holding it in the hand for
some time. If he touched the pith-balls with a stick of sealing-wax which he had
electrified by rubbing it with a woollen towel they were repelled if they were sus
pended by a linen-, not by a silk-thread, while this was noi the case with the
magnetized sealing-wax, which also attracted both poles of a magnet. The author
thinks the reason for this was, that animal magnetism” may be a very fine sort ol
electricity which can always find conductivity through ordinary threads which isolate
the usual current. In order to prove this he suspended the pith-balls with a thread
twenty tunes thinner than the original one, and now the balls were again repelled
after the stick had touched them. From this the author concludes, that "animal
magnetism” is a special, very fine kind of electricity. (O f course, it depends upon
what you call animal magnetism.”
In any case I don't think that a ll physical
mediumistic forces can be reduced to electricity, as already Ing. Gruhnewald in his
experiments found that the forces of some mediums seemed to act like electricity,
while those o f others do not. Cf. this Journal, September, 1932, p339 f. G .W .)
D r. v. S c h re n c k -N o tzin g : ” T h e d e v e lo p m e n t o f occu ltism in to p sych ica l research
in G e rm a n y .” (Published in installments m this Journal.)
D r. W . A lrsic : "O n th e q u e stio n o f th e e x te rio risa tio n o f th e lig o ” narrates two
experiences’ of the author in the night from Saturday to Sunday, Dec. 6th, 1931.
In the first case lying in his bed in Z. about 4 o’clock in the morning he saw him
self in his conjugal bedroom in M. (14 hours away by train) where his wife and
little son were sleeping. He tried to awaken them, however without succeeding, but
his son seemed to put his arms around his neck and say "papa!” as if awaking from his
sleep for a moment. He saw all the furniture etc. quite distinctly. His wife, when
asked, wrote to him that quite against her custom she had been waking up thinking
of him several times at 4 o’clock in the morning, but couldn’t remember the days
also that one of these days— she didn’t remember which,— her little son in the
morning told her, he had dreamed of his father very vividly. The same night the
author saw himself in rooms where he had never been before, walking from one
into the others and lie describes the furniture, its position etc. On Tuesday next he
by some chance was invited to an old castle, which he didn't know would be the case
on Sunday, and where he had never been before. There he found the rooms, the
furniture, the position of the furniture exactly as seen in his "dream” . The experi
ence in these "dreams” were its vivid and real as in ordinary life, not at all as
usually when dreaming.
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ll. G ra b in s k i: " A p p a r itio n o f a decut m an in j u l l d a y lig h t’’. The son of a v il
lage official had committed suicide. Three months after his death the w ife of his
neighbour, while occupied with her baby, suddenly saw him standing in front of
her with one hand lying on rhe bed-stead as he used to do when still in life.
Terrified, she fled out of the room and saw in a mirror her own terrified face and
also the apparition. When she told her husband about it, he answered, he had
already heard the dead man moving about the house during the whole night.
" T h e sp irit-ch a ir o f C a rm a n s’’ quotes a poltergeist-case from Italian papers.
It
happened in the rectory of Cormons, where the 13 year old servant girl Anna Nunin
while cleaning a room during the absence o f the priest suddenly heard a noise in
the stove, the iron door of which then began to open and shut by itself. After that
an armchair began to dance about, which so frightened the girl, that she ran away
to the housekeeper, who first wouldn t believe it but was very frightened when she
saw it was true. Other persons, and finally the priest himself and some other clergy
men tried in vain to quiet the chair, which even broke strings with which it was
tied fast. When it was tied with five knots the chair raised itself on its hind-legs
and finally fell down with a trash. The priest then prayed a l)t profundis” several
times, after which the chair finally came to rest. He thinks that it may have been a
"poor soul in want of prayers or that rhe movements may have been due to somepsychic faculties in the servant Nunin. This, however, he thinks unlikely as the
chair danced when she- was nor present.
D r . G . W a lth e r : " A n e w e x p o su re o f E inar N ie lse n ? " This once famous medium
(quoted also in Shrenck’s 'Phenomena of Materialization")) )h )a d already been ex
posed by some Norwegian professors in Oslo in 1922. After that he only sat in
spiritualist circles. The leader of Nielsen’s own circle, Mr. J Carstensen, a school
teacher, after having firmly believed in him in the beginning found that he dressed
himself up as a materialised spirit. This fact he published in a booklet. After that
there were several public meetings for and against Nielsen in Copenhagen early in
1932. Conan Doyle on Ins visit to this town a short time before his death expressed
his dissatisfaction with the phenomena of Nielsen, who may, however, have been
genuine in the beginning, as the judge admitted in a law-suit of Nielsen against
Carstensen, for libel in which the latter was acquitted.

'I'he editor narrates the c o n stitu tio n o f a H u n garian S o ciety fo r P sych ical R e 
search on May 4th. 1932 with Dr. J. Toronyi as president and Dr. Elemer ChengeryPap as co-president, who for ten years has been studying physical phenomena,
especially with the mediums Lajos Papp and Tibor Molnar. They have a special
seance-room and another room for the exhibition of objects connected with psychics
(Apports etc.)
D r. G erda W alther .

* * * * * *
The August-September issue o f 1932 of the " T ijd s c h r ift v o o r P a ra p sych o lo g ie brings
an announcement of the fact that one of its editors, D r . P A . D ie tz , has formerly en
tered the office of an academical tutor on psychical research at the University of
Leiden (H ollan d), which is the first case o f a lectureship for psychical research on
the Continent Besides the secretary, Drs. W . H. C. Tenhaeff announces the election
of the theologian P ro f. D r . v. M o u u k R ro ek m a n as president of the Dutch S.P.R.
on its Annual Meeting on May 8th 1932. Apart from these notes and a report of
die general meeting the journal contains the following principal articles:
D r /’. A . D ie tz : " T h e S eeress o f P re v o rst" , a review
torical case of the psychic F ried erick e H a u ffe ( l SO 1-1829),
studied and described by her doctor fu s tin u s K een er (cf.
Scherin von Prevorst’ ). who took her into his own house

of the well-known his
whose phenomena were
his famous book "Die
during the last years ol
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her life, which was' full of sorrows and illness. She had phenomena ol cryptaesthesia,
cryptoscopy, telepathy, precognition, psychic diagnosis and therapy, the exteriorisation
of her own "etheric” body (which e.g. she saw sitting beside her b ed ), visions ol
alleged spirits, among which was her spirit-guide- -her late grandmother.
D r. H . W o l f . " A case o f e x te rio risa tio n o f th e E g o ” narrates the case of a
school teacher communicated to him, who while lying unconscious suddenly seemed
to wake up and saw his body lying on the table and (lie doctor operating it. Then
suddenly lie again lost consciousness.
I h . ir . J e V rie s concerning the question of
Reincarnation” suggests to let
p.sychornetrical mediums try to follow a person backwards through former incarnations.
D r r. 11” . II. C. T en h a eff continues his article on ”M a g ic in T ib e t" .
D r . G erda W alther .

SPIRIT MUSIC
Some strain of music from departed souls
Is wafted to me where my casement stands
All open to the night. I reach my hands
To stay this echo caught from Lethe’s shoals
The burial of immortal hopes; from lands
W here never shone the sun; from holier strands
Come sounds that cease nor while Time’s ocean rolls.
Of each of these is music all inwrought
Some hope, some cadence, fading not while dawn
Doth gild the mountain-tops of life with thought
So here in fancy is my soul indrawn
To catch this chiming from the shores of death
My heart rejoicing while ir wondereth.
Jo seph L ewis Fr e n c h .

New York, January, 1933.

* * :j: *
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EDITORIAL NOTES
TH E “PSYCHIC FA C TO R " IN SPIRIT MESSAGES.
The psychic researcher sometimes derives mild amusement from his
observation of the way in which official science will unwittingly give en*
dorseinent to his theories, by stating the same thing in other terms more
appropriate to his way of thinking, and then claiming to have originated
a new “ theory".
As an instance of this, we quote from the London “Spectator" for
March 31st certain passages from an article by C. E. M . joad, entitled
“Spirit Messages: a New Theory” . He is discussing the psychological
rather than the physical phenomena of Spiritualism and adduces for their
explanation the “psychic factor" theory of Dr. Broad, recently advanced.
This theory involves the assumption that what we call a Mind is an “emeu
gent”, meaning that it is an entity or thing produced by the interaction of
two or more constituent factors, but which exhibits characteristics or qualb
ties which arc not possessed by any of its constituents. Thus, water
“emerges" as the product of the chemical combination of two gases, oxygen
and hydrogen.
* * * * ^
“According to Dr. Broad's theory,” says the writer, “the mind emerges
upon a combination of two other factors:—the body, and what, for want
of a better word, he designates “the psychic factor". The “psychic factor"
is not a mind, but an immaterial clement or activity which is conceived to
combine with the body to form a mind. A t death, the combination is dis
solved, but it does not therefore follow that the “ psychic factor" ceases to
exist. It may survive the dissolution of the body for, at any rate, a limited
period, and, during this period, it may retain and exercise its capacity for
combining with a body to form a mind".
* * * * *
“ Let us now," he says, “consider the condition of the medium at a
seance. The medium is in a trance. The meaning of this expression is far
rom clear, but we will suppose that “being in a trance" implies that the
129
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medium’s spirit has temporarily vacated his body, or is at least not in
control of it. It is with this temporarily unoccupied or uncontrolled body
of the medium that, according to his theory, the surviving ‘psychic factor' of
the dead person temporarily combines, and upon the combination there
emerges, as before, a mind. This mind is a new mind, since the factors
upon which it emerges have not been previously associated. It is not the
mind of the medium, since the ‘psychic factor' is that of the dead person;
it is not the mind of the dead person, since the body is that of the medium.
Also it is a temporary mind, continuing to exist only for the duration of the
seance, or until such time as the medium wakes from his trance and his own
spirit returns to control its body, or continues its uninterrupted existence” .
* * * * *
To the writer of the article, the attractiveness of this theory consists
m its ability to explain the dual reference of most of these “spirit” mes
sages, namely that in the first place, they frequently convey information
which, so far as can be conjectured, could not possibly have been within
the medium's own knowledge,— although the internal evidence of the mes
sages is “never” strong enough to make certain that they emanate from a
surviving spirit. In the second place, the messages have a definite reference
to the medium and often seem to bear upon them traces of the medium’s
personality and to convey the sort of knowledge and ideas which the medium
might be expected to possess. W e have put the word “never” in quota
tion marks, since in the records of psychic research, there is abundant
evidence to restrain us from so dogmatic an assertion.
# * * * *
“Thus,” says Mr. Joad, “it is always possible to entertain a doubt
whether the medium’s unconscious mind may not be responsible for the
whole of what is communicated. Possible, but not easy, for the reference
to the apparently surviving personality of a dead person persists and can
not be explained away. It is this double characteristic of appearing vaguely
to relate yet relating neither clearly nor satisfactorily to the dead person,
and of bearing reference to, without unambiguously expressing the per
sonality of, the medium, that is accounted for by the ‘psychic factor
theory” .
But where, in all this, is the “emergent” and its new and unique char
acteristics? How does Dr. Broad’s theory really apply to a manifestation
suggestive only of the qualities attributable to the two constituent factors,
and that only in a faint degree? T o justify his theory, he should be ready
to recognize the presence and tokens of a new entity, a mind possessing
qualities and characteristics owned by neither constituent. But this he
fails to note. The experienced psychic researcher can easily supply him
with such evidence as should supply him with all that is needed to affirm
the true presence of the “emergent” entity. But that “emergent” is one
which we cannot dissociate from the "psychic factor ' but rather must
regard it as the same factor in emergence from latency into manifestation.
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Generally, we arc not impressed with any novelty in Dr. Broad's
theory, though we are grateful to recognize that he has advanced to the
point at which he is willing to admit the presence of a second constituent
entity of a nonphysical nature independent of the medium and his body.
Let him. by all means, if it pleases him, call this a “psychic factor". It is
personified, and seen to he a factor of human intelligence more enduring
than the bodily frame of which it has been the temporary occupant. If Dr.
Broad can persuade others of his colleagues to approach the question on
these lines, we have every reason to feel satisfied. But, in the terminology
of psychic science, we should, in stating our own view of what happens,
be merely using other language for what is practically equivalent in meaning
to his own.
*
* $ *
Let us then try to restate in terms consistent with our own experience
of psychophysical law just what we conceive to happen in the production
of these phenomena of mediumship. Few will nowadays pretend that a
discarnate entity is always present or involved in the totality of his being
where these messages are concerned. Often it would seem that only a
particular stratum of memory or character appertaining to a deceased person
is actively present. Again, in other cases, the intelligence seems to be “re
layed", and, in fact, this is often claimed to be the case. The term “psychic
factor" is thus seen to be quite a justifiable and indeed, an appropriate
one in this connection. And it is recognized by all instructed students
of psychic research th.it the emergent “mind" (here we use the writer’s
own term) is apt to betray to a greater or lesser extent the color of the
medium’s personality. But this color we know to he chiefly on the side
of the physical: that is to say, since it is the brain of the medium that is a
constituent factor, that which emerges will reflect the physical memory
or mental idiosyncrasies of the medium to a greater or lesser extent. And
the emotional characteristics of the medium, being again allied with the
physical, are liable to be reflected by sympathetic mental action. So the
“emergent" will seldom be the pure personality of the deceased communi
cator. But it will be an expression of that communicator’s mind more or
less distorted, clouded, or modified by the mental and emotional make-up
of the medium—and perhaps also of the sitters: for these, too, must be
taken into account. But it is Not a new personality, in the spiritual sense,
which emerges from the association. It is the constituent “psychic factor"
or psychic personality clothing itself in a garment of Thought or intellectual
Consciousness derived from the cerebral organism of the living. Essentially
it remains Itself, but its physical or psycho-physical character is a borrowed
vehicle which retains many of the external characteristics of its habitual
nature. Mind and Body are the constituent factors: the emergent is a
physical consciousness, a secondary product of Mind, and by no means a
Mind, in itself, as our writer terms it. A t best it is a reflection of the true
personality—the mind unmanifest without a physical vehicle.

LE LIVRE DES REVENANTS
PART XVI.
Note by the Editor on the record of Sitting XXXVIII (see pp. 123, 124
of the April Journal). An attempt to verify the identity of the communi
cators whose names were given as Dr. DOLE and Colonel GOODW ILLIE
resulted in the following:
To the Postmaster, Winchester, Mass.:

New York, April 11/29

Dear Sir:
Will you be so kind as to tell me if at one time you had a Doctor
Dole living in Winchester. Dr. Dole's widow married a Mr. Stanton I
believe. Any information you can give me will be most gratefully received.
i
Very truly yours,
HELEN T. BIGELOW.
Reply by Postmaster (endorsed on letter)
“ W e don’t know any Dr. Dole.
who died recently.”

There was a Dr. Dorr (D O R R )

* * * * *

To the Postmaster, Lexington, Kentucky:

POSTMASTER.
New York, April 11/29

Dear Sir:
Can you tell me if at any time there lived a Colonel Goodwillie in
Lexington? He had daughters, I believe, Mina and Elsie. He was killed in
some sort of a feud, I believe. Any information you can give me will be
most gratefully received. Please write on reverse of this letter.
Very truly yours,
HELEN T. BIGELOW.
Reply by Postmaster (endorsed on letter)

Dear Madam:
You refer to Col. William Cassius Goodloe, who fought a duel in the
Post-office lobby with Col. A. M. Swope, both being killed. The family
still lives here, and a letter addressed to Miss Wilhelmina this city, will
reach her.
Respectfully,
G. R. W A R R E N , P. M.
* * * * *
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Sitting XXXIX.

A pril 25, 1929.

Present: Mrs. X...................: Mrs. van Antwerp: Mrs. Bigelow.
First Control. (C .I.).
C .l.

“My wife went where Estelle's son has often entered the open
p<irtal."
Sitter. “W ho is speaking?"
C .l. “ Name POND."
Sitter. “Can you give us your first name?"
C .l. “No.".
Sitter. “W here arc you from?"
C .l. “State College, Pennsylvania. My wife is where Estelle's son is".
Sitter. “You mean New Haven?" C .l. “Yes".
Sitter. “ W hat is your wife's name?"
C .l. “HELEN. I did something with bottles” .
Sitter. “W ere you a chemist?"
C .l. “ Yes... A t State College. W as incumbent when pigs ran wild in
the streets".
Sitter. “ Is your wife still living?"
C .l. “ Yes. I broke an honorable engagement to marry Helen” .
Sitter. “Can we write to your wife?"
C .l. “W rite State College” .
Sitter. “Do you want to send a message to your wife?"
C .l. “ No. She would repudiate it".
Sitter. “ Is she an old lady now?"
C .l. “ I wonder. I could describe myself . . . short, stout, and heavy
mustache” .
Sitter. “ Is this your first time coming through?" C .l. “Yes".
Sitter. “Can you tell us which President was ruling when you were
here?"
C .l. “A fter GARFIELD". Sitter. “W as it CLEVELAND?"
C .l. “ Yes".
Sitter. “In what town is State College?"
C .l. “Near small towns named after women ' . . . “ ELIZA".
Sitter. “W here did you do your shopping?"
C .l. “PH ILA D ELPH IA ” .
Sitter. “Tell us the name of another town".
C .l. “M A R IA T O W N . . . H A N N A H ".
Sitter. “Are you joking?" C .l. “No. I am speaking truthfully . ..
In coal region".
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S itting XL.

May 1st, 1929.
Sitters: Mrs. X ............ ..: Mrs. W arner: Mrs. van Antwerp: Miss Mead:
Mrs. Bigelow.
First Control. (C .I.).
C .l. T made error in my name. It is GILBERT, not H ERBERT''.
(Note. There is no record of the first name being given.).
Sitter. ‘T h en you are GILBERT PO N D ?” C .l. “Yes’\
Sitter. “Have you any message to send?"
C .l. “Yes. My wife is named HELEN. I could give you such an amus
ing test: but how could you verify without telling Helen how
you got it?'1
Sitter. “Could you tell us anyway?”
C .l. “ Yes.
W hat is the name of Cold-water Soap?”
(Sitters tried to guess what this meant, but could not arrive at
the solution.)
Sitter. “Can’t you give us a further clue?”
C .l. “ Yes. My wife bought soap by the gross . . . washed everything
* from children’s clothes to front gate. To get away from all the
suds I took Helen to Europe. W e arrived, had trunk opened.
Helen forgot everything we needed, but had trunk half full of
borax soap” .
* * * * *
Second Control. (C .2.).
C.2. “ How do you do, dear friends” . Sitter.
C.2. “W ho is W A T S O N ?”
Stockbroker. KEARNEY.
* * * * *

“W ho is this?”

Third Control. (C .3.).
C.3. “ LOUISA . . . Have you found out who I am?”
Sitter. “That is impossible without more information” .
C.3. “Do you remember lavender Panne velvet dress with cut steel?”
Mrs. B. “ I never had a gown like that” .
* * * * *
Fourth Control. (C .4.).
C.4. “ Speaking of Cambridge, is Doctor Bigelow a relative?”
Mrs. B. “ I do not know".
C.4. “W ho is Florence Bigelow?” Mrs. B. “ I don’t know that either,
but I might be able to find out”
C.4. “Yes. Ask about Florence” .
* * * * *
Fifth Control. (C .5.).
CA. “ D o you know Mrs. BIRD?”
J. M. Bird?”

Sitter.

“You mean the wife of
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C.5.

“No. CHARLES SUM NER BIRD”.
Sitter. “Have you anything you wish to tell us?”
C.5. “Yes. My wife leaves for Europe soon” .
Sitter. “W here does Mrs. Bird live?”
C.5. “Walpole, Mass. W h.it do you know about Governor ALLEN?”
* * * * *
Sixth C ontrol (C .6.).
C.6. “LOUISA. . . . Do you mean to tell me you never lived at the
Victoria?” (N . B. This is addressed to Mrs. Bigelow.)
Mrs. B. “In what city is that?”
C.6. “ BOSTON” .
Mrs. B. “I only stopped there once or twice. Did you see me there?”
C.6. “Yes” .
Mrs. B. “Can’t you remember anything more specific?”
C.6. “ I w ant to release my soul from this earth. . . . ”
Mrs. B. “C an't you be released unless you are remembered?”
C.6. “ If some old friend does, I am no longer earth-bound” .
Mrs. B. “Did you know B. . . . well?”
C.6. “Yes . . . talked about sunken gardens” . . . . Drove you to Henry
Ford’s old place on Boston Road” .
* * * * *
Seventh Control. (C .7.).
C.7. “ Speaking of B RO W N , I am connected with B R O W N ’S shoe
dressing:—name HENNESSEY of Marlborough Street, Boston.
Sitter. “W hat was your first name?” C.7. “C an't remember” .
*
*
Eighth Control. (C .8.).
C.8. “ Speaking of Liberty, I spent time in LIBERTY, New York” .
Sitter. “W hat is your name?” C.S. “A R M ST R O N G ” .
Sitter. “ Your first name?” C.S. “JACK ” .
Sitter. “Did you go there in summer?” C.S. “For my lungs” .
Sitter. “W ere you a married man?" C.S “N o” .
Ninth Control (C .9.).
C.9. “Does Estelle wish to know anything. . . . ”
Sitter. “W ho is speaking?"
C.9. “A courier from other world” .
Sitter. “Please speak” .
■1.9. “Estelle wants to know if there was any particular reason for Brad
ford to get in touch with LULL. He stood by son all the time.
I could not make out why he looked tike a spirit, when in flesh.
1 w ant Estelle to tell son that 1 want him to get glimpse of
LULL'S wife” .
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Sitter. “Can you describe her?"
"Yes. . . . Very short; blonde; big eyes . . . I see two of them".
Sitter. "Do you mean two women?" C.9. “ Yes. They look ex*
actly alike".
Sitter. "A re they sisters?" C.9. "I wonder".
Sitter. "A re they living together?" C.9. "Yes".
Sitter. "W hy was Bradford put in touch with LULL?"
C.9. “ It was given me. . . . He drew him to him. In future I am a
plover flying over your cross of criticism.*
Sitter. "W hose cross?" C.9. “The Bigelow Club".
Sitter. “You mean this circle?"
C.9. "Yes. I am surprised that none of the ladies present have suggested
why the Biblicals come this week".
C.9. "Passion Play. W ho knows correct version of M ary Magdalene?"
Sitter. “W hat was the correct version?"
C.9. “ She intended to use her wiles on Jesus. After looking in his eyes
she followed Him. . . . W ho was a great Jewish actor?"
Sitter. “Do you mean Warfield?"
0.9. “ Yes. . . . Made a terrible error in suing for sympathy in portray
ing Shy lock".
Sitter. “You mean, he read the character wrongly?" C.9. “Yes".

C.9.

*

*

*

*

*

Tenth Control. (C .10.).
0.10. “ I have the name of LULL'S daughter . . . D O RO TH Y ".
*

*

*

*

*

Eleventh Control. (0 .1 1 .).
0.11. “How much I admire JU L IA N A ".
Sitter. “Do you mean the Queen of Holland?" C .ll. “Yes” .
Sitter. “W ho is speaking?" 0.11. “ I am V IC T O R IA ".
Sitter. “Queen Victoria?" C .ll. “Yes".
Sitter. “ Are you still a queen?"
C .ll. “There is but one throne here. I am merely Victoria".
*

*

*

*

*

T welfth Control. (C. 12.).
C.12. “ R A SPU T IN ” .
Sitter. “W hat have you to say to us?"
C.12. “ I wielded black magic, and can educate you in Black Magic".
Sitter. "W e don't want any of it, thank you".
(Violent movements of the table which struck all in turn.)
(End of Sitting.)
*

*

*

*

*

*Reference to record May 25. 1^28 when a remark was made by control as to seven plovers
flying over the Cross, of Christ

THE RECORD OF A STRANGE
AUTOMATIC SCRIPT
BY T H E EDITOR

During the period 1908 to 1912 when my friend ‘John Alleync' and I
were busy with the task of obtaining the series of archaeological communi'
cations from those who claimed to be former monks of the old Benedictine
monastery of Glaston, there were occasional signs manifest of a superior
control and we were made aware of the presence of some of a far more
ancient and august fraternity who spoke of themselves as “The Watchers'”
but who, with two exceptions only, declined to give us any individual
names. These W atchers represented themselves as having in their day
been students of philosophy, lovers of their humankind and desirous of inv
parting to those still under the tyranny of older and cruder religions, the
light of that New Philosophy which had illuminated the world through the
great thinkers in Greece, Rome, and the Orient and had its flower in the
advent of the Christian faith. These told us that they had been mostly
mariners, voyaging to the Isles of the W est in merchants’ ships and that
they had been instrumental in preparing the people of Britain and Erin
for the reception of the New Light. They spoke often of the blissfuj
activity of that liberated state of consciousness in which they now abode
and still abide, freed from the trammels of earth: and of the work which
was theirs in the influencing of the thoughts of men for the guidance of
civilisation to higher levels of spiritual and ethical development. One of
their company seemed to be always present when the monks of Glaston
were relating their story of the building of the Edgar Chapel or telling us
of the history of their House as it remained in their associated memories.
This one was a Roman of high authority who, according to his own account,
had retained a special interest in Britain because the blood of the Romans
was so largely infused in the British race, through centuries of colonization.
He would almost have us understand that Britain was a sort of racial
reincarnation of Rome.
A t rare intervals, however, another influence became manifest. It seemed
to emanate from the Orient * W e never knew when to expect its advent.
There would be an abrupt breaking off of the thread of the monks’ discourse
and on this would supervene strange and solemn warnings, couched in
language of prophetic import, sonorous and majestic. I have preserved the
record of these communications, but until now, they have remained unpub"
lished, excepting only those which referred to the coming of the Great;
W ar and the social and political upheavals which were to ensue on this.
These saw the light in 1919, in the small volume I published under the
title “The Hill of Vision.” I am now going to give another. W e can
place it in a diiferent category, since its import concerns the use or misuse
"'Tlu* name Ram Indra Singh wa*. appended to one of these scripts.
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of knowledge by man, rather than the events of history. I call it “The
Mystery of the Fifth Point.’ At the head of the first sheet of the writing,
the symbolic Pentagram was slowly drawn by the hand of John Alleyne,
he being quite unconscious, apparently, of what his hand was doing. D u p
ing the writing, I became aware of a sense of awe, as of the presence of one
who brought with him the aura ot an intense solemnity and a sense of de*
tachment from earth and its petty affairs in the contemplation of the silence
of the great Profundities which are beyond Time and Space.
EGO MEMORIA M U N D I SU M *

From the Five Points: The Four, men know;
The Fifth, men know not; for it is hidden;
The Secret Way from Spirit to Matter.
“Before you, and around you, and within you, but by Involution, comes
the Greater Universe.
He who speaks; the Link connecting That which Is Not with That
which Is: the Four with the Five."
“What would ye?” saith he. “The End cometh, and the Beginning.
So be it: but ask not. It cometh: and in the Four and in the Five
arc the mystic numbers.”
“As the fowler layeth his net; so lay we the Plan: but not in sight of
any bird.
The Old Order changeth: the Old,—a second in the time of
Eternity. So it comes quickly.”
“When the Powers of Evil are wedded to the Ancient Good:
When Virtue is Vice, and Vice, Virtue:
When the workers of Magic have drawn by devilish arts the Spiritual
into the Net of the Material: using its great forces to gain the world of
the Desire of the Eye:
The End is not far off.”
C irc u m sp ic e .

“Even as the ancient races have fallen by the magic spell long buried:
So ye, digging up from its grave, where the Wise Ones have buried
it, the power of the Spirit of Evil;
Are using it to your own damnation”
“Great marvels come on the earth.
Man draws the Powers of the Invisible by fetters of earth, and terrible
will be the vengeance.
“Ye shall say: “We are gods”; and even as ye say it, the falchion falls
Lo! I have spoken. Learn.”
*“I am the Memory of the World,”
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There was a pause at this point, and I read sufficient of the script to
understand its purport. M y conscience was clear as regards any sympathy
with magical quests of the darker order, hut the censure was terrible in its
severity. 1 knew the language to he symbolic; yet the words “ So ye, dig'
ging up . . . etc.” gave me a momentary sense of discomfort, as my work of
excavation implied the revelation of the memories of things long forgotten.
1 therefore asked the question: “Can any ill come of our researches and ex'
cavations?" A t once the answer came.
“Can aught hut Good come from the dust of them that strove for the
Light?11
Yet not all good is in the dust of Glaston. Pride and lust of Power,
hegetting deception and lies and fraud; and the fatuous conceits which
would have found excuse for them.
So has it ever been with them who should have been the priests
of Love and Fatherhood.
But no great good; and no great evil: material mostly"
“NAY. 1 speak of greater crimes than theirs:— the Winged Dragon:—
no more the Serpent crawling in the grass, hut flying in the eye of
Heaven: hold and fearless and unashamed.
Evil in the guise of Light: earthly lusts and powers wedded to the
mighty forces of the Celestial Essences"
“ W e have said: The imprisonment of spiritual Forces to he the minis'
ters of carnal appetites: the digging up of the Ancient Wisdom to learn
the Secret of the Gates of Life and Death:
Blasting the wall with which the Powers have closed you in, with
lightnings filched from the Servants of the Most High:
To learn the mysteries which human eyes may not look upon and
live"
“Seek Knowledge hy true paths; and seek not to learn the secrets of
the Infinite.
Pray for the Finite Mind: for material Good and mental exercise:
healthy use of material knowledge in the shewing of the Material:
But trifle not with the powers of the Spiritual for purely selfish
ends. Seek not to make the animal a god hy wedding spirit to matter"
“ Ye know best, in yourselves, that which is good and that which is evil:
seek Wisdom: seek Wisdom even from the dust of death.
All Knowledge is good: but seek not to be gods when ye are but
mortal"
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“ Ye have culled a fragment of the Greater Knowledge to which man'
kind will attain. This is not sin.
W e speak of selfish ends and of the powers of the Spirit enslaved
for the selfishness of the body: and Spirit crying:
“W ho will free me from the body of this death7
The seeking, ere the appointed time, of the Fifth Point, which may lead
to Hell or Heaven’1
$

*

*

$

$

MYSTERY OF THF, FIFTH POINT.

I will conclude this study with a brief meditation on the “Fifth Point”
and what it may be meant to symbolize. It is, as far as I can gather, an,
image derived from a four'dimensional geometry of which 1 and my friend
Revd. T. S. Lea, D.D. found some traces in the Goptic'gnostic “Book of
Jeu.” The Pentagram has always had a mystical significance and has been
largely used in magical ceremonies. The laws of physical symmetry indi
cate that any orderly system in our space of three dimensions must be built
cither of triangles, squares, or hexagons. Thus the numbers 2, 3 and 4 are
factors in all plane geometry and the three platonic solids, the tetrahedron,
the octahedron, and the cube arc all representative of these numbers. You
cannot build any continuous structure with the pentagon, but it comes into
the symmetric order of three dimensions as we see it in the two higher solids,
the dodecahedron and the eikosahedron.
All these five solids would, according to our mathematicians, have their
four'dimensional counterparts and the simplest of them all, the Tetrahedron
with its Four Points, may be taken as a natural sym
bol of M atter and of the powers of the physical
plane. But the higher counterpart of the tetrahe'
dron in space of four dimensions calls for a Fifth
Point, outside physical space: and the line to this
Fifth Point from each of the Four angles of the solid
would be so many paths from the Visible to the In'
visible Universe, these paths converging towards the
mystic Filth Point to build a hypersolid of perfect
symmetry inconceivable in physical space.
$ * * $ $ +

ANCIENT INDIAN PHILOSOPHICAL
SYSTEMS
By H. L. W il l ia m s
Note by Editor—O ur contributor is a retired member of the Indian
Police living in Norfolk Island. Having read in the Journal an editorial
reference to the Brahmanic doctrines of the great cosmic periods, he kindly
offered his permission to publish extracts from a digest prepared by him
of the teachings of the greatest of Indian sages, of which he appears to have
made a careful study. In a letter dated 1st of Feb., 1933 he remarks:
“ Psychic Journals discuss Patanjalic aphorisms, or Yoga Shastra: but
no notice is taken of the other five schools of ancient Indian philosophy:
hence my monograph. 1 have published several articles reviewing these
systems as a whole in the Australian press. I append an extract from
the ‘Institutes of M anuV
MANAVA DHARMA SHASTRA.

“G od ( brahm ) is no finite Thing. He is no known or visible
Being, nor can wc bestow on Him the name of any object or quality.
He is the Secret of all Secrets. He is IT :—-the passive and latent Ele
ment. The Universe is His Name: but it is only His former existence
which contains all things in itself that is actually existent. The Uni'
verse is He. It comes from Him and returns to Him. All worlds are
one with Him: for they only exist by His will. This W ill is revealed in
the Creation, Preservation, and Dissolution of the Universe. But there
is no creation properly so called: for, since all things have from all time
existed in Him, creation is but an emanation of That vehich is Him.
This Emanation merely renders visible to our eyes what was invisible.
Similarly, there is no such thing as Dissolution: this being but an Inhala
tion of what was exhaled: for all things are indestructible, being the
Substance of the Supreme Being who Himself has neither beginning
nor end, whether in Time or Space.”
B r a h m is the word used to denote the Supreme Being as above:
B r a h m a the energizing principle in the Triune aspect of Deity.
This
triune Brahma includes Rajas—Energy: Vishnu or Satva— Poise or Polar
ity: and Shiva or Tanias—Inertia.
Maurice Maeterlinck was of opinion that the source of all the historical
faiths, religious systems and philosophies of the w’orld is to be found in
ancient India. As examples of the influence of this fountain-head our con
tributor subjoins a few quotations from thinkers of various times: viz:
“Creation means the Expression and Exhibition of divine Essences.
The visible world is nothing but the appearance of the invisible pri
mordial Cause. God is not any finite thing, nor is He known by any
finite thing or quality. God is the Alpha and Omega, and every road
to Him is a via negativa.”
JO H A N N E S SCOTUS ERIGENA
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The following is attributed to Pythagoras:
“The Soul of the Universe is the divine Force which interpenetrates
every portion of the mass; and the soul of man is an efflux of that Ener
gy. The Universe, too, is an exact impress of the Eternal Idea which
is the Mind of God. The visible Universe is composed of invisible ele
ments. Everywhere in the Universe, spirit and matter are in principle
identical.'
Giordano Bruno is quoted as saying:
“The world of sense is a vast animal having the Deity for its living
soul. Birth is the expansion from the One Centre of Life. Life is its
continuance and death is the necessary return of the ray to the Centre
of Light."
A NCIENT & MODERN SCIENCE LINKED IN KAPILA.
K a p i l a , spoken of as the Father of Philosophy and author of the
Sankhya system which is the oldest philosophy of which history has any
sustained record, lived in Northern India in the xivth century B. C. H e is
mentioned in the Vedas, the most venerable Indian scriptures and his philos
ophy forms the basis of all the Indian philosophic systems which followed
after his day. Essential features of his teaching arc:
( 1 ) . The philosopher must bring natural science and psychical in
vestigation into harmony. He must employ his intellectual
reasoning powers in union with the intuitions of his spiritual
experience if he is to solve the riddle of the Universe.
( 2 ) . “ Ex nihilo nihil lit"—therefore Creation cannot proceed from
Nothingness.
( 3 ) . The Effect already exists in the Cause: and the Cause has
greater reality than the Effect.
APPLICATION OF KAPIL a ’s PRINCIPLES BY OTHERS.

invented a system of the most drastic logic by which he
tested the teachings of Kapila. His system is called Nyaya. K a n a d a
brought the light of Physics and Metaphysical theory to bear upon Kapila’s
philosophy. The system of Kanada is known as Vaishesika. Finally, p a t a n j a l i , the author of Yoga, treated of it on the physiological and psy
chological side. Yoga, as we know, teaches that Man is made up of seven
major principles or bodies; gross and outward or subtle and inward: Prana
or V ital Force (that which in Bergson’s system is the welan vital'): the In
stinctive Mind: the Intellect: and the Spiritual Mind and Spirit. Yoga
not only lays down the principle that the body is built of cells (as recog
nized by modern biologists) but also that these cells are minute Intelli*
gences sagely performing their w or\. Yoga goes yet further, and enters
into a discussion of the Linga S hariraor Subtle Inner Body. This Body
is also built up of cells called Nadis and there arc countless millions of
them. Their activities are subliminal. They are of an etheric nature and
might be termed four-dimensional. To us they would be merely concep
tual. This Linga Sharira, or Subtle Body has organs known as the Chakras.
G autam a
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They are foci of psychical or spiritual force. Of these, the spiritual brain
is first. It is situated in the region of the cerebellum and pineal gland.,
Another important chakra resides at the solar plexus. It is described as a
storage battery for the Prana force. The spiritual counterpart of the spinal
column is styled the Shushumna. To the right of this is the Pingala, and to
the left, the Ida, the functioning of which causes the human organism to
change its polarity from positive to negative with precision at regular inter'
vals. The conceptual Cells are the builders of the Ego. They change and
transmute but, being four'dimensional, are not subject to decay.
METHODS OF YOGA PRACTICE.

W hen the Yogi wishes to project himself into the higher dimension be'
yond our physical space, (the process spoken of as the Projection of the
Astral Body), he has recourse to certain practices which can be studied in
any popular treatise on Yoga which have the effect of stimulating another
centre of force at the base of the spinal column—the coiled "SerpentTorce’
of Kundalini. The result of this stimulation is that the Subtle Body enters
the supraliminal state and the submerged Ego takes charge and control of
the whole organism. W hen detached from the physical part it remains still
linked with that part by a magnetic cord of very elastic nature. A t dissolu'
tion this is severed.
LIMITATIONS OF MODERN SCIENCE.

Of the Tanmatral or conceptual Cells of the human organism, modern
science has, as yet, no knowledge. The nearest that the modern (western)
psychologist has got to all this is the assertion that nine'tenths or so of the
human mind is submerged beneath the threshold of consciousness, and of
this the iceberg is the analogy suggested. Modern science is ignorant as
to the psychic faculties which arc resilient in man. It is brought to a halt
in its research in the intangible by what Emmanuel Kant terms the “dead
wall of Reason.” It can only reinforce its facts, which are sensory and ma»
terial, by metaphysical speculation, such as the theory of William James of
the cosmic reservoir of thought.’ The orthodox psychologist cannot even
postulate a human soul: for the biologist, having conferred with his cob
leagues in embryology and physiology, reports that nothing of the kind has
been detected by modern science. The psychologist, therefore, has recourse
to such figments—which are really subterfuges—as the subconscious or
subliminal mind. As to the physicist, he notes the order, the unity, and
the diversity of N ature and is mystified. He is aware of a Power at the
back of it all. Some call this God: others, Nature. But all try to approach
it with finite minds. How, indeed, can they do otherwise: for none of
them have, like the Rishis of India, projected themselves into a fourth or
fifth dimension and thus made a study of discarnate experience.
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WORK OF T H E MODERN PHYSICISTS.

The physicists have traced, as they imagine, the constituents of matter
to their ultimate limit: from the molecule to the atom, and from the atom to
the electron. Yet they still find a subtle power beyond the last analysis
which baffles their deepest scrutiny. They have become cognisant of some
elusive force which, acting on the ether of space, results in matter which
they have reduced to a metaphysical concept,— calling it “mind-stuff.” (Ed
dington). Yet they arc now suspecting that the Universe is a Unity
through which radiates a substance known as ether, and that this ether,
under certain conditions, collects and polarizes a given portion of the pon
derable matter of the physical world. There is moreover an inference from
the dark or invisible rays that seems to indicate the presence of a substance
even finer than the ether and more subtle and dynamic than any known.
That these things were no sealed book to the Rishis is now beyond dispute.
The simple fact is revealed in their teachings that there is One Integral
Force in the Universe which is p r a n a and that Prana creates Thought,
moves the steam-engine, is manifest in the arc-lamp and in the X-ray, in
Mind as well as in Matter. The achievements of physical force and of
mind are equally dependent upon this Prana. The modern philosopher
has to show the “why," whilst the scientist proves the “how." In develop
ing any cosmic scheme or order, both arc confined within caged limits. Not
so Kapila, however. Therefore let him explain.
PRINCIPLES OF KAPILA S SYSTEM.

*

Kapila named the Power behind N ature the p u r u s h a . Call this the
Eternal First Cause. Everywhere in space, interacting and interpenetrat
ing, he found primal substance to which was given the term a k a s h a .
This has been equated with the Ether of Space, which modern Science has
postulated, attributing to it a rigidity inconceivable and an elasticity also
heyond imagination. But Kapila also noted p r a n a as an integral force,
ubiquitous in its presence How then comes creation, Kapila would say
that Purusha, the First Cause, projects itself in its transmutation as Akasha
or Primal M atter and that this in turn becomes m a h a t . —Cosmic Mind,
— in the process liberating the force Prana. Prana then reacts upon the
primal matter, causing vibrations to occur within it (Sanskrit ‘E jatf). These
vibrations are of varying order, harmonically related, so that they bring into
existence all the elements of the Mendelean periodic scale. The lower the
order of the vibration, the denser the element and vice versa. Nature, be
fore unmanifest, thus enters into manifestation, exhibiting three qualities or
essences, viz: Rajas or Energy: Tamas, or Inertia: and Satva, or Poise or
Polarity. This is borne out by modern science which finds Mass or Inertia
convertible into Energy, taking with it Gravity. All increase of Mass
means increase of Energy and vice versa, (see the theory of the equality of
inertial and gravitational energy). P r a n a is known to modern science
through the phenomena of Light, Heat, Electricity and Magnetism, be
tween which an intimate connection is now admitted.
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Kapila held that under the action of Prana, super-sensible particles
(such, for example, as electrical charges or ions of electricity) pervade all
space. This was the idea of the Roman philosopher Lucretius when he
taught that certain elementary particles governed by fixed laws combined
to form the universe of matter. But Lucretius considered all to be the out
come of fixed law mechanically determined. His dictum “The Soul is
born with the body, grows and decays with it and therefore perishes with
it*' is shown to be erroneous by Kapila.
REFLECTION OF INDIAN PHILOSOPHY IN T H E CLASSIC AGE.

W hilst the teachings of Democritus and Leucippus are akin to those of
Lucretius there are many others which breathe the Oriental influence. The
teachings of Pythagoras are strongly reminiscent of both Sankhya and
Yoga. Those of Philo, Plotinus, Porphyry and the Apostles suggest Eastern
philosophy throughout. The extent to which this influence has permeated
the classic age is beautifully brought to light by Gibbon in his remarks on
the character of the Emperor Julian (the Apostate). Gibbon writes:
“The theological system of Julian appears to have contained the sub
lime principles of natural religion. The pious Emperor adored the
Eternal First Cause of the Universe, to Whom he ascribed all the per
fections of an infinite nature. The Supreme had created, or rather, in
platonic language, had generated the gradual succession of dependent
spirits, and every being which derived its existence from the First
Cause received the inherent gift of immortality.”
He goes on to say that the Supreme had entrusted to the lesser deities
the duties of preservation and administration of the Universe.
Under Kapila's system, M atter, once manifested, results in phenomena.
In his Positive Sciences of the Hindus' Dr. Seal writes:
“Every phenomenon is threefold:— Intelligible Essence: Energy: and
Mass. The Essence of a thing, Sutra, is that by which it manifests
itself to intelligence. But the essence does not possess mass or gravity:
it neither offers resistance nor does work. All work comes from Rajas
— Energy, which overcomes the resistance of mass and supplies intelli
gence with energy ”
Kanada gives to every atom its mode of motion and behaviour and, in
common with everything else in Nature, it has its karma, or law of inevit
able cause and effect. The physics of Kanada, reduced to modem terms,
teach that all matter is a formation of atoms which have attracted their
affinities by their magnetic qualities and are held in contact by cohesive
force. M atter therefore exists as a production of the prevailing Law of
Attraction, better known as Gravitation. As modern science would say,
the atom itself is the product of the attraction of the positive nucleus and
the negative electrons within its composition: and, as Kapila shows, there is
no integral solidity in M atter which is a product of the functioning of Spirit
and of Spirit Force:— Prana.
Thus far we have noted the system known as Vaishesika, which is that
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propounded by Kanada. Let ns again take under consideration the Sankhya
system of Kapila.
Sankhya dispenses with a creative Deity. According to it, there is,
in fact, no creative act, only a dissolving view of the Universe forming and
transforming itself eternally. So also says Manu. Sankhya emphasizes the
Law of Continuity, or Karma, as universal and absolute. It undermines
the foundation of deistic religion by substituting evolution. It claims the
Universe to be the interaction of an infiinite number of spirits, these spirits
being merged or involved in matter of varying degrees of fineness or gross'
ness; for without substance no thing can function. It proclaims Prakriti,
the evepactive potentiality of Nature, as the interacting principle. Some
of these spirits, according to this system, direct the affairs of planets: others
higher still than they, rule the solar systems and manipulate the nebulae. No
theories of a Divine Fiat, or Plan, or of Creation out of Nothingness, have
any place in systems of Indian philosophy.
Sankhya teaches that there is no such thing as annihilation. Matter
may revert to a more attenuated state and may be eventually re'abso: bed
in its Cause. Thus we have both Evolution and Involution affirmed.
As regards the spirits immersed in matter as a consequence of the self'
projection and self'transmutation of the p u r u s h a o r Universal Spirit.
Sankhya explains that the empirical Self is a mingling of Purusha and
Prakriti: it is subject to all three conditions (qualities) of matter as above
mentioned, like everything else in Nature. In common with Matter it has
its Karma.
P r a k r i t i is intended for the Experience of the Spirit in man. When,
by experience, the Truth is known, that Truth makes the spirit free and
Prakriti has no more influence: but this may not be before a long round in
other spheres of existence. On its release, the Spirit, with complete de'
tachment and as a spectator, is able to contemplate Prakriti which now no
longer generates any effects on the being of the spectator.
POPULAR NOTIONS OI7 RE'BIRTH e r r o n e o u s .

The popular doctrine of reincarnation arose from the ideas of metempsy'
chosis (transmigration) in the carnal'minded Brahmans, who were unable
to comprehend the evolutionary progress of the soul through the planetary
spheres as it was taught by the great Rishis,—sages and philosophers. The
priestly Brahmanic caste took it to mean progress by repeated births in
the carnal body, just as the Christian clergy have taught the resurrection
of the physical body.
p r a k r it i as a n

a c t iv e or l a t e n t

force.

Unmanifest Prakriti is indiscrete and its elements in perfect balance.
Thus it is moveless, for in perfect balance there can be no motion. Where
there is no motion, there decomposition, change and decay, are impossible.
Thus, in a primal state, primal Substance is indestructible. Atoms and other
material particles are not primal matter, but are the products of energies
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interacting. The interspaces that lie between them contain primal matter
(ether), just as water permeates the molecules of salt when salt-crystals are
dissolved. There is one omnipresent mass of Nature in which all causes ex
ist. The first manifestation of Prakriti is Intelligence. Forth from Cosmic
Intelligence proceed the individual Intelligences, as sparks from a fire.
P urusha is the Dynamic Cause of the Universe eternally throwing out
sparks of Life. It is the Father, in the Trinity of Spirit Force and M atter.
M atter is incapable of discriminating between itself and the Life Principle.
It is always objective whereas Life alone is subjective. W hile p u r u s h a
brings out the cosmic aspect, there is also a Purusha in man, as a psychologi
cal Counterpart of his manifest being pertaining to each individual. In
the Christian terminology, this truth is thus expressed:
“Your bodies are the Temples of the Living God, and the Spirit of
God dwelleth within y o u ”
The Memories pertain to the Soul and not to the conscious mind. The
conscious mind is the organ which functions in the synthesis of sense-data
and the carrying out of the decrees of the W ill. Perceptions occur by the
transmission of the vibratory messages of the akasha (ether) which first im
pinge upon the exterior sense-organs (indriya), proceeding from these to
the interior sense-organs; from the latter to the conscious mind (Manas) and
from the last, to the soul (A tm a) or (Atma-Buddhi).
W HAT H A P PE N S AT TH E DEATH OP THE BODY.

A t dissolution, says Kapila. the Soul sheds the Conscious Mind as well
as the physical body; and, clad in a subtle or etheric body, it emerged
through the cranium. The carnal body is built of matter which has a low
rate of vibration. It is permeated by the Ether and stimulated by the force
prana.
Rut this gross body contains an inner body which is its exact
replica, and this is built up of fine particles of matter higher in their rate
of vibration and this imperceptible to human sight and sense of the normal
kind. For some aeons of time, the Spirit and its mental Counterpart, the
Soul remains resident in this finer Body. They finally part with it to enter
into the state called in Sanskrit s a t c h i t a n a n d a or n i r v a n a : a state of
absolute cognition, life and bliss, at one with the o n e and a b s o l u t e , the
PUR USH A.

The eternal existence of the Purushas is inconsistent with the Infinity
and Creatorship of god: for, if we have a Creator of Souls, those Souls
must have a beginning and need not be regarded as immortal. The souls
merged in matter are destined to re-emerge as its masters: but the cosmic
Purusha is the great attraction of the Universe. Though untouched in its
essence by the manifested order and unconnected in this sense with the
Universe, it nevertheless exercises this attraction. An interfering God
would run the risk of upsetting His own laws. If there were such a God,
says Kapila, He must be pure Spirit. Now pure spirit must be either
bound or free. But how can pure spirit bound by N ature create? He is
himself a slave, being bound: but can He by His emanations of power stimu
late and strengthen the forces of Creation?
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TWO OTHER PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEMS.

There yet remain to he noted two further systems beyond those already
spoken of in this paper. These are (1). the m i m a n s a of Jaimini and
Vyasa, and ( 2 ) . the v e d a n t a of Badarayan and Sankaracharya. The last
contains the once much derided Doctrine of m a y a or Illusion: viz: that
M atter, though universal and eternal, is illusory.
The m i m a n s a system deals mainly with Ethics, a discussion of which
does not enter here. But a brief summary of the v e d a n t a system may
be given. In Vedanta by a change of terminology only, the p u r u s h a is
styled p a r a m a t m a (cp. p a r a b r a h m ) , meaning the Supreme Spirit of the
Universe. W hen the One and Absolute is engaged in the work of creation,
preservation, and dissolution of the manifest Universe, an emanation of
Himself becomes merged in Maya. This Maya, (M atter or Illusion) is the
Prakriti of the older system. This emanation of the p a r a m a t m a now in
dwelling in the elements, becomes transformed into a Personal God, p a r a m
is h v a r a .
Being merged in M atter, He is subject to its Three Qualities
which are as already said, r a j a s or Energy; t a m a s or Inertia; and k a t v a
or Polarity. These three Qualities or Aspects of Creation are figured in
the symbolic Trinity of b r a h a m a : Creator; v i s h n u : Preserver: and s h i v a :
Destroyer and Regenerator.
P a r a m i s h v a r a therefore answers to the m a h a t of the older system.
This, then, must not be taken as a negation of the older philosophy but
rather as an affirmation of its teachings. P a r a m i s h v a r a would equate
with the l o g o s s p e r m a t i k o s —the Seed-bearing W ord—of the mystical
Greek philosophers.* It is therefore by reason of association with m a y a and
with the three qualities of M atter that the One and Absolute enshrined in
the Personal God p a r a m i s h v a r a and the same Indwelling Spirit in man
believe in their own individualities and accept them and the universe ex
ternal to themselves as realities. For in each there is the core or nucleus
of Reality in the divine principle enmeshed. But at the moment that the
personalised spirits of God and man set themselves free from the power of
Maya, or p r a k r i t i , their identity and that of the whole universe is re
established.
Since, however, m a y a , equally with p a r a m a t m a has external existence,
that existence, though illusory in relation to Maya, is, in its freedom from
Maya an enduring reality— the one enduring reality left, in the spirits of
God and men which, in their divine natures, are everlasting.
V edanta recognizes an ether finer than that of the akasha . That in
which the spirit has its being is called n i r g u n a .
THE PSYCHICAL EVOLUTION OF MAN.

The Evolution of the Soul of Man is, in this system, divided into Five
stages. These are (1). The Empiric Ego or a h a m k a r a (lit: “The T
in the making")— in which stage the activities of the consciousness are on
’"The phrase, as interpreted by an old mystical school is equivalent to the Philosophic Spirit
or to Philosophy itself, Ed
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the physical plane: next ( 2 ) . j i v a :— the first illumination of a divine ori'
gin: then (3). b u d d h i : or Enlightenment, bringing the realisation of a dP
vine destiny; then a t m a . which is the Soul in touch with the Divine; and
lastly Paramatma, in which it is One with the o n e and a b s o l u t e , having
attained n i r v a n a .
SOME CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS.

Let us consider N ature’s cosmic process as understood by modern science.
A gaseous incandescent spiral nebula forms and rotates about a focus.
Aeons pass: the nebula has condensed, and fiery globes rotate on their axes
about a common centre. A crust forms, and the interior alone remains hot:
later, embryonic life appears: then plants and vegetation; then animal life,
and lastly, Man. Nothing has from the first, been added or subtracted.
All potentialities were latent in the fiery mist. In the same substance lay
dormant both the subjective and the objective qualities. Among these
latent possibilities was Man. If man, the product of these potentialities
latent in the universe, is destined to survive death of his physical organism,
he can only so continue to exist because of the possibilities of such continue
ance contained in the world which produced him. This world, according
to the s a n k h y a philosophy, lies at the bottom of an ocean of ether con'
sisting of layer upon layer of varying degrees of vibration or intensity under
the action of p r a n a . Away from the centre of force, the vibrations are
less intense: nearer to it, their velocity increases. On the earth we in'
habit, in its phenomenal aspect, the vibrations are of the lowest order: but
not so in its noumenal phase.
Each order of vibration constitutes one plane and each plane is populated
by intelligences of that grade: but unless the requisite conditions are pres'
ent for interaction with other planes, the inhabitants of any one plane would
be unconscious of those above them. The Yogi, however, is one who has
learned to adapt or condition himself to reach a higher plane; and on enter'
mg this, he would be conscious of a complete change of environment; the
people and the scenery would be altogether different.
Emmanuel Kant, the greatest philosopher whom Germany ever pro
duced, held that no man can prove the categorical negative. Thus man
cannot prove that there exists no world beyond the sphere of sense. W ith
Kant, every true philosopher agrees. But it is otherwise where an affirma'
tive proposition ;s concerned. Wherever proof and evidence is forthconv
ing, an affirmative conclusion can be established. This, the ancient philoso'
phers have achieved; and following them, the modern psychic scientists also.
Mueller has truly remarked that the ancient Indian philosophers soared to
heights where they alone could breathe.
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In conclusion, the following, quoted from the “ Last Lines of Emily
Bronte" might be accepted as his creed by any Indian philosopher.
“O God within my breast
Ever present Deity;
Life that in me has rest
As 1, un lying life, have power in Thee.
Vain are the thousand creeds,—
Unutterably vain;
W orthless as withered weeds
O r idlest froth on boundless ocean main,
To waken doubt in one
Holding so fast by Thine Infinity,
So firmly anchored on
The stedfast rock of Immortality
If Heaven and Earth were gone
And worlds and universes ceased to be,
And Thou wert left alone,
Every existence would cxiwSt in Thee’'
* * * * * *

RELEASE
Longing to clasp the light behind the stars,
I left my body lying on my bed:
And, with freed spirit, broke these fleshly bars
And sought the torchless country of the dead.
There many a band of flickering shapes went by,
Not shadow'dim, but lanterned like the dawn,
More animated than the birds that fly
In trilling joy across a summer lawn.
W hole worlds aglow with movement, song and light! . . .
Till I, like one who never lived before,
Darted on dancing wings to join the flight
Of merrymakers on that ghostly shore.
“Can they be dead?” T thought. “O r do they reap
A richer life? while we, where eartlvmists fume,
Believe we live, and yet, dreanvstartled, sleep
In the unwindowed blackness of the tomb?*’
S t a n t o n A. C o b l e n t z .

SOME SAYINGS BY “PATIENCE WORTH”
“Patience Worth" needs no introduction. Her name is a household word in
America. Through the courtesy of Miss Hettie Rhoda Mead, who is the trustee of
many of the unpublished utterances of this well-known communicator, we arc privi
leged to print some of these. The following -were given on the occasion of an after
noon tea-party at Hyslop House, when Mrs. Rogers, Patience Worth's medium, was
present as the. guest of honour. A further collection is reserved for the June number
of the Jo urna l .
E ditor.

Asked why wc suffer, Patience said:—
“W hat is the answer and the justice? Remember thee this, hc^
loved. He who suffers measureth not with thy measure. Behold, 'tis
the contrastin' which hurteth. Unto him who hath little, little is
much. The day to thee may measure mountains, valleys, plains, seas
and universes—and to thy brother, four walls, small labor and a cot.
U nto thee, the walls, the labor and the cot are little. U nto thy brother,
the mountains, seas and universes are vague imaginings."
* * * * * *
“ W hat age wouldst thou I sing o' finished labor? There be nay
rest in lootin'. I say me, and ha' sayed me oft, labor runneth upon the
feet o' playing when flesh becometh dust. Then rest lies not in ceasing
but persisting."
.
“I need no tabernacle with blazoned altar, no sacrificial fires, no
law, no priest. M y tabernacle is the limitless sky . . . the fields of1
Nazareth. My law is the law of simplicity."
“Consciousness is an evidence of the separateness with which God
has created each man."
“W ater—like unto love, it be a satisfying sup. Yea, 'tis the fluid
of His substance made concrete for the sustenance of man."
"Repentance is a tattered cloth. Let thy hands at the weaving
rather than repent. Make whole the tatters ere thou dost let remorse
to gnaw thee."
“ Imagination—gay comrade wi' a magic loom—who weaves a cloth
— a gaudy stuff in which to clothe dull incident."
Strange what a familiar thing is comradeship!
I have learned that He laughs with children . . .
That His voice intrudes in merriment . . .
That He is a part of trivial utterance.
I have learned this and am awed not with doubt
But with reality!
* * * * *
“W ho sets a bar upon love? W ho swings a door or says it nay?
Lo, love is like the sunlight and soft zephyrs. Love laughs and rebuketh
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not. W ho sets a bar upon love? W ho may swing a door denying it?
It is elusive, aye. Yea, and enshrouding it dwells in a sanctuary of the
heart. It is an instant communion with the soul. It is a part of the
blood of agony, and a part of the lire of all joy. W ho sayeth unto love,
“ Nay."
"Man is redeemed through loving. He lifteth himself Heavenward
by the act of loving. To become redeemed is to be a lover."
“Age be experience— not decay— and 1 say me, no new harp sings
as an aged one."

“The justice of God and the justice of man arc like unto a monk
and a knave. I laugh at the twain for they never meet."
“ joy is attainment, and attainment is the fruit of labor."
“P eace— the sureness of mercy, simplicity and love/"
“G ravity— a weak word for a great word— god/"

Someone asked, “W hat does matter took like to Patience?"
Patience answered, “How doth the goblet look from which ihou
suppest? A sa vessel, verily."
Patience said:— “ Sirrah, many is the wise man who in his.folly
hath said wisdom, and in his wisdom hath said folly. I say me that
atoms amalgamate become matter enmass. I say me it is the chalice in
which existence is poured—the concrete evidence which is the trick of
existence-—for it be the phantom and the soul be reality!"
“ Day would be a saltless porridge without hope."
“ D e s t i n y — Man

builds it with his ain labor. God ne'er fashioned

it.
“The sacrament of silence is a rare sustaining bread!"
“P essimism— an egotry declared."
“D rama—the shadow of the pageant day— a mummer show, aye,
mock sorrow, mock laughter—yet writing surely—sympathy."
“I magination— gay comrade wi' a magic loom who weaves a
cloth—a gaudy stuff— in which to clothe dull incident."
“ C o n s t a n c y —The

law be writ within thee—not speaked with

the lips of thy brother."
“He who labors all the days oi earth and becomcth a part of life
becometh a part of eternity."

THE MARGERY MEDIUMSHIP
THE “WALTER” FINGER PRINTS
A STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT AND CHAIRMAN OF THE
RESEARCH COMMITTEE.

In the July 1932 number of the Journal (V ol. XXV I pp. 266-268)
and in the November number (V ol. X XV I pp. 403-405), preliminary
statements were made regarding certain claims of M r. E. E. Dudley that
the so-called “W alter" prints produced in the M argery mediumship, or
some of them, were identical w ith the prints of a living person, and outreaders were informed that the m atter was being investigated thoroughly
and that a full report would be published as soon as the w ork was finished.
M any members ol the Society have expressed some concern over the
length of time that has been taken in completing the investigation and the
consequent delay in publishing the report. Some interested critics have,
indeed, gone so far as to spread the statement that no report would ever
be published, hoping apparently to magnify thereby the supposed im
portance of M r. Dudley’s claim.
T o our readers, our friends, and our critics we repeat the assurances
given in July, 1932, that all the facts will be duly published in an adequate
scientific report when the investigation is completed. Approximately twothirds of the manuscript report is already in our hands and, barring unfore
seen developments, it is expected that the entire report will be available
for distribution by the middle or end of June. Because of its length it has
been found impractical to print it serially in the Journal , and it will,
therefore, be issued as a volume of Proceedings. A copy will be sent to
every member of the Society.
*

*

*

*

*

ITEMS OF INTEREST IN THE ENGLISH
JOURNALS
“ xenoglossy ”
Mr. Geo. H. Lethcm, in the course of a notice of Prof. Bozzano's new work men
tions the once famous case of Judge Edmonds' daughter, to which the Italian author
gives prominence. It would be well if further examples of the phenomenon of speaking
or writing in unknown tongues could be collated, as it is one of the most striking
phases of subjective mediumship.
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In “Polyglot Mediumship," Professor Ernest Bozzano deals specifically with the
theory advanced so confidently by Mr. Roberts that all mediumistic communication
can be explained by telepathy from the living. T he method adopted is the quota*
tion and examination o f numerous cases of “ Xenoglossy,” (the use o f languages
unknown to the medium) for the conveyance o f “spirit" messages. The first case
quoted is that o f a daughter o f Judge Edmonds, w ho was (in 18 t7 ) , a member
o f the Supreme Court of Justice in N ew York
Miss Edmonds, who normally
knew only English and French, was able, when in a supernormal condition, to
speak Greek, Latin, Italian, Portuguese, Polish, Hungarian and other languages,
giving messages which purported to come from “dead" people and the information
in which was in many cases verified.

* * * * #
ORGANIZATION OF THE “DOWSERS”

The N ew York “Sun” for Monday April loth contains an editorial article which
refers to a recent contribution to the London “Spectator" from Sir W illiam Beach
Thomas w ho states that an effort is being made in Great Britain to form a Society of
Dowsers this would o f course include the finders o f metal or mineral deposits as
well as water.
W e have already noted the formation of one such European Society. It is stated
that there are now such organizations in France, Germany, Italy, and Spain
Their
members study their art in all its applications, from the famili.tr use of a witch-hazel
rod for the finding o f subsurface water to the more occult process o f revealing hidden
treasure The “Sun" writer proceeds:
Sir W illiam is enthusiastic over every tribute paid to nature and to the men
and things that are elose to nature; he records this regimentation of the diviners
without condemnation, but without indorsement. This is disappointing. It is true
that dowsing lias been mechanized by the electrician's sodality; it is true that
modernity calls for organization and standardization of the practitioners of every
calling; it is a fact that the simplicity and ingenuousness o f old-fashioned dowsers
do not lend themselves to statistical preservation, the goal of all present human
endeavor; it is true that dowsers nationally organized and internationally associ
ated mighr eventually achieve a code of ethics for diviners; granted all tins, it still
seems a pity to uniform and drill those interesting relics of the age o f individual
ism to whom, because o f their indigenous repute, so many turn w hen a well is to
be sunk or the course o f a hidden stream in the vicinity o f a proposed building site
is to be traced.
Even though it were promised that Dowsers, Inc., might eventually be created,
empowered to issue bonds, participating and w ith warrants, and stocks, prior-pre
ferred, preferred, non-voting, voting and common, authorized to support a chair
man o f the board and a president and an assistant to the president, and a flock of
vice-presidents and an actuary and even a cassowary, the departure from the
institutions o f the past would not attract. Let the dowser persevere in solitude,
master of a peculiar talent, himself alone the guardian o f his special gift
A rather notable instance is within our ow n recollection
A n expert English
dowser was commissioned to plot the subsurface waters in the Thames valley, perhaps
w ith a view to tapping a more copious supply for certain commercial or manufacturing
houses in the London area. He was able to indicate the course of several underground
rivers flowing nearly at right angles to the Thames river and at a great depth These
would probably carry water from the Midland table-land to appear again as springs
in the Surrey hills on the opposite side of the valley. T w o very important London
establishments arc known to have benefited by the advice o f this dowser. (Ed )
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SIR O. LODGE AND HIS SEALED MESSAGE.

The London Press has been notified by Sir Oliver Lodge o f a test message prepared
by him for post-mortem verification. W e take the following from the “ Daily Sketch"
for the 6th March, 1933.
Sir Oliver Lodge, who has made special preparations for sending “across" a
message after his death, explained yesterday his reasons for the precautions taken.
Reference to a copy of this message, which has been deposited with the Society
for Psychical Research, will not only establish its genuineness, but w ill be a test of
his belief that memory survives after death.
“W hen I pass over," he said, “ I expect many people will get messages that they
will believe have come from me, although probably they w ill not have.
"I do not l{now whether seeders for such messages from me will have the;
power to bother me when l arti in the other world, but if they think they have,
they will cry out for me to come to them. W ell, that would be a nuisance.
“The packet 1 have deposited with the Society for Psychical Research has been
prepared as carefully as possible. It consists, at the heart, o f a message that is
placed in a sealed envelope. This envelope is placed in a second one, also sealed,
and that in a third, and so on.
“Each of these sealed envelopes carries a direction that w ill serve as a reminder.
But each fresh envelope is to be opened only at intervals.
“W h en the right people are sitting with the medium, 1 shall try to give them
a message, but that may take a little time— it may take as long us a year. 1
shall not get anything in a hurry,
“The directions on each envelope are designed to prevent forgetfulness about this
message of mine. In many cases, there has been such forgetfulness. W hen the
message I have written is receiveo it will be seen to be a very trivial thing and
people may say it was not worth making a fuss about.
"Suppose 1 were to give a childisr rhyme, it might be viewed from that stand
point alone, unless it were realised that its value lay in its agreement with the
message 1 have already written and secreted w ithout anyone being aware of the
contents. But my only problem is: Is there any danger o f forgetting it myself?"

* * * * *

Mr. Denis Conan Doyle in the 'Daily M ail’ for March 15, narrates the following
experience which he attributes to the intervention of his father, Sir Arthur C. Doyle,
by means of a warning given in the dream-state to a motoring friend of his.
“I’ve learned," he said, “to pay attention to any advice father gives me about
my cars. He saved my life once, you know. I was going to test a car at Brooklands,
at a speed o f about 125 miles an hour, when a friend begged me not to do it.
“ He had had a message from my father, in a dream, warning him that there
was something the matter with the car which could not be detected in the overhauling.
“ I was disturbed by this, but could find nothing the matter with the car. I de
cided to make the test after all, but this time a woman friend of mine rang me up
anxiously and told me o f a similar dream.
“ In consequence o f these warnings, the car was taken round the track very
carefully at less than 100 miles an hour, and a fault in the steering came to light,
which, if the car had been driven at the speed I originally intended, would have
hurled the car over the embankment, and 1 should w ithout doubt have been killed ”
Sir Arthur frequently gives his son advice, he says, on such matters as the buy
ing o f racing cars. “Some time ago,” he said, “he warned me off a certain car I
was very keen on buying, and told me what was the matter with it. H e advised
me to go after a car which I knew was not for sale. I got in communication with
the owner o f the car, and was told that nothing would induce him to part with it.
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“ My father urged me to telephone him the following night. I did so, and the
owner told me he was willing to sell for my figure after all, for since speaking to
me he had been ordered to South America, and had got to dispose of his car within
three days!”

* * * * *
THE TOWER OF LONDON AND ITS (JHOSTS.

From the London ‘‘■Star*’ for Feh. 20, 1933 we take the following item for what it is
worth If there he ground for the alleged experiences of the sentries it should bo
worth following up by orthodox psychic research.
Anne Boleyn has been “walking" again in the Tower of London. A sentry
fainted at his post near the Martin Tower a few nights ago.
His story—which has been apparently accepted by the authorities as an explana
tion of his behaviour—is that a headless woman appeared slowly walking towards
him
VISION SEEN BY WOMEN TOO.

Women in the residential quarters have also seen the apparition.
A “ Star" representative visted the Tower to-day and found the old fortress
humming with stories of this latest visitation. Among the wardens and their wives
the appearance of hapless Anne Boleyn has caused a far greater sensation than
the presence of a Scottish officer under arrest.
“ If ever ghosts should ‘walk* it must surely be here,” the “ Star" man was told
by an old resident of the Tower “ I have never met a ghost, but I know men and
women whose word I would never dream of doubting who swear they have seen
them.”
SHADOWY FIGURE ON GREEN.

Anne Boleyn. one of the most pathetic figures in history, perished on Tower
Green, where the ravens were still croaking out their song of ill-omen to-day
There have been many stories of how her restless spirit haunts the precincts of the
Tower, and women who live in the official quarters there firmly believe that she
“walks ” One of them told “The Star" that she has frequently seen a figure
glide across the Green in the shadow of the W hite Tower and the Bloody Tower.
VERY LIKE THE PICTURES.

“The figure was startling like the pictures I have seen of Anne Boleyn,” she
said “It moved slowly and sadly along. 1 could not find it in my heart to be
frightened of the poor soul ”
Sentry duties are constantly changed, and young soldiers do their best to avoid
the spot at which the young Queen is said to visit the scene of her execution One
sentry recently refused to go on duty. He was laughed out of his fears by bis
friends, and was glad when his vigil was uninterrupted.
OTHER SOLDIERS’ STORIES.

In recent years a number of young soldiers stationed in the fortress have sworn
to seeing apparitions. The reports have not been overlooked by the authorities,
who realise that sentry-go in the grim shadows of the Tower imposes a strain on
impressionable people.
There is a story of another young sentry on duty outside the King’s House who
was found unconscious at his post after seeing Anne Boleyn.
Maj.-Gen. Sir George Younghusband, when Keeper of the Jewel House, under
went mysterious experiences in his rooms above the Traitors' Gate A solid door
in his dressing-room had a habit of opening and shutting silently when nobody
was anywhere near
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EDITORIAL NOTES
T H E M EDIUM SHIP OF " JO H N A LLEYNE”

On Tuesday A pril 11th Captain John Allen Bartlett passed from this
life at Bath, Somerset, England in his 73rd year. H is name will always he
remembered in the annals of psychical research in connection with his
remarkable gifts for automatic writing, and for inspirational drawing and
painting. Apart from these also he was a gifted song-writer and a man
of considerable literary talent. T he late Frederick F.. W eatherly, one of
the greatest of modern ballad and lyric writers, at whose former residence
Cant. Bartlett died, was in the habit of alluding to him in a humorous w ay
as his “hated rival.” H e wrote under the name “John A llevne.” Many
of his lyrics have been set to music by his w ife, Carlyon de Lyle, and p er
formed by London and other popular orchestras.
But perhaps his chief title to fame w ill be the fact that he was the
automatist for the script of the “Gate of Remembrance” and of the “Hill
of V ision,” both books published by his colleague in the transmission of
the script (the present editor of the J o u r n a l and the writer of this m em oir).
The first deals with the monkish communications concerning Glastonbury
Abbey. These were given between 1907 and 1912 and again after 1916,
and they led to the discovery of the foundations of the tw o chapels, respec'
tively of King Edgar and Our Lady of Loretto as to the plan and situation
of which there had been no practical knowledge or consensus of opinion
on the part of antiquaries. Both were found in due course during the
period of M r. Bond’s directorship of excavations, and with amazing pre'
cision of detail. It is indeed most fitting that John Alleyne’s body should
rest in the soil of his beloved Glastonbury. The writer of an obituary note
in the local weekly paper says:
‘All who love and value what Glastonbury' was and still stands for should
be grateful for the splendid use that John Alleyne made of his marvellous gift of
automatic writing in recovering from the lost pages of immortal remembrance,
measurements and details of the great Abbey.”
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Truly John Alleyne was as a “ harp of many strings.** Perhaps no
greater variety of influences can be found in the annals of automatism than
those which are manifest in the communications above-mentioned. There
were abundant indications of the activity of an important group who
elected to be called “The W atchers/ and who seemed intent upon exer
cising a restrained influence, at once balancing and inspiring, upon the in
tuitive minds of living people, thereby assisting, without interference with
human freewill, in the advance of the ethical and truly civilizing principle
among the nations of the earth. Some of the philosophical scripts were
highly estimated by those qualified to appreciate them, and a few were
published by M r. Bligh Bond in his “Hill of Vision* (1919). The
language employed in these was modern, and it occasionally rose to a
vibrant pitch of eloquence which seldom failed to stir the reader. Here,
for example, is a part of the W atchers’ appeal to our generation for an
education of the young upon spiritual lines:
*

*

$

*

*

“Educate in the will of Matter, starving the intuition, and you break
the rope which lifts Humanity to higher spheres and connects material
man with Spirit. . . . Unless those among you who are in authority culti
vate equally the spiritual both in home and school, and in the university
of daily life, the fate of humanity will be again infinitely delayed and
cast back into barbarism, which is M atter deprived of Soul.
“Greece developed a soul,—a pagan soul which yet was soul, though
only the soul of her race-spirit manifest in Beauty. But this was not
enough. I t was a strand in the divine seven, but only one, though lovely
in its earthly manifestation. But the seven strands must be equally de
veloped lest catastrophe attend you.
“Again at this moment wc appeal to you as a nation to cultivate the
Spiritual, lest inevitably ye fall from grace, although blazing like a mete
or, pass on to the darkness of the limbo of past glories.”

In the course of the present summer M r. Bligh Bond will publish a vol
ume in which he will attempt to arrange as a coherent whole the philosophy
of life and man's immortality which are derived from these writings. The
work will be entitled “The Wisdom of the Watchers'* and will be published
by a N ew York house. It will be illustrated by several quotations from
these scripts. The writer designs this as a memorial to his friend John
Alleyne, and the English royalties will be reserved for his widow who, we
regret to learn, is not well provided for.
* * * * #
The letters to “Light" which wc reprint in this issue form a fitting
introduction to the article by Dr. Eugene Osty, of the Institut Metapsychique of Paris, which first appeared in the Revue Metapsychique and has
been since reprinted in pamphlet form under the title “L’ Etrange Conduite
de M H arry Price.’’ It is a masterly defence of a mcdiumship, the good
repute of which is of especial importance at the present juncture, since it is
at this moment that academic science is for the first time disposed to give
serious consideration to the phenomena peculiar to the physical medium.
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M r. H arry Price as the author of the Reports on the Rudi Schneider
mediumship appearing in our Journal in recent years, and as Director of
the sittings has at all times enjoyed the hospitality of our columns and the
respect due to what has seemed valuable work in psychical research. W e
have always credited him with a sincerity of motive in his studies and
records, and our goodwill has been manifest in a reluctance to interest our'
selves in his differences with his Committee'men and others. For the same
reason we have assumed his good faith in other matters of controversy,
such as the Duncan mediumship: and although there have been times
when a notable inconsistency of position on his part has been revealed, we
have been ready to attribute such changes of attitude to a readiness to
acknowledge any error of opinion, and have been willing to regard these as
tokens of a professional courage which is always a valuable asset in our
science.
His recent effusions however in the London “ Sunday Despatch'"— in
which he altogether destroys that edifice of seeming impartiality which he
laboured to build up in his latest Bulletin, have convinced us, as they must
convince any unprejudiced person, that we have here not a case of straight'
forward change of opinion,— of the courage to be inconsistent in the public
eye,—but an expression of views mutually contradictory and incompatible
with any singlemiinded intent to advance the cause of knowledge. This
being so, we are compelled to realise that all that Dr. Eugene Osty has so
forcefully and clearly said in his brochure “ Etrange Conduite de M. Harry
Price" must be accepted as the verdict of the Court by the mouth of the
Judge. In the interest of justice, our Publications Committee will there
fore print a translation of the entire document, and its perusal will show
that further editorial comment is superfluous.
*

*

*

*

*

EXPOSING THE EXPOSERS
SOMETHING NEW IN PSYCHICAL RESEARCH

The practice of mediumship is a rough path to tread, and a dangerous
one. W hether exercising his gifts in the strictest tradition of the amateur
spirit, or receiving in exchange for his efforts due financial reward or other
material benefits, the medium must not only struggle with the unknown
personal strains and stresses that accompany production of phenomena, but
when submitting to investigation by scientists and others of inquiring mind,
he must run the danger of misrepresentation, misinterpretation and dis
honesty in conducting or reporting the experiments. The first struggle is
inherent in the thing itself, while the second danger has its roots in the
more unlovely aspects of human nature,— bias, prejudice, selfish aims and
ulterior motives quite unrelated to the supposed ends of scientific investiga
tion.
Pious frauds, posing as genuine mediums, have been frequent enough
and exposing their pretensions is a valuable service; but no adequate atten
tion has been given to the false exposures of genuine mediums by fraudu
lent investigators. Mediumship has always been characterised by the claim
that it represents or manifests the power to receive communications from a
transcendental world where dwell the spirits of departed men; and such a
claim in the eyes of the law is upon the face of it proof that the medium is
an impostor. Thus it follows that a medium has no standing in a court of
law and can be slandered, libeled and defamed in respect to his psychic gifts
and their exercise, with perfect safety and freedom from legal responsibility.
The usual avenues of redress against such wrongs are closed to the medium
and he has also been for the most part without the opportunity, means, or
resources otherwise to combat unjust attacks. It is deemed a worthy effort
in some quarters to assemble an imposing list of alleged “exposures” of
mediums, particularly in the field of physical phenomena, from which it is
argued that the catalogue demonstrates universal fraud in that field. The
list of such exposures is being constantly lengthened—only with this im
portant difference today, that at a long last the medium is achieving a large
measure of support from people who insist that the conduct, capacity,
prejudices, motives and good faith of the investigator who makes an al
leged exposure be examined, analyzed and set in proper relation to the real
facts with complete freedom and ruthless candor, before judgment be passed
on the medium.
Recent developments in the case of Rudi Schneider, the Austrian medi
um, illustrate in a striking way this growing sense of fair play for the
medium. In 1929-30 Rudi submitted to a series of controlled sittings
at the National Laboratory of Psychical Research in London, under the
supervision of H arry Price, its Director. M r. Price reported on the seances
in his book rudi schneider : a scientific examination of his m edium sh ip .” * In 1932 Rudi again sat for Mr. Price who has reported on the
♦London, 1930, Methuen 6*1 Co. Ltd.
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27 seances held, in Bulletin IV . of the National Laboratory, published in
March 1933. This report has taken its place in the catalogue of “ Ex'
posures."
Briefly stated Mr. Price claims that at the 25th seance held April 28,
1932 several instantaneous photographs were obtained which disclosed
Rudi’s left arm reaching out behind him toward the cabinet at a critical
moment of the seance action when the arm was supposed to be under com'
piece manual control by M r. Price himself. Hence, argues Mr. Price, Rudi
is a proved fraud and all his phenomena suspect.
The pictures were developed the following morning in the presence
of Rudi, but thereafter, so far as can be learned, were kept secret by Mr.
Price while various other developments involving Rudi occurred.
On March 5, 1932 Mr. Price startled his public by an article in the
London “Sunday Despatch’ announcing his exposure of Rudi. The fob
lowing day Bulletin IV . was launched on the wave of the resulting publicity.
For the moment Rudi seemed to be done for as just another faker ex'
posed by science; but the growing sense of fair play to mediums to which
allusion has been made, quickly manifested itself. In the March 17th issue
of “ l i g h t , the distinguished Professor David F. Fraser'Harris, M.B.,
G.M., M.D., D.S.C., F.R.S.E., etc., who was present at 19 of the 27
seances, published an article defending the genuineness of Rudfs phenom*
ena. In the same number was a letter from Dr. J. Hutton Chisholm, who
was present at the seance of April 28th, likewise defending Rudi. In the
March 31st issue H G. Bois, Esq., acting President of Mr. Price’s o rg a n ic
tion, addressed a letter to the Editor which has an important bearing on
the subject, and under date of March 16th six members of the Council of
the National Laboratory addressed a joint letter to Rudi disclaiming the
charge of fraud. M r. Price noticed the situation in a letter to “ l i g h t ”
published April 7th and in another in the issue of April 21st. This latter
brought another communication from Dr. Fraser'Harris in the issue of
April 28th in which issue appears also a letter from Alice Rcutiner who
attended the seance in question and others as well. Finally in the r e v u e
m e t a p s y c h i q u e for April 1933 Dr. Eugene Osty, who had studied Rudfs
mediumship for 15 months and published a book about him*, published an
article reviewing the facts in an effort to present the proper background for
a fair understanding and appraisal of this alleged exposure.
The whole scries of documents are an important part of the current
History of psychical research and they are presented to the readers of this
Io u r n a l as evidence of some of the difficulties confronting the science of
psychics in its fight for recognition, and of the reality of the growing spirit
of fair play and honesty toward mediums that should soon make unjust
ttacks upon them a sure warrant for condemnation of the critic and not
mply a means of easy publicity.
D aniel D ay W alton ,
*Les Pouvoirs de l’Esprit sur la Matiere, Paris, 1932.
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* * * * *
(I) A R T IC L E S A N D LETTERS R E P R IN T E D FROM “ LIGHT”
* * * * *
G E N U IN E N E S S OF R U D I SC H N E ID E R
DEFINITE CONCLUSIONS CONFIRMED BY RECENT SERIES OF PRIVATE SITTINGS

By P rofessor D. F. Fraser-H arris. M D., D .S c., F.R.S.E.
(Reprinted from V ol LIII., pp. 1 6 L 162, March 17, 1933)
The issues raised by Mr. Harry Price in the article in the Sunday Dispatch of
March 5, regarding the alleged escape from control on the part of Rudi Schneider at a
seance on A pril 28, 1932, are so serious that I have consented to the request o f the Edi'
tor o f Light to testify to what I believe about the genuineness o f this Medium. On
the day after the publication of this article in the Sunday Dispatch there appeared
(M arch 6) “ Bulletin IV of the National Laboratory o f Psychical Research: A n account
of some Further Experiments w ith Rudi Schneider, by Harry Price.” (London, 1933,
1 0 /' net.)
Although this Bulletin or Report on the sittings w ith Rudi (February' to M ay,
1932) opens w ith the follow ing statement in the Preface: “The council of the National
Laboratory o f Psychical Research has pleasure in submitting to its members an account
o f a further series o f experiments . " not one person in the group o f investigators,
fourteen o f whom w ere members of the Council or its “London Group” w ho sat with
Rudi Schneider, was consulted in the preparation of this report. So that, for the first
time, ten months after its occurrence, a number of us learned accidentally from the
pages o f a Sunday newspaper that Mr Price possessed evidence to the effect that, in
his opinion, Rudi was photographed cheating on A pril 28. T he use of “w e” through'
out the report would lead an unsuspecting reader to infer that it was the duly consid'
ered joint report o f the members of a Committee. It may be said to be “published by
the Council"; but it was written from beginning to end by Mr. Price. W h y I and
several other members of the group of investigators were deliberately kept in the dark
for ten months regarding an incident of the utmost gravity, w hile a report, which we
had never seen in manuscript, was issued in our names, is capable o f an explanation;
but, as that explanation is more of a personal than o f a national character, it had better
not be published apropos of exploits in the “National Laboratory.”
Further, as regards the photographs used as illustrations, w e were never called
together to consider and interpret these; Mr. Price selected those which he wished to
reproduce w ithout consulting any member o f the Council. T he use of “w e” through
out this report is, therefore, misleading and unjustifiable.
T he evidence for the alleged fraud in which Rudi is supposed to have been de
tected rests entirely on the interpretation of a photograph taken in very unusual cir
cumstances, when two photographs were superimposed. Mr. Price has, doubtless, sub
mitted the plate of this to the scrutiny of an expert photographer for report, because
the charge of fraud is based entirely on this single incident. One would have imagined
that an investigator, having as his aim the discovery of truth, w ould at once have sum
moned his co-workers and discussed w ith them this apparently most serious occurrence.
Adm ittedly, R u d fs left arm has broken loose from the control o f Mr. Price’s
right hand— the inference w c are asked to draw being that this was done by Rudi with
fraudulent intent. But before so very serious a conclusion is reached, w c must, in fair-
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ness to this young man, w ho has never been proved to have broken away from his corn
trailers, in a long series of sittings dating from 1929 to 1933, examine the evidence
w ith the utmost care and in the absence of all bias.
In the first place, on the evening in question, Mr. Price admits (Bulletin, p. H I )
that, ow ing to an attack of neuralgia from a facial abscess, he "was not really in a
fit state to control
H e says: “ l was thoroughly ill that evening,” and, “ for what hap
pened I take all the blame.”
In the next place, Rudi is, as M r Malcolm Bird states (p. 151), a very restless,
powerfully-muscular young man. In trance, he throws himself about with consider
able violence and often squeezes one’s hands quite painfully; so that, at the moment,
possibly, of some weakening of M r Price’s grasp, it is not improbable that R udi’s left
arm jerked itself free. W e must remember that he asserts he does not know what is
happening during trance, and w e have independent evidence that this is the case, and
he has from time to time warned us to control him completely and to take full responsi
bility for doing so. N ow , the effect of any light, but especially of the intensely brilliant
white flash-lights, has a most injurious effect on Rudi in trance. On several occasions
• on one of which (in the private series) 1 was controlling— he has jerked himself vio
lently to one side as though to avoid the sudden flash o f intense light It w ill be noted
that in the photograph he has his back to the counterpoise table. I have myself very
little doubt that the reflex effect on this struggling, muscular, semi-unconscious youth,
when the tw o blindingly brilliant flashes w ent off suddenly in his neighbourhood, was
to cause him to jerk his left hand out of the admittedly inadequate control of; M r
Price’s right hand at 10.50 p.m. on the evening in question.
The fact that his left and not his right hand became disengaged is entirely in’
favour o f his genuineness and against M r Price’s hypothesis of deliberate fraud. His
right hand might have been of some use to him if, having snatched it from the sub
controller’s grasp, he managed to stretch across the two feet five inches which sepa
rated his chair from the handkerchief; but of choice in the dark to vise his left hand
behind his back with the b a c\ of his head towards the table (and the back of the chair
in his w ay) w ould indicate either co'ossal stupidity or the possession o f conjuring
powers of a degree of dexterity far beyond what w e may credit Rudi Schneider with
possessing.
But there is more to be said: w e are asked to believe that, w ith his back to the
handkerchief and his left hand at least three feet nine inches away from it (and w ith
the back of the chair in the w a y ). Rudi snatched the handkerchief from the table and
threw it— not beside his chair, but farther away from him into the opening between
the curtains, a distance of about four feet.
Once again; Mr. Price tells us that, by experiments he made in the week following
this incident, he proved that the lag-time of the flash-bulb apparatus wras sufficiently
long to allow him "to snatch an object off the counterpoise and get in position again
before the bulbs ignited.” N ow . Rudi had not the benefit of any such knowledge or
experience, although the principle and object o f the apparatus, namely to photograph
an object being levitated, had been explained to him. Is it, therefore, probable that
Rudi would, w ith his left hand, risk a manoeuvre which, so far he knew, would lead
to certain detection by the evidence of photography?
There arc other improbabilities. Mr. Price suggests (p. 15 3) that on A pril 28th
Rudi was simulating trance— which can only mean that, in a state of normal conscious
ness, he kept up the characteristically rapid breathing of from 120 to 240 a minute.
13ut this is precisely what no normal person can do. If any one voluntarily breathes
•s fast as he can for as long as he can, he finds that he cannot keep up this hyperpnoea
or more than a few minutes before a state of apncea, or cessation of breathing, sets in.
Rudi, when in trance, can keep up his abnormal hyperpnera for more than an hour,
nd the protocol of April 28 is just like that for any other seance. If Rudi was lmitatig trance on A pril 28, he was imitating trance at any sitting from 1929 to 1933. The
uggestion is superfluous and fantastic.
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Before 10.50 on that evening, he was doing as he had ever done; from 11.17 to
11.44 (pp. 148-149) he was doing as he had ever done. It is a childish (or a devilish)
suggestion that between 10.50 and 11.17 he suddenly “cheated.” If he w as uncon
scious, then he did not cheat, for no moral quality or design can be attached to acts
done in unconsciousness; if he was normal, as is suggested, he could not have main
tained his peculiar rapid breathing for the next three-quarters o f an hour. Mr. Price
cannot have it both ways.
Finally, the account of the interview (p. 152) at which “I confronted Rudi with
the evidence, he did not know w hat to say,” does not supply some rather necessary
details. Rudi Schneider’s knowledge o f English is limited, Mr. Price’s knowledge of
German is limited, and yet w e are to understand that in some language intelligible
to both, and to the secretary, Mr. Price “formally charged him w ith having freed his
arm and suggested his having moved the handkerchief from the counterpoise himself,
and that he made no reply.
Silence may always give consent, it does not always)
mean comprehension.
A s one who, through the courtesy of Mr. Price, has controlled Rudi on many oc
casions, and often subsequently in a recent private series of 27 sittings, I can testify
to the genuineness o f that “M edium ” (a term 1 greatly dislike, as it is epithet-begging,
so that I have suggested teledynam ist for one who produces telekinesis).
By “genuine” in this connection, I mean that, when to my ow n and the sub
controller’s certain knowledge, the hands and feet o f the Medium seated before us were
carefully and efficiently controlled by our hands and feet, certain phenomena o f a
paranormal nature were being produced in our presence. I testified in the Times
(M ay 9, 1932) to the telekinetic phenomena l had witnessed w hen Rudi was com
pletely controlled; subsequent experience in a private circle of sitters, where the con
trol was made absolute, has confirmed me in my belief in the genuineness o f Rudji
Schneider. (I may say in passing that on page 175 of the Bulletin, Mr Price has
suppressed the opening paragraph of my letter, which referred to “ unsolicited publici
ty )
I testified also in the H ibbert Journal (October, 1932), to which I refer those
who wish to learn o f these experiences in some detail.
M y w ife and I have the pleasure of knowing Rudi Schneider in private life when
he has been our guest, and w e find him to be a delightful companion, bright and
amusing who, though modest, has a charming savoir faire.
LETTER FROM J. H U T T O N C H ISH O LM . M .D T O
PROFESSOR FR A SE R -H A R R IS
( “LIG H T ” March 17, 1933)

“ D ear Professor Fraser-H arris,— M any thanks for your letter. I have not
read the article you mention but what you tell me w ith regard to it surprises me. The
sitting I had w ith Rudi Schneider was my only sitting at the Laboratory (I am not
exactly sure of the exact date but that can be verified from the record). On that
occasion Harry Price complained that he was suffering from neuralgia but claimed
that Olga the control had cured the pain during the sitting. N o mention was made of
lost control— in fact, Harry Price at the beginning o f the sitting demonstrated to me
personally (I was sitting next to Price in the front row o f the circle) his complete con
trol. Rudi s legs between Price’s in close contact, and Price’s hands holding Rudi’s
arms.
“There was no suggestion whatever made at the time that the trance state was
not genuine. Indeed, when the curtains moved, a lady behind me in the course o f the
conversation (demanded by Olga to keep “lustig” ) asked how she could be certain that
the phenomena were genuine and not produced by a member of the circle. I replied
that as I was nearest the curtains and was holding the hand o f the lady on m y left and
keeping control o f Price on my right w ith my right leg and foot that none of these
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three o f us, at any rate, were moving the curtains. Harry Price exclaimed indignantly,
W e are not liars here, you know.'
“ In my opinion the trance state of Rudi Schneider on that occasion was genuine
and the phenomena also were genuine. I myself, as distinctly as the red light would
allow, saw the pseudopod which put a rose into my hand emerging from the opening
between the curtains. I also saw the pseudopod touch and try to take the wastepaper-basket from between my hands. It was to my mind a manifest impossibility for
Rudi to have effected this.
“I mention only these tw o phenomena though there were others. During the whole
of the sitting, which was in tw o parts, I could dimly see R udi huddled in his chair.
In fact, I missed several o f the telekinetic phenomena claimed by others as my eyes*
were on Rudi. I state emphatically that in my opinion fraud was impossible. 1 hold
no brief for R udi Schneider: I had this one sitting w ith him as I state above.
“In fact, I merely asked for this sitting out of curiosity. T hold that telekinesis
and physical phenomena generally are so w ell proven that further investigation of
that, to my mind, lower aspect of Psychical Research is a waste o f time Yours faithfully,

J. H utton C hisholm , M D "
He

*

SJe

$

4.

LETTER FR O M H. C BOIS T O ED ITO R OF “L I G H T ’
(V ol

Lin, p. 199, March 31, 1933)

Sir,— W ith reference to the article by Professor D . F Fraser-Harris in the issue
of Light for March 17th, 1933, I. as acting president o f the N ational Laboratory of
Psychical Research, have been requested by members o f the Council w ho took part in
the investigations to state that they were not consulted by the H on Director (Mr.
Harry Price) as to the conclusions to be drawn from the sittings, and that thev do not
agree w ith the implications in the Report. T he Report is a Report by the Hon D i
rector and not by the Council, as stated in the Preface.
Furthermore, the Council as a w hole were kept in ignorance for ten months o f
the photograph taken on April 28th, 1932 (Plate x x i ) and I was not aware o f its
existence till very recently this current year. H G Bois.

*

*

*

*

*

LETTER T O R U D I SC H N E ID ER
(“LIG H T ” V ol. L III. p. 214. April 7, 1933)
London, March 16th, 1933.
Dear Rudi,— W e do not think M r. Price’s Report on your case (1932 sittings)
can possibly prejudice against you any scientific investigators o f Psychical Research
But, in view of the possibility o f hasty readers o f the Report coming to a false
conclusion, w e, as C ouncil Members o f the N ational Laboratory w ho were present at
these sittings, wish to state emphatically that w e dissociate ourselves from the implica
tions o f the Report (about which w e were not consulted) and have faith in your
integrity.
W e are quite w illing for you to give any publicity you like to this letter
— Yours truly,
(Signed) H G Bois
V . C ochrane -Baillie
D . Fraser-H arris

A lex. D ribbel
Kathleen M. G oldney
C larice R ichards
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H A R R Y PR IC E T O ED ITO R OF “LIG H T”
( “LIG H T” April 7, 1933)

T o the Editor o f Light.
Sir,— Re the letter from Mr. H G. Bois in your issue of the 31st inst., my Rudi
Schneider Report does not state in the Preface that it is “by the C ouncil” : the exact
words are: “The Council . . . has pleasure in submitting,” etc. T he identical words
were used in the Preface to my Duncan Report but no one w ent into hysterics about it.
1 do not usually consult other people as to what “conclusions ’ I draw from a set
of facts. The Report plainly states on the title-page that it is by me, and for it I take
full responsibility. M y judgment in these matters has never yet let me down.
It is not a question as to what “ implications” are to be drawn from the Report.
The brutal facts are that w e have three separate photographs showing R udi’s arm in
a compromising position by the counterpoise table. In other words, w e photographed
what Professors M eyer and Przibram declared happened in V ienna in 1924.
H arry P rice, Honorary Director.
National Laboratory of
Psychical Research.
*

:|e

:H

*

*

H A R R Y PRICE T O E D IT O R OF “L IG H T ”
(V ol. LIII , p. 247, A pril 24, 1933)
Sir,— W e have heard a good deal about people “resigning” from the National
Laboratory of Psychical Research, so I am sure the facts w ill interest your readers:
out of 62 officers o f the Laboratory, five have resigned and it is significant that not one
of these people was present at the 25th seance, concerning which all the commotion has
arisen. Out o f nearly 400 ordinary members, not one has resigned.
Conversely, w e are receiving scores of personal letters and Press notices, endors
ing our action in publishing the whole truth concerning the Schneider mediumship.
There is no room for emotionalism in scientific research. T he furore (organised by a
very small group) concerning Rudi, leaves me quite unperturbed
I experienced the
same sort o f thing in regard to W illiam Hope and Mrs. Duncan. Further comment
would be superfluous.

H arry P rice, Honorary Director.
N ational Laboratory of
Psychical Research
*

*

$

4c

sfc

PROFESSOR FR A SE R -H A R R IS T O ED ITO R OF “L IG H T ”
(V ol. LIII, p. 266, April 28, 1933)
Sir,— In his letter in Light (A pril 21st) Mr. Harry Price writes: "W c are receiv
ing scores o f personal letters and Press notices endorsing our action in publishing the
whole truth concerning the Schneider mediumship.” (T he italics are mine)
J should like to point out that the pronouns should be singular, and the phrases
read:— I am receiving, and “my action,” respectively. On April 7th, in his letter
to Light, Mr. Price was good enough to relieve us of the responsibility for the con
tents o f Bulletin IV by informing everyone that he did “not usually consult other peo
pie as to what conclusions he drew “ from a set o f facts” and that “the Report plainly
states on the title-page that it is by me and for it I take full responsibility.” In the
light of this explanation, I submit that the use of the word “w e” and “our” in M r
Price’s letter o f A pril 21st, is not justified.
T he case of the Report on Mrs. Duncan’s exhibitions is quite different. Mr.
Price did consult his Council regarding the finding of that M edium fraudulent, and
he did request at least three o f us to write our impressions, namely, Professor
M cDougall, F.R.S., Dr. W illiam Brown, D .Sc., and myself
Chiswick, W 4
D. F. Fraser-H arris.
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LETTER OF ALIC E llE U T IN E R T O E D IT O R OF LIGHT
(V ol. L1II., p. 266, A pril 28, 1933)
Sir,— In his letter to Light o f the 21st o f April, Mr. Harry Price says that not
one ordinary member o f the National Laboratory o f Psychical Research has resigned,
in consequence o f his sensational and misleading report on Rudi Schneider. There
seem to be no rules in existence as to such resignations, and perhaps some members,
like myself, have thought that resignation would take place automatically w ith the cessa
tion o f further contributions. Others might not have followed all the facts and mis
representations closely, and others again may have waited, w ishing to give Mr. Price
a chance to explain the discrepancies o f that “Report” and the biassed manner in which
it is presented.
I have been a member o f the Laboratory since it started, and I admired some of
its work. But T have now sent in my formal resignation
I have attended various “sittings” w ith R udi Schneider here and on the Continent
I also w as present at the seance in question (April 28, 1932), and I can vouch for the
genuineness o f the phenomena. In his report, Mr. Price makes fun o f D r Prince
for falling asleep during seances. T presume Mr. Price must have done the same thing
when he let go o f R udi’s hand. T he very fact that M i Price never told anybody
during the seance, or afterwards, that he had lost control o f the M edium , would seem
to indicate that he had not been aware o f this, which could hardly happen to an ex
perienced controller in his normal senses.
R udi goes into “trance” trusting his Controllers to keep awake He never objects
to any \ind of control, nor tries to evade it. I have had a good deal o f comparative
experience in physical mediumship (genuine and otherwise) in England and abroad,
and I also know several scientific investigators in different countries, w ho have experi
mented w ith R udi in a serious manner. A ll would agree to the above statement.
T o jump at such conclusions as Mr. Price has done, and in the way he has done it,
calls for resignations— for the sake o f the “whole truth.''

A lice R eutiner .

*

*

*

*

*

LETTER OF M ISS M A Y W A LK E R T O RUDT SC H N E ID ER

(Received since going to press.)
Dear Rudi.
I should like to associate m yself with the views expressed by my fellow-members o f
the Council o f the N ational Laboratory published in “Light” o f April 7th.
O w ing to absence abroad, I was not present at any of your seances in London; but
my sittings w ith you in the Laboratory' o f Baron von Schrenck-Notzing and in your own
house at Braunau give me the right to vouch for the genuineness o f your phenomena.
There is only one conclusion to draw from Mr. Price’s report, and that is the com
plete unreliability o f his own control. W e do not need to be told that any medium can
get an arm free, if allowed to do so, and in trance, would be quite unconscious o f the
fact.
T he attempt to throw doubt on Dr O sty’s work w ill not succeed Your medium
s ip is now firmly established by scientists in Germany, France, and England.
I am sending in my resignation to the N ational Laboratory.
Yours sincerely,
Hotel Clarendon,
M ay C W alker
W innipeg, Canada. April 26th, 1933.
P. S. I am sending a copy o f this letter to “Light ”
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(II) A R TIC LE BY DR. E U G E N E O STY

A hook has just appeared of a truly extraordinary kind. It is by Mr.
Harry Price and is entitled “An Account of some Further Experiments with
Rudi Schneider.
To appreciate its significance one needs to have had
several years’ association with things and people metapsychical; for with'
out this one would perceive nothing more than the: absurdity of the annoy'
ing overemphasis on the personal pronoun, without estimating the underly'
ing motives for it.
I should have preferred to leave to Mr. Ch. Quartier* the task of
presenting in his Book Reviews this harlequinade, for it is not a pleasant task
to waste one's time and to discuss matters of a disagreeable nature, though
quite deserved, when they concern one with whom one has had friendly
relations for years past.
But the requests that have been made to me to state my opinion on a
strange course of conduct upon which, it is held, depends the honour of a
young man to whom our science is indebted for useful knowledge, have
been so pressing and purposeful, that I have determined to compass the
task called for. “Amicus Plato, sed magis arnica veritas
Certain references to the past are required for a good understanding of
facts in question today.
W hen Dr. von Schrenck'No*-zing died in 1929 at Munich, the young
“ medium Rudi Schneider, who had been hitherto under his sole charge,
became free.

Mr. Harry Price had him come to London, where for two years he
carried on a series of sittings in the presence of various assistants,
(some of whom held scientific diplomas), in one of the two rooms to which
he has given the name ““National Laboratory of Psychical Research.'
In 1930 he published, in book form, the record of these sittings, which
attested, with testimony to support it, the genuine nature of the supernormal
powers of the subject.

Up to that time, Mr. Harry Price had been known only in certain
psychical circles by reason of the practical interest he had shown in regard
to what are called the physical phenomena of mediumship. He was spoken
of as having a knowledge of conjuring, and, as a matter of fact, he had cob
lected some thousands of books of various periods, on the subject of this
art. To learn that an enthusiast in the art of legerdemain had recognized
the reality of phenomena severely debated, was enough to ensure for the
book a favourable reception in circles known as ‘“psychical,' in spite of the
author's mania for strongly exaggerating his own merits. It appeared as
the confirmation on the part of a man of limited scientific training, but
seemingly desirous of certainty, of experiments made upon the same sub'
* Editor of the Revue Metapsychique.
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ject in Munich by Dr. Schrenck-Notzing, which had awakened in some
German savants an interest in Metapsychics.
One thing, however, always worried greatly the English scientiiic
people who were studying metapsychical problems; this was the tliirst for
publicity shown by M r. H. Price. Everything he planned; everything he
did; and even everything he didn't do, was brought by him to the knowl*
edge of the press. For a time, this eccentricity of his was not realized on
the continent of Europe.
I had already contributed to the recognition of Mr. H. Price through
certain lectures which he gave at the Institut Metapsychique between 1927
and 1930. The last of these summed up his findings in regard to the
mediumistic activity of Rudi Schneider and concluded wuh these .serious
words:
“In the name of the National Laboratory of Psychical Research 1
have given a letter to Rudi Schneider, amounting to an actual certifi*
cate, which attests his having produced, in our Laboratory, medium*
istic phenomena of an absolutely certain nature."
(see Revue Metapsychique, No. 4, 1930)
M y hospitality brought me warnings from across the Channel: “You
don’t know Mr. Price." they would say, “ You are mistaken in giving him
importance. In London we don’t take him seriously. He is a publicity
hound. So look out.1’
M y contacts with Mr. Price were so infrequent and so brief that they
afforded me no chance of knowing him fundamentally. True, what I did
know of his thirst for publicity and the evidence 1 had of his ignorance in
scientific matters did not dispose me towards any lofty opinion of him per*
sonally; but he stood in contrast to many dangerously credulous people,
so that I said to myself: “He is a simple and undeniable boaster, but he has
the merit of taking precautions in his tests of mediumship, and of not com*
plicating his experiments with dogmatic statements. N or does he hesitate
to expose false mediums caught in flagrante delicto."
Since his lack of adequate knowledge made it impossible for him to
consider a real study of mediumship, M r. H. Price limited his examination
of Rudi Schneider to what he (Price) thought was a definite examination
of phenomena. He borrowed the whole system of Dr. Schrenck-Notzing,
applying to the control of his subject the same process used by the Doctor
and which he himself had had from M. Karl Krall. The medium and his
controllers had their hands and feet enveloped in gloves and socks of wire
mesh, through which passed a current lighting red control lamps, the extinc
tion of which would indicate a break in the contact.*'* Little by little M r.
H. Price made this arrangement his specialty. He spoke of it as of a great
discovery and used it as a halo for himself.
*In 1927 Dr. Schr, N. published details of the lay-out in the Revue Metapsychique No. 1,
This very ingenious arrangement really afforded only a relative security, for it is easy to
understand that the contact of the gloves with each other and of the socks on the metallic
nlaques fixed on the floor would still let the current pass through if one hand or one foot was
removed.

p. 9.
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Frequently discussed in the English press; at times attacked, at others
praised; attracting to his place certain people with scientific titles who
• wanted to come to some opinion; mentioned in the reviews of special maga
zines, Mr. H. Price was in his ‘element' and he expanded in it. But one
shadow always obscured the glory of his heavens. The Society for Psychical
Research of London behaved towards his work as though it did not exist;
nor would they hear him spoken of as a meta-psychist. Hence arose a feel
ing of resentment on his part, in keeping with his peculiar temperament.
*

*

*

*

*

Such was the state of affairs when, in October 1931, since M r. H.
Price was no longer availing himself of the services of Rudi Schneider
(whom I had seen at work at the “National Laboratory,’1 in two sittings),
we had this medium come to the Institut Metapsychique after having as
a matter of courtesy advised M r. Price of our intention.
W e had just installed at the Institut our apparatus for the automatic
production of photographic images in darkness, which, as our readers know,
was destined, by registering an exposure of 1/lOOth of a second, to record
the very first instant of the long-distance displacement of an object, what
ever the cause of this displacement might be.

This apparatus, bringing into operation two kinds of invisible radiation,
namely, the infra-red and the ultra-violet.—both excluding all possibility of
fraud, led us to the discovery that Rudi Schneider, when he laboured in
trance to displace an object at a distance, exuded a force, invisible and nonphotographable, which cut off a variable amount and sometimes an im
portant amount, of the infra-red radiation and which thus became detectable
and registrable by means of instruments.
This expedient for the detection of energy externalized by the medium
having been found, we carried on during 1931, as well as we could, the
physical and physiological study of this stage of emanation of invisible
energy, which was apparently the first phase in the processes of telekinesis
and materialization.
This study was unfortunately stopped abruptly at the end of 1931
by the malfeasance of the trustee for the endowments of Mr. J. Meyer,
whom the Institut Metapsychique was obliged to bring before the Court of
Justice. T hat is, however, another story to be told some day.
W hen in April 1932, first the Revue Metapsychique and then the
book “The Unknown Powers of Mind over Matter* had given publicity to
the observations made, we were rewarded for our efforts by the acclaim of
the groups of scientific researchers in the field of Metapsychics, not to
speak of other circles. It was especially gratifying to us to receive from
the Society for Psychical Research,—that grandparent of all scientific meta
psychical institutions, whose prudence of judgment is generally recognized,
— encouragement which translated itself into an offer of financial aid and
of participation in our next experiments:— an offer which we accepted and
for which I here wish to express my gratitude to the Council of the S.P.R
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From the very morrow of the day on which that Council brought to
the knowledge of the members of the S.P.R. the news of this offer of co*
operation, 1 received from M r. H. Price a letter of ilhrestrained fury. In
this, he said that the work done in Paris was but preliminary to that which
he was to carry on in England (presumably at his place) that Rudi Schneider
was engaged by him under contract, and that there was no possibility that
he could place himself at the disposal of the Society for Psychical Research.
This absurd letter marked the end of my associations with Mr. H. Price.
They had in truth been practically broken ever since the occurrence of an
incident which I must relate because it shows clearly that nothing either
said or written by Mr. Price that ministers to his own conceit, is to he he'
lieved unless it be supported by honourable witnesses.
O n the 9th of March 1931, M r. Price had written me thus:— *
“A short while since, I received a bit of teleplasm from a source
which I consider very reliable. It was recovered by a doctor from a
medium practising in London. I have expended much money and
time on its analysis. One portion has been submitted to the most emP
nent analytical chemist in England and his report is embodied in the
article which I am herewith enclosing. If you would care to publish
it in the Revue Metapsychique I see no objection. It is the first seri'
ous attempt to analyse teleplasm. . . . "
The article in question was entitled ‘‘An essay on the microanatomy
of a teleplasm.
M r. H. Price expressed himself in it with the savant's
tone of assurance. He reserved to himself the analysis by microscope of
this supernormal product:
“I have, he wrote, “spent many hours upon the microscopical
analysis of the series of sections above, and I will now give you a
resume of what I have discovered. This article would be viewed as
a preliminary report. Rut it is a (new) departure.”
The article finishes thus:
“ . . . . 1 repeat that this is the commencement of a study which
will one day occupy the minds of the most brilliant biologists and
chemists. The specimen obtained may possibly differ in some way
from the substances exuded by other mediums or by the same medium
at other times. It is the material for an experimentation which, some
day will give us the facts of which we so greatly stand in need.
In conclusion, every reader who may have occasion to visit the
National Laboratory, can come and see the series of projections of sec'
tions of the first attempt at a histological study of teleplasm.
1 propose to prepare a number of micro'photographs for the lantern
screen of the most interesting sections."
*1 have never, up to now, been guilty of quoting letters received by me without obtaining
he permission of their writer. The behavior of Mr. Price, who has not hesitated to make perdious use of a confidential letter, and the necessity for clarifying the issue, have induced me
'.o overcome my repugnance.
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It was a highly comical situation. M r. H. Price, all of a sudden be'
coming a histologist, was describing what he thought he saw with a minute'
ness of detail having no possible significance, and failed, incidentally, to
appreciate that this “most eminent chemist in England” to whom he had en'
trusted the analysis, makes it understood in his report that the specimen
consisted without doubt of albumen in which chlorine and ferric sulphate
had been embodied:— in other words, of a product which any practical
joker might contrive.
Astonished at so much pretentious naivete, yet not wishing to hurt
the feelings of this man, who seemed to me a decent fellow, I wrote him
thus:
'I have read your article on the chemical and microscopical exami'
nation of the “supposed teleplasm.’’ Do you not agree that it is of
the first importance to be quite certain— absolutely certain— that it is
teleplasm that is involved? The publication of such an article would
arouse strong opposition. 1 do not advise it.”
To this Mr. H. Price made answer on the 26th M arch 1931:
“ . . . personally 1 am convinced of the veridical nature of the tele'
plasm. Many other people have received specimens. In view of the
jealousy of other Societies, I do not feel I can give any clue as to
whence I obtained it. But eventually someone is bound to write a
report, and I should like to be the first. . .
I settled this childishness by telling Mr. Price that the Revue Metajpsychique
could not accept articles of that sort.
Two months later (M ay 1931), in glancing through the Italian journal
Luce e Ombra, I came across the article. In an introductory N ote the
Directors of the journal spoke of their special satisfaction in offering its
readers the first serious attempt at analysis of ectoplasm, and expressed
their congratulations to the illustrious Director of the National Laboratory
on his patience and his acumen in research.

What ensued was indeed a supreme burlesque.
M r. H Price, having been unsuccessful in obtaining an invitation to
sit with the medium from whom the piece of teleplasm had been clandes'
tinely obtained and analysed, could not be content with the mere glory of
being the first to publish the analysis: he must needs also forestall the re'
port of the group investigating, by one of his own, with which, as usual,
the Press should resound. For this purpose it was necessary for him to
dispose, privately, of this famous medium. So he placed himself in touch
with her husband and arranged for sittings quite unknown to the manag'
ing group. Bad luck! She turned out to be a fake medium— just one of
those who produce teleplasm by regurgitation of a variety of substances,—
like all those pseudo'subjects who emit something from the natural orifices
of the body. So he photographed her in the act of emitting from her mouth
a most impressive quantity of moist, crumpled and torn muslin.
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T he deception was staggering. Relieving, as he did, that he was going
to deprive others of an occasion for renown, Mr. Price fell into his own trap.
But he was not the man to waste his time, or his money, of which he talks
so often. True, an imperishable glory had eluded him, hut there were
means of profiting definitely from the occurrence. H e wrote a big hook
on the "‘exposure,”— “ Regurgitation and the Duncan mediumship”— and
articles in the press. A nd this gave him a month of satisfaction.
Others might have felt remorse at having tried to betray a group by
seeking to deprive it of the priority of its experiments, and also, with this
in mind, to have placed in an awkward position the hospitable journal
Luce e Ombra. M r. H . Price is quite impervious to anything of that sort.
Here is what he wrote me on the 2nd November 1931 after he had read an
analytical note on the above-mentioned book in the Revue Metapsychique
by M . Ch. Quartier. . . .
“I found the article in the Revue Metapsychique on Mrs. Dun
can’s ectoplasm very amusing. But I think it is unfair to say that 1
have been a believer in its analysis.
If Luce e Ombra and other reviews have preferred to say more
than I did, that is their affair! The reason why I was so anxious to
have my article on the teleplasm published w as to give confidence to
the Duncans (M r. and M rs.) and to get them to visit my laboratory.
The rest you know.”
W e certainly do!
I have since learned, being desirous to know the attitude I should
take towards Mr. Price, that he is afflicted w ith a “thirst for glory” and
I am only sorry for his sake that he is so ill provided w ith what should
give satisfaction to this instinct in him.
In 1929. I am told, he had attempted, w ith the aid of paragraphs in in
fluential journals, to extend his reputation as far as the planet Mars. He had
striven to collect funds w ith the object of transmitting a colossal message.
T o insure a good show to the Martians, he wished to project, from the
peak of the Jungfrau, by aid of a powerful projector, the light of ten tons
of magnesium. This colossal set of fireworks never w ent off except in his
own head. H e never got the funds together. But all the press was talking
of it: and that was some result.*
Q uite recently this mania for exhibitionism led him, on the 17th of
June 1932, to the summit of the Brocken, where he dragged up with him a
maiden, a he-goat, 73 journalists, and 42 photographers (of whom one was
a cinematographer). The experiment was conclusive: the goat remained
a goat. The universe was kept informed on the matter for a whole week
by news-reels in all the mov ing picture theatres.
It is just the same mentality which bade him await Rudi Schneider at
Victoria Station, surrounded by journalists and, in the pauses, or at the
lose of sittings productive of phenomena, hurry him off to the telephone to
mform the newspapers, to the great astonishment of the invited sitters.
*According to certain papers, Mr. Price is preparing to resume this affair.
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This, then, is a little of what one must know in order to understand
how it is that M r. Harry Price has been able to commit the action of which
I shall now have to speak.
*

*

*

*

*

In March 1933 appeared the book ' A n A c c o u n t o f s o m e F u r t h e r E x '
the subject of this article. It is, I repeat,
of an exceptional kind.
Usually, an author submits the record of his experiments and, if occa
sion warrants, the new data he has acquired; and he leaves his readers to
judge them.
M r Harry Price objects to this method as likely to create a risk of false
opinion. T o obviate all possible error, he judges his works himself, and
does not hesitate to maintain that they are “the best in the world." A sub
title would have perfectly rounded off the above title:
“ I . . . I . . . 1 . . . yet again I . . . always T : there are none but
M e . . . etc."
I will say nothing regarding the substance of this very curious work:
and will concern myself only w ith its m o t i v e s , which alone merit individual
attention under the circumstances.
M r. Harry Price had to announce the results of 27 new sittings with
Rudi Schneider carried out from February to M ay 1932 at the National
Laboratory:— sittings at which several people of scientific distinction had
been present, as well as a goodly number of others w ho were merely in
terested. T he preface commences thus . . .
“The Council of the National Laboratory has pleasure in submit
ting to its Members an account of a further series of experiments with
Rudi Schneider, the young Austrian psychical medium."
T he fun has already commenced, since it has come about that subse
quently to the issue of this book, the members of the Council having scien
tific titles, and others also, have declared that the Report had never been
communicated to them, though made in their name; hence they disclaimed
responsibility.
From the very first pages of the book, M r. H , Price, w ith ingenuous
simplicity, makes clear his aims; (1 ) to diminish, so far as he can, without
blinking inexactitude, falsity and treachery, the value of the study of the
mediumship of Rudi Schneider made at the Institut Metapsychiquc of
Paris, which study w ould seem to have occasioned him much pain: and (2 )
to exalt the “N ational Laboratory ‘ and the genius of its Director. It is a
scheme recalling that of Richelieu when he sought to abase the H ouse of
Austria and to strengthen France.
H aving uttered certain considerations which show that he has not in
the least understood the researches made in 1930-31 at the Institut Metapsychique, Mr. H . Price applies himself to the sole path which he is able to
follow: the relation of seances undertaken by him, with an explanation of
the methods of control accompanying them. H e gives the protocols, in
their most minute detail, of 27 sittings.
p e r i m e n t s w i t h R u d i S c h n e i d e r ”—

>
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In the first 24 and in the last 2 of these, Rndi Schneider appeared, as
heretofore, lacking in power in some, and in others capable of displacing
objects at a distance by supernormal means, subject to a guarantee of con'
trol fully satisfactory to those present. One of these sittings allowed of
the instantaneous automatic photographing of an object changing position.
If the lx>ok had confined itself to the relation of these 26 seances and
to the exalting of the deathless glory of the N ational Laboratory and its
Director, then M r. Oh. Quartier would, in his Book N otes, have given a
resume of the facts and commended M r. H . Price.
But there is an account of the 25th sitting (28 A pril 1 932), which
exceeds the limits of our toleration, w hen w e understand its motives.
In order to comprehend the record and t h e p u r p o s e s to w h i c h i t h a s
b e e n a p p l i e d , the following must be known:
In April 1932, whilst M r. Price had Rudi in London at his disposition,
the R e v u e M e t a p s y c h i q u e completed the publication of the experimental
results of its study of the mediumship of this subject, at the Institut M eta'
psychique. T he book “T he Unknow n Powers of the M ind over M atter"
appeared at the same time, after Professor Richet had had the spontaneous
goodwill to make a presentation of it to the Academ y of Sciences.
M r. H . Price then saw himself with 24 seances of simple record of
facts introducing nothing novel as related to w hat he had already written
and having no interest whatever, since it was no longer a question of record
only, but of analysis (etude) a fact which would exclude him from this
sort of occupation from that time onwards, since he was not prepared in
any respect for it.
Moreover, in London, certain men of science w ho had attended the
sittings at the National Laboratory, and whose testimony had been used by
Mr. Price, had requested Rudi Schneider to place himself at their disposal
for one month, as soon as he should have finished his contract w ith Mr.
Price (and this was to come about on the 6th M a y ), for the purpose of
experiment w ith an independent group outside the National Laboratory and
without the presence of M r. Price: and this proposition Rudi accepted.
W hen M r. Price learned of this from Rudi. he fell into a violent tern'
per. H e called a meeting of the delinquents* on the 26th April, i.e. t w o
d a y s b e f o r e the sitting w e shall have to review presently, and reproached
them in sharp language w ith having the intention of appropriating the
medium and, by implication, his renown. Rudi Schneider, in particular,
had to listen to a stem remonstrance, and hear himself described as an un*
grateful fellow, forgetful of the fact that if he shone in the firmament of
mediumship, it was he, Mr. H. Price, to whom he owed this.
It was in this moral atmosphere, taking also into account the special
mentality of M r. Price, that, tw o days later, the seance of the 28th April
look place, the account of which I will now resume.
*Thc scientific gentlemen who had attended a certain number of the sittings and had
i;-hcd to make more serious experiments.
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The men of science whose testimony was at that time sought by M r.
H . Price were absent from this sitting. M r. H . Price was the controller
of the medium, that is to say, he, placed face to face with Rudi, whose
back was turned to the locus of the phenomena, held Rudi's tw o wrists in
his hands, and his lower limbs between his knees, whilst the next sitter (one
of the ladies, just an interested spectator) controlled, w ith one hand, the
right hand of the subject and Mr. Price's left hand.
The seance developed in the w ay usual w ith Rudi's mediumship, and it
was replete with telekinetic phenomena. A t one moment tw o lights flashed,
produced by an automatic apparatus for flashlight such as had been used
heretofore. Photographs were taken. The sitting then goes on w ith the
production of other displacements of objects.
N o one noticed anything abnormal. A ll left the room and, as has
been already said, no one, for a whole year, was to learn that anything utv
usual had occurred* (from April 1932 to M arch 1933). This circuits
stance, be it understood, is not brought out in the book.
M r. H . Price having given an account of the seance as he and all those
present had experienced it, wrote later to the effect that when developing the
plates on the morrow, in the presence of Rudi Schneider,** he was aston'
ished to observe that the tw o exposed plates, (another stereoscopic one
s u p e r i m p o s i n g t h e m e d i u m a n d t h e c o n t r o l l e r having been considered
spoiled owing to its being fogged), showed tw o positions of Rudi Schneider
superimposed; the one correct (so he says; we shall have more to say about
this:) and the other w ith the left arm free from control and stretched out
backward in the direction of the objects.
Since the book was destined for metapsychical circles and would hence
reach the eyes of the people w ho had assisted at these sittings w ith Rudi
Schneider and who had been largely concerned in the control of the sub'
ject, and knowing by experience how simple a matter this control is, M r.
H . Price, foreseeing the difficulty of explaining his loss of control, involved
himself in a lengthy explanation of his state of health or the day of the
sitting. tHe tells us that he w as suffering terribly from an abscess in the
face; that he was stupefied with pain, that he should not, in this condition,
have taken charge of the control, and that he would take the entire blame
for the occurrence. H e then proceeds to explain how a trouble with the
flashlight apparatus led to a superimposing of photographic images (a
double exposure. E d.): The gist of these explanations is that on the eve'
ning of the 28th April, tw o days after his outburst of anger against those
*Two of the ladies tt seems, did have confidential information given them a little before
the publication of the book.
**Rudi Schneider, staying in Paris at the time I am writing these lines, on being questioned
by Lord Charles Hope, Mr. Besterman, editor of the S.P.R., and myself on this subject said to
us: “It id false; Mr. Price has never shown me any photographic plate at all. Before 1 left
London, and some days after the sitting of the 28th April, he did exhibit to me in a casual
way several negatives, but without making any comment to me which could give me an idea
that he was suggesting anything dubious. The conversation between Mr. Price and myself as
related in the book is a pure invention. On the other hand, I had been much astonished at his
asking me to say nothing to anyone about these photographs. I didn't understand the matter
at all and attached no importance to it then; but 1 understand today ”
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who wished to use the medium outside of his laboratory, M r. Price and
his apparatus are simultaneously overtaken by functional troubles which in'
capacitated them tor their work. Even the suspended stereo camera, which
has told us so well what M r. Price was doing with his hands at the moment
when the picture w as taken, has been affected by the epidemic: also the
deflagrator, in producing tw o flashes instead of one.
D o you think that after this precautionary expose, Mr. Price proposes
to follow up the connection of the sittings which succeed and which termi
nate the series? By no means. Mr. H . Price, whose foxiness has great
simplicity of mind underlying it, has been unable to restrain himself from
a prompt demonstration of his aims. T o render these plain, and to avoid
repetitions, I must speak once more in parenthesis.
N on e of those who attended the sitting, (except the tw o ladies w ho,
I am told, received information shortly before the publication of the book)
and none of the scientific persons who took part in the seances which had
preceded this one, knew about the accusing photograph, until the book
actually appeared, nor had they been informed of the incident. In other
words, the episode had no w i t n e s s , M r. Price kept it very secret, and today
he asks us to take his word for it, on the strength of a highly suspicious
document.
But subsequently to the 28th April 1932, Mr. Price maintained his
assertion, both by word and by writing, of the unimpeachable nature of
the findings obtained in his National Laboratory: he has even defended
Rudi with unusual vigour of language, against Professor Hofsten of the
University of Upsala, who had permitted himself to express doubt as to
the veridical nature of Rudi's phenomena. For example:
Mr. Price to Prof. Hofsten, 12 M ay 1932:
”T am in receipt of your letter of M ay 9th. 1 am astounded that
you should wait tw o and a half years before launching an attack
against Rudi Schneider.* W h y did you not say you were dissatisfied
during or after the seances? * * * * During the seances themselves
you were enthusiastic about the phenomena, * * * * .
Do you seriously think that your opinion, voiced after a lapse of
tw o and a half years, will have the slightest weight with scientists
anywhere in the world, after Dr. O sty’s fifteen months' experimenting
with Rudi in Paris, and our own three series of very carefully-planned
experiments? Your opinion will not be worth the paper it is written
on.’'’ etc.**
One might say that Mr Price pushes inconsequence to the point of publishing this letter
jn the same book (p. 160) in which he accuses Rudi Schneider of attempted fraud, a year after
having been the sole and secret witness of it
^Professor Hofsten had assisted in January 1930 at two sittings in the National Lubora*
• iry. In 1932 he perceived that Rudi Schneider with hands and feet held, must have displaced
bjects while holding a small rod in his mouth! Whichever way one turns, one encounters
omedy. How could Rudi use a rod with his mouth whilst breathing stertorously and with a
Oequency varying from 100 to more than 300 respirations a minute?
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Letter in “Light." 20 M ay, 1932
“Rudi Schneider, the famous Austrian medium, left London on
the 6th M ay after a stay of 3 months. T his is his third visit to Eng'
land and on each occasion he has added to his laurels.
“For a space of three years he has been subjected to the most rig'
orous laboratory control, in England and in France, and he has come
brilliantly through all the tests/'
Again in “Light," 9th Sept., 1932*
“T he astonishing phenomena of Rudi Schneider observed in my
laboratory have been repeated and confirmed in other laboratories in
Europe, especially at the Institut Metapsychique of Paris where Rudi
has been in residence for 15 months. Distinguished prestidigitators
have attested the veridical nature of the phenomena.
“1 have yet to hear that Mr. Dingwall, w ho is himself an ama'
teur magician, has been able to produce the same phenomena that
Rudi Schneider has, under the same conditions, or has caught the
young man in fraud. A nd he has had several sittings w ith the
Schneider brothers . . . etc.”
In June 1932, the English review “Nature" mentioned the book “The
Unknow n Powers of M ind over M atter” in an unsigned article which ex'
pressed scepticism with regard to Rudi Schneider. M r. Price immediately
wrote this review a long letter in defence of Rudi. T his letter was not
published, but was alluded to in the issue for the 16th July.
One might indeed fill a whole number of this magazine if one wished to
quote passages of this sort. And I am entirely certain that no one would
discover in them even the slightest reference to the photograph taken at
the seance of the 28th April.
W hat, then, is the reason for this incessant affirmation of the uninv
peachable nature of Rudi’s paranormal productions and then, all of a sud'
den, this accusation in the book?
It is this, that between the 28th April 1932 and M arch 1933, the
date of the book's appearance, certain matters had transpired which, in
the light of incidents already chronicled above, had changed the policies
of Mr. Price and had persuaded him to use the photographic document for
a purpose quite foreign to that which he had hitherto held.
O n the 25th M ay 1932, the Society for Psychical Research, being iiv
terested in the work being done with Rudi Schneider at the Institut M eta'
psychique, then recently published, had made me an offer to cooperate,
financially and by the presence of one of its members, in our forthcoming
series of resumed experiments w ith Rudi Schneider, planned to start with
the N e w Year, 1933. It was actually on the day following the meeting
of the Council of the Society that 1 received from Mr. Price the above'
mentioned letter, w ith the first explosion of fury of which he has given
me direct evidence.
♦Mr H. Price was here replying to Mr Dingwall, who had spoken skeptically of the medium'
ship of Willy and Rudi Schneider.
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V ainly he tried to collect funds for a further visit of Rudi to the
National Laboratory, in fulfilment of the contract by the terms of which
this subject had agreed to place a certain amount of time at his disposal.
Finding himself free in the autumn of 1932, Rudi Schneider accepted
the proposal made to him in M ay by a group of scientific men in England.
From October to December 1932, about twenty'five sittings were held and
in some of these the physicist Lord Rayleigh took part.
In these sittings the experiments first essayed to verify the action of
the force emanating from the subject, whilst in trance and under the e x e r
tion of the telekinesis, upon the infra-red rays. A n d, when that was ae*
complished. they attempted to photograph this emanation with the help
of specially sensitised plates. Their results form the material of a Report
which appeared in the ensuing number of the Proceedings of the S.P.R,
H aving thus given proof of his powers to this scientific group and
made it possible for them to verify the fundamentals of the work done at
the Institut Metapsychique, Rudi Schneider was due to return to Paris in
February (1 9 3 3 ) and to place his services at our disposal for new research.
This is what M r. Price knew when he was preparing his book, to
the consideration of which w e will now return.
*

*

*

*

*

W c had got as far as page 1?2, on which M r. H . Price had iust ex*
plained the grounds of his surprise when he developed the photograph of
the 28th April, and where he tried to give an air of probability to many
things which are not probable.
“Is it to be supposed" I wrote before opening this parenthesis, “that
after this precautionary expose (o f his medium) in f l a g r a n t e d e l i c t o Mr.
Price would carry on the sequence of the sittings which were to follow
and to complete the series? B y no means. H is simplicity of mind has led
him to a prompt revelation o f his aims."
For a space of 14 pages, in fact, he displays these intentions of his
with a naivete that is disarming. T his is how he summarises his reasoning:
(1). If Rudi is capable of freeing one hand without his controller’s knowh
edge, then the experiments at the Institut Metapsychique w ill all have to
be done over again. ( 2 ) . Rudi is capable of freeing one of his hands with'
out his controllers becoming aware of it. ( 3 ) . The Institut M etapsychique
must start its experiments afresh.
So there w e are!*
*

*

*

*

*

H aving drawn the desired conclusions from the photograph of the
28th April 1932, and taken firm grasp of the reins of glory, Mr. Price now
proceeds to give the protocols of the tw o last sittings, namely those of the
Vd and ^th M ay, 1932.
*The comical element,— here appearing again.— is that Mr Price in his articles and his
>1 )k claims to have verified in his laboratory the fact ol the absorption of the infra-red rays by

invisible substance exuded by Rudi and the synchronizing of the oscillations of the absoip
Amusing man1

1 ‘‘ process with Rudi's rates of respiration
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Anyone else but M r. Price would have turned these sittings to useful
account by taking fresh photographs of everything that was taking place,
plates clean and beyond cavil in appearance. But one is bound to think
that he was satisfied with what he had already got; since from this point
onwards the photographic apparatus was suppressed, and he no longer
made a point of control, omitting any warning to his appointed controllers
that anything of an unusual kind had happened at the sitting of the 28th
April.
This omission is regrettable because the two last sittings were excellent
in quality, especially that of the 3rd May; the displacement of objects was
manifold. A fine opportunity of recording its origin in photographs was
missed. True to his habit, M r. Price made a great noise about these sittings
in the press, leading to interviews by reporters with Dr. William Brown,
one of the scientists who helped at this sitting. One report appeared in
the Daily Mail for the 5th May 1932, another in the Manchester Guardian
for the 6th May. On the 7th May, Dr. Brown wrote personally about
them in the “Times,” giving a confirmatory letter from Dr. Fraser'Harris.
Now, neither of these two doctors, whose testimony M r. H. Price
so incessantly quotes for the establishing of his statements and who had both
attended several of his sittings at the National Laboratory, knew of the
existence of the damnatory photograph, nor even that M r. Price had enter'
tained the least doubt, until the 5th M arch 1933, the day on which the
Sunday Despatch, in a clamorous article accompanied by photographs of
the seance'room, and of the superimposed photographic images of the 28th
April 1932, and of M i. Price himself in the role of a profoundly attentive
observer, made the announcement that on the day following, his book would
be issued to the public. The same newspaper reproduced M r. Price’s ac'
cusations against Rudi Schneider and announced to its readers that in its
subsequent issues it was going to publish Mr. Price's occult memoirs.
In this Sunday Despatch article the question was no longer that of a
seance incident which, in his book, M r. Price attributes to trouble with his
health. A nd why should it be? He is here addressing the public,-—a pub
lic totally ignorant of the facts. There was no need for hesitation. So the
accusation of fraud was made formally and without extenuation.
+ * * * *
The reaction in English metapsychical groups was marked, especially
among those who had followed the sittings of the National Laboratory
group and had since heard, or read, what M r. Price had said and written.
One’s reaction in reading the Sunday Despatch is: “M r. Price has lost
his mind!' But one can understand when one reads his book, and the
English members of the Council of the National Laboratory, for the most
part friends of M r. Price, made public their refusal to be parties to an act
which they felt repugnant.
The more authoritative amongst them have already begun to tell the
public a little of the truth, and it is their intention to disclose their full
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PLATE XI
Control photograph, showing medium, controllers, sitters, etc., taken automatically by the same flash that produced
photographs shown in Plates IX and X with which it should be compared. (Ninth S e a n c e , March 3 rd, 1932 .)
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PI.ATE XV
Control photograph, showing medium, controllers, sitters, etc., during displacement of handkerchief, taken automatically by the
same flash that exposed photographs shown in Plates XIII, XIV and XVI, with which it should be compared (Tenth S ta n c e .
M a r c h 8t h , 1 9 3 2 )
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opinion. Some of them have asked me to give my own opinion in the
Revue Metapsychique. I shall condense it as much as possible.
*

*

*

*

*

If one carefully examines the photographs in the book,— for example
Plate 1,—and then the “accusing photograph," there appears complete cvi*
dence, if one makes ever so little of an effort to reconstruct the action, that
Mr. Price had, at the moment of exposure of the plate, not only let go the
left hand of Rudi Schneider, but had relinquished hold of hath his hands,
and what is more, had entirely freed both his legs. These are actions which
demand full and persistent volition,— (volute complete et perseverante) .
Such a total cessation of control is not to be explained by an abscess.
Something certainly did happen which the plate taken by the stereo
graph suspended above the scene of action would have revealed to us, if it
had not been so unfortunately fogged.
To tell the whole truth, if Mr. Price had intended to profit by the trance
by making Rudi turn on his seat and bring his left arm back behind him,
the photograph would not have been other than it is.
No one who has had an opportunity to control Rudi Schneider will,
if he examines carefully the photograph in question, believe a word of what
Mr. Price tells us when he says that he lost the conscious control of the
right hand. It is of a complete loss of consciousness of sensation in all four
limbs that we ought to speak, and one of rather long duration, since it al
lowed time for the subject to withdraw both hands and feet from a firm
grip and also, in the brief interval between the two flashes, to resume com
plete contact without M r. Price's being aware of it, although he was quite
accustomed to the subject and posed as a prestidigitator.
This is what may be said if we are to accept the photographic plate as
a genuine image: but the majority of my correspondents strongly suspect
that it is a falsification.
Intrinsically, the plate itself is too confused to offer proof of its real
origin. But the truth about it rests in the understanding of the mentality
of M r. Price and of the sequence of incidents which prompted him to ob
tain this document and to guard it in secrecy, for he would, he believed,
by its means, assure to himself the exclusive use of Rudi Schneider.
The circumstances under which this photographic document was ob
tained suggest that the prime motive was the desire to fetter Rudi’s freedom.
The letters written to Rudi by M r. Price after the latter had quitted Lon
don, confirm this. They are designed to make it quite clear to Rudi’s mind
that it is to the National Laboratory that he owes his renown, that it is to
Himself, Mr. Price, that in gratitude, full rights over Rudi must be given,
nd that all others would be to Rudi only a source of regrets and of dan
gers. The last of these epistles, dated February 1933, no longer veils the
menace implied. W e read:
“I hear that you are in Paris. It appears that at the annual
Meeting of the S.P.R., which took place a few days ago, it was stated
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PLATE XX
Control photograph, showing medium with left arm freed from control, controllers, sitters, etc. Photographed auto
matically when handkerchief was displaced from counterpoise. Handkerchief has been dropped behind curtain, Corner
of handkerchief can be seen under table.
(Twenty-fifth S e a n c e , April 28 th, 1932 .) Camera on right took the photo
graphs from which Plates XVIII and X IX have been prepared. C f . Plates XVIII, X IX and X X I
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PLATE X X I
Central portion of control photograph (see Plate X X ) enlarged to give a clearer picture of Rudi s left
arm stretched behind him and freed from control. It shows Rudi sideways on chair placing screen.
(Twenty-fifth S e a n c e , April 28th, 1932 .) C f . Plates XVJII, X IX and X X
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that the S.P.R. was offering to collaborate in Dr. Osty’s current re'
searches, etc. . . . You will understand that it is absolutely necessary
for you to renew your experiments at the National Laboratory. W e
are responsible for having given good proof of your mediumistic pow'
ers and for having introduced you to English men of science. Hence
it is our duty to carry on with the experiments with you, in view of
what we discovered at the sitting of the 28th April 1932.”
In other words: “ Stick to me, or you will be disgraced," But ab
though originally this was Mr. H. Price’s sole intention,— an intention that
accounts for his keeping the photograph secret, and enjoining Rudi to say
nothing about it, thus holding him by a threat,—M r. Price apparently be'
gan to scheme another use for the document as soon as he learned that
Rudi was in England in the autumn of 1932 and in charge of men of sci'
ence who were keeping him (M r. Price) away from their experiments.
A nd it is then, it would seem, that he wrote up his book in the sense in
which we read it. Moreover, he was by this time aware that the Tnstitut
Metapsychique had retained Rudi for the first six months of 1933.
Realizing, on taking stock of the facts, that for himself there remained
now no further hope of attracting publicity from the use of a medium who
had become the subject of genuine scientific research, he said to himself
that since this photograph had not obtained for him the exclusive use of
the medium, he would make of it a bomlvshell whose explosion should give
him his revenge on everyone concerned;— both men of science and medium.
And, naturally, the papers also would talk about him.
*

*

*

*

4c

Readers of M r. Price’s book will now be in a better position to under'
stand the incoherences, the contradictions, and the many other oddities
which they will meet within its pages.
As long as M r. Price was publishing his exposures of false mediums
and proved trickeries, T always made it my duty to assist in this publicity
in the Revue Metapsychique, being one of those who think it right to clear
these mythomaniacs inexorably out of our path, and who hold that meta'
psychical science has nothing to fear from putting them in the pillory.
But, today, 1 cannot agree to seeing a genuine medium who submits
himself to the most rigorous control, made the victim of an exhibitionist
mania and a puerile hate for the Society for Psychical Research.
A family in Austria feels itself covered with shame. Rudi Schneider
himself cannot understand the unmerited and more than suspect disgrace
attached to him by the man whom he called “Uncle Harry.”

* * * * *

M r. H arry Price, you should henceforth specialize in spectacles on
the Brocken or the Jungfrau. T hat will be less dangerous and will certainly
bring you much wider publicity.
D o c t e u r . E. O sty .

THE ORACLE OF MANUMETAXYL
b y Frederick B ligh Bond
*

%

*

*

if

In the last issue of the Journal I printed, under the title “ A Strange
Automatic Script, one of the communications from a remoter past which
was interjected in a very unexpected and somewhat mysterious manner in
the series of monkish writings obtained by me. through the hand of John
Alleyne, having reference to the past glories of Glastonbury Abbey.
I now offer to readers a second example, .still more mysterious, and
purporting to come from a source even more remote in time and impersonal
in character than the first. The name manumetaxyl subscribed to the
document has been a source of much speculation. It was altogether oh"
scure to either of its recipients and so remains to this day.
On consideration, however, the form of the name seemed to suggest
that cosmic evolutionary agency which in the old Aryan metaphysic is
spoken of as the m a n u , an executive Power of the Creator which controls
an aeon of world-building. The idea of the “Hand of G od'’ is connoted.
But “Metaxyl’’ was a stumbling-block which only later seemed to be
removable on reference to the Greek roots. W hether the Sanscrit will re
veal anything more on this, I do not know. It may be a direct embodiment
of the Greek word ‘metaxvf which means “b e t w e e n Pending any better
definition, therefore, let us agree to speak of this agent as
THE MANU OF THE INTERMEDIATE AGE
The Script follows:
“M anumetaxyl from the was and is.
“ Ye are weaklings and cannot control the powers ye would invoke.
Beware, and seek not the Key of A ll—the Key once forged, and lost by
weakness. It wants the Hand to turn the Lock. But beware that which
is within. W hat if I tell you the Key is naught until yc find the Lock?
"The power of the Key is this:—the Force which compels the Nodes
of Aether to become of shape and substance such as one desires is the
power also to rend the Nodes asunder.
“Sound, Force, Motion:— all live in the M atter that ye cannot separate.
So the Pumice, being open in its cavities to the force without, and yet
in close connection, was chosen for the development of power when
they reached it.
“Can ye find That which changes Attraction into Repulsion? Find it,
and the door is open wide. It has been, and will be again.
“ W hat is your love of today to the Love which merges body into body
until they become as One? Yea: that was the Passion of the Sons of
God;—possession of the Thing beloved:— invaded, pervaded, penetrated
at every point and lost in a sea of emotion wherein each node lay be
tween the loved nodes and possessed them. This was Love in the day
when Spirit ruled M atter. W hat would it be now? Death. and the
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End. So Death walks in the midst of them that cannot control the
Forces. Conquer Death, and this is added to you. Conquer Death,
and Life lies in your hands for whomsoever ye will;— and Death in a
thought alone.
“They thought, and They created. Again They thought, and it was
Death:— death painless because instant in the scattering of the elements.
Death, call ye it? It was no death, but the passing of M atter into
Spirit,— painless and of no suffering.
“Only they, who could have ruled in M atter, passed into Spirit:—
And again, by the force of Spirit, they spake the W ord that took shape
as M atter. So I shew you the Key as manifest in what ye call m a n u .
“Turn the key, and nations and continents were as metal in the melting'
pot: ye could mould them as ye will.
“And beyond the Manu, who had control of men, the Great One who
is t h o u g h t and s o u n d and m o v e m e n t and All that is Life in the
Spirit, gave the Thought, and the thoughts of nations were as the chaff
before the wind and the Sound of His Spirit: and they passed away.
“So can ye understand the Key. Herein is power— the power which
converts the W ill of N ature to the W ill of Man: and all things are
yours for good or evil.
“The Key is simple— infinitely small;— and wards and complexities it
has none. It is a w o r d : one W ord: and at its utterance the spheres
thunder into ruin as this W ord found them: and they dissolve into the
great Aether that ever is. It is Soul.
“ W e work and plan. W e are the instruments, and we mould the Race
of Man. But ask no mysteries. In a time, and times, it will again be as
it was, when the power of Man can wield the weapon of the Spirit.
More we say not: it is enough.'1
$

$

:k

$

$

“Under the grey dust of the ages which lie many mendyls deep, I
speak. But beware; for the Forces which lie in the shadows do but
slumber, and they are too strong for the puny souls which live on the
earth today. I, the Manumetaxyl, speak.
“The stones cast up from the depths of the earth;— porous and open
to the will of M an;—these they used. Pumice, you call it today. The
elements enclosed make M atter which otherwise Is Not. The atoms,
nodes, vibrations, are extensible.
“Centuries shall be as a day in the years that come to pass. Time and
Space are the same thing. First shall M an conquer Space: and with
the conquest of Space comes the passing away of Time, so that Time
shall cease to be.
“Ye will have your little day, and the Light that is given of the Spirit:
and ye may bask in it, and that which ye desire will be yours. But it
passes; and remember that ye need it not for long. Make ye therefore
good use of it.1'
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This writing was obtained several years before the modern theories of
Relativity were publicly known. It seems to anticipate in a very remark
able way the doctrine of the co-relation of Space and Time which forms
the basis of the new metaphysic.
The allusion to Pumice as a physical vehicle for the manifestation of
psychical forces was new to us. On reflection there appeared something
not irrational in the idea that a material of this kind, consisting, as it does,
of a mass of minute bubbles of volcanic glass;— a sort of congealed "froth’,
—might act as a fulcrum for the fixing of force derived from an extra
physical source in translating this into physical action; and 1 will try to
explain what I mean by this.
M atter is three-dimensional; but the behaviour of electricity and of all
vital forces and processes suggests the existence of a region of free energy
beyond its spatial limitations:—in fact, a fourth dimension. Now the cellu
lar structure of pumice, as also of wood-fibre, obviously forms complete
enclosures from the physical point of view. There is no way into a bubble
until it is broken.
But if we look at the matter from another plane, by taking an analogy
from a lower dimensional basis, and conceive the physical world as lying
upon the surface of a sphere on which the whole universe rests,— each in
habited globe being a small disc floating on that surface: then M atter will
be a film of infinitesimal thickness and the cells of matter will no longer ap
pear as little spheres, but as rings or circles open to the view of one who can
look down upon the great sphere from "above'— that is to say, from "with
out’—viewing the inward structure of matter from outside it, as from a
superior dimension.
Now if this superior dimension were peopled by intelligences capable
of exercising powers of action which could impinge upon the surface of the
sphere, then how would they proceed to exercise any sort of control of the
little rings which formed the cells of matter in the surface-plane? They
must have some fulcrum. But the surface of the sphere would not supply
any such fixed "point d’appui,’ nor could the position of its filmy particles
be controlled by any force applied to them externally. Such force would
be outside all mechanical laws. It would be "etheric’ in character. It would
merely slip between the particles and be dissipated, there being no frictional
resistance. It would be just as if you tried to propel a perfectly .smooth
and frictionless mass of balls by pushing at them with an equally smooth
and frictionless rod. You would simply find the rod slide amongst them,
ind if you parted the group, it would close up again as before.
But if you have not balls, but rings to deal with, then as soon as you
itroduce the tip of your lever into the middle of one or more of these
ings, they would have to move with the lever and could not escape. So
ou could extend the application of your ‘immaterial’ force and set masses
af these little rings in motion, and thus control them as you would.
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I have, for some time past, been in the habit of suggesting to my
friends in psychical research that expen ments in physical mediumship and
its physical phenomena might be made with a slab of natural (not prepared)
pumice in place of a wooden table or planchette. I consider, nevertheless,
that wood, from its cellular structure, may act as a fairly good accumulator
for psychical or metapsychical energies and doubtless something of this sort
does happen where table levitations and other kinetic phenomena are con'
cerned. But cellulose may in this respect be greatly inferior to pumice,
and I should like to put “Q.E.D.” to this proposition.
* * * * *
One further question arising from the script of Manumetaxyl, may be
asked here. W hat sort of a measure is a ‘mendyF? By the context, it
might seem to be a measure of some vast periods of Time. But the word
is utterly unfamiliar.
*

*

* *

*

THE “SONGS" OF PATIENCE WORTH
*

*

* *

*

Following the little collection of epigrams which we printed in our May number,
we now give a short selection of the poems or. as Patience W orth calls them, the
“songs*’ given through her medium Mrs. Rogers at frequent intervals during past years.
Miss Rhoda Mead has asked the Editor to correct a slight misapprehension arising
on her previous letter. It seems that only two of the songs in the series she submitted
were given at Hyslop House on the afternoon referred to. One of these was the
greeting from Dr. Hyslop and the other a poem to Dr. Dadirrian, whose blindness
touched the sympathies of the communicator.
.
“All the other poems or “songs”,” says Miss Mead, “were given over a long period
of years,—in many different groups in many cities.”

*

*

* *

*

Mrs. Rogers was present at a tea at Hyslop House.
“ Patience" speaks bearing a greeting from Dr. Hyslop to the members
of the Psychical Research Society.
Lo, is the manna before thee
And left as an heritage
Let free from the heaven's gateway . . The holy labor of his hand
These first faint rays
Leave thy day illumined.
T hat light the eastern sky . . .
Mark ye! From that first day
These first feeble steps
W hen f proclaimed me
Before the journey upon the way
In faint words saying,
Lo, he who hath a deep heart
“ Many moons ago 1 lived,"
A nd a soul inclined
Have I kept tryst with thee
M ay take within him
W ithin thy holy walls.
The holy stuff.
I am thy servant
Look ye! Did he who
A nd I bear thee back
Binded together these truths
A "W h at Ho!” from him thou lovest

THE “SONGS” OF PATIENCE WORTH
Some one asked Patience what church she preferred.
The wide'flung sky, the free-flung fields,
T he flower-bedecked altars . . . they . . .
A y , and the holy wine of my communion
Runs in the brooklet,
Is caught in the sea,
Is a part of the elements and of God.
The foundation o’ it is simple.
It lies in the one word . . . T R U T H . . .
It is all-powerful and all-abiding . . .
The tabernacle in which my soul exults!
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Patience said,

* * * * *
T o some one w ho was timid Patience said,
There is nothing in the hand that createth
Casting the firmaments loose upon the ether
A s toys a child might toss,
Save gentleness. There is nothing
In that firm hand which holdeth
In its palm the spinning planets,
N othing fearful. N o t one atom
O f the dust H e spread
Before the face of the winds
Hath He forgot. T he earth
He hangeth upon the wheel
O f Eternity, suspended upon the thread
O f His love.
*

4c

*

*

T H E TH R E E Q U E S T IO N S
Impatient man! O ’er-fretful of the day1
Tuning his utterance unto, “W hy?'
In wonderment bespeaking, “W hen?"
Yea, calling to each fellow-traveller, “Where?"

* * * * *
T H E OFFICE O F T H E BO D Y
Thus is flesh heir unto decay!
That tabernacle in the desert
Swept by the ages . . . an instant's abode
For an utterance of God . . . which when flung forth
Burned so mighty a heat
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GOD
I have unlocked the mystery.
N o longer am I awed.
I have stood before the everlasting fount,
Yea, the river of life.
I have beheld God interflowing
T he instants . . . permeating with surety
The dull atoms of existence.
H e is of a living substance as the lightning . . .
V erily . . . the illummant pith of all life.
H e is the elemental basis of creation . . .
H is own being thereby becoming the foundation
O f creation. H e stands with H is head
In the sun, yet H e reclines
W ith in the palm of a babe.
H is couch is the rainbow, yet
H e hath lain H is cheek unto man’s
Bruised lips. H is voice is the roar
O f chaos, yet H e sits as a fay
A t the gateway of man's ear,
Beguiling him!

* * * ♦ ♦
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EDITORIAL NOTES
T H E REPETITION OF EVIDENCE IN PSYCHICAL RESEARCH

N ot many years ago, a President of the London Society for Psychical
Research emphasised the need of continual representation of evidences of
psychical phenomena, the inference being that it was not so much the in'
trinsic nature of these hut their recent date and the freshness of con'
temporary evidence which gave them that hold upon the public attention
which was apt to he denied to instances chronicled in the past. It is a
peculiar fact and not altogether a very reasonable one, that so many people
who, in their way, are earnest students of psychical research, find it diffi'
cult to attach full weight to accounts of the experiences of a former genera'
tion of observers, when possibly all the attestors have passed away from
this life and only the written or printed record remains. For most new
students of the science, there is no doubt that the occurrences of the day
are those which impress the attention. Upon this foundation may then be
built a retrospective study which will little by little reveal its values with
increasing appreciation of their importance. A personal experience, how'
ever slight or, to others, insignificant, must always have a value which no
secondhand relation can give: but failing such personal experience, the next
best and most convincing thing is the relation of some fact of recent occur'
rence, the parties to which are still living and available as witnesses. And
it is from such examples, inferior though they may be, and often are, in
their character and purport, to much that has transpired in times gone by,
that we are now seeing the gradual filling of the cup of knowledge and ap'
preciation of the reality of a psychic order of things in the minds of the
general public, and the creation of a habit of thinking among them which
en braces in its scope the element of spiritual and psychical recognition.
If this recognition leads, as it should lead, to individual research among
tl’i documents and the files of past records, and to a more comprehensive
knowledge of the history of modern psychism and its many strange develop'
nu its,—well and good. But unless and until the enquirer will turn the
193
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pages of the long scroll of past happenings and try to fit together his ideas
of w hat they signify in the way of psychical or metapsychical law, he will
not succeed in making for himself a philosophy of the subject which shall
be truly his own and not merely a borrowed one. For a philosophy that is
borrowed from others is only useful to its holder up to a certain point; and
it is apt to break down at some crisis and leave one either greatly confused,
or altogether ‘in the air’, so to speak. T ruth is so many-sided that no two
people will see it from precisely the same aspect, although two views may
so nearly harmonize as to constitute general agreement. But in spite of the
necessary divergence of individual views and convictions, there seems little
doubt that we are approaching a consensus of belief upon certain points
and that it is becoming less difficult to formulate the outlines of agreement
as regards some, at least, of the laws and conditions which rule our concep
tions of the powers and activities of the human ‘psyche’ apart from the
physical body and independently of the ordinary avenues of sensory com
munication.
♦ * * * *
Perhaps one of the most important convergences of opinion amongst
students in this respect is the general feeling that there is no essential dis
tinction to be observed between Telepathic Communion as between the liv
ing and that other form of intercourse which rules between the living and
the dead. This recognition is a greater gain than might, at first, be
imagined: because it provides for the fact of psychical communication a
foundation that is spiritual rather than phenomenal and hence defines a
much more natural and universal ground for the idea and practice of spiritcommunication than the seance-room can ever truly afford. And it tends
also to reconcile a large body of religious opinion to the essentials of the
spiritist creed:— and this, in itself, is no small matter for the future of re
ligion. It indicates an increasing emphasis upon the subjective, as opposed
to the objective or physical, types of spiritistic phenomena and the develop
ment of this class of faculty in the medium as ultimately the more important.
♦

*

*

*
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In this connection it is interesting to note in Dr. Gerda W alther's
“Continental Notes” to be found in the present issue, a review of Dr. Hans
Driesch’s new work on Parapsychology and his analysis of those phenomena
which, being irreducible into any more simple elements, are termed by him
‘fundamental’. Of special interest is his classification of those which he
regards as now entirely established —that is, accredited by official psychical
research. Such established phenomena will include not only telepathy and
thought-transference or thought-reading, but also clairvoyance and psychometry, whilst prophecy and certain physical phenomena he thinks very
probably real. The work of Dr. Osty, to which we have recently had
opportunities of drawing attention, has doubtless assisted largely to accredit
a wider range of psychical phenomena both subjective and objective, and
has brought them nearer to the status of official recognition by science.
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The fact that the London S.P.R. was willing to offer practical help in the
furtherance of his experiments is not without its significance. The publica'
tion of the record of Lord Charles Hope’s sittings with Rudi Schneider
marks another stage in the official recognition of the reality ot teleplasmic,
telergic. and telekinetic phenomena by official science, as the following
brief preliminary notice shows.
$

sH

*

*

*

LORI) CHARLES HOPE & T H E M EDIUM SHIP OF RUDI SCHNEIDER

The July No. of Proceedings of the S.P.R, (London) comes to hand
a little too late for analysis in our current issue, but it is hoped that we may
he able to deal with it fully in August. It is entirely devoted to Lore!
Charles Hope's record of the experimental sittings he held with Rudi
Schneider in London during October, November and December 1932.
Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S. interested himself in the investigation and sup'
plied a good deal of the apparatus employed for the infra-red rays.
The Report is accompanied by short Commentaries supplied by M r. C.

V. C. Herbert, Lord Rayleigh, Professor Fraser'Harris, Prof. A. F. C.
Pollard, Dr. William Brown, M r. C. C. L. Gregory, M r. Gerald Heard,
and Dr. Wheeler Robinson, who give their impressions of the phenomena
witnessed by them, and cite the conditions under which these were pro'
duced. M r. Herbert was responsible for the physical side of the prepara'
tions, i.c. installation and use of the apparatus which had been designed
and constructed by Lord Rayleigh.
He found that the absorption of the rays was not due to mechanical
fraud. The photographic experiments were, for certain technical reasons,
inconclusive; but the galvanometer tracings showed very definite occulta'
tions of the beam by the “invisible substance.”
Lord Rayleigh, in his comments, emphasizes the need of patience and
perseverance in dealing with a type of experimental research which he con'
siders difficult and laborious. Dr. Fraser'Harris speaks as controller of
seven of the eight sittings and was impressed chiefly with certain physiologi'
cal aspects of the mediumship. He says that no “tricks” on the part of the
medium were ever detected. Professor Pollard, who also controlled Rudi,
asserts that the telekinetic phenomena observed by him were certainly not
due to his action in the ordinary sense. Dr. Gregory says: (of trickery)
“there was never the smallest sign, so far as I could observe, on the part of
anyone: nor did Rudi’s ordinary seif seem at all compatible with the sug'
gestion of deception of any kind.” Dr. Wheeler Robinson, as a physicist,
says he is unable to suggest any normal explanation of the absorptions
which did, in fact, take place at certain sittings and of which the records
w re exhibited to him. The remarkable physiological behaviour of the
i) dium seems to him to constitute an objective phenomenon well worth
it re detailed investigation. Dr. William Brown considers the positive
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results obtained (apart from his own experiences, which were inconclusive)
to indicate the desirability of further research which might produce results
of definite scientific importance.
$

$

$

$

$

in an article printed in the Daily Despatch (London) for June 9th
Mr. C. E. M. Joad affirms a definite correlation between the manifestation
of the “ invisible substance” interfering with the rays, and the breathing of
the medium. He says: “The importance of these experiments is obvious;
it seems to show that the movements of small objects are caused by a per
fectly normal though little understood agency which, in the case at least
of Rudi Schneider, has a direct and verifiable connection with the release
of energy by the medium's body which takes place in breathing.”

VERIFIED ITEMS IN T H E “ LIVRE DES REV ENA NT s ”

The attention of readers is drawn to the series of items printed in thi*
issue which verify in detail certain of the communications made by the con
trols of Mrs. Bigelow’s group. These results are not to be lightly regarded
W hen finally collected they will form an impressive total. Here and there
a subconscious or telepathic link between some sitter and the knowledge
of individual circumstances detailed may be perhaps assumed as probable,
but in other instances it is clear that no link of this kind can have existed:
and the survival of personality becomes a rational conclusion.
*

*

*

*

*

PSYCHE THE IMMORTAL
By

S am uel E. A

nderson

P art II.
THE GREAT BEYOND
Dr. W . W . Keen, a believer in the immortality of the soul, once wrote.
T h e moment before a human being dies he weighs so much, his structure
is of such a character, both macroscopic and microscopic. A moment after
he dies he is the same in appearance, in height and in structure, in every
respect, really, except one, namely, that life has gone out of him— a thing
that you can not feel, that you can not discover by any of the human senses,
but the greatest reality in the world. It is the great imponderable. Science
can not deal with it.”
Death marks the departure of energy and Sir Oliver Lodge hints that
there may be some substance to this thing that w e call life. “A ll that w e
are concerned to show is that magnetic behavior exhibits a very fair anal'
ogy to some aspects of that still more mysterious entity which w e call klife'“
and if anyone should assert that all magnetism was pre-existent in some
etheriai condition; that it would never go out of essential existence; but
that it could be brought into relation with the world of matter by certain
acts,— that while there it could operate in a certain way, controlling the
motion of bodies, interacting w ith forms of energy, producing sundry ef
fects for a time, and then disappearing from our ken to the immaterial
region whence it came— he would be saying what no physicist would think
it worth while to object to,— what many, indeed, might agree with.
“W ell, that is the kind of assertion which I want to make, as a work
ing hypothesis, concerning life.
“A n acorn has in itself the potentiality not only of one oak-tree alone,
but of a forest of oak-trees, to the thousandth generation and of oak-trees
without end. There is no sort of law of ‘conservation1 here. It is not as
if something were passed on from one thing to another. It is not analogous
to energy at all; it is analogous to the magnetism which can be excited in
any given magnet; the required energy, in both cases, being extraneously
supplied, and only transmitted into the appropriate form by the guiding
principle which controls the operation.
“W c do not at present know how to generate life without the action
of antecedent life, though that may be a discovery ready for us in the fu
ture; but even if w e did, it would still be true (as I think) that the life w as
in some sense pre-existent; that it was not really created d e n o v o ; that it
was brought into actual practical every-day existence doubtless, but that
it had pre-existed in some sense too; being called out, as it were, from some
great reservoir or storehouse of vitality, to which, when its earthly career
is ended, it w ill return.”
In these words a great physicist has presented to us his ideas on im
mortality.
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Intelligence has proved just about as intractable as life. Dr. Francis
Trevelyn Miller thus writes to the N e w York Times. “ Did surgical sci
ence ever find a thought in the brain of a human being? Did it ever locate
an idea in the mind of man? D id it ever find a railroad engine, a radio in
strument, a steel foundry, an automobile, a fifty story building or a Brook
lyn Bridge in the head of a man? And yet w e know that these all ema*)
nated from and grew out of an idea, an intangible, undiscovered thought
in the mind of a man. Everything that exists, every mechanism, every
structure that man has created is but the materialization of one of those
unmcasureable thoughts or invisible ideas. Yet no surgeon has ever been
able to dissect one, perform an operation on one, or to remove one from the
human brain.
N o scientist ever saw a thought, lelt or heard a thought until it mani
fested itself in words and objects, in actual deeds. Yet w e all admit that
a thought exists and that it is the most powerful thing in the world.”
“W hence do w e come? W hat are w e doing here? W hither are we
bound? If philosophy could really offer no answer to these questions of
vital interest” says M. Henri Bergson, “if it were incapable of gradually
elucidating them as we elucidate problems of biology or history, if wc were
unable to forward the study of them through an experience ever more pro
found and a vision of reality ever more piercing, if it were bound to be
nothing better than an endless tournament between those who affirm and
those who deny immortality by deductions from the hypothetical essence
of the soul or of the body, we could well indeed say,— to adopt a phrase of
Pascal— that the whole of philosophy is not worth an hour1s trouble. True,
immortality can not be proved experimentally, for experience can only be
experience of a limited duration; and when religion speaks of immortality,
it appeals to revelation. But it would be something, it would indeed be a
great step forward, were w e able to establish on the ground of experience
the possibility, much more were it the probability, of survival for a time.
The question whether this time is finite or infinite could be left outside the
domain of philosophy. W ell, reduced to these modest proportions, the
philosophic destiny of the soul does not seem to me in the least insoluble.
Here is a brain which works, and here is a consciousness which feels, thinks
and wills. If the work of the brain corresponds to the totality of conscious
ness, if there were equivalence between the cerebral and the mental, con
sciousness might be bound up w ith the destiny of the brain and death might
be the end of all. Experience, at any rate, would not speak to the contrary,
and the philosopher w ho affirms survival would then have to support his
theory by some metaphysical construction— usually a frail thing. But if,
as I have tried to show, the mental life overflows the cerebral life, if the
brain does but translate into movements a small part of what takes place in
consciousness, then survival becomes so probable that the onus of proof falls
on him who denies it rather than on him who affirms it; for the only reason
w e can have for believing in the extinction of consciousness at death is
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that w e see the body become disorganized, that this is a fact of experience,
and the reason loses its force ii the independence of almost the whole of
consciousness w ith regard to the body has been shown to be also a fact ol
experience. In thus treating the problem of survival, in bringing it down
from the heights on which traditional metaphysics has placed it, in trans
porting it into the field of experience, we are no doubt renouncing the im
mediate finding of a complete and radical solution. But what should w e
do? W e have to choose, in philosophy, between the method of pure reason
ing, which aims at a complete and decisive result, unable to be perfected
since it is supposed to be perfect, and an empirical method, content with
approximate results which can be endlessly corrected and enlarged. The
first method, because it aims at making us immediately certain, condemns
us to remain always in the simply probable or rather in the purely possible,
for it is rare that it cannot serve to demonstrate indifferently either of tw o
opposed theories equally coherent and equally plausible. The second aims
first at simple probability, but since it works on a plane where probability
may increase indefinitely, it brings us gradually to a state equivalent to cer
tainty. Between these tw o ways of philosophizing I have long since made
my choice. 1 sshall be happy if, in however small a degree, 1 have helped
to make yours."
It is Azan! The pearl has dropped again into the sea. Bowed in
grief, torn by love, hope and despair, man instinctively turns to another
world for help and with his sighs and tears he mingles prayers. So uni
versal is the instinct that w e may almost fancy that the germ of it floats in
the very air w e breathe. Throughout the ages man has clung tenaciously
to his hope of a future life and he has looked to his inspired sorcerers, sibyls,
seers and prophets for a confirmation of his faith. N or rack, nor fire, nor
iron has yet been able to break down that faith.
In “Sibyls and Seers'* M r. Edwyn Bevan writes, “On the subject of
inspiration', wrote M r. W alter Scott, in his edition of the Hermetica,
'Egyptians, Hebrew’s and Greeks thought much alike, from the earliest times
to which w e can trace back their thoughts; and in the time of the Roman
Empire, Pagans, Jews and Christians spoke of it in similar terms.'
W e have, in fact, a belief which goes back to primitive man all the
world over, and persists in the various civilizations which have grown out
of primitive society, not only in the three mentioned by M r. Scott in the
sentence just quoted, the Egyptian, Hebrew and Greek, but in all civiliza
tions which have existed. Everywhere w e find diviners and prophets car
rying on the functions of the primitive medicine man; everywhere there is
the belief in the possession of certain man by spirits which have entered their
bodies and use their tongues; a belief resting largely on the actual patho
logical peculiarities which mark the insane. Right through the history of
all peoples, from their savage origins to the last attainments of civilization,
this belief runs like a thread, which has, no doubt, at the average level a
cruder form than later on, but is nevertheless, in spite of modifications,
essentially a continuous tradition. * * * *
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W hen the Greek mind reached its highest point in Plato, the belief
still adhered to it; when the civilisation of antiquity reached its most elah'
orate material development and splendor, throughout the Mediterranean
lands under the Roman Empire, the belief was more obsessing than ever.
O f course it was dominant all through the Middle Ages. But it has not
been destroyed by the scientific discoveries of the modern age. Some
Rationalists may say that it ought to have been; they may say that it ultb
mately will be; but so far, destroyed it certainly has not been. N or does it
only exist today as a survival in the least instructed stratum of society. W e
have but to look around to see that there is nothing incompatible between
the possession of modern scientific knowledge in the most eminent degree
and adherence to some form of this belief.
The trend of modern opinion, as may be gathered from Sir Oliver
Lodge, Dr. Millikan and many others is to explain survival in terms of the
physical and thus w e find that the Ether is being tacitly substituted for the
N ou s and as the symbol of eternity.
If you define religion as the deference which man pays to a supreme
power, then it is welbnigh universal and judged by such a standard there
are few scientists w ho are atheistic; perhaps those who deal w ith the ma*
jestically great or w ith the amazingly small, least of all. But they accept
nothing upon faith. O nly those things that convince their reason do they
admit to be true.
Thus the term Rationalist has come into very general use and it is
against this class that M r. Bevan now addresses his argument. “But if we
defined Rationalism as the belief that the universe is a reasonable universe,
that nothing which is contrary to reason can be true, it would be a wholly
misleading definition. For a large number of people w ho hold the dogmatic
religious beliefs of some branch or other of the Christian Church would
assert, as emphatically as any body can, that the universe is a reasonable
universe and that nothing contrary to reason can be true. T hey think that
their view of the universe the most reasonable one, just as the Rationalist
thinks his. If therefore to be a Rationalist means to hold that view of the
universe which is most in accordance with reason, the name could be
claimed as a monopoly by those w ho hold the view ordinarily called Ration'
alism only if they begged the question at the outset, postulating that their
view w a s the most reasonable one. Everybody probably in some sense would
maintain that his view of the universe was the most reasonable one. In
practice, the distinguishing difference of the Rationalist is that he holds that
no change can be produced in the matter of the universe except as the effect
of previous material change according to invariable mechanical law, or
possibly as the effect of consciousness in a living body, and that no con'
sciousness exists in the world except that of living men and animals, there
is no spirit world outside living men and animals which can deflect the
working ol strict physical law, or from which a communication can come
to the mind of man. The ancient belief in such a world was pure delusion.
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W hether this denial is reasonable or not, it yields a view of the uni
verse which, so far as it goes, seems clear and consistent. It is a view held
today by many people, especially those whose interests lie in the direction
of natural science.
On the other hand, a large proportion of educated people still believe,
as primitive man believed, and as the ancient world believed, that the con
sciousness in living men and animals is not the only consciousness in the
universe, that the spirits incarnate in men are in touch with the spirit
world beyond, and that changes in the material world are sometimes caused
by spiritual agency other than that of incarnate spirits. * * * *
The aim of the Rationalist is to show that everything that takes
place in the world w e know is due to a fixed order of mechanical causation,
that if only w e knew the total arrangement of the material universe at any
one moment, w e could calculate in detail everything which was going to
happen thenceforward to the end of time. A ll natural science is based upon
the hypothesis that the matter studied undergoes changes according to
such invariable laws. That is why he feels bound to fight tooth and nail
against the suggestion that the course of things could ever be interfered
w ith by any spiritual agency from without. Such a notion would introduce
uncertainty everywhere. But the trouble is that here, right in the midst of
the world w e know, we have a spiritual agency which introduces uncertain
ty, living bodies which interfere continually with the course of things.
People often speak as if, apart from the supposition of miracles, you had a
world perfectly regular and calculable. But this is not so. Here all around
us are these lumps of matter, flesh and bones, moving about under the di
rection of non-material things, desires, emotions and values. The problem,
the interference, is here in all its gravity, whether there is any spiritual
agency tn the world or not. A Rationalist may, of course, try to mitigate
the contrast by saying that human psychology too, has fairly uniform laws
of working, so that you can to some extent calculate beforehand what a
man will do, as you can what course a flung stone will take. Yes, but the
uniformity of a man’s actions, so far as it exists, is a uniformity brought
about by stability in purpose; a man w ith a formed character goes on will
ing the same kind of things: the uniformity is due, that is to say, to his ac
tions being governed by enduring final causes, to that in front of him which
attracts, not to a mechanically invariable force which pushes him from be
hind. Spiritual uniformity is thus in its very nature differentiated from the
mechanical uniformity which holds of inanimate matter. * * * *
A nd now we see that the Rationalist has no solution of the problem:
he has to admit that a kind of causation is plentifully exhibited in the world
which is a complete mystery to him. A nd if it is a mystery to him, what
right has he to prescribe for it the limits he docs and pronounce that it can
never occur except in the material bodies of living men and animals?”
’’Spiritual causation” is not a particularly definite term but from all
that has been said it may be gathered that what is intended is a supreme in
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telligence that enters or comes in contact with human bodies or brains and
thereby influences conduct.
A ll of this biology and physiology resent as an intrusion into their own
private holy of holies. T hey admit that “W hat you say is a beautiful
phantasy" but ever they make the insistent demand, “ Show us this life,
this intelligence, this soul you talk so much about. Let us but once put our
measuring instruments upon it and we, the proper persons to determine
such matters, will pass our final judgment upon it."
Thus we depart to meet them on their chosen field.
LIFE

The Ether sent down to earth its ambassador extraordinary to take
charge of life.
Mons. Ernest Solvay, speaking at the opening of the Brussels Institute
said, “Biological research must be guided in the direction of Physics and
Chemistry and, in my opinion, w e must set out with this profound convic
tion: t h a t th e p h e n o m e n a o f life can a n d s h o u ld he e x p la in e d b y t h e w o r \ '
mg o f th e p h y s i c a l f o r c e s alone w h i c h c o n t r o l t h e m a te r ia l u n i v e r s e , and that
among these forces electricity plays a prominent part."
Scientists are not much addicted to prophecy, but Dr. W olfgang Pauli
was inspired to write, “There can be little doubt that out of the study of
the physico-chemical properties of the colloids there will spring a new bud
of physical chemistry in which the application of the modern teachings of
electricity will play a primary role."
Jacques Loeb has made a still more remarkable statement and has car
ried it over to the psychic side. “The contents of life from the cradle to
the grave are wishes and hopes, efforts and struggles, and unfortunately,
also disappointments and suffering. And this inner life should be amenable
to the physico-chemical analysis. In spite of the gulf which separates us
today from such an aim I believe it is attainable. A s long as the life-phe
nomenon has not yet found a physico-chemical explanation is usually ap
pears inexplicable. If the veil is once lifted w e are always surprised that
w e did not guess from the first what was behind it."
“Internal oxidation is for us the source of electricity," said M ons. Sol
vay and a host of men agree w ith him.
In his “Physiological Chemistry" Professor Albert P. M athews explains
the manner of its making. “Similarly all processes of oxidation, could we
trace them out, would be found to involve the transfer of a negative electron
from one element to another, the one which receives it being reduced and
the element losing the negative charge being thus rendered more positive
and being said to be oxidized.
W hether the foregoing picture of the process of oxidation be in all
particulars right or not, it is beyond question that the oxidation does in
volve, in all cases in which the process can be watched, the transfer of posi
tive and negative electrical particles or electrons, and that this is the essence
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of the process. Moreover, the more easily a substance gives up a negative
charge the more active it will he as a reducing agent; and similarly the more
easily it gives up a positive charge, or acquires a negative, the more active
will it be as an oxidizing agent. Oxygen acts as an oxidizing agent because
it has a great tendency to take away a negative charge from other sub'
stances and to go over into the form of an oxygen ion, or of electro-nega
tive oxygen.
The great importance of this theory from the point of view of physio'
logical chemistry is that it shows at once that every oxidation in protoplasm
is at the bottom an electrical process involving the transfer of electrical
charges. In other words, an electrical disturbance of some kind, albeit pos'
sibly within molecular dimensions, must occur in every combustion in pro'
toplasm. It thus furnishes a point of attack of the origin of the electrical
disturbances which are so characteristic of living matter of all kinds and
enables an understanding of the disappearance of these currents when the
respiration of the protoplasm is prevented.
Life begins when the spermatozoon penetrates into the depths of the
ovum and it is certainly true that the spermatozoa arc capable of movement.
So that the question immediately occurs, “W hat supplies the energy?"
W ould it be at all surprising if it proves to be in no way different from the
energy that contracts a muscle?
Dr. Crile has written me that Keller has shown that the sperm and
ova carry electrical charges of opposite sign.
W hen the spermatozoon met the ovum the charge did not disappear:
it was still manifest as the first sign of life. It was that our friend did not
now recognize it for what it had always been. It is just another case of
the gain of entrt >py.
The locomotion of the spermatozoon and that of the electric automo'
bile are both bound up with battery capacity.
Let us picture something like a lightning flash. The positive and the
negative charges have met, and having met, all further attraction of the
ovum for other spermatozoa is instantly abolished and the interlocking
process is complete. “ Let us return to the fact that fertilized eggs produce
no more fertilizin. This is certainly a very remarkable circumstance, be'
cause prior to fertilization in the case of the sea-urchin they produce it in
such abundance as to charge many times their own bulk of sea-water with
easily detectable quantities. Immediately after fertilization this ceases, and
the eggs no longer react to spermatozoa." So says Dr. Frank Lillie.
Such a conception furnishes a key as to why the reactions arc irre
versible.
Even in the cases where the spermatozoon is removed by centrifuging
The eggs from which the spermatozoon is removed complete the maturation
process which is initiated by the spermatozoon, but they never segment.
The egg nucleus (female pronucleus) arises and attains the same size as
in normally fertilized eggs."
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T he climax is attained in artificial parthenogenesis. A master of that
technique, Jacques Loeb, in summing up his conclusions at the end of his
chapter on the Nature of the Process of Fertilisation, asks this question,
“W hat alterations can be produced in an egg by treating it for tw o hours
with a solution of equal parts of 2 0/8n M gC ri and of sea'water”? H e
answers, “The bulk of our protoplasm consists of colloidal substances. This
material easily changes its state of matter. * * * * Am ong the agencies which
cause changes of these physical qualities w e know three that are especially
powerful. The one is specific enzymes. The second is ions in definite con'
centration. The concentration varies with various ions. T he third agency
is temperature.” W e turn back his pages to find this, “Years ago I had
found that the fertilized sea'urchin egg can only develop in the presence
of free oxygen: if the oxygen is completely withdrawn the development
stops, but begins again promptly as soon as the oxygen is again admitted.
From this and similar experiments I concluded that the spermatozoa causes
the development by accelerating the oxidations in the egg.”
Should w e hesitate to add one more step and say that the oxidation
produces the electric charge that henceforth controls living processes?
There is another very curious thing that takes place. “ Immediately
after penetration the head of the spermatozoon rotates around a trans'
ver.se axis through one hundred and eighty degrees so that the base, which
was external immediately after entrance, becomes oriented toward the cem
ter of the egg and the apex is directed externally. (Henking, W ilson,
Boveri, M evcs, Lillie, etc.) This phenomenon is very general, and il may
be universal. N o adequate explanation has been found for it, and its sig'
nificance is quite obscure.”
Does it not act exactly as if, in some mysterious way, the sign of the
charge in the head of the spermatozoon had been reversed, and what but
a few moments before had been attracted is now repelled?
Interesting though these acts may be their interpretation is not vital
to our thesis for they are antecedent to life, for after all, the capacity for
selFrcnewal is an outstanding feature of life. From the instant of fertiliza'
tion, down to the moment of final dissolution, through every act of brain
and brawn, we are able to keep in touch with the electric current.
W e quote from “Life and Science” by Professor D. F. FraserdTarris,
“T he evolution of the electric current is, then, the most delicate sign of
life. But it is also the first sign of life, for the late Professor A . D . W aller,
the English Physiologist, found that the hen’s egg will give an electric cur'
rent just as soon as the almost invisible speck representing the future chick
is constituted on the surface of the yolk.” H e concludes, “The electric
current, since it is producible as soon as a being can be said to be alive at
all, and since it can be recorded long after every other sign of life is gone,
has been picturesquely called the alpha and omega of animate existence.”
So that first outburst of oxidation, which in turn sets the generator
going, w e shall designate as alpha.
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Professor A . D . W aller in “The Signs of Life” said, “The signs by
which we can always recognize that living matter is living are:—
1. Its reducing or dioxygenating power;
2. Its exhalation of carbon dioxide.
3. Its excitability.
4. The electrical signs of its chemical activity.
W c . . . recognize that in the study of electrical change w e have the
most delicate and one of the most convenient means of approach towards
an answer to these tw o questions addressed to matter that may be living or
not-living:—
1. A re you alive?
A nd when this first question has been answered:—
2. H ow much are you alive?
Dr. W aller conducted experiments to prove when seeds are alive and
when not alive and he demonstrated that they are alive when they give
an electrical response and this notwithstanding they may be, to all appear
ance, dead. W hile the converse did not always prove true Dr. W aller
was inclined to think that it was because the instruments were not always
sufficiently delicate for the tests.
Professor W aller lends confirmation to the statement that oxidation
is the source of electrical charge. “W e are to recognize further that any
and every living vegetable protoplasm, when excited, undergoes chemical,
and therefore electrical change, whether it actually moves or not.”
For many, many years Dr. George W . Crile has studied a similar ques
tion and he gives the result of that study in a paper that is the joint work
of himself, Maria Telkes and A m y F. Rowland and which was read before
the American Philosophical Society April 19th, 1929.
“The terms ‘living' and ‘non-living' and ‘dead' denote variations in
energy and form. In structure the living organism is identical with non
living— just as the live battery is identical in structure with the dead bat
tery, But what is the essential feature in the living organism upon which
structure depends? W hat is lost in death?
“Thirty-five years ago I first attempted to approach this problem by
an investigation of the basis of death. Phenomenon after phenomenon as
sociated w ith death was critically examined and set aside as it was found
to he a result rather than a final cause of death.
“ Studies of the circulation and respiration showed that the changes
in these vital phenomena which are present in exhaustion and death are
end effects and not primary causes of death. So, too, studies in the chem
istry of the blood, while they revealed that the acid-alkali balance of the
organism is of vital significance, did not reveal the cause of death.
“ Later we directed our investigation to the determination of certain
physical constants in various vital and lethal conditions. W e found that
the processes leading to death were always accompanied by a decrease in
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the conductivity of the brain and of other components of the central nervous
system and by an increase in the conductivity of the liver w ith correspond'
mg changes in the electrical capacity of the cells. But certainly a change
in the conductivity and capacity could not be the immediate cause of
death.
“W e propose now to offer new experimental evidence which identb
lies a form of energy that is lost in death— a form that is capable of con'
structing the films and of holding together the essential organic molecules.
“These researches which have been carried out in the research laboni'
tories of the Cleveland Clinic Foundation were directed toward finding
the relation between electrical potential and oxidation, that is, towards
determining whether one or the other is the primary factor in the main'
tenance of life and whether the loss of one or the other is the essential fac'
tor in the production of death or whether both together are primarily cs'
sential. Our researches were especially directed toward the discovery of
the influence of potential on oxidation; the influence of the potential on
the form of the living, and by inference on the maintenance of the organic
molecules; and to the discovery of the relation of the potential to death.
“The results of these researches may be summarized as follows:
1. In animals, plants, and fruits an electric potential exists during
life and disappears at death.
2. The potential is varied by insomnia, by anesthetics, by poisons,
by hemorrhage, by asphyxia, by change in electrolytic solutions, by adrena'
lin, by injury, by heat and by cold.
3. A t the moment of clinical death the potential difference between
different organs drops to zero for a few moments; following this, each or'
gan regains its potential for a short time, but finally the potential of ;ill
tissues drop to zero, the respiration of all the tissues stops, and the mole'
cular disintegration sets in.
“ Are w e then correct in ascribing the cause of clinical death to the
fall in the potential between the different tissues and the cause of the death
of single cells or of tissue cultures to the fall in the potential on the cell
membrane?
If the molecular structure depends upon an electric strain or potential
which also enables the organism to function and grow, w e must find direct
evidence therefor. Happily we found such direct evidence in observations
of the potential of the amoeba. Dr. Telkes designed and constructed an
electrode which could be inserted into an amoeba and w ith this electrode
she made measurements of its potential.
The amoeba was observed under the microscope during the experiments.
Here w e had our first opportunity of noting under the eye the changes in
structure which arc produced by these various agents. Of special interest
and importance were the effects of changes in potential produced by the
direct application of an electric charge which could be varied at will.
W hen the charge was increased the potential rose, and the amoeba became
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more active. O n the other hand when the potential was diminished by
introducing a current, the direction of which was opposed to that in the
amoeba, the amoeba became progressively less active and withdrew its
pseudopodia, that is, it rounded up into a quiescent lump, until, when the
potential reached zero or went over to the negative side, the amoeba dis
integrated first into larger, then smaller granules and fragments and finally
disappeared in the suspending solution. W hen, however, the potential
was lowered by the counter charge and by no other factor nearly to zero
and was held there, the amoeba would round up and some granules might
even disintegrate hut if at that crucial point when death and disintegration
were imminent, the potential was raised by increasing the charge and by
nothing else, the amoeba would pass from the resting to the active state,
and would again throw out its pseudopodia."
Pardon us for breaking in upon Dr. Crile to inquire if this raising of
potential, w ith the consequent passing of the amoeba from the quiescent
into the active state in any way suggests to your mind that introducing a
difference of potential by the spermatozoon might start a quiescent ovum
into life.
Dr. Crile continues, “This crucial experiment indicates that the funda
mental control of the molecular integrity and of the activity of the amoeba
— this difference between life and activity and death and dissolution is
governed by the change in the electric potential. In our experiments activ
ity. quiescence, death and dissolution w ere governed completely by the
production of variations in the potential power alone.
“From this w e may infer that the organic molecules that arc hound
together in the animal organism, the arrangement of crystalloids and col
loids, the separation of nucleus and cytoplasm, the maintenance of the
molecular organization— w e may inter that all these phenomena are mani
festations of electric force. Electrical potential is the product of chemical
activity and in turn the electrical potential governs chemical activity. These
electrical and chemical processes are the governing factors in the production
of the phenomena which are characteristic of life. In their absence the
organism is dead.
“If the organic compounds, structures, etc., in plants and in animals
are created by electric potential and chemical activity, especially by oxida
tion, then in such intermediate forms of life as fruit the same law should
hold good.
“ W e therefore extended our researches to an investigation of the phe
nomena of potential and of oxidation in fruit and we found that every kind
of fruit has a potential— the potential of an apple, for example, is about
fifty millivolts, and the apple also has a steady respiration— consuming from
three to four c.c. of oxygen every hour.
“ In our experiments we found that the potential and the respiration
of the apple change in the same direction, under the influence of anesthetics,
and of changes in electrolytic concentration. The administration of adrena
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lin, changes in temperature, and the exclusion of oxygen affected the apple
just as they affect the rabbit and the dog.
“In all cases in which the potential was reduced to zero the apple
disintegrated just as animals and plants and the amoeba disintegrate when
their potential is reduced to zero. A battery was constructed by arrange
ing halves of apples in series and a potential of over a volt was thus created.
“By this study w e have demonstrated that the structure of the apple
like that of the amoeba is dependent on potential and here again w e saw
the relation between electric strain and the maintenance of the organic struc
ture.
“In brief then, in a large number of experiments w e have found that
in animals and in plants and in fruits there exists a potential which has a
certain range during life and disappears at death. Life is a phase of the
organization created by electric strain or potential and death is an inert
stage in which potential is lost and disintegration is inaugurated.
“Or w e may define life and death in the following terms; life may be
defined as a potential which is maintained and is varied adaptively accord
ing to environmental conditions, this potential being maintained by chemi
cal activity— mainly by oxidation.
The loss of this potential is death. The principal difference then be
tween that potential which is life and the potential which is present in non
living systems like concentration cells is that the living potential is spon
taneous and adaptively alterable.”
Professor W aller put a second question. “H ow much are you alive?”
W hether keen w it and quick repartee are accompanied by a greater differ
ence of electrical potential, science has not yet answered; nor has it an
nounced any opinion as to whether a difference of potential is responsible
for a difference of “ It.” T his gentleman speaks with some authority.
P art III.
WHERE DOES INTELLIGENCE BEGIN?
Each human foetus gives a resume of the family history from its re
motest ancestor down to the day of its birth. If from some ancient form
as simple as the amoeba, arms and legs, ribs and spine, heart, lungs, arteries,
muscles, tendons, endocrine glands etc. have slowly evolved, then the brain
that today keeps them company must have grown out of that same simple
form of life. The human infant makes its appearance upon the stage of
life possessed of a few instinctive reflexes. It enters w ithout consciousness,
for it has not as yet breathed oxygen. Yet it arrives with intelligence of a
certain sort; and if the amoeba has intelligence how shall we deny to the
fertilized ovum something of like character? “The ovum has as yet no
brain,” you say, but neither has the amoeba. Infant and amoeba: each
knows enough to keep the vital processes going. The amoeba ingets its
food and extracts the elements needed. The child builds up its body and
grows; and did that very thing from the first minute of its inception.
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A ll human faculties, including the emotional and the intellectual,
were potential in forms no higher than the amoeba; and comparative anat'
omy has, for a long way back, traced the road by which intelligence has
travelled. Ernest Haeckel presents the subject thus, “M odern Anatom y
and Physiology have demonstrated that these functions of the mind, or
psychic activities, are immediately dependent upon the more delicate struc'
ture of the central nervous system, upon the internal conditions of the form
of the brain and the spinal marrow. Here arc placed the extremely com'
plex mechanism of cells, whose physiological function constitutes the mind'
life of man. It is so complex that to most people its function appears to be
something supernatural, and incapable of mechanical explanation. But the
history of evolution of the individual furnishes us with the most surprising
and significant information as to the gradual origin and progressive forma'
tion of this most important system of organs. For the first rudiment of
the central nervous system in the human embryo makes its appearance in
the most simple form in which Ascidians and other inferior worms retain
it throughout life. A perfectly simple spinal marrow, without brain, such
as throughout its existence represents the organ of the mind of the
Amphioxus, the lowest of the Vertebrates, first develops from this rudi'
ment. It is only at a later period that a brain develops from the anterior
extremity of this spinal cord, and this brain is of the simplest form, similar
to the permanent form of this organ in the lower Fishes. Step by step this
simple brain develops further, until the highly organized form is reached
which distinguishes the A pes from all other Vertebrates, and which finally
attains the highest development in the human brain. But step by step with
this progressive evolution of the form of the brain, the evolution of its
peculiar function, the psychical activities, moves on hand in hand, and it is
therefore the history of the evolution of the central nervous system, which
for the first time enables us to understand the origin of life of the human
mind from natural causes, and the gradual development of the psychic
activities of man."
The matters here outlined by Professor Haeckel have long since been
worked out in very great detail and if w e arc to reach the source of intelli'
gence it will be necessary to make some very long skips and in this first skip
will be included all those forms of animals in which nerve tissue has been
detected. So w e immediately go back to the single'celled amoeba and w e
deem it an especially happy choice since it was upon this animal that Dr.
Grile conducted his experiments to show the electrical origin of life.
Professor George J. Romanes in his “M ental Evolution of Animals"
says, “The lowest animals in which nerve tissue has been detected are
Medusa, or jelly fishes, and from them upward its occurrence is invariable.”
But below these Medusa, or jelly fishes, there is a world of animal
life whose members have no nerve tissues. The single celled amoeba runs
the scale of the necessary life functions. W ithout mouth or stomach it
feeds and grows, without feet or hands it moves about, w ithout glands it
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multiplies and seemingly has its pleasant thoughts and angry moments.
W ithout nervous tissue it also exhibits intelligence: shown in its ad'
justments to external conditions. Prof. Romanes says, “ N o one can have
watched the movements of certain Infusoria without feeling it difficult to
believe that these little animals are not actuated by some amount of intelli
gence. Even if the manner in which they avoid collisions be attributed
entirely to repulsions set up in the currents which by their movements
they create, any such mechanical explanation certainly cannot apply to
the small creatures seeking one another for the purpose of prey, reproduc
tion, or, as it sometimes seems, of mere sport. There is a common and wellknown rotifer whose body is of a cup shape, provided with a very active
tail, which is armed at its extremity w ith strong forceps. I have seen a
small specimen of this rotifer seize a much larger one with its forceps and
attach itself by this means to the side of the cup. The large rotifer at
once became very active, and swinging about with its burden until it came
to a piece of weed, it took firm hold of the weed with its own forceps, and
began the most extraordinary series of movements, which were obviously
directed towards ridding itself of the incumbrance. It dashed from side to
side in all directions with a vigor and suddenness which were highly aston
ishing, so that it seemed as if the animacule would cither break its forceps
or wrench its tail from its body. N o movements could possibly be better
suited to jerk off the offending object, for the energy with which the jerks
were given, now in one direction and now in another, were, as I have said,
most surprising. But not less surprising was the tenacity with which the
smaller rotifer retained its hold; for although one might think it w as almost
being jerked to pieces, after each bout of jerking, it was seen to be still
attached. This trial of strength, which must have involved an immense ex
penditure of encrg>f in proportion to the size of the animals, lasted for sev
eral minutes, till eventually the small rotifer was thrown violently away.
It then returned to the conflict, but did not succeed a second time in estab
lishing its hold. The entire scene was as like intelligent action on the part
of both animals as could well he imagined, so that if w e are to depend upon
appearances alone, this observation would be sufficient to induce me to
attribute conscious determination to these microscopical animals.”

Mr H. J. Carter says: “In the evening of the second of June 1858, in
Bombay, while looking through a microscope at some Englenae, &c., which
had been placed aside for examination in a watch glass, my eye fell upon
a stalked and triangular acineta (A. mystacina?) around which an amoeba
was creeping and lingering, as they do when they are in quest of food. But
knowing the antipathy that the amoeba, like almost every infusoria, has to
the tentacles of the acineta, I concluded that the amoeba was not encourag
ing an appetite for its whiskered companion, when I was surprised to find
that it crept up the stem of the acineta, and wound itself round its body.
This mark of affection, too much like that frequently evinced at the other
end of the scale, even where there is a mind for its control, did not long
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remain without interpretation. There was a young acineta, tender, and
without poisonous tentacles (for they are not developed at hirth) just
ready to make its exit from the parent, an exit which takes place so quickly,
and is followed by such rapid bounding movements of the nomciliated
acineta, that who would venture to sav, a priori, that a dull, heavy, sluggish
amoeba could catch such an agile little thing? But the amoeba are as iwv
erring and unrelaxing in their grasp as they are unrelenting in their cruel
inceptions of the living and the dead, when they serve them for nutrition;
and thus the amoeba, placing itself round the ovarian aperture of the acineta,
received the young one, nurse like, in its fatal lap, incepted it, descended
from the parent and crept off. Being unable to conceive at the time that
this was such an act of atrocity on the part of the amoeba as its sequel
disclosed, and thinking that the young acineta might yet escape, or pass into
some other form in the body of its host, T watched the amoeba for some
time afterwards, until the tale ended by the young acineta becoming divided
into two parts, and thus in their respective digestive spaces ultimately be"
coming broken down and digested.”
Professor Romanes refuses to admit that this performance exhibited
anything like intelligence for the simple reason that he knows of no mccha'
nism by which it could be brought about. N or can we, any more than he,
say how it is brought about, but we do call attention to the fact that the
amoeba, lowly as it is, was even then in possession of the thing that, as we
expect to show, operates our own brain; namely, a difference of electric
p<)tential.
Almost at the very dawn of life, at least in the lowly forms of it,
there is enough to cause the scientists to marvel at the evidence of intelli
gence. W hen, on the slide of the microscope, these lowly forms have
fought or fled: have met their Waterloos, we have seen pictured the physb
cal manifestations of rage and anger and fear, and these are the basis of all
the self"preserving instincts to be found in man.
As the cell reproduces itself by segmentation we catch the first glimpse
of altruism: the surrender by the individual of a part of its resources for
the benefit of the species. And this is the basis of love: that emotion that is
placed, by most persons, at the very summit of all the things that move us.
The psychologists have stripped our own little baby down to the
fundamental emotions of anger, fear and love. O ut of these primaries has
been built the vast netw ork of emotional responses made by man, just as
out of a primary intelligence has been built his enormous number of intellec"
tual responses. Today, the greater number of our intellectual responses
have an emotional origin. Dare we even hint that your own little darling
is too often moved by the same chemical or catalyst mechanism that moves
the lowly amoeba. The evidence indicates the probability that all man’s
prized possessions, including the emotions and intelligence, were potential
in the unicellar organism.
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M.
Henri Bergson gives expression to something along this line when
he says, “W e have good ground then, for believing that the evolving
force bore within it originally, but confused together, or rather the one inv
plied in the other, instinct and intelligence. * * * * On the two great
routes that the vital impulse has found open to it, along the series of the
arthropods and the series of the vertebrates, instinct and intelligence, at
first wrapped up confusedly within one another, have in their development
taken different directions. A t the culminating point of the first evolution
are the hymenoptera, at the culminating point of the second, man.'’
The thing to be criticized in this paragraph is the implication that
they have definitely separated.
From the Encyclopaedia Britannica we take this extract. “ Ft seems
that chemical correlation is the more primitive of the two methods by
which coordination between the different parts of the body is achieved.
Starling has pointed out that in the lowest animals before the appearance
of the central nervous system it is by chemical means that co'adaptation of
function is assured,"
Many arc the acts taking place within the human body over which
the cerebrum has little or no control. For instance, there is heart beat,
respiration, digestion, body temperature, equilibrium, the synthesis of the
hormones and their release, preparations made for desperate emergencies in
which life is involved. Aye, at times, even the decision whether to flee or
stand.
There is strong evidence to show that the control of some of these
instinctive acts is within the province of the adrenal glands, and that they
govern by chemical means. In short, they are the “brains" of the sympa'
thetic system.
The mobilization of the leucocytes to attack the invading enemy is
carried out with an exactness equal to that of the termites. So far as the
human eye can discover the leucocyte devours its prey with as much acumen
as does the amoeba.
Would you term the Chinese Carrion lily stupid? Explain it as you
may, the fact remains that this lily has gathered unto itself a spathe that in
shape resembles nothing so much as a large liver, a color that confirms that
first impression, an odor that convinces any hesitating individual, for it is
that of rotting liver, and a mechanism that is efficiency personified, when
measured by the accomplishment of the purpose in—mind? Hear what
Luther Burbank, a man who all his life has held communion with the
flowers, may have to say. “The Chinese Carrion lily makes doubly sure
of pollenation by a very ingenious device. Unlike most common flowers,
which advertise to the bees and birds and butterflies, this plant sends its
message to the flies. The fly, attracted by the color of the spathe and
guided by the hidden odor at the base of the flower, lights on the sturdy
spadix and uses it as a ladder for descent. The opening around the spadix
is just large enough to afford a comfortable passage way; but once within
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the well, the spathe closes in and tightly hugs the spadix so that the fly,
buying about in the chamber below, becomes thoroughly covered with the
pollen dust. This done, the flower slowly unfolds and permits the pollen
laden insect to escape. * * * *
W ith the rue, the arrangement is curiously complex and machine
like. O f the several stamens, each in turn bestows its pollen on the pistil
at their common center. It has been observed that the stamens advance
alternately, numbers one, three and five inturn; numbers two, four and six
following in successions, as if the entire mechanism were actuated by
clock-work."
Everywhere we turn we see a new display of ingenuity, concludes M r.
Burbank.
The flowers have spoken their part. Does the green-clad workman
in the leaves know aught of what he does as he transforms the carbon and
the sunshine into life?
Maurice Maeterlinck has suggested that we might go lower still, and
show, as Ruskin has shown in his “Ethics of the Dust", the characters,
habits and artifices of crystals: their quarrels and mode of procedure, when
a foreign body attempts to oppose their plans, which are more ancient by
far than our imagination can conceive: the manner in which they admit
or repel an enemy, the possible victory of the weaker over the stronger as,
for instance, when the all-powerful quartz submits to the humble and wily
epidote, and allows this last to conquer it; the struggle, terrible sometimes
and sometimes magnificent, between the rock-crystal and iron; the regular,
immaculate expansion and uncompromising purity of one hyaline block,
which rejects whatever is foul, and the sickly growth, the evident immoral
ity, of its brother, which admits corruption and writhes miserably in the
void.
M r. Ruskin, speaking for himself, suggests, “You at once admit a kind
of volition and choice in the flower; but we are not accustomed to attribute
anything of the kind to the crystal. Yet there is, in reality, more likeness to
some conditions of human feeling among stones than among plants. There
is a far greater difference between kindly-tempered and ill-tempered crystals
of the same mineral, than between any two specimens of the same flower:
and the friendships and wars of crystals depend more definitely and curi
ously on their varieties of disposition, than any associations of flowers.
Professor Mathews says, “W e may close this chapter in no better way
than in opening the question of the origin of the psychic qualities which
are so related to the nervous system. A re they not found in their faintest
form way down the slope of animal life? Do we not indeed see the begin
nings of the psychic life among the plants? A nd is it possible to start with
^he plants? Do not the foods every minute change into living matter in
our bodies? Are not the atoms the same in the foods and living matter,
md is it possible that they may have different properties in the living and
ifeless forms? The atoms we now know are composed of electricity and the
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valances, or chemical bonds, arc probably also electrical in nature. Are
our thoughts also at the bottom electrical? W henever a nerve impulse
sweeps over a nerve it is accompanied by an electrical disturbance, and
this disturbance is the surest sign of life. W'hen the nerve impulses play
back and forth over the commissures of the brain they are accompanied by
this pale lightning of the negative variation. Is that pale lightning what
we recognize as consciousness in ourselves? It would seem that there must
be some psychic element in every electron if the atoms are made of elec'
trons. There must be some psychic disturbance in every union of hydro'
gen and oxygen to make water and in every wave of the wireless telegraph.
W hen an electron moves it generates a magnetic field; does it also generate
a psychic field? How shall we escape the conclusion that there must be
a psychic element in all matter living and lifeless, since that matter is the
same in the two forms?"
The universe presents every appearance of law and order and while
scientists prate much of their “laws" few of them dare affirm that these
are laws that must be obeyed, since that would imply the existence of a
“spiritual" force capable of enforcement and against this, as M r. Revan
suggests, they feel bound to “fight tooth and nail."
If the protons and electrons are compelled to behave in certain definite
ways it must be by virtue of something inherent in themselves or prescribed
to them from without. If Dr. Millikan is correct and they are born of the
Ether, the latter is the more probable.
DO the protons and electrons bring a message down with them?

LE LIVRE DES REVENANTS
P A R T XVII.
T he Fortieth Sitting, held on M .iy 1st, 1029 and recorded in the Jo urnal for
May, 1933 brought the session to a close. The meetings at Mrs. Bigelow's apartment
were adjourned until the fall.
O wing, however, to the serious illness of Mrs. X .... ................ . it was impossible to
re constitute the group and when its members were again collected, the experiments
took another direction. It was resolved to try w ith a cabinet, and the first sitting for
this purpose was held on the 19th December. Later, the attempt to secure psychical
impressions on photographic plates assumed the chief place in the research work o f this
group, and some results o f interest were recorded
There is, however, nothing on
record in the w ay o f messages or communications during this time which would offer
material for the “ Livre des Revenants.” This state o f affairs continued throughout
the spring session o f 1930, and it was not until after the summer holidays that any
effective plan could be carried out for the resumption o f this special work. But in
September this was at least achieved, and on the 25th o f that month there were four
members o f the old group able to meet again at Mrs. Bigelow’s rooms. So we start our
record w ith the chronicle o f the Forty-first Sitting, held on the 25th September, 1930.

*

#

$

*

S it t in g X L 1 .

Sept. 25, 1930,
Present: Mrs. Ernest Bigelow: Mrs. van Antwerp: Mrs. X...................: and
M r. Bligh Bond. Time 8.40 p.m. All seated around the card-table.
The room was fairly well-lighted by a shaded lamp giving a green
translucency as approved by the control F.N. This was the first
occasion on which Mrs. X................... had been able to take part in
the work of the group. M r. Bligh Bond acted as recorder. A fter
about 3 minutes the table vibrated, and then tilted towards Mrs.
X......... Alphabet was given by Mrs. van Antwerp and Mrs. X........
interpreted.
h'mt C ontrol ( C .l.) .
C .l. “W ho is a man by the name of B U CH M A N ?”
Sitter. “W e don't know him.”
C .l. “He is in some way connected with Hyslop House.”
Sitter. 'N ot a member of the A.S.P.R., is he? Do you know him?”
C .l. “Mrs. Woolley knows him.”
Sitter. “The name doesn’t seem right. W ould you please spell it
again?”
C .l. “ B.U .C.H.A.N.” “ I was the husband of....................”
(This control was identified by the group.)
Second Control. (C .2.).
C .l. T am the man who gave anonymously to Boston University. M y
name was never known.”
Sitter. “N ot even to the authorities?”
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C.2.

“Verify by writing to the President of the Board. J passed away
about six months ago."
Sitter. “W hat was the sum you gave?”
C.2. "I gave it at intervals during my life."
Sitter. “ Give us your name, please?”
C.2. “My first name was William."
(Tw o questions were asked here simultaneously)
C.2. “W hich shall I answer?"
Sitter. “Give us your last name."
C.2. “W ILLIA M N ICK ERSO N ."
Sitter. “ W here did you reside in Boston?"
C.2. “Lived at Beacon Street, Boston."
* * *
*
NOTE.

C.2.

There had been no obvious break between the tw o controls, and F.B.B., taking
notes, had not observed the transition. So he said “T he w hole name is
W illiam Nickerson Buckan.” A t this, the table gave a violent jerk, and
the mistake was admitted. The communicator w ent on to say:
“I died on Beacon Street.”

*

*

*

*

*

Third Control. (C .3.).
C.3. “ MRS. BENJAM IN HALL . . . I passed longer ago than Mr.
Nickerson."
Sitter. “Did you know him?"
C.3. “N o."
Sitter. “ Did you leave a family?”
C.3. “A son—Tw o daughtersdndaw."
Sitter. “Give us your son's name." (N o reply.)
* * * * *
Fourth Control. (C .4.).
(N O TE. Mr. Bond, discussing the identity or possible identity of the
BUCK A N control, mentioned the name of Mrs. Sidgwick. This brought
the new communicator.)
C.4. “How did you happen to mention the name of SEDGW ICK? Do
you know him?"
Mr. Bond. “No, it was SIDGW ICK I spoke of."
C.4. “No. I am a SEDGW ICK. \ come from W estern Massachusetts. I
want to elicit where I died."
Sitter. “ Didn't you die in W estern Massachusetts?”
C.4. “Yes."
Sitter. “W ere you married?"
C.4. “Yes."
Sitter. Had you children?"
C.4. “Yes . . . 1 don’t know their names."
Sitter.
“Perhaps we can help you?"
C.4. “Mention some places . . . It was rather a big place . . . a large
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Sitter. “ Salem?”
“N o.”
Sitter. “ Lowell?”
C.4. “ No.”
Sitter. “Worcester?”
0 .4. “N o . . . Not so far from Williams College . . . It began with S . .
(in rejoinder to some remark passed by a sitter:)
0.4. “ No, 1 am not a woman . . . A man in politics . . . The second letter
is T.
(The names of places beginning with S.T. were guessed, and M r. Bond
tried the alphabet for the vowel to follow. W hen he got to ‘O ’, the com'
municator gave a decided assent: so STO was taken, and finally STOCK'
BRIDGE was identified.” )
* & * * *
C.4.

Fifth Control. (C .5.).
C.5. “ I am D O CTO R A. RU SH .”
(Greetings ensured from the sitters and the table made a move towards
Mr. Bligh Bond as to a newcomer.)
CA. “W ill you present me? Does M r. Bond know of the work?”
Mr. Bond. “Yes, I do; and l should like to say how greatly l appre
ciate what you have done.”
C.5. “ I mean the work this circle has accomplished ”
Mrs. Bigelow. “W ill you go up and see my friend Major S.................
a t ...................and examine his ear, to find out what is wrong?”
C T . “Yes.”
Mrs. Bigelow. “ W ill you go now and come back with a report of
what you find?”
C.5. “ Yes.” (Communicator departs.)
* 5f£ * # *
Sixth Control. (C .6.).
C.6. “ My name is HARRY PIERCE, fro m ....... ........... * ( *confused)—
I was short, stout, and lame, with curly hair and moustache . . .
From SHELBURNE FALLS.”
Mrs. Bigelow. “W hy, you must have known Old BILL?”
(Here the table gave a great jump in acquiescence.)
C.6. “ I had a wife with short grey hair.” (Communicator leaves.)
*

*

*

4c

*

Seventh C ontrol (C .7.).
C.7. “Oh! Oh! Oh, dear! I passed on in New Orleans recently . . . Name
is EDGE . . . I left a widow and one daughter . . . I am in great
sorrow.”
Sitter. “W hat can we do for you.”
C.7. “They have so little to live on.”
Sitter. “Can you give us their address?”
C.7. “I was a newspaper man . . . I lived on Esplanade Avenue . . .
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Number . . . I want you to verity.”
Sitter. ‘"Can you give us your first name?”
C.7. “Seems like FRA N K . . . I drew designs for Carnival floats.”
Sitter. “ Do you know where your wife and daughter arc now?”
0.7. "For God’s sake don't ask them . . .”
Sitter. “ You mean that they would not believe?”
C.7. “ N O .” (with emphasis.)
Sitter. “ W ith what newspaper were you connected?”
0 .7 . “ I dropped dead from the h e a t. . . Name some New Orleans papers.”
(This did not lead to any identification, and the communicator left.)
*
* * *
Eighth Control. (C .8.).
(This was the same communicator who announced her name at earlier
sittings in connection with the medium Frank Wiggin of Boston. A s the
substance of the communication is strictly personal, it does not find a place
in this record.)
* * * * *
J\[inth Control. (C .9.).
■
0.9 . “ I saw my husband at Rockaway.”
Sitter. “W ho is speaking?”
0 .9 . “ 1 am IDA W H IT E from SH A D O W LA W N . . . He was walking,
and my momentum was terrific as we passed.”
(This caused amusement at the notion of the unsubstantial IDA ‘swishing’
past her husband. W as he conscious of it? There was nothing further
from this source and the communicator left.)
* * * * *
Tenth Control. (0 .1 0 .). (Refer to C.?.)
0.10. (Table gave three gentle tilts.) “ 1 am DR. RUSH.”
“ I have made an intensive examination. 1 find nothing serious,
but there is a clogging from the ear to the throat. W ould he
try very simple remedies? . . .T o lean forward, like bending the
body double: and then incline the head to the right or to the de'
cided left, as condition requires. Madge, try it.”
(Here Mrs. van Antwerp practised standing up and bending forward, then
swinging her head from side to side until she got the approved movement
which was designed to put a tension on the cords of her neck.)
C.IO. “ Bend and swing head to left or right, as necessary—way over
farther . . . stand up and do it.”
Mrs. van Antwerp. “Is that right?”
C.IO. “Yes.”
Mrs. van Antwerp. “How often shall he do this?”
C.IO. “Every time he feels the throbbing. It will stop it.”
Mr. Bond. “W ill ephedrine be of any use to him?”
C.IO. “N o.”
;
Sitter. “Will he regain his hearing?”
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C.10. “I do not know. Has he had his ears blown?"
Sitter. “Probably he has. The trouble came from shell-shock."
C.1Q. “Mortals get the same roaring from swimming. (Here the table
moved across to Mrs. Bigelow.) “I don’t find anything serious."
(This refers to Mrs. Bigelow's own local affection.) . . . “I yet
recommend . . . (Here some instructions were given by Dr. Rush
to Mrs. X...................for Mrs. Bigelow’s benefit.)
Mrs. Bigelow. “ W ill you give treatments to Major S...................?"
C.10. “Gladly."
* * * * *
Eleventh Control. ( C .ll.) .
C .ll. “ W ho is this? . . . W ho is URSULA?"
sfc

sfc

sfc

*

*

(no more from this one.)

Twelfth Control. (C .12.).
C .l 2. “ M A R G A R ET G A U L." (addressing Mrs. X...................). “You
are going to lose a valued friend before many moons . . . Mrs.
Pritchett."
(Mrs. X....... ........... commented on this, remarking that Mrs. Pritchett had
had one or two shocks and was incapacitated.)
Sitter. “ W here have you been, Margaret, all this time?"
C.12. “I have been working in their realm. Do you see FREDERICK?”
Sitter. “Yes."
C.l 2. “He is here . . . He has brought all these people."
* * * * *
Thirteenth Control. (C .l 3.).
C.l 3. "FREDERICK . . . The green light is perfect. Does BLIGH know
anything about materialization?"
Mr. Bond. “ Yes, Frederick, 1 have been recently studying this phe'
nomenon at Winnipeg."
Sitter. “Have we too much light here for yours?"
C .l 3. “No. I want to show a face in a shade no darker than this room."
Sitter. “How long will it take you to do this?”
C .l3. “Any honest materialization must take an endless time. Now I
want plenty of old-fashioned matches . . . sulphur matches."
Sitter. “W hat else?"
C.l 3. “And water . . . And not riding in luxury . . . no taxi . . ,
Sitter. “ But Mrs. X................... must have one, as her health needs
it. She cannot walk here. W hat are we to do if it rains?"
1.13. "Better not come then. There are electrons from a taxi. Cancel
the evening."
* * *
4=
ourteenth Control. ( C .l4.).
C .l4. “W ho is M YRTLE?"
(Communicator leaves.

End of Sitting.)
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VERIFICATIONS OF
NAMES AND ADDRESSES, ETC .: OF COMMUNICATORS IN SITTING XLT.

$
(1 ) .

*

$

$

$

WILLIAM NICKERSON.

It was alleged by the control that William Nickerson had made an
‘anonymous* gift to Boston University. Reference to the University author'
ities made it clear that, so far as they were concerned, all the donations made
by William Nickerson in his lifetime had been publicly acknowledged. It
seemed therefore that in this case there was confusion or a mistake.
But the probate of the will of William Nickerson discloses for the
first time that the testator has willed that twenty years after the death of
the residuary legatee, the estate reverts in equal portions to the Boston
University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
It seems reasonable to interpret the message as referring to this inteiv
tion of his to benefit Boston University by will. The word “anonymous1*'
is of course inappropriate, but it does differentiate this from other gifts
which he made in the past and which were publicly acknowledged.
( 2 ) . FRANK EDGE.
Mrs. Frank Fourton, a member of the A.S.P.R., made enquiry of a
friend in New Orleans and received the following information in a letter
dated M ay I n h , 1931.
“ After leading the communication T looked in the New Orleans
Directory for the name of Frank Edge. It did not appear in the 1931
directory, so I looked for it in the 1930 directory of which we happened
to have a copy in the office, and found the name FRANK EDGE,
Artist, 741 Esplanade. T hat is as far as 1 have gone, but intend to
investigate further and will write you the information I may get. . . .
“ Since writing the above, I called up “ Soulie and Orasson,” who
take charge of the Carnival floats. I asked “ Do you, or did you, know
a man named EDGE?" and the answer was “ Yes, but he died about a
year ago."
(I asked) “W as his first name FRA N K ?" Answer: “He went
by the name of GILL EDGE."
“W as he a newspaper man?"
“ Yes: and he worked on the ‘Daily States' ”
“Did he have any family?”
“Yes, he had a wife and daughter, but they went away. I think
they arc in New York.”
"I called up the “States" office and talked with a man who knew
M r. Edge. Name (he said) was GILL EL)GF. . . . died in summer a
year ago . . . left a wife and daughter."
The communication checks up correctly. Those to whom I spoke
did not know the whereabouts of the wife and daughter. . . .”
* * * * *
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M ay TOURNAL,
1933).
A correspondent who does not wish her name published, writes under
date May 19, 1933 giving detailed verifications of the names of persons
and places with many details mentioned in the communications printed in
our M ay number in connection with COLONEL GOODLOE and PR O '
FESSOR GILBERT PO N D and their respective families. Although we
are not at liberty to quote any personal details, it may be stated that these
are so perfectly verified as to constitute, in the w riter’s opinion, absolute
evidence. As regards “STA TE COLLEGE" it is permissible, he//ever, to
record her remarks, as follows:
“ STA TE COLLEGE" in its early days, might have had ‘pigs run'
ning wild in its streets'. . . . ‘STA TE COLLEGE' is the name of the
town. They did all their shopping in Philadelphia;— no shops in State
College;— and Philadelphia stores sending salesmen weekly or monthly.
Between State College and Beliefonte are a series of little hamlets named
after women's names:— ELIZA, M A R IA ,—perhaps H A N N A H ,—
I've forgotten.
“It isn't exactly in the coal region, though near. The cold water
soap,— rather, hard'water soap,— is a special, put on by John Wanamakers in Philadelphia every March, and a great many people in Penn,
and New Jersey buy it in ‘gross’ lots every year. However, it is a toilet
soap. . . ."
(4). d a v i s o f n e e n a h , wis.: a n d b e l l e d a v is (see Jan. 1932, Part IX.)
(3).

COLONEL GOODLOF. AND PROF. GILBERT POND ( s e e

ALSO OLD ZENAS CRANE.

Mrs. Fenton Taylor of New York writes under date May 26th, 1933
as follows:
“The three people mentioned in the “Livre des Revenants" whom
I recognized are: DAVIS, Lumberman, of N EEN A H , W IS. whose
daughter had trouble with her eyes, and, in a previous issue of the
magazine. . . , “OLD ZEN A S C R A N E ” of D A LTO N , MASS.
“He died several years ago, but I knew him personally and have
often visited the family. He was head of one of the Crane paper milks
which make all the Govt, paper money as well as Crane’s stationery.
“M R. DAVIS, whose first name was D A VID, came from
paper business, which of course uses lumber in the shape of wood pulp),
to EA U CLAIRE, W IS. where he became head of a large paper mfg.
N EENAH, W IS, where he had been in business (either lumber or the
concern with his brother M r. W ill Davis). Their Co. was known as
the ‘Davis Paper and Pulp Co.’
“His daughter BELLE was almost blind and wore very thick lenses
which made her eyes look like pin-holes. Mr. Davis was a friend of my
lather’s and we knew the family well.”
* * * * *

C O N T IN E N T A L N O T E S
By D r . C erda W

alther

PSYCHICAL RESEARCH, THE SCIENCE OF OCCULT PHENOMENA

This is the title of a hook recently published by the famous German philosopher,
Professor Hans Driesch
( “Parapsychologie D ie W issenschaft von den “o \l{n lten ”
Erscheinungen.” F. Bruchmann,, M unich.) One might call it a kind o f “ logic" or
methodology of psychical research. The different kinds o f phenomena and historical
cases that have been investigated are only described as far as it is absolutely necessary
for understanding the methodological problems. First of all, Driesch says, the factual
basis and genuineness of psychic phenomena- both mental and physical— must be
scientifically established vvth the utmost certainty; and only w hen this is the case can
they be scientifically investigated and explained. He then enters upon the different
sources o f error (conscious or unconscious fraud on the side o f the subject or the in
vestigator; self'deception etc.). Here it is important to note, that Driesch is o f the
opinion, that a medium once having been caught as being fraudulent may yet be genu
ine at other times, though o f course special care is then necessary in his investigation.
Then the different kinds of observing phenomena are described and criticised (observa
tion o f spontaneous phenomena, “expectant" observation (w aiting for a phenomenon
which is expected to occur, though it may or may not do this; and real experiments)
According to Driesch mental phenomena can only be investigated by behavioristic
methods, i.e. the observation o f the “behavior" of the medium, or, as he prefers to
say; the “metagonome.” (Here 1 think Driesch doesn’t see the importance of a scien
tific self-observation o f the “metagnomc" which may produce much important material
which can never be obtained by the behavioristic method. G .W .)
Driesch distinguishes between phenomena that are (1 ) entirely established. (2)
highly probable and (3 ) uncertain
“ Entirely established" according to his opinion
are telepathy (spontaneous telepathy), thought- transference, “tapping” o f the thoughts
o f others, clairvoyance, psychometry; “very probable" are prophecy and some physical
phenomena. Though Driesch says he is much impressed personally by some physical
phenomena he has witnessed, yet he docs not feel entitled to call them entirely estab
lished in the strict scientific meaning o f the word
So as yet they are but highly
probable, but he hopes they w ill soon be entirely established by further investigation,
especially that o f Dr. Osty. Highly probable then are phenomena o f telekineses,
materialisation of fragmentary forms (not phantom s), raps etc and some poltergeistphenomena. Apports “direct voice” etc. however are very- doubtful
Putting aside the question whether their basis in fact is established or not Driesch
then proceeds to the question which o f these phenomena may be considered as being
“ fundamental phenomena," i.e. phenomena that can not be explained away by reducing
them to other phenomena. Such fundamental or basic phenomena are c.g .: telepathy;
thought-reading; clairvoyance; prophecy; and in the physical domain materialisation
(telekinesis, raps, levitation o f the body o f the medium can probably be explained by
materialisation in different degrees) also perhaps some poltergeist phenomena W hether
psychometry is to be regarded as a basic phenomenon seems to be doubtful.
W h en the question as to what is to be regarded as a basic phenomenon is settled
and one has tried to find out how these phenomena are brought about, i.e their modus
operandi, and under what conditions they generally occur, one can try to give theories
explaining them, though as yet these theories are only hypotheses for the present. One
o f the principles that must here be observed is the old sentence entia non sunt creanda
praeter necessitatem (no more new things must be introduced than is absolutely neces
sary)— this “principle o f parsimony’ has’ already to be followed in the question o f
basic phenomena. Here it means that as far as possible psychic phenomena must be
explained by things already known in other branches o f science or by an amplification
of such things, though, on the other Hand, o f course one must introduce new things
if the given facts demand it Materialisation c.g. can probably be explained by an
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amplification o f vitalism,— a kind of super-vitalism,— regarding it as a new form of
assimilation o f matter influenced by auto- or hetero-suggestion. M ental phenomena
can not, according to Driesch, be explained by psychomcchanical parallellism or theories
of (physical) radiation. A ll explanations o f mental phenomena must first o f all
acknowledge the existence of a “mental field” “ in” which (though not in a spatial
sense of the word) these phenomena take place. This applies equally to pure animism
and spiritualism. Animism suffices for explaining some phenomena, but not for all.
A variation o f it is the theory o f excursion, which explains spatial clairvoyance. A s
an explanation for higher mental phenomena (especially trance-communications) one
must cither introduce the theory' o f a superpersonal cosmic subject which contains the
“plans” o f the former (and future?) lives o f individual personal minds, or the theory
of spiritualism, which Driesch prefers to call monadism, regarding the bodiless, surviv
ing personal minds as “monads ” The specific personificatory character o f some trancecommunications makes their explanation through a “plan-bearing” cosmic subject very
artificial, so in these cases Driesch would prefer the doctrine o f monads, which, as he
shows does not in fact introduce more new elements than the theory o f the cosmic
subject.
If the reality o f phantoms presenting themselves apart from the bodies o f living
persons be admitted, then they too must be explained by a faculty o f materialisation
either on the side o f the cosmic subject or o f the 4eceascd monads. The cosmic sub
ject or the monads w ould have to be supposed to get into a kind o f telepathic connec
tion with the metagnomc thus producing trance-communications and perhaps some cases
of clairvoyance and prophecy. One of the most difficult questions is the explanation
of the “selective” faculty o f the metagnome enabling him to produce only those things
which refer to the life o f a specific deceased person. This too is better explained by
monadism than by the doctrine o f a superpersonal cosmic subject.
I hope this short survey, which o f course is by no means exhaustive, w ill suffice
to convey to the reader an impression of the importance of this new book o f Driesch.
I am told that Mr. Theodore Besterman is preparing an English translation.
In the preface as well as in the afterword Driesch finds some very hard, but not
unmerited, words o f reproach for official science because o f its putting aside the facts o f
psychical research or even refusing to sec them. In this connection he says: “H e
who thinks he can decide a priori what is objectively possible and impossible, and then
shuts himself off from established facts, docs harm to true enlightening science. Psy
chical research is quite as rational as, for instance, chemistry. That it finds new laws
which looks strange at first sight is due precisely to that which is ‘given.’ Certain
facts o f empirical reality are in fact ‘strange’ : which means no more, after all. than
that they have only recently been established as real and have been only little explored.”
It is sincerely to be hoped that official science, not the least as an answer to the views
put forth in this important book of Prof. Driesch. w ill in a near future give up its
prejudiced attitude towards psychic phenomena and psychical research.

D r. G erda W alther .

W . Deonna (Professor o f the university o f Geneva, Director o f the Museum o f A rt
anJ History there: “ De la Planete Mars cn Terre Sainte. A rt et subconscience. Un
Medium peintre: Helene Smith." (From the Planet M ars to the H oly Land. A rt
and the subconscious mind. A psychic painter: Helen Smith.) Published by E. De
Boccard, Paris 1932. 403 pages. XXIV7 illustrations.
This book is equally important for the investigation o f the dissociation o f person
alities as for that o f trance-mediumship and subconscious automatisms. It deals with
the same medium as Prof. Flournoy’s famous book “From India to the Planet Mars”
(Harper, N ew Y ork). H elene Smith's real name, Katherine Elisc Muller, is now after
her death revealed by Deonna. A s w ill be remembered, Flournoy investigated her
trance-communications and automatic writings and pictures describing life on the
planet Mars (even giving the language o f the M artians), and her description of her
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alleged former life in India and as Marie A ntoinette, a reincarnation o f whom she be
lieved herself to be. A lthough Flournoy never questioned her bona fides she was
somewhat hurt by his reducing all this to manifestations of her subconscious mind
A nd after she had received from a female admirer the means to live independently,
she would not have anything further to do w ith scientists. But equally she withdrew
from the spiritualist circles. She would not be a medium in the ordinary meaning o f
the word any longer. Her principal guide “Leopold" (alleged to be Cagliostro) re
mained, but was translated to higher spheres. She herself was now told she was a re
incarnation o f Mary, the sister of Martha in the Bible. Henceforth she devoted herself
to drawing and painting automatically (mostly in oil on w ood) scenes from the life of
the Saviour and his followers and surroundings. Here adherents said that these pictures
had the faculty o f healing sick people, and as long as she lived she would not sell them
(they did not belong to her, she said, but were only entrusted to her by heaven) nor
w ould she permit them to be reproduced by photographic or other means for fear
some materialistic use should be made o f these reproductions.
Heavenly spirits now surrounded her and advised her what to do. T hey an
nounced to her w hen she was to paint a new picture, and what it w ould be, by
“inner voices” w hich she heard These voices also accompanied her work w ith their
directions. In a vision she saw before these pictures, which w ere then projected on
the w ood, so that she had only to follow the lines and then add the colours This
she did, now here, now there, apparently w ithout any connection,— at least to the
onlooker it seemed so,— until the w hole was complete. Like Niisslein she mostly used
her fingers in painting, using the brush only for minute details. Some o f these pictures
can now be bought from her heirs; others w ere left to the museum in Geneva of
which Prof. Dconna is director.
For this book Prof. Deonna has used many trance-scripts, automatic scripts, per
sonal notes and letters of the medium, which were inaccessible as long as she lived.
H e compares them w ith communications of other inspired artists, poets, mystics etc., but
also w ith works of the tnsane. T o him all things produced by “H elene Smith” are
only manifestations o f her fanciful, rich subconscious mind, which he tries to explore
by all possible modern means, including psychoanalysis. A s he is principally interested
in her artistic productions he leaves aside other psychic phenomena o f hers mentioned
by Prof. Flournoy (raps, telekineses, telepathy, clairvoyance, premonitions etc.)
W hether his interpretation is right or not would lead too far to discuss here. In any
case the material contained in the book is o f the greatest interest for all psychic re
searchers, psychologists, psycho-analysts and psychiatricts

D r G erda W alther
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EDITORIAL NOTES
LORO CHARLES HOPE’S SITTINGS WITH RUDI SCHNEIDER

Following our preliminary notice of the record published by the S.P.R,
of London in their latest Volume of Proceedings (Part 131, Vol. XL1,
June 1933), we now offer some notes based upon a more detailed inspec
tion of the record. Lord Charles, as may be remembered, had taken part
some 31? sittings with Schneider at the National Laboratory of P.R. in
1929-1930 and early in 1932. He had also attended three sittings at the
Institut Mctapsychique in Paris in the autumn of 1930. His chief wish
was to repeat the absorption elfects of the infra-red rays noted by Dr.
Osty as taking place whilst Rudi was in trance.
In arranging therefore for further sittings in London he sought and
obtained competent scientific help, and was fortunate in securing the inter
est and co-operation of Lord Rayleigh, who supplied much of the special
apparatus used.
Thirteen sittings took place at 65 Cadogan Place, the home of the
Dowager Lady Rayleigh, but the venue was later changed to Queensberry
Place as more familiar ground for the medium and hence more probably
conducive to a good output of phenomena for psychological reasons.
Although, on the whole, the resulting phenomena were weaker and
less frequent than those hitherto reported, Lord Charles holds that they
go far to support the claims put forward by Dr. Osty in his report."
In the sittings at Cadogan Gardens there were noted fairly frequent
absorptions of the infra-red rays: whereas most of the movements of ob
jects took place at Queensberry Place. The control of the medium, which
was both manual and by means of muslin screens, “quite excluded the pos
sibility of the medium having placed some material object in the ray and
withdrawn it before a photograph could be taken."
225
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“The impression given me” says Lord Charles “was that the medium
found it easier to achieve absorption in the ray than the movement of oh'
jects.” Absorptions took place when the ray passed through muslin panels.
But under similar conditions no movement of obiects occurred, although this
had been noted in Dr. Osty’s experiments.
Rudi is always of opinion that the sitters contribute force for the gen
eration of phenomena: but in these sittings the evidence was in favor of
the theory that the medium alone supplied all the force used. The person*
ncl of the controllers was changed as little as was possible, in order that the
conditions should not be disturbed beyond what was strictly necessary.
Fraulein Mangl, Rudi's fiancee, only attended eight of the sittings (out of
27) and this fact rule;1 out any suspicion that she might have tried to help
out the phenomena.
INDIVIDUAL REPORTS

M r. C. V. C. Herbert who took charge of the physical apparatus,
says he feels confident that much better results could be obtained in any
future work in the light of the knowledge acquired during these experi
ments. The apparatus used is described by Lord Rayleigh in Proc. S.P.R.
xli. 89, (1933). Prior to these sittings, M r. Herbert had noted an oscil
latory effect of absorption having a frequency of twice that of the subject’s
respiratory period. The deflections of the ray in the new sittings were not
large enough to register the occulting substance. He considers that the
frequency response of the plate and the photo-electric cell were not accu
rately attuned; and assumes that where the deflections of the ray arc marked
on the photographs they show the absorption of the longer wave-lengths of
the relative spectrum to which the plate was comparatively insensitive.
But the experiments indicated that the absorptions were not due to mechan
ical fraud.
In order to increase the spectrum range into the longer infra-red, the
plates were sensitized with xeno-cyanin and a light-filter used. But this
slowed the exposure and the usual trouble occurred of a blotching of the
emulsion,— the bugbear of those who use these fugitive super-sensitizing
dyes. Plates so treated have to be stored on ice. W ith the failure of the
plates, attention was turned to the telekinetic phenomena. A laboratory
was newly equipped for the purpose in one of the seance-rooms of the
L.S A, at Queensberry Place. LTnfortunately it was subject to mechanical
vibration, being on a top floor, over a street carrying heavy traffic, and
above the lines of the Underground Railway. T o overcome this, the gal
vanometers were mounted on a heavy lead table supported on rubber
sponges.
Mr. Herbert gives a careful description of all the apparatus used and
contributes photographs and diagrams. Although the infra-red photo.5: were
not regarded as successful, a number of galvanometer tracings showed very
definite occultations of the ray. He records one interesting levitation of the
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table in which he could see all four legs quite clearly and can say positively
that nothing touched the table on the “cabinet" side. N or could there
have been anything in the nature of an extending rod.
Lord Rayleigh offers reasons which possibly explain the absence of
definite images of the “invisible substance" obstructing the ray. It may
have had no defined outline: or it may not have been in the ray long enough
to register on the plate. His general conclusion has already been quoted
(see Editorial Notes in July number of this Jo u r na l ). Lord Charles Hope
devotes several pages to the discussion of the alleged fraud in connection
with the photographs taken by Mr. Harry Price. He says that M r. Price’s
colleagues did not form the same opinion as he did from these photographs,
since Mr. Price made no communication to them on the subject either then
or for many months later. N ot even Mrs. De Gernon, the suRcontroller,
was informed. And when, late in 1932, M r. Price again sought from
some of his former group financial support for further sittings, he omitted
to mention the photographs in question. Those who subscribed towards
the cost of the publication of his report were not informed that in it any
accusation of fraud was to be made against Rudi. Lord Charles’s analysis
of M r. Price's criticisms of the medium’s behavior is very interesting. “ W hat
does emerged damaged from Mr. Price’s report is his own reputation as
controller, conductor of investigations, and critic." Mr. Theodore Bester
man adds a note of cordial agreement with his comments and says that he
considers M r. Price’s report can have no effect on Rudi Schneider’s stand'
mg as a medium.
Part IV of the S.P.R. publication is given to a Synopsis of the Sittings,
and this concludes the publication.
A UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM OF PSYCHICAL RESEARCH

* # * * $
As Psychical Science is now entering on the status of a recognised subject of
study and research in academic circles in Europe, it may not be amiss to publish the
Syllabus of Lectures framed for use in Belgrade University by the Students' Society
which has been enrolled for this purpose. The following is the Course of Lectures
prescribed for 1933/1934. Meetings are held twice a week at the House of Russian
Culture. Once a week there are two lectures on theoretical subjects, and once a week
one lecture on practical experimental work, with a sitting.
(A). THEORETICAL COURSE
1.

PHILOSOPHY.

(8 h o u rs).

Introduction to theoretical Philosophy.
to practical Philosophy.
2.

psychology .

(12 hours)

Psycho-analysis.
Psycho-pathology.
3.

General Psychology.
Psycho-physiology.

ESOTERIC TEACHINGS: RELIGION: AND SPIRITUALISM.

India.
Thibet.

Egypt.
Greece.

Spiritualism.
Theosophy.

(8 h o u rs).

Anthroposophy.
Christianity.
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(5 h o u r s ) .
Endocrine Glands.
Nervous System.

PHYSIOLOGY.

5.

CHEMISTRY.

6.

p h y s ic s .

Animal Electricity.
Metabolism

(4 h o u r s ) .
Chemistry and Psychical Research
( 8 h o u rs)

"Micro-physics.
Electricity.

Sound and Light.
Radio-Activity.
7

p r in c ip l e s o f c l a s s if ic a t io n

o f m e t a p s y c h ic a l p h e n o m e n a

.

(5 hours)

Metapsychical Phenomena
Their Classification and Comparison.

* *
(B).

PRACTICAL COURSE
(3 hours),
(b). Inner Conditions,
Mediums.
Psychological conditions necessary for
medium fcr experimentor.

CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR PSYCHICAL EXPERIMENTS.

(a). Outer Physical
Conditions.
Laboratory Er
Installations.

2,

HYGIENE OF MEDIUM AND EXPERIMENTOR

0

h o u rs).

Hygienic conditions for the medium:
(a) before a sitting: (b) during same: (c) after a sitting.
Hygienic conditions for various types of mediumship.
Experimentors and their hygiene.

3.

GENERAL PROCEDURE Cr TECHNIQUE OF EXPERIMENTS.

(6 h o u r s).

Types of Control Apparatus:
(a) Physical: (b) Chemical: (c) or other Controls.
Psycho-technique. Study Er Control of Notes and Records.
Registering Apparatus.
HOW TO RECOGNIZE MEDIUMISTIC FACULTIES.

(6 h ou rs).

Mediumship and its various aspects.
Psychological Characteristics of the Mediums.
Anatomical Er Physiological Characteristics of same.
Various Methods of Recognition of their faculties.
M ETAPSYCHICAL PHYSIOLOGY- THE AURA cf ITS STUDY
(7 h o u r s )
Conditions necessary for development.
Best way of development for mediums of various types.
Control of the development.
Regular Trance and Pathological cases.

DEVELOPMENT OF PSYCHIC FACULTIES.

AN EXAMPLE OF MYSTIC MEDIUMSHIP
By Stewart Edward W hite
Research Officer of the San Francisco Section
It is but rarely that the psychic researcher lias opportunity to see the
psychic process from the point of view of the entranced medium. I have
been privileged to sit in with this medium’s work. ofF and on, for the past
fourteen years. She is an amateur; wholly a mental medium; and works
in trance. She is remarkably accurate, and her communication is devoted
more to development in spirituality than to personalities: though her work
in the latter field is also true. As a description of the process of such a
developed and reliable station, then, this verbatim record should be psycho'
logically valuable.
BETTY: “T am more nearly an instrument of precision than I used
to be. 1 am wondering if the start might not be facilitated by defining my
own methods.
“I ease my body into pleasant memories. 1 lull it to comfort. 1 think
of the wind in the pines: or feel the sun’s warmth,— perfect physical peace
and enjoyment; entirely concerned with my own body. Life surrounding
me is non-existent. I know that each side of my spinal column, placed in
comfort, lie strong, life-sustaining muscles. I will retire all my strength
and consciousness into that fastness. It is as if a trap door were closed. I
am within myself: content.
“ Slowly, in that content, there forms an interest, a desire to expand.
I do not define any more: I feel. I feel that there is a secret exit; some'
thing awaiting exploration; something highly desirable and exciting. It
lies in a different direction from that by which I entered, and closed. On
one side I can dissolve all separateness. Something can flow into me, and
[ can flow out to it with the same comfort with which I relaxed the body;
only within the comfort is desire and latent strength, release into a well
being which I cannot define in words. It is an essence of life, not to be put
down in lesser terms. Roughly and poorly I have attempted to define the
old word Contact.
“For the moment I am quite oblivious to active life. Creeping into
this contact is a new energy; an energy which is unconscious of arms and
legs, of hands, of ordinary senses. It is a perception which illuminates it
self. That is, it brings out into the spotlight of awareness, in more or less
complete vision according to the strength of the light, whatever it holds
steadily and interestedly;—whatever it stimulates itself, or is stimulated to
hold steadily and interestedly.
“ Sometimes I merely enjoy the ebb and flow. It is like music, a
natural response of tones. Then in my contentment I feel a pattern form
ing. I watch; amused, interested, as at a movie performance. I watch to
be sensitive and ready to pick up the first delicate impressions that come. I
must pick them up like a dance to music in time with the subtleties; for if
229
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I impose my own clumsiness of rhythm, I strum myselt and fumble into
stupidities.
“Then again, through this same adjustment, after an artistic suitable
time for establishing myself, I try gently but firmly to present deferentially
a pattern of my own. I introduce a motif into the music, something of a
quaint little composition of my own: and if it pleases they catch the refrain
and amplify it into rich variations. And then,—-still amusedly— , I give
myself to this until I am practised enough and strong enough to repeat it
back to you through all the different transformations to our rough-hewed
words.
“T hat is the mystic method; the surest, the safest, the most accurate
and skilful. There are many other methods, with greater facility; but not
self induced and under control. These various processes perhaps we shall
picture later.”
W ith this process “ Betty” has explored far, by what is apparently a
process of the penetration of spiritual conditions. H er training—again 1
must use the word “apparently"— , has been through actually subjecting
her to experiences. In the course of these she passed through a series of
“experimental deaths” She appeared to go through what might be called
an average experience in order, as she reported back at one time, to “know
how to die with savoir faire.” W hile, naturally, it is impossible directly
to evaluate these reports as to their accuracy in describing actual conditions,
they are nevertheless interesting from the point of view of the analytical
psychologist, not only as depicting alleged conditions, but also as affording
insight into supposed development methods of a medium of this type. In
view of this medium's remarkable and invariable accuracy of insight in such
matters as can be checked up, it is even possible to accord this experimental
dying rank as a provisional hypothesis; or give it at least a received-andplaced-on-file status.
“ Everything is new,” Betty began, describing the first experiment,
“The air seems different. Much more work to breathe than not to. It
seems so awkward and old fashioned. I have to do it because 1 am not
equipped, but 1 can see that it's a—1 feel like an old W hite Steamer!”
(Here ensued a long pause, with fragmentary conversation. At the
end of it she choked and gasped rather alarmingly, and then respiration be
came very faint.)
“Well, don't stop me yet! How simple! T hat’s how you get into
another zone of action, a higher one. You stop taking in this kind of
breath; you stop breathing, and then you just slide over—slide over,
(laughs) 1 call that quite a long bounding leap! Very simple. As soon
as you begin a different kind of breathing, take in a different inspiration,
it begins to act on you. You are dead; only you are much more alive,
(laughs) Kind of fun, that experimental dying! Now I've done it, it
seems so easy. I'll know what to do. I've rubbed out a boundary line.”
“W hat a curious method of progression!” she exclaimed after a pause.
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“ I don’t walk: that's a bodily method. I press forward, or something, by
a kind of intermittent force on my own volition. I go becau.se I want to
go. . . . It is smoother than spurts; but it is no more continuous than steps
are. W hen you think of it, it is a current of thoughts that makes your
steps go: well, here there’s a current of thought that sends you forward,—
waves of pressure instead of steps. That is what steps are; only here you
don't have to have feel for it. It’s the first thing they teach when you go
over.
“ . . . But I want so much to practice. It's such fun to go around just
pulsing yourself forward that w ay. Breathing is a lot more difficult; I don’t
quite understand that. It is a much wider, fuller breath, I can see that;
not the little short panting, smothery thing we do now.
“ . . . N o w go slowly. Let me follow step by step. This is f u n ! Lots
of fun!”
A t this point she spoke as apparently another personality. For the
purpose of the narrative w e provisionally assume this to be the case. N o
name has ever attached to this personality, so we refer to it as the Invisible.
“Suppose,” said the Invisible, “you started experimentally pulsing
yourself around, and you knew hnw to breathe big, almost aching breaths;
you’d soon begin to change, wouldn’t you? You couldn’t stay quite the
same, could you? A fter having so many different experiences? Y ou have
had tw o already."
“I want to see what happens to me next: leave me alone,” begged Bet'
ty. She was silent for some time. “N ext thing 1 w ant,” she resumed at
last, “These big. almost aching breaths and this movement combine into
a feeling as it J were hunting for something, something 1 want much, v e r y
much. . . .
I want n o u r i s h m e n t ! It is an instinct toward substance of
growth.
“Curious, that sort of nourishment; you don’t seem to take it and give
it up again. It is like atoms of power. You add it to the sum of your sub
stance. I don't know how you do it. It seems to be a matter of the pro
portion. Proportions act on each other in a creative way, the w ay foods
do on cells. . . . Oh dear! I don’t know what I’m talking about!”
“This goes on quite a while," the Invisible interposed, “this collecting
substance. Some day you’ll get yourself assembled and begin to function.”
“W ouldn't that be fun!” cried Betty, “W onder what I could do? If
1 could come over and really function---------"N ow sight. W h at is sight?
“Our sight is such a definitely limited thing, like our reach. It has a
radius. If you want to reach further, you move along; if you w ant to see
further, you move along.
“ Seems to be here a question of your candle'power, not of any definite
radius, (laughs)
Horsepower for the physical, candle'power for the
spiritual— a 45 candle'power man!”
“Think of a room with one candle,” suggested the Invisible, “each one
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added multiplies the strength of illumination and enables you to see more,
makes more reality visible. Think of people according to their candle'
p( twer."
“N ex t time,*’ Betty promised herself, “I’ll try to coordinate and see
what happens. I wonder if I could work them all together7”
“Go slow!” warned the Invisible.
“ 1 feel so started, though!” protested Betty, “If I can only remember
about keeping my profession in the foreground, and having courage and
abandon and faith!”
1A b a n d o n outside of faith would break down all your insulation.
Abandon in faith,” corrected the Invisible.
“Think of the fun, being told how to work yourself!” cried Betty,
“They are slow ly and painfully leading me to a comprehension of what
they mean when they say they won't work in our terms. It’s to make me a
better translator. They are not going to translate much more themselves.
I am to get it in the original by entering into their consciousness more fully.”
“ It w ill be more accurate; give greater scope for explanations: climb
nate much futility; and make a smoother flowing channel,” the Invisible
ended this session.
Ordinarily Betty goes quietly into the trance state, with but slight de'
lay. At the next meeting, however, she was silent for a full thirty minutes,
during which her breathing w as labored and asthmatic.
“ 1 am trying,” she said at last, “to perceive and understand bodily sub'
stance over here, ft is fibreless, but definitely cellular. . . . I don’t know
what those words mean; I don’t know enough about construction. . . . I
have a definite body, and not a vaporous or a fussy one either. It is a
fine-grained substance than flesh. It is not fluid, but mobile. It is more
sensitive, more easily acted upon, and at the same time more indestructible,
more durable, more selt'protecting. You would recognize in it a refinement
ot matter, a little understood ethcric combination. . . .
“ I am getting dizzy.”
' A b a n d o n in faith,” advised the Invisible.
“ It is a pulsing, living body purified of organic frailty, durable, flexi'
ble, susceptible of more powerful action through susceptibility of sense.”
“N o w hold last!' urged the Invisible, “Press on! I w ant to carry this
through!”
"The sense radius is greatly extended. It is a definite entirety, only
unfinished, like a nucleus open only at the top. It is more impervious at
the sides, more undamageable at the sides; more sensitive at the top. W e
are so sensitive at the sides, so destructible there; so impervious at the top.”
“Tethered by bodily sense,” said the Invisible, “This is the best w e can
do to give you a perception of the spiritual body.”
Over a year later, and quite unexpectedly, the experiment was re'
peated, but Irom a new and more subjective angle.
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“Everything has been taken from me," began Betty in a faint, deliber'
ate, and solemn voice, “but the residue of my life, what would remain if 1
were to die now . It's all Eve got to orient me in the new world in which
1 am just an embryonic being. I am hardly born properly. Every circunv
stance of life is gone, every higher sense is undeveloped. I am only wrapped
in my own aspirations. If only l were stronger and more vigorous, that
would put me more closely in touch with the help and affection 1 leel
around me. Thank heaven I have the protection of it.
“ I have the directing power of a little bit of spiritual growth. Oh, if
I should come into this world w ithout it! Oh, what a nightmare of struggle
there would be! what a victim I would be of my own rudderless condition of
soul!
“That is what they are trying to help us to. 1 understand now. I
understand how rebirth w ill feel through death, and 1 want so much to pass
through it w ith strength and rapidly expanding senses.
“ 1 am only sem iconscious. There is so much more around me now
that before 1 was blind and deaf to. (pause) Oh, 1 strained to open what
should be my earth eyes and touch w ith my earth fingers, and it's not possb
Me! (pause) Helping loving people arc around me, urging me to something,
(pause) I love them back for helping me, and it gets easier.
(A fter long pause.) “N o w I’m going to tell you what I wish 1 had
brought with me. I am so poorly equipped.
“First, I wish I had brought more selfless development. 1 must try to
get these tremendous secrets of living: I must! I must! The development
of selfless sinews I would carry with me would help me construct a new
body.
.
“Second;— it's a funny thing now I wish 1 had— I'd want deep laughs
of kindly humor to soften up all the struggle and effort and make it more
natural and palatable. I've got some of that: I want more, for it's fun,
and you can laugh w ith everybody over your aches and struggles.
“I'm getting on. I feel better; much more at home.
“Then, Third, t want a curious thing that I’ve got to work for. Grasp'
fulness, I think. M aybe there isn’t such a word, but there’s no other around
here. Things I want float right by me, and I can’t reach out and take them
because I'm semi'paralyzed. 1 must have paralyzed myself."
In subsequent sessions, scattered through the years, this underlying
idea was extended by recurring similar experiments. The records are too
long for inclusion here. It is sufficient to say that her reports had to do
w ith the establishment of function on the basis of those spiritual possessions
she had acquired and developed in her earth life.
“That’s cowboy talk!" she exclaimed picturesquely. “ lto be afoot in
a new country!’ . . . Parsimonious living here would put me afoot there.
That would be very awkward! . . . See what they're doing? They're urging
us to start the machinery here we're going to use there, so w e w on’t be
dazed and helpless immigrants!"
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“There!” she cried triumphantly on still another occasion, “ I am quite
successfully dead! It wasn't much of an operation! It was a pleasurable
releasing, quite different from the death-agony idea.
“I'm here: and quite contented; hut I don't know what to do next.
I must hold still and sec what my emotions and instincts are." She com
plained that she was “lumpish", like a baby. “Through teeling my lacks I
am understanding what 1 c a n do here." she observed after a pause. So she
started out doing what she could do; “and I got a much firmer shape right
away," said she. “It came right away as soon as 1 had started out: I must
have brought it w ith me. It seems to be mine by right of what little work
I’ve done on my private bit of illumination— it is a strong feeling of em
bryonic hope."
“N o w you see," remarked the Invisible, “that when you 'go hence’
you needn't feel at a loss at all. Y ou can start right in summoning your
powers even before you get a new body. Just start in and make your own
functions.’’
“ I came over in a blind and unilluminated state,” assented Betty, “and
the first function 1 feel is the pouring myself out. It would get me all the
functions 1 needed. If I didn’t do it, 1 would not have much."
M ost of our Research, naturally has to do with physical phenomena
and the evidential aspect of mental phenomena. It is not often that w e arc
able to get a behind-the-scenes glimpse of the method of the mystic medium.
For this reason the above seems worth report to a Society dedicated to
the subject of psychic investigations.
+
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V ery early in my life 1 was attracted to what was then known as
Spiritualism, and I occasionally attended a spiritualist meeting or a seance.
Still quite early, being then a resident of Boston, I came in contact with a
lady who since then has become a world-famous medium. W c were both
residents of that city, and friends, for many years. V ery soon after my
first sitting with her the English Society for Psychical Research sent Richard
Hodgson to Boston for the special purpose of investigating the mediumistic
phenomena exhibited by this lady, by name Mrs. Piper, and the history of
her case must be well known to all who may read this article. The scien
tists had entered the spiritualistic field, and the term spiritualism was drop
ped by those who wished to be known as careful students and scrutineers
of the phenomena. It was my great good fortune to be occasionally asked
to assist some of these men in their work. Yet all the time I continued my
personal sittings with this psychic, and, my daily occupation involving much
in the line of expert reporting, I was able to take detailed notes and make
full records of my own sittings. M any of those records have already been
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published, and my hope is very soon to publish the final reports, making
one consecutive account of the whole as my particular contribution to the
subject which is now classed as one of the sciences. W hile I do not now
and never have called myself a scientist, in the strictest meaning of the term,
yet if there is any person who simply loves the exact and the scientific, that
person is the present writer. The advance of science in all directions is
constantly opening to us new vistas into the Universe, which expand our
mental outlook and bring new spiritual vision to the soul. M any of our
learned men of to-day openly admit their belief that those w ho live on this
earth pass immediately at death into a new life and that between the two
spheres, the here and the hereafter, there may be communication. But the
point I wish to make is that the sitter at a trance who is ignorant of scien
tific methods yet who at all times keeps his mind open, and w ho is so w on
derfully impressed by the phenomena he is observing that he cannot but
believe himself in intellectual touch w ith another world, need not and will
not be influenced, by a skeptical critic w ho has not had a similar experience,
to the extent of giving up that belief, l i e must stick to his cherished idealregarding the loved and the lost who he thinks communicate with him.
Tlus makes psychical research, as w e call it, a matter of individual experi
ence and personal bent of mind.
i propose to offer a lew instances of purported spirit return, most of
them never before published, and let the reader judge for himself as to how
much il any evidence a case shows. It must, however, be remembered that
it is the trivial things, style of expression, turn of a phrase, which give the
most striking evidence of personality, and which can by no manner of
means be made perfectly clear to an outsider. It is this evidence, as much
or more than what is actually said, which is the convincing thing in the
matter of belief in survival. That which is strikingly characteristic of a
communicator, well known in life, is so pleasing to the sitter that he hardly
cares for the moment whether it is evidential or not, for he has met an oleffriend, and that for the time being is enough for him. It must also be
understood that the best communications from an evidential point of view
arc those of so intimate a nature that they cannot even be reported if one
have any delicacy of sentiment at all.
Let me state here that almost from the very first appearance of psychic
power in the particular medium from whom my cases are reported, three
men of prominence as scholars or scientists and with whom I became per
sonally acquainted were intensely interested in her phenomena. All passed
away some years ago, one in 1905, one in 1910, and one in 1920. All have
returned in more or less brief statements, giving their initials if not their
full names. A t a sitting in 1920 Richard Hodgson was speaking, and I say
"‘I was in hopes that 1 might get something tonight in the way of com
munication that would be perfectly splendid." T o which the immediate
response was: “Give us time. W e cannot fly in an airplane, as Raymond
does to catch up w ith his father's plans." This reply was extremely char
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acteristic of the quick repartee of Hodgson and, though not claimed as
evidential, was clearly pertinent to the circumstances in the case, since it
was that very winter that Sir Oliver Lodge came to the United States on his
now famous lecturing tour, going back and forth from big city to big city,
and he was at the moment of this sitting supposed to be somewhere on the
Pacific Coast. H is son Raymond, on the Other Side, might well have had
difficulty in following his father closely otherwise than in an airplane, uiv
less he was master of some invisible means of transportation still unknown
to us.
I had an older sister named Edith w ho had seldom been even mentioned
at the trance. She was married early in life and had one son whom she
named M ax. The boy when quite young had been separated from both
his parents, though not so young but that be must have remembered his
mother especially. He spent a considerable number of years w ith me in
Boston. At the time of this sitting, 1924, he was a grown man residing in
the W est with his w ife and children. Edith's name was mentioned by the
control, Rector, w ith those of three other family relatives, sending her love.

1 said:
A M R.:
Rector:

“(live my special love to Edith.”

“ I will. She understands all. Ask G. about that ring
and if my boy has it."
A .M .R .: “ Do you mean your wedding ring?”
Edith: “Yes.” ‘
A .M .R .: “Your boy did have it but lost it."
Edith: “ 1 know it and that is what 1 mean. I saw it all.
A M .R .: “You don’t know where it w ent, do you?”
Edith: “W ater, in the water he lost it. 1 saw it there— go
d o w n through—too bad— his father and I hoped it
would be handed down to the children, but alas!”
It will be understood that in a case like this Rector, the control, often
speaks as if the communicator were addressing the sitter directly. The
facts about the ring arc these: W hen the boy was a young man in Boston
he was wearing his mother’s wedding ring. O ne day he entered a hotel,
went to the lavatory to wash his hands in the marble basin, took the ring
off temporarily and laid it on the marble. By some accident the ring went
down the pipe into the water. O f course this fact about the ring came
clearly to my own mind as soon as the word was mentioned, but the psychic
never knew of it. Evidential? But what a talc of human emotions might
be told from these few significant statements, that little circlet of gold
which means so much, its memory lasting through the years and far into
the Beyond.
Some time in 1922 Dr. Hyslop said to me: “ Sorry I was fooled about
so much obsession. It is n o t t r u e . Take my advice and do not get mixed
up in it." 1 replied: “N ever you fear for me.” I was never even interested
in, to say nothing of having fear of what is called obsession, but Dr. H yslop
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I think was interested in it at one period. H e was an investigating official
of a society and it was his business to deal with more than (me medium.
Tow ard the close of a sitting held in 1925, when many personal
friends were making themselves known, a new one came:
“Kate Kate This is Kate speaking.”

A .M .R.:

“Kate Ellis?”

Kate: “Yes, I am Ellis. Head c l e a r as a b e l l ."
A .M .R .: “That is good, Kate. You see I was right."
Kate: “ Yes, hut 1 was stubborn even about Frank. 1 could
hardly believe that W adleigh lived, but 1 found him
waiting for me. You were wise after all. I am big
enough to say so.”
A .M .R .: “Oh yes, Kate. I know that you arc big enough.”
A s I recall she had been mentioned only once before, and then not by
name but only by characteristics, not being able at that time to speak, as
it was said she seemed to be in a daze. Frank W adleigh was the man to
whom she had been engaged to be married. She and I were friends in my
first years in Boston. W e both began to take an interest in psychic matters
at about the same time. She pursued them only a short time but she knew
of my continued strong interest in them. Hence her remarks, “You were
wise after all, I am big enough to say so.” There is no question of this rcmark fitting her character. It may be said that this is only a slight incident,
yet it is a clear case of spirit return as far as it goes, and spirit return is the
kernel of the whole question as to proof of life after death. I think I am
correct in saying that Dr. Hyslop believed that when there is a sufficient
accumulation of cases indicating the supernormal, even if not strictly evi
dential, this fact will gradually sift into the public mind and have its weight
in making more general the belief in survival. I think most of us can al
ready see an approach to this.
A s late as 1925 Dr. Hodgson burst in with these words: “ Hello! I
am R. H. You were never born for idling and it will be your mission to
assist in the work as of old. only more clearly mapped out. Here I am
with all forces at work for your future. W e forget or neglect nothing. . . .
Dear me, you are good for years yet. Stick to it and never say fail.” A t
the same time Dr. Hyslop put in a few words: “H ow is my work progress
ing? Good will, M iss R., glad to see you. Stick to your gum like
th u n d er."
A ll of which is characteristic of the communicators and com
forting and encouraging to me as showing that these tw o men have memory
of their ow n and my former work in this field of research, and that they
hope mine will be continued.
But of all the brief communications that came at times from the three
men mentioned in the earlier part of my article, the one that I positively
treasure as meaning much to me and as one of those personal tests which
cannot be explained upon any theory except that they come directly from
the particular persons whom they claim to represent, is the following. On
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the same occasion as the above W illiam James said to me: “ 1 understand
about that tale. . . . You d i d n o w r o n g . A m e n . I say this voluntarily and
of my ow n will. 1 exonerate you c o m p l e t e l y . A tale which requires con'
siderable explanation which must be made short since it involves others
besides myself. More than fifteen years before this date 1 reported a sitting
with another psychic at which W . J. was one of the sitters. W ithout go'
ing into particulars 1 will say that by a few people known to him I was acv
cuscd, as I thought unjustly, of making some remarks which caused a little
trouble as between these people and the medium. T o me it seemed a small
matter, yet the mere fact of such an accusation rankled in my heart. This
accusation must have remained in W . J. s mind during all these intervening
years, and that such a person, a master mind and a highly honored teacher
in this life, should have taken pains to return to me for the purpose of uiv
doing an injustice, made a deep impression upon my heart. Again, psy'
chical research a personal matter.
A s for memory remaining good a long time in the next world, the fob
lowing case illustrates this. In 1909 1 was reporting a sitting for a lawyer
whom I had never met before and never saw again. A s I recall, he was
at one time legal adviser for the medium but he had never seen her in trance,
this sitting being his first experience. He seemed cold and silent, apparently
expecting something unusual to be shown him or said to him, he knew not
what. For this and possibly other reasons the sitting was not a good one.
In 1919 he himself passed to the Other Side, and he must have kept some
track over there of this mediumship, for in 1927, 18 years after that first
attempt, he appeared when I was present and remarked that he realised
in that world how extremely reserved he had been at that former sitting,
and that if he had not taken this attitude he undoubtedly would have heard
from a dear one who had passed away. W hen a sitting is given wholly
tor the benefit of the sitter, and he has any idea at all that the communi
cators are supposed to have once been inhabitants of fair world, it is courte'
ous, to say the least, to take a cordial receptive attitude toward them, leaving
judgment for a later time.
I had a brother w ho by chance or decree came into this world on the
day on which 1 was born. Our lives seldom ran side by side after our child'
hood days, though naturally w e met occasionally all during our maturer
years. H e was an incorrigible skeptic on all matters pertaining to religion,
though he read and probably thought much. I believe now that there was
an unusually strong bond of affection between us, for I always felt that il
at any time 1 were in special need of material assistance an appeal to him
would meet with a sympathetic response. H e knew of my great interest in
spiritualism. He passed away in 1914, and it was about six years later that
he first made himself known through the special channel of communication
which I was privileged to visit. Almost his first words of recognition were:
“Hello! H ow goes your spirits now? I said one day, you don’t know any'
thing except about spirits, and that doesn't amount to anything. I am
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sorry enough that I did not better understand.’1 H e did make that remark
to me in almost those exact words. H e recalled hit by bit the identical
place where we were sitting at the time of that talk. It was on the door'
*teps of our early home, an old colonial mansion in N e w England. I have
recorded this case fully in previously printed accounts, for in the course of
a few sittings only he proved himself to be one of the clearest communica'
tors that I have ever known. M ay I ask, w ho but a brother addressing a
sister would feel himself privileged to make the particular remark quoted
above, and I think the simple fact of his repeating it as one which he actual'
ly made in life ought to show in itself at least a strong tinge of evidentially.
M y experience has been that a real friend or a near relative who
actually has the interests of the earthly one at heart, n e v e r forgets, but
when once a channel of communication has been opened he lets that fact
be known whenever opportunity occurs. During the early years a large
number of such persons passed out of my life, many of whom have returned
in significant and genuine if not in actually evidential ways.
Yet all these fragmentary communications, important and valuable as
they are in any summing up for a final judgment, hold no comparison in
interest and marvelousness to the long “ face to face” and heart to heart
conversations between tw o persons, one living and the other called dead,
which under proper conditions and with the right kind of mediumship may
and do take place. I must be pardoned for using the expression “ face to
face,” for it is the only one that to my mind represents the situation, and
which I believe really correctly describes it if we can make ourselves realize
that the flesh is only an extremely thin veil that comes between the tw o faces.
Such conversations, always with the same purported spirit, have been mine.
Rut 1 must state here that this privilege was the fulfilment of a prophecy,
so definitely made and in such emphatic language that, although recorded
in full elsewhere, 1 must state it in brief here. The other participant was
known in life as “the General,” and that designation has been given him
ever since. In January of 1900, at a sitting of my own, Imperator, the well
known leader of a band of spirits, referring to this man, said to me: “ W e
see thee and him writing a book together concerning the natural things in
life and many different conditions of thy life, which will be put together
in a form of philosophy. It w i l l h e s o in spite of anything which thou
mayst think to the contrary.” A t this period this man was my superior in
public office work. There was never any hint from him to me that such an
idea had entered his mind. In March of 1902, after a long illness, he
passed out of this life. W hat had become of the prophecy? It w as seem'
ingly a dead failure.
In December, 1 90 3 ,1 was bidden by the Imperator group, through Dr.
Hodgson, to present myself for a sitting. Behold, my former business sw
perior puts in an appearance, refers to the writing of a book, saying env
phatically: “It has got to be. It is a thing that I am bound to have.” Sit'
ting after sitting then took place in which he was the communicator and
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] the recipient. I kept stenographic notes of all these conversations and
sent them, as under the Society's arrangements at that time I was expected
to do, to Dr. Hodgson, keeping a duplicate of everything for my own pet'
sonal use. Very soon after the latter’s passing in 1905 he returned to me
and told me plainly that if I wished to publish any of those reports l had
his permission to do so, and he hoped I would have the permission of the
Society. This later was obtained.
A n n e M a n n in g R o b b in s .

♦

*

*

*

*

AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE
W e have received preliminary notices of the forthcoming publication by Dr.
Nandor Fodor, LL.I) of his Encyclopaedia, the appearance of which is anticipated
with much interest. W e have every reason to feel that the work will be scholarly and
comprehensive. The author (an American citizen at present resident in England) has
established a considerable reputation for careful and exact research. His occasional
articles in the English psychical journals are .sufficient warrant of his competence both
in knowledge and in judgment to be the sponsor of so important a work of reference.
Such an Encyclopaedia is badly needed. Nothing like it has hitherto been at*
temped. Various leaders of the movement who have seen the MSS unite in extolling
the value of the work. Mr. Stanley de Brath, Editor of Psychic Science, for example,
says: “I am simply amazed at the amount of reading and research you have done. The
treatment is thorough, sensible and restrained, and at the same time everything essen
tial is well developed. . . . It is splendid work and will not be challenged by any other
similar production.” The testimony of Mr. David Gow, formerly Editor of “ Light”
is to the same effect.
Dr Nandor Fodor will probably return to America after the publication of his
work in the fall, and will be free to undertake courses of Lectures on Psychical Re'
search subjects for the Universities and other groups or bodies interested. The Editor
will transmit any applications which may be received at Hyslop House
The work will he published by the Arthurs F’rcss, Ltd . 34 Bloomsbury Street, London,
W.C. 1, at a cost of 3 0 s/— (thirty shillings) net. As to the cost and agency for publication in
America, wc arc not vet advised

LE LIVRE DES REVENANTS
PA R T XVIII.
*

*

H-‘

*

*

S i t t i n g XLII.
October 2nd, 1930

Present: the same group as at last sitting. Time, 8.50 p.m. M r. Bligh
Bond placed a crystal on cushion in center of table, and it was re'
moved at 8.5 5 p.m. Immediately the table vibrated. The circle sat
in same order as last time.
F irst C o n tr o l.

( C .I . ).

C .l.

“ LAURA W A R R E N ” (a former control recognised by Mrs.
Bigelow who asked kW here did you know me?’)
0.1. “ I lived at Old Buckingham Hotel, New York . . . I was a friend of
FRANK T A L M A N .”
Mrs. Bigelow. “ 1 don't know a Frank Talman.”
0.1. “FRANK is dead. W as SUSIE any relation to you? . . . I was en^
gaged to Frank at one time.”
He

He H5

He *

Second Control. (0 .2 )
Gave message of a personal nature not recorded.
He

He 3|e

He

Third Control. ( 0 .3 .) .
0.3. “ Name of STREETER, from OUBBINGTON, N . Y ____a man.”
(no more from this control.)
H=

He He

H= H«

Fourth Control. (C .4.).
0.4. “B A LD W IN from LITCHFIELD, Connecticut . . . LARRY . . .
I have no idea how long I have been dead.”
(Control left.)
Fifth Control. ( 0 .5 .) .
0.5. “ ALBERT M O N T A G U E from SUN D ERLA N D , Mass____Left
wife and two little boys.”
Sitter. “How long ago was that?”
C.5. “ I don’t know.”
Sitter. “W hat was your occupation?”
0.5. “Teaching . . . in A L L A N T O W N , Pennsylvania.”
Sitter. “W as it a boys' school?”
0.5. “Yes.”
(after a short interval)
0 5. “ Had sister ABBIE. 1 am a college graduate of Amherst. I had a
sister EM M A. . . . One of them was married . . . EM M A.”
Sitter. “W hat was the name of Emma’s husband?”
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0.5.
G.5.
0 .5 .
0.5.
0.5.
0.5.

“I can't remember."
Sitter. “And the name of your school?"
“ I can’t recall it."
Sitter. “W hat subjects did you teach?"
“I don't know."
Sitter. “W here were your wife and boys living?"
“They were in BOSTON. . . . I am tall, dark and slender."
Sitter. “W here was your body buried?"
“SU N D ERLA N D ."
“M y crude red ax expression was ‘a pretty kettle of fish.' My peopic were prominent in the little town. The Postmaster would
verify . . . (address?) . . . just Sunderland."
“I had a little sister who married . . . name not remembered.
Abbie and Emma were half"sisters. The little one was my own."
He

He

$

H«

( 0 .6 .) .
“My name is W ALTERS* . . .
Sunderland."

S ix th C o n tro l.

0.6.

(control

s(t

Time 9.45 p.m.
I come from the same town . . .

le ft, hut r e tu r n e d a fte r a sh o rt in te r v a l)

0.6.

“Oh dear! Oh, dear! W hy did 1 ever thus disgrace my family?
I was an old lady, over seventy, and used to leave my aristocratic
people and go to the dives in Tough End. . . . My grandchildren
are highly respectable and live on Sherwood** Road.
Sitter. “W hat were their names?"
0.6 . “O A RRIE and ELLENL W A L T E R S ___ I was tall and slender:
wore mourning veil always. 1 lived not far from Old Bill . . .
no, I’m .ill wrong . . . it was the girls who lived near Old Bill."
Sitter. “W hy did you go to these places?"
0.6. “To drink . . . I used to drink with the old German women. . . . My
daughter's name was LOUISE§ . . . the mother of the girls."
Sitter. “W hat was your own first name?"
0.6 . “ 1 have forgotten . . . I had a colored woman for a friend named
BELLE TO DD. . . . 1 was called very beautiful . . . M rs.........
1 have thought of my (married) name . . . Mrs. TUC’IKER.J
Sitter. “ W ho was your husband?"
0.6. “ He was of no particular importance."
* * * * *
S e v e n t h C o n t r o l . (O .7.).
0 .7 . “ I lived across the street from the beautiful woman.
(control left.)
He

He

He

*

(C .8.).
“ I am a resident of KEANE: New Hampshire . . . name WI LKI N
SON . . . a maker of blankets."

E ig th C o n tro l.

0 .8 .

He

* ** t § t All pseudonyms to rover identity

Ed
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Sitter. “W hat was your Christian name?”
“ ED W IN . . . a nephew of mine, ED W IN W ILK IN SO N ."
Sitter. “ Is he still living, and if so, where?"
C.8. “ I don't know."
Sitter. “W ere you a married man?"
C.8. “Yes."
Sitter. “ Is your wife living?"
C.8. “N o."
Sitter. “ Had you any children?"
0.8. “N o . . . M y niece Catherine lived with us . . . C A T H E R IN E
W ILK IN SO N ."
Sitter. “W as she married?"
C.8. “ Yes."
Sitter. “Can you remember her married name?"
0.8. “N o."
G.8.

*

*

sf:

s|c

(C .9.).
“ I died in South Deerfield."

N in th C o n tro l.

C.9.

(H e r e th e sitte rs c o m m e n te d on th e

number

o f N e w E n g la n d c o n tro ls an d

w o n d e r e d w h a t d r e w so m a n y .)

Sitter. “ Please give us your name?"
“You will not care for any more New Englanders."
Sitter. “W ho is speaking now?"
0.8. “GERTRU D E STRO N G McLELLAN of W IN D SO R , C O N N .”
Sitter. “Tell us about yourself."
0.8. “ 1 graduated at Smith College and I married Dr. McLellan's son,
of D ENVER."
0.8.

( S itte r a d d ressed her

in

e rro r as G r a c e M c L e l l a n )

C.8.

“My name was not GRACE. M y people were the STRO N G
M A N U F A C T U R IN G CO. of W IN D SO R . They manufac
tured caskets. My family may recall that I used to have tailored
suits made from fabric ordered for caskets."
Sitter. “W ho were your children?"
C.8. “One daughter."
Sitter. “Can you give the name?"
( n o r e p l y t o th is: c o n t r o l l e f t . )
*

T en th C o n tro l.

*

#

*

^5

(.10.).

C.10. “Has H ENRY W A T SO N been here?"
Sitter. “N ot tonight. W ho is asking?"
C.10. “ I am his sister EFFIE."
Sitter. “ How long is it since you passed over?"
0 10. “ Ages . . . Longer than Henry."
Sitter. “W ere you a married woman?"
C.10. “No."
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Sitter. “W here did you live?”
0.10. “CARNEY, NEBRASKA.”
$ * $ $ $
Eleventh Control. ( 0 ,1 1.).
(N.B. This is Henry W atson who offers advice on investments.)
* * * * *
Twelfth Control. (0 .1 2 .).
0 . 12. “1 was with you when you were talking “car” with your husband.”
Sitter. “W ho is speaking?”
0.12. “FREDERICK.”
*

*

* *

*

Thirteenth Control. (0 .1 3 .).
(same as No. 9.).
O. I 3. “G ERTRU D E . . . May I describe myself as I was many years ago?
Good figure . . . rather stout: dark brown hail, red cheeks. Sew
eral of W indsor will recall me in short sealskin jacket. 1 was
divorced.”
* * * * *
Fourteenth Control. (0.14.).
0.14. “ 1 came from LACROSSE, Wisconsin . . . name G RACE ED
W A R D S.”
* * * * *
Fifteenth Control. (C .1 L ).
C.15. “Name A N D ER SO N , from TU LSA , Oklahoma.”
(control left.)
* * * * *
Sixteenth Control. (C. 16.).
0.16. “ I am a little boy who died in Arizona. Please tell me about the
State names.”
Sitter. “W hat is your own name?”
0 16. “FR A N C IS HICKS . . . My father died in Chicago.”
Sitter. “W hat was your father's name?”
0 16. “FR A N C IS . . . I died in Phoenix.”
Sitter. “W hat was your mother's name?”
0.16. “C LA R A . . . I JieJ in a little hut."
Sitter. “W as yours a case of tuberculosis?*'
0.16. “Yes.”
(Here the sitting was adjourned for refreshments.)
* * * * *
SEA N C E R E SU M E D A F T E R

SU PPER

Seventeenth Control. (C .17.).
0 17. "I am from a distant land . . . G R A N D PR E . . . (to Mrs. X
You leave the table for a few minutes.”

* * *

* *

... )
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Eighteenth Control. (C .18).
C.1S. “FREDERICK” (This was the regular communicator and com
troller of the sittings. He wished to give a few instructions as
to means of conveyance for those attending).
C.18. “Please do not ride in a taxi unless it is raining.”
* * * * *
Nineteenth Control. (0 .1 9 .).
C.19. “DR. RUSH . . . You must not expect perfection in table'phases,
as the molecules are being drawn for materialization.”

* * * * *

Twentieth Control. (C .20.).
“W ho is an Italian. . . . Did Dr. Rush have black whiskers?”
* * * * *
TwentX'first Control. (C .21.).
C.21. “I am a little girl named H O W ITT from Saint Louis,”
* * * * *
T wenty'second Control. (C .22.).
(This one is not through table but by direct clairaudicncc and vision on the
part of Mrs. X .........)
Mrs. X. “A spirit stands at the back of Mrs. van A n tw erp --a young
Jesuit priest who says he knows De W itt Clinton Flanagan.”
Seance closed at 11.? 5 j?-m * * * * *
A FURTHER VERIFICATION OF THE “ POND” COMMUNICATION

Mrs. Ralph N Maxson of Lexington. Ky., writes as follows to the Editor under
date July 16th. 1933:
“In the M ay issue, in the “Livre des Revenants," Prof. Gilbert Pond of State
College was a control at one time,
“ I have verified all his statements through his sister-in-law, and every one too.'?
true W e can not verify absolutely the last,— about the trunk of soap carried abroad,
without consulting Mrs. Pond; but it was in keeping w ith her disposition. Her
sister says: "It sounds just like Helen.”

* * * * *

(C .5.)
On the 29th of July the Editor wrote to the Postmaster o f Sunderland, Mass.,
as follows:
Dear Sir:
I should be much obliged if you could tell me the name of the school at which
Mr Albert Montague once taught, and whether any of his people are still resident
in your town. 1 understand that he had some sisters in the place, though possibly
they are in Pennsylvania l believe he left a w idow and tw o boys? Thanking you
for the courtesy of a reply, which can be endorsed on my letter.
VERIFICATION OF ALBERT MONTAGUE

* * * * *

REPLY FROM T H E

POSTMASTER OF SUNDERLAND

July 21st, 1933.
I believe he taught High School in Somerville, Mass., also Pittsburgh, Pa. The
name o f the schools I do not know. Hi< widow, Mrs. Daisy R. M ontague, lives in
town on the home place, both sons arc also in town. His sisters arc both deceased.

Yours very truly,
H. K. HOSKINS.

CONTINENTAL NOTES
By D r . G e r d a W

alther

The M ay-June, 1932 issue o f the “Revue Metapsychique" contains the following
principal articles:
E Pascal: “7\atural Somnambulism.'
A study o f natural somnambulism and
the cases o f somniloquence occurring still more frequently show it to be closely con
nected with artificial somnambulism and hypnotism, so what applies to one o f these
states also to a certain degree applies to the others. Somnambulism shows the same
anaesthesia and amnesia as hypnotism, sometimes however an alternating memory for
the things experienced during somnambulism, which are then remembered like a dream
Sometimes in the hypnotic state all is remembered that happened in a somnambule
state, proving both to be alike experiences of the same, subliminal mental state, from
which the normal consciousness is excluded. This explains w hy somnambules perform
things which may be very perilous to them. (T hey walk on the roofs. Somniloquists tell
their secrets to others while asleep, though this may prove very disagreeable, to say the
least, to them when awake) or even commit crimes, which also proves their state to be
re.il, not simulated, as they w ould not do such things just for the fun o f faking.
Equally they arc highly suggestible. Although they appear to be out o f contact w ith
everybody in contrast w ith hypnotised persons, this seems to be only an auto* or
heterosuggestion, which can easily be broken by different suggestible actions. Som 
nambulists seem to be entirely absorbed in a dream they are experiencing, so that they
lose all consciousness of external objects. W hoever seemingly partakes o f their dream
can get into contact w ith them and then easily influence their thoughts and actions.
Dr E O sty: “Looking bacf{.
Most psychic researchers in their ardent desire to
understand the phenomena they are investigating, and constantly to improve their
methods forget to look back upon what has already been done in spite o f the youth of
our science. The 50th anniversary o f the foundation of the S. 1* R in London gives
us an opportunity o f doing so, and w e may learn a great deal by it. although the hope
o f the founders o f the S. P. R that psychic research would officially be established as
a science in a few years as yet is not fulfilled. Interesting facts from these times arc
published in a reprint of some chapters o f Sir Oliver Lodge’s new book: "An A u to biography.'

*

*

*

*

*

In the “Revue Metapsychique for July-August, 1932 the extract from “A n
Autobiography o f Sir Oliver Lodge is concluded. Dr. O sty begins a long senes o f
articles on Spontaneous telepathy and experimental thought-transference.’ 1 w ill re
view this when the whole has been published.
M .C dc Vesme: “The prophecy of the M o n \ of Padua (cp. this J o u r n a l ,
November, 1932, p. 421)
The author thinks that according to the rule of probabili
ties the chance for guessing the right names was much greater than Mr Pascal thinks,
especially as one of the names was Pius, which is a name very much preferred by
popes, and that of a consecrated pope. Equally he thinks it very difficult to exclude
the possibility o f the elected having known the prophecy — Then he reports tw o cases
in which a future pope was properly recognized in a dream. In the first case M r A
Fnmasoni Btotidi, juridical doctor, former consul o f Italy in Moscow, staying at a ho
tel in Padua at the death o f Pius X.. dreamt he was assisting at the coronation o f the
new pope not yet elected, and though he had never seen him, he suddenly said: “W h y ,
it’s Cardinal Della Chiesa, archbishop of Bologna,” w ho indeed was elected shortly
afterwards. Mr. Biondi had never been much interested m ecclesiastical affairs but
communicated the dream, which proved true shortly afterwards, both verbally and in
a letters to others.-—In the second case in August, 1921 Abbe Gaetan Dall'Olio, a
young professor at the priests’ college in Bologna, dreamed that his deceased teacher
Abbe A. Pieralli was visiting him. He said the pope had just elected his future sue246
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cessor Mgr. Ratti as a cardinal, w hen questioned and further he said the death would
take place between the 20th and 2 <>th January in the coming year
M r D all’O lio
feared this might apply to his own death. But in January, 1922 the pope suddenly fell
ill from severe bronchitis and died on the 22nd. W hen his illness became known tw o
days before his death the dream was remembered among the clergy of Bologna, and
the editor o f the catholic journal there prepared a biography and a picture of Mgr.
Ratti expecting the other part of the dream to become true also, which indeed was the
case, so that he could publish a picture and detailed biography o f the new pope imme
diately after his election before any other paper was able to do so.
An interesting incident throwing a flash-light on conditions in modern Russia is
published by Mr. M M aire in the Chronicle. A professor at a Russian university, a
well-known scientist whose name however o f course can't be published, w ho was greatly
interested in psychics before the revolution, wrote to I)r. Osty asking him for details
concerning the progress o f psychical research in the last years. Dr. Osty sent him the
' Revue Metapsychique” containing the report o f Dr Osty's experiments w ith Rudi
Schneider. Some time afterwards it came back to the Institut w ith the leaves cut
with the following note: " Returned as forbidden to be imported by the administration
of printed matters.” It is indeed strange to see from this how even savants in Russia
are told by the government what they may or may not read!
hi the September-October, 1932 issue o f the “Revue Metapsychique” Dr. Osty
continues his article on telepathy and thought-transference — Mr, A ndryB ourgeois
continues and concludes his scries of articles on “The great problems of physics” (be
gun in December, 1931) w ith a survey of modern astrophysics.— Mr. E. Pascal replies
to Mr. de Vcsm e’s critic of his estimation o f the probability o f the M onk o f Padua
guessing the names o f the future popes. Dr. J Regrumlt (President of the Inter*/
national Congress of Radiotellurists and Diviners held from April 24th to A pril 27th,
1932 in A vignon) publishes an illustrated report (from the transactions o f the con
gress) of the “ Experiments of divining based upon maps.” The results w ere rather
poor. The maps used and distributed to the diviners contained no names from which
they could gather which part of the country was concerned. The results showed the
diviners neither to agree in the places where water etc. was to be found, nor to agree
in the substances to be found among each other or compared w ith reality as it w as
known or investigated based upon the statements of the diviners. In an afterword
D r Osty says that in future experiments it would be good to confine each test to only
one substance (water or metal etc.) as the object to be found. Mr. Demurty, the re
nowned geologist of Clermont-Ferrand, intends to continue these experiments, equally
the Institut M etapsychique has challenged all diviners, alleging his ability to find water
etc. entirely by means o f maps; and to prove this in experiments carried on by thu
Institut.—
Mr. M . Mdire in the Chronicle gives a short review o f this congress which w as
visited by 200 persons representing 11 nations. Chevalier Alberto de V ita, Rome,
demonstrated with the aid o f micro-amperemetres that the resistance o f a human per
son against electrical circuits is reduced if it transgresses the lines in the level o f which
diviners show a reaction of their rod or pendulum.—
In the Chronicle Mr. M aire also narrates the case of a former nurse in the war,
a good astrologer, w ho was very much disturbed because she had found out by astro
logical means that she would suddenly die by murder in tw o years. She told this to
her doctor, who tried to comfort her. Indeed after tw o years she actually w as shot by
in insane patient. (From the “Documents secrets" by Maurice Privat, dedicated to
Ivar Krcuger.) From the same collection of Mr. Privat is published a report of
\m m inius Mareellinus, showing that Iamblichus even in the 6th century had used a
ring suspended by a thread over a plate containing the alphabet in order to obtain
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prophecies supposed to he- coming from deceased spirits. In the case communicated
Iamblichus was participating in a conspiracy against the emperor Flavius Valcns. The
question, w ho would he the successor of this emperor, was answered hy the ring
spelling out: T H. E. O. . . . T he emperor heard of this and killed all people w ith
a name that might suit the prophecy. Yet his successor was a certain Theodosius.—
This chronicle brings a warning against an unsigned circular sent forth hy an
alleged “ U n iv e r s a l P s y c h ic R e se a rc h S o c i e t y of S a n F rancisco, asking for money which
is to he used for a prize proving and explaining clairvoyance. For this, $5000 are said
to he required T he circular also contains the name of Dr. Osty, who, however dcdares that he knows nothing about the society and has never been asked whether he
w ill have anything to do w ith it. H e fears it is some false pretence to obtain money
and warns everybody asked to send money in.
The November-Decembcr issue, 1932 of the “Revue M c t a p s y c h i q u e ” contains
the following principal articles:

Dr. Osty continues his article on spontaneous telepathy and thought-transference.
D r . E. O s t y : “ P r o }. B a b i n s # a n d H y p n o t i s m . ” If the late Prof. Bahinski, who
had such a great influence on modern medicine, tried to reduce hysterics (called
p y t h i a t i s m by him; from p e it h u (persuasion) and ia to s: (curable) (i.c. curable by
persuasion), as welt as hypnotism, to suggestibility and to more or less conscious or
unconscious simulation, this may have been true to a certain degree. But probably
Babinski took the result for the cause, as hysterics as well as hypnotism seem to be
based upon a specific mental state, which very often produces psychic faculties which
the normal subject does not possess.
R. D e s o illc : “On some conditions which must be observed in th e effort o f o b ta i n '
ing deliberate t e l e p a t h y b y e x p e r i m e n t .'' If telepathy and suggestion have again been
questioned recently after having been regarded as established, this seems to be due to
a fault in the technic of experimental production. The agent as well as the percipient,
the relations between them, and their psycho-physiological state as well as outer condilions (distance, perhaps atmospherical conditions etc ) must be studied. It is not su f
ficient carefully to select the percipient only. The same must be done with the agent,
One must always ask whether a person is capable o f transferring his thoughts at all,
and in regard to a specific percipient. Sympathy, or at least some emotional relation
seems to be o f great help. W e are not sure of the modus o p e r a n d i , but 4 possibilities
present themselves: 1, transference from the consciousness of A to that o f B, 2. trans
ference from the consciousness of B to the subconscious and then to the conscious
mind of A ; 3. transference from the consciousness of B to his own subconscious mind
and from thence to the consciousness o f A . or 4. to the subconscious and from there
to the conscious mind of A . The agent must try to make the thoughts or images he
wants to send" to the agent as clear and distinct as possible by learning to concen
trate upon them, excluding all other thoughts and representations. It is very helpful
if he can produce in himself an emotion o f some kind associated w ith the thoughttransference: e.g. the agent concentrates on a rose and associates this with the
conception o f the agent. He must then try- to combine this with a feeling o f kindness,
or o f joy and imagine himself thus giving the rose to the agent, say, on a beautiful
spring morning This will prove much more successful than the mere imagination ot
a rose. Concerning the percipient, very sensitive women w ill be especially good per
cipients. Among male subjects, artists w ill be best. It is very- difficult to get good
results w ith hypercritical, sophisticated persons. At the end, the author describes the
application o f the calculus of probabilities on the results of psychical experiments,
which he thinks very useful.

In the Chronicle M r Matrc reports an interesting historical case o f prevision
(from “Les Grands Proces de l’Histoire," V . series “Le R egent ct le Palais Royal")
In 1706 M ile, de Sery (known as Mine. d'Argenton) invited Philippe d'Orleans, the
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nephew o f Louis X IV , w ho was interested in many things, including occultism, to the
seance of an Italian magician, w ho w ith the help o f a little girl, w ho possessed the
faculty o f crystal-gazing, predicted the future. Philippe d’Orleans asked her to de
scribe the death-hour of Louis X IV (which occurred 9 years later in 1715). She
properly described the royal bedroom (where she had never been), the dying king;
and other persons among whom were recognized the doctor Fagon, the father-confessor
I’ere Le Tellter, Mmc de M,untenon and the due o f Orleans. In spite o f the latter's
questions, however, she could not see the grand Dauphin, and the grandchildren o f the
king, w hile the duke himself was wearing a crown. A s a matter of fact, the Dauphin
and the grand-children died before the king, and the duke o f Orleans became regent
lor Louis X V ., w ho was only four years old when Louis X IV died!

Dr . G erda W alther.
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BOOK REVIEWS
“ANIM ISM

A R I D S P I R I T I S M ' by Professor E rn est B o z z a n o
T r a n s l a t e d b y S t a n l e y d e B ra th . A r t h u r S to c l{w e ll, L td .

The setting of this book is unusual. It is based on another work, "Introduction
to Human Metapsychics’" by M Rene Sudre, which Sig. Bozzano in his preface highly
commends as an “excellent" presentation o f all the phases of what are commonly known
as supernormal phenomena. He commends this work not only because it shows a
thorough knowledge o f the subject, but also because the author is “a thinker o f indis'
putable talent.”
On this account Sig. Bozzano thought it worth while to analyse M. Rene Sudre's
book and to discuss the interpretation he puts on the phenomena. This interpretation
is entirely materialistic and, as he believes fallacious and obviously prejudiced.
The translator, who is w ell known as the author o f valuable books on Psychic
phenomena and other subjects, tells us in his preparatory N ote that he regards Bozzano’s work as “the ablest demonstration of the working hypothesis o f survival” that
he has yet come across. In order to appreciate it, it is not at all necessary to have read
M Rene Sudre’s work as its main features are clearly presented in Sig. Bozzano's
analysis. It is impossible to do justice to a book o f this nature in the brief space
available for a review, but one can, at least, indicate its importance and kindle a de
sire to read it.
In his opening chapter Bozzano points out certain erroneous statements of facts in
the work he is dealing with. These errors would not be o f serious importance if M
Sudre had not drawn from them the conclusion that the “spiritist” character of mediumistic utterance in trance is due to suggestion based on preconception. A reader w ill
readily recognise as Bozzano says: “That the conclusions drawn from incorrect
affirmations fail irremediably.”
It is his ow n keen sense o f the importance o f
exactitude in apprehending and stating facts which makes all Sig. Bozzano writes so
cogent and effective.
In the second chapter he presents w ith full details certain cases which appear to
indicate conclusively the presence and active memories o f the alleged communicator,
operating through an entranced medium.
This chapter is pungent unfortunately, the terminology coined by scientific re'
searchers may be a real stumbling block: for this neither the author nor the translator
must be held responsible; but the terms require a glossary which might have been added
as an appendix; w ithout such aid the reader is left to discover from the contest what is
meant by such a phrase, for instance, as “prosopo-poiesis cum metagnomy” ! These
obscure terms do not occur often however, and in spite of this small drawback, it i:
difficult to see how any caref ul reader can fail to appreciate the great significance of
the matter recorded in this book, or how any logical conclusion can be discovered other
than that reached by Signor Bozzano. One of the most interesting chapters is that
dealing with appearances seen at death bed
W h ilst refuting many erroneous statements of facts made by "M Sudre, he points
out clearly the difference between absolute proof and scientific pnxif sufficient to war'
rant conviction. This is an important distinction not always recognised. He says,
truly, that “ we live in the relative, and are &o limited by our conditions w e can never
affirm anything in terms of absolute certainty.” (W e may affirm our ow n existence
perhaps, but can w e thus affirm the existence o f anyone else, if we should be challenged
to prove absolutely that others are not figments of our imagination?)
He quotes Professor J H. Hyslop in support o f the view that sufficient proof of
survival has already been produced. "The cumulative proof which converges in its
favour,” wrote Prof. Hyslop, "are so unshakeable that I do not hesitate to declare
that they are equivalent, or superior to those which confirm the theory o f Evolution”
(Contact with Another W orld, p. 328). This is the position taken by the author of
this work and supported by numerous cases which he claims are inexplicable by uni
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misrn alone, these are drawn from various sources; the effect they produce is very
weighty when thus read in connection; and they are not only narrated hut analysed
with penetrating insight. The author weighs them as a judge might weigh a case in
a law court, w ith the result that the reader is in a position to form a really juridical
verdict.
W h en discussing the efforts which have been made by those w ho have passed out
o f this life to give us “ingenious proofs,** he says, w c may expect these w ill be “per'
fected and multiplied without cessation till the cumulative proof becomes crushing by
which men will reach the certitude of the existence and survival of the soul."
But we must not imagine that this certitude w ill be attained w ithout serious atten
tion and effort on our part; and many are too engrossed in earthly affairs and too de
sultory to make the necessary effort, In order to derive full benefit from this impres
sive book, effort is necessary, but it will amply repay it.

Whilst Sig Bozzano, like other reasonable students recognises that animism (i.e.
the inherent faculties of the incarnate) may suffice to account for a certain number of
psychic experiences, he claims that it is quite inadequate to explain a large variety of
phenomena He lists these on page
in eleven classes and in the remaining 150 pages
ne justifies this claim

* * * * *F

H. A D allas.

“CHANGES IH THE SCIENTIFIC OUTLOOK*’
By Sir Oliver Lodge

An Oration delivered to the members of the Union Society of the University of
London, March 17, 1932. (London. University Press, Ld. Price, Chic Shilling net.)
This very fine Address deserves to be widely circulated. It is a noble appeal to
students to emancipate their minds from prejudice and to recognize that the true
Rationalist and Freethinker is the man who excludes no part of experience from his
survey; and who, dealing with the Universe as a whole, faces the tremendous Reality
of Mind in the Universal Order, with all that this fact implies.
His ow n firm conviction as to these implications is boldly stated.
H . A. D allas.

• THE PEOPLES OF A \ T l % l ' I TY" by Caesar de Vesme
Translated from the French by Fred Rothwell. 10/6 net.
Those w ho are acquainted w ith M . de V esm e’s articles in A nnales Psychiques, a
journal formerly, published under the auspices of Prof. Charles Richet, which M. de
Vesme ably edited for many years, w ill expect to find in this latest work a valuable
contribution to the study of Psychic Science. He modestly claims that he has not
aimed to produce an erudite work, readers w ill, however, consider that he might have
made this claim. In this and in a previous volume, “ Primitive Man,*’ he has collated
the results of prolonged and arduous investigations, the intrinsic importance o f which
has been recognised by the French Academ y o f Science, which has accorded him the
rather unusual distinction o f laureatihg the work.
T o say that no branch of study can be fairly estimated unless it is viewed against
the background of its historic development, may be a truism, but it is one which has
not always been sufficiently realized, particularly in connection w ith Psychical Research.
The supernormal phenomena with which this study is concerned have their roots far
ack in prehistoric ages. T oo often w e hear it stated that Spiritualism .originated with
the rappings that occurred in the presence of the Fox sisters, and the supernormal ocurrences attested by modern investigators are regarded as a new discovery. M. de
/esm e’s work should check these mistaken notions. O f course, the critical and scien
tific study of these phenomena could not be undertaken until Science had established
right o f w ay in other fields of enquiry; but there are few experiences of present day
students that cannot be paralleled in the past. In studying past record it is o f course,
fficult to sift the true from the false, to discover w hat may be accepted as genuinely
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supernormal out o f a mass o f asserted events in an age of uncritical and superstitious
credulity. This is the task to which M . dc Vesme has out his hand, and which he has
carried out w ith remarkable discrimination and w ith an admirably unprejudiced mind.
The initial volume dealt w ith the nature and origin o f religious beliefs among
Primitive races: in his second volume he treats the beliefs o f more advanced people, be
ginning with Egyptian mythology and belief concerning the human soul, he claims
that the Egyptians had a laudable tendency towards psychological research. H e then
proceeds to discuss the doctrines o f the Hebrews in an early stage in their history.
In spite of the fact that very little is written in their Scriptures about life after death,
he thinks that belief in survival was not, by any means, rare, that it was held by n
large proportion o f the people, and that this is attested by their proneness to enquire
of the dead, and to have recourse to “evokers o f souls” ; although the sacerdotal cast
prohibited these practices. He discusses the reasons for this prohibition It is not
perhaps sufficiently recognized that the law of Moses aimed to maintain Monotheism
and a high standard of morality and that if the people had not been restrained, both
these aims might have been frustrated by their having resort to the evocation practiced
by the heathen races around them; on the other hand, they seem to have been allowed
to resort to certain recognised mediums, such as Samuel and the prophets through
whom they were encouraged to “enquire o f the Lord” in their difficulties
A fter touching rather slightly the religious belief o f the Chaldeans, Persians and
other races, M de Vesm e devotes the latter half of the book to the beliefs of the
Romans and Greeks. This half occupies about 160 pages, it must have involved an
immense amount of study and it is very interesting and informative. T he chapters
on the Oracles and on the cures claimed to have been effected in the sanctuaries, and
that on "’the doom o f Socrates” w ill be read w ith special attention by psychical research
ers.
Both these volumes deserve to be w idely known and no library of Psychical R e
search will be complete w ithout them. The English translation o f the third volume
has not yet appeared, w e hope that it w ill not be long delayed: it cannot fail to be
o f great interest The reader’s pleasure is enhanced by the excellent type and style
these volumes are published
H. A D allas

* * * * *
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EDITORIAL NOTES
T H E PROGRESS OF METAPSYCHIC SCIENCE

Signs arc increasing that Psychical Research is at last coming into its
own as a recognized branch of official science. In the instalment of Con'
tinental Notes furnished this month by Dr. Gerda W alther will be found
a note of outstanding interest on the work of Dr. P. A. Dietz who, as first
official Lecturer on psychical research, has written a treatise on the long
controversial period through which the subject has passed. His appoint'
ment by the University of Leyden dates hack to October of last year. Pre'
viously, the University had only given a tentative recognition to the subject
in allowing a course of lectures by Dr. Tenhaeff. Readers are referred to
the “Tijdschrift voor Parapsychologie” for the full record, in the issue for
O ct.'Nov. 1932. W e have little doubt that other European Universities
will follow suit and trust that we may hear ere long of a commencement of
official interest in American Universities, some of which have been giving
quiet attention to psychical and metapsychical subjects for some time past.
5(5

*

*

In this connection the attention of our readers may be invited to the
paper contributed by the Editor to the W orld’s Spiritualist Conference to
be held at Chicago next month, and reprinted in this J o u r n a l with the
consent of the Publications Committee of the A .S.P .R ., on the Present
Status of Psychical Research and Spiritualism. In our opinion, the inclu'
sion of metapsychical enquiry— or, as our European friends would term it
parapsychical’,— will soon he found to exercise a strong coordinating in'
fiucncc upon the kindred studies of psychology and will tend towards a radi'
cal alteration both of method and of working hypotheses where these are
concerned and eventually to a fundamental change in the basic theories on
which present psychological research is framed. A new factor is entering
253
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the field of study and much that has hitherto guided research will inevitably
have to be discarded. Theorists of the older school will be disconcerted.
Happy are those who will find themselves able to shake off the rigidly
formed views and preconceptions of the former time and to enlarge their
horizon to take in that vast tract of obscure realities which lie on the bor
derland between material or physical science on the one hand and the meta
physical world, hitherto regarded as illusory by those who have approached
truth from the physical side alone.
* * * * *
The elevation of Metapsychics into the status of a recognized science
will not be without its lesson also for the great number of those who, like
the religious and those to whom an idealist philosophy has had the stronger
appeal, have hitherto disdained to give attention to the physical side of
things. In learning to link their mental world with the physical order of
reality and its concepts, they will inevitably be the gainers, .since they will
find they have gained substance for many metaphysical abstractions and
thus enlarged and strengthened their comprehension of realities of the ex
ternal order.
(e

i
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TH E PR ESEN T ST A T U S OF
P S Y C H IC R E S E A R C H A N D S P IR IT U A L IS M
By Frederick B ligh Bo nd , F.R .I.B .A .
Editor of the Journal of the American Society for Psychical Research
As one who has been intimately associated with the work of Psychical
Research and a student of Spiritualism for upwards of thirty years, I have
had ample opportunity to observe the growth and development of the two
related activities and to compare the now world-wide movement which finds
expression under these heads with the former manifestations of a kindred
nature of which history tells us. I feel glad therefore to embrace the oppor
tunity afforded me by the invitation of your President and Council to sub'
nut some views on the present status and the future outlook of this great
movement and to offer thre results of a philosophic scrutiny of the same.
People were much in the habit, for many years after the great war, of
remarking that the large increase of interest in the question of survival and
intercommunion between the living and the dead was only a natural after
math of that great tragedy and that it would in course of time die down and
leave us much as we were. W ith this view I cannot at all agree; and I
venture to think that a study of the history of modern spiritualism would
inevitably show these superficial observers the entire fallacy of their surmise.
Throughout the past historical periods the twin threads of human interest
in the altcr-life have at all times revealed themselves as active agents in
man’s search for knowledge. These twin threads arc, first, the mystical or
subjective, leading to the increase of man’s knowledge and control of his
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own psychic and spiritual being--the fulfilling of the admonition of the
ancient philosophers “G N O TH EI SEA U T O N ’’— “Know T hyself’; and
the other contrasted line of enquiry, the desire for knowledge of the phe
nomenal side of the problem of survival and the intercourse between the
dead and the living.
These two aspects of the question are necessarily related, but in prac
tice so opposed that they form a perpetual barrier of division between the
mystic and the phenomenalism The one attracts those in whom Intuition
and its faculties are developed: the other offers fascination to the greater
section of humanity in whom the need of a sign or symbol is paramount,
since they cannot rise to the level of immaterial Idea, or be satisfied with
what seems to them a cold abstraction.
Throughout the long eras of priestly rule, Religion has inevitably
claimed authority over all questions relating to man's intercourse with the
Beyond. All spontaneous manifestations of that psychical and spiritual
urge which periodically influences men and women have been most jealously
shepherded by the churches. During the mediaeval era, this ecclesiastical con
trol asserted itself the more strongly as it felt its foundations weakening in
the dawn of intellectual and spiritual liberty. In the nineteenth century it
finally lost its hold: but it left a curious aftermath in a taboo of “impro
priety" which has held until now and still maintains among the clergy and
laity who adhere to the conservative or official lines of religious thought and
conduct.
The contest is, however, only one phase of a much more universal
struggle of principles. It is nothing less than the affirmation of the demo
cratic principle against the old standards of authority—the right of every
man and woman to think for themselves and to possess a personal freedom
to enquire, to experiment, and to judge in all questions bearing upon the
constitution of their own souls and the relation of the soul of each to God,
to Nature, and to its fellows whether here or beyond the veil. Never until
now has the whole race been subjected to education and compelled to think
and feel and act, each one for himself. Hence whether we regard re
ligion, science, art, or philosophy, the same holds good. In all these activi
ties the era of authority is nearing its end the era of personal freedom and
individual judgment is dawning. W e have seen a scientific orthodoxy suc
ceeding the rule of the Churches and we have witnessed its efforts to con
trol the thought and action of the people by the same sort of 'taboo' which
official religion prescribed— using the rod of contempt, and academic intol
erance.
On the side of the newly-initiated public, a public severely held under
censure for their constant curiosity about matters which neither Religion
nor Science would deign to recognize, the process of education has been a
slow one, and the manifold evils attending on ignorance or on a more dan
gerous half-knowledge, have been all too obvious. But for this the great
mass of uninstructed human beings are not really to be blamed; for they
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have been left to find out for themselves by the long and painful process of
trial and error those truths which the authorized teachers of men have ncglected and despised. The mystics in the Church have always hated and feared
the phenomenal. The physical scientists, material usually in their outlook,
have equally hated and despised all that savored of mysticism. So the great
mass of the people, thirsty for the realities of both orders, were between
the devil and the deep sea and would have remained in that impasse had it
not been for the self-sacrificing labors of a few far-seeing men and women
who have been willing to devote themselves to the work of psychical and
mystical enquiry and experiment without counting the cost to themselves
in any worldly sense. A t this moment, we have arrived at the crisis: for at
last the increase of knowledge among the laity on psychical and metapsy
chical subjects has given them the right to claim the respectful attention of
Orthodoxy, whether in religion, science or philosophy: and Orthodoxy is
at last yielding and tardily commencing to study facts so long ignored and
held at arm's length that now they are reacting with shattering force upon
the frail system hitherto protected from every air that might blow upon it
from without.
Under the mediaeval taboo of spiritualism, cults of occultism and magic
grew like weeds. Mediumship, when manifested in the case of the religious
devotees within the church and could be controlled, developed into saint
hood. Outside the church, it was anathematized and held as a thing ac
cursed,— the work of the devil. Persecuted as wizards and witches, the
normal seer or sibyl had a poor chance with the watchdogs of the Church;
and the extent of the suffering and torture inflicted during those dark cen
turies of intolerance will never be known in full. And it is strange to re
flect how, after the break-up of the old orthodoxy in the Reformation era,
the ancient fear of satanic influence remained in the minds and hearts of
the protestant sectarians, making them even more cruel and ruthless than
their orthodox forbears.
So Fear and Ignorance have gone hand in hand, stifling all normal
growth of the psychical nature of human beings and deflowering the race
of its choicest products. A nd not only did this persecution stifle and even
largely exterminate normal psychical development in the race, but it in
duced that very corruption whose seal it always strove to impress upon all
unauthorized subjects who might manifest such powers and faculties. There
has been and still is a diabolic element existing among the more obscure
psychical cults. It was largely created by the horrid imaginations of heated
fanaticism and in time became a reality. In the same way, a too great in
sistence on Sin by a priesthood whose business it was to dispense absolution
has created a Frankenstein of abnormality whose effects arc with us today.
For the first time, therefore, a periectly normal and natural psychical
development— the budding of evolutionary forces always at work in the
soul of the Race,—has had its opportunity to emerge in freedom from all
restraint imposed by authority whether religious or academic. For the first
time, therefore, we witness the manifestation of a world-wide interest and
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study of those problems of the soul, the lite to come, and the intercommun
ion between the worlds of M atter and Mind which come under the head of
Spiritualism.
For this reason, then, 1 say with entire assurance that this great move
ment is no ephemeral phase of human mental activity, but is the first uni
versal flowering of a choice plant which has hitherto been allowed to bloom
only in the conservatories of ecclesiastical authority, and very restrictedly
in these. I therefore say that modern spiritualism, as a normal development
of the human psyche, has at last taken its rightful place and will, if rightly
guided, become an ever more potent factor in the building o! that new civ
ilisation—that true civilisation—for whose advent we all hope and pray: a
civilisation based upon Knowledge instead of Faith (using this word in the
sense of “Credo quia impossible sit" ) —that blind faith which in its fruit
age is superstition.
“ It rightly guided,” I say. Yes, there must be guidance: but the guid
ance of knowledge only and mature judgment based on knowledge. There
will be submission to authority, but that submission must and will be of a
purely voluntary nature and dictated by Reason alone. And the guidance
that the great mass of learners will seek will be that which is offered by
those who, from their consistent training are qualified to speak for Psychical
Research.
All Sciences have arisen from a purely empirical origin. Like those
choice plants which derive their life from manured soil, so the flower and
fruit of knowledge is vitalized by the life-principle which resides in dark
ness and corruption. It the parable be true, we are entitled to take to our
selves the greatest hope that from the darkness of ignorance and blind con
fusion there will yet spring that stately and beautiful Tree of Knowledge
whose fruit will be for the healing of the nations and the nourishment of
their soul.
Even now, in Germany we witness the transmutation of an empirical
Occultism into a thoroughly respected Metapsychical Science. The same
process is at work in France, where the efforts of Dr. Eugene Osty, Prof.
Charles Richet and others have elevated the quest for metapsychical knowl
edge into a position of universal appreciation. The ultra-conservatism of
that M other of all Research Societies, the London S. P. R., is yielding now
to the recognition of the reality of those phenomenal happenings which we
associate with physical mediumship. In our own country, the American So
ciety for Psychical Research is maintaining the just balance between cred
ulity and scepticism, and, through its local Sections, is holding o u t a sym
pathetic hand to all true mediumship. Some of the Universities are quietly
giving their attention to these obscure branches of knowledge. Soon they
will attain results which will justify a proclaimed recognition. But the
work must not be hurried. There is so much to learn. There is more to
unlearn. For academic knowledge is tied by its own past and it is no small
or simple matter to discard the theories and tenets of a lifetime. Psychic
Research claims of her followers that they shall throw most of their old
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philosophy upon the scrap-heap. Can vve wonder at their hesitation to do
this?
I have no fear for the advance of the movement of Spiritualism and
Psychical Research, provided that the two elements of the Intuitive or
Mystical on the one hand, and the Intellectual and Phenomenal on the other
are kept in just and perfect balance of relation. And I think the signs por
tend that they will be. Nor do 1 apprehend that the appalling growth of
fakery and false mediumship will in the long run militate against the ulti
mate triumph of that Science of the Soul which in these times of change and
confusion is humanity's greatest hope and asset. Neither do I apprehend
that the quarrels and misunderstandings which seem to beset the movement
on every hand will long continue in any form of personal bitterness or group
rivalry. As the larger questions emerge, so the minor subjects or dispute
will cease to assume their present excessive proportions. Beyond all is al
ways the great truth to which all Psychical Science points,—the Solidarity
of the Race in a spiritual sense: the conviction that no one of us lives or
dies to himself alone, but that living or dying he is one with all Creation; his
life for ever bound up with the lives of all with whom his spiritual Destiny
has linked him.
In the promulgation of the Doctrine of the Subliminal Mind we have the
key-note of the new order of spiritual apprehension on which to build a new
social science both communal and individual in its values. But let us escape
that narrow interpretation of the Subliminal which would conceive of it as
a personal attribute: for it is Racial.
F rederick Bligii Bo n d .
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In August 1928 Mrs. R. G. Stevens of N ............ Connecticut, being
in England with her sister Mrs. Cruger, was persuaded to make a visit to
Glastonbury and on the 26th of the month found herself for the first time
within the walls of its venerable Abbey. Her sister had some acquaintance
with its history and traditions, and had from time to time been able to ob
tain through her own hand writings of a poetic nature and of more than
average merit. Mrs. Stevens herself was less familiar with the subject of
Glastonbury and had not read the story of the excavations and monkish com
munications told in the “Gate of Remembrance." Neither had she tried
to write automatically. Consequently there was nothing in her mind to invSpire imaginative details of the old monastic life or its associations. Mrs.
Cruger tells me that she had, on this occasion, no thought of getting any
writing. She had with her a pencil and a small piece of paper for the pur
pose ol making notes of anything of an interesting nature she might see
on her visit. She brought with her a small camera, intending to take a few
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snap-shot photos, and whilst looking for a suitable subject she sat down for
a moment with pencil and paper in her hand. Spontaneously her hand
wrote the words:
“TAKE MV LANTERN.”
This meant nothing to Mrs. Oruger or to her sister and the word ‘lan'
tern* merely conveyed its literal meaning. But on leaving the Abbey cm
closure later, the attention of both sisters was drawn to a post-card illustra
tion displayed on the counter of the bookstall by the gate. This was a photo
graph or picture of the stone Gothic “Lantern” over the Abbot’s Kitchen—
a beautiful feature well known to antiquaries as a perfect architectural
model of a ‘smoke-lantern’ or ventilator at the apex of the vaulted roof. So
they were pleased enough to follow the advice of their unknown monitor
and purchase the picture. But we must go back a little in the story of this
visit. Soon after her sister had received the writing, Mrs. Stevens rested
herself upon a flat stone and started to make a few notes on her own ac
count. She had with her a small notebook in which she was in the habit
of entering a record of her general impressions of the places she visited. She
began to write, and was astonished to find herself writing things she had
not the least intended. Her pencil seemed to have a will of its own. She
was conscious of what was being written: but only word by word: and the
general purport only became clear to her after reading the script. And this
is what came
“Every man his own man:
For thru, is the Law.
The ages are dead:
The men still live;
Every man his own man.

Saxon JOHN of godly memory:
I be but a voice that cries
To those th.it have ears to hear:
The years be as the Rosary of Time:
1 count them not.

The Stones are the flesh:
The Soul is ever and for ever.
Drink at the fountain of Life:
The fount is ever and forever.
The Altar was the heart
Of the Church Eternal.
From the heart flows the life:
The Fount Eternal.

Yesterday I cried to the listening silence
of a young land
Today, to the heart of childrens’ children:
And they hear me not.
The Abbey falls, as falls a twilight after
day
The span of glory ended:
But the monks die not.

*

*

*

*

*

I, Saxon JOHN of Dumplace: humble follower of THOMAS, and he a Saint.
Know' ye the Well? It is of all things holy, and by early custom held a thing to bless,
if faith be pure.

4:

^

sfc

Saxon JOHN has come and gone anow: and I be DUNFRY, Holder of the keys.
The spot whereon thou standest is holy ground.
Hoping in the Lord; go forth into the lands of earth:
For the earth is the Lord’s.
The Bells rang call to prayer:
The Bells are silent; the call is ever.
Hark for the voice of Silence.
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The bell of Calling, unheard but in the heart
The Temple is not dead in truth;
For have ye not a Temple made not with hands'

* * * * *

Praise eternal to High Heaven: Life Eternal,
Where Time fells not that which groweth up.
W e be passers-by, that tarry while the day lives.

*

*

*

*

*

Today GEOFFREY, the old-time seeker of Light:
He is gone from the day: but yc shall be gone anon:
Yet not beyond the Temple gate of the House of Light,
Whose stones be of good deeds,
And whose Altar is the heart’s love to the High Lord

Quite naturally both sisters were greatly impressed by the spontaneous
advent of this beautiful message. But the happening was so entirely unex
pected and of so unfamiliar a nature, that Mrs. Stevens felt a certain sense
of awe, and it disconcerted her that her hand should have been used in this
manner so entirely apart from her own volition. Consequently, she tells
me that from that time onward she had never ventured to attempt again to
obtain writings in this manner. Knowing nothing of psychical research she
was also under the belief that the influences which (presumably) guided her
hand were purely local ones and would not be able to manifest their pres
ence in any other place. But some of her friends who had experience of the
psychical side of things were hopeful that a gift so extraordinary might be
permitted to find some avenue of expression later. And so it happened that
just five years later, it was arranged that I should meet Mrs. Stevens and
her sister. From this point therefore 1 take up the narrative.
II.
On the 18th August 1933 at Bellport, Long Island, 1 was invited to
meet Mrs. Stevens and Mrs. Cruger at the house of a mutual friend, Mrs.
Anne Lloyd. Mrs. Stevens, at the request of her sister, read to me the w rit
ings quoted above and told me the story of her visit in 1928 to the ruins.
In listening to her recital, I was at once impressed not only with the poetic
quality of the script, but also with its close accordance in style and content
with much of the writing that I had obtained with the late John Alleyne
in the years 1908-1921. Accordingly I was glad to agree to the suggestion
that we should try a joint sitting. It was with some diffidence that Mrs.
Stevens consented to the experiment; but though doubtful as to the issue,
she agreed and we adjourned to the ante-room, a small sun-parlor to the
south of the living-room at Mrs. Lloyd’s home. At my direction, Mrs.
Stevens took the pencil. I laid my left hand lightly upon her wrist and al
most immediately her hand began to move. 1 explained to her that, the
psychical contact with the brethren of the Abbey having been once estab
lished, no distance in space would offer the least obstacle: for distance in
space, even as in Time, is nothing to the spirit. As will be seen, the writing
which follows corrects that misapprehension of hers.
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TH E SCRIPT OF A U G U ST 18th 1935
(Hour, 5:30 p.m.)
(A fter tw o preliminary pages o f loase large scrawl)
“JO H A N N E S . . . You arc to hear wonders; for wonders arc waiting . . , Spirit’s
call to spirit: and Faith w ithin a clear mind So you must have faith in those that
are gone,
“JO H N of D U M P L A C E (speaks). He (Johannes) speaks here as there. H e is
not as a bird in a cage. Oh, the sad pity of the godly . . . If you w ill yet rise
above those (barriers?)
“ I be as one that waits w hile the years go by; and none shall drive me from the
gate 1 love. M y brothers are scattered as dust that flyeth up: but I sit at the gate
and wait.
“ W ill you not come— you w ho read our hearts? M ust the soul that waits see the
golden glory fall to dust like a shattered vase at his feet; and the perfume only is
left for proof of that which is gone?
“ List ye: the bell is dumb;— the incense blown to the winds: but that which is
known to none lyeth deep and safe: JO H A N N E S alone knows where.
“ Better silence and sleep: for then those that take not off their shoon must not be
hold the Holy T hing.”

* * * * *

On reading these lines, the memory of things written long ago and of
bygone experiences surged up within my mind. I recalled the lines written
in 1908 concerning that sacred Treasure which the brethren always aver to
be hidden beneath the soil of Glaston.
‘‘Then the grass shall be as glass
A nd ye shall see the Mystery'
Deep down it lies from prying eyes
A nd safely sleeps, whilst vigil keeps
The Company.

N ow do the dry bones stir and shake
And each to each his fellow seeks:
Soon comes again what once hath been
A nd Glaston’s glory shall be seen.”

I asked Mrs. Stevens if she understood the allusion to the Treasure:
but she was quite unaware of what was implied. It is, of course, the Holy
Grail which tradition asserts to be buried there awaiting the day of the re'
turn of the spiritual glory to this desecrated shrine. She was equally una'
ware of what was meant by the allusion to the “perfume"" as the only proof
left of the spirit’s power in bygone days. The phenomenon of the “in
cense” perfume haunting the ruins, of which so many visitors have spoken,
was not within her knowledge or experience. But it is attested now by
many; and its source has never been traced to any physical thing. The
fragrance is elusive and I can personally vouch for its extreme beauty. It
is like a choice blend of fine incense, oriental spices, and attar of roses.
* * * * *
S E C O N D SC R IPT: A U G U S T 19th 19?3
( 11 :2 t a.m.)
“Heaven is the heart’s home. Great the longing of those that hold the memory of
things beloved. W h y must w e wait?
Oh, thou of little faith; the time is come. Open the eyes o f the blind Turn the
(key?)
One above speaks. Love alone is the key. It openeth the lock. Love lies
d eep :- shed for all. . . .
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(Here there was a pause, and Mrs, Stevens said she thought that the power was fail'
.
in §)
.
‘'The power faileth not in sooth. Sec ye the glory of heaven. It faileth not nor
shall the unbelief of ages close the door. Hark, l speak: l, the soul of him that hath
authority. The thing .shall he. Stay not thy hand, oh thou that has the great m-seeing.
The mystery' lyeth in thy hands. Let not the mortal spoken word stay you. Clear
thy heart of that which dulls the mind. See the power that comes of darkness as a
power that IS H O T . Thou alone canst see the children o f the Abbey walls free from
their o’er-long vigil, Let them to their orisons at heaven’s gate. That which thou
knowest holds them. Find it the Flower o f perfect Love that will not let them go."

*

sf-

*

*

T H IR D SC R IP T : A U G U S T 20th 1933
(2 :45 p.m. at Bellport)
t

$

$

4e

4:

“ Spirit speaks to spirit. It there be truth, fear not: for Truth is the Lord, If ye
be free souls, then may ye hear the silent voice. He whom thou knowest as JO H A N '
N E S is once again able to speak. Long has he waited. Long has he at your side
spoken to deaf ears. His message is the same: “Call w e ever to be tree. That is within
that holds us. Let no thought o f earth; no lesser, lower thing, keep the seeker o f the
Holy ness barred from his own" "
“GEOFFREY the Olden the ancient one humbly .it the feet of those that be
his lords, may he speak of that which he knows?
As a whispering w ind th.it calls at the casement but can form no thought word,
so is GEOFFREY
Yet he would his witness give. He knoweth. He be sure: for as
the humblest bird that tlies past, lie hath seen what few have seen. Blest be the
Lord
Therefore say l: N one must enter (even) it the time pass till the years be dead
and the stones fallen and the truth forgot. Better than that unworthy things o f clay
deride the Thing o f Heaven.
W ould you of JO H A N N E S ?
(F B B ‘Yes, please, I would like to hear ot him.’)
“Great is JO H A N N E S , though he see it not. Kind is J O H A N N E S and of a soul
that loveth and is loved. He is here.’
(F B B M y greetings to Johannes )
“Greetings, my Brother. W hat would ye?”
F‘ B.B. I would like to hear of the one w ho knew this work. I mean

J A)
“J A ?”
(F B B. ‘Yes. D on’t you remember him''')
“N o t as by name.”
(F B.B ‘The one whose hand you used in old d a y s’)
“ Yes. Yes. He is as mine own self. Better is he here than in the toils of earth ”
(Script broke off here at 3.10 p.m.)
(Script resumed at 3.30 p.m. after reading the foregoing and marking the words.)
" A V A L O N the Golden. (Here a circle was drawn )
“I be of the C om p any,- 1, and none other that can speak. (T he words ‘that can
speak' were then deliberately crossed out.)
“A V A L O N . Far stars shine o'er Avalon, as shone they of years agone. N ight
winds wandering hushed will know the ancient ways: but Man knows not (the) path
to Blessed Avalon "

PSYCHE, THE IMMORTAL
By

Sam uel

E. A n d e r s o n
IV.

P art

T H E M ECHANISM OF CONSCIOUSNESS

Introductory N o te by the Editor
Mr Anderson’s analysis of the mechanism o f Consciousness as found in the
section o f his work following, is o f great importance for a right understanding
o f the means whereby the human “ psyche" is able to transmit and record the im'
pulses of will and imagination and give these the quality o f objective reality as
facts o f consciousness. In thus illustrating the working of the chemical and physi
cal elements in the functioning o f the brain-tissue, he is by no means playing into
the hands of the materialist or implying any sort o f mechanistic origin for creative
thought and faculty.
Far from it: but w hat he does show is what it is so nec
essary for us all clearly to understand, that is, the vast difference between the
secondary and materially-related thing w e call consciousness, and those primary
and essential elements of our true being which are for ever seeking to extend and
to develop their control o f those energies which constitute Matter. The more w e
realize that our true S elf— the real M ind- -is subliminal, and that its temporal
expression in our waking thought is merely a passing phenomenon! or phenomenal
effect of that subliminal Being in its control o f the physical mechanism, the more
w e are likely to attain a well-grounded philosophic view o f our relation to life as
incarnate manifestations of spirit and soul.

It has been a long time since Michael Faraday ventured the opinion
that matter was hut an expression of two polarities. Many a day passed
before that view was confirmed but now physicists have accepted it and
are busily pursuing matter back to its birthplace in the ether.
The galvanometer constantly avows that electricity is the alpha and
omega of life but how little credence is given to its most solemn declaration.
Likewise it makes an identical statement concerning the messages that pro
duce consciousness and no greater heed is paid to that.
The idea that intelligence may be electrical in origin is by no means
novel. A hundred years ago the opinion was advanced that such might be
the case but the theory seemed to run into an impasse when it was shown
that the nerve impulse, instead of travelling with the speed of a telegraph
message, took an appreciable length of time to make its way to its destina
tion. Ergo: the nerve impulse is not electrical. It is true that in attempt
ing to escape from that dilemma scientists embraced the equally glaring
inconsistency that in the case of the nerve impulse the galvanometer meas
ures something other than an electric current, but that problem was not
pressing so hard for explanation and therefore it could be ignored.
This is by no means the first campaign that has been waged against
consciousness as an extra-physical thing but it is original in that you will
be introduced to a definite mechanism claimed to be capable of producing
the essential substance required for its manifestation; and then that sub
stance and that mechanism will be subjected to numerous tests: chemical,
physical and psychological.
Consciousness is conceived to be the concomitant of the molecular ac-
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tion involved in the synthesis and deposit of lecithin, O H n P N O , upon
the neuro-fibrillas in the cortex of the brain, which synthesis and deposit is
brought about by the passage of an electrical stimulus through an electrolyte
within the synapses of the nerves.
W hen a stimulus, for instance that of your enemy drawing his gun,
strikes the eye it travels along the optic nerve to the brain. As it flies along
it gives evidence of its passage by an electric current which is measurable
with the galvanometer. On its way it crosses one or more synapses and
from the brain a message is relayed that induces muscle contraction in your
own right hand, or mayhap your legs. That outgoing message is likewise
electrical. The nerve, from eye to brain, is not continuous but there are
breaks known as synapses and into these breaks the neuro-fibrillae thrust
their frayed and ragged ends.
In the aggregate there is a great amount of electricity, the result of
oxidation, that is stored within the cells of the human body. Thus a source
of supply is satisfactorily accounted for.
Ol brain, the mechanism by means of which intelligence is made
manifest. Dr. George W . Stewart in his “ Manual of Physiology" has this
to say, “The events which take place in that tangle of fibre, cell and fibril,
are almost unknown. * * * 1 W hat the nerve impulse actually consists in
we do not know. All we know is that a charge of some kind, of which the
only external token is an electric charge, passes over the nerve with a meas
urable velocity and gives tidings of itself.”
Now it this nerve impulse is not actually electrical it is nevertheless
able to deceive the galvanometer. Still more wonderful, in at least one in
stance it was able to deceive the patient himself. W e quote from Henri
Pieron, who gives as his authority, Harvey Cushing, XXXI! Brain 44.
“ If, as in an experiment which has been recorded, we provoke the function
ing of these cortical elements by electrical stimulation—replacing the ner
vous impulse of central origin—in a conscious subject whose brain has been
exposed, he will imagine that he himself is directing the movement, though in
fact, it is beyond his control."
It still remains to satisfactorily account for the loss of speed. Profes
sor William McDougall tells us that Von Kries had argued that the pre
vailing conduction hypothesis has proved itself barren and that it is inca
pable of enabling us to describe, even in vaguest outline, the more complex
functions of the brain, and he attempts therefore, to give a new vitality and
increased definiteness to the hypothesis of the individual functioning of the
ganglion-cells, the view that each cell is a psychic unit capable of determin
ing within itself a more or less complex state of consciousness. Several
years ago Professor McDougall. when writing for the magazine “Brain"
had this to say. “W ith the advent of the “neurone theory," however, a
new possibility was opened up, for it is the essence of this theory that there
is no continuity of substance between the individual neurones. * * * * In
a paper published some years ago 1 ventured to present certain arguments
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in favor of the second possibility, to urge that we must regard the synapses
as the seats of the psycho-physical. * * * * It seemed to me, therefore, and
perhaps to others also, a view somewhat wildly revolutionary and hard
to be believed. But since that time further reading has shown me that the
idea is hovering, as it were, in the neurological atmosphere, and that new
evidence pointing in the same direction continually appears. * * * * There
is, then, a considerable mass of evidence, histological, physiological and
psychological, pointing to the synapses, more especially those of the cere
bral cortex, as the seats of the psycho-physical processes.”
Sir Charles S. Sherrington, in “The Integration of the Nervous Sys
tem" has placed himself on record as follows, “The neurone itself is visibly
a continuum from end to end, but continuity, as said above, fails to be
demonstrable when neurone meets neurpne at the synapse. * * * * But in
the neurone-chains of the gray central system of vertebrates histology on
the whole furnishes evidence that a surface of separation docs exist between
neurone and neurone. * * * * If there exists any surface or separation at
the nexus between neurone and neurone, much of what is characteristic
of the conduction exhibited by the reflex arc might be more easily explained.”
W e accept the statement of the galvanometer as absolutely true. W e
accept the statement of the microscope as true and there does exist a break
at the synapses. The nerve impulse is electrical and the loss of time occurs
whenever it abandons the wires to cross a synapsis by the ferry boat. Sir
Charles glimpsed the possibilities. "The delay in speed occurs whenever
the impulses pass through gray matter. The delay in the gray matter
* * * * may be referable to a fresh kind of transmission coming in there, a
process of transmission different in nature from conduction along nerve
fibres. He fell short of the solution only because his imagination was un
able to picture a mechanism by which it might be accomplished.
W hen the passage of an electric current through a substance is accom
panied by definite chemical changes which are independent of the heating
effects of the current, the process is known as electrolysis, and the sub
stance is called an electrolyte. Through an electrolyte the current is car
ried, from one electrode to the other, lay means of ions of one kind or an
other.
From the Encyclopaedia Britannica we take this concise description of
what happens. “ Since the electric forces are active throughout the whole
solution, all the ions must come under its influence, and therefore move, but
their separation from the electrodes is determined by the electro-motive
force needed to liberate them. Thus, as long as every ion of the solution is
present in the liquid next the electrode, the one which responds to the
least electro-motive force will be set tree. W hen the amount of this ion in
the surface layer becomes too small to carry all the current across the junc
tion, other ions must also be used: and either they or their secondary prod
ucts will appear also at the electrode. In aqueous solutions, for instance,
a few hydrogen (H ) and hydroxyl (O H ) ions derived from water are al
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ways present and will he liberated if the other ions require a higher decom
position voltage and the current he kept so small that hydrogen and hy
droxyl ions can he formed fast enough to carry all the current across the
junction between solution and electrode."
Here the element of time becomes conspicuous and it is just as Sir
Charles declared, the process of transmission is different in nature from con"
duction along nerve fibres.
W hen a direct current of electricity is applied in such a way that the
positive pole of the battery is connected to the copper anode and the nega
tive to the cathode, copper dissolves from the anode and deposits upon the
cathode.
Such is the story of electroplating and in that process the main factors
which influence the deposit are current density, chemical composition,
temperature and concentration of the electrolyte and the length of time
during which the article remains immersed in the bath. You will find that
the price varies considerably, depending upon whether it is to be single,
double or triple coated and this is but another way of expressing the meas
ure of time.
Dr. Albert P. Mathews is authority for the statement that lecithin
moves as do platinum and gold. This is most vividly confirmed by a photo
graph made by Dr. George W . Crile. W orking with brain ash he made
a laboratory experiment along the lines above indicated and he makes
special note of “ the tendency of the fibers to extend towards the positive
pole." As bit by bit the lecithin is laid on the natural tendency is to
lengthen or extend towards the positive pole. Cajal has noted that this
same thing takes place in the brain and that neuro-fihrillae grow progres
sively, A lter they have thus lengthened it becomes easier for the current
to make the jump from the one electrode to the other and it becomes less
difficult to understand memory and skill.
Memory does not always follow consciousness, as in times of extreme
danger, but if the stimulus is intense or the proximity of the neuro-fibrillas
is long maintained it is probable that other ions (iron or magnesium) aid
the passage of the current and make their appearance at the e’ectrode to
combine with lecithin in the more stable form that is known as memory.
There is a strong temptation to look upon iron with a most indulgent
eye. It is so easy to account for its presence at the synapsis, since it could
come, like oxygen, aboard the red blood corpuscle. O f all the elements iron
is most easily magnetized and this is a property which fits it perfectly for a
part in the mechanism of the will, that subtle thing supposed to bring the
electrodes into proximity through magnetic attraction. In the presence of
iron it is no trick at all to convert electricity into magnetism. In addition,
O tto W arberg maintains it is a catalyst and as such speeds up oxygen me
tabolism.
Remembering is both voluntary and spontaneous. It is voluntary
when an act of the will (as a blow from within— Sir Jagadis Bose) brings
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the electrodes into proximity through magnetic attraction: spontaneous
when the electric current is induced to cross through a concentration of the
electrolyte. W e also remember when we see an image for the second time
and since in each of these three cases the messenger is again travelling over a
route previously used we have the added perception that we have known
this thing before.
Imagination! Now we begin to touch upon the human side of things!
This is the art of conjuring up memories and forming combinations with
new images or among themselves and so creating new ideas that arc in
truth original experiences. W hen coupled with judgment it forms the
solid foundation upon which is built all great art and invention. Such menv
ories may be called up and combined “at will11 or they may merely thrust
themselves into consciousness as they do in the delirium of the fevers of in
fection, and, from all we can judge, in the delusions of insanity.
Imagination the will may share with intuition but judgment it reserves
wholly for itself. The “cool11 head is ro t troubled with the tierce outbursts
of rage. In the panic of the mob it remains aloof, while its will summons
the remembrances of relevant experiences, marshals them for orderly review,
compares them with the subject matter in hand that it may separate the
true from the false. Ah! If man could invariably separate the true from
the false in what would he then be lacking?—The decision is made. An
order is given and this the will proceeds to execute.
Judgment and will work perfectly only as a team. W ill without judg
ment degenerates into mere wilfulness; hardheadedness: judgment without
will into supineness.

THE SUMMATION OF A GREAT LIFE-WORK
By

Stanley de Brath

M y' PH ILO SO PH Y By Sir Oliver Lodge F.R S (Benn & Co. 21 A )
B
This Review has hecv seen and approved by Sir Oliver.

* *
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In this hook the most eminent among European physicists sums up his position in
luminous and simple style. It should he read slowly and meditatively by all spiritual
ists. It will clarify their ideas o f what Spiritualism really means, and w ill enable them
to stand unashamed before the world.
It is in four parts. Part 1 deals with the constitution o f the physical universe:
Part 2 is on the Evidence for, and Controversies concerning, the Ether. Part 3 is on
the Introduction o f Life and M ind: and Part 4 is on the Evidence for and Mechanism
of Survival, the final chapter giving the Bearing o f the Spiritistic Hypothesis upon Re
ligion. It is obvious that Part 4 is that which mostly concerns the Review known as
P sychical R esearch .
But Continuity being the key-note of all valid philosophy, w e shall, before turn
ing to the last section, endeavour to give a brief summary o f the preceding sections,
omitting the mathematical reasoning which is incomprehensible by anyone w ho is not
specially a mathematician
It is much to be regretted that average minds w ho seem
unable to understand that mathematical symbols can only represent the action o f what
the original symbols stand for, should apply these equations to matters for which they
do not stand, and imagine that mathematical equations, because they are mathematical,
must contain the whole truth. It would be much better for them to leave mathematics
out o f the question, and confine themselves to the results o f experiment.
Tins procedure will be followed in the review now presented, not that there is
any discordance between the mathematical and the experimental, but because the latter
is more comprehensible physically.
P art I
Starts w ith the material universe as built o f tw o electric charges -electrons and
protons, w ith Radiation super-added
N egative electrons and positive protons build
up all the chemical atoms, but w'c are obliged to infer from the beauty and adaptation
of this marvellous structure, that there must be grades of existence higher as well as
lower than Man. W'c are obliged to infer Directive A gency therein.
N o ultimate origin is known An Ether in turbulent motion out o f which Matter
crystallised is a legitimate speculation. The Energy is there, but guidance also must
be added to explain Evolution.
Design and Purpose arc conspicuous in it. T w o domains are known to Humani
ty, w ith frontiers where there may be conflict, one group seeing D ivine action every
where. the other excluding it as superstition A third group does not deny the mechan
ical explanation or the spiritual aspiration, but includes both, at the same time realising
that D ivine activity is not to be appealed to as part o f Science. These see that some
thing in space is necessary to all activity, for M atter is essentially inert.
Between Religion and Science there can, it is often said, be no conflict but this is
not a philosophic or permanently satisfying w ay: “my hypothesis is that this same al
most unexplored physical substance— the Ether operates also in the region o f Life
and M ind, and ultimately will be found to be the physical vehicle utilised in the
spiritual region, so as to constitute the mechanism whereby spirit and matter interact,
and that it w ill ultimately form a bond o f union between the two domains experi
mentally known to H um anity.” . . . “M y view is that a physical agent will always
be necessary for a complete explanation, that every phenomenon is psycho-physical,
but that the physical agent involved may be inconspicuous and need some drawingout
from its hiding-place.”
The next step is a study o f what is meant by “inertia,” which must be regarded
as a fundamental property o f Matter, and it is important to see that Inertia means the
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complete absence of any activity, yet it would be impossible to exert any force upon
a body which possessed no inertia. Inertia is the ingredient which confers momentum
upon a body; it is a factor of momentum, the other factor being speed. A railway
train moving steadily is subject to no resultant force. Propulsion and resistance rub
ance. The whole power of the engine after the start is spent in overcoming friction.
T he FitzGerald-Lorentz contraction of all matter in motion, which the electrical the*
ory of cohesion renders so extremely probable only amounts to a .’ •inch shrinkage in
the whole diameter of the earth in the direction of motion; but it is enough.
Faraday discovered that an electric current had a property which bore some
analogy to inertia, a property clearly dependent on the magnetic field which surrounds
every current in rings perpendicular to the conductor W hen this magnetic field is
intense the current behaves as if it had considerable inertia. To show this Sir Oliver
says;
_
"I start a current in a circuit containing a stout ring of laterally subdivided iron
round which the current conveying wire is wound, and l put in circuit an instrument
which only responds when the current has risen to nearly full strength. On pressing
down the key, the current rises what is called ‘instantaneously,' but there is a very
noticeable delay between pressing down the key and the response o f the instrument.’
And since electrons possess inertia, even those that are clearly disembodied elec'
trie, charges, it becomes possible to surmise that in some sense, or in a certain grouping,
they constitute the atom, that they confer the inertia with which w e are. familiar, and
in fact that electric inertia is the only inertia that exists. This is the electrical theory
of Matter. Inertia is the fundamental characteristic o f substance.
RADIATION

W e now come to a most important development of the electrical theory of Matter.
It can be destroyed, or rather it can be converted into Radiation at a very high temperat ure.
The best example of this process is going on in our own sun. Our sun is a mass
o f gas held together by gravitation at an outer temperature of some 6,000° G., while
the temperature at its centre is estimated at 40,000,000° or even more. Radiation is in
vigorous process. The light o f the sun contains a great deal o f energy which has been
produced by the destruction of matter or rather by the conversion o f matter into radia
tion in its interior, at the rate o f 4.000,000 tons per second. This applies to all stars,
so that the amount o f matter in the universe appears to be decreasing and the amount
o f radiation to be increasing. Thousands o f millions o f stars have been emitting radia
tion for an incalculable number o f centuries. W here is all that radiation and what
has become of it?
The physicist has gone beyond material mechanism, he deals with radiation and
many etheric phenomena; and now, under the influence o f Faraday, and M axw ell, and
Einstein, and other great philosophers, is more concerned with the phenomena that
occur in space, or in what may be called the Ether.
THE MACHINERY OF GUIDANCE

W e now leave aside inorganic matter and turn to living matter; (and here I may
perhaps be allowed to interpolate into Sir Oliver’s philosophy one very important as
pect of this living matter. It consists of cells. Cells are the special product o f life
in m atter) Sir Oliver alludes to this. He says; “There seems to be a certain size and
shape appropriate to each live organism, although it is made up of a great number of
cells, each cell having a kind o f individual life o f its ow n.” N o difference is to be ex
pected between a molecule which is part of an animated cell and any other molecule, all
ire activated by outside agencies. The structure o f an organism does not depend on
the food taken in, but on some controlling or directing principle which is what w e call
Life. A ny wholesome food is built discriminatively into its various parts. (A , R
W allace has some most illuminative remarks on the directive agency and constructive
power o f the cell, in his W orld of Life, p. 295, which I gave in the last issue o f this
Review.)
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Life has this discriminative power. It is not energy, it merely directs the energy
which it finds available. N o energy is added to a body by the fact that it is alive. Sir
Arthur Keith has recently spoken o f life as a form o f energy. 1 challenge him tor any
evidence o f such a statement. W ere it true, life w ould be convertible into other forms,
and would have a mechanical or thermal equivalent. T h e element which life adds is
not energy but guidance, a power of directing energy into channels which otherwise
might be unoccupied.
‘‘M y hypothesis is that that the form-waves, (which exert a controlling and direct
ing influence without imparting any energy) constitute the physical mechanism where
by life and mind operate on and direct material particles. T he nature of life and mind
is still unknown

P art II.
This part, consisting of the Evidence for, and Controversies concerning The Ether,
occupies the major part o f the book, and is profoundly interesting. But it is inter
mixed w ith mathematics, and these are not the mathematics of the engineer, but highly
complex differential equations which are independent o f all mechanism "without any
physical image or concrete idea to catch hold o f.” They' arc therefore altogether be
yond the comprehension o f the average man such as the present reviewer, and are best
left on one side by him “The mathematical method has a surprising power o f making
deductions about the result o f any given activity: but when called upon to elaborate
the actual details o f the process, and construct a visible picture o f how things interact,
and trace in detail the course o f their activities, it conspicuously fails. This failure is
recognised by mathematicians themselves. They know that their symbols can represent
a number o f different things, and that their equations can be correspondingly interpreted
in various ways; but they' do not find it necessary to interpret them at every stage of
the process; nor need the mathematical transformation have any resemblance to the
actuality of intermediate stages ” Time and Space can both be expressed by one equa
tion, but w hen one of these involves the wholly imaginary— 1, that alone makes it im
possible o f physical representation. Tim e is an inference drawn from speed in our view
o f material things. In the next phase o f our existence it is mere duration, and is meas
ured by change o f state so far as it is measured at all Here, to convert Tim e into Space
it must be multiplied by a velocity, and hence Tim e and Space are not the same thing.
W e have at present no dynamics o f the Ether, for our senses only tell us o f M atter and
its movements. Force is a reality between particles of matter, and “potential” energy
resides in the Ether, and is just as real as the other kind called “kinetic.”
Under the title ‘Modern Gibes at the Ether,’ Sir Oliver combats the arguments of
Sir James Jeans, and proposes an alternative theory. He says, “ I don't object to a warped
or crumpled continuum as a mode o f expressing gravitation. But how can a thing be
warped or crumpled if it has no objective existence?
(The question of Time-space is solved for most o f us by the facts of “wireless
telegraphy” and “broadcasting.” These electro-magnetic waves must be waves o f some
thing. It is not the air, which cannot transmit at anything like their speed. They come
through the Ether.)

P art 111.
W e now come to the section o f this remarkable book which more specially con
cerns Psychic Science. It opens w ith a quotation from F W H. Myers, that we live in
tw o worlds— a planetary life in this material world and a cosmic life in a spiritual or
metetheri.il world which is the native environment o f the soul.
The universe as a w hole contains matter and motion, but it contains more. Experi
ence shows that it contains also M ind and Spirit: and if we limit our studies to that
which is not animate, w e may be excluding a vitally important element, w ithout which
a philosophic understanding of the universe is impossible.
The sciences o f chemistry and physics, of biology and psychology, are not separate
sciences independent o f one another, but are really parts ot a unified whole; and this
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whole must he taken into consideration in attacking any ultimate problem, and must he
understood before the universe becomes really intelligible.
In the most elementary processes of physiology, spoken o f as Metabolism, a living
creature assimilates external material and converts it into its own special form. (I have
already alluded to Alfred Russel W allace’s argument on the selective and directive
faculty in the cell whereby it secretes, or as it were, creates, out of the protoplasm of
the blood, special molecules adapted for the production o f each material— bone, muscle,
nerve, skin, hair, feather, Grc- and carries these molecules to the exact part of the body
where and when they are required, and brings into play the complex forces that alone
can build up w ith great rapidity so strangely complex a structure as a feather adapted
for flight.) Sir Oliver alludes to this He says, Organic matter is just like any other
m atter: it obeys the laws of physics and chemistry perfectly. It has not any kind of
spontaneity, it is perfectly inert: it obeys the law s of motion and of itsell it can do
nothing. Yet it is through the behaviour o f this inert matter that w e have to investi
gate the properties of the life acting on it. Let us not make the mistake o f saying that
the organism is nothing but the material manifestation. There is a physical body and
a spiritual body. The physical body is made of matter and is used by soul. The spir
itual body is partially and approximately made of Ether and used by the spirit. This
is the hypothesis advanced. The etheric body is intermediate between matter and spirit,
for n seems probable that M ind, or Spirit, requires some kind o f physical vehicle for
its manifestation. M y hypothesis, says Sir Oliver, is that spirit primarily inhabits the
Ether, uses it, and acts on it: and that occasionally this operated-on-ether is able to act
upon matter Thus through the intervention o f ether, spirit can be brought into rela
tion w ith matter, indirectly; and the intervening mechanism (if it can be called mecha
nism) is the etheric or spiritual body.
W e must begin by grasping the fact that the Ether can be animated. The etheric
body is animated by the spirit.
In his chapter on 'Ether and the Soul' Sir Oliver gives us the connection between
the unmodified etherial radiation, and the forms of energy that result when that radia
tion is modified by contact w ith matter, and through these with the etheric body which
his hypothesis claims to be "partially and approximately” composed of Ether. This takes
us back into Physics, and does not specially concern us as spiritualists, but he says:
The probability is that every sensible object has both a material and an etherial counter
part One side only are w e sensibly aware of, the other w e have to infer. But the
difficulty o f perceiving this other side— the necessity for indirect inference- depends
essentially and entirely on the nature of our sense-organs, which tell us of matter and
do not tell us of ether. Yet the one is as real and substantial as the other, and their
fundamental joint quality is co-existence and interaction. N o t interaction everywhere
and always, for there are plenty of regions without matter— though there is no region
without Ether; but the potentiality o f interaction, and often the conspicuous reality of
it. everywhere prevails and constitutes the whole o f our purely mundane experience.
He foresees a time when the soul w ill be intelligible, and thinks it will be found
that soul is related to the ether as body is related to matter. W hile still in the flesh
we shall probably only know our etherial counterpart through its interactions with
matter. Directly these cease, it passes beyond our ken; but it exists just as really as be
fore. Indeed, freed from the disabilities and imperfections o f matter, it can lead a less
distracted and livelier existence.
P art IV.
Thus w e find in the ether a reasonable habitat for those w ho have lived in associalion w ith matter for the allotted time, but whose existence is by no means terminated
by the sloughing off of the material body. Sir Oliver admits that this semi-physical theay would not have occurred to him had he not had proofs that they actually do surive, so it becomes incumbent on him to give some idea o f w hat that evidence is. He
dvances a sample of such cases and remarks that the circumstance that telepathy bei ween the living has become a curious bugbear to those w ho wish to establish the fact
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o f survival. He says: I think myself that this hypothesis o f a w idespread power of
telepathy is very much exaggerated, and that most of the communications indicative of
the surviving memory and natural affection o f the deceased communicator, when they
come through a good medium, are really what they purport to he. It is natural that
most of them should he trivial. But occasionally there is an instance o f some object
which had been hidden by a person w ho wished to use it as evidence, and Sir Oliver
quotes Mrs. Finney’s case from the Proc. S P. R. vol. viii pp 249-251 into which close
enquiry was made. The title is The Case of the Half bru^. This was hidden by the
brother o f the informant after marking the whole brick w ith ink, breaking it in tw o
and hiding one half in a place known to no other person, with the view of proving his
own surviving personality. This lie definitely did.
Sir Oliver mentions four other eases from the Proceedings o f somewhat similar bear
ing, and adduces other w ell known and authentic instances. He also alludes to his own
sealed document with the S. P R. and supplementary information given to the L. S. A.,
in view of his own death
He goes on to say that animated matter differs in no respect from every other kind
o f matter, except that it is alive. So w hen w e say that life only exists in a material or
ganism, w e ought to say that life only manifests in association w ith such an organism
W e have no right to say that it is extinct. A ll w e know is that normally it is no longer
manifest: but the same may be said o f every form o f energy— in itself it is only known
to us by its effect on material bodies. Life and mind never were functions of the ma
terial body, they only displayed themselves through it.
A modern theory which seeks to provide the emancipated spirit w ith any kind of
organism related to the physical world, might be ranked as a return to a modified form
o f materialism. For though, when properly understood this should emancipate us from
materialistic bugbears, and although it wholly condemns the idea that flesh and blood
are revivified or could inherit Eternal Life, yet popular ignorance of the Ether and o f
the certain fact that the Ether is part o f the physical universe, and has definite proper
ties that can be experimentally ascertained may w ell suggest many difficulties. But re
cently an etheric version o f such a body has been approved or at least regarded as a
step in the right direction by some o f the more thoughtful communicators from '"the
other side.” W h at w e need in science is a working hypothesis that we can test, getting
results we can verify until ultimately its probability becomes so great that it may be
regarded as near certainty
W hat w e have established, I consider, is the existence of a spiritual world. To
establish personal identity is a more difficult problem. In psychical investigations w e
must insist on the necessity for care and caution in making and recording observations.
W e must be on our guard not to be deceived. Fraudulent phenomena are the devil
The acceptance of the evidence o f a single trustworthy person as conclusive, is not
borne out by history Sir W illiam Crookes made a very simple experiment: he had a
mahogany board w ith one end on a table, the other end supported by a registering
spring balance. He got D I) Home, sitting at the table to pul his fingers on the ful
crum o f the board, sometimes with an intervening vessel o f water in which the fingers
dipped W hen the time was ripe, the far end o f the hoard w ent down, the scale reg
istering a fair amount o f force. A fter repeating this a number of times he reported
the fact to the Royal Society, and invited authority to see it. But the eminent Secre
tary and great mathematician, Sir George Gabrial Stokes declined to witness it. In
other words, the testimony o f a good and famous experimenter about a simple though
incredible result, entirely controlled by himself was not accepted
N othing is likely to
carry real conviction but the cumulative effect o f first hand experience, of various kinds,
under a great variety o f circumstances
Much is made of the apparent element o f caprice involved in the spiritistic h y
pothesis. A s soon as w e get away from mere mechanism, results are not easily formu
lated or predicted. The activities of an animal cannot be expressed in mathematical
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terms, and yet animal instincts and behaviour are subject-matter for scientific investiga
tion.
If we are unwilling to admit that we are spirits here and now, using material bodies
which we have automatically constructed for the purpose, then probably any form of
spirit hypothesis will be unwelcome and perhaps meaningless. My hypothesis is that
after death our activities are supposed to go on much as before, but now presumably in
space; and only when we manage to re-establish some temporary connection with mat
ter are we able to make any sign or supply any demonstration, of our continued activi
ty This involves the primary' reality of mind in association with whatever physical
mechanism it may find available. That in brief terms is the spiritistic hypothesis which
I proclaim and work on.
P art IV.
A changed attitude is essential to human welfare in the long run. There should
be more harmony between ecclesiastics and politicians. A t present the ecclesiastical
method is to admit guidance by the spiritual world and adapt its language thereto,
without any strong conviction that its confidence is justified by fact. The politicians
pay a lip-service to this doctrine, but go their own way without making any effective ap
peal. There is therefore complete dislocation between ecclesiastical doctrine and its
outcome in practical politics.
Mind is an organising and arranging principle, sorting and ordering. When life
and mind are absent, so that unorganised forces are dominant, operations go on, but
they always tend to disorganisation and chaos. W hen life and mind operate, a reign
of law and order begins Wherever we see order and beauty we may know that mind
has been at work. A mindless operation, such as often occurs in the inorganic world,
usually results in an increase of disorder and mere random confusion.
W e have learned even in physics that there are mysterious guiding entities. W e
call them waves, or we call them w and have begun to deal with them, though we do
not know what they are. 1 am inclined to speculate, and say that these things of which
the first glimpse has been caught by recent physics may be part of the manifestation of
life and mind, and that it is by their aid that Mind operates and guides events in the
physical universe. This speculation may be wrong, but whether wrong or not, we may
be certain that spiritual entities exist, and have far more to do with our actions and
our thoughts, our hopes and our sublimer feelings, than we have yet been able to
imagine.
The unseen universe is a great reality, that is the region to which we really be
long. and to which we shall one day return. Our association with matter is only for
a time.
The animated particles which constitute our bodies can do many surprising things,
can perform heroic acts, can display self-sacrifice and humane feeling and love, and
many of our higher attributes. The soul constructs the body, and a mighty soul may
have an influence over the body such as we ordinary folk can hardly imagine. Our be
lief is that there was one Personality who chose to become incarnate in matter some
nineteen hundred years ago, for the purpose partly perhaps of acquiring experience of
that state of existence, but mainly for the sake of helping those who thus became his
brethren. Some of us believe, that when by the priests and orthodox people of his day,
he was put to death with the utmost ignominy, his body was so transfused with the
spirit which had animated it, that it dcmaterialised and left the tomb empty.
W hy should His tomb have been empty? Is it that he anticipated a future higher
rade of mankind? W as his spirit so high that it not only animated the body, but
changed it. altered the perceptible material form, so that in a literal sense he became
the first-fruits of them that slept? Let us not be dogmatic either way. Our Master unoubtedly pre-existed as the Eternal Christ, and is as living and active today as ever
le was, having acquired the faculty of omnipresence and many other faculties of which
we have no present knowledge. He lived on earth for a short time as Jesus of Naca■eth, and met with that rejection and contumely which awaits all pioneers; but already
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he lias influenced and redeemed the world to an amazing extent. A ll the meaning and
consequences o f that Incarnation we are not likely to know from any arguments based
on scientific procedure. W e can be thankful that he has revealed to us part ot the
nature o j J)eity whose power and majesty are revealed by science, but w ho has other
attributes o f love and simplicity and affection.
These truly human attributes o f God were revealed by Christ. He and the Father
were one in plan and intention; he was perfectly obedient to his Father's w ill He fore
saw that only thus could the Kingdom of Heaven arrive on earth. His prayer was,
and it is ours too, “Thy w ill be done, T h y Kingdom come."

* % *

$

So far I have endeavoured to make an abstract o f Sir Oliver Lodge’s philosophy,
using almost entirely his own words and inserting very few of mine, mostly distinguished
by brackets. This, l think, is as much as any 'reviewer ’should do, so as to give a fair
view o f the contents o f the book which 1 hope many w ill read with the care and atten
tion that it merits. Certainly any reviewer whose knowledge of mathematics is less
than that o f the distinguished author, should not do more; but I may now, w ithout un
duly infringing the bounds o f modesty, add some observations of my own.
The ‘etherie body' has been contemplated ever sinec Plotinus, and even earlier in
Eastern and Egyptian religions. It has not been generally considered by men of sci
ence, because biologists have confined their attention to the material body and have dis
regarded the fertile field now opened to them.
In a communication which is but one of many which I have received weekly
through the same medium for some fifteen years, 1 received the information that all
“growth” o f the material body is by accretion of matter on the cells of the ctheric body
which has cellular organs like the former In the July issue of Psychic Science l gave
the summary o f the reply o f a Teacher brought by my friend on the Other Side o f
life, and repeat it here because of its connection w ith the book reviewed.
“You w ill never understand the process o f what you call ‘death’ and w e call ‘birth,’
till you realise that just as your material body is composed of cells, so likewise our
ctheric bodies (which you, perhaps rightly, understand as ‘the soul’) are similarly cellu
lar. Every cell of every organ has its etherie counterpart.
“W hen a body is formed on earth, as soon as Life is awake and functioning, the
ctheric body begins to build itself. Its function in the first place is to accrete matter
on its primary cells.
“Healthy lives provide the best foundations, and as 1 speak, you must visualize the
earth-body and the etherie, growing on parallel lines and cell by cell; gathering very
little from the body but gathering some, and, as you have discovered, collecting, ab
sorbing from the surroundings in which it finds itself: but it is attached to and part ot
the human being. It grows parallel w ith the material body as I said, but sometimes
very slowly when the being is degraded: but when he or she is spiritual, cleanly and
abstemious it develops as did R ... ........... very quickly; her etherie body was very fully
developed when she came over. Lower types of men and women w ho have missed the
aim and purpose o f life, are born into the future life in a state o f all the most miser
able. If it were not that some oi these acted, or failed to act, from ignorance, it would
be appalling. Mis-shapen, small and ugly, they have painfully to grow in the new
state into what they might have been had they used their opportunities in their earthlives. The etherie body may sometimes be corrupted or even deformed.
“W e use our organs much as you do, on all but excretion— that is different. All
your actions in earth-life proceed primarily from the mind, which extends, in its de
gree, to body, soul, and spirit, but it is only in this last that you can have conscious con
tact with the Father of all. W e take very little solid food: most of our sustenance is,
as it were, in the air. Fruits, instead of rotting, disintegrate and diffuse.”
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In all this, the one simple statement that the etheric body is cellular, offers a singu
larly easy solution to many of our present problems, quite in line w ith physical science,
which sees the close inter-action between M atter and Energy, and also recognises that
the one invariable product o f life that we know is TH E CELL.
This solution simplifies some problems of materialisation, but seems to complicate
others. It is open to much question, but is certainly not trivial. It does not pretend
to be full or exact. It is liable to all the imperfections o f such messages. All l claim
for it is that I give it in the exact words in which it was given through a medium who
has no special knowledge or interests o f the kind.
A s to the life beyond, Sir Oliver says very little, but he w ill probably agree that
many communications before us state that there is no money; there is duration but no
time as w e understand it; and that the released soul has the faculty o f “seeing through”
things where w e see only the surfaces.
There is no money— therefore w e have to stand on what w e are, on our character.
There is no time; therefore there is no hurry; time is known only by change of state;
those w ho go over in the same fixed ideas as they held here (and many do) remain in
the same state till they open their minds and learn. Those w ho use the newly devel
oped faculty whose beginnings w e here know as ‘clairvoyance’ can see at «i glance the
real character o f all whom they meet; they naturally associate w ith those to whom
they are akin. The next great lesson w e have to learn is unselfishness— the willingness
to work happily w ithout thanks or tangible reward, for others.
Sir Oliver’s philosophy accords with this. I have written this short article and
placed it apart from the usual small print m which most book reviews find their place,
because I hope that my necessarily very imperfect summary w ill induce many to buy and
read a book which shows a true Spiritualism which can vindicate its character as a new
light, and produce that ‘change o f heart* which was spoken o f by Christ as the supreme
need of Humanity, never more needed than today.
The principle o f all His teaching lay in the word w ith which the Master opened
his mission M etanoeite change your outlook: look to the eternal and abiding, not
to the material and transitory, and work
N o t for fame and not for glory
G ive us for our lives' dear story
G ive us Love and give us Peace.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES
By

D r. G erda W alther

The January-February 1933 issue o f the Revue M e ta p s y c h iq u e contains the fob
lowing principal articles:
Dr

E

O s ty :

“ S p o n ta n e o u s

te le p a th y

and

e x p e r im e n ta l th o u g h t'tr a n s fe r e n c e "

(concluded from no. 4 6, 1933)
Dr Osty starts his articles w ith the question, How
is it possible that the report o f Prof. S. G. Soal in the April-issue o f the Proceed. S
P R, 1932 on supernormal perception at a distance had such an extremely poor result
compared w ith the experiments o f other investigators, which Dr. Osty reviews in the
first preliminary and historical part o f his article? (the publications of Gurney, Meyers,
Barett, Podmorc, Flammarion, Dariex, De Vesme, Vaschidc, Richet, Janet, Gibcrt,
Boirac, Roux, Pieron, Lomhroso, Carre, Thomson-Troland. Yones-Edgard Coover,
Abramowski, W arcollier, Gardner Murphy, Forthuny, W oolley, H uxley— it is strange
that not one o f the German investigators, c. g. Tischner, Bruck, etc. is mentioned in this
survey). According to Dr. Osty the poor results o f the experiments of Prof. Soal are
due to his not having taken into consideration some essential conditions which iacilitate
thought-transference or even are necessary for its occurring. Thus the agents and per
cipients were not in tune w ith each other, they did not even know each other gener
ally etc. A ll experiments seem to show, that there are nearly always certain couples of
agents and percipients w ith whom thought-transference is brought about most fre
quently.— D r Osty now proceeds to describe some especially conclusive experiments
conducted w ith persons capable o f “ d ia p s y c h y ’ (as Boirac calls the faculty o f super
normally perceiving the thoughts or minds o f other persons).
The first group o f subjects possessing this gift deals w ith persons capable o f grasp
ing the thoughts or representations upon which the agent deliberately concentrates his
conscious mind. Cine o f the most remarkable subjects o f this kind, with whom Dr
Osty has conducted many experiments, is the Russian emigrant M m e. K a h l' T o u \ h o l\ a ,
who already as a child showed the faculty o f telepathy, clairvoyance and precognition,
several members o f her maternal family as well as her mother having possessed psy
chic faculties. The most interesting feature o f Mine. Kahl’s diapsychy however is
the phenomenon o f dermography connected w ith it, i.e. the appearance o f the dia
grams, letters etc. upon which the agent has concentrated as skin-markings mostly on
her fore-arms or neck. E.g.: w hen an agent concentrated on the name “Yolande”
there slow ly appeared on her arm the letters Y — L A N D E , the “o” did not appear,
but there was a little space left free where it ought to have been. Dr Osty illustrates
this remarkable faculty with some drawings. (C p also R evue M etapsychique 1929,
no. 2, pp. 124-141, and Th Besterman: “Some modern mediums,” pp. 107-137 ) The
thoughts or representations thus obtained from others do not always appear on the
skin o f Mine. Kahl, sometimes she only says them in more or less automatic speech,
or she describes them seeing them in a vision, or she writes them down automatically.
She obtains the best results in hypnosis, though it is generally not applied, but in any
case she puts herself into a special mental state resembling a very light trance. She
can’t produce any phenomena if she does not succeed in putting herself into this state,
arid her faculty decreases very soon as she becomes tired after a few experiments at
a time. Also it can be observed that her results arc very different w ith different per
sons, some being better able to function as agents than others. (First instalment, no.
4, 1932.)
Tin: second kind of diapsychic subjects contains persons capable o f grasping
thoughts, representations etc o f others without the agent at the same time being
obliged to concentrate on the thought etc. which is to be transferred
A specially
gifted person o f this kind is the Pole S te p h a n O s s o w ie c \ i, w ho is w ell-known for his
faculty of reading the contents of closed,— sometimes carefully scaled,— envelopes.
(Cp. the famous experiment conducted by Dr. v. Schrenck-Notzing at the second In
ternational Congress for Psychical Research in W arsaw 1923 w ith a sealed envelope
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prepared by M r. Dingwall in London.) A t the first sight this seems to be a case o f
pure clairvoyance having nothing to do w ith diapsychy. If however Ossowiecki in a
kind o f spatial clairvoyance w ould see the letters etc. in the envelope folded several
times, so that the lines o f the w riting or drawing arc superimposed over each other
several times, he could not grasp anything of their meaning. Besides a self-analysis of
Ossowiecki shows, that the first thing he docs when crumpling the letter or ticket etc.
in his hands, is that he tries to get in rapport with the person w ho has drawn or w rit
ten the contents, however far away it may be. H e then seems to sense that personality
and be “transformed into it” and his thoughts at the time o f w riting come to Ossowiecki
like a remembrance, and this makes him capable o f saying or writing the contents o f the.
letter etc. But w ithout getting into this rapport w ith the agent he cannot “get” the
contents o f the envelope or folded paper. Ossowiecki also puts himself into a very
light and short state of trance in order to perform this. A slight trance-state seems to
be one o f the principal conditions required to bring about phenomena of diapsychy, as
only m this state that specific level o f consciousness seems to function which is capable
o f supernormal cognition. One of the reasons for the failure of Prof. Seal's experi
ments seems to be that his percipients were not capable o f putting themselves into this
specific mental state required.
In these experiments it was a specific, selected thought or representation of the
agent which was grasped by the percipient, although the agent did not consciously con
centrate upon it at the time of the experiment in the second case as in the case o f Mine.
Kahl. There are other subjects capable of grasping anything contained in the mind of
the agent, not only a particular thought or representation especially selected for the
experiment. These subjects arc found among the persons capable o f psych om efy, of
telling the character, fate, etc. of others by the hand-writing (partly at least), by hold
ing their hand, feeling some ob|ect belonging to them etc. Dr. Osty describes some ex
periments conducted with such subjects (Miss Laplace. Mmc. Bataillard, Mme. “M. ”,
Forthuny)
In one case during an experiment w ith Mrne. Bataillard on June 16th
1930 a friend o f Dr Osty living abroad whom he had not seen for ten years chanced
to telephone to him, and Dr. Osty asked him to come to the Institut at once, which
he promised to do. D r Osty then asked the subject to describe the person whose ar
rival was expected, which she apparently did clairvoyantly very w ell, describing his
outer appearance and his character, so that all w ho had known him could easily recog
nise him. Bur when the man came it was found that she had described him as he was
ten years ago (fat, “like a ball"), not as he was now, his outer appearance (after a
long illness) and his character having changed. So apparently the description o f him
through the subject was taken from Dr Osty’s subconscious mind. In another case Dr;
Osty sent his secretary to the subject (Mmc, M .) w ith a letter, telling his secretary it
was from a mother whose son had not returned from a walk with his friends so that
she was anxious to know where he was. Although M ile. Galloy, the secretary, did not
say anything about this to the medium, yet the latter immediately began to talk about
a young man who had gone away and about the anxiety of the mother. In reality how 
ever the envelope only contained a bibliographical note, so what the medium said was
taken entirely from the mind of Dr. Osty’s secretary. Dr Osty then describes some
experiments w ith Pascal Forthuny, who, coming into a room, suddenly stands still b e
fore some person and tells him something, which mostly applies to him, but sometimes
dso to another person sitting in his or her neighbourhood. This is facilitated if For
thuny takes the hand o f the person into his own. Here too he gets quite different re
mits with different persons, showing that here also the same contact cannot be brought
iboul w ith all persons. (Second instalment, no. \ 1933.)
Dr. Osty then describes some other cases o f “clairvoyant” mediums who only proluce that which w as in the subconscious minds o f their interlocutors w ithout their
knowing it, which proved rather dangerous in some cases. Thus in some cases o f lost
objects the mediums described how these objects were stolen by persons already susected by the interlocutor consciously or subconsciously, w hile sometime afterwards the
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objects were found again in places where they were not expected to be. In another
case a detective, Mr Bede, was in search o f a woman w ho had run away from) her
husband after a quarrel. He tried to find out where she was w ith the help o f a clair
voyant who gave him a track then, and another, after it had been proved false, and so
on without any result, until finally the woman came home one day on her ow n account
without the detective having been able to find her, though she had been quietly stay'
ing with an aunt (the medium had seen her drowned, in a hospital, in the house o f a
nephew in the country etc ) All the medium had “seen” were only conscious or sub'
conscious thoughts o f the detective himself. In another case a lady went to a medium
w ho told her she w ould marry a certain man whom she loved (who was described right
in every d etail), as his w ife w ould die in a near future. She w ent to about 60 medi
urns ( ’) w ho, w ith the exception o f four, told her the same thing, for ten years she
lived in the hope that this would come true, then she died from cancer without the pre'
dictions (which she had written down in a book) having come true. All the “clair
voyants” only echoed her own thoughts and hopes! This is very often the case in pre'
dictions o f marriage.- In another case a man in a very disastrous state of financial af'
fairs w ent to a medium, w ho told him a female relative o f his (described properly)
would help him and some relatives o f his w ife (also described properly) would die
soon and leave him his property. In spite o f Hr. O sty’s warnings after that he took
up some loans in the expectation o f the inheritance which he never got, so that he was
entirely ruined. Here too the psychic had only echoed his own subconscious hopes.
Dr. Osty narrates some more cases o f this kind (which it would lead too far to quote
here in detail) in order to emphasize how imperative it is to take up such predictions
with the utmost care and not to let oneself be influenced by them. Dr. Osty then pro
ceeds to describe some cases, in which the predictions o f the “clairvoyants” were partly
right, but w ere then distorted by the thoughts they aroused in the interlocutor. Thus
in one case the medium told the editor o f a journal that his principal would die (which
proved true though it was impossible to expect this at the tim e), and that he would
then become chief himself, as the principal’s son was too young to lead the whole busi
ness. This proved wrong, as the son took the place o f his father after all. Some other
predictions given after this by the subject, Mile, de Berly, however proved true again
Perhaps, Dr Osty thinks, also in the predictions coming true diapsychy may be con
cerned, as probably some hidden level in the subconscious mind o f each person knows
his future destiny, which is then grasped by the psychic. (Third instalment, no. 6,
1933.)
A fter a survey o f the conclusions obtained in the earlier instalments Dr Osty
proceeds to describe some cases in which no living person knew anything— as tar as
could be ascertained— about the facts (past or concerning the future) put forth by
the clairvoyants, though they were proved to be true afterwards. Among these cases
the exact description by M me. Morel of the place where the corpse o f an old man (w ho
had gone away from home, not being in his proper m ind), was to be found in a wood
is particularly remarkable. The police had already looked for the corpse everywhere
in vain, but succeeded in finding it by following the descriptions o f the clairvoyant Dr
Osty does not decide the question which was the source of this information, he only
reviews all answers that may possibly be givenwithout taking the part of any of them
definitely. (T he spiritualist explanation, the theory o f a cosmic mind etc.) Dr. Osty
then examines some other cases from the point of view o f these theories. He shows
how the same communication (perhaps right in its principal contents) may be altered
according to the theories o f the psychic or the sitter (greatly differing sometimes with
the same subject) Thus the medium in spiritualist surrounding may produce his super
normal cognitions with the introduction: “ I am told . ” while in animistic surround
ings he only says: ” 1 see . . .” . Or again it may simply describe the character of a
(deceased) person, his behavior as witnessed by somebody else, or as an actor produce
all these things as if it was obsessed by that person himself, the actual contents o f the
messages being' about tin* same in both cases. The subject himself generally does not
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know from which source he takes his supernormal knowledge (as is especially apparent
in the famous Gordon Davis case, in which a man still alive manifested through a medi
um as if he were dead), nor does the person from whose (conscious or subconscious)
mind much of the information is taken in many cases know anything about this
Dr Osty then describes some cases of true precognition. The facts according to
him have not yet proved any theory o f explanation definitely to be true. W hat is es
tablished only seems to be that somewhere the memory o f the lives o f deceased persons
continues to exist, but it is not proven whether this survival is that of the individual
minds, or whether it is due to the past, present and future co-existing on some un
known mental plane etc.
Dr. Osty then deals w ith some cases (especially some communicated by Pascal
Forthuny) of spontaneous telepathy and phantasms o f the dying. M any o f these ex
periences show that telepathic messages taken up by the subconscious mind are com
bined w ith representations or symbolical allegories when they enter into consciousness
from the subconscious mind
This may also be the case with the hallucinations so
often described in connection w ith phantasms of the dying. Here too Dr. Osty refrains
from giving any definite explanation. But he expresses his belief, that what survives—
if anything probably is not the restricted individual personality w ith its earthly be
havior, habits, interests, limited faculties etc., but a superior “ego” participating in some
w ay in the powerful intelligence, not limited by time and space, which is the substratum
of life.
The January-February 1933 issue of the Revue Metapsychiquc also contains: Dr.
med. Borrey: "The pendulum of the diviners and illness. R eport of some experiments.
Some big towels ( ISO cm: 50 cm) on which the patients had been lying during several
treatments (diathermy etc.) for some weeks (the towels being rolled up and put into
a wooden case after each treatm ent), were marked w ith a label containing only the
patient’s name in the place where the head o f the latter used to lie. Then tw o diviners
were asked to pass their pendulum across the tow els spread before them, so that the
parts o f the body o f the patients corresponding to the different parts o f the tow el could
be told approximately. T w o diviners, the Rev. Father G ayral de Serezin and Mr.
Bietrix, offered themselves as subjects, nobody else being present, and the experiments
were conducted w ith one subject at a time, the interval between the experiments with
each subject being 24 hours. In the four cases concerning both diviners it was interest
ing to note that both got about the same results which also corresponded with the ill
nesses known to the physician; but adding to this they discovered some other afflictions
in 3 cases which were unknown to the physician but w ere afterwards found to be
right. In an experiment conducted with Father G. de Serezin alone, where there was
no towel available, the diviner concentrated on a patient represented by an anatomical
plate and obtained good results too, which seems to indicate that the results were not
due to some radiation of the patients having penetrated the towels, but to the super
normal cognition of the diviners.
Dr. E O sty: "On divination among prim itive peoples." Quotes some interesting
pages from / ,'vy Build s famous book "La mentalite prim itive" on the psychic faculties
of primitive peoples all over the world, adding some similar reports by F. de Ramos
concerning the Indians of Peru and by Jean G alm ot about the Indians of French Guiana.
In Peru the Indians chew coca-leaves, in Gyana they drink a liquor, the infusion o f a
certain kind of liana, in order to stimulate their psychic faculties. Dr. Osty then quotes
Mmie reports from the book "Les P yg mees de la foret equator idle" by Father Trilles,
formerly missionary, now professor at the Institut Catholique o f Paris, dealing with di
vination among the Pygmaei. T he divination o f facts concerning the clan are here
reserved to the chief, w hile the fate o f the individual is divined by himself or some
pecially gifted person. Crystal-gazing ( = a magic mirror) and astragalomancy are in
use. The Pygmaei don’t always believe the spirits of the deceased to manifest as do
l ie other tribes surrounding them.

* * * * *
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T he October-November-issue 1932 o f the “Tijdschrift voor Parapsychologie” con
tains the following principal articles:
D r P, A . D ietz: “The controversy abunt psychical research." It was o f greatest
importance in the history o f psychical research, w hen the Dutch U niversity of Leiden
officially appointed Dr. D iet- as lecturer for psychical research. W h en he held his
inaugural lecture on October 20th 1932 the “ Little A uditorium ” was so crowded that
it had to take place in the “ Auditorium M aximum,” which was filled to the last place
A nd now Dr. D ietz has 150 hearers in his college on psychical research. (Already be
fore the appointment o f Dr Dietz Dr. Tenhaeff has lectured on psychical research at
the University o f Utrecht, though he is not especially appointed as lecturer for this do
main— Dr. Dietz is in fact the first official lecturer o f this kind on the entire continent.)
T he above article is the inaugural lecture of Dr. Dietz. H e begins w ith a historical
review o f the development of the investigation of psychic phenomena, which lead to
the foundation of the S. P. R. in England and o f similar societies in other countries.
H e then enters upon the difficulties and oppositions o f all kinds which this new science
has to fight. First it was treated w ith contempt and made fun of, then people shrug
ged their shoulders at it, then psychic researchers were abused by “ psychological” in
vestigations o f their mental state (M o ll), then an ardent strife for the acknowledgment
o f the different kinds o f phenomena set in. which at least had the good side o f render
ing the methods o f control and investigation constantly more stringent and conclusive.
One kind of phenomena after the other had to be acknowledged as being established by
its adversaries, so A. Lehmann had to admit the existence of telepathy, Heuze that of a
great deal o f mental phenomena. T h e same as in other sciences a “moral certainty”
speaks for the existence o f psychic phenomena. Another kind of adversaries, which
w ill probably play a great part in future, consists of philosophers, w ho have already
laid down a definite philosophical system in which there is no room for psychical phe
nomena If they can no longer deny their existence, they w ill try to push them aside
as abnormalities not worth investigation. A gainst this Dr. Dietz refers to the great im
portance o f psychical phenomena for natural history, biology (the problem o f mind and
m atter), medicine, history (especially that o f religions) psychology (o f the individual
and o f masses), ethnology, gnoseology (supernormal cognition and its certainty), psy
choanalysis etc.— On the other side psychical research equally has to fight against vul
gar spiritualism, which fosters credulity, rage for miracles, and fraudulent mediums.
Psychical research has to fight against this as much as against scepticism on the other
side, although o f course the spiritualist hypothesis as such, apart from these practices,
must be admitted as a possible explanation o f some phenomena as w ell as the am mist i
cal theory.
/. J. Poortm an: “Some remarks concerning the insertion o f neo-vitalism into
philosophy.
Deals w ith the problem of causality and its universal application
especially in biology. Neo-vitalism does not necessarily annul causality; it only intro
duces new factors (e.g. the entelechy) and opens the path for a new investigation of
the interaction between body and mind
Dr. V \\ II. C Tenhaeff: Magics in Tibet concludes his extract from and review
o f the book ol Mrs Alexandra David-Neel
D r G e r d a W a l t h f .r
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The October-N< ivember-issue 1932 of the “Tijdschrift voor Parapsychologie" con
tains the following principal articles:
D r P A . D ie tz : “The controversy about psychical research " It was of greatest
importance in the history of psychical research, when the Dutch University o f Leiden
officially appointed Dr, Dietz as lecturer for psychical research. W hen he held his
inaugural lecture on October 20th 1932 the "Little Auditorium" was so crowded that
it had to take place in the “ Auditorium Maximum," which was filled to the last place.
A nd now Dr. Dietz has 1*0 hearers in his college on psychical research. (Already be
fore the appointment of Dr. Dietz Dr Tenhactf has lectured on psychical research at
the University of Utrecht, though he is not especially appointed as lecturer for this do
main— D r Dietz is in fact the first official lecturer of this kind on the entire continent.)
The above article is the inaugural lecture of Dr. Dietz. H e begins w ith a historical
review o f the development of the investigation of psychic phenomena, which lead to
the foundation of the S. P R. in England and o f similar societies in other countries.
H e then enters upon the difficulties and oppositions of all kinds which this new science
has to fight First it was treated w ith contempt and made fun of, then people shrug
ged their shoulders at it, then psychic researchers were abused by “psychological" in 
vestigations of their mental state (M o ll), then an ardent strife for the acknowledgment
o f the different kinds of phenomena set in, which at least had the good side o f render
ing the methods of control and investigation constantly more stringent and conclusive.
One kind of phenomena after the other had to be acknowledged as being established by
its adversaries, so A Lehmann had to admit the existence of telepathy, Heuze that o f a
great deal of mental phenomena. The same as in other sciences a “moral certainty"
speaks for the existence o f psychic phenomena. Another kind of adversaries, which
w ill probably play a great part in future, consists o f philosophers, who have already
laid down a definite philosophical system in which there is no room for psychical phe
nomena. If they can no longer deny their existence, they w ill try to push them aside
as abnormalities not worth investigation. Against this Dr. D ietz refers to the great im 
portance o f psychical phenomena for natural history, biology (the problem of mind and
m atter), medicine, history (especially that of religions) psychology (of the individual
and of masses), ethnology, gnoseology (supernormal cognition and its certainty), psy
choanalysis etc.— On the other side psychical research equally has to fight against vul
gar spiritualism, which fosters credulity, rage for miracles, and fraudulent mediums.
Psychical research has to fight against this as much as against scepticism tin the other
side, although o f course the spiritualist hypothesis as such, apart from these practices,
must be admitted as a possible explanation of some phenomena as well as the animistical theory.
J f. Poortm an: Some remarks concerning the insertion of neo'vitalism irrto
philosophy.
Deals with the problem of causality and its universal application- -*
especially in biology. Neo-vitalism does not necessarily annul causality; it only intro
duces new factors (e.g. the entelechy) and opens the path for a new investigation o f
the interaction between body and mind.
Dr. \V H. C Tenhaeff: ' Magics in Tibet concludes his extract from and review
o f the bonk of Mrs. Alexandra David-Neel
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EDITORIAL NOTES
TIIE LONDON FORUM

W ith its issue for September 1933, the ‘Occult Review' appears in
new guise as ‘The London Forum.' Despite the advantage of adherence to
the old title now so well-established and recognized all the world over, the
choice of the new appellation is one for congratulatory comment. Under
the able editorship of M r. Ralph Shirley's successor, the journal has main'
tained its steady high level of interest and literary quality; whilst as regards
the choice of material there has been variety enough to satisfy all classes
of readers. The Editors have done much, in their handling of their matter,
to minimise the handicap imposed upon them by the title ‘Occult’—a term
which, in English speaking countries at least, is apt to convey a rather
specialised meaning not easily to be harmonized with the quest of scientific
illumination. Hence we think that the change in title will carry with it the
removal of a certain limitation and the broadening of the field of the edi
torial survey. To editor and publishers alike we offer our congratulations.
* * * * *
The first Editorial is concerned with social politics, and the chief point
for discussion is the problem of how far man himself is responsible for the
existing state of national, civil, and social disorder in which he finds him
self involved; and whether, in the final analysis, the cure does not lie in his
own hands. Society is now confronted with two rival principles on one or
other of which the progress of civilization seems bound to depend. The
first is the competitive basis upon which the civilizations of the world of to
day are founded. This, says the Editor, no longer offers sufficient security
in a world where the boundaries of nationalism are fast giving way before
a spirit of internationalism and interdependence. To be able to speak thus
ot nationalism, in face of the recrudescence of the national spirit in such
countries as Italy and Germany argues a long view and a hopeful spirit.
Yet he is probably right in saying that it is fear and suspicion engendering
2S1
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hatred which are at the root of the troubles of our times, and that these,
though holding back the leaders of the peoples from yielding to the pressure
of the forward march of progress will not be, in the last resort, strong enough
to arrest the growth of the new-born spirit of international co-operation. W e
quote the following pregnant passage:
The nations, in fact, are facing the problem w ith which the individual is
confronted in his progress from the limitations of the lower self to birth into the
larger life. The lower self shrinks from what appears to be “sacrifice” until pain
drives it to make the plunge, when it finds that the ordeal was no sacrifice at all,
but a passing from what comparatively speaking was death, into a new life. . . .
The nations cling in desperation to the old order with which they are familiar—■
the order of competition and conquest . . . forgetful that “they who live by the
sword shall perish by the sword.”
$

a(c
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It is the birth ot the mystical consciousness in each individual that will
save the world. “Mankind" says the Editor “would have less tear of the
‘unknown’ were it more accustomed to dwelling in that less familiar
part of itself,— that consciousness which opens up as intuition is developed
through meditation and contemplation T A new orientation of the mind
is called for;— the change in direction of the attention of mankind collec
tively to his own higher consciousness which, so far as he only senses vague
ly and obscurely, can only follow the growth of the practice by the individ
ual of dwelling more or less systematically and regularly in that region of
intuition and abstract thought which he may at any time, it he only will,
discover within himself. It is part of the ideal which The Occult Review,
in its new guise as The London Forum, seeks to realize, to foster and encour
age by every means in its power, that search for the reality which lies be
yond the threshold of the normal workaday consciousness. And this is
surely also the basic ideal in Psychical Research.
♦

*

*

^

#

The steady modification ot the thought of the individual is never with
out its reaction upon the mentality of the nations and of mankind at large.
The thought may never find direct expression in the sphere of objective re
sults: but it is not for that reason doomed to sterility. It is only necessary
that it shall be well focussed and rightly directed: then it cannot fail to find
its mark in the hearts and minds of others. Hence the training of the in
tuitive senses and the increase of knowledge concerning the subliminal mind
and its powers arc destined to become the most potent factors in the forma
tion of that new order of social consciousness on which alone the co-opera
tive basis can smoothly take the place of the old outworn competitive order.
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Introductory H ote by the Editor. In the following paper our contributor offers
readers of the Journal an example of that rara avis in psychical research,— a descrip'
tion by an intelligent mental medium of his own processes o f transmission o f psychically
derived impressions. Mr. Stewart Edward W hite is able to vouch for the subject as a
medium of a high order, and this applies also to the material that comes through him.
Some of the quotations appearing in Mr. W h ite’s address, printed in a recent Journal ,
are from this source. These refer to the analysis of Mind; the Mind-stretcher o f
change of vibrations as affecting our contact with the universe; and the paragraph called
'W aves.’ The psychological importance of Mr. W hite's contribution w ill not be over
looked by any serious student.

“For a number of years I was an interested spectator of psychics. In
myself I detected no trace of psychic powers; nor any tendencies in that di
rection. The only times when I had stepped aside from simple observation
was when 1 had assisted at crude things like table tipping or ouija board.
The table tipped, and the ouija moved about. I knew I did not do it; but
others were involved. On a number of occasions I had held a pencil on
paper, after the manner of those who do automatic writing. On my third
or fourth attempt the thing did move around, apparently without impulse
on my part. It performed curlycues, and in time even wrote out words and
sentences which were not of my conscious origination. Their content did
not amount to much. I was enormously interested; but mainly in my own
apparent detachment from either the muscular impulses or the meaning.
However, I had no feeling that any of it was anything but my own sub
conscious workings, physical and mental.
Indeed, so un-psychic did my own make-up appear to me, that I aban
doned the experiment as unimportant. As a matter of fact, even now, I
believe the same result can be obtained by any bod)- with sufficient detach
ment to avoid conscious tensions and inhibitions.
But in the winter of 1923 two friends visited our household, both of
whom possessed rather remarkable powers as sensitives, which they exer
cised in so sane and sensible a direction that from our experiments, it seemed
to us, we gained much of value. Best of all, they held toward the subject
our own sane and humorous point of view. As usual, 1 acted as a sort of
stenographic secretary.
It so happened that in this small group I was the only one who was not,
in one fashion or another, doing something in the psychic line. 1 therefore
called myself the Official Worm, and assumed the worm's properly humble
attitude and willingness to be chided and scorned and stepped upon in a
good cause.
,,
This was not entirely agreeable to our visitors. They were always
28:-
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pestering me at least to “ try it"; and I was always protesting that 1 was the
most hard-boiled and earthy of humans. Finally, after two months, I was
forced logically to agree lhat at worst it could do no harm to try. So 1
bandaged my eyes, and disposed myself on a couch. 1 had no anticipations,
and no eagerness. If I had any mental attitude, it was that 1 felt rather
foolish. However, 1 agreed to play the game; which was to inhibit nothing;
to report freely; and to retrain from criticism or analysis.
I reported all my feelings, however fanciful they seemed to me. A t the
same time 1 insisted that they might well be wholly self-induced by the fact
that something was expected of me.
They were not very complicated. Merely 1 seemed to be conscious of
strong tingling “currents" of force; and I seemed to be light and inflated,
like a balloon. That was not much. A t the end of ten minutes or so I
laughed, and removed the bandage from my eyes.
Rut my friends claimed that this was a good start; so, solely to oblige
their insistence, 1 repeated the experiment next day.
The results were exactly the same. So unimportant did they seem to
me that 1 should certainly not have gone on with the third trial had it not
been for the insistence of our visitors. And they were right. This time
things happened. I must interpolate here that, though I recognized them as
out of the ordinary, I still retained to the full my critical faculty.
This time I sank into a half somnolent state. I was perfectly conscious
of the people and the talk about me; but I was too lazy to arouse myself to
take part. That was natural enough, considering the bandaged eyes and
the couch. But though I did not feel inclined consciously to take part, I did
have a definite impulse to enunciate certain words and phrases.
The difference is subtle but real. They did not originate from my in
terest. They simply drifted into my mind. They had no insistence; but
they did usurp the whole field of consciousness. They they were; and there
was nothing else.
I enunciated them. The others told me afterwards that I did this in
an explosive, propulsive fashion. Of this 1 was unaware. I did not quite
know why I said the words. They were apropos of no train of thought of
my own: they were apropos of nothing the others had said, or were saying.
Certainly there was no pressure on me to say anything: but on the other
hand there was no inhibition. Some remnant of my ordinary self envisaged
the propriety of doing so; even suggested to me that 1 might be dramatizing
the situation. But the peculiarity of the state in which I found myself was
this; that I could not consider worth while the effort of arousing myself to
inhibit.
1 do not know what was .said. Evidently it was unimportant, for none
thought it worth while to write it down. My own note on the performance
was: "W orth going on with to see where it lands. Nothing conclusive of
anything as yet."
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But by now we were all interested. The fourth experiment moved.
In describing so subjective a thing, I find I must employ imagery. As this
experience was typical of the technique used ever since, I will try to describe
it in its later perfection.
In this self"induced condition, then, my ordinary consciousness seems
to me to sink far down below customary life, there to lie quiescent in a half"
somnolent state. Ordinary existence seems to flow far above me, like the
surface of a stream; and I lying in the river bed. Conversation and small
happenings in the room sometimes register on my recognition, and some
times not. Capriciously so, it seems to me. For example, 1 may hear one
of the dogs scratching, and that annoys me; but 1 may be quite indifferent
to the telephone bell and that someone has gone to answer. I hear and un"
derstand questions, but I may be only confusedly aware of the purport of
extended and earnest discussions by those present. I have a conviction
that at any moment I could shake off my acquiescence and get up and go
about my business; but one of the most important aspects of this state is
that it never seems worth while to make just that effort. I have even de"
termined beforehand that I would do just this, for the sake of the experi"
ment; but once at “the bottom of the stream'1 it is again not worth while,
and there I remain until the show is over. I suppose this condition would
be called light trance, or half trance, if such labels matter.
While 1 am in this state a second,—or a secondary—personality is re'
leased. It functions up there at the surface far above, from which I have
sunk. It seems to produce words and sentences which float down the stream.
I recognize them; and say them as they present themselves. As in my first
experience with enunciation, I do this because I might just as well do it as
not. Some flicker of independence assures me that I can stop doing it at
any given moment: but again something, which I have come to believe the
dominant characteristic of this state of consciousness, invariably blankets
me with the feeling that it is not worth while to arouse myself to that inhi'
bition. So invariably I say it, whatever it is.
Now a peculiar part of this performance, as far as I am concerned, is
that while I am perfectly aware of what is being presented on the surface
so far above my personal consciousness, I am generally so aware of only the
fragments immediately above me, so to speak. It is as though I looked up
through a tube or tunnel of limited diameter, and could see only what floated
directly across it, and for only as long as it remained within that diameter.
Sometimes I get only a word or so at a time: more often a phrase: ordinarily
a complete sentence or a unit of thought.
As soon as that word or phrase or sentence has floated down stream,
so to speak, I have only the most confused recollection ol it: nor have 1
more than the vaguest anticipation of what the next is to be. I doubt ii
I could finish a statement by the context, for I seem dulled as to what the
context is to be. Often 1 have, in my customary person, halted the state-
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ment to express doubt that it means anything, or to express a rather queru
lous scepticism that involved phrases can he brought to a successful conclu
sion. This doubt is invariably ill-founded. The thing comes out all right in
spite of me.
Nor, after returning to my normal state, except in a very general way
have I any recollection of the detail of the argument. However, if the notes
are read to me, 1 can generally detect errors and rectify them, or supply
words omitted. If the reading is very long delayed, the thing is likely to be
strange.
*
The personalities,— or my secondary personalities—, from which the
words seem to take their inception purport to be other than my own. The
personifications are two, and only two.
One announces himself as “Joe," the son of the friends with whom
we began these experiments. “Joe," however comes rarely.
The other is persistently anonymous. It makes no claims; not even to
personality, except by implication.
Now one thing has interested me greatly in my contacts with sensitives,
both professional and amateur. It is this: that the tendency of the former
seems almost always to work through what is called a “control," which
seems to be a familiar who has charge, and by whom other alleged person
alities are either interpreted or assisted. On the other hand the amateur
seems ordinarily without this fixed intermediary. He deals directly with
his personalities. This state of affairs is not invariable with the amateur.
Some of them also work through “controls." In many cases this has seemed
to me due to the power of suggestion. It is the proper thing to have a con
trol; so one is impersonated. Some, however, are in the situation of the
professional. That is, they deal with a lot of sitters. If there is actually
any inescapable necessity for a control, it might be because of just that. The
average amateur works with but a few friends. His conditions become ac
customed. If he were called upon to work in constantly shifting contacts,
he too might require an engineer.
I am open-minded as to the necessity for these controls. 1 suppose I
should be equally open-minded as to their supposed identities. Intellectually
1 am; hut emotionally I am not. It is reasonable to argue, as a possibility,
that these supposed entities have to be primitive or undeveloped beings;
that they are thus nearer to earth conditions; that their common denomi
nator is nearer that of miscellaneous sitters; etc. etc. But 1 confess to a
slight impatience with the prevalence of whooping Indians or prattling
baby-talk children as masters of ceremonies. I am sick to death of elaborate
dialect. Any discarnate entity,—or secondary personality— , that wished
to be tactful with me would stay off dialect!
Therefore, even today, it tickles my sense of humor that my enuncia
tions in the character of the anonymous communicator should be in broad
Scottish! It is said to be good dialect too; and I know no Scottish and am a
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poor mimic. One qualified to judge said that it is consistent, and that it is
that of a Highlander who has been brought, or who has lived a consider'
able time, in the Lowlands. 1 am only dimly aware of it. But there you
are!
Because of this brogue, and because of this anonymity, we have called
this personality “Gaelic." 1 say personality, for the word is applicable
whether it be a separate entity, or some portion of myself. Each must decide
that for himself. My own subjective impression, as distinct from mental
judgment, is of a separate entity. 1 seem to myself to be aware of “ joe"
or “Gaelic" even before the talk begins; just as I would be conscious of any
human in the room. Of course this feeling might be the cumulative effect
of repeated dramatizations. That also each must decide for himself. I am
merely trying, as carefully as I may, to tell what I seem to myself to ex'
pcrience in this dissociated consciousness.
There remains only to say that this does not seem to be a thing that
can he produced at will. Sometimes months will go by barren of any results.
Then the presence of certain people, or some combination of circumstances,
appears to make favorable conditions. The circumstances may seem favor'
able merely because I think they are.
As far as T can make out there arc no ill effects, either physically or
nervously or mentally.
Tf.
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How sweet that parting is naught Yesterday is now. Today is now.
And tomorrow, too, is now.
But the ope’ing of a door
And closing it.
Think, my beloved,
Thy soul and mine
Need we then fear
Know not the mask called parting. W hat we already know?
Farewell is just a wasted word.
* * * * *
Never a bird that called
Never a sound sublime
Save that an answer came
Stood guard.
Save that a thousand echoes rushed
O'er hillock, field or meadow.
Like ministering maids to greet it.
Never a bud that blew
Is there no answer then to Life?
Save that a cradling wind,
Is it an unechoed utterance?
A shadowed sun,
W hat mockery!
O r a mist'veiled moon
* * * * *

I .E LTV R E D E S

REVENANTS

PA R T XIX.
* * * *
S itting XLIII.

*

October 9th, 1930
Held .it Mrs. Ernest Bigelow’s apartment. Time 8.3*> p.m. Present, the
same four sitters as tin the last occasion. The tabic began to shake at
8.40 p.m. and the alphabet was given as usual and the movements to
letters interpreted by Mrs. X........... .
First Control. (C .I.).
0.1. “ Dear friends, please tell Grossman why my automobile had horses.
Sitter. “Please explain what you mean by this?”
0.1. “There were animals attached in front.”
Sitter. “ 1 think I know what he means. It was not an automobile,
was it?”
0 .1 . ‘‘W as it a wagon?”
(Here M rs.............got the impression that the communicator had been run
over by some vehicle)
Mrs. X............. “ Is it the thing that ran over you?”
0.1. “Yes.”
Sitter. “ It could not have been an automobile. W as it a dray?”
0.1. “No. No. No.”
Sitter. “A street roller?”
0.1. “ Yes” (vehemently).
lie ^
^
Second Control. (C .2.).
0.2. “ I want Frederick to inform me who I was on earth.”
Sitter. “Is Frederick here?”
0.2. "Yes. I am Rhoda’s friend.”
Sitter. “The Judge?”
0.2. “Yes.”
“
Sitter. “Oould Frederick tell you who you were?”
0.2. “ Yes. He says my name was HUDSPETH. 1 came from Fred'
crick’s home town . . . M ILLIN G TO N .”
“ 1 passed out in a duel or from the effects.”
Sitter. “He is probably referring to the GO( )DLOE duel.”
Sitter. “ W hat did you fight about?”
0.2. “Politics.”
Sitter. “ In what year was the duel fought?”
0.2. “ About thirty years ago—perhaps longer . . . lived at Lexington,
Kentucky.”
Sitter. “Can you give us your first name?” (no answer.)
♦ $ $ $ $
28 R
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Third Control. (C .3.).
C.3. “W ho is Governor of Massachusetts? I am first wife of whoever
he is . . . can't remember name.”
Sitter. “Did you leave any children?”
0.3. “Yes.”
Sitter. “Can you give us their names?”
0.3. “ A daughter."
0.3. “ My husband married my daughter's friend.”
Sitter. “Can you remember her name?”
0.3. “No . . . They soon forget. . . He makes gloves . . . manufacture . . .
I could give you conversation between my husband and his pres'
ent wife that would amaze the psychic world. Nothing but ele
ments like broadcasting could explain it. They had a little son.
Before he drove her to hospital I heard her say to him “Now I
don’t intend to fill the world with boys, for the sake ol a little
girl.” A little girl came. Don’t you see he was taking her to
hospital just prior to birth of the baby?”
$ * * *
(Mr. BligJ? Bond mentioned having received a telegram from Nevada)
Fourth Control. (0 .4 .).
0.4. “ 1 come from FLORISTON between California and Nevada. W e
were on the line.”
Sitter. “W hat is your name?”
(In response, the table gave several violent jer\s. The name A LLA N .SO N
had been mentioned.)
0.4. “That was my name.”
Sitter. “No, it is someone else's name.”
C.4. “ 1 thought you said ALLAN.”
Sitter. “ W ho arc you, then?”
0,4. “Governor of M ASSACHUSETTS.”
(Interval here at 9.25 p.m.)
* * H4 H4
Fifth Control. (C .5.).
C.5. “My name is RESEQUE . . . I am the wife of Dr. RESEOUE of
Pearl Street. ROCHESTER . . . (Here the table was shaken vio*
lently. Then after a pause the spelling was resumed) . . . to 940
. . . 942 . . . my number is 90 . . . 97 Pearl (Street) RESEOLJ
. . . REZEOU . . .”
^
Sitter. Please spell your name again to make sure we have it right.”
0 .5 . “R.E.S.E.Q.U.E. . . .”
Sitter. “Can you give us your first name?”
0.5. “Forgotten.”
Sitter. “Had you any children ’ '
0.5. “ No.”
Sitter. “How long since you passed over?”
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“ Long time."
Sitter. “ Is your husband living?”
C.5. “Yes. Some old invalid in his home . . . relation."

Sixth Control. (C .6.).
C.6. “Do you know the name W ICKERSHAM ?
Sitter. “ W hat is your first name?”
C.6. “They called me BUNNY . . . 1 was born in England, but passed to
higher life in PHILADELPHIA.”
Sitter. “Is it a woman speaking?”
C.6. “Yes.”
Sitter. “Miss Wickersham?"
C.6. “Yes.”
Sitter. “W here did you live?”
C.6. “C H ESTN U T HILL . . . Did you know C O PPETH W A ITE?” . . .
I lived in some family as governess.”
Sitter. “Can you give the name of the family?”
C.6. “N o.”
'
Sitter. “ How long since you passed over?”
C.6. “About 40 years.”
Sitter. “Have you a tombstone?”
gion of Canada.”
Seventh Control. ( 0 .7 .) .
C.7. “Did you know that some psychical research ladies called for me?
Sitter. “W ho is speaking?”
C.7. “FREDERICK.”
Eighth Control. (C .8.).
C.8. “ A lying spirit stripped me of all my glory.
the lying spirit.”
Sitter. “W ho is speaking?”
C 8. “FRANK BAXTER.”
tfc

sf.

sic

ABE BUNTER was

tff

J^inth Control. (C .9.).
C.9. “Has Mrs. Lincoln ever come?”
Sitter. “No, she has not.”
C.9. “I was a very strong character on life-plane. M y husband was
prominent in newspaper work in Boston, fifty or sixty years ago.”
Sitter. “On what paper did he work?”
C.9. “ Lived at BRUNSWICK HOTEL. Before my death, 1 became de
pleted financially.”
Mrs. Bigelow. “W as your husband's name James, by any chance?”
C.9. “Possibly . . . Dr. RESEQUE would recognize me . . . I was a rough
diamond.”
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Sitter. “C an't you give us the name of the paper he worked for?"
“ 1 can't recall."
Sitter. “Or any either personal item to help us?"
C.9. “Large and uncouth . . . Parted grey hair."
Sitter. “You mean in a mannish style?”
C.9. “Yes . . . very coarse . . . hut a warm heart."
sf; * * sfc *

C.9.

Tenth Control. (C.10.).
C.10. “ W ILL NICKERSON."
Mrs. X............. “ William Nickerson, I have written t o ............ and
she doesn’t know about your donation."
C.10. “ I certainly gave to the University."
Sitter. “W e have written to the President."
C.10. “I don't know if he knows my name.”
Eleventh Control. ( C .ll.) .
CXI 1. (cp.C.6.). “ My name was SALLY W ICKERSHAM “
4! * * * *
Twelfth Control. (C.12.).
Breezes played over the table, and a signal was made to Mrs. Bigelow.
C. I 2. (Gave a long message apparently in the Morse Code.)
Sitter. “Good. That’s a telegraph code, I'm sure."
C.12. “1 am a former telegraph operator . . . lived in New Haven."
Sitter. “Can you give us your name?"
C.12. “HENRY FAIRCHILDS . . . I lived on C R O W N STREET,
N. H."
Sitter. “Have you a message for us?"
C.1 2. “I want you to write M ACK . . . M acCRACKEN . . . They knew
my wife TH ERA very well."
Sitter. “W here do they live?"
C. 12. “I have forgotten: but they are connected with some College. You
can readily ascertain . . . She is in California, and over 80 years
old."
Sitter. “Did you pass out in New Haven?”
C.12. “Don't remember where."
Sitter. “Can you remember MacCracken's name?"
C. 12. “ Can’t recall given name." . . . “ She was TH ERA W EST."
Sitter. “W as she from New Haven?"
C.12. “1 can't recall."
Sitter. “Have you anything to add?"
C. 12. “W e adopted a beautiful boy nearly 50 years ago. He was every*
thing bad. He stole a watch, and we never saw him again."
* * * ♦ *

PSYCHICAL MANIFESTATIONS EXHIBITED
BY DR. P. S. HALEY, A PSYCHIC
By Earl G ilmore, An Eye-witness
The manifestations I am about to set down, as having been seen by
me, took place during numerous sittings with Dr. P. S. Haley, the medium,
which were held during the latter part of 1932, and the first three months
of 1933. There were always, besides myself, two or more observers at
the sittings. The seances were held at night in a bare room, the floor of
which was hardwood, and the walls, cement, on the lower floor of Dr.
Haley’s home at 4030 Cabrillo Street, San Francisco. The measurement
of the room is 12 x H feet, and its situation is remote from the other rooms
of the house.
I shall not attempt to describe any one particular sitting, because the
phenomena varied in intensity and form at each sitting, although definite
records were kept of the first six meetings. It is my purpose, therefore, to
describe repetitions of the various phenomena in a composite style, thus
giving the reader a picture of the mean or average manifestation.
A point of commanding interest, and importance, that i wish to
impress, is that during the sittings which I attended, Dr. Haley at no time
lost control of himself. He was entirely conscious at all times, and in com
plete command of his physical being. The manifestations that he pre
sented were developed by an effort of his will.
A t the first seven or eight sittings, we sat in total darkness; but in all
later ones, a dull light was allowed to burn throughout the demonstrations.
The average temperature was approximately 63 degrees Fahrenheit. The
seances started usually between 8:00 and 8:30 P.M. In a corner of the
room, against the bare walls, a black curtain was draped on poles: the
medium sat in front of the curtain. The observers, arranged in a semi
circle, sat before him: the persons sitting closest to the psychic, being al
most knee to knee with him. Only the dim outline of the medium’s body
was visible in the near-blackness; the outline becoming more definite as
our vision grew accustomed to the darkness.
Before each experiment, the medium explained what he would attempt
to perform. The imparting of information in this manner would lead one
to believe that the medium was endeavoring to make use of the power of
auto-suggestion; but this 1 am certain is not so, not only because of the
absolute honesty of the medium, but because the various phenomena would
occur or recur at unstipulated periods, showing that although he has the
power to develop any one of the manifestations at any one time, he has not
the power completely to control their continuity.
I shall enumerate the phenomena as they occurred in sequence, as fol
lows:
(A ) The first phenomena developed were the medium’s cntoptic lights
to demonstrate their objectivity.
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The manifestation developed in the following manner: After several
minutes of waiting, a dull magenta glow was visible in front of the psy*
chic’s face. Upon touching the bridge of his nose, at his suggestion, with
the finger tips, a sense of coldness was apparent, as if heat was being with'
drawn from my hand, and a cobwebby veil seemed to enshroud it with an
exquisitely gentle though definite movement. Each member of the semi'
circle duplicated the above test and was satisfied that his or her observation
of the objectivity of this phenomena was not at fault.
(B) The next demonstration was the exhibition of a change from visibih
ity of the psychic’s body to that of total invisibility, A period of from 30
to 90 seconds passed, before an impervious veil of the most intense black'
ness was drawn before the medium; I could not see through the veil. It
remained for about 5 or 10 seconds, originated on his left side, and moved
to the right, followed by a veil of lesser intensity through which I could
see faint outlines of the medium’s body, followed again by the denser veil.
This rhythmical veiling effect continued for as long as desired by the con'
trollcr.
(C ) Demonstrations of ectoplasmic projections from the orifices of the
head came next. The aura attendant upon this manifestation was apparent
as a dull magenta column, seeming to extend from a short distance below
the medium’s chin to a foot above the head. Upon illuminating the head
with a red torch, a snowy mantle, colored red by the torch, was seen cover'
ing the cranium, giving the appearance of baldness, which phenomena was
quickly dissipated under the influence of the torch light. The outline of
the head and features were distorted by what, undoubtedly, was moving
ectoplasm. The left ear was enormously enlarged, and resembled a huge
mushroom about five inches in diameter, the flanges extending over the
cheek, neck, and head. The enlargement of the ear was rather resistant
to the light, but slowly dissolved under its influence. The torch was held
at a distance varying from six inches to a foot as it was moved from side
to side to illumine the head.
(D ) Projection of the ctheric body to individuals of the group gave dif'
fering results. They were definite when projected toward some persons,
and unseen when intended for others. In the successful cases they were
manifested by blue or gray clouds of light, which moved with great rapidity
from the medium to the sitter for whom it was intended, and was some'
times followed by a touch. I saw the projection intended for me, but felt
no touch.
( E) The medium demonstrated an increase in the height of his bodily
stature, by elongation of both head and torso, particularly of the head. It
appeared as if he were lifting himself from a sitting position a distance of
a foot. He raised himself, and then dropped back, several times, the dis
tance varying a little with each movement. The motion was regular and
rhythmical.
(F) The projection of the double was similar to the above experiment,
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movffl r*r» n n w to the left and forward There
was not a complete duplication of forms, as the double never completely
detached itself from the physical body. The projection was not stable, in
that it had a rhythmical development and recall At first the entire body
moved “in toto,“ several <1tries to the left side and forward remaining for
about fifteen seconds, and then it seemed as if the body were moving back
and forth, as it would have, had it been in a rocking chair.
(G ) The last demonstration was a materialization of thought and spirit
forms. The manifestation of thought forms was not entirely clear to me,
and I will not attempt to describe what others might have seen. The
materialization of so-called spirit forms was more successful. A t first, the
head assumed a shapeless baggy outline that entirely maligned the featureforms. This shapeless mass was retained for as long as five or ten minutes,
and then suddenly, a head would take shape, superimposed on ihe medium's
head. Immediately following, another head would form, the first one dis
appearing, and that, in turn, superseded by another. These metamorphoses
followed one another with astonishing rapidity, a new head forming each
time, although several head forms would enjoy repetition. All of these’
head forms were invariably of men of the statesman type, several of which
were recognized, and others which stirred the memory for likenesses seen
before. The forms were not sharp in outline, but were distinct enough to
enable me to be certain of their presence. One materialization, from the
waist up, was developed, and stayed for approximately one minute. It
was that of a man, in “a green vest," of rather corpulent build, resembling
Dickens’ Mr. Pickwick, and was recognized as a deceased near relative of
Dr. Haley’s. I found that I could see these spirit forms better by indirect,
than by direct, vision; that is, when my eyes were focussed a little to the
right or left side of the medium’s head.
I have endeavored to set down these observations in as few words as
possible compatible with clarity of description. Please understand that I
am a novice in the observation of spiritual manifestations, and until I ob
served these phenomena with my own eyes, I denied even the remote pos
sibility of their honest materialization. I am not a religious person, having
atheistic tendencies, but must confess that at the present writing I am quite
bewildered, though still clinging to my disbelief as a safeguard against
credulity, which, I am afraid, would make me too amenable to the influence
of auto-suggestion.
* * $ * sk
1 took several flashlight photographs of Dr. Haley at the early part
of several sittings, but only one picture turned out definitely successful,
although the others possessed certain points of interest. I flashed these
pictures when the glowing magenta column was visible. The best picture*
shows ectoplasmic projections from the nostrils and left car, with a heavy
*The photographs arc of scientific interest, but from their ‘negative’ nature Jo not lend
themselves for use as effective illustrations to this article. They may be inspected at Hyslop House
by anyone interested in the subject. Ed
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cloud obscuring the medium. This cloud filled in the seams and folds of
• i
—
i
tus clothing, and altogetner appeals quite ucusc. i m u is
v,..
right, evidently a hole in the cloud, through which the black background
may be seen. The whiteness of the shirt, collar, and breast pocket hand *
kerchief are toned down to gray by it. Over the head is a targe white form
which, unfortunately, is not entirely included in the picture, simply because
the camera was not placed high enough.
The second picture, you wall note, exhibits an intense whiteness of the
head, and a small projection from the left ear. All three pictures were
taken with the same type films and the same time ot exposure. The cam
era used was a Ziess Ikon with a 4.5 lens. The flash was obtained with a
250 watt globe backed by a reflector. The exposure was timed for one and
a halt seconds.
E a r l G i l m o r e , D.D.S.
* * * * *

EXPERIMENTS WITH ECTOPLASM
Isfew light upon ''auras, disappearance of personality and “entoptic lights
By P h i l i p S . H a l e y , San Francisco, California
INTRODUCTORY

•

Readers of psychic literature are, of course, aware that emanations
which have in some way to do with the human personality have been
photographed during the early developmental period of experimental psy
chical study The photographs of Mumler were perhaps the earliest. Those
of Katie King, the psychic form studied by Sir William Crookes, were the
earliest definitely morphological structures built from human emanation but
capable of reflecting light and so lending themselves to photography where
the lens of the camera is used.
In either case the substance is the same, i.e., a self luminous and intelli
gently directed substance, but in the first, the direction is to the emulsion of
the plate without the use of the lens, while in the second it is to the con
struction of a reflecting surface, white when self-luminous, but dark when
non-radioactive, or, in other words, absorptive.
Early photography having to do with structures which might be classed
as auric, being more flowingly formed or screen like than the pictures of
Mumler or the sharply outlined structure of Katie King, may be illustrated
by the experiments of Baraduc or some of the results of Jounot.
The structures I am describing in this article belong to the latter class.
Since the word aura is derived from a Latin source referring to breath, and
since the ectoplasmic cloud or screen structures are verily emanated from
the body, and drawn into it again, the term aura is fairly applicable.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PH E N O M E N A

The subjects I have worked with have been several, but it turned out
that the best photographs could be secured from my own aura. The
method of testing subjects was to gather a number of persons together and
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arrange them as sitters in front of a large black cloth tacked to the wall.
Someone would then volunteer to sit as “medium" in tront of the cloth,
the rest of the people acting as “sitters." As is usual at seances, some
could see “lights" and others could not. This 1 found was probably due
to distance in some cases, and in others to the angle of view, since some of
the appearances are quite flat.
Several photographs of minor teleplasms were secured. Many were
seen but could not be photographed, since' the density of the ectoplasmic
substance seems to be almost continually variable, as are, also, its light'
emitting properties. I have found that some small teleplasms, which appear
as distinct, white, foreign bodies on a small picture taken with a good lens,
nearly or wholly disappear upon enlargement. This is due to the separa'
tion of the filimregistered detail of a teleplasmic mass which is often no more
than a fog in density.
The five pictures used to illustrate this article were taken when my
own aura was visible. Many pictures of myself and others failed to show
anything, although the technic was carefully executed and the phenomena
always seen at the moment of taking. This of course, was due to lack of
density of ectoplasm at the moment when the exposure was made. It would
be a distinct help in psychic photography if some means for determining
the moment of maximum density were available.
ENTOPTIC LIGHTS

I wish here to tell of two experiments relating to so'called entoptic
lights. I say so'called because, while these pale colored, swirling lights, as
seen by the seer, will move when the eyeball is moved, thus indicating a
connection with the eye, and a probable origin within it, they have, never'
theless, an existence in outer space. They seem to radiate, with a vortexdike
motion, outward into the visual field. The following will make this ap'
parent:
1. If someone who is “developed" as to his entoptic lights, watches
them with a black cloth over his eyes, at the same time permitting a faint
beam of light to pass from outside across the visual field at the time when
the color vortex has reached a point of maximum density, the beam of
light will be found to be rhythmically covered and uncovered again, thus
proving the objectivity of the vortex and its rotation. Thus, the black
cloth eyeshade I use for this observation was raised by me on one side slight'
ly, and the beam of light passing under it was seen to be obscured as above,
the gaze, meanwhile, being fixed to prevent eye'wandering, by riveting the
latter upon a dot of luminous paint opposite the visual center, upon the
black cloth.
2. When sitting with my wife as sitter, at an appropriate moment
when I could see the color vortex moving strongly, l asked my wife i f she
could see it. Upon receiving her affirmative reply, I asked her to touch the
bridge of my nose with her finger tips and note what she felt. She noted
the “colvweb sensation characteristic of ectoplasm.
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This pre-occipital vortex is the source, I believe, of some of the aura
which appears in the pictures. Another source is the car. In my work with
the medium, M . J. W illiams, I often noted and photographed protrusions
from the ear and eyes. A t the same time there is good reason to believe
that other body orifices may be sources of emanations.
In general, the phenomena do not remain long. They appear, in my
own case, almost on the instant the conditions are prepared, remain for a
time varying from several seconds to sixty or more, and disappear gradually
as a rule, but at times quickly. There is a tendency, which 1 have noted in
other mediums, for the phenomena to appear in a sort of standard series,
subject to variation when there is need for it.
PERSONNEL, EQUIPM ENT, ETC.

W hile quite a number of people have participated in the experiments,
there has been no attempt to organize a fixed “ group.” Such an organize
tion is unsatisfactory because of differences of observation, technic, emo
tional reactive variation, and other factors. I have had the valued assistance,
in my photography, of Mr. Oscar Maurer, well known portrait photogra
pher, and have consulted, from time to time, with cameramen as to technical
details.
The photographs were taken with tw o cameras, one a small
Eastman Kodak, and the other a W 4 x 4 l/ 4 Zeiss-Ikon carrying an F 4T
Zciss-Tessar lens. Roll films were used, as were film packs, as preferable
to the various supersensitive emulsions and dye-coated film now available
in the market.

Cameras were examined for bellows leaks, and the lenses were care
fully cleaned of dust. Distances were measured with a ruler, and this dis
tance was maintained between object and lens after being found with the
ground glass.
A s to objectivity, Mr. Maurer, well accustomed to work in the dark
room, and to the observation of the human personality from the standpoint
of light effects, writes:
“Dr. P. S. Haley, w ithout going into trance, produced an interesting
phenomenon while sitting in his home on the evening of August 5 th, 1932.
There was sufficient daylight in the room to distinguish outlines. M rs.
Haley and myself were present. A fter an interval of a few minutes I saw
a pale bluish illumination along the edge of Dr. H aley’s left ear, and ex
tending somewhat above and below the ear. The illumination was un
steady, seeming to pulsate, then cease, then reoccur.’’
Light is not necessary for the manifestations of ectoplasm, but, unless
it is more than usually dense, it will not be seen in actinic light, because it
is seen either by its property of emitting light, or by its power of reflecting
it. This it can do, for the first, only when it is in a highly radioactive state,
and for the second, only when it is well condensed. In most cases, being
in a poorly radioactive state, (mean by this its power to compete w ith white
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light) or an insufficiently condensed one it cannot he seen at all. It is
best seen by the seer, just before his eyes, as an entoptic light, since it is
then very near to the eye, and acts as an interposed body, partly obstructing
the light entering the eye. 1 have often observed it this way.
TRANCE AND SUBJECTIVITY

In neither my own case nor in those others 1 have referred to, except
that of M. J. Williams, has there been noted any subjective manifestations
of the character of trance. It is true that what is known in medical science
as the electric aura, or feeling of the character of a static electric field was
recorded when Mrs. Haley placed her fingers into the energy vortex dcscribed above, but the sensation there was not subjectively generated.
1 have personally not been in any way in a trance or other abnormal
condition, although normally clairvoyant and clairaudient to a limited de
gree. One physician, Dr. B. L. Sanborn, who was able to sec such lights
as M r. M aurer noted, has given me permission to quote her as being of this
opinion.
DISAPPEARANCE OF PERSONALITY: A THEORY AS TO CAUSE

1 have noted that premonitory information is given me before each
development of mediumistic character in my life. Thus I was informed by
clairaudience that I was to be connected with “disappearance of personals
ty." This was shortly before the taking of picture A. In this picture the
personality cannot be seen, although a portion of the black cloth may be
distinguished. Picture B shows at a, the necktie, at b, the shoulder, at c,
the collar, at d, the wall paper, and at e. the dark cloth. Picture C shows
aura partially obscuring the head and neck, the figure of the psychic, the
wall paper and black cloth. Picture A was taken by flashlight, using an
aluminum foil filled bulb, picture B was exposed to a 250 W a tt electric
lamp with reflector, and picture C was exposed as for picture B, the time
in each case being 12 seconds. The distance for each of the pictures A. B,
and C was three feet. Picture D was also taken by 250 W att light with
reflector, the time being 6 seconds, distance 3 feet.
Cameras for these pictures were those above mentioned. The film roll
used in the kodak of small sise recorded several more pictures, and the roll
has been preserved intact. The other pictures being free from abnormal
effects, the bellows is shown to be free from leaks. A fter exposure profes
sional, commercial photographers developed the film, except for some civ
largements made by M r. Maurer.
Chemical fog is ruled out by the fact that in pictures B, C, and D.
the gravish, or orchid-shaded aura could be seen by sitters just before tak
ing. Comparison with the normal photograph of myself will show the
degree to which the personality and background is obscured by the aura.
Picture A should be regarded as an ectoplasmic aura or field of ex
ternalized bio-chemical substance in the non-luminous condition, and acting
as an absorber of the light rays in the way that a black cloth might if inter
posed between psychic and camera. Picture C shows the aura in the op-
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positc condition, namely a highly luminous state, in which, presumably the
emission of particles is sufficiently voluminous to cause reflection of the
flash-lamps. It is well known to students of metapsychics that ectoplasm
may he visible or invisible, and this is the key to these obscurations of per'
sonality. In the one case an invisible, or absorption, field is set up, and in
the other a highly refractive one.
•J-j
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The Norwegian Society for Psychical Research has suffered a great
loss through the death of their President, Professor Dr. Oskar Jager, who
passed away on the 19th of August after a long and painful illness.
Professor Jager was one of the founders of our society and has been
President ever since it was started in (917. He will be greatly missed by
the committee and members of the Norwegian society, who are deeply
grateful to him for his valuable work in the cause of Psychical Research in
Norway.
T h . W ereide , Vice-President.
*
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A PSYCHIC EXPLANATION OF THE LUCKY ISSUE OF THE ATTEMPT UPON
MR. VENIZELOS’ LIFE

A s has been reported by the daily press a dangerous attempt was made against
the life of the famous Greek politician Mr. V enizelos during a drive in his motor ear
in the beginning of June. His ear was full of bullets stuck fast, and his attendants and
company were partly killed, partly wounded more or less dangerously. Even his w ife
was hurt by four bullets though fortunately not dangerously wounded. Strangely
enough not one single bullet hit Mr. Venizelos, w ho had already, some time ago, es
caped an attempt against his life in Paris.
Dr. A Tanagras, President of the Greek S. P. R„ in the “Messager d"At hones"
tries to find an explanation for this strange fact which some were inclined to regard as
a miracle. He points out the fact that there have always been cases of persons who
could walk on the Kittle-fields through a shower o f bullets without being wounded, and
reminds of the case o f a certain General loannou, who in the Greek Turkish war dur
ing the siege o f the fortress Bizani in Janina was known to walk through the wildest
fire of the artillery w ithout being harmed, w hile others, trying to do the same at his
side, were immediately killed or hurt by a bullet or a shell. In the middle-ages he
would have been supposed either to be protected by a saint, by witch-craft, or by some
agreement with the devil.
Dr, Tanagras thinks this strange phenomenon can be explained by his theory of
psychoboly and “psychosthenia” ( = psychic force)
He thinks, according to this the
ory, that some persons arc capable of emanating a psychic force, which may take differ
ent forms ( “sex-appeal" etc ) , and in some cases surround the person emanating it like
a kind o f invisible mantle protecting him against all sorts of dangers. Perhaps, he
thinks, Mr. Venizelos is also one of the subjects capable o f radiating such a force,
which then would have protected him against the bullets of his enemies. (The “invisi
ble substance” Dr. Osty discovered as being emanated by Rudi Schneider would then
also be a form of this force.)
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CHECKING THE MECHANISM
sH ♦ * * .+

To recapitulate. There are five distinct stations in the psychic process.
(1) Consciousness, which is the synthesis and deposit of lecithin
upon the neuro-fibrillae.
(2) Memory, where consciousness is rendered more permanent by
the addition of some new- element.
(3) Remembering, which is the result of again bringing into juxta
position the hbrillae used in making the original memory.
(4) Imagination, which is the bringing into proximity the fibrillas
holding different images and memories and combining them into new pat
terns.
($) Judgment, which is the comparison of images and the separation
of the true from the false.
Each successive step is dependent upon the preceding one and each,
. beginning with consciousness, may exist independently of those which fol
low it.
CHECKING THE MECHANISM

Such a conception of the intellectual process is unique and calls for
proof quite convincing in its character.
If memory forms because the hydrogen and hydroxyl ions are no
longer able to form with sufficient speed and other ions are called to aid in
the transportation of the current, there may be a lag in the process. If the
stimuli follow each other with sufficient rapidity we might have conscious
ness and yet no remembrance of it. If a wheel is turned slowly each spoke
registers separately in consciousness: turned with sufficient speed not one
of them reaches consciousness as a distinct entity.
In times of great stress we perceive, plan and execute, and yet, when
the emergency is over, we announce that we did not know how it was done.
Literally it is true. We were fully conscious of all that happened but the
contacts were so quickly broken that there was not sufficient time for mem
ory to form.
Professor George M, Stratton in “An Experience During Danger
relates this case: “A friend who was recently in an automobile accident,
when he himself was driving, told me that the adjustments on his wrecked
machine, he found later, had been properly changed by him at the very in
stant of the accident, and yet with no recollection that these details had
been included in the dominant system of his ideas.”
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Clyde Beatty, in recounting the thrilling experience when he was sev
eral times charged by “Chester.” tells us that he found it necessary to pass
between two of the enraged animals inside the cage, and that after he had
done so he could not remember how it was done. This man’s courage has
been too often tested for us to suspect that he had lost his head, but the
emergency was too pressing to spare any time for the formation of memories.
An epileptic is suddenly overwhelmed and yet “he may appreciate the
onset of a seizure, but not be able to recall it by lack of memory fixation.
Many of the weaker stimuli become fixed in memory only because the
will maintains the contact long enough for memory to form. Mere inatten
tion may result in no memory fixation although any observer would say
that the individual was conscious of what was happening. A person walks
along while engaged in an animated conversation. There is no walking
memory forming and yet at the proper place he turns from the highway to
take the path home. The dropped stitch instantly betrays itself. Here must
be a consciousness so slight that it leaves no trace in memory.
Such a thing is surely possible for the man going upon a big spree cm
gages in an animated conversation, treats his friends; may even sign a
promissory note or do many things equally foolish and when he sobers up
he hasn’t the faintest recollection of any single event. Yet one would hesi
tate to affirm th.tt he remained unconscious during all of that time. Dr.
Clum says, “Consciousness at the time an act is committed is one thing,
remembering past consciousness is quite another. * * * * Habitual drunk
ards are familiar with the fact that when sober they frequently arc unable
to remember how they conducted themselves when drunk.’’
Quite as interesting is somnambulism. W e report from the Encyclo
paedia Britannica. “ Somnambulism, or sleep walking, is the condition un
der which people are known to walk along while asleep, apparently un
conscious of external impressions, return to bed, and when they awake
have no recollection of any of these occurrences. Sometimes the actions
performed are of a complicated character and bear some relation to the
daily life of the sleeper. Thus a cook has been known to rise out of bed,
carry a pitcher to a well in the garden, fill it, go back to the house, fill vari
ous vessels carefully and, without spilling a drop of water, then return to
bed, and have no recollection of what had transpired. Again, somnam
bulists have been observed to write letters or reports, execute drawings,
and play upon musical instruments. Frequently they have gone along
dangerous paths, executing delicate movements with precision. * * * *
Many observations indicate that, at all events in some cases, the somnam
bulist engaged, for example, in writing, has a mental picture of the page
before him and of the words he has written. He does not see (Query: re
member?) what he really writes. This has been proved by causing a person
t i write on a sheet of paper lying on the top of other sheets. A fter he has
been allowed to write a few sentences the sheet was carefully withdrawn
and he continued his writing on the next sheet, beginning on the new sheet
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at the corresponding point where he left off on the first one. Moreover,
the somnambulist, by force of habit stroked t’s and dotted i’s at the exact
places where the t’s and i’s would have been had he written continuously
on one sheet, showing that what he was conscious of was not what was be
fore him, but the mental picture of what he had done. * * * * The som
nambulist acts his dream. His condition is that of a vivid dream in which
the cerebrum is so active as to influence centers usually concerned in volun
tary movements. Under the dominant idea he executes the movements
that this idea would naturally excite in the waking state. Many of his
movements are in a sense purposive; his eyes may be shut so that the move
ments are executed in the dark, or the eyes may be open so that there is a
picture on the retina that may awaken no consciousness (memory?) and
yet may, by reflex mechanisms, be the starting point of definite and deliber
ate movements. In many cases he does not hear, the auditory centers not
responding; but in others suggestive words may alter the current of hi<
dreams and lead him to perform other actions than what he intended to do.
On awaking there is either no memory of what has taken place or the dim
recollection of a fading dream."
Here I may cite two instances mentioned by Dr. William Hanna
Thomson in “ Brain and Personality." “Tw o such instances I can personal
ly vouch for. W hile at college 1 was told by a fellow student that his
room-mate, named Childs, sat up with him late one night working a diffi
cult problem in mathematics. Failing to solve it, Childs rubbed his slate
clean, put out the light, and retired to bed in much vexation. Long after
midnight his chum was awakened by a light, when he saw Childs in his
night-dress, busy with his slate. He then called to Childs to desist from
such untimely work, but not receiving any answer, turned over to sleep. The
next morning, while both were dressing, Childs complained that his night's
rest had not refreshed him. ‘I am not surprised,' replied his friend, "when
you got up about three o'clock and went at that problem again.’ Childs
answered that he had done nothing of the kind when, glancing at the
table, he was astonished to find his slate covered with the problem all cor
rectly worked out.
The other instance was that of a British consul in Syria, who after
wards rose high in the diplomatic service. He had been a diligent student
of Arabic, to fit himself for the duties of his position, when one night he
tried to compose a letter to a Lebanon Emir. Arabic etiquette requires that
such letters should testify to the accomplishments of the writer, in the selec
tion of the multitude of conventional compliments corresponding to the
rank of the person addressed. W hen, beside these, the matter in hand had
to be dealt with very diplomatically, the consul did little that evening but
tear up one letter after another which he had written, as unsatisfactory, till
he finally stopped in despair, and went to bed blessing all Arabic composi
tion in general. The next morning he found on his desk a fresh letter which
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he must have penned, as it was in his handwriting, and so well worded,
that he forthwith dispatched it.”
W e return to the Britannica. “ It is important to notice that there is
scarcely any action of which a somnambulist may not he capable, and im
moral acts from which the individual would shrink in waking hours may be
performed with indifference. Considering the abrogation of self-control
peculiar to the physiological condition, it is evident that no moral responsi
bility can he attached to such actions. It should never be forgotten that som
nambulism, like chorea, hysteria and epilepsy, is the expression of a general
morbid predisposition, an indication of a nervous diathesis, requiring care
ful treatment so as to avoid more dangerous maladies.”
W hat happens when you voluntarily remember? Something of the
same thing that happens when you wish to start your automobile. The
two electrodes of your storage battery are so arranged that a current of
electricity passes through a mechanism and performs work. W hen it passes
over the neuro-fibrilla holding a memory that memory is remembered. It
is a very good memory indeed that your started possesses.
Spontaneous memories occur when, through a shift in the concentra
tion of the electrolyte (an extra discharge of adrenalin caused by emotion
being a fertile cause) the current is induced to span the gap between two
neuro-fibnllae holding that memory.
There has been outlined for you a program that calls for the synthesis
and deposit ot lecithin as consciousness, a secondary process where a new
element is added lor memory, and the revivifying of memory into remem
brance.
Does any of this rest upon any substantial physiological basis? In
1872 C. A. Young noticed that when a discharge from a powerful electric
machine momentarily illuminates a room the objects may be seen, not once
only, but two or even three or four times in rapid succession, although the
spark is single and instantaneous. The stimulus gives rise to a series of pulses
of sensation rapidly succeeding one another.
It will conform to our theory to say that the first image is seen when
the hydrogen ions transport the current through the electrolyte to synthe
size the lecithin for consciousness; the second, when memory lagging be
hind consciousness, is electroplated upon the fibrillas, the third and subse
quent ones when the memories arc remembered. It is often difficult, as M .
Henri Bergson has shown, to distinguish between present fact and rememberances of former fact.
Sir Jagadis Chander Bose, in his “Comparative Electro-Physiology”
sneaks of a not dissimilar experiment where magnesium powder is fired in
dark room. “The retina, again, under intense stimulus of light, exhibits
multiple after-excitations, which may be detected by a galvanometer. This
fact explains the multiple after-image so often seen after a strong light.
Another proof that these after-images are physiological lies in the fact that
t ,eir periodicity is modified by a previous condition of rest or activity. Thus,
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early in the morning, when fresh from rest, this period I find to be the
shortest, and later in the day to become gradually longer, owing to growing
fatigue.”
The point to stress is the one reported by the galvanometer; that the
agent active in the production of these after-images is the electric current.
Sir Jagadis, when dealing with memory, says, “ W e are more likely,
however, to arrive at a true explanation of the phenomena if we recognize
in it two distinct factors, first, that of molecular change, with concomitant
change of properties; and, second, the effect of an internal stimulus, deliv
ered as a blow’ from within, by an impulse of the will, upon the sensitive
surface in which the image is latent.”
How desperately close he came to having a prior claim upon the patent!
Before closing this phase of the subject it might be well to make men
tion of those persons possessed of sufficient imagination (of the intuitive
kind) but who are lacking in will or judgment. The term “visionary” so
aptly describes them that the one word is sufficient. Samuel J. Coleridge
is a brilliant representative of one type. “The infirmity of will and the
‘sloth’ to w'hich he sadly confessed have been the subject of many homilies:
and even eulogists have to avow that his works in mass are a ‘collection of
fragments,’ to say nothing of a hundred large plans never fulfilled. But in
the light of the biographical study of the last generation, he can be seen as
the victim of heredity and malady, his rare powers and his inefficiencies
being alike innate, and the opium eating a fatal consequence * * * * Jn his
vivid accounts of his childhood he has revealed himself as a ‘dreamer,’ liv
ing in a world of his .strange imagination, and singularly responsive through
that faculty to every stimulus received from his manifold reading.”
On this side stand all those whose brilliant conceptions so often fail
for want of the will power necessary to put them through and on the other
we are faced by those wrhose experience has not been sufficiently broad for
the formation of sound judgment and such a one may present to you a per
petual motion invention that immediately betrays a profound ignorance ol
the law’s of physics.
In a silver plating bath if the electrodes come into contact no silver is
deposited and the same result f<>1low's when, by reason of a too w'ide separa
tion, the resistance of the electrolyte becomes too great for the current to
cross. W e find that the same thing occurs when electroplating consciousness.
A n exploding shell may leave its victim untouched by anything save air.
Yet the vibration of the air may so shake the delicate fibrils of the brain
that they actually touch. The sufferer falls to the ground, unconscious.
W hat happens in amnesia convinces us that these fibrils are sometimes able
to right themselves and then everything goes on much the same as before.
But in the particular instance now under consideration they may be urable to do so and thus the casualty will lie in coma until death supervenes.
In other words battery discharge will be complete.
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Not always are the neurofibrillae shaken together. W hen left too far
apart amnesia, or lapse of memory, occurs. Many or only a few fibrils
may be involved. The condition may persist for years, to be as suddenly
restored. Of this, more anon.
The subject of our study may not be thus unfortunate. His mecha'
nism may be at work steadily synthesizing lecithin and yet, because the
product is dissolved as fast as it is formed or is broken down even after it
has assumed the more permanent form of memory, his consciousness may
be completely lost.
There are several substances that dissolve lecithin and each, admin'
istered in sufficient quantity, rather quickly abolishes consciousness. The
text books agree that these substances are all anesthetics.
N ot only does alcohol attack lecithin in the formative period but the
long continued and excessive use of it destroys lecithin even after it has
been converted into the more stable form of memory. The microscope
gives eloquent testimony to this effect.
Dogs which have long been kept under the influence of ether show
neuro'fibrillas in a similar condition of deterioration. The longer time re'
quired argues for the greater durability of memory.
Here is another fact tending to confirm the opinion that memory is a
consciousness to which something has been added. A patient, after reco\"
cry from an operation where ether was administered, remembers every
movement of the nurse up to the very moment when the anesthesia begins:
then nothing more. Plainly there is a dividing line beyond which memory
does not form but consciousness does, since voluntary movement survives
after the passing of the limits of memory and voluntary movement, in man,
is the result of a message from the brain. Memory persists, consciousness
fades into the mists.
It is now certain that the spirochaetes of syphilis cause dementia
paralytica. Brugsch and Masuda report that extracts of the colon bacillus
and staphylococcus cleave lecithin and it may be presumed that the same
thing happens in syphilis. As the lecithin is cloven the fibrillae break down.
W ith this goes memory. Dr. Maurice Craig says, “Frequently there is a
marked clouding of consciousness, as evidenced by the mental confusion.
Memory frequently becomes more and more uncertain. * * * * He at times
forgets his nouns and verbs, and interjections only may be retained. A c'
tions become less frequent and more primitive, until finally gestures alone
ire left, and they in turn disappear, and the once reasoning man finally sinks
to the level of the infant mind, but minus all the potentialities of the latter.”
Emil Kraepelin sketches it thus. “The usual clinical picture of general
paresis, dementia paralytica or progressive paralysis of the insane is a pro'
gressive deterioration leading to complete undermining of the whole mental
ind physical personality. * * * * In his special contribution to the nature
ot the paretic disease process, Perits lends his support to treat pa -esis by in'
»ections ot lecithin: in some cases he saw the disappearance of the complex
ment'fixation result therefrom.”
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Paraldehyde precipitates lecithin from a solution in water and its ac"
tion as an anesthetic is so rapid that Dr. Torald Sollmann advises that the
patient he in bed when it is administered.
Since lecithin is a structure built up of a definite number of atoms of
carbon, hydrogen, phosphorus, nitrogen and oxygen, if the quota of any one
oi them is not up to the required number by just that much is the capacity
of the factory cut down.
The idea suggested is that of united effort and this raises the query
whether there exists any partnership between some of the members of the
endocrine group.
T IIF PARTNERSHIP OF T H E ENDOCRINES

Professor N. B. Taylor has presented the matter thus, “ 1 have treated
the glands of which I have spoken as though they were quite independent,
one of the other. Yet there is no doubt their actions are very closely re"
lated, one with another, and that it is purely artificial to study them in
water tight compartments. It is, at the present time impossible to do other"
wise.
W e should look upon the secretions of the ductless glands rather, 1
think, as forming with the blood a suitable environment, an appropriate fluid
medium to bathe the cells of the tissues. W hen all the secretions are pres"
cnt in their correct proportions, the cells are healthy, they flourish and grow
normally. If, on the other hand, one or other constituent of this nicely
balanced mixture be present in reduced or excessive proportion, the environ"
ment becomes unsuitable and the cells suffer. Their development along
the particular paths which hereditary impulses direct them is thwarted and
abnormalities result.
In order that there shall be physiological harmony, each endocrine
gland must play its part in tune with its fellows."
A few years ago when the family physician found that his patient was
passing large quantities of sugar with his urine and informed him that he
was suffering from diabetes mellitus. It was a delicate way of hinting that
he make haste to see the undertaker and arrange for the coming funeral.
The carbohydrates come from the food largely in the form of sugars
and prior to their use in the body they are converted into glycogen and
stored in the liver. In diabetes mellitus the Islets of Langerhans, which are
a part of the endocrine system, have fallen down upon their job and are no
longer so converting and storing them. The consequence is that the blood
becomes charged with sugar and immense quantities are carried off in the
urine. The amount in storage begins to run low. In ye olden days the
treatment sought to reduce the amount of sugar in the blood by reducing
to the minimum all the sugar forming elements of the diet. But in this
process a patient was never allowed to pass suddenly from his ordinary to
a carbohydrateffree diet, as the sudden transition was extremely liable to
bring on coma. The coma announced that the carbohydrates had about
reached the vanishing point and the physician made haste to restore them,
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even with the certainty that when so doing he would again find a great ex'
cess of sugar in the urine.
Then came that wonderful discovery of insulin. No longer was the
hopeless patient at the mercy of his partially disabled pancreas. He took
sufficient of this artificial pancreatic hormone to replace what had been lost
by reason of his disabled pancreas and life again looked rosy.
Have we a secret understanding between the pancreas and the glands
that control the metabolism of oxygen?
P. Mazzocco and V. Morera report, “The total nitrogen and inop
ganic phosphates of the blood of dogs always diminishes after insulin treat'
ment.”
You might shut your eyes and dream that the excess nitrogen and
phosphorus has now found carbohydrate mates with which to unite and
that they are no longer running wild in the blood. It begins to look sus'
piciously like there was a combination on foot.
Thus we are tempted to take a glance at Phosphorus and nitrogen.
It i.s an established fact that bone marrow is the original source of the red
blood corpuscles and there are facts suggesting that the red blood corpuscles
are in the secret of phosphorus metabolism.
There is a very young cell, the reticulated cell— a very immature cell
—which is seen in cases of hemolytic jaundice and pernicious anemia and
we think that the growth of such cells has been retarded because the hop
mone controlling phosphorus metabolism has disappeared.
Since the brain uses large quantities of phosphorus there is little diffi'
culty in understanding that its cells would show marked and widespread his'
tologic changes immediately following the excision of the organ which sup'
plies the hormone for phosphorus metabolism. Henceforth there will be no
metabolism of phosphorus except what little takes place until the hormone
in the blood is exhausted. As bit by bit that hormone is used exhaustion
follows step by step or progressively.
It requires no keen imagination to understand that if the liver is the
warehouse for phosphorus, when half of that warehouse is destroyed, as
not infrequently happens in acute yellow atrophy of the liver, there is no
longer sufficient storage space and the phosphorus is forced to escape
through the excretions.
“Extensive decomposition of nervous tissue*' is only another way of
saying that lecithin is in the process of breaking down.
Every message that comes or goes requires its quota of phosphorus.
Professor A. P. Mathews in his “Physiological Chemistry" says, “One of
the most striking facts about the chemistry of the brain is the very large
amount of phosphoric acid it contains. Leibreich crystallized the impres'
sion of the importance of phosphorus in the metabolism of the brain in the
saying, “Ohne Phosphor keine Gedanken.” (W ithout phosphorus no
thoughts.) Yet of the constituents of lecithin this seems to be the one first
exhausted.
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W hen mentally or physically active wc use more phosphorus than
when we sit dozing. Now suppose that the amount used in activity is
slightly in excess of formation: then there would he a gradual gnawing into
the reserve. Continue this a sufficient length of time and the reserve disap
pears. Natural unconsciousness follows. Safely asleep in ihe arms of
Morpheus the process is reversed. Now very little lecithin is forming.
The production of phosphorus exceeds consumption and eventually the
slightest stimulus produces consciousness. W c awake.
It is very significant that during prolonged insomnia the number of
the red blood corpuscles is very greatly reduced.
Phosphorus is dissolved by chloral hydrate and its affinity for bromine
is such that it detonates in liquid bromine. Hawk & Bergeim state that the
excretion of phosphoric acid is increased after a sleep induced by potassium
bromide or chlorate hydrate. Can this have any meaning other than that
the phosphorus and chloral hydrate have united and that since the phos
phorus is no longer useful in this combined state it is excreted in a perfectly
normal manner? In any event it is certain that the stock of phosphorus has
been lessened.
It is a paradox that death from an overdose of chloral hydrate and
death from insomnia occur because the same mechanism has failed. There
lies the victim of the overdose, peacefully sleeping his way towards eternity,
and here the restless, harried victim paces the floor in desperation. That
sleeping victim knows not that the chloral is secretly devouring all of his
phosphorus nor that other worried and fearful dupe that he is contributing
to the destruction of his owrn supply.
The scientists have too long held the floor. Let us turn aside for a
brief respite while we listen to such a humorist as John G. Saxe.
“God bless the man who first invented sleep:"
So Sancho Panza said and so say I:
And bless him, also, that he didn’t keep
His great discovery to himself: nor try
To make it—as the lucky fellow might —
A close monopoly by patent right.
Yes—bless the man who first invented sleep!
(I really can't avoid the iteration;)
But blast the man, with curses loud and deep,
W hate’er the rascal’s name, or age, or station,
W ho first invented, and went round advising,
That artificial cut-off—Early Rising!
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EDITORIAL NOTES
There is a prophetic quality observable in all scientific or philosophical
research, and this is especially to be marked in the earlier and empirical
stages of any given line of enquiry. Hence those who are at pains to delve
into the records of past years will seldom fail to pick up many obscure and
apparently abortive threads of enquiry or experiment— often seemingly the
outcome of some chance occurrence or combination: but more frequently
the result of a certain intuitive leading or ideal conviction, yet doomed in
either case to eventual failure through the absence of that knowledge of
scientific method or organised theory which alone could determine ultimate
success.
For example, several generations have come and gone since an Euro
pean philosopher claimed to have materialized the phantom of the leaves of
<i plant destroyed within a glass receptacle. It is almost an equally long time
since another claimed to have generated within the solution of a copper salt
certain living organisms ha\ing the characteristics of some species of louse.
Again many years have passed since, in the quadrangle of an English uni
versity, experiments were made in the precipitation of soot-particles and the
condensation ol fog by means of electrical discharges. In the first two in
stances cited the record remained as a curiosity only, and received no serious
scientific attention. In the latter, there was method and purpose; but the
pr inciple involved has taken years to mature into the recognition of its larger
and more universal application. But in each case, the germ-idea survived
a.td its presence may be seen in some of the most recent and significant
achievement in theory and practice on rigidly scientific lines guided by a now
adequate mastery of method and the light of a general advance in the devel< '>ment of a sound working hypothesis.
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“ iJFE

AS AN EXTRA'ATOMIC QUANTITY

The thesis that Life is not an attribute of atomic m atter—that is, of
physical matter, but a phenomenon resulting from the interaction with
physical matter of an extraneous force, (manifesting as electricity) derived
from without— as a co-ordinating influence emanating from the field of
space that to our sense,s is void of substance;—or from within, by involution
from that hidden nucleus of energies which are the creators and maintainers
of the physical system:— this thesis, recently so clearly emphasised by Sir
Oliver Lodge in his insistence upon a spatial and non-physical origin for all
the chemistry of nature, has at last found exponents in the domain of Life
and its origins. One of these expositions is theoretical only, but fortified
by well-balanced argument, and needing but the complement of proof by ex
periment to establish it as an unassailable stronghold for the maintenance of
the Vitalist school of biogenesis as contrasted with the Mechanistic school
which so long held the field in spite of its entire lack ot imaginative outlook
as explanatory of any element of will, purpose, or meaning in the routine of
existence.
The appearance of Mrs. Augusta Gaskell’s book* in which the new
theory of life as based upon interatomic energies is set forth, and the prob
lems involved are treated in a manner calculated to ensure the respectful
attention of all serious students of science, has been followed by the publica
tion of a most remarkable pamphlet entitled *kThe Intra-Atomic Quantity,"
a copy of which has just been placed in our hands by the author, Dr. K. A.
W atters (F.R.S.A. Lond.) Director of the Dr. William Bernard Johnston
Foundation for Psychological Research of Reno, Nevada. The researches
chronicled by Dr. W atters furnish the desired complement of Mrs. Gaskell’s
notable exposition, and Dr. W atters pays a fitting tribute to the source of
his inspiration in the planning of his method of research and the formulation
of its principal aims. In introducing the subject, Dr. W atters points out
that we must differentiate between “ Life" as a mere physical phenomenon
and “ Life” as a factor or Q uantity which leaves the body at death.
In order to establish the truth of the Vitalist theory of Life, it must
be shown that a soul exists; or, at least, that a Quantity in some way measur
able is present in living organisms which is released at the moment of death.
Mrs. Gaskell’s work combines to some extent the Mechanist and Vital
ist views of Life; and from this combination has been evolved the Intra
Atomic Theory. She regards Life or Soul (the terms being held synony
mous) as a Q uantity of intra-atomic (immaterial) nature which leaves the
body at death. The term “ Life" denotes the functioning and phenomenal
aspect of the Soul's activities. Dr. W atters gives a brief resume of the
mechanist theory, which will be found useful for the student. He discusses
the work of Dr. Orilc in demonstrating the presence of an electric potential
which co-ordinates the cells and organic functions in life and maintains their
'■‘W h a t
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form, structure, and mutual relation of function. This electric potential,
he finds, disappears at death. Activity, quiescence, death and dissolution
are governed completely by variation in the potential alone. Hence he finds
that electric and chemical processes are governing factors in the production
of the phenomena of life and Life he would define as a Potential, maintained
and varied according to environment, by chemical activity. This power of
adaptation by variation is spontaneous in living organisms, and it is this
quality which differentiates it from the electric potential of nondiving systerns. But before Vitalism can discredit the Mechanist hypothesis, there
must be proof that a Soul exists and that its existence is necessarily related
to the phenomena of life in the organism associated. Such proof, says Dr.
W atters, would seem to lie partty in the realm of psychology and partly in
that of physics: since any living organism, of whatever grade, is M atter.
T h e only difference in the physical states is that animated M atter is in pos
session of “something” which is lost to "dead' matter.”
Atoms of Matter are like solar systems, inasmuch as they consist of a
nucleus of positive electricity around which circle a balanced series of elec
trons having a negative electric charge. But whereas the planets of a solar
system attract one another, the electrons mutually repel one another. It is
not gravity, but electricity which makes for their revolution around the
nucleus. The whole system of an atom must balance, if it is to be stable.
But if an extra electron become attached, the balance is lost by a negative
overcharge; and if an electron be detached, there is unbalance on the positive
side. W ith the discovery of radio-activity came the knowledge of the work
ing plan of the atom, which, on breaking up through any cause of unbalance,
emits radiant energies of three orders, alpha, beta, and gamma. These three
are of different nature and Jeans has described them as like the discharge of
a gun (alpha); its smoke (beta); and its flash (gamma). W hen either al
pha or beta rays are propelled through moist air in a certain condition mak
ing for the condensation of vapor, a luminous trail is seen. This trail is com
posed of particles of vapor condensed by the action of the ions (unbalanced
atoms) formed by the impact of the alpha and beta rays. The alpha rays,
shot through the air-filled space, do not displace the atoms, as these are very
far apart, but they merely brush off an electron or two in passing. A t slower
speeds they can produce displacement, and when this occurs, a Y-like streak
is observable in the air-chamber. The alpha particles, having atomic mass,
ire not easily deflected except towards the end of their path. A beta parti
cle however, being light, will be subject to much deflection and will ionize
molecules much more frequently at a slow speed.
THE LIVING ATOM

The radiant energies, alpha, beta, and gamma, which so affect the par
ticles of matter when they traverse a gas produce disturbances and changes
which are paralleled by what happens in the body on the death of a living
organism. The atomic structure is the same both in animate and inanimate
systems, but in the living body there is a highly organized electric potential
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present which whilst life lasts, controls its chemical relations. This nucleus
is the soul of the organism and it is the contention of Dr. W atters that, if a
soul exists, it must find occupancy in the intra-atomic spaces of the atoms
which build the cellular structure. The problem, therefore, has been to
isolate such an intra-atomic Quantity implanted within the physical atoms.
Mrs. Gaskell’s Theory of Life is the working-plan of these researches. She
regards the new Unit, or Quantity (answering to Life or Soul) as patterned
after the physical body, or perhaps itself decreeing the formation of the
physical after its own pattern. Owing to the peculiar characteristics of this
non-physical U nit or Quantity, it cannot enter into chemical combination
with the matter of the physical body and, as a consequence, must remain
separate and apart from it. Neither can it become an electric “charge” on
any atom, and for the self-same reason. But a positive and negative electron
may in theory be united in so close an association that whilst able to affect
and disturb material particles, they would not in themselves be liable to any
disturbance of their union or relation by their transit through a material
medium. Such a unit would not be like a hydrogen or helium atom but
something entirely new and different. “Hence” says Mrs. Gaskell, “there
has been formed a Dual System that is made up of two systems, one of whieh
is material, built up of atoms; the other immaterial, not patterned after the
manner of the chemical elements. The immaterial system is intra-atomic,
and is the determining system. Tt organises the physical system. It constitutes
the Life of the organism. The two systems are built up of the same ulti
mate constituents, but on different patterns.” This would seem equivalent
to saying that the dominant, or Life system seeks to control the M atter sys
tem after its own pattern.
However seemingly hopeless the search for the Intra-Atomic Quality
in manifestation, it is apparent that a clue to possible success might lie in
the phenomenon of the luminous trail made by the alpha, beta, and gamma
particles in moist gaseous media. But the crucial experiment, as Mrs. Gaskell suggests, would be at the moment of death: in testing for and meas
uring the intra-atomic system, the Quantity Lite, that, according to her
theory, becomes separate from the body and its atomic system at the mo
ment of death. She further remarks “ It would seem that the fact of death
as the separation of a quantity from the body, demonstrated by laboratory
test, will amount to conclusive proof that the Quantity that escapes is
Life. . . . ” Dr. W atters believed that if such intra-atomic Quantity existed
it would seem feasible to detect s<>me physical traces of it. If, from the bio
logical atom, one could find radiations characteristic of atomic function, it
would seem not amiss to attribute these to an intra-atomic energy. Some
such radiations ought to be present where changes in organic structure and
consequent re-adjustments ensue on the death of the body. They are
abundantly manifest in nature as ionising rays of biological origin and can
be studied with a Geiger counter. Those emanating from the human hand
are the most easily measured; and analysis shows that most individuals pos
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sess a degree of this radiant energy, which \ aries in intensity from different
parts of the body. “W e are forced” says Dr. W atters, “to say . . . that all
forms of life, all complex organisms, possess an intra-atomic Q uantity (char
acterized by radiation phenomena) .”
NEW EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE OFFERED

He offers evidence based on experiment of the actual presence of an
immaterial body which, at the moment of death, makes its escape from the
physical body and is made visible by the medium of water-vapor. After
describing the apparatus employed (a form of Expansion Chamber based
upon the method of C. T. R. W ilson) for the generation of a fog- or dustcloud under the right conditions, he then offers the substance of several suc
cessful experiments on the bodies of large insects or small animals such as
mice and frogs. The creature is killed by immersion in lethal vapor and at
the moment of death (as nearly as can be determined) a cloud is produced
by mechanical means within the chamber, and a photograph taken of what
happens. (For this, we imagine that a quartz lens may prove indispensable.)
The Quantity escaping is invisible to the eye: but, for some reason still ob
scure to science, it has an attraction for the fog, which settles upon it much
the same way that it does on the ions in the path of the alpha ray.
A photographic record, to be valid, must show the appearance of the
physical organism to which it is exclusively related, and its appearance must
he strictly connected with the act of death, to prove it as the escaping
Quantity. The experiments detailed,— and of these several illustrations
are given,— have determined the fact that in every instance where the crea
ture used as the specimen showed signs of recovery from the lethal vapor
(even alter several hours) the resulting photographs showed no evidence of
any mass or shadow. But in instances where the photographs showed
characteristic shadows, or formation of immaterial bodies, the insects used
as specimens never manifested the slightest evidence of recovery. Dr. W at
ters" photographic results were as follows:
Positive photographic findings.................................. 14.
N o shadows seen— no recovery............................... 10.
N o shadows seen:— insect recovered....................... 26.
W.
But from the impossibility of determining the precise moment of death,
it is reasonable to draw the conclusion that some error in timing the expos
ure may have been responsible for the negative result in the final 26 cases
or some of them, at least. The positive results—if they have any significance
at all,—must represent something given off by the specimen during the
process of, or at the moment of, physical death.
“The mechanistic school” says Dr. W atters “was justified in arriving
at certain conclusions;— theirs were the only facts based upon experimental
observations. Now, however, in the light of present laboratory data, it
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seems feasible to hope that we may be enabled to place mechanistic interpre
tations where they belong, and in so doing, not only throw new light upon
the mechanistic hypothesis but clarify, to some extent, the vitalistic hy
pothesis without doing harm to either school of thought.'' His conclusions
are thus summarized:
( 1 ) . Life is a series of physical and psychical phenomena.
(2 )
. It is, as we hold, the “end effect," and not the cause (i.e. the
cause is to be sought in the presence of an immaterial agent. Ed.).
(3 )
. The Intra-Atomic Q uantity is an “immaterial body":—an exact
counterpart of the physical body to which it belongs.
(4 )
. W hilst these experiments have, thus far, been limited to animals
representative of lower forms of life, it should be obvious that similar re
sults could be obtained with higher forms of life—including human beings—
under experimental conditions.
Such experimental conditions might be present in some of our hospitals.
The testimony of clairvoyants among hospital nurses would seem to offer
good evidence in support of the “escaping Quantity." W e have the witness
of seers from Andrew Jackson Davis onwards. W e have also the well-docu
mented conclusions of the London S. P. R. to the connection, not due to
chance coincidence, which links the phantasm to the dying person. But we
feel good ground for the hope that with improvement in apparatus and
method both for observation and actual experiment, the results so interest
ingly apparent in Dr. W atters' work may be enhanced by further and more
strikingly successful ones, and that the faint and obscure shadow-forms
seen in the photographs may be supplemented ere long by others of a clear
and obvious verisimilitude.
The application of the principle to the phenomena of materialization
in the seance-room is of course easily apparent and need not be insisted on.
In this case, a Quantity, in the form of teleplasm (as energy) is emanated
from the body of the medium, who suffers loss of weight in consequence.
Crookes and others rightly saw that in this variation of weight lay a wonder
ful possibility of evidence for the escape of a certain Quantity capable of
re-assemblage under the control of an immaterial entity.

L E L IV R E D E S R E V E N A N T S
PA R T XX. (Conclusion)

* * * * *

S itting XLIV.
December 19th, 1930
The last sitting of the series was held at the apartment of Mrs. van Ant"
werp; there being present Mrs. E. A. Bigelow; Mrs. X............ ; M r.
Stuyvesant Pillott; and M r, Bligh Bond (recording), as well as the
hostess.
The sitting commenced at 8.30 p.m. in shaded light. All hands having been
placed for about 5 minutes on the tabletop, the table began to move
over towards Mr. Pillott and went several times back and forth, as if
in greeting to each of the sitters in turn and at 8.32 the alphabet was
given; the response in movement being exceptionally strong. The fob
lowing was then spelt out.
First Control. (C .I.).
C .l. “D A N IEL G LA SG O W : You were talking about H A RRY
BLACK. I am an old friend of his.’1
Sitter. “W hat happened to Harry Black?”
C . l . “He was affected by the batlvtub incident and a clot was ever floating
around thereafter. He was never well (here the table gave a
jump) after this, he could not stand the pressure. He was a sub
cide ”
(Note. Mr. Pillott corroborates the main facts as regards H. B.)
* * * * *

Second Control. (C .2.).
C.2. “W ho knows BELLE? W ho can convey a message to her and find
out who I am?”
Sitter. “W ill you please give Belle’s full name?”
C.2. “ BELLE BLACK.”
Sitter. “Do you want someone to convey this message?”
C.2. “Yes. I was a friend of H A R R Y ’S and I died of pneumonia:—-a
man friend.”
Sitter. “W here did you die?”
C.2. “A t my apartment in New York.”
Sitter. “How long ago did you pass over?”
C.2. “I used to give my nurse instructions to say I had terrible nights,
BELLE will remember.”
Sitter. “You are speaking of Isabel Black, are you not?”
0.2. “She was a Washington girl.”
Sitter. “W ere you a relative?”
C.2. “No. Friend of H A RR Y 'S . . . Very stout . . . There were many
wild parties that I have atoned (fo r).”
Mr. Pillott. “Will the name GEORGE help you?"
C.2. gave assent by a violent motion of the table.

* * * * *
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Third Control. (C .3.).
0.3. “Q U IN TA L/*
Sitter. “May we have your name?”
0.3. “OLGA . . Used to know Mr. P illo tt. . . 1 lived in a foreign country
. . . FR A N C E.”
Mr. Pillott. “Did I know you in France?'*
0.3. “Yes . . . W as French.”
Mrs. van Antwerp. “Shull I say the alphabet in French?”
0.3. “ Yes . . . Quelle, 6?c, &c (Here Mrs. X...... ......who was reading the
letters in her customary way, said: “ I can't follow the French.
It is something about a broken arm. Now she says:)
“ 1 tell from my horse . . . He came to see me in Paris when I
broke my arm. I was at a little hotel BINDA . . . You used to
call it a birdcage . . . HOTEL BIN D A .”
(S. P. could not recall the episode, or the name of the person concerned;
but he remembered the name “ BIN D A ” as being that of a hotel.)
Fourth Control. (0 .4 .).
0.4. (Referring to some remarks by M r. Bond earlier in the evening
a propos of the recent verifications by Mrs. Arnold of the MAY,
NIELSON, and LU D D IN G TO N controls.)
“ I also had a son . . . You were talking, M r. Bond, about the
spirit. Let me see; what did I say? . . . W hat did l say his name
was?”
Mr. Bond, “W ho is speaking, please?"
0.4. “ BENJAM IN LU D D IN G TO N .” (N.B. This control formerly
mentioned a son, ROBERT by name.)
M r. Bond. “Can you give your son’s middle name?
0.4. “ ROBERT BARCLAY . . . Ask those kind ladies about CHARLIE
BARCLAY.”
Sitter. “Do you mean th.it we should ask Mrs. Arnold?"
0.4. “ Yes. BARCLAY of N E W YORK.” (Here great excitement was
evinced by table movements t the suggestion by S. P. that he re'
membered Charlie Barclay.)
0.4. “Is he a horsedover? Is he tall?”
Mr. Pillott. “Yes.”
0.4. “And muscular?”
Mr. Pillott. “Yes.”
0.4 . “ Smoothfaced?”
M r. Pillott. “No. He had a slight moustache.”
0.4. “Eccentric?”
Mr. Pillott. “Yes, I think he did live an eccentric life.”
C.4. “He was my nephew . . . W ife and self both tall and large.”
(Here the table moved towards S. P.)
*

*

*

:)c

*
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Fifth Control (C .5.). (A fter a recess until 9.40 p.m.)
C.5. “M y name is DAV IS . . . Little M A R G U ER ITE D A V IS . . . I
lived on ELLIS A V EN U E, C H IC A G O . . . My Papa was
FRANK D A V IS . . . Mama was a C A N A D A (Canadian) . . .
M y Papa . . . loved me very dearly . . . I was marked . . . 1 used to
throw brushes at him when nearly a baby.”
Sitter. “How old were you when you passed?"
C.5. “Very young."
•
Sitter. "A re your parents still living?”
C.5.' “Yes."
Sitter. “W hat was your father’s occupation?”
C.5. “A t some time he used to fix wheels.”
M r. Bond. “W as he a wheelwright?”
C.5. “ No . . . Bracelets and chains.”
*
Mr. Bond “Then he was a jeweller?”
0.5. “Yes . . . W hat bristle has humps?”
Sitter. “A re you thinking of a special toothbrush?"
C.5. “Yes."
'
.
Sitter. “Had your father a factory?”
C.5. “Yes."
Sitter. “Can you mention anyone who can tell us more about you?”
C.5. “M y father has left Chicago; but Postmaster can tell . . . says GLAS'
G O W ."
Sitter. “Anything to add?”
C.5. “Yes (very emphatically) . . . 1 have a sister V IR G IN IA .”
Sic

ifc

^5

s|{

Sixth Control. (C .6.).
(N.B. Mrs. van Antwerp being called to the ’phone, Mr. Bond gave the
alphabet until her return.)
C.6. "HENRY . . . The telegraph operator . . . You recall my reference.
W hat was it?”*
(N o more from this control Recess at 10.07 p.m.)
Seventh Control. (C .7.). (10.25 p.m.)
C.7. “M y name is PEABODY. I lived in PHILADELPHIA . . . M ap
ried a HUM PHREY.”
Sitter. “W hat was your first name?”
(2.7. “CLARENCE."
Sitter. “W hat address in Philadelphia?”
C.7. “C H E ST N U T HILL.”
Sitter. “ Is your wife living?"
C.7. “Yes."
Sitter. “Is it long since you passed over?”
C.7. “Yes."
Sitter. “Please tell us more?"
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“I had another home somewhere . . . summer . . . called LU PIN
W O O D /'
Sitter. “W as it in Pennsylvania?”
C.7. “ C an't recall.”
Sitter. “Had you any children?”
0.7. “N o ”
♦ * * * *

C.7.

Eighth Control. (C. 8.).
.
C.8. “ Whom do you know named GRACE? . . , Her daughter married
young DUKE when eighteen . . . I am GRACE'S husband . . .
Lived in T A R R Y T O W N . . . How I worried at how he drank
. . . . Is my daughter all right? . . . They were divorced.”
Sitter. “Has she married again?”
C.8. “Yes.”
* * * * *
Plinth Control. (0 .9 .).
C.9. “My name is TICK NOR, from BOSTON . . . H O W A R D is my
first name.”
(Here the table was moved round to S. P.)
C.9. “Did you know a man named H A W N 7”
Mr. Pillott. “ No.”
Sitter. “W as H A W N a New Yorker?”
C.9. “Yes . . . HARRY H A W N . . . Member of a club.”
Sitter. “W hat club?”
C.9. “He taught English and diction. I was a friend of his . . . Both in the
realm beyond.”
* * * * *
Tenth Control. (C .10.).
(Table moved towards M r. Bond.)
C.10. “Can you make good your assertion about my reference? Ask
them if anyone has heard from my adopted son. M y wife lives in
California now.”
Mr. Bond. “ W hat part of California?”
C. 10. “ I will try to find out.”
M r. Bond. “W as the name McGregor?”
C.10. “ No . . . McCracken.”
M r. Bond. “ If I wrote to the University, would he get my letter?”
C.10. “Yes.”
M r. Bond. “W hat is McCracken's Christian name?”
C.H). “President of Vassar. They will recall TH E R A FAIRCHILD.
It always was Mrs. Fairchild and H arry.”
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II.

In the course of this second Part I have the privilege of recording
further scripts by Mrs. Jessie If. Stevens, chiefly illustrative of the fascinat'
tng personality of Johannes Bryant, who has come back once more with all
his old-time characteristic humor and naive admission of his frailties. I
have thought it opportune to review, in this connection, the various re-ap
pearances of this simple and joyous-hearted monk through no less than five
independent mediums and over a period of twenty-six years. The facts
constitute a very strong argument for the persistence of human personality
in the after-life and 1 doubt whether the annals of psychical research can
offer its parallel. Of the five mediums through whom Johannes has com
municated, four are automatists and the fifth a subject of trance-control.
Neither of the automatists has been known to the others, and two have
never read my story in the “Gate of Remembrance."* John Alleyne, the
original medium (1907-1921) never had the slightest idea as to what his
hand was writing, and this unconsciousness was fully shared by myself.
Owing to the cramped nature of the script, much of it was not even de
ciphered until long after. 1 admit that as a result of my study of the early
script, the personality of Johannes impressed itselt upon me very strongly,
and this might seem to give a handle for a telepathic explanation of my sub
sequent experiences with the same control. But when all the facts are put
together. I find it impossible to maintain the theory that my own subliminal
(personal) mind had anything to do with the matter.
For one thing, I have not talent for fiction or power of dramatization
either conscious or subconscious, and am well content that this is so, as I
hold the belief that one is largely disqualified as a psychical researcher by
the possession of the dramatic gift and have a rooted distrust of such ex
ponents of our science as have distinguished themselves in this line of pub
licity.
Up to 1926, when 1 came over to America, the Johannes control had
spontaneously manifested his presence through the following mediums (1)
Capt. John Allen Bartlett, the “J.A." of the Gate of Remembrance, through
whose instrumentality the discovery of the Edgar and Loretto Chapel
foundations had come about and (2) Mrs. Hester Dowden, through whose
hand there came in 1925-26 a number of very forcefully worded scripts of
Johannes Bryant (not her control Johannes) having reference to the Edgar
Chapel and the Abbey interest generally. These have not been published,
as they dealt with living personalities, and not in very complimentary style.
Johannes also made his presence known through a trance-medium Mrs. Clegg
*A new edition of this book will be issued by Dutton
larged by the addition of the 1921 Johannes script.
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of London, to whom I was quite unknown and from whom my identity was
concealed. Nevertheless she was controlled by “ Brother Johannes1’ who
singled me out from an assembled company with an affectionate greeting and
words which indicated a perfect knowledge of our former association. On
coming to Boston late in 1926 I had a number of sittings with M rs. L. R.
G. Crandon (hereinafter designated as M . C .) for subjective mediumship.
She had not read my books and, for her, the experiment of automatic writ'
ing was a new and untried one. But Johannes came through quite in his
old style and with many marks of identity with the original control. In all
these four cases the communications were spontaneous and not anticipated.
By this time I had formed an opinion as to the truth underlying these recur
rent manifestations of unique personality; and in the paper which l con
tributed to the Clark University Symposium* I endeavored to state clearly
the nature of the view 1 then held. To this expression of opinion I still ad
here and it represents now a settled conviction. Those who may be inter
ested I would refer to my paper "The Pragmatist in Psychical Research"
(pp. 25-64 of the volume cited).
This conviction I summarized in the following paragraph, which is all
J may venture to quote now.
“ Broadly speaking . . . I have arrived at the conclusion that the subconscious part
o f us is personal only in a limited sense; that it is more largely racial and ancestral;
and that it is the field o f innumerable contacts w ith M ind and Personality other than
our ow n;— these personalities impressing us through the subconscious by sympathetic
mental or emotional action. In this sense, which is that of a channel, it may be said
that the subconscious strata of our being contain the germs o f all personality, all hu
man experience, the accumulated record of man’s thought and work throughout the
aeons o f his racial life and development, and that any one of these clues may be
strengthened or 'drawn home’ by sympathetic action. It is a somewhat startling con
clusion but it covers, 1 find, all the phenomena of mental life and psychic activities in
cluding those o f the order known commonly as spiritualistic.”

Proponents of the “subconscious mind theory repudiate the spiritistic
hypothesis. They regard it as incompatible with their view, looking upon
the two theories as mutually exclusive and thus opposed to one another. My
hypothesis allows for both elements in balanced relation, mutually inclusive
and supplementary. Therefore it is no mere paradox to affirm that a ‘con
trol’ such as Johannes may be equally a part of my own subconscious men
tality and at the same time the dominant spirit in a psychical nucleus of his
own, with which 1 have entered into sympathetic association through
kindred lines of thought and interest. I believe that this convergence of
views hitherto opposed will in time secure general acceptance. It seems to
me the only possible foundation on which to build that broader structure
of psychical knowledge which will cover the whole field of fact. It is the
only view that can explain the re-emergence of the real Johannes through
four independent mediums with all the marks of his proper characteristics
as an individual. And now, at this late date, twenty-six years after his
first manifestation through John Alleyne, he presents himself yet again
♦Published by the University in 1927 under the title “The Case for and against Psychical
Belief.”
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through a fifth mediumistic channel, and one uninfluenced by any previous
association with myself or familiar with the theme of my writings. I sub'
nut a further selection of these new scripts, received through the hand of
Mrs. J. B Stevens and they will complete the record begun in the first
article of this series.
FOURTH SCRIPT OF J. B S.
(A ugust 25, 1933.)
“Monks o f the Olden day that spring to conscious life at your call;—they greet
ye. N one knoweth what mystery lieth in their hearts: memories that burn and would
to express (themselves) Listen to the echo as of the years: M ay it ring.
Shall one that knows the secret of great worth speak what he knows? So much
crowds: so many are the spirit'voices calling for tongues;— broken threads to knot.
How shall the dumb soul that hath not the golden words of perfumed eloquence tell
o f things that are beyond words? T H E ABBEY LIVES: It is not dead. Canst thou
understand?
Stones there be; and dust there be: but a Shining Thing of great price is the
dream-thing that lives and shall live, time immortal.

This “dream'thing" is of course the ideal of the Abbey which remains
in the memory and imagination of the brethren and survives all material
destruction. W e may compare with the last the following excerpts from
the script of 1911 (July 30);
“Simple he was, but as a dog loveth his master, so loved he his Howse with a
greater love than any of them that planned and builded it . . . but Johannes, mystified
and bewildered by its beauty, gave it his heart, as one gives his heart to a beloved
mistress; and so, being earth-bound by that love, his spirit clings in dreams to the
vanished vision which his spirit-eyes still see. . . .”

and 1908, March 12.
“Those who would tell you o f the glory o f our howse all strive together, Saxon,
Norman, and native: so which wold ye have— Norm an base or later Abbey? Ye see
the howse in its first condition, and like a falling lace the dreams of later men oh'
seure it The first dremc improved:-—it was complete, and the grete church as it stood
when Jocelyn came is what ye wish.

and further in the 9th script of the “ W atchers" given in 1918;
“From the first it has been the transcendent side of the history o f Glaston in
which w e have been most able to instruct you. W e have dwelt therefor rather upon
the motives, the spiritual forces, the hidden message o f that example o f the spoil'
taneous display o f divine energies. The stones, the design, the material history;—
all have their bearing upon what you re-discover: but it is the influence behind them
all,— the purely spiritual Intent that is made manifest through them,— to which w e
would refer: only the human memory of Johannes, a romantic and emotional physb
cal memory, has intruded on it by virtue o f the influence of N ature on his spirit.
Emotion is very near the spirit and it should, in this case, bear the connecting influ'
ence between the Past and you.
“ The Ideals, the spiritual Impulses, are the things whose influence remains, since
they are rooted in immemr rial bases. Their temporal manifestations are what you
see w ith your human eye and though temporal, they persist in the memory of the
spirit for what to you would seem countless ages. . . .”

To return now to the script of J B. S. (Aug. 25, 1933).
“N o w come I, Brother. Canst thou see me? I be near and real as the broad
light of day. Canst thou touch me? 1 w ot not in truth. There be no need to tell
o f things agone that have not the odor o f sanctity. Let them pass. If the men o f iron
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with hearts o f stone came when the moon was dead and night kept the door;— if the
thing was, let none tell of that which bears not the gold o f love. The moon waxed
not until the thing was done and glory fell to earth; and hearts w ere broke and sor
row fell as a cloak, black as midnight, on the lamp that should no more be lit.
"Abbot was I: dead I lay: yet not dead, mark ye, but more a thing o f life than
quicksilver: for old was 1 and as an ancient tree that totters to its fall: and in the
moment, or. as One called it. “in the twinkling of an eye.”— all was changed.
“Strong, vital withal, I stood amid the wreck o f past joys; and love within my heart
was dead, alas! But as 1, through the years told mine rosary o f Time, change came
as comes day after night I raise my hand to bless where once i would have o’er them
read a curse.”
FIFTH SC R IP T OF J B S
(A ugust 26th. 1933.)

(F.B.B. had spoken of Johannes.)
ting?

“ I o f whom thou speakest stand beside thee, and what then w ould be best fit'
Shall it be a tale of the past. Shall it be o f today, or that which is to come?

(F B.B. ‘Tell us of that which is to come.’)
“O ut o f the Past weaves the loom of the future. Dark is the night, but darkest
before day. The Hare o f fires that lit the sky; the cries of triumph; all were gone
and, shuddering and gray with doubt and fear, huddled together as frighted sheep,
our little flock waited the day, yet knew not w e had passed. Johannes, he be one
that crouched by the door aflame w ith rage that his beloved brothers had suffered
thus: but knowing not (that) he too had gone the wav of all flesh.
A nd ministering angels came to us affrighted and, as seeing in a vision, I fell
face down and cried: “W hat is it, Lord?" Then came sleep, long and deep, that
knitteth the ravelled sleeve o f care. G one was the great moment o f Today’s Being,—
the horizon-bounded span of mine ow n years,— gone as a moment in eternity: gone;
and w ho but Johannes w ept the going o f that which mattered not?

(A pause here, and J. B. S. remarked that they had gone.)
“ I be not gone. W here are those sightless mortal eyes? W aking. 1 called to my
brothers, knowing not the living from those that lived the more. A ll, all was done;—
the page turned,— the Finis writ: yet I lived and time still turned his glass. There
was that to guard that thou knowest, and Johannes saw naught else.
“Come ye: seest thou the day wakes? W ork is for us Gird the cord; for they
that have strength must to their orisons, and after, to service of our Lord.”

F.B.B “Johannes, 1 will refresh your memory. You died, I believe
some three or four years before the terrible events you describe but I take it
that your soul remained earth-bound by reason of your love for your House.
So you were there in spirit.”
Say you so? All is as a picture that fades. Truth w ould I. Brother.
not Johannes if he err.”
FBB
You remember your Abbot, w ho was killed?”
“I loved him, alas!”
sfs sit * # %

Heed

S IX T H SC R IP T OF f. B. S.
(Sept. 9th, 1933.)
"So, so . . . this is the beginning of our wonder-story. W h at w ould ye? Saxon
John taketh up the olden tale. I am one that sang at matins when the sun was lit in
the cast: “Glory he to the High Lord” ; and long rang the echo in the great Hall of
Prayer;— not, mark ye, the stone temple built by the humble brethren, but the w hite
light-built Sou! of the Church Triumphant. Glad were w e as the birds that sang
matins in the forest;— glad that the day w as born. A nd w e that saw the myracle of
the day's birth sang to heaven.
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“Long delay I in mine foolish talc o f our child s faith. W a s it not as young
things that lisp the words o f prayer, knowing not that which is said? Y et the AIL
Father heareth, and w e w ho he old, old in years and know of the things of soul and
spirit, still pray we at eventide and morn.
•'One is here that came in days agonc. Greetings, oh thou brother of the A h'
bey walls. W e w ho spake in words o f counsel and did hid thee to the unearthing of
That which "ncath the grass lay unknown. The window was opened that all might
see: yet has thou not finished thine onerous task.

It could not possibly be within the knowledge of J. B. S. that I had
for more than a year prior to 1926 been urged by the Brethren to excavate
in a certain spot within the Abbey enclosure in order to bring to light a
venerated relic which they constantly affirmed was buried there beneath
the grass, some fifteen teet down. But the reference is clearly to this. I
remarked, on reading the script that 1 could not carry the search further
until I might be called to the work again by those who control the Abbey.
J. B. S's hand wr( )te:
“W e grieve . . . Flint is hard, hut as an oaten porridge comparisoned w ith those
hearts w ith which we dealt.
Great Lord, seest Thou the Thing that may not he said? Mortals have not the
understanding. Yet would I speak of That which shines, a perfect thing, standing
unmarred, undefiled by the beast that would the Holy Thing destroy.
“Listen: I cry to you: T H E TEM PLE IS N O T D E A D .”
:jc

:Js

*

*

:js

S E V E N T H SC R IPT OF ]. IV S.
(Sept. 10, 1933.)

(A few of the preliminary items are omitted here.)
“Broken the vase that held the fragrance; hut that which is the spirit of Him
w ho is gone can not he destroyed. Our one Lord liveth. though the temple of his
Body was broken on Golgotha . . . Ye would to things mortal, ye children of earth;
and it shall he. Thou seekest expression. Harold, the lover o f beauty,— he is here.
Greetings; and shall he show that which fell as a shadow on temple walls at sun
down “

(Here followed several sketches of monks" heads, one with a rosary
of beads around his neck. Another showed the complete figure of a stout
monk carrying a fish basket.)
Forgive: That is the sport o f me that hath a gay spirit—-JO H A N N E S and none
other M atins and early dawn;— the joy of life and that that dwells therein: rosaries
that click and fall in the telling;— roses o f love that fall as prayers are told. A nd all
was peace where once the discord o f broken strings that sang no more.
P A X .— Peace,— the thing that fell as a benediction, where harsh discord was
driven from the broken altar and again we drew together about Our Lord; whispered
hopes and fears not dead then. A nd we of the Abbey, beginning to sec dimly the
N E W ABBEY shining and built, stone after stone, o f prayers that turned to gems
o f w orth:— holy lives given for love o f the truth,— transmuted in the alchemy of
Tim e to the Shining Things that built the immortal indestructible purity that shineth
as a Temple not made w ith hands.”

The script concluded with a message personal to FB1V This was
written in a different hand; the paper being twisted towards him and Mrs.
Stevens’ hand writing endwise in large script, very deeply impressed, even
to the tearing of the paper.
* * * * *
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The Eighth Script, obtained at ?>.1S p.m, on the same day, is not in"
eluded in this series as the matter it contains relates to previous writings
which I have been instructed to reserve from present publication.
*
*
T H E N IN T H SC R IPT OF I B S.
(Sept. 10, 1933— 8:07 p.m.)

(A fter a preliminary communication from one who had been a friend
and neighbor of our hostess Mrs. Anne Lloyd.)
“Greetings. I he .it the door of your hearts. A nd what would you of old Jo"
hannes?”
(F.B B “Tell us some o f your humorous tales or recollections.’ )
This I suggested in order to .see whether our new Johannes w ould or could carry
on in the same vein as he did in old days w ith John A lleyne as medium. 1 was not
disappointed, as Mrs. Stevens’ hand began at once to write:
“A h! W ould you of poor Johannes and the day of the Prior’s pardon? Jo
hannes hath a sleeping head I wot, and dreameth dreams o f old ale and good stout:
hut at the time of a hell calling, did Johannes to his tasks. Yet,— and it was so,—
Johannes slept. And the Prior found him the happier for that which was, for him.
too much. And at the gate slept he.
A nd the Prior tied his legs w ith cords, that when he woke, he felt as one in deep
ashamedment. Think not that this was the w ay of Johannes. The ale was new , and
he knew it not.”
“G o to the Abbot (quoth the Prior) “and confess thy sin."
“N ay, but I beg, let it be for this once forgotten.”
And Johannes did penance of many days w ith hard peas in his shoon.
“W ould you of his disgracement further?”
(F.B.B
“Yes, please tell u s ” )
“There was, at the corner room thou knowest of, a basket wherein the good
robes of the Abbot lay fresh and fair: and Johannes he did let the fowlen roost there
on A nd the linen was marred, and Johannes was not to meet the Abbot face to face
for very shame
“A nd such an zany* is Johannes, he forgetteth the cup of mead for the Bishop’s
nightcap; and he mayhap w as boxed i’ the ears. And was there e’er a clown w ant
ing at a quip it was none but Johannes to be the subject of laughter.”
"N o fool was Johannes w ith the fish;— he that knew well a whale from a w hit
ing. A nd well welcomed they him when he to the larder brought food for the pan
Shall I more? The Brothers stand aside and let Johannes to sp ea k ”
(F B B
"Yes, please continue.” )
“The Bell, and it rang n o t1
“A nd," said the olden ones: " W e be getting a bit daft i’ the head, that w e hear
not the bell. And Johannes w ot not that the bell had therein the nest of a tit-bird
that stopped the sound thereof. A nd a-fishing for long hours, Johannes did hunt the
nests, but ’sturbed them not: neither would he the w ee birds’ nest in the bell.
“ Laugh y-ou at old Johannes- but it is as a friend Many- friends had Johannes.
Blessed be th e y ,- both man and beast

JOHANNES.”
* * * # *
J.
B, S., like Mrs. Dowden, is conscious only of the word that is be
ing written and has no idea of what is to follow. The quaint form of some
of the words is unfamiliar to her, and she had to ask me the meaning of the
*Zany

O E word for buffoon, fool, or jester.
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word ‘zany’ as it meant nothing to her. How well this script accords with
the Johannes of the “Gate of Remembrance" readers of that hook will cash
ly judge. It will be difficult for some to believe that J. B. S. had not read
the work. The story of the new ale reflects the previous misadventure of
poor Johannes with the vat of ale rolled up to be broached in the King’s
presence (Sitting XL., 15 Oct. 1909, pp. 89-90 of the 4th edn.). Is there
any other case on record of so clear and consistent a manifestation of a discarnate personality extending over many years and speaking through so
many independent mediums?
A word in conclusion as to the caligraphy of the scripts. In the case
of the four automatists, J. A. (1907-1921); H. D. (1924-26); M . C. (Bos
ton, 1926-27) and J. B. S. (1933) the handwriting of the Johannes com
munications is totally different from the normal hand of the medium. Most
remarkable is the fact that in the scripts ot J. A. and M. C., who have never
met, the character is practically the same, and it is very peculiar. A speci
men of each will be found on pp. 59 and 60 of the Clark Symposium vol
ume. The originals of the J. A. Johannes script have never been published,
and the nearest idea of them which M . C. could have imbibed would be
the Loretto script printed in the “Gate of Remembrance." But M. C. at
tests that she had never read this book. The H. D. Johannes has a wild and
eccentric caligraphy, absolutely distinct from the form which characterises
the general run of her script. A sharp divergence of form is also noticeable
in the script of J. B. S.
*
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*
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(to be continued)

SOME SUCCESSFUL ‘PROXY’ SITTINGS
Bv

H. A.

D allas

The aim of Psychical Research is two-fold: first to collect and verify
facts, and secondly to discover their place and significance in the order of
the Universe.
W e cannot have too many facts, provided they are well attested, and
carefully verified with strict attention to canons of evidence, for any de
ficiency in these scientific virtues no amount of enthusiasm will atone. There
will he no second opinion on this point among students; hut some may
hesitate to accept the view that artistic faculties are necessary to this re
search. A quotation from Prof. Herschell may perhaps make it clear in
what way they arc desirable: “ If we add observation to observation,” he
wrote, “without attempting to draw conclusions, and conjectural views
from them we offend against the very end for which only observation ought
to be made.” In other words we must seek to interpret. Now, interpretalion is an art, it involves the exercise of the faculties without which no
artist can excel, namely, intuitive perception of significance, a sense of
values, a quick recognition of the unifying principle which operates in di
versity or manifestation, and discernment of what to eliminate. A great
musician has said: “T ry to work by elimination.” That is an essential ele
ment in the appreciation of values, and without this recognition of values
we cannot arrive at a true interpretation.
W ith these preliminary considerations in mind I propose to give some
account of two sets of experiences 1 have had comparatively recently with
trance mediums, and to analyse them with the view to discover if possible
what interpretation seems to be the most reasonable, eliminating any hy
pothesis which seems inadequate. In both these sets of experiences l acted
as a proxy on behalf of absent persons, neither of whom I had ever seen.
The circumstances in connection with the first case were as follows: 1
heard that my god-daughter with whom I had been more or less in touch,
by correspondence all her life, had drowned herself in a sudden mental
breakdown. The crisis was sudden; but I knew that she had been in the
doctor's hands for some weeks, suffering from insomnia, and also knew that
she had been deeply distressed by the conduct of certain persons, not in her
own home, which was a happy one; she was married to a kind husband and
had one little girl; she was very much attached to both. H er husband was
naturally deeply troubled and I wished to help him if possible; I therefore
decided to write to my friend, Rev. Drayton Thomas, (well known in Eng
land as the author of several books on psychical phenomena) and ask his
assistance. I was aware that he has frequent sittings with Mrs. Osborne
Leonard and I asked him whether he would kindly put a question from me
when Mrs. Leonard was in trance. 1 said I would be grateful if he would
enquire whether anyone who communicates with him through her trance
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could give him any information about my god-daughter who had recently
passed over. I told him that I called her Nellie, and that she had taken her
life when in a state of mental break-down. The latter fact, of course, he
would not mention in Mrs. Leonard’s presence. He kindly agreed to do as
1 requested and his sister Etta, who purported to communicate from the
other life, promised to try and do as he asked. A t a later sitting the promise
was fulfilled. My request to Mr. Drayton Thomas was made through the
post, as we do not live in the same county and I was not aware of the date
of the sitting. J was, therefore, not in conscious rapport with him or with
Mrs. Leonard at the time. I did not mention to my god-daughter’s husband
that 1 had written to M r. Drayton Thomas on this subject or that I had any
intention at all of trying to use a medium in the matter.
W hen I received his notes recording what had been said in reply to
his question, they impressed in a general way as containing the sort of
statements which might have been made by someone who was unaware of
the exact facts of the case, but who had been in contact with those who
knew them. The significance of the statements was quite obvious to me
because I knew the manner of her death and also the nature of the trouble
that had caused it, but the communicator did not seem to know either of
these details. This was the general impression I received when I perused
the Notes. I will now quote with abbreviation. The sentences bracketed
are my own comments.
Communicator asked: “Do you know anything about Nellie’s passing?”
(M r. D. Thomas) “ Practically nothing/' Communicator: “It is rather a
difficult thing to explain, about an illness of a certain kind changing its
course, its nature, very much like a sudden twist to an illness and a rather
abrupt passing over at the end.” (V ery appropriate; she had been ailing
for some time, but there was no hint that she intended to take her life—
“a sudden twist”—well describes what occurred). “There were some
domestic worries around Nellie— not about servants; but a different kind
of trouble—more connected with people and nothing to do with house
work.” (Quite correct.) Here M r. Thomas was asked if he knew whether
Nellie was connected with a place by water; that she had something to do
with water; (correct). A place beginning with M was then mentioned—
(incorrect connected with a place, but the initial is that of her surname. I
have substituted another letter for the one mentioned). “She is in touch
with people she did not know here, but whom her god-mother knew— She
wishes to help her god-mother with some work.” (Here followed a state
ment about my own conditions which was incorrect, and which seems to
indicate lack of contact with my mind on the part of the clairvoyant. Etta
said that this was all that she received from Nellie.) W hen M r. D. Thomas
asked for further details about the passing over, the reply was “I had a
curious feeling that something told me not to remind her too much of her
passing, but I think it was rather abrupt, there was something wrong before,
it was not a sudden termination.” (This correctly describes the case. I ex-
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pcct Nellie was not fully aware of what happened.) The statement that
Nellie was in contact with persons known to me may, at first, seem a likely
‘’guess,” but it gains in significance from the fact that a similar statement
was made in a subsequent sitting with another medium.
It is obvious that the hypothesis of telepathy from Mr. Drayton Thomas’
mind to Mrs. Leonard's must be eliminated in connecting with the precede
ing experience. The only fact known to him; i.e. that Nellie had taken her
own life, (he did not know how this was done) was not mentioned by the
medium. Can my mind have been the source of the communications? There
is nothing to indicate this: two details very present to my consciousness
were, apparently, unperceived by the medium. I was aware of the cause of
my god-daughter's mental trouble and that she had drowned herself. The
former detail was referred to in a veiled way, and “water” was not men'
tinned in connection with her death, but merely as in the neighborhood
where she resided. If the indications given were derived from reading my
mind, it is strange that the important points so present to me were not men
tioned. 1 note also that reference to my own condition was not correct.
There is really no evidence of contact with my mind. It would be still less
reasonable to imagine that her husband’s mind was searched since he was
totally ignorant of the experiment and quite unknown to both the medium
and the sitter.
Encouraged by these results 1 decided to make an appointment with
another medium, Mrs. Mason. I saw her in the office of the London
Spiritualist Alliance. I still abstained from saying anything to Nellie’s hus
band about what I was attempting to do.
W hen Mrs. Mason had passed into a state of trance I handed to her
an envelope, containing a letter from Nellie’s husband, saying that I wished
to get information about the wife of the writer of this letter. W e sat in
clear day-light and I saw that she did not open the envelope. For the pur
pose of this article I need not report the details of this sitting; it will suffice
to quote the letter I received from the husband when 1 sent him the notes
of the two sittings: “ Although, of course, there are a number of inac
curacies.’* he wrote, “they, (the notes) do seem to me to prove that con
nection has been established as it was impossible that either medium should
know th.it she met her death by drowning and yet they both mention water,
several other passages have struck me very much, such as the letters” (the
two first letters of his surname which were mentioned in Mrs. Mason’s
trance) “and also the allusions to worries.” He continued to make com
ments on various points, verifying certain details one or two of which were
unknown to me.
On the whole, there was little in this sitting which would be of evi
dential value to readers of this article. One point, however, impressed me
and deserves to be noted. The medium said: “ She says her Mother has for
given her and all is well ” She used the term “reconciled” in this connec
tion and 1 cannot regard this statement as emanating from my mind. It
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had not occurred to me to consider how Nellie's action might affect her
Mother, who had predeceased her: but from my knowledge of her Mother,
and the religious principles in which she had been brought up, 1 can readily
understand that the manner of her death would cause sorrow and be a
shock until her mother realised that her daughter was not really responsible
for her action owing to her mental condition.
One other point should not be overlooked. Mrs. Mason said that
Nellie had tried before to send a message. This may have referred to the
communication through Mrs. Leonard, of which, of course, Mrs. Mason
was entirely ignorant.
Nellie’s husband was so interested that he asked me if I could obtain
an answer during the medium’s trance, to a question, which he sent me in
a closed envelope. I did not open this until I was with Mrs. Brittain, with
whom 1 made an appointment for this purpose, telling her only that T
wanted to get into contact with my god-daughter, on her husband’s behalf
and that he wanted to ask a question. A t this interview (on Aug. 27th.
1930) as soon as she passed into a trance state, Mrs. Brittain said that a
big man wished to say a few words, he would not stop, for I wanted the
time for someone else. A name was given and whilst I was pondering as
to who it might be, some details were added which at once identified him.
He then added J helped his wife, that he had not been a kind good husband
and he intimated in very forcible language, that he had been miserable, but
was happy now: the medium added “ . . . he wants to give thanks.” I was
greatly surprised; 1 had only learned to know his wife after she had been
a widow for some time: I knew nothing about her married life, she hardly
ever mentioned her husband, we did not often meet and our correspondence
was about subjects of mutual interest, mainly psychical. Although I did
not like to mention this unexpected communication to her, realising that if
it was incorrect it might give pain, I did not feel justified in withholding
it, and 1 thus learned that it was quite true. I enquired whether my friend
had ever mentioned her husband in Mrs. Brittain’s presence, so that some
latent memory might possibly be the source of this utterance. Although she
had once had a sitting with Mrs. Brittain, she positively assured me that
her husband was not mentioned at all, the communication on that occasion
was mainly about her. It was in connection with the passing of this son that
1 had come into contact with her. Any normal interpretation of this im
pressive incident must therefore, be eliminated. The remainder of the hour
was entirely occupied with communication from or about my god-daughter.
The result was very consoling and convincing. It was consoling be
cause the messages to her husband were very personal and appropriate. His
own name was mentioned and the name by which he called her (not ex
actly the same as that I used) and knowledge was shown of his condition
which he was able to verify. It was convincing also because details un
known to me were mentioned. Two instances of this may be given. “ A
dog or cat" was mentioned with the name “Tiger"— this was in fact the
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name of their cat (I had never heard of it). Another striking detail un
known to me was mentioned in response to the question her husband asked
me to put during the trance. The question was: “W h at was he doing the
first time they met?'1 This was not directly answered, hut two things were
mentioned in connection with it: “the country and trees," this correctly de
scribed the environment in which they first met, and a big man was spoken
of, with coat off and shirt sleeves rolled up, and “untidy man." This
rather unusual detail was correct. It was in the month of August and
Nellie's companion had taken off his coat and rolled up his shirt sleeves.
Possibly she felt a tittle objection to his untidy appearance when encounter
ing a stranger who was walking in the country with her sister and was intro
duced to her for the first time, and this may have fixed the memory in her
mind. This detail her husband recalls, so that although his question was not
answered, he was impressed by the appropriateness of the memory picture.
Two or three other points in this communication specially impressed
me. One was that 1 was told that my M other had kept her from fretting.
This agrees with the previous statement through Mrs. Leonard: that she
had met those known to me, though not known to her when here.
The second point is that she said, “ It seemed such a little thing to take
her over—” This appears to indicate that she did not know quite what had
happened. Surely it would not seem “such a little thing." if she had known
that she took her own life: 1 conclude that this act, being done in a moment
of complete mental aberration, she had no clear memory of it. Nellie’s
husband wrote: “ I feel very satisfied with the results. 1 feel the results all
the more convincing because I was not present at the interview. If the
same remarks had been made in my presence one might have wondered if
they came from my memory, whereas most of the convincing points were
totally unknown to you."
The circumstances in the next case are quite different. Tn the above
instance I was acquainted with the person who purported to communicate,
in the following instance T was not so.
A friend in Canada, T had only met once but with whom I had cor
responded over a period of years, wrote to me (in 1930) asking if T could
help his step-daughter. During her absence from home to attend her dying
mother, her husband had died very suddenly. She wTas in great grief as
they were devotedly attached. 1 had no recollection of ever having heard
the name of this step-daughter, and I knew nothing about her husband.
The widow wrote me a brief note telling me his names; I knew that her
mother bad died; also T knew her mother’s name and that of a half-sister
who had passed on about twenty years previously. T knew that the widow’s
home had been in another place- -distant from that of her M other and step
father’s home. This was the extent of any knowledge: it seemed unlikely
that T should be able to get any satisfactory communication from her
through a medium, but I was willing to try.
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I asked the same gifted sensitive, Mrs. Brittain, to come and see me,
telling her that 1 should not he able to verify statements which might he
made in her trance as 1 knew practically nothing about the lady on whose
behalf I had asked her to come except that her husband had died suddenly
during her absence from home. I added that she lived “across the w ater"—
(I did not mention across which ocean).
W hen she arrived, and before she went into trance, Mrs. Brittain said,
she thought that we should be successful because the lady’s father was
present. (She always regarded her step-father as her father and I knew
nothing about her own father.) A series of statements followed which I
carefully noted and posted to Canada. Both my friend and the widow were
surprised at the result. There were some errors, but on the whole, the state
ments indicated real knowledge of her conditions and of some details I was
ignorant of. The errors v re of the nature of mistaken inferences. T have
had previous experience of the kind of confusion which results from mis
taken inferences from true data.
The success of this first attempt so greatly impressed the widow and
he*- step-father that T was asked to make another appointment with Mrs.
Brittain. The second interview was as successful as the first. T had sup
posed that it might result in a certain amount of repetition, but this was not
the case. The communications were intimate and a great many matters cor
rectly referred to were quite unknown to me, nor were they such as could be
attributed to chance co-incidence. I will mention only a few of these.
The widow had written in her letter four questions she wished me to
ask. I was rather reluctant to do so, as I think asking questions is apt to
interfere with the nassivity of the medium’s own mind and may even sug
gest an answer. The letter with the question lay in its envelope beside me
during this interview. Most of the questions were spontaneously answered
without mv cvnrcssing them. For instance she wanted to know if her hus
band was with Alice: at the outset the statement was made that he had
met his sister (or sister-in-law), Alice, and Sarah, and was taking care of
them. 1 knew who Alice was, but did not know who Sarah might be. I
learned afterwards that Sarah was his mother’s name. His brother was also
referred to in the letter, but not by name: “Brother Charles" was mentioned
in the trance by name immediately after the above statement about having
met his mother.
Another interesting point was with reference to her enquiry whether
she bad done all he wished after he had passed away. The medium said
she had “ responded beautifully1' to desires and he particularly mentioned a
memorial which she had given to the office in which he worked. She said:
“He speaks of a picture she has framed— he is glad, he knows she has had
it done. He feels proud." This correctly indicates the memorial which
with an inscription was placed by her in his office. It is not necessary to go
into further correct details, it must suffice to state that these were numerous
and that there were few errors. I will mention only one other small detail.
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The medium said “Orange,” apparently this was quite irrelevant to the
context and 1 wondered whether it was worth noting. I found that it was
very significant to the widow as it was the name of a place closely asso
ciated with her husband.
I would point out that if my contact with the widow by correspon
dence plays an important part in the result, one might have expected greater
success in the third sitting than in the first and second. By that time 1 had
frequently exchanged letters with this lady and was more cognisant of her
conditions.
In tins article I have tried to present the facts impartially, keeping in
view, at the same time, their value and significance. The “ fact that every
thing can be regarded in graded orders of significance is a very important
one to grasp. Ev ery fact exists in higher and lower categories of significance
which appeal to the mind according to the habitual lead of its thought.”
In connection with psychic occurrences the evidential significance is of
fundamental importance, but there is a higher level of significance. W e must
be assured that their supernormal character is beyond doubt, but this basis
once established, we must recognise that there is a yet higher significance
attaching to them. There is “the question of meaning” ; unless we can find
some answer to that question the facts remain barren as dry bones.
That is why I have stressed details the value of which lies in their
bearing on this higher significance of “meanings.” The author of the book
above quoted says further: “The question that is now looming into im
portance with regard to psychical science is not so much the establishment
of facts, as the interpretation . . . the accumulation of knowledge is a dif
ferent thing from the synthesis of insight, which is what we mean by wis
dom” (pp. 42-^4).*
Tl is of course possible to shirk the question of interpretation, but does
not reason put us into the position of jury-men? The task of a jury docs
not consist merely in weighing evidence, but they are bound to undertake
the responsibility of forming a judgment and decision as the result of this
process. Their judicial faculties stultify themselves if they make no attempt
to reach a verdict on the significance of the facts. Anyone who recognises
this obligation must choose between various hypotheses.
As it is obvious that in the experiences here reported, thought-trans
ference from myself must be eliminated as an interpretation, what alterna
tive remains? Either the communications are what they claim to be or we
must assume that the medium through whom they were made had almost
limitless power to search the minds of persons unknown to her and to se
lect out of them groups of ideas and memories, co-ordinating them in such
a way as to convey the impression that certain surviving personalities are
consciously communicating.
*

“Grades of Significance” bv G Tv \1 Tyrell, TV Sr

PSYCHE, THE IMMORTAL
Copyright l^.U

B y Samuel E. A nderson
P art VI.
THE ELECTROLYTE
* * * * *

In the preceding chapter the attempt was made to show that the adre
nal gland is the agent primarily responsible for oxidation and therefore of
the generation of electricity. In this chapter an effort will he made to show
that it also provides the means by which the current is able to cross the
synapsis and manifest as life or as the vehicle of intelligence.
Dr. J. J. Abel, of Johns Hopkins, was a pioneer among those investigate
ing epinephrin and had the honor of bestowing the official title. He says,
No other principle of the body has of recent years received such exhaustive
study along chemical, physiological and pharmacological lines. It passes
in medical literature under various names, as epinephrin, adrenalin,
suprarenin, adrenin, etc. The official designation adopted by the U. S.
Pharmacopea is epinephrin, a name first employed by me in my earliest in
vestigations on this subject and derived from the Greek ‘cpt’~upon, and
ncphros=the kidney.
It is now well established that this hormone is continuously being given
off in almost infinitesimal amounts to the venous blood and thence distribu
ted throughout the body in a very high dilution but one which suffices to
give tone to, to relax slightly, or to inhibit activity of the various tissues of
the body.
Leaving now the question as to how far epinephrin exerts any func
tion in the animal organism, I purpose to give you a brief summary of the
extraordinary physiological discoveries that have been made in respect to
this product in recent years. Foremost there is a striking parallelism in the
action of epinephrin and excitation of the sympathetic system. In a word,
epinephrin stimulates or inhibits the action of practically all structures in
nervated by the sympathetic system in a way analogous to electrical stimula
tion of the sympathetic nerves going to that part. To give examples, it ac
celerates the rate of the heart beat (a sympathetic reaction), entirely com
parable to that which follows electric stimulation of the accelerator or sym
pathetic nerves to the heart. It relaxes the stomach and the intestines. On
the contrary it causes an increase in lacrymal secretion, an increase in bile
secretion, a tremendous increase in the sweat secretion of some animals, re
laxation of the bronchi, especially if they previously have been put into a
state of spasm, dilation of the pupil of the eye and exophalmus, conversion
of the glycogen of the liver and muscles into blood sugar, etc. All these re
actions may be produced by electrical stimulation of the appropriate sympa
thetic nerve to the part in question.
OO J
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The point of attack of epinephrin in all of the above instances is not
the nerve end itself, but an intermediate anatomical unit, something which
appears to be neither pure nerve tissue, nor yet a pure muscle or gland cell,
but an unidentified something called the receptive substance. As a drug this
hormone is of considerable importance in practical medicine. Its extraordi'
nary ability to cause contraction of small arteries and veins whenever the
drug can be applied to them, and its power to resuscitate an arrested heart
are to be noted among the facts that account for its widespread use. N at'
urally, a drug of such extraordinary potency and such a variety of actions
must always be used with care and only by those endowed with intelligence.
The first thing requiring examination is the striking parallelism in the
action of epinephrin and excitation of the sympathetic nervous system.
The second relates to the point of attack. Dr. Abel says that we are
fortunate indeed that our suprarenal glands do not seem able to throw into
our circulation any but lower concentrations of this hormone.
Stewart and Rogotf have shown (Jour. Pharmacology) that the injcc'
tion of strychnine in suitable doses increases the output of adrenalin from
ten to fifteen times.
According to Dr. Cannon exercise also causes the glands to discharge
an increased amount of adrenalin. The ultimate effect of this may be an
exhaustion that ends in shock and death.
Small doses of strychnine, or more particularly mix vomica, have long
been regarded as a standard tonic.
Is strychnine giving a perfect imitation of adrenalin? O r would it be
more accurate to say that strychnine induces a How of adrenalin proportional
to the dosage? If such be the case then it is reasonably certain that the ac'
tion of epinephrin takes place with the synapsis because, as J. J. R. Macleod
says, strychnine does not poison animals which lack the synaptic system.
Dr. Crile has most aptly described strychnine poisoning as "the pegging
of the door bell.”
Dr. Abel congratulates us because our adrenal glands do not seem able
to throw into the general circulation any but lower concentrations of this
hormone.
PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF EMOTION

W onder what would happen if they did? Probably the same thing
that sometimes happens upon the receipt of news that stirs our deepest emo'
tions: heart rending news. Psychic shock may end in death.
Shock! W hat is shock? Shock is a discharged battery. O r as described
by the profession, shock is an enfeebled condition of the body that comes on
after severe physical injury or as the result of grievous mental disturbance.
And it follows, in all cases, after the electrolyte has been too much concen
trated by the introduction of surplus epinephrin. Dr. Crile pictures the re'
suiting condition. "Emotion causes a more rapid exhaustion than is caused
by exertion, or by trauma, excepting extensive mangling of tissue, or by any
toxic stimulus except the perforation of viscera. * * * * In short, our re'
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searchers have shown that the emotions drive the organism with extreme
intensity; that, like trauma or exertion, emotion may drive the organism
within the limits of normal response, or so overwhelmingly as to suspend
the normal functions and reduce the individual to a state of complete cold
prostration. In other words, emotion may cause exhaustion; it may cause
shock. * * * * The man in acute shock is able to see danger, but lacks the
muscular power to escape from it; his temperature may be subnormal but
he lacks the normal power to create heat; he understands words, but lacks
the normal power to respond. * * * * His mental power fades into uncon
sciousness; his ability to create body heat is diminished until he approaches
the state of the cold blooded animal; the weakness of the voluntary muscles
finally approaches that of sleep or anesthesia; the blood pressure falls to zero;
most of the organs and tissues of the body lose their functions."
How do they get that way? The sudden and profound emotion that
follows startling news, the nearby explosion of a huge shell, the mangling
of the limbs, the perforation of the intestines, an amputation, an excessive
hemorrhage, the burning of large surfaces, or the injection of the proteins
which are of the anaphylactic variety are responsible. However the sur
geon may explain his own mishap we are of the opinion that all the differ
ent kinds trace their pedigree back to one common ancestor. There is evi
dence tending to show that they operate by causing to be discharged into
the blood stream that larger concentration of epinephrin mentioned by Dr.
Abel as being incompatible with life. Many of the things enumerated
must often be accompanied by very great fear and apprehension.
But if the news received is somewhat less startling it merely causes the
heart to beat a trifle faster. Emotion is often in part perceptible in the feel
of that organ. In health and in disease we are frequently aware that the
heart is beating too fast or too slowly or intermittently. The liver may dis
charge its hormone too abundantly or too sparingly; likewise the pituitary.
The adrenals discharge a hormone with numerous and varied accomplish
ments to its credit. In the control of human destiny it is second to nothing.
Under the circumstances does it not strike you as a bit strange that A d
dison’s is usually the only disease fairly and squarely charged against the
adrenals? Has it ever occurred to any one to explain influenza as due to a
bacterial infection of the adrenal glands that causes them to pour forth so
much epinephrin that death may follow from the “chemical shorting" of the
battery or to venture further and intimate that when the patient survives
the fever and collapses during the chill that follows it is because the glands
have been so thoroughly emptied that not enough of their hormone is avail
able to maintain body temperature and electric charge? During the war it
was noticed that the boys in the pink of condition went out like snuffed
candles. Much exercise had probably rendered their adrenals capable of
such a copious flow that they were flooded with adrenalin and there was
no escape for them.
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It has been asserted that neurasthenia is a breakdown resulting from
emotion: from the long continued minor strain of worry and fear. Is shell
shock then the complete wrecking that follows on one tremendous activa'
tion?
Is it effrontery to insinuate that the “simulated" or “imaginary" dis
eases which constitute such a marked feature of influenza and neurasthenia
are simply the heightened response of some organ to the abnormal stimula'
tion of the sympathetic nerve controlling its action?
The indications are that the adrenalin acts by so increasing the con'
ductivity of the electrolyte within the synapses that more or less discharge
of the battery results.
% *
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These tw o booklets by Frederic H. W ood, Mus. Doc. deserve a wide circulation
among students. The earlier o f the tw o might have attracted more attention if it had
not appeared in rather small print and if a more arresting title had been chosen. These
pamphlets combine a record o f surprising statements made through Rosemary (a friend
o f D r W ood ’s w ho possesses remarkable mediumistic faculties), w ith strong cor*
roborative evidence. Rosemary’s control claims to be an Egyptian princess w ho lived
about 3,000 years ago. A claim like this is liable to provoke immediate scepticism;
but the corroborate evidence must be accounted for, and so far has not been accounted
for by any hypothesis which rules out this claim. M r Hulme, an Egyptologist's intercst was attracted by reading the records which appeared as articles in The T w o
W orlds, w ith the result that he obtained an introduction to Dr. W ood and the latter
at hts request sent him notes o f the sounds uttered by Rosemary as she came out o f
partial trance; sounds unintelligible to the Doctor or the medium but quite intelligible
to M r Hulme w ho translated them easily into the language of ancient Egypt. The
translation and hieroglyphics w ill be found on p. 60 o f the second pamphlet.
This incident alone apart from other matters o f interest deserves the careful con
sideration o f students.
The earlier pamphlet is also very interesting and anyone w ho reads “The C hal
lenge” w ill be likely to wish to read also the “Rosemary Records” which give some
particulars about the medium and touches upon the story o f her Egyptian control
whose earth life is a strange romance. Rosemary’s guides seem to be fully alive to
the importance of supporting their statements with proofs, and at the same time they
stress the ethical side o f their message, and this is very practical in its bearing on life.
The articles have been already reviewed on the Continent and now that they are
accessible in a compact form and at so low a price they should be more w idely known
among students in many lands.

H. A . D allas.
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'MAN'S SURVIVAL AFTER DEATH'
Or the Other Side o f Life in the Light of Scripture, Human Experience, and
Modern Research.
*

s |i
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By R ev. C. C . Tweetlale. V icar of W esto n near OtJey, Y or\s,

1ft/' net.

T he sub title of this book clearly indicates the line o f thought developed by the
writer. It first appeared in IftftO and has passed through several editions; quite recently
it has been translated into Italian.
The A uthor is an ordained minister o f the Church o f England and also an astron
omer, and this qualification gives special weight to the work; for his scientific studies
have fitted him to be a careful observer, and to state his facts w ith due regard to the
canons o f evidence, and at the same time he fully recognises the bearing o f the facts
on Religion. It is proof o f its value that the book is still selling and is highly com
mended, both by Italian reviewers and in England.
A few weeks ago a Rector and Rural Dean alluded to this book in a letter to the
present revew er as ‘Mr. Tweedale’s famous book .’ It ought to be in every library o f
psychical research. Its arguments are as cogent today as they were a quarter o f a cen
tury ago, and the facts recorded have lost nothing of their value. M any of these are
personal experiences and manifestations in his own home, but there are many chapters
devoted to the experimental studies in England and other lands. The later editions re
cord more recent results obtained in various countries by competent witnesses and men
of science.
The work covers a wide range o f testimony. It is difficult to understand how any
one can read such a work without gaining assurance not only o f survival after death,
but also that those w e call ‘departed’ have continued knowledge of and interest in ter
rene affairs, and the conviction that death does not separate them from those they love.
The same conviction may be obtained, o f course, through the perusal of many
other works, but a reader o f Mr. Tweedale’s book has the advantage o f being able to
study in one volume every phase o f the subject, w ith the comments o f a clear and
logical thinker, whose knowledge of the subject is not merely academic, but intimately
personal, a writer who knows how to support his facts by solid evidence and w ho is
w ell aware o f the various theories which have been suggested as explanations of such
facts, and Mr. Tweedale also shows very forcibly the claim which these facts have on
the attention of the Churches.
Quotations cannot give any adequate idea o f the scope and importance o f this ad
mirable work, but a few lines from the concluding pages may be cited :
‘The value o f the new evidence is that it confirms to this generation the revela
tion made to our forefathers, supplementing and fulfilling the same. Broadly that rev
elation affirms that man is a spirit incarnate in a body of flesh, that at the change we
call death, the spirit passes to another plane of conscious existence, the status in which
is mainly determined by the line o f conduct here . . . . that the spiritual world is a
reality as much as the material. To this reality of the spiritual modem evidence bears
unswerving testimony, changing our doubts to certainty and our hypotheses to demon
stration.’
The Preface to the Italian edition is written by the expert Researcher and writer
Signor Bozzano, who praises it highly. His testimony to it? worth is endorsed by many
others in the prospectus of the Italian edition.
Signor Boizano w rites;—
"Mr Tweedale’s book is sufficient of itself to show and prove on the incontestable
basis o f facts, the survival and existence o f the human spirit.”
This is valuable commendation coming, as it does, from one who has devoted so
many decades to experimental study o f the subject and is so deeply versed in the lit
erature to which he has largely contributed.
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Dr. Lindsey Johnson M A ., M .A ., F.R.C.S. has written equally emphatically.
“ One o f the most important works ever written. 1 know o f none so absolutely con*
vincing.”
Mr Twcedale has recently w ritten a pamphlet, ‘The V indication o f W illiam
H ope’; this is a careful analysis o f the allegations against this medium and o f the ev i
dence for the genuineness of the photographic extras obtained in experiments w ith him.
The pamphlet may be had from the author, iV id post free.
H. A. D allas.
sj:
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THE TRUMPET SHALL SOUND’
B y M aurice Barbanell
Foreword by Hannan Sivaffer.

3 /6 d net, R id er

Co.

This is not a sermon, as the title might suggest, and it is not a literary work. It
is a report of conversations. Intimate conversations between unknown persons, how 
ever interesting to themselves, are apt to be wearisome to a bystander, and on first
opening this book a reader may expect to find ir dull, but he w ill not have read far be
fore he reaches another conclusion. The conversations are between relatives and friends
across the bourne from which wre were told ‘no traveller returns.’ These travellers did
return. This record is a human document alive w ith personal emotions, but it is not
the emotional quality that chiefly holds the reader’s interest but the evidential value.
A s one reads incident after incident it becomes impossible to doubt that the voices o f
those called 'the D ead’ w ere actually heard communing w ith their friends on earth.
‘The evidence is unchallengeable.’ ‘The Segrave case alone would prove survival
after d eath ' These are big claims made in the Foreword, but readers w ill endorse
them unless their judgment is warped by inveterate prejudice. T he seances in which
Sir Henry Segrave talked w ith his w ife and friends are particularly interesting because
he is so w'ell known, but others are equally evidential. M uch credit is due to those
w ho like Lady Segrave made public the fact that she had proved her husband’s sur
vival.
The Earl o f Cottenham has contributed a valuable note to the chapter dealing with
Sir H enry’s communications. In this note he writes:
'W hen studying the conversations it must I think be borne in mind that in cold
print they suffer not only because the little humours, the characteristic tones and inflec
tions, the simple naturalness of the communicator’s voice is lost, but also because con
necting sentences, expressions and phrases have necessarily been deleted as being too
private for publication.’
This is obvious; such experiences are often of a nature which it would seem sacriligeous to report, and readers should be grateful that so much is revealed.
T he modus operandi is very simple; tw o tin trumpets w ith a strip of phosphorus
painted round the broad end are used. Otherwise the room is in complete darkness,
as the control says that light interferes w ith ‘the psychic rods’ he has to make. A short
hand writer in a small alcove partitioned off records what occurs T he volume records
V oices only, not physical phenomena, except the movement o f the trumpet, therefore
darkness docs not in any w ay interfere with the kind o f observation necessary, which is
auditory not visual.
The record deals with experiences in 1932 and 1933,

* * * * :(!
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PROOF
B y T h e R ev. V . G. D u n c a n , B.Litt., L.Th.
Rector of W est Tisted, Hants.

* * * * *

Foreword by Sir Oliver Lodge. 5 /- net. Ruler L? Go.
This book deals w ith the same kind o f experience as the one reviewed above, and
it was published in the same year, (1 9 3 3 ). The author approached the subject in the
right attitude; he was cautious and observant and possessed what Sir W illiam Crookes
has called "a mind to let," but not to any or every applicant. H e weighed and tested
the experiences, and having done so proved himself to be capable of estimating evidence
and forming his judgment upon it. This is not always the case and, for this reason,
solid evidence is often wasted.
This work is not less convincing than the preceding. M r. D uncan’s book and
Mr. Barbanell's should be studied together.
The mediums employed by Mr. Duncan w ere tw o ladies (the Misses Moore) w ho
were not entranced: they occasionally took part in conversation w ith the unseen visi
tors.
In his foreword Sir Oliver Li dge says that, being very busy, he hesitated at first
to undertake to read the M .S. but he adds:
‘1 soon found that it was worth reading properly, and before the evening I had
finished it. The author has been fortunate in his experiences with the Misses Moore,
and has described the conditions of the early sittings remarkably well. If an enquirer
reads only the first tw o chapters he w ill get an insight into the phenomena which w ill
revolutionise his sceptical attitude.’
This proves that even a busy man can easily read the whole book which runs to
less than 200 pages, and he cannot fail to find it very interesting. If he weighs the
facts as they ought to be weighed he w ill endorse the author’s claim that the hook is a
“faithful experimental contribution to the evidence, which is increasing in so many di
rections, in support o f belief in the reality of a spiritual realm into which death is
only a natural mode o f transit.’
Communication by the direct voice is a great achievement; it is amazing, even more
amazing than w i eless messages, and its ultimate effect upon Humanity, when its gen
uineness is established and accepted as indisputable, must revolutionise the outlook of
thoughtful men to an extraordinary extent. It will no doubt take some time before
the convictions of a minority become the belief o f the majority; but such books as
Proof are among the important testimonies which will lead to great results in H u 
man understanding.
Mr M aurice Barbanell's book reports communications to various independent per
sons. In ‘Proof’ w e have a record o f experiences in w hich w ith very few additions
Mr. Duncan and his friends only participated, it gains in coherence on this account
The fact that ‘P ro o f is the work o f an accredited minister o f the Anglican
Church should make a strong appeal to members o f Christian Churches. They will
find nothing in it to jar their sense o f reverence, and only the most obdurately preju
diced could attribute such experiences to an evil source.
There are one or tw o remarkable incidents in which a ‘departed’ soul returns to
try and set right mistakes and misunderstandings. The details are obviously o f a
private nature, but sufficient is told to make these spontaneous tokens of regret and
penitence very impressive. Such occurrences tend to establish the identity of the com
municator in a very convincing way.
A short paragraph in the earlier part o f the book sums up the effect his first ex
periences produced; quoting the words o f the blind man w ho was healed by Christ,
lie says: “W hereas I was blind now I sec. . . . Something of the sheer joy he must
have felt lit up my soul.
But the record that follows is a plain dispassionate state
ment: there is nothing exaggerated in the claim the author makes, it should be read
w ith the same sane judgment as that evinced by the writer.
H. A . D allas .
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Membership in the A. S. P. R. only does not entitle any one to take part in
the activities of the Section. In order to do so, they must become members
of the Section also. This they can do on payment of a further subscription
of Ten Dollars ($10) per annum. They will then be qualified to attend
Sectional Lectures and Development Classes, and to arrange for sittings
with mediums employed by the Section or under its auspices at Hyslop
House.
Alternatively, persons wishing to join through the Section can do so
by paying a total subscription of Fifteen Dollars annually of which a part
amounting to Five Dollars is paid over to the A. S. P. R. and secures its
privileges of the monthly Jo u r n a l .
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EDITORIAL NOTES
W e print this month a further verification of the name of an obscure
person mentioned by the communicator in the series just completed under
the title “Le Livre des Revenants " The publication has attracted a good
deal of interest owing to the cumulative evidence of authenticity which has
been from time to time forthcoming from casual readers of the Jo u r n a l .
The general consensus of opinion regarding the scientific weight to be at
tached to these communications is likely to be that for a group of amateur
investigators, the ladies who conducted these sittings have acquitted them
selves very well and are to be commended for their perseverance.
Doubtless a fair percentage of the cases may be written off as contain
ing details within the past knowledge of one or other of the sitters: but even
so, they would be remarkable as calling for a telepathic explanation since it
must be borne in mind by the critic that this is not a case of ordinary table
movements intelligible to all, but of a vibratory motion impossible for anyone
to follow except the one sitter gifted with the power of interpretation,
Mrs. X ............ , who intuitively knew and sensed the meaning of the very
rapid and often almost imperceptible vibrations.
The list of verifications might have been greatly increased, had it been
at all possible for Mrs. Bigelow or any other member of the group to spare
the time to communicate with the Postmasters of all the localities mentioned.
But in numerous instances this has never been done. And in other cases,
the family circumstances mentioned by the controls would impose a dis
cretionary barrier against any sort of intrusion by enquiry. Most of the
later verifications, therefore, have come spontaneously from persons outside
the circle and unknown to its members.
For this reason, it will easily be seen how futile would be the attempt
to discover by arithmetical computation the ratio of verifications as a dimin
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ishing or augmenting series. It would be sheer waste of time to indulge in
it. The facts are these;— that out of about One Hundred and Seventy veri*
fications, the first fifty show a proportion of as much as Sixty'four per cent
of the total of names given; and that subsequently to these, the ratio falls
first to 38 per cent and finally to about 12 per cent. This disparity, how*
ever, is clearly due to the fact that at the first onset, Mrs. Bigelow was able
to give time to writing letters to practically all the Postmasters of the places
mentioned. Later, her duties as Secretary' to the N. Y. Section have prc'
eluded the giving of the time needed for this work. Hence the ratio of
verifications has fallen.
W e have before us a 30page brochure by Dr. W alter Franklin Prince,
to whose busy arithmetical brain we are indebted for the “ratio" above
quoted. He has, at least, been instrumental in saving Mrs. Bigelow's group
the trouble of making an analysis of the weaker items in the list, to which,
as a ‘scientific’ critic he gives the greater prominence—we might almost say
an exclusive one. The fact that two years and ten months have elapsed be*
tween the date of the last published communications and the date of their
publication implies, to his mind, that the falling'off is not accounted for by
lack of time for enquiry, and he proceeds to suggest as one of two alterna'
tive possibilities, that one or other of the group has been consciously faking
and fooling the rest. The other “possibility” is the old familiar one that
the statements emerge from someone’s subconscious. Dr. Prince is mag'
nanimous enough to favor the second hypothesis. For this generosity we
hope the ladies will be duly grateful! He is obviously unacquainted with
any of the ladies concerned and has also not understood the mode of coni'
munication or he would hardly make the suggestion that “if one were
faking and passing off conscious memories for communications, that one,
if the stock of memories out of which to manufacture plausible and appap
ently dissociated messages became exhausted . . . one would not shrink
from raking over old newspapers. . . .’’

A H U M A N A U R A P H O T O G R A P H IC A L L Y

RECORDED
The Case of Elsa von Kokeritz
$

*

4c
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*

By the E ditor
Instances of a “guardian Light" attending the person of a child have
often been spoken of as having been seen by the eye of the clairvoyant. It
is a beautiful thing and has passed into tradition and legend as a token of
angelic visitation and care. Until now, however, I can recall no concrete
instance in which the eye of the camera has been able to detect such a phe'
nomenon, although in the unwritten records of family life, there may be,
and doubtless are, many such, which from a natural desire for privacy and
the sanctity of the home life, are never made known to the world outside.
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In the present instance, the family of the young girl who is the subject of
the manifestation have most generously offered no objection whatever to
my recording in our J o u r n a l for the benefit of *ts readers, this very ex'
quisite thing. M y thanks arc especially due to the mother, who has, with"
out reserve, most generously placed in my hands the two photographs which
illustrate this record. I feel I cannot do better than give Mrs. von Kokeritz’s
own account of the matter. W riting on the 21st October, this lady says:
‘"Mrs. Stevens has written me saying you were interested in the
little snapshot of my daughter, and that you would like to see her baby
picture and perhaps publish them. W e certainly have no objection, and
would be glad in any way to help the great work that you are doing. I
have always thought the baby picture, taken many years ago, most inter
esting. It was taken when Elsa was about fourteen months old in our
garden on Staten Island. I took it myself and there was no one near her
at the time. The moment I saw the picture, 1 said: "W hy, Elsa has a
guardian angel!" and have really always thought of it as such. Since
then I have taken many, many snapshots and she has had several profes'
sional pictures; and none have been in any way unusual until the one that
Mrs. Stevens showed you. (Plate II.) That was taken by a friend at
our summer home on the Thimble Islands, two summers ago. Another
of the girls had her picture taken on the same roll of film, in the same
place, right after Elsa; and her picture showed nothing unusual. Elsa
has always been normal in every way. 1 am enclosing her baby picture
and film, but am sorry I have never seen the film of the other picture.
Rut I might be able to get it if necessary. Hoping that what I have told
you may be of interest,
I am, Very truly yours,
(Mrs. R.) Mabel von Kokeritz.
It had been the baby picture, however, that Mrs. Stevens had shown
me. This had impressed me for reasons which I will presently give, and 1
was doubly anxious to see the later photograph. Accordingly I asked, in
my reply, that I might have the privilege of inspecting the print. Mrs. von
Kokeritz did not keep me waiting. Both print and original negative were
forthcoming only a few days later: and thus I am able to give both photo
graphs for comparison. 1 asked several questions, and I told Mrs. von
Kokeritz why I thought the baby print so extra-ordinary. On the 27th
October I received from her the following reply, together with the wishedfor specimen.
“I was so interested in ) or letter and the fact that you know all
about photography makes what you say absolutely convincing. I am
sorry I did not send the other picture, but thought Mrs. Stevens had
given you the one she showed you. I am enclosing one, and appreciate
very much your saying that you will make me a copy: but that will not
be necessary, as by today's mail, the friend that took the snapshot has
sent me the film, which 1 am enclosing with the picture. So all I want
back are the two negatives, when you are entirely finished with them.
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Elsa's birthday is Dec. 22nd,— a Christmas baby, and such she has
always been, with a happy unselfish nature, and even as a baby, things
never seemed to worry her as they did the other children. Her version
of “Now I lay me. . . .’’—very sleepily given, at the age of three, gives
the key to her life so far:
“Now I lay me down to sleep
I pray the Lord my soul to keep
If I should die before I wake
I should worry. Amen."
The other picture was taken in the summer of 1931. . . . Hoping
that I . . . have told you what you wish to know, I am,
Very sincerely,
Mabel von Kdkeritz;
EDITORIAL NOTE ON T H E PHOTOGRAPHS

*

*

*
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I have critically examined both negatives, which are well preserved and
without either chemical or mechanical blemish; obviously developed with
great care, and free from any stain or adventitious marking. W hat struck
me as most unusual in the appearance of the bell-shaped light around the
child in the baby picture is the total freedom of the head, hands and upper
part of frock from any degree of irradiation from the “light." The light
is absolutely behind the baby figure. The normal background was a con
tinuation of the trellis with its occasional bunches of flowering plants.
Nothing was observed at the time by Mrs. von Kdkeritz as in any way ob
scuring this. It needs no expert in photography to realise that, if this plate
had been light-struck, the fogged patch would be continuous all over the
head, hands, and frock of the child. But in the negative these areas are
clear as crystal in the shadows. The “light" is manifested immediately
around the figure and it takes a very well marked outline, suggestive either
of a bell or a protective cloak. The two curious streaks overhead were
thought to be suggestive of arms held out over the child’s head, and bared
to the elbow. But as there is no trace whatever of a body attached, I do
not place much weight in this interpretation. They, and the fainter streaks
below are to my mind more like the effect of some luminous points moved
laterally during the period of exposures. But if luminous, why was nothing
visible to the mother of the child? Is this another case of the formation of
the image-bearing substance within the dark enclosure of the camera, as we
noted some years ago in the experiments carried out at the British College
of Psychic Science with the medium Mrs. Deane?
There is, in this picture, another point of interest which should not be
overlooked. Oddly enough, this is the cat’s tail. As seen in the photograph,
it hardly seems to belong to the animal at all except that it has the same
sort of markings (chinchilla?). The point of origin of this strange ap
pendage is right down between the feet, near the ground, under the body
of the cat. Thence, on the negative, it is seen crossing in front of the rear
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left foot and attains very full breadth and greater clearness as it emerges
towards the child. It then rises, and ends in a line point, surrounded by a
perceptible luminous haze.
The later photograph (taken in 1931) shows an aura or luminous area
covering the whole of the body and extending to a fairly uniform distance
around it. But in this case the effect of the light or mist covers the whole
area and the shadows of the negative are blocked by it. It is either, there'
fore in front of the figure, or, as perhaps is more probable, around it. Only
the head and the lower part of the legs are free.
* * * *
THE
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Copyright 1933 by
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P art III.

In view of the great interest shown in these new “Johannes" writings
obtained in my sittings with Mrs. Jessie Stevens (J.B.S.) every effort will
be made to continue them without interruption and under the most favorable
conditions that can be devised. It seems indubitable that the impress of a
living personality carried in these scripts possesses a power of conviction
more vital in its way than any cold scientific marshalling of evidence for
survival. If so, the record will at least serve the purpose of creating an at'
mosphere of greater sympathy towards the subject of psychic research in
the minds of those who may have been but little disposed to give it attention,
and in this respect Johannes the simple monk may be a welcome ambassador
to the Court of the Sceptics. W e have had already twenty'four sittings,
and it has given me satisfaction to note that, so far from there being any
indication of a drying'up of the fountain of communication, the later script
is as fresh and as vigorous in quality as the first, and there is an increasing
facility of expression clearly noticeable. The medium is getting well into
her stride. The messages are given at greater length and with a greater
coherence. And Johannes, as before, seems to be the keeper of the door, and
the Master of Ceremonies for the admission of others. If he has a fault, it
is that he prefers to occupy the centre of the stage himself. But he is ah
ways ready to give way when called upon to do so. And there are hosts of
others who are pressing to speak. First and foremost among these I would
like to mention my old friend and colleague J. A . (Capt. John Allen Bart'
lett) who comes unbidden through a medium altogether unknown to him
and hails me in fulfilment of a written promise given me a few months be'
fore his passing, and at a time when he was already in the valley of the
shadow and well aware that his great change was impending. A nd J. A.
assures me that he is to play an active part in the future developments that
await the continuance of this work and of the Glastonbury influence which
is more and more becoming a symbol of the mystical ideals of our English'
speaking peoples.
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But now “to our task as Johannes would say. I resume the record of
the Tenth Sitting, partly given in the November instalment. Johannes has
asked permission to proceed to tell his ‘little tales'; and, consent being given,
the following is at once forthcoming:
JO H A N N E S IS M A D E A C H O IR -M O N K
‘ Johannes,— he a loutish lad of yeoman birth, but w ith the song o f a lark in his
throat:— he that would of choice be dumb, that he might, as the colt, kick his heels in
the pasture,— caught, and to halter1
“Sing, now, in choro mid- Sing, boy, sing!”— and when up w ent the organ-note
to heaven up went also the high lark-note that joyed the hearer. A nd Johan forgot
that he would to the woodlands: for as a great V oice only was he. A nd all did turn
and gap at the new lad that sang thus.
“He shall be o f us!” cried the maestro: “H e shall be made an honor to Glaston!”
A nd when all was done,— in long sad robes,— a lad no more was he. A nd Johannes hath
much to tell. The mother at home,-—the lad in the still of the night:— tears,— and
none knew;— but a-blubbering into his blanket.
“A nd was this the noble monk-to-be? N ay! But a pup gnawing at his rope to be free.
A nd Father Anselm came, on still bare feet, — and laid a hand on the rough head;—red it was;— and said: “Peace, foolish on e:— to bawl w ill not aid thee. Sleep,— for at
the crack of day, the bell shall sound, and thou w ilt still be snoring!”
“So did Johan bite his fingers to still his noise. A nd when up popped the sun,
there was he w ith his face new-washed. It was a bucket, and the water was cold in
sooth: so red was the round face of him in matins, with heart aflame. A nd loud rang
the canticles o f praise.
‘ A sparrow that lifts her head and sings to the sun knows as much o f the words
o f her song of praise as knew this hobble-de-hoy o f the monkish Latin his round mouth
brought forth: yet was the Gloria Dei in his little soul in very truth;— for love had he
for that which he dimly felt.
“Bell again,— ever and always!— but now to the refectorium and a great board;—
of oak it was;—-and bowls of rough clay: and an oaten porridge and a great w ood
spoon. A nd loud supped he of the goodly mash. . . .* A nd to his tasks w ent he— a
lad that would whistle even as the black burden in-set to do the scales and scores;— and
a rap on the knuckles,— a clout on the nob,— and “T o work, sany boy!”

The mention of a stylus was queried by J.B.S. as she thought it was
not used in mediaeval times. FBB however recalled that among the frag'
ments found in the excavation of the S. E angle of the cloister-walk at
Glastonbury Abbey was a small square piece of smooth slate on which the
exercises of the choristers were deeply scored by some sharply pointed in
strument.

* * * * *

T H E E L E V E N T H SC R IPT

First a sketch of a monk’s head with hood of dark shaded pencilling
was given. Against this were written the words:
*To avoid interruption of the thread of the story, I add this as a note. There was an interval— a break in the flow of the writing and sundry spasmodic movements on the part of J B.S.,
whose hand wrote “No! no!, not now Johannes will drop the stylus.” This protest was ad
dressed, not to ourselves, but to some unseen person or persons, who were apparently anxiously
anticipating the end of his tale in order to have a chance of writing. The exclamation of protest
coincided with a clairvoyant picture which came before the eyes of Mrs. Lloyd who was astonished
to see the walls of the sitting-room melting away and in their place, the outlines of a vaulted
chamber with a throng of dark-robed figures pressing in on the table from all sides, as though
intent upon the work. Earlier in the sitting, Johannes had complained to FBB in the writing
that the brethren were pulling at his gown to persuade him to write what they wanted
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' A nd mischief led him by the hand,''
A line was then drawn through the figure as though to cancel it, and
the following was written:
“I he one that knoweth well the imp. Loved we all the child, and he led us with
his clean soul. Afear'd of the dark, he begged to he let stay near to Father Anselm;—
and the Father was old, and as a child in mind. So sat they together at even in the
darkening garth* and watched the great hats that homed in the belfry. A nd olden
tales told the Father of his own youth, when to the Abbey came riding great lords and
ladies on palfreys, and would to see the holy relics. A nd w hen one came that was not
w hite of soul, Anselm would lead him pixy-wise and show— not the relics -but bones
that were but nought. A nd no more thought he o f sin in this than if he were a pesky
o‘ the moor.
“ Know you the moor?f—vast, dark, black:— and Blink!— blink!— the glow-worm
and the w ill o’-wisken that leadeth men into bog-holes and trixy spells.
“So listened I, the boy Johan w ith mouth and eyes wide as a bairn: and on drooled
the voice of him until sleep held him silent, and Johan wist not that it was past —and
o’erpast— bell-time and evensong. A nd penances were awaiting!”
“Forgive, good Father Abbot!”— But Johannes hath thorns in his shift, and stonen
in his shoon. A nd great grief hath he in his heart, “N a y then, must he indeed walk
nine times around the crypt at dark? A nd there be those that might rise and hold
Johan, till his hairen red be turned to white!
“N ay,— poor Johan hath a great fish— a trout o’ the pool,— that would to be caught
o f a lad. May he but go and bring it to the pan? For very love of . . . ?” N ay! It
must not be, alas!
“A nd so grew I from boy to youthen o f great size— of brawn and sinew as a man:
— but w ith the simple heart and fool top-knot of a ninny. Saith frere pot-boy:— “The
shoon o f him fill the hall, 1 can not to the spit or to the pan but I fall over the great
paws o f the pup!”
“A nd yet he grew, and longed w ith a great longing to fare afar— and yet afear’d
— to one whose like was never seen before. Good fellow Robin came once by chance
to the door and knocked at the gate; but none let him to enter Yet the story told by
twilight in the close, as they sat, filled me to long that I might no monk in holy orders
be, but to the field and the sword.$
“M uch of evil mummer}' came masking to the gates. One ye call Puckin,— a nixy
sprite— would w ith book and bell to pray at the gate: but “A V A N T !” crieth the old
wise one:— and with laughing as of one gone mad, the mocker in air dissolved. So, if
but the crux be raised high, nought can of ill abide.”

#

#

*
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TH E T W E L F T H SC R IPT
(Dated October 10th, 1933.)
Johannes speaks:
“Good morrow: and w e be met again since the night is done. Far away— far
away— and the Present slideth into the Past Far away— and Time turns back his glass
till w e be at the dawn of another day.
,
In a young land, when the year was young;— goldcups in the great marsh and
larks a-singing at the gates of day: another too at song, at matins in ye Abbey cold.
But day was young, and youth was glad and heady w ith the mead of new life within
him:— else should it not have been. But far afield w ent l a-running, o’ the spring
morning. Old,— cold,— asleep the Abbey and into the new dawn ran Johan boy.
*Thc garden in the cloister square was so called.
fT hc moors of central Somerset surround Glaston. They are a low-lying level of peat .soil
formerly under water and only drained in the 17th or 18th century. In the days of the Abbey,
they framed the great Mere-—a shallow lake surrounded by fen-land.
I f 'impart’ the script of John Allcync, given 26 years before (See “The Gate o f Remem
brance. ) “Thev placed me here in choro, when 1 would have drawn the sword.”
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“A far, and ever on, till what saw he?— great water,— vast,— and ship availing.
Great galleon a-flitting as a bird of winged flight, lit by the sun to a thing of gold
A h! and ah! to go,— w ith that vision splendid,— to beyond horizon.”
“But back to earth— dream ended— day abroad and the hand o f one on his arm
that bid him back to duty and to the gray life of old age.
“ I forgive thee” saith Abbot kind. “Once was I also young and did long for what
thou w ould’st.”
“A nd ‘Come’ crieth the heart of mother-bird at home.
“A nd because his voice was as a cracked lute and maestro chori bid no more to
song,— Abbot,— Father Abbot, kind as ever, saith: “It’s a good lad. H e shall to home
till after Feast of Pentecost.”
“Running,— leaping as a colt in meadow to bars at even,— so w ent Johan,— and
all was well. Yet the mother with mother-love did see him an alien thing not o f her
brood. A nd she bid him to his own path which should lead to heaven ”

$
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“Softly step! Abbot sleeps: Visions hath he.”
“Late it is. Call to me the little lad. Perchance he canst, like unto Joseph, read my
dream? A nd Johan was troubled: for he too seeth a great black beast that yaweth at
the gate and claws to enter. A ll the night he seeth it and Johan hideth his head and
would not to tell.
“Speak!” crieth the voice o f him o f greatness. “I fear to!” saith the small voice of
him hiding. “W ou ld a beast to claw down the Abbey walls?”
T H E STO R Y OF T H E A BB O T'S V IS IO N

The story that Johannes now relates is premonitory of the Fall of the
great Abbey in the days of King H enry V III. This last tragedy was the
culmination of a policy which had been ruthlessly pursued by the King for
some years under the stern and cruel regime of Thomas Cromwell and other
crafty advisers who played upon the monarch's weaknesses until the policy
took shape in the cruel suppression of all the English monasteries. If w e are
to accept the suggestion of Johannes, it was Anne Boleyn, Henry’s second
queen, w ho counselled the plundering of the great House of Glaston from
motives of mixed greed and malice. But w e must let Johannes continue,
as he carries on his story unbroken through the next script, as recorded bej
low.
T H E T H IR T E E N T H SC R IPT
(October 10th, 1933. A fternoon session.)

T he tale of Johannes is preluded by a strange intervention. In large
and unfamiliar characters, the following is written:
“A nd here come I— I speak: let no dog bark! A wanderer I.— I come if the door
be oped. Ye be o f a mind to suit. 1 cry to earth again after the time be spent in w ait
ing that broke my heart
Know you that 1 was once as you— a man quick,— alive
N o w I be gone. Ashes to ash again: but 1 be more alive than ye! I be a soul of
growth. I look to the north and south— to the Past and to the glory to come. If all
be said, and the tale told, then write ye the epitaph of that which lyeth low:
“B U T IF T R U T H BE R A ISE D T O GLORY A N D TH E R E BE N O D E A T H ,
S O U N D T H E T R U M P E T OF R E S U R R E C T IO N .”
Let me speak Ye mourn an Abbey dead— chant the requiem o f dead souls! Dead,
forsooth?— I tell ye the Future is big w ith promise. A L A R IC hath said his say:— On
w ith the tale!”
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A nd so the tale goes on:
“A nd here speaks small great Johannes. T he one that was very great hath gone
to the wall again.
“ A nd Johannes did be as a Joseph unto the Lord Abbot and he said “Lord, 1 cry
pardon!— The beast is none o f my seeing, but as an image reflected, cruel clear, in the
pool. Thine was the V ision: and w oe to us if the beast be let loose in our time. It wallowcth in gore, and doth slaver of blood -th e blood o f saints. And walls fall at his
touch, till all be laid waste. W oe, woe is me!"’
“A nd the Abbot was as of a hoar-frost whiteness, and fear dwelt in his eyes. And
when he bade the lad that was Johannes depart his voice, grown hoarse w ith a great
fear, was to a whisper fallen.
“But so lingereth summer’s peace in the lap of time, and death tarrieth long ere
the glory lyeth low. A nd fear fell sleeping at the portal, and all was o f a seeming
peace. But Johan dreamed o f the beast many times and oft, and did roar with fright.
“ N o Father Anselm now to pour comfort on the quaking lad. Gone! Good
father;— thy thread o f life spun. Johannes mourned in very truth the going of so
aware a friend; and, as the dark fell creeping, gray with mystery, up the wood-aisles
that were Johannes’ own temple, he rolled his eyes from side to side lest the beast lurk
in the shadows.
“ PA T!, PA T!, o’er the leaves,— and beasts in plenty follow : for in sooth the
beasties o f the wood they loved Johannes as if in very truth he were the god o f pipes
that lives for the guiding o f lives not yet to human seeming. A nd Johannes, with his
friends of the wood, came all breathless to the door and did beat on the port to be let
within to light and safety.
T H E ABBEY GA R G O Y LES
“Beasts also there were;— ugly, grant you, o f tooth and claw, but chained to the
A bbey walls, and grinning down on friend and foe alike. Yet Johannes loved them:
for, like him, they were but ugly w ithout and quite not to be feared. Moreover, they
growled and mouthed at things w ithout:— a “cave canem” to danger without the walls,
but a docile company o f watchers for those within G A R G O Y L E N a-many,— a host,—
and full of strange shoutings in storm: but Johannes feared them not.”
#
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T H E F O U R T E E N T H SCR IPT
(October 11th, 1933.)

A s most frequently happens, other communicators are for a brief
space allowed an open door, before the principal actor comes on the scene.
So w e again find the major communications prefaced by a few remarks
from Alaric and another. But Alaric apparently finds it too difficult a
task to maintain control of the hand of the automatist, and the aid of a
scribe is invoked, who writes thus:
“I be for him as the stilus. I be Johannes, but not the one ye know— ne Bryant,
but that other*; and for Alaric I speak of the Abbey. Q uoth Alaric: “The weakling
cannot abide mine strong hand. Speak, thou scrivener o f the penner, w ho did for the
untaught be dark ” H e cries to be heard. Ye ken not his tongue. In eager haste he
spluttereth in ancient Latin . . . “Ideam vide. . . .”
“Softly,— it be a simple ploy. 1 can to the work. This one o f might saith only
that when he hacked down walls with the battle-axe, he did but builden walls the
stronger to hem his own self into purgatormm: and, forsooth, he did for a long time
yearn to be free. Hate dealt the blows;— and Hate laid him by the heels N o w free
at last, he would to raise new walls— a Temple to the Lord: and so crieth he that thou,
— even thou, puny mortal,— canst to him add stone on stone till all be complete.”
♦John of Aller, Somerset.
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Js it the motif of material destruction and spiritual reconstruction
which has, by analogy of experience, brought the soul of this once ruthless
conqueror into the circle of those who dream of a restoration of the dese*
crated shrine of Glastonbury? And now we must let Johannes continue his
tale,
“A nd may Johannes pipe up anil add his note to choro? Ah! Gloria feciam. I
have conquered. M y tale did lye so long in the telling that l feared me it stinked. ’
(J.B.S. “ I don’t like his choice of words. )
“I he not a silken-clad ninny of the Court. 1 would to tell ye o f the day long
agone when again to choro w ent Johan: and behold! the voice of him was greater than
before. Big is Johannes:— marry, and too big,— but bigger still the great roaring voice
of him, that did echo forth and back till all Abbey rang, and up to the High Lord it
w ent,— a thing of praise. W h at if all were dumb and the singers stood in all amaze'
ment, mouth agape and forgot to sing: and alone w ent up the voice o f this fellow to
Heaven’s gate, a-crying to be heard? P A X ! I have said it. The dull ox hath not the
w it to go humbly. . . . Pardon, ALLER be here. Just a line, pushed in, to cry as a
voice at the keyhole.”
“ N o w I be fair mazed w ith the clack of these that come a-playing second fiddle
w hen I w ould to solo. N o w may Johannes tell of the coming of the King— REX.
King'Bird, forsooth; nobly stepped he, a King in very truth: and all was w ell.”

Follows the tale of King Henry V III’s visit to the Abbey and it is veri'
ly a spicy one: but must be reserved from present publication, or readers of
this J o u r n a l may think that we “would to solo ‘ as much as our friend Jo'
hannes himself. These articles will form part of the larger collection which
will be published by subscription in book form by Marshall Jones Inc. of
212 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.
* * * * *
I will conclude this instalment with a few further extracts, the first
being from Script XVII, (Sitting of Oct. 16, 1933) which carries on the
theme of the Abbey’s downfall. Anne Boleyn is represented here as courv
selling the ruin of this great and wealthy house.
“Queen did let him to it;— ever a-nagging;— gold w ould she, and enough to prink
her as strutting cock Ever on the watch to push him on: and he to arms w ould go,
and all be a merry hell for love o f a lady. W ould ye of the Abbot’s visions and the
setting o f them to fact?
(FBB. “ Yes, please.")
“M ind ye o f the Beast? It left not the mind of poor Johan day nor night; but
was ever clawing to remembrance. Yet w ent peace flowing on before, and day drifted
after day:— nought to call ‘W are!’;— nought to wake from deceiving peace.
Fearing much the Beast, he had no love of the darkening world without. So sat
he ever near fire-lit hall, where clack of talk held forth: and w hen time o f bell set him
to turn at watch, it was w ith crossed fingers and sign o’ cross a'making, for fear of
wizardry and evil powers that might let loose the Beast o f the Pit upon him.
Yet coward was he not; and but o f powers of hell feared he: and when in night,
all unknown, men of craft and cruel cunning ever through sleeping wood crept to the
gates, Johan was o f the first to throw himself in their w ay, and w ould slay the beast
o f prey that would feed on the fatness o f the Abbey.
It tell ye a lady did to the King’s ears a-whispering: and he that was a merry mon
arch when in his cups, did give 1 Yea and “So be it” to be rid o f the katydid that did
ever grate fool-music in his ears. A nd so,— the ‘ Yea" being said, and he to wake
sober in the morn,— did he repent him and would to take back the promise; but she
held him to it.
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“ I be not of thy mumming priestly faith; and would it to hell w ith popery:— so
to burn them in their foul nests,— and on w ith it and I w ill light the torch!"
A nd ye fat and lazy one would to road most easy. Called he men to arms. A nd
ye long-nosed sour heretic sicked them on. “Gold for all, and good w ine as w ater,”
quoth he, “to each man-jack o' ye: for w e would to the storehouse of the papist bees
and so to rob them o f their honey be no sin."
A nd so w ent they all a-junketing to harry the lair of their prey. A nd a goodly
man at his prayers heard no cry of the hounds let unleashed upon him. If rumour be
a bird at the casement, or a w ind at the eaves, then heard they what was afield: and
so, far off, heard they the echo of coming feet that haste to evil. So knew they, and
scarce knew how they knew.
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T H E ABBEY T R E A SU R E IS SEC RETED
A nd gathering up the things of worth, digged they pits to hide them;— and ’neath
paving-stones, and in crannies in walls,— yea, in the very charge o f bonen in crypts, so
that ye Saints that be long agone did again to rise in holding to themselves holy matters
as cup of gold and great cross of Abbot, jewel-set,— and miter o f great beauty and
worth to the ransom of a king. So among them kept they the treasure deep in crypt,
where ’twas thought the rude cowards could not to go. A nd deep in well put they
pieces o f gold— the which they found, but mattered it not, so the Holy things lay close
hid.”

It is a matter of historic record that during the last years the Abbey
was subject to trespass, and the Abbot engaged in many lawsuits. Details
of these may exist, but I have not seen them and had always imagined that
they indicated a loss of respect for the property of the Church among the
people at large, moved by land-hunger and a jealousy of the great areas of
land held by the Abbeys. But if Johannes be right, these raids were organ
ised by Thomas Cromwell or his agents at the Queen's behest. The follow
ing extract from the Eighteenth Script will fittingly conclude this instal
ment.
“Come, let us speak o f a little thing that did to greatness grow Johan, being
young and strong as a grown ox, was set at gate to guard, lest evil betide— that gate ye
w ot of,— the great Gate,— and night was on the land. From the wood came ever
the call of small Brothers that were of no Order but nature’s ow n:— the cry o f frog in
swamp, the beat of bat-wing ever a-passing; the call of night-jar that to his mate did
mourn.
A nd as Johan gave ear, as to friends well-known, heard he a false note that cried
‘W are!' Night-jar ne’er can, in broad Cornish tongue speak brute oath as ‘twixt fear
and pain one tore through the clutching arms of armed thorn. A nd Johan knew that
the enemy be near.
The bell! A nd again it rang, but not for prayer. Alarm! and to arms:— and the
whole flock of sleepers up and from dreams of good ale and what not, to face death
perchance a-stalking. But Johan alone was first to strip, and down fell his man. Vale!
and to purgatorium: yet Johan would not to kill. His was ever the gentler test. The lead
er,— a man o f great girth and well-armed,— a deserter from his lord; and after him a
rioting crowd o f black cocks that were made to run.
A nd this the first of many forays that made our peace a harridom of brawling.
Quoth A bbot: “A nd so goeth it towards the end. V'is ion had I o f beast abroad, and
ne can peace abide till the great day of falling. W hat hath so fair a face towards the
sun? W hat w ith toil and love built w e up, falleth in a night." A nd tears mayhap
fell w ith his beads: for w ell loved he the chappie-house* he so fair hath set up as a
song to God;— a paying of his vow. A nd all in goodly latin was it now; and gold
fired fair and tint as rainbow was it . .

*Thc Loretto Chapel.

PSYCHE, THE IMMORTAL
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S a m u e l E. A n d e r s o n
P a r t V II.
MAGNETISM AND CATALYSIS
* * * * *

As a preliminary to this chapter it may he well to again quote what
M r. Bevan wrote. “The aim of the Rationalist is to show that everything
that takes place in the world we know is due to a fixed order of mechanical
causation, that if only we knew the total arrangement of the material uni'
verse at any one moment, we could calculate in detail everything which was
going to happen thenceforward to the end of time. All natural science is
based upon the hypothesis that the matter studied undergoes changes accord'
ing to such invariable laws. T hat is why he feels bound to fight tooth and
nail against the suggestion that the course of things could ever be interfered
with by any spiritual agency from without. Such a notion would introduce
uncertainty everywhere. But the trouble is that here, right in the midst
of the world we know, we have a spiritual agency which introduces un'
certainty;—living bodies which interfere continually with the course of
things. People often speak as if, apart from the supposition of miracles,
you had a world perfectly regular and calculable. But it is not so. Here
all around us are these lumps of matter, flesh and bones, moving about un'
der the direction of nonmiaterial things, desires, emotions and values. The
problem, the interference, is here in all its gravity, whether there is any
spiritual agency in the world or not.”
Eighteen years ago a shot rang out in Serajevo. W hatever the emo'
tion behind the finger that pressed that trigger, its effects arc still operating
upon your life and mine today.
W e leave our home in holiday mood to return within the hour, spent
with rage or torn by grief. Some insulting remark, some great disaster to
ourselves or to those near and dear to us has robbed us for the moment of
the last vestige of self'control. The will has lost its grip.
It was M. Henri Bergson who said, “W e have good ground then, for
believing that the evolving force bore within it originally, but confused to'
gether, or rather the one implied in the other, instinct and intelligence.
. . . On the two great routes that the vital impulse has found open to it,
along the series of the arthropods and the series of the vertebrates, instinct
and intelligence, at first wrapped up confusedly within one another, have in
their development taken different directions. A t the culminating point of
the first evolution are the hymenoptera, at the culminating point of the
second, man.”
Professor L. T . Hobhouse informs us that among the higher animals
instinct is so interwoven with intelligence that the two factors become ex'
ceedingly difficult to disentangle and the statement seems to be unusually
accurate.
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There is an intimate connection between the adrenal glands and the
cerebrum, recognised when an insulting remark arouses boiling rage or
deadly hate. In hypnotism “The subject may be made to blush or turn
pale on the word of command. The familiar reflexes, coughing, yawning,
sneezing, may be produced or repressed as the hypnotist wishes. The
thoughts and emotions are under his control. Anger, sorrow, joy, anxiety,
—all possible effects in short—may be run through as commanded, in the
most rapid alternation.’ Dr. Satow—These effects arise, mark you, because
of suggestions directed to the cerebrum.
The adrenal glands have been designated as the “brains” of the synv
pathetic system but there is evidence going to show that they do not con'
fine their operations solely to the sympathetic but at times reach up into
the realm of the cerebrum, there to give rise to phenomena designated as
instinct or intuition.*
However that may be, there are a vast number of memories that do
appear spontaneously. N ot only do they come without any effort of the
will but very often they remain despite all attempts of the will to eject them.
Such thoughts are most persistent when under the drive of strong emotion :
most fleeting in the delirium of the infective fevers.
Adrenalin operates at a concentration that is comparable to a single
honey bee working in a six acre field of alfalfa blossoms. Reduce these two
to a scale where the human skull is able to hold the entire cutting of that
alfalfa crop and you can imagine that even a single molecule of adrenalin
upon entering any synapse would have some effect upon the concentration
of the electrolyte within that synapse.
It is maintained that after fevers of infection there remains but little
adrenalin within the glands. So it may be presumed that during the fever
there was more than the normal amount of adrenalin circulating in the blood.
W hat this extra adrenalin is able to do has been most vividly described by
M r. Aldous Huxley in Harper's Magazine of March, 1929. “His mind
works— I speak at any rate from my own experience—even more actively
than it does in ordinary times . . . for at 102° I am transformed . . . into a
seer of images, a visionary, a kind of potential poet.
But the mind of the person who takes my place when my blood is too
hot thinks exclusively with pictures. Fever miraculously opens the inner
eye and I find myself living in the midst of the strangest phantasmagoria.
Each word I hear, each external object I catch sight of, calls up an image,
often apparently quite unrelated to the evoking word or thing and the first
*Mr. Elwood Hendrick, Curator of the Chandler Chemical Museum, Columbia University,
has laughingly remarked that “Catalysis is one of the most human manifestations of matter'* and
Otto Warberg contends that it is due to the catalyzing properties of the iron in the cell that
biological oxidation is speeded up The view has been expressed that oxidation is primarily due
to adrenalin and this would establish an intimate relationship between adrenalin and iron So
that whether memories again appear in consciousness because of a peremptory summons from “an
iron will” or float lazily in from nowhere in particular, there is always the possibility that they
may be present because of the magnetic or catalyzing properties of iron. Since we arc approach
ing the province of intuition it might be well to pause and ask whether the expression “iron will"
is a mere idle figure of speech or whether it has reached us through that identical medium.
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image calls up a second, the second a third and so indefinitely. The visions
have a life of their own independent of my conscious will; their endless
succession unrolls itself regardless of my wishes. I—whoever “I" may he—
am reduced to the role of a mere spectator. I stand aside and watch the
performance which somebody else has staged for my amusement. Sometimes
I am duly amused; for the show is brilliant and a kind of plat, a dramatic
interest, rambles mazily through the succession of images. But at other
times, when I am tired, when I long for peace and sleep, the spectacle be'
comes intolerable. 1 resent its intrusion on my privacy; 1 feel as 1 should
feel if I were compelled by law to have the radio and television perpetually
turned on in my study. For the visions are unescapable. I cannot avert
my gaze from them, and if 1 would close the inward eye against them, their
brightness shines through any muffling bandage my consciousness may inter'
pose. They are not merely as clear as the images transmitted by the physi'
cal eye from the external world; they are clearer, brighter, more luminously
distinct. They are more real than ordinary reality; they arc real in that
excessive and preternatural way in which a work of art is real. . . .
Fever transforms me too into a potential lyrist. W ith the influenza upon
me I can form some notion of the way in which Shelley or Rimbaud nor'
mally thought. . . . I know whence they fetched those brilliant images.
. . . They had the feverish gift of seeing, but along with it the sober
power to organize what they saw into the forms of art, to convert private
visions into publicly recognizable beauty and universally comprehensible
argument. Possessing at times a little, perhaps, of their capacity to organ'
ize I lack the power of seeing. And the fever that brings me visions robs
me of my intellect. The person who takes my place when my blood is
overheated possesses of the poet’s genius only that part, alas, which is allied
to madness.”
Mr. Huxley's vivid portrayal is very interesting and well worth read'
ing in full. But what has actually happened to him? W e may surmise that
some little growths have infected his adrenal glands, acting as do the foreign
proteins in anaphylactic shock and causing those glands to discharge an ex'
cess of adrenalin. Of itself this adrenalin heightens the conductivity of the
electrolyte. In addition it is stirring up the heat centers and every single
degree in the rise of temperature results in a heavy percentage of increase
in the conductivity of the electrolyte. W hen combined they are a power'
ful incentive to the remembering of pictures and you will note that M r.
Huxley thought exclusively in terms of images. Endless is the procession
of the tableaux and each of them demands its quota of electric charge.*
W hat if you deny that influenza causes a discharge of adrenalin to
take place? It is not at all probable that you will be able successfully to deny
that such a discharge takes place as the result of great emotional strain. The
*The end may be as in concussion; the difference being that here the “short” is chemical and
there physical. Mr Huxley does not speak of any feeling of weakness or exhaustion but about
this ask those numerous patients who, before they have passed thcii convalescence, start again
upon their too strenuous course. However, many such would be unable to answer, since they
abide no longer with us.
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authorities are quite unanimous that an extra amount of adrenalin is then
released.
W hen you saw that enemy drawing his gun there were a great number
of reactions that were possible. You might have dropped your hand to your
holster and beaten him to the shot. A frensy of berserker rage might have
seised upon you, and regardless of consequences, you might have rushed
against him empty'handed. O r you might have turned and run. Why?
Oblivious of the danger to your buddies you may have thought only of the
danger to yourself. At greater peril to yourself you might have run to
warn those selfsame friends.
The berserker rage, with its utter disregard of physical consequences
and the ignominious flight, oblivious of moral turpitude, were the results of
contacts of efferent neurofibrillae effected by the greater concentration of
the electrolyte which resulted when adrenalin was poured into the blood
in anticipation of “flight or fight.’ Such acts are emotional in origin and
readily pass current under the designation “ instinctive acts."
By way of parenthesis: the consciousness aroused when such contacts
are so brought about in the afferent system should be distinguished under
the term “ intuition." f
Professor Hobhouse is absolutely correct. Among the higher animals
instinct is so interwoven with intelligence that the two factors become ex'
ceedingly difficult to disentangle.
+When, at greater peril to yourself, you ran to warn your friends the muscles of your legs
were operating through contacts of the efferent neuro-fibrillac made under the direction of the
will, The whole business is the result of a cool and calculating judgment. But should you he
killed before reaching those friends an observer stationed two hundred yards away may think
that you ran instinctively and pronounce you an arrant coward,

( to be continued)
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“T ijdsch riit voor Parapsychologie," January 1933.
D r H. A . C D enier van der G on: N e w ways in the domain of experim ental
psychical research.” A review o f Dr. O sty ’s experim ents w ith R udi Schneider.
D rs. W . H C . T enhaeff: '‘Spontaneous paragnosta.
Drs. T en h aeff here pub'
lishes som e o f th e m any cases o f foreboding that w ere com m unicated to him a fter he
had asked his readers and hearers in his articles and lus lectures in the D u tch radio to
let him have an y cases th ey had experienced. T h o u g h they w ere n ot observed u nder
test-conditions such facts are so w e ll established, that th e bona fides o f th e com m un i
cators m ay be taken for granted and th e publication is justified.— O n e o f the cases tells
h ow a lady felt com pelled to visit her m other-in-law , thou gh she w a s not ill, and w as
rather surprised, w h en her daughter-in-law un exp ected ly arrived. T h e latter then had
a frightening dream in th e fo llo w in g n ig h t and on the n ext day her m other-in-law su d 
d en ly died.— In another case a lad y felt she m ust visit her brother-in-law , th ou gh th e
w h ole fam ily w as rather keeping aw a y from him , because he w as o f a low er social rank.
Short tim e afterw ards he w a s crushed b etw een tw o trains in a rail-w ay accident,—
A n o th er lady in a dream saw a church-yard on a h ill w ith a hed ge and a little house
in the neighbourhood, a w h ite cross w as in it, w hich h ow ever w as n o longer there in
another vision o f th e sam e church-yard. 6 years later she lost a boy in a terrible acci
dent and w hen she w en t to visit his grave she found it in a church-yard correspond
in g exactly w ith th e on e she had seen in her vision. T h e w h ite cross w a s th ere also,
b ut w h en she cam e there a fe w days later to take som e flowers to th e grave th e cross
had been taken aw ay.— A n o th e r correspondent w rites h o w his brother in th e b egin ning
o f th e great W a r , w h en everybody exp ected G erm any to be victorious, had a shining
vision in the East (G e r m a n y ), o f sw ords, guns, cannons etc. and crow ns am ong them
suddenly all fell together and there w as o n ly a dreadful chaos left. C onsciou sly, h e
adds, his brother w o u ld never have th ou gh t it possible th at G erm any w o u ld be d e
feated and that th e G erm an sovereigns w ou ld be com pelled to leave their countries.—
A n o th er correspondent from Pretoria, S outh A frica , narrates several forebodings and
visions he had experienced him self. A s a child he o fte n had the vision o f C h n st in
a strange, but extrem ely beau tifu l v io let light. M a n y years later w h en he w a s aw ay
in a chase he su dd en ly had a vision o f h is w ife on her death-bed, and h e returned
hom e im m ediately, fo u r w eek s later his w ife actu ally died, though she had n o t been
ill (but pregn an t) at th e tim e. T w o days b efore she died she told her husband, that
th e Lord had com e to her in th e n ight and that she w ou ld die, he had been surrounded
by a m arvellous violet light! B efore that, d uring th e Boer-war, w h ile w atching his cam p
fire, he sudden ly saw a girl h e loved as if, she w as transform ed in to an angel and had
noth ing to d o w ith earth an y more. H e felt she w o u ld die, th ou gh h e had n o t heard
she w as ill, and indeed she died short tim e afterw ards. Equally h e su dd en ly fe lt that
a man in his business, w h o held no very high position in it a t th e tim e, w o u ld b e th e
superior o f him self and his friend s later, and that he w o u ld leave th e business though
at th e tim e he did n ot in tend to do so, w h ile th e other w o u ld remain. T h is too cam e
tru e six years later. H e also in a dream saw a Kaffir nearly kill a friend o f his w ith
a big stone. T h is to o cam e true about 5 years later.— In an other case a la d y w en t
hom e to th e N eth erla n d s to pay a visit to her relatives there, w h ile her husband re
m ained in A frica . A year before that her husband, w h ile reading th e paper, su dd en ly
stared before him and said he th ou ght it w ould be th e m ost b eau tifu l death to be
drow ned. A n d he added, he w ish ed h e w a s 50 years old , fo r then h e w o u ld k now
w h at w ou ld becom e o f his little son, w h o w as 11 years old then. O n leaving A frica
n ext year (1 9 1 7 ) w ith her boy tw o d ays after th e departure th e boy w a s very m uch
grieved and persisted that he w o u ld n o t see his dadd y again, asking his m other
w h eth er his dadd y w o u ld hear him say "good m orning" to him also w h en he w as in
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heaven. W h e n the lad y tried to w rite to her husband som e tim e after her arrival she
could n ot do so because she alw ays had th e strange feelin g that it w as useless, though
she w as unable to explain this. O n M a y 13th 1917 she had a dreadful dream that she
w as in a very small boat, then on a raft fighting w ith u gly green w aves, w h en suddenly
a big fish cam e along and then m ore fishes— then she w ok e u p very m uch frightened.
T h e n ext days she w as in a desperate m ood, thou gh she could n o t say w hy. F inally
she got a telegram and later a letter, tellin g her her husband had been drow ned. H e
w as an excellent sw im m er and had sw um ou t in to th e sea o f Java during a festival w ith
som e friends. T h ere w a s a rock there resem bling a crouched figure, and there w as a
tale am ong the natives, that the gods w ould kill cvery-body w h o touched that rock
T o prove the fu tility o f such “su perstitions” he sw am out and touched the rock and got
too far into th e breakers, so that he w as unable to return. T h e n atives refused to help
him , because th ey feared the revenge o f the gods because he had touched th e rock.
F inally on e o f his friends reached him and grasped his hand, but su dd en ly he let go
and vanished, his corpse w as never foun d
It w as supposed that a shark had perhaps
sw allow ed him. Strange en ou gh tw o years before that an A rab had predicted to th e
lady that she w ould be a w id o w at th e age o f 30, w hich indeed w a s her age w h e n the
accident happened,
Drs. W H C . Tenhaeff “ D r. I. Zeehandelaar.” A n obituary for th e neurologist
and psychotherapist D r. Z eehandelaar, w h o w as on e o f the founders o f the D utch
S P . R . in 1919 and for som e tim e its librarian.
D r P. A . D ietz 'O n mediumistic fraud ’
w hen the w hole has been published.

T o be continued.

1 w ill review this

T h e M arch-A p ril issue 1933 o f the R evu e M etapsychique contains the follow in g
principal articles

E. Pascal “ A visit to Ezquioga. ' In this little village in th e S p an ish P yren ees
strange things have happened. O n th e 30th o f June 1930 about 9 o'clock in th e eve'
ning tw o peasant children, A n to n io and A n d rew Bereciartua, aged 11 and 7 years,
had to carry milk to a neighbour. C om in g there they w ere very m uch agitated and said
they had m et on their w a y the holy V irgin dressed in a black cloak, carrying the Christchild on her arms, holding a rosary, and w earing a golden crow n. O n their w a y hom e
th ey saw the apparition on ce more. T h e parents o f th e children told them th e y must
have dream t and chided them , but th e n ext evening th ey had th e sam e vision , and the
lady had a sad face and seem ed to ask for prayers. T h e sam e thin g occurred on fo llo w 
in g evenings and soon everybody w as talking about it. O ther people w en t to the
sam e place to see the V irg in and m any o f them also saw the apparition; w om en, chib
dren, robust m en fell in to an ecstasy and described h o w th ey saw th e " V irgen dolorosa."
Soon these happenings spread further into the country7, pilgrim s began to flock to
Ezquioga in special trains, motor-cars etc. A n d m any also had visions, also som e w h o
had o n ly com e there ou t o f curiosity or even m ade fun o f the w h o le thing. A b eauti
fu l you n g girl, Ram ona Olazabal, am ong others, fell in to an ecstasy very o fte n and w a s
stigm atised. T h e vision seem ed to talk to som e o f the ccstatics asking fo r prayers, an 
n oun cin g catastrophes for th e fu tu re (th e destruction o f Paris and M arseilles e t c ) .
W h e n M r. Pascal cam e there a crow d o f about 2 0 0 0 p eople w as already assembled al
though it w as o n ly about 5 o'clock and the w eath er w as bad, m any m ore w ould com e in
fine w eather, he w as told. A kind o f platform w as set up in fron t o f a little hill w ith
a group o f trees, w h ere the V irg in used to appear
(L ater on a church w a s to be b u ilt
there.) T h e crow d w as full o f exp ectation and d evotion, and presently a y ou n g man
aged about 15 or 16 fell in to an ecstasy. M r. Pascal w atched him closely. H is eyes
w ere fixed on som e object invisible to others and blinked m uch less than in a norm al
state. H is limbs w ere rigid as in a sort o f catalepsy, and his friends held him to pre
vent him from fallin g over, w hich in deed had happened at other times. M r. Pascal
m anaged to prick him w ith a n eedle in adverten tly a fe w tim es, but he d idn 't seem to
feel it. H is expression, the same as that o f other ecstatics observed later on (esp ecially
R am ona and another girl, Evarista) w as very beau tifu l, as if filled w ith suprem e inner
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beatitude. W h e n questioned he replied as i f aw aking from a dream and then turned
to his vision again, it w as the same w ith th e other ecstatics. T h e ecstasy lasted about
2 0 to 30 m inutes. T h e pilgrim s put rosaries in to th e hands o f th e ecstatics during th e
ecstasy, in order to let them becom e consecrated thereby, others had w ritten letters to
the V irgin and also put them in to the hands o f th e ecstatics, w h o , strange enough, re'
plied to them as if th ey k new their contents, sayin g the V irg in had told them. M iracu 
lous healings w ere also reported.
M r Pascal then proceeds to find a normal explanation for these things. H e thinks
fraud m ust be excluded on the w hole, though it m ay have occurred n o w and then.
H e tries to explain th e visions by autosuggestion p roducing hallucinations in persons
capable o f dissociating their subconscious m ind from consciousness to a certain degree.
T h e state o f ecstasy to him seems to be partly like that o f a h ypn otised person, though
th e conscious m ind is still looking on, so that th e ecstatics afterw ards are capable; o f
rem em bering w h a t th ey have experienced. T h e y seem to possess som e telepathic and
clairvoyant facu lties in this state, w h ich enable them to k now the con ten ts o f the letters
and prayers addressed to the V irg in and reply to them. T h e stigm ata o f R am ona can
easily be explained as produced by autosuggestion during her contem plation o f th e
w oun ds o f C hrist. (T h e visions are not confined to th e V irgin ; C hrist, St. Joseph, the
Evangelists, the A p ostles— and even th e D ev il have also appeared.) A s to th e origin
o f the w hole m ovem ent, M r. Pascal has foun d ou t, that the school-teacher o f Ezquioga
a short tim e before the first apparition had told th e children about Joan o f A rc and her
visions and at the same tim e told them about Lourdes and other cases o f miracles;'
w hich, he thinks, m ay have caused sim ilar visions to present them selves to A n to n io and
A n d rew rising in to consciousness from their subconscious m inds. T h eir visions then
w ere taken up by others partly by im itation, partly by a suggestion o f masses. T h e
C atholic C hurch w as n ot very favourable tow ards these happenings. It has alw ays
suspected ecstatics w h o tried to get in to a direct connection w ith G od , th e Saviour,
th e V irgin etc. instead o f using the church and its officials and sacram ents as an in ter
m ediary. O n ly w h en such ecstatics proved their utm ost obedience tow ards the C hurch
in spite o f their visions, they w ere recognised as h aving gen u ine experiences. T h is w ou ld
be very difficult w here th e num ber o f ecstatics concerned is as great as in Ezquioga.
T h en the Spanish royalists used th e happenings in Ezquioga for their purposes by try 
ing to convin ce the pilgrims, that th e V irg in w as against the Spanish R epublic and its
governm ent. So n ow the pilgrim ages there have been forbidden

D r. Borrey o f Lyon continu es his report o f experim ents w ith the divin er’s pen du 
lum for th e detection o f illnesses. In 4 more cases M r. B ietrix-du-V illars has properly
designed the illnesses o f som e p atients on an anatom ical plate, indicating parts o f th e
body affected by obscure ailm ents w hose nature w as u nk now n to D r. Borrey d uring
the experim ents, but w h ich proved afterw ards to have been correctly diagnosed.
D r. E. O sty “The strange conduct of M r. H arry Price.’ C p. th e June-issue 1933
o f this Journal.

* * * ♦ *
“T ijdschrift voor P a r a p s y c h o lo g ie M arch 1933.
D r. P. A . D ietz “O n term inology in psychical research .”

T h e author regrets that
psychic research, as it is gradually d evelopin g in to a n ew , intern ationally recognised
science, has not got the same term s for the same thin gs in all countries. Even its ow n
nam e is n ot th e same everyw h ere, as it is called “ psychic research” in E ngland and
A m erica, “ m etapsychique” in France, “ parapsychologie” in G erm any, th e N eth erlan d s
etc. H e suggests a unification o f these terms. E qually he does n ot think th e classifica
tion o f psychic phenom ena in to m ental and physical phenom ena very good. H e pro
poses to speak o f “ paragnosy” for subjective or m ental phenom ena (telep ath y, clair
voyance e t c ) .
T h e physical or ob jective phenom ena he w ou ld like to call “ parpragm asy and d ivide them in to “ intrasom atical” phenom ena occurring in or on the
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body o f the medium (stigmatisation, miraculous healings e t c ) , and peri- or ‘extrasomatical” phenomena occurring at a distance from the body o f the medium (tele*
kineses e tc .).
m
Drs. W H. C. Tenliaejf “Is mediumship an atavislical phenom enon’
As the
primitive peoples seem to possess much more psychical faculties than civilised peoples
with their preponderating brain-culture, some scientists regard them as rudimentary, as
a regression to a former state of human development (Prinzhorn etc.). Others on the
contrary think that mankind in future w ill again develop these i acuities, though per'
haps in a different, more spiritual manner than those possessed by the savages (D ac'
que)
Perhaps this future man would be a kind o f superman, though certainly not
as Nietzsche supposed him to be. It must be remembered, that persons possessing psy
chic faculties were to a great extent regarded as witches and sorcerers in the middle'
ages and killed as such in one way or another, so that they could not propagate them'
selves, perhaps that is one of the principal reasons w hy comparatively few persons
seem to possess psychic faculties on the continent at present. But o f course this may be
compensated by and by. It is also interesting to observe that children seem to experience
more psychic occurrences than grown-up persons, though the psychology of children
lias as yet taken but little notice of this fact. This too seems to indicate that rational
ism when pressed too far is detrimental to the development of psychic faculties. It is
a task for future development of mankind to encourage the growing o f these faculties
and keep them under spiritual control without impeding them.
D r. P. A D ietz ' O n psychic fraud.
(Concluded from the January-issue.) The
author thinks it is not justifiable to put aside the entire earlier production of a medium
if he is caught as being fraudulent later on, though o f course its phenomena must be
investigated again and again afterwards under the most stringent conditions. This is
especially the case, if only unconscious or occasional fraud occurring in a particular
situation is concerned, be it, that the control was especially bad or that the psychic pow 
ers were very weak at the critical moment It is much worse if deliberate fraud prepared
beforehand is discovered
Dr. Dietz then describes some cases o f the latter kind he
discovered or suspected being used in the production of some Dutch and some foreign
mediums (among the latter he mentions the German apport-medium Melzer, Miss
Singleton and Mr. Kirkby)
He did not expose these mediums in flagrante delicto
because he nearly always was a guest in their circle and had promised to abstain from
groping around, turning on light etc. But nearly all these mediums were exposed
later on by the spiritualists themselves.
Drs. W . H C T enhaeff Psychic phenomena in old documents.’ The author
quotes some psychic phenomena described in an-autobiography of the famous Swedish
scientist Linnaeus (1707— 1778). In his youth. Linnaeus narrates, he was looked upon
as stupid while everybody thought his brother was very clever and expected him to be
come professor at some university. One day a fortune-teller came to his home and his
mother gave her tw o garments, one belonging to Linnaeus, one to his brother. She then
said, that Linnaeus would become a very famous scientist and make many journeys,
while his brother would only become a priest H is mother would not believe this and
exchanged the garments to test the woman, pretending the garment o f Linnaeus be
longed to him, w ho was to be the famous scientist, and indeed she was right, though
nobody would have believed it at the time.— In another case Linnaeus’ w ife heard
heavy steps going about in her husband’s museum at 12 o’clock in the night between
July 12 th and July 13th 176^
He heard them too himself. A few days later he
heard, that his friend Karl Clerck, whose steps were exactly of the same kind, died at
that very hour.— A nother case is that o f General Kronstadt’s prediction in November
1718 that king Charles II. would die that same month. On the 30th of November one
o f the gentlemen w ho had heard the prediction pointed out that the king was still alive.
T he general admitted this but added, that the end o f the month had not passed yet,
and indeed the king was shot in the night— probably by a French colonel. In another
case a Swedish count dreamed that princess Elisabeth would become Czarina with the
help of a revolution, which indeed came true a few days later.— Dr. Tenhaeff then
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quotes some cases communicated by W ilhelmina of Bayreuth, the sister o f the famous
Prussian king, Frederic II. the Great, in her memoirs, though all in all she was very
sceptical towards these things.
A Swedish war-prisoner, a certain officer called Croom, was a good chiromantist.
H e predicted the future o f Frederic, o f W ilhem ina’s prospects of marnage, and the
sudden dismissal o f tw o favorite ladies-in-waiting o f the queen. Everything came true,
though nobody would have thought it at the time of the prediction.— T he marchioness
also narrates some cases o f phantasms of the dying. Her father, king Frederic W illiam
I. was a good friend o f king August II. o f Poland and they used to visit each other
now and then. In one of these visits a certain field-marshal von Grumbkow accom
panied A ugust II. to the frontier, w ho told him he w ould never see him again. W h en
he saw him last, the king wore a shirt, which was open in front, and a short Polish furcoat. Short time afterwards von Grumbkow had a vision o f the king clad the same
w ay, w ith closed eyes. H e seemed to say “M on cher Grumbkow, je viens de mourir
ce moment a Varsovie!” (M y dear Grumbkow, I have just died in W arsaw.' ) This
happened on February 1st 1733. A bout two days later the news o f the king's death
reached Berlin.
A nett> Journal on psychical research in Sweden
Psychical Research Societies w ith journals o f their ow n have existed for some time
in the Scandinavian countries of Denmark and N orw ay. Since Dec. 1932, Sweden
too has its own scientific journal in this domain: “ U r det okandas varld" ( ‘ From the
world of the unknown")
It is published by “ Stiftelsen Svenska Centralen for Psykisk
Forskning" and has a female editor: Eira Hellberg, w ho possesses some psychic facul
ties herself. T he journal comes out in ten numbers each year, and the four numbers
I have received until now give a very good impression They principally contain articles
from Dr. Osty, Prof. Richet, R ene Sudre etc. mostly published already elsewhere
abroad, but unknown in Sweden. Besides reports about interesting cases as Upton
Sinclair’s experiments w ith his w ife, the phenomena of the well-known Norwegian
medium Mrs. Imgeborg (cp. her father’s, Judge D ahl’s book “W e are here’ ) etc. etc.
are to be found in them. In the “small notes’’ a case of ethenc double is communicated,
in which three persons saw another person S E. go through a room and tw o doors
while in reality he was in the office of his principal all the time talking w ith him,
which is attested by the latter. W e also hear about a Swedish telepathic and clair
voyant medium Dr. Ruth Euren, aged 61 and living in Haparanda. A lready in her
youth she had telepathic experiences and clairvoyant or prophetic dreams (c.g. about
the shipwreck o f the T itanic).
A lready before the foundation o f this new journal there was much interest for
psychic matters in some parts of Sweden. Especially the late Prof. Sidney A lru ts
from the Psychological Institute of Upsala University showed great interest in psychic
phenomena, as can be seen from his periodical “Psyke,” which principally dealt with
the problems of hypnotism and the subconscious mind. Already in 1927 Mrs Hell
berg and her friends tried to found a Swedish S P. R W ith the same aim some wellknown researchers and mediums were invited to Stockholm in autumn 1928. This, how 
ever did not have the expected success. Especially the public press made much fun of
a lecture of Mrs. Hellberg on Kluski’s phenomena. In order to awaken public interest
for psychic matters on March 14th 1931 the liberal Swedish deputy Hellberg (not
the husband o f Mrs. Hellberg) made a great speech in the Swedish parliament against
a section of the Swedish penal code concerning fortunetellers etc. motioning for its
abolition. It is interesting, that the socialists as well as the liberals were against the
law in the name o f freedom (the well-known socialist editor N orling is one o f the mem
bers of “Svenska Centralen for Psykisk Forskning"), w hile the conservative parties
were for it:— on the continent one can generally observe the inverse attitude concern
ing these parties. It is to be hoped, that the publication o f a scientific psychical periodi
cal in Sweden w ill inaugurate a new era for psychical research in this country.

D r . G erda W alther

THE PROBLEM OF PSYCHIC

SU STEN A N C E

Report of a new Case o f Occult Fast, and some new details concerning the Case
o f Sai'Kin-an, the Korean Mystic.

By Philip H. H ally
T h e e d i t o r o f T h e A m r i t a B a z a r P a t r i \ a , L t d . , o f C a l c u t t a , I n d ia , a t
m y r e q u e s t , s e a r c h e d t h e file s o f T h e P a tr i^ a , a n d s e n t m e t h e f o l l o w i n g
t y p e d c o p y o f a r e p o r t b e a r in g o n a c a s e o f o c c u l t f a s t , ( m e d i a )
is a s y e t u n k n o w n t o p s y c h i c r e s e a r c h e r s .

.

T h is case

I t p o sse sse s m u c h im p o r ta n c e ,

b e c a u s e i t t e n d s t o s e t a t r e s t t h e c la im s m a d e b y c e r t a i n a p o l o g i s t s f o r o n e
o f t h e l a r g e r C h r i s t i a n C h u r c h e s , t h a t o n l y m e m b e r s o f t h a t s e c t a r e c a p a b le
o f th e m e d ia e x p e r ie n c e .

I t a d d s , a ls o , t o t h e n u m b e r o f th e s e r a r e c a s e s .
*

*

*

*

*

“W IT H O U T FO O D A N D W A T E R FOR 13 Y EA R S. S T R A N G E W O M A N ,
M O T H E R OF TH R E E C H IL D R E N , A N D LOOKS Q U IT E H EALTH Y ."

“Madras, May 17th, 1932."
“ According to a Yizagapatam correspondent, a woman named Papamma, belonging to the weaver caste, aged about thirty, residing in Gangupudi
village, is attracting considerable public attention as she is stated to have
been living for the last thirteen years without taking a drop of water or a
morsel of food. Though of delicate constitution, she still looks healthy and
gave birth to three children. Her story, which was investigated by a Magis
trate and some Advocates of Vizagapatam, shows that one day, while go
ing from her husband's house to her parents, she fell down on the way, be
coming unconscious. She was removed in that state to the Vizagapatam
Hospital, where she regained consciousness, but could not open her mouth
nor speak. She was detained in hospital for over a fortnight, and the doc
tors' efforts to make her open her mouth, speak, drink or eat, proved futile.
Nevertheless, as she kept a normal health, and as the doctors could not
name her affliction, she was discharged and taken home two years after.
Papamma suddenly opened her mouth one day and began speaking. She
has been living with her husband and attending to domestic work without
eating or drinking. She says that never (has) she felt hungry or thirsty.
She has become the mother of three children in that state."
*

*

*

*

*

T H E K O R E A N M Y STIC , SA L K IN -A N

About three or four years ago, I wrote to Prof. Asano, President of
the Psychical Research Society of Japan, for information about Sai-kin-an,
about whom some details were published in The Journal of The American
Society for Psychical Research, following the visit of Prof. Asano to Ameri
ca. Having lost the Professor's letter since, I will give what I remember
of it. A part of what Prof. Asano wrote me was corroborated by Mr. S.
Miura, a neighbor of the Professor. M r. Miura visited San Francisco in
361
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1932, and lectured before The California Psychical Research Society.
Sai'kitvan visited Japan and spent some time with Prof. Asano. Later
he wrote the Professor from Korea. As previously reported, he had gone
alone to some high mountains lying between Korea and Manchuria, and
there at considerable altitude, had fasted without either food or water for
one hundred days. During this time he lived in a small cabin.
Prior to his fast, SaLkin-an had lived for a time, the length of which I
do not know, on seven pine bark biscuits per day. Sai'kitvan is a writer.
The name means Pine-eater. So our hero assumed this name, deeming it
descriptive of his occult achievement, prior to the fast. After the latter ac'
complishment, however, he assumed the name Mist'eater, ( I cannot give the
Korean spelling, having lost the letter), having lived on the mist, or air of
the mountains, only.
He continued to live without even the pine bark for some time after
his return to Chosen, where he resides, but later reverted to the biscuits,
and so again assumed the name SaLkin-an when he wrote to Prof. Asano.
*

*

*

*

*

LE LIVRE DES REVENANTS
A V E R IF IC A T IO N
Mrs. Margaret W iddem er, Forty'Five Larchmont Avenue, Larchmont Manor,
N . Y. writes as follows:
re H A R R Y H A W N
(See November ‘Jo u r n a l ’, p. 318.)
Dear Mrs. Bigelow;
In regard to your Livre des Revenants; Henry H awn was to the best o f my recob
lection the head for many years, if not the principal gettcr-up, o f the Pleiades Club, a
famous dining'dub. I sound as vague as one of your controls when l add that the
Pleiades and the Tw ilight Club are always confused in my mind. Your member Mr.
Robert Thomas Hardy should be able to tell you more definitely. Henry H awn was at
least primarily identified w ith the diningclub’s activities in the minds o f most people
w ho knew him. I didn’t know him w ell, for the club was waning rather even when I
came to the city; l don’t even remember when he died, but I am pretty sure he was in
the city W h o ’s W ho.
Yours very sincerely
M argaret W iddemer
N ote by Editor. A further independent verification o f the name and personality
o f H enry H aw n has reached us

*

*

*

*

*

ABNORMAL MARKINGS ON PLATES
Under the title “A New Metapsychical Phenomenon" the Editor gave
an account in the J o u r n a l for June 1932 of a series ol geometric
markings obtained on photographic plates in sealed envelopes placed under
the hands of sitters in the “W H PB group organised by Mrs. Henry W .
W arner for the purpose of experiment in psychic photography. The sig
nificance of these markings— repeated, as they were with perfect exactness
on the whole series of twelve plates used at a sitting,— impressed some read'
ers, among whom was Mrs. Cornelia F. Pascoe, a member of the Society.
She and her husband lament the loss of a beloved son, and they have main'
tained his room and his belongings undisturbed since his death. Partly as
an outcome of the reading of the article above'mentioned, and partly in re'
sponsc to a suggestion of the Editor, Mrs. Pascoe placed a set of plates,
duly sealed and certified by the Kodak Company, in the boy’s room, and
had them developed. The result was submitted to the Editor who, on care'
ful examination, found an identical series of white points on each one of the
twelve plates. The relative position of these points is precisely the same in
all, showing that they are imposed from a single original. W e give a dia
gram of the arrangement, as nearly as possible to scale. Mrs. Pascoe’s letter
to the Editor, dated October 11th, 1933, is appended.
M y dear Mr. Bond.
Here is the information about the prints which I left
w ith you yesterday. On September 12th, 1933, I got
from the Eastman Kodak Company, Madison Avenue,
12 plates, each in a double light-proof envelope. Im
mediately on their receipt they w ere put in various
places in contact w ith my deceased son’s effects, his
wearing apparel, his manuscripts, his books, etc. They
w ere so placed that they were not exposed to light;
that is to say, the containing envelopes w ere not ex
posed to light. T hey were taken to Eastmans’ for
development on Oct. 4th, and given to M r. Bond
October 10th.

Diagram of the Four White Points
discovered on all 12 plates.

Sincerely yours,
C O R N E L IA F. PA SC O E .

* * * * *
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HISTORY OF TH E SOCIETY
The First American Society for Psychical Research was formed in 1885.
in consequence of a visit by Sir W. F. Barrett to this country, and Prof. Simon
Newcomb became its President. In 1887 the Society invited a man of signal
ability, Richard Hodgson, A.M., LLD., sometime Lecturer in the University o*
Cambridge, to become its Executive Secretary, and he accepted.
Thi3 organization later became a branch of the English Society under the
very able guidance of Dr. Hodgson until his death in 1905. The American
Society for Psychical Research was then re-established with James H. Hyslop,
Ph.D., formerly Professor of Logic and Ethics in Columbia University, as its
Secretary and Director.
'
■
v
TH E ENDOWMENT
The American Society for Psychical Research, Inc., was incorporated
under the Laws of New York in 1904 under the name of American Institute
for Scientific Research, for the purpose of carrying on and endowing investi
gation in the fields of Psychical Research and Psycho-therapeutics. It is sup
ported by contributions from its members and an endowment fund which now
exceeds $275,000. The income of the Society pays only for the publications
and office expenses, but does not enable the Society to carry on its scientific
investigations. A much greater sum is required before this work can be car
ried forward with the initiative and energy which its importance deserves.
The endowment funds are dedicated strictly to the uses set forth in the
deed of gift and are under control of the Board of Trustees, the character and
qualifications of whom are safeguarded, as with other scientific institutions.
Moneys and property dedicated by will or gift to the purposes of the
American Society for Psychical Research, Inc., whether to the uses of psychi
cal research or psycho-therapeutics, are earnestly solicited. The form which
such dedication should take when made by will is indicated in the following:
FORM OF BEQUEST
“I give, devise and bequeath to the American Society for " Psychical
Research, Inc., a corporation organized under the laws of the State of New
York, the sum o f......... dollars (or if the bequest is real estate, or other
specific items of property, these should be sufficiently described for identifica
tion), in trust for the corporate purposes of said Society.”
MEMBERSHIP IN TH E SOCIETY
Membership in the American Society for Psychical Research, Inc., does
not imply the acceptance of any particular explanation of the alleged facts
collected by it, or even of the facts themselves. Membership stands only for
investigation of the alleged phenomena.
Members, who receive the Proceedings and the Journal, pay an annual
fee of $10. One may become a Life Member or endow a Memorial Member
ship on payment of $200.
Associates, who receive the Journal only, pay an annual fee of $5. One
may become a Life Associate on the payment of $100.
Fellows, who receive all publications of the Society, and are afforded
special library privileges, pay an annual fee of $25. One may become a Life
Fellow on the payment of $500.
Founders and Patrons. For those who wish, through life subscriptions,
to make a still larger contribution to the Society’s work, these two classes are
open, at fees of $5,000 and $1,000, respectively.
It must not be forgotten that membership in a scientific society means
more than merely a subscription to the Journal of that Society. The work
which is reported in the Journal must be largely carried on through the income
from membership fees. Therefore, we hope you will make your membership class
as high as you feel you reasonably can.
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